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Lascaux 1, an amizing lunisolar calendar
© 2005 by Franz Gnaedinger
LASCAUX CAVE and a hypothetical reconstruction of the Magdalenian language
spoken in the Guyenne some 17,000 years ago (83 Usenet messages, written
in freestyle English; the Usenet, you must know, is the Wild Wild West of the
World Wide Web, nevertheless a great facility, where new ideas can be
developed and published)
Why all the interest in long bygone times? We archaeologists are hoping that by understanding the
past we may perhaps have a glimpse into the future. And how could we possibly comprehend signals
from another civilization somewhere out there in space when we don't even understand the 'signals'
from the past? the heritage of our forebears on our own planet? All the ancient and very ancient
civilizations I studied so far reveal the same pattern: simple yet complex. This, I believe, is the very
key for success. Keep it simple and functional, thus you allow complexity. Google follows that
policy, and so, not surprisingly to me, they are very successful. My humble glimpse into the future:
if they stand by their policy, their success may last. (quote from message 27, below)
1) We are in the Dordogne, some 17,000 years ago. A shaman is working in the entrance zone of a
cave. Using a round pebble he presses long lines of small holes into a soft clay bank. And in
between he goes gathering small yellow and reddish pebbles along the river ... What is he doing?
One of his forerunners had established a marvelous lunar calendar by placing sets of 30 white and
29 grey pebbles in alternate order into long lines of such holes, and thus he had been able to predict
lunar phases for over a year: 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... pebbles yield 30 59 89 118
117 148 177 207 236 266 295 325 354 384 ... days for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 ... lunations.
Our shaman wishes to go further by reconciling the lunar cycle with the solar one. He observes the
sun at midsummer and midwinter, for many years. He lays out many long lines of yellow and
reddish pebbles. And then, finally, he solves his problem with sets of 40 yellow and 41 reddish
pebbles. Nine sets yield a solar year: five yellow and four reddish sets a regular year of 365 days,
six yellow and three reddish sets an occasional leap year of 366 days.
As you have seen above, 11 lunations yield 325 days. Add a solar period of 40 yellow pebbles and
you obtain a year of 365 days; add a solar period of 41 reddish pebbles and you get a leap year of
366 days.
Now the shaman draws a large square grid of 3 x 3 houses a b c d e f g h i, and presses 40 and 41
holes into the nine clay fields, according to a symmetrical pattern:
h i b

41 40 41

g a c

40 41 40

f e d

41 40 41

Start a calendar cycle with a full moon marking the begin of the first solar period a in the center of
the grid 3x3. The moon will move erratically across the houses of this calendar, however, it will
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again be full at the begin of period i, and in the following years at the begin of the solar periods h, g,
f, e ...
2) The lunar calendar of Lascaux can be given as follows:
I

I

I

I

30 29

30 29

30 29

I I I

I

I

29I30

29 30

29 30

Begin at the top left corner and count cycles of twelve lunations in counter-clockwise direction. 30
29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 plus 30 29 30 29 30 ... days yield 30 59 89 118 148 177 207 236
266 295 325 354 384 413 443 472 502 ... days for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 ...
lunations. If you stop at the line that halves the bottom left field you get 11 lunations yielding 325
days.
The solar calendar of Lascaux can be given as a grid of 3 times 3 houses. The central house a has 41
days, and so have the houses b c f h in the corners, while the remaining houses have 40 days each.
Begin with house a and move on to the houses b c d e f g h i, a b c d e ...
h 41

i 40

b 41

g 40

a 41

c 40

f 41

e 40

d 41

The nine houses a b c d e f g h i represent nine solar periods and yield a regular year of 365 days. If
the first period in the center of the grid, solar period a, begins with a full moon, it will again be full
moon at the begin of the solar period i, and in the following
years at the begin of the solar periods h g f e ...
30 29 30 29 30 ... 325 ... 649 ... 974 ...
year 1)

41 41 40 41 40 41 40 41 - 325 - 40

year 2)

41 41 40 41 40 41 40 - 649 - 41 40

year 3)

41 41 40 41 40 41 - 974 - 40 41 40

and so on

Those familiar with the Lascaux cave will recognize the above calendar figures ...
3) The stag, I believe, was the symbol of the shaman, while the giant stag Megaceros giganteus
was a symbol of the arch shaman. In the axial gallery of the Lascaux cave is painted a proud stag
with 9-point antlers that stile, modify and simplify the antlers of a megaceros: two arcs of lower
points are topped by five long points radiating from the blades. Instead of the front legs we see a
geometric drawing: 13 dots, a standing rectangle, a large dot, and a curvy line of 28 dots ...
(In this view of the axial gallery you can just recognize the head of the megaceros in the top right
corner:
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Axial Calendar
A grid of 28 times 13 houses yields the best, namely regular representation of the lunisolar calendar
of Lascaux. I tried out other grids, but the resulting patterns were irregular. 'M' stays for lunations,
'S' for solar periods, and 'X' for 11 lunations or 8 solar periods that yield both 325 days. Remember
how to count lunations: 30 29 30 29 30 ...; and the solar periods of a year: 41 41 40 41 40 41 40 41
40. Begin at the bottom right corner and count upward:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S - -

82

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S - - - - -

163

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S - - - - - - - -

244

- - - - - - - - - - - - M - - - - - - - - - - - -

354

- X - - - - - - - - - - -

325 days

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - M - - - - - - - - - -

295

- - - M - - - - - - - - -

266

- - - - - - - - - - - S -

41

- - - - M - - - - - - - -

236

- - - - - M - - - - - - -

207

5

- - - - - - - - S - - - -

122

- - - - - - M - - - - - -

177

- - - - - - - M - - - - -

148

- - - - - S - - - - - - -

231

- - - - - - - - M - - - -

118

- - - - - - - - - M - - -

89

- - S - - - - - - - - - -

284

- - - - - - - - - - M - -

59

- - - - - - - - - - - M -

30

S - - - - - - - - - - - - -

365 days

M

“practical calendar”
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4) Marie E.P. Koenig sees the horse in Paleolithic art as symbol of the sun, and the bull as symbol
of the moon. The ascending young mares in the rotunda (hall of bulls) of the Lascaux cave show the
morning sun, Marie Koenig believes, while the descending horses in the small room at the rear end
of the axial gallery symbolize winter; the pair of opposing ibices (ibexes) midwinter; and the grid of
6 fields in between them 6 winter moons, hence the winter half year:

“midwinter”
The rotunda leads into the axial gallery, which ends in a small room. If the ascending mares in the
rotunda symbolize the morning sun, and if the descending horses in the small room at the rear end
of the axial gallery symbolize winter, and the opposing ibices the midwinter solstice, then the mares
in the rotunda, rising above the cave's horizon, symbolize glorious midsummer.
The ascending mares are heading for the left wall of the axial gallery, while the Chinese horses on
the opposite wall of the axial gallery, and the red horse before them, are heading for the rotunda.
The axial gallery would then represent a year: between midsummer and midwinter (left wall if
viewed from the rotunda), and between midwinter and midsummer (wall of Chinese horses and red
horse before them).
Now for the geometrical figure between the opposing ibices: a standing rectangle, divided by a
horizontal and two vertical lines into 3 small rectangles at the bottom and 3 tall rectangles on top of
the small ones. Modifying Marie E.P. Koenig's interpretation I propose an underlying annual
calendar:
h41 Apr01-May11

i40 May12-Jun20

b41 Aug01-Sep10

g40 Feb20-Mar31

a41 Jun21-Jul31

c40 Sep11-Oct20

f41 Jan10-Feb19

e40 Dec01-Jan09

d41 Oct21-Nov30

The 3 small rectangles of the grid between the ibices correspond to the winter periods d e f (41 40
41 days). The winter solstice occurs in the middle of period e, December 20/21. The summer
solstice occurs between the periods i (40 days) and a (41 days), June 20/21.
5) Along the SW wall of the axial gallery that leads from the small midwinter room to the wide
midsummer hall run a line of ponies in their winter coat, and ahead of them the pair of Chinese
horses ...
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The Chinese horses (resembling the Przewalski's horse, a wild subspecies discovered in Mongolia)
are menaced: the first one by two flying arrows near the neck, while the leading horse is hit by a
spear that sticks in the back, just above the tail.
Hunting magic? I plead for an astronomical meaning, which is revealed by the other signs that
accompany the leading horse:
A twig of nine branchelets appears on the round belly. Another twig, before the breast, has five
branchelets: four under the stem, plus the one at the end of the stem (while the four upper ones are
missing). The twig of nine branchelets may symbolize a solar year of nine periods, beginning at
midsummer, June 21 of our modern calendar, while the twig of five branchelets only may symbolize
the five cold periods that end on March 31 of our calendar.
Next to the twig of five branchelets and before the horse's mouth appears a second sign of five
elements: two horizontal lines above; two horizontal lines below; and under the empty space
between them a vertical line. The black lines may again refer to the five cold periods of the Lascaux
calendar: upper lines 40 days each; lower lines 41 days each; vertical line 40 days, from December
1 till January 9, in between midwinter: December 20/21.
Above the horse appears a red calendar grid, incomplete as the one between the pair of opposing
ibices in the small room of midwinter at the rear end of the gallery. However, this time the upper
side is emphasized, and the single small square in the upper right corner evokes the warmest period
of the year that begins on the first day of our August.
So the arrows and the spear do not really menace the Chinese horses but symbolize the end of the
five cold periods in the calendar of Lascaux. The twigs go along with spring, and so do those lovely
horses ...
6) The shaggy ponies in the axial gallery symbolize winter, while the Chinese horses ahead of the
ponies mark the end of the five cold periods: March 31 in our calendar.
Ahead of the Chinese horses appears a jumping red horse, its round, strong and amazingly plastic
body moulded into the curvy line of 28 dots, which ascend softly, perform a loop that hides the
horse's forelegs, and then ascend very steeply. This would be the midday sun of spring that climbs
ever higher on the sky ... In the free space between breast, hidden foreleg and dots another sign: two
long parallel lines from which sprout three short lines, pointing upward and touching the hidden
foreleg.
This sign would symbolize the four warm periods of the year, with midsummer, New Year, in
between. Upper long line: a period of 41 days, April 1 - May 11, midday sun rapidly ascending,
therefore a long line. Upper short line: a period of 40 days, May 12 - June 20; midday sun hardly
climbing anymore, therefore a short line. Short line in the middle: midsummer, New Year, between
June 20 and 21, occasional leap days (preferably two days
every eight years). Lower short line: a period of 41 days, August 1 - September 10; midday sun
steeply descending, therefore a long line. The lengths of the lines may rely on the experience of
climbing a mountain: ascending and descending are both demanding.
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The curved dotty line belongs to the geometric drawing under the proud stag with the antlers of a
Megaceros giganteus. The 9 points of the simplified, modified and styled antlers (I compared them
with the antlers of a megaceros from Ireland in the zoological museum of Zurich) remind of the 9
calendar fields and solar periods. The stag looks toward the approaching ponies, Chinese horses,
and red horse: as if observing the solar horse on its way from the cold to the warm time of the
year ... The stag, I believe, symbolizes and honors the shaman, and the megaceros the arch shaman,
here the astronomical genius of Lascaux.
7) Now let us have a look at a key scene in the rotunda, or hall of bulls:

“midsummer”
A line of ponies are rising above the horizon (a dark band of rock), while a red horse has climbed
the sky and represents midsummer.
A long red spear comes from the upper right side and touches the head of the midsummer horse, as
if saying that the solar horse - or the midday sun - has finally reached the highest point of its long
ascending journey. Now, from midsummer on, it will descend again, and so the red horse with a
black mane is heading for the axial gallery and the small room at its rear end, where a line of horses
descends and gives way to a pair of opposing ibices - according to Marie E.P. Koenig the symbol of
the midwinter solstice.
There is no hunting magic in the Lascaux cave. Arrows and spears mark astronomical and calendar
dates. The long spear pointing to the head of the midsummer horse in the rotunda marks the end of a
year and the begin of a new one. The horses in the Lascaux cave die a symbolic death, or, we may
say: all those horses (over 120) are one single horse moving across the sky and changing with the
seasons.
When the midday sun has reached the highest position on the sky, it is bound to descend again. But
not so quickly. There is another red summer horse high on the marvelous ceiling of the rotunda ...
8) Here again the small room of midwinter at the rear end of the axial gallery: >midwinter.
Between the pair of opposing ibices a calendar grid pointing out the 3 winter periods (bottom
fields), while the calendar grid above the leading Chinese horse denotes the 3 upper fields,
especially period b, warmest time of the year (beginning with August 1):
- - -

h i b

41 40 41

+ + b
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- - -

g a c

40 41 40

- - -

f e d

f e d

41 40 41

- - -

On the right side of the ibices and their calendar grid a part of the lunar calendar (on a bulging wall,
hardly recognizable in the above picture). The same calendar, only turned around, appears before
the head of a bull:
I

I

I

I

30 29

30 29

30 29

I I I

I

I

29I30

29 30

29 30

On a natural ledge two meters above the floor of the nave parade a line of horses overlapped by a
large cow, which, as a bovine, is a lunar symbol. Behind the cow and under her hind legs appear 3
colored calendar grids. As far as I recognize the colors there is bright ocher (orange), dark brown
(or blueish?), and black:
brown ocher ocher

ocher brown brown

brown brown ocher

brown ocher ocher

ocher ocher brown

brown brown black

ocher brown brown

brown ocher ocher

brown ocher brown

The first and second patterns have complementary colors: bright ocher in one grid turns into dark
brown in the other grid. The large cow places her hind hoofs on the second and third grid; the left
hoof on the right grid: periods h (ocher) and i (brown); and the right hoof on the left grid: period g
(brown), thus marking the solar calendar of the horse with a bovine influence.
This calendar is a lunisolar calendar.
9) Astronomically speaking, the lunisolar calendar of Lascaux links 8 tropical years to 99 synodic
months or lunations (e.g. from one to the next full moon).
This calendar is amazingly well expressed by the lunar periods of 30 and 29 days, and the solar
periods of 41 and 40 days:
h 41

i 40

b 41

30 29

30 29

30 29

g 40

a 41

c 40

29I30

29I30

29I30

f 41

e 40

d 41

Lunar phases are counted like this: 30 29 30 ... days, yielding 30 59 89 118 148 177 207 236 266
295 325 354... days for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ... lunations.
Solar phases are counted as follows: 41 41 40 41 40 41 40 days, and again 41 41 40 41 40 41 40 41
40 days, and so on, yielding 41 82 122 163 203 244 284 325 365 days for the first year.
Multiples of 11 lunations and 8 solar periods yield 325-325 974-974 1298-1298 1947-1947 22722272 2596-2596 2921-2920 days. The lunar and the solar cycle go along for seven years, then the
lunar cycle passes the solar cycle by one day (2921 against 2920 days).
Now let us have a look at the exact multiples of 11 synodic months and 8/9 tropical years (modern
values):
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324.836...

649.672...

974.509...

1299.345...

324.659...

649.319...

973.978...

1298.638...

1624.182...

1949.018...

2273.855...

2598.691...

1623.298...

1947.958...

2272.618...

2597.277...

(Lascaux 2921)

2923.528... days for 99 lunations

(Lascaux 2920)

2921.937... days for 8 years

The Lascaux values for a cycle of 99 lunations or 72 solar periods or 8 years are correctly predicting
that the moon will pass the sun, and even the order is good: one day instead of 1.5907... days.
Notice that a cycle of 8 years requires two leap days.
10) Having established all the mathematical tools required for calculating the Lascaux calendar,
and having found that over a period of 8 years the lunar cycle will pass the sun by one day (exactly
1.59073... days), we may have another look at the key scene in the rotunda:

If a full moon occurs at midsummer, begin of period a in the lunisolar calendar of Lascaux, it will
again occur at the begin of period h, while the following years will see a full at the begin of the
periods h g f e d c b a -- within 8 years we are back to the original constellation, a midsummer full
moon.
However, not really, for the lunar cycle has advanced by one day according to the Lascaux numbers
(exactly 1.59073... days), and this very situation, I believe, is shown in the midsummer hall or New
Year's hall: behind the red horse appears a white bull, going along with the horse, but also passing
the horse ...
Going along with the midsummer horse means: the Lascaux calendar is based on a coincidence of
midsummer and full moon. Passing the horse means: the Lascaux astronomers
knew that the lunar cycle is slightly swifter than the solar one.
Before the head of the bull appears a sign of 3 times 3 elements, which evoke the calendar of 3
times 3 fields or periods, and may say that the solar calendar does also belong to the moon.
If you are so lucky to own a copy of the 1988 issue of the National Geographic, you may look up
the beautiful panorama on the pages 482-3-4. On the upper left side you see the big head of the
midsummer bull; below him a black horse; before him a red horse and an opposing bull; and in the
free space of that meaningful scene three small stags with proud antlers, looking toward the
midsummer bull and midsummer horse: these would be astronomer shamans observing the sun and
11

moon in midsummer - throughout the whole year, but especially during midsummer. And the
megaceros in the gallery might honor the astronomer genius who had discovered that marvelous
lunisolar calendar ...
11) Paleontology relies on bones, for example in the case of Sahelanthropus or Toumai, Child of
Hope, a hominid (now confirmed), seven million years old (twice as old as Lucy, who, presumably,
was a Lucian). Archaeology relies on artifacts, for example in the case of the some 400,000 years
old spears of Homo heidelbergensis. And history relies on documents we can read. When we can
read the signs and pictures in the Lascaux cave, the Old Magdalenian may shift from an
archaeological to a historical period of time ...
For the fun of it: let me look out for the language that might have been spoken by the Lascaux
people. I call it Guyan, partly as reference to the Guyenne, partly as hommage to Jacques Guy.
Jacques Guy frequently made fun of Nostratic. He will love Guyan. As a native Norman, a born
French, he can hardly deny his patrimoine …
A first Guyan word or word-root is easily found: ac. Richard Fester drew a map of S France and N
Spain with all the caves adorned in Paleolithic times, and a second one with all the names of
villages ending on ac, such as Montignac, and the correspondence is overwhelming. Seen in the
light of the lunisolar calendar of Lascaux, ac may mean an expanse of green land with a hill and
water, where wild horses and bovines are grazing and drinking. The nine fields of the lunisolar
calendar would be nine heavenly ac for the solar horse and lunar bull. Consider the words aqua,
ager/agriculture, equus, ox, ancient Greek akros, a Swiss river by the Celtic name of Eulach, or
Galloroman acum-names of villages such as Kuessnacht on lake Lucerne. Or the ac in the name of
Jacques Guy: Jacques Jacob Jacobus Giaccobo is a common name in many languages and may
perhaps go back to the laird of an ac.
12).. Etymology is fun, so let me go on looking out for words in the Old Magdalenian language I
call Guyan (ghi-an).
The first word ac means a large area of land with water, where animals are grazing, especially
horses, cows and bulls. The largest ac is the Guyenne in southern France, the land along the many
rivers, which, I believe, have been mapped in the birdman in the Lascaux cave.
Have a look at a pair of drawings that place the birdman into a map of the rivers of the Guyenne,
whereby the Gironde forms the beak (the colors of the first drawing should be a red ocher for the
birdman, a yellow green for the land, and a deep blue for the rivers):
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“birdman as map of Guyenne”

“Lascaux-Laussel”
13

The world is made of nine ac: the Guyenne in the center, surrounded by the ac of marshes and sea
(W), Britanny (NW), northern France (N), Switzerland, where mammoths survived until 10,000
years ago, and where Magdalenian hunters from the Rhone Valley had been spending summer (NE),
Rhone Valley (E), Mediterrannean (SE), Spain (S and SE). The heavenly counterpart of the 9
earthly ac are the nine ac of the sun horse and moon bull. So the lunisolar calendar grid of Lascaux
was also an ideal world map.
Richard Fester says that names of places can persist for a very long time. A hamlet of shacks by the
name of Niffer in southern Mesopotamia kept a memory of proud Nippur for five millennia. Other
examples: Toltek Tollan - Tula; Egyptian Tanis - San; Phoenician Tyrus - Sur.
If the name of the Guyenne should go back to Magdalenian times, 'Guy' might originally have
imitated the call of a bird: ghi, sharper ki (seagull?).
The ruler of an ac may have been a sh'ac. The birdman of the Guyenne would have been the
ghi'shac. Later on, ghishac may have designated every worthy dweller of the Guyenne, simply
meaning human being (perhaps real human being). The word ghi'shac would survive in the French
names Guy and Jacques, and in the Basque word gizaki, man, human. (Yes, Jacques Guy, I find this
very funny.)
13) A further word in Guyan (ghi-an), the language spoken by the Magdalenian dwellers of the
Guyenne, is provided by a map: Languedoc, a province in southeastern France. The name
Languedoc comes from langue d'oc, a southern form of French that uses the word oc for eye*,
whereas the eye is called oeuil in northern France. Oc might well have been a Magdalenian word
for eye, also for the verb looking, to look, and for the call: look. *(That mistake will be corrected in
the next message or chapter)
An ac, we have seen, was an expanse of green land with a hill and water, where horses and bisons
have been grazing. Paleontologists are assuming that a clan or tribe needed 40 to 60 kilometers of
land along a river. Hunting deer, fishing salmon, and gathering herbs and berries on such an expanse
of land requires good eyes. Picture yourself watching out for deer. When you happen to see one you
will alert your hunting comrades, but of course without alarming the deer. Softly croaking oc oc oc
may well do. In my language it would be a soft: lueg lueg. In English: look look. And the same
word can be shouted out loud, alarming your comrades of a danger: OC - watch out, careful,
attention ..
The word oc for eye would have become oculus in Rome, from where it returned to Gaul, where it
was kept in the southern province of Langedoc, while it became oeil in northern France, ojo in
Spain, eye in England, Auge in German. The same oc became eg in Basque begi for eye; ik in
Basque ikusi for see (will also be corrected); and ok in Basque osoko for eye again (apparently a
rarer word than begi). The oc root is also present in English look, German lug, lugen (rarely used, a
deer looking out from bushes does lugen), in Swiss German lueg, luege, a very common word,
which turned the original oc into eg, pronounced ag, looag. And there is the lovely and funny
English word ogle ...
14) Oc, we have seen, means eye, also: I look, and: look. A further meaning of oc may be darling
(eye apple). My mon mio mein - the possessive mine could have been, say, ma. Now we need light
for to see. Let me propose lic for light. Latin lux was light; Hittite luk was the morning light, Hittite
14

luha was the verb to shine. Seeing the sun rise makes happy, and so does looking into the eyes of
one's darling. Well then, let me propose the same word for luck. Ancient Greek leukos means
shining, white, bringing luck. Richard Fester mentions Nordic lykt for light and lykka for luck. The
German words are Licht and Glueck, close to the English words light and luck.
Now we have all the words we nee for declaring our love to a Magdalenian sweetheart: Oc lic ma
oc. This means: I see light in your eyes, my darling, I am happy, I am so very happy, and look, there
is light in my own eyes, meant to make you happy too.
You may convey the same message by giving your darling a pretty, small, round and shining white
pebble as symbol of a shining eye, and if you give her that sign of your affection secretly, or send it
via a messenger, it would be a Magdalenian love letter ...
15) If ac was land, ca might have been the sky (s-ca-y). Combine ca for sky with lic for light and
you obtain calic for a bright, luminous sky. The word calic might have traveled along the Ligurian
coast (lig lic, hence a bright shore) into Italy, where it would have turned into coelus for sky; lic
alone into lux; and into lum in illuminare. The lum form is kept in French lumière.
Indirect evidence comes from archaic caliginous for misty, dim, dark, going back on Latin
caliginosus for misty. Ca-lig-in-osus. Here you have a ca for sky, and lig for light, yielding bright
sky, followed by in, which would be a negation: no, not a bright sky, a misty one; a dim or dark sky.
In/un is a very common negation in Western European languages and may thus be very old. If 'calic
(stress on ca) or ca'lic (stress on lic) was a bright sky, calic'in (stress on in) would have been a
misty, dim or dark sky.
Basque zeru for sky goes along with ca and coelus, while urdin for blue might explain a further part
of "Liguria" on the Côte d'Azur: blue coast, Lig-ur-ia. If -ia should be a form of ac, we might read:
lic-ur-ac, land (shore) of light and blue. The form ac-ur as name for a stretch of land by the blue sea
would have become azur, a deep and beautiful blue as seen along the Ligurian coast.
Now, in the context of a lunisolar calendar, we need words for the sun and moon. The word for the
sun might have been ca'leq, leq being a form of lic, namely the brillant light provided by the sun,
while the rump –eq would have become equus, horse, in Latin (and eguzki, sun, in Basque). The
word for the moon might have been ca'lun, lun meaning the light provided by a full moon. Ca'lun
would have become se'lenae in ancient Greek, and 'luna in Latin. Caleq caleq caleq caleq … for the
gallopping sun horse, calun calun calun calun … for the running moon bull . If the above
deductions hold, light (going along with luck) would be a very old word, since there are so many
old versions: lic lig leq lun lux lum luk (Hittite for morning light, while Greek leukos means shining
white, bringing luck), and so lic might even come from, say, Dolni Vestonice, and be some 26,000
years old.
16) Miguel Carrasquer corrected my silly mistake regarding Languedoc. I should have known that
oc means aye, not eye. I learned that in school, a long time ago. Funny that so many words for yes
and eye sound similar: aye ay I (yes), eye eie ie (eye); oeil uelh (eye), oui(l) (yes). Old English I for
aye allows even three words: yes, eye, and me.
Let me try a modification of my thesis regarding oc and yes. The early form of saying yes might
have been a firm look into the eyes of the person to whom you make a promise or give an answer.
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When a mother asks her child: did you do the homework?, and the child mumbles an answer, the
mother may say: look me in the eye ... A look into the eye, perhaps going along with a nod, may
have been the first yes. When a word was needed, the situation of one pair of eyes locking with
another pair of eyes might have been imitated by saying oc oc, meaning eye eye; (confirmed from)
eye (to) eye. However, oc oc sounds rather silly. A better word would be a combination of two
words for eye, say, oc-il. This word could have turned into Latin oculus for eye, and survived in
Basque jakile, see, look, also man, human (I am not really sure about jakile). Oc-il, eye eye, might
have given rise to Latin hoc ille for yes, meaning: this that, maybe: this (pair of eyes and) that (pair
of eyes). When the Romans brought their language to Gaul, hoc ille could easily have been adopted,
since the old meaning was shining through, so hoc became oc in southern Gaul, the old word for
eye, while ille became uelh for eye, keeping a memory of the old il for eye. And in northern Gaul
hoc ille became oui(l) for yes, and oeuil for eye. The English (or rather Scottish?) aye aye sir would
be another version of eye eye, from eye to eye, from man to man. One might even muse whether the
somewhat mysterious okay combines the old oc with an eye, or rather doubles the oc, since the Old
English forms of eye were ege and eage (oll/orl korrekt, and O-ld K-inderhook Club, would then be
false explanations).
The il-word for eye could have survived as pars pro toto in French cil, eyelash(es), and oc-il or occil might have turned into Sanskrit aksi for eye.
17) Provisional first glossary of Guyan, pronounced ghi-an, hypothetical language spoken in the
Magdalenian Guyenne, on the substratum of a much older paleolithic language, delivered in three
messages
AC - an expanse of green land with water, where horses and bisons are grazing and drinking,
surviving in names of rivers (Richard Fester), in Galloroman acum-names of villages, also in Latin
ager (agricultura)
SH'AC - ruler of an ac, surviving in the name Jacques, Jacobus, Giaccobo, Jacob, Jack, Jakob, also
in Arabic sheik, Persian shah, Japanese shogun (titles mentioned by Richard Fester as versions of
his TAG word)
GHI (sharper ki) - call of the seagull, name of the birdman, surviving in the name of the Guyenne as
land of the birdman, especially the Gironde and Dordogne, and in the French name Guy
GHI SH'AC - birdman, ruler of the Guyenne, over, say, some 30 clans of some 500 persons each;
then the word for human being in general (perhaps: real human being) used for any worthy dweller
of the Guyenne; surviving in the French names Guy and Jacques, also in Basque gizaki for man,
human (according to Miguel Carrasquer Vidal also for human flesh: giza-ki; then perhaps a
composite: ghi'sh'ac gizak gizak-ki gizaki)
CA (inverse of AC) - sky (s-ca-y), nine heavenly ac of the solar horse and lunar bull. The grids of 3
times 3 fields in the Lascaux cave would be a world map of nine large ac, the Guyenne in the
middle; and the same map would represent the nine heavenly ac of the solar horse and lunar bull
above the nine earthly ones ...
18) LIC - bright, light, luck; a very old word occurring and surviving in many forms, for example
in Latin lux, coe-lum, il-lum-inare, French lumière, Hittite luk for morning light, Greek leukos for
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shining, white, bringing luck, in German Licht and Glueck (the initial g- being a plural according to
Richard Fester), in English light and luck, in Nordic lykt and lykka (Richard Fester)
CA LIC - bright sky, became early Latin cae-lum, and later coe-lum for sky, while lic alone became
lux
CA LIC IN - not a bright sky (negation), a misty sky, a dim or even dark sky, Latin ca-lig-in-osus
for misty sky; negation surviving in the forms in- un- (a-)
CA LEQ - solar horse, leq meaning the light coming from the sun; onomatopoiesis: caleq caleq
caleq caleq ... for the gallopping sun horse; rump -eq developed into Latin equus for horse, and
Basque eguzki for sun
CA LUN - lunar bull, lun meaning the light of the full moon; onomatopoiesis: calun calun calun
calun ... for the running moon bull; ca'lun became Greek se'lenae and Latin 'luna
UR - blue, deep blue of sky and sea, especially along the Ligurian coast (linguistic bridge between
Guyenne and Latium)
AC UR - land blue - land by the blue sea, especially the Ligurian coastline known as Côte d'Azur
LIG UR AC - bright blue land - bright land along the blue sea: Liguria
19) OC - eye, man (a responsible person who can look into your eyes), also darling (eye apple); as
a verb: see or look; imperavtive: look; warning: watch out, careful, attention. Became Latin oculus,
and survives in many forms: Italian occhio, Spanish ojo, English eage ege ie eie eye, German oug
aug Auge, English look, German lugen lug (rare), gucken guck, Swiss German luege lueg
(pronounced looag), English ogle ...
CIL (inverse of LIC for bright, light, luck) - a second word for eye, survived as pars pro toto in
French cil for eyelash(es)
OC (C)IL - eye eye: from eye to eye, from man to man; an early form of yes. Originally a look into
the eyes, perhaps accompanied by a nod. Became Sanskrit aksi for eye, and Latin hoc ille, this that,
for yes, perhaps meaning: This pair of eyes and That pair of eyes: from eye to eye, from man to
man. Hoc ille became oc for yes and uelh for eye in southern Gaul (Languedoc), oui(l) for yes and
oeil for eye in northern Gaul, keeping a memory of the old forms oc and cil for eye, oc(c)il for eye
eye, from eye to eye, from man to man. Eye eye might survive in English I ay aye "Aye aye, sir."
Yes goes back to the c/k/g word gese. Okay is explained in two ways: either as abbreviation of
oll/orl korrekt, or as keeping a memory of an O(ld) K(inderhook) Club. If these explanations should
be insufficient, one might consider a possible old root of ok-ay meaning eye eye: confirmed from
eye to eye; agreed upon from man to man and "sealed" by a firm look into each other's eyes
MA - mou meus mei mio mia mis mi meu mon ma mes mijn mine min mit -m mai mein mine my
OC LIC MA OC - eye/see light/luck my/mine eye/darling, meaning much as I love you: I see light
in your eyes, my darling, I am happy, I am so very happy, and look, there is light in my eyes, meant
to make you happy too!
20) If the geographical names Liguria and Côte d'Azur go back to very old words, the original
names might have been lic-ur-ac, bright land by the blue sea, and ac-ur, land by the blue sea.
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The Basque word for blue is urdin; the Irish and Gaelic word grom, pronounced gorom, whereby
ac-ur would have become gor- in the spoken version gorom.
There is also a resemblance between ac-ur and ocher. So ur may not only mean blue, but a
conspicuous color, whether blue or red: land by the blue sea in the case of Liguria and the Côte
d'Azur; red land, red earth in the case of ocher.
The Irish and Gaelic word for red is deorg, pronounced d(j)arak. This time ur-ac would have
become -arak in the spoken form d(j)arak.
An older archaeological atlas I have at home shows me that the Magdalenian culture comprised the
Provence and the Ligurian shoreline. So it could well have been that ocher from Siena was traded
along the Ligurian coast and reached the Guyenne. If so, we may perhaps speak of a Magdalenian
Ocher Road (in analogy to the later Silk Road) from Siena along the Ligurian shore to the Guyenne
and Cantabria, and lic-ur-ac would have had a double meaning involving the colors red and blue:
especially fine and precious red earth (namely from the region of Siena) transported along the bright
land (shoreline) of the blue sea (namely the Ligurian coast including the Côte d'Azur).
Picture a Magdalenian dweller of the Côte d'Azur on an evening, looking across the Ligurian Sea,
where a yellow or even reddish full moon rises above the horizon. How beautiful! Upon rising
higher, the moon turns a silvery white, loosing its colors. Where do they go? They must fall as a
fine shower of dust on Tuscany across the wide Ligurian bay, and this must be the reason for the
yellow and even reddish earth in the region of Siena.
The name of the moon was calun, and the original name of Siena was ca-lun-ac, moon earth. When
calun became Greek selenae and Latin luna, calunac became seluna, and then Siena ...
(A phenomenon of red dust occurs in Italy and rarely even in Switzerland: fine dust of an amazingly
strong color from the Sahara)
21) We have seen two inversions: ac for land along water, ca for sky; lic for bright, light, luck, and
cil for eye. The first word for eye is oc. Also the inverse form co might hold meaning. As far as I
know, Basque gogoan means reasoning, thinking. One may also think of Latin cogitare for
reasoning, thinking; actually co-agitare, gathering knowledge together in one's mind. Sapere, to
know, has the meaning of taking in knowledge as if by eating. According to Miguel Carrasquer
Vidal, the same applies to Basque jakile, knower, originally taster. Comparing seeing with eating
has a psychological truth to it: children have to learn about the world by touching, and if possible by
sticking things into their mouth, only then can they fully develop their visual sense.
Co as Guyan word for reasoning would survive in co- con- com-, and may even originally have had
the meaning of together, wherein (if true) I see a fine piece of Stone Age philosophy that will be
valid for all times.
Reasoning involves other people. I get precious help by Miguel Carrasquer Vidal, who explains
Basque words to me (thank you very much, Miguel). I rely on books by other people, for example
on a book by Richard Fester with inspiring explanations and tables of his ACQ KALL TAG BA
words. I am "hunting" words, while the Stone Age people have been hunting animals, which
required cooperation, planning, reasoning. When I reflect my own situation in life I do it in respect
of other people: with whom can I go along, how shall I behave with this or that person, and so on. I
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try to get the best possible for me, and by doing so I support my community, for a society depends
on the ability of a large majority of its members to maintain their own life; on the other hand I do
favors to other people, thus I earn respect, which helps me leading my own life. You can look at
reasoning in any which way, there is always a co- involved.
22) In my previous message I argued that Magdalenian co meant reasoning; as inverse of oc for
eye and to see. The word co would survive in the modern prefixes co- con- com-, implying that
reasoning always involves a co, a together - either we are putting together impressions and
experiences for ourselves, or we are planning common actions, or we consider our own life with
regard to our respective communities, or ponder what we can do for others, either by means of
actual deeds, or then by gathering knowledge that may be useful for our respective societies.
A wonderful and witty illustration of this can be found at the entrance of the Lascaux cave. As I
shall explain in a later message, that cave served for initiating aspiring sh'ac (lairds of the some 30
clans in the then Guyenne), and this would have happened at midsummer. The original entrance
allowed daylight to shine into the cave. It would have been closed during the year, and opened
during the midsummer weeks. Now picture yourself an aspiring sh'ac gazing into that famous cave.
The rock resembles an eye socket, and looking into the cave you see a strange animal running
behind a horse:

(composite animal)
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(entrance)

(rotunda)

Let me quote from the October 1988 issue of the National Geographic: Creature of imagination has
the hind end of a bison, the belly of a pregnant mare, the front legs of a feline, a mottled hide, and
two straight horns - although it was once dubbed the unicorn. Some observers see in the odd head
the profile of a bearded man. Is it a shaman in animal dress? Or a creature drawn from a verbal
description? I think it is a witty illustration of what a sh'ac has to be: powerful as a bison (a man),
caring as a pregnant mare (a woman and mother), decided as a feline, and making a mindful and
reasonable use of weapons, which is why the lances grow as horns out of the head of this human
animal ... Which, as a meaningful composite, illustrates the sense of the Magdalenian word co for
reasoning, and goes along with oc for eye.
23) By considering French words beginning with c/k/g-a I stumbled over galet, polished pebble. If
this word should go back to a Magdalenian word, it may have been ca-let, meaning sky-stone: a
perfect word for the walls and ceilings of a painted cave, especially for Lascaux, where ca-leq
horses represent the sun, and ca-lun bulls the moon on their respective journeys across the sky
(Marie E.P. Koenig; confirmed by the newly discovered lunisolar calendar in the Lascaux cave).
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Now the word ca-let is close to ca-leq. Even too close. How can we possibly resolve that problem?
By trying a different pronounciation for ca-let. We produce our 't' by placing the tip of the tongue to
the upper front theeth and quickly pulling it back. An other 't' may be produced by sticking the tip of
the tongue to the lips, and then quickly retiring it. If you have a problem doing this, you may say:
these these these these ..., each time sticking the tongue out a little further.
The impression you get by doing so is one of spitting, and this would make perfect sense. Michel
Lorblanchet has very covincingly demonstrated that the Paleolithic cave paintings had actually been
_spat_ at the walls. By placing his hands for templates on a wall, or by using other templates, and
spitting colors onto the stone, he produced a really remarkable copy of the Pech Merle horses, hand
negatives, dots, a salmon, a medusa (Michel Lorblanchet, Les Grottes Ornèes de la Prèhistoire,
Nouveaux regards, Editions Errance, Paris 1995). By spitting colors on the walls, Michel
Lorblanchet believes, the cave painters gave life in form of warm moisture and breath to their
creations. Very plausible to me. So if ca-let means the stone of a cave's wall and ceiling, the t at the
end would be a "spitting" t, henceforth given as t-: (lip t). And so it came that let-: for stone could
turn both into Greek lithos (a t-form) and Latin lapis (a p-form).
24) Right hand mhayn, left hand clyn, right foot p'hed, left foot yolg.
Mhayn: man - manus (Latin), hay - cheiros (Greek), mayn - main (French), han - hand (English)
Hand (German); han - handle (English) handeln (German); man (English) Mann (German); right
manner (English) manière (French)
Clyn: cl - claw (English) Klaue (German) klon (Tibetic), cyn - kynnae (Finnish); cyn - sinister for
left (Latin), (c)lyn - links for left (German); clyn - cling, clinch (English)
P'hed: ped - pedes for feet (Latin), p(e)d - podoi for feet (Greek), p'hed - pied for foot (French),
ph(e)d - foot (English) Fuss (German) // preferred by so-called Indo-European languages
Yolg: jalga for foot (Ugric-Altaic) juolge (Lappish) jalka (Finnish); jog, jolly jollies, jail (English),
Schalk for rogue, prankster (German)
Note a preference for the right hand and foot, whereas the left hand is rather a claw, meant to hold
firmly a piece of work, while the usually more skilled right hand does the actual work. The form of
the right foot served for both feet in Latin and Greek, while the left foot may perhaps be associated
with a funny behaving - jolly jollies Schalk - which, however, can bring you in jail. Latin sinister
has also a negative connotation. (Negative aspect may be limited to "Indo-European")
Calling each hand and foot with a name of its own would have been helpful for hunters. Imagine a
group of men lying on the ground, watching the ac (land) before them. If one of them notes a bull,
say, in the area covered by the left arm, he may simply whisper: clyn. - Picture a hunter lying on his
belly, looking northward. Now one may name astronomical directions: rising midsummer sun
mhayn, setting midsummer sun clyn, rising midwinter sun
p'hed, setting midwinter sun yolg ...
'Yolg' for the setting midwinter sun and 'yolk' may be more than a pretty coincidence.
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The right hand mhayn would prevail in the astronomical sense, as it names the rising midsummer
sun. And the same word mhayn could have given rise to the word man - someone who behaves in
the right manner.
25) The hypothetical names for the left and right hand and foot are mhayn and clyn, p'hed and
yolg. We might use them for numbers: mhayn 5, clyn 10, p'hed 15, yolg 20. Let me propose dig for
1, inspired by Latin digitus for finger; du for 2, inspired by Latin duo for 2; der for 3, inspired by
Latin ter for thrice; and dag for 4, inspired by Greek daktylos for finger, also by Turkish dag for
mountain: the supreme Hittite god Teshub, god of the Celestial Weather, ruled from mountain tops,
where he overlooked the four regions of the world.
Now for my Magdalenian numbers. Common people (I claim) learned how to count from 1 to at
least 28:
1 dig 2 du 3 der 4 dag 5 mhayn 6 mhay()-dig 7 mhay-du 8 mhay-der 9 mhay-dag 10 clyn 11
clyn-dig 12 clyn-du 13 clyn-der 14 clyn-dag 15 p'hed 16 p'he()-dig 17 p'he-du 18 p'he-der 19
p'he-dag 20 yolg 21 yol()-dig 22 yol-du 23 yol-der 24 yol-dag 25 yol-mhayn 26 yol-mhay-dig
27 yol-mhay-du 28 yol-mhay-der
Tributes to the sh'ac and shaman of a clan were due every 28 days, for each family on another day,
13 or clyn-der times a year, from which came Latin calendare, pay tribute, on the calendae, at the
begin of a month, and from this comes our word calendar ...
Higher numbers include multiples of 20 and are formed in the peculiar way the French are counting
from 80 to 99 (quatre-vingt-dix-neuf, 4x20 plus 10 plus 9):
30 29 yol-clyn yol-mhay-dag (lunar periods)
41 40 du-yol-dig du-yolg (solar periods)
325 p'he-dig-yol-mhayn (16x20)+5 lunisolar number
13 28 clyn-der yol-mhay-der rhythm of tributes
364 365 p'he-der-yol-dag p'he-der-yol-mhayn year
26)
- - - - - o o o o o o o o

yol-mhay-der

- - - - - o o o o o o o o

yol-mhay-du

- - - - - o o o o o o o o

yol-mhay-dig

- - o o o o o o o o S o o

yol-mhayn

M - - - - o o o o o o o o

yol-dag

- M - - - o o S o o o o o

yol-der

- - - - - o o o o o o o o

yol-du

- - M - - o o o o o o o o

yol-dig

- - - M S o o o o o o o o

yolg

- - - - - o o o o o o o o

p'he-dag

) - - - M o W o o o o o o

p'he-der

- X - - - M o o o o o o o

p'he-du
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- - - - - o o o o o o o o

p'he-dig

- - ) - - o M o o o o o o

p'hed

- - - ) - o o M o o o o o

clyn-dag

- - - - - o o o o o o S o

clyn-der

- - - - ) x x o M o o o o

clyn-du

- - - - - ) o o o M o o o

clyn-dig

- - - - - o o o S o o o o

clyn

- - - - - o ) o o o M o o

mhay-dag

- - - - - o o ) o o o M o

mhay-der

- - - - - S o o o o o o o

mhay-du

- - - - - o o o ) o o o M

mhay-dig

- - - - - o o o o ) o o o

mhayn

- - S - o o o o o o o o o

dag

- - - - o o o o o o ) o o

der

- - - - o o o o o o o ) o du
S - - - - o o o o o o o o o dig
)

Picture the above table on a clay bank in a cave, layed out with small pebbles of various colors. this
would be the practical calendar, as indicated by the geometrical signs under the megaceros in the
axial gallery of the Lascaux cave. - Let us read the record of the shaman. Before New Year (June
21) occured a waxing moon (small arc at the right base). The same lunar phase will occur again on
the days marked with further small arcs. A full moon occured mhay-dig (16) days ater New Year,
first M. All the further full moons can be predicted by counting mhay-dig (16) positions upward
from the arcs. We are now in row mhay-dag (9), line dag (4). Since New Year have passed clyn-digyol-mhay-der (228) days; since Midwinter W du-yol-du (42) days. We have day yol-mhayn (25) of
the winter period der (3) in the Sacred Calendar of mhay-dag (9) ca-leq (solar) periods S (February
1). All families have payed their tributes, family yol-mhayn even der (3) times in advance; only the
clyn-du family couldn't pay, already du times.
You see, one can actually work on a Mac Lascaux using Magdalenian Windows ... The names of the
numbers, derived from so-called Indo-European and non-Indo-European word fields, are well
pronounceable, distinct (so they won't be confounded), and in most cases shorter than the English
ones.
27) Why all the interest in long bygone times? We archaeologists are hoping that by understanding
the past we may perhaps have a glimpse into the future. And how could we possibly comprehend
signals from another cilization somewhere out there ins space when we don't even understand the
'signals' from the past? the heritage of our forebears on our own planet? All the ancient and very
ncient civilizations I studied so far reveal the same pattern: simple yet complex. This, I believe, is
the very key for success. Keep it simple and functional, thus you allow complexity. Google follows
that policy, and so, not surprisingly to me, they are very successful. My humble glimpse into the
future: if they stand by their policy, their success may last.
In my previous message I presented the practical version of the lunisolar calendar of Lascaux, as
layed out in a variety of colored pebbles on a clay bank in a cave, and jokingly dubbed it a Mac
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Lascaux using Magdalenian Windows. Upon sending my message I noticed a resemblance of Mac
and Mag-, and on my daily walk, especially nice in spring, a chain of quick associations led me to a
possible poetic explanation for Magdalenian.
Mhay ac dal lun ac, abbreviated to m'ac-da'-lun-ac - five land valley moonshine land - five expanses
of land belonging to the wide land of the moonshine valley ...
Mhayn ac would have been abbreviated to m'ac, and may designate five clans that form a larger
connumity in a river valley. The chieftain of such a community of five (up to five) clans might have
bee a mac, which title would survive in the Scottish name Mac, and his wife would have been a
mha'a' or Maja, which title would survive in the name Maya and Maja, while the name Magdalena
would keep a memory of mac-da-lun-ac, meaning a girl or a woman of the Moonshine Valley.
English maid; Old German magdelin (if memory serves), became Maedchen for girl, also Magd for
maid-sevant. A German Meyer Meier Mayer Mayr was the chief of a farm with manor, houses,
workshops, stables and all, and the same may perhaps be true for Scottish muir (as in Alan
Dunsmuir): once a title, then a name.
He have a new word: dal for valley, surviving in German Tal, probably also in French val, Italian
valle, English valley. Lun is the light coming from the moon. Ca-lun is the moon (actually
moonshine). The Moonshine Valley would be the valley of the winding river Vézère with
Montignac / Lascaux, Belcayre, La Madeleine, Les Eyzies, Bara-Bahau.
Girls and women called Magdalena, Madeleine, Maddalena, have then a name that originally meant
a Maya from the Moonshine Valley in the Dordogne, which has been dubbed Land of Game and
Honey in the October 1988 issue of the National Geographic.
28) As we have seen last time, m'ac-da'-lun-ac, surviving in Magdalena and Magdalenian, means
five regions of the Moonshine Valley, namely the valley of the winding river Vézère with
Montignac / Lascaux, Belcayre, La Madeleine, Les Eyzies, and Bara-Bahau. That river valley is
really winding, and, funny enough, a same winding line appears when we note the moon phases 30
29 30 ... in a different way than before. Regular way: begin at the right bottom corner and count
always upward. Alternative way: begin at the same corner, but count to the left side, then to the
right side, then again to the left side, and so on, always making horizontal U-turns:
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29) I don't know how the rock-shelter La Madeleine got its name, nevertheless I found a poetic
explanation for Madeleine and Magdalenian: m'ac-da'lun-ac, long version mhayn-ac-da-lun-ac,
meaning five regions of the wide land of the Moonshine Valley, namely the winding river valley of
the Vézère in the Dordogne.
The cave is between the rock-shelter La Madeleine and Montignac with the Lascaux cave is called
Belcayre, which name sounds rather ancient to me. Let me try to explain it by means of a word root
found by Richard Fester, present for example in Basque beloo for warmth. Other versions of that
common word are e.g. Lappish boaldet and buoll for burn, Finnish pola and Lappish buella for fire,
also Baal and further mythological names including Volcano, which testify to a very old word
meaning warmth, fire, burn, heat. If so, there would be a very interesting combination: ca-bal, sky
heat, for the red summer sun horse, as in the rotunda or midsummer hall of the Lascaux cave. Cabal would survive in Spanish caballo, Italian cavallo, French cheval. Onomatopoiesis: cabal cabal
cabal cabal ... for a horse running on soft ground.
So there would be two words for the sun-horse: caleq and ca-bal, perhaps also ca-bel.
Bal might have meant heat, bel warmth. Belcayre may go back to a hypothetical composite bel-caur-ac, meaning warm sky blue land - land under a warm blue summer sky (ca meaning sky; ur a
color, often blue, sometimes also red like sometimes a morning sky or an evening sky; ac being an
expanse of land with water, inhabited by a clan).
30) We found several inverse forms: ac for land with water, and ca for sky; oc for eye and to see,
co for reasoning; dal for valley, lad for hill.
Bal meant heat and hot, bel warmth and warm. The inverse of bal would be lab and could have
meant cold, coldness. This word may have survived in Lapland, meaning cold land perhaps also in
Greek labros for wild, stormy, if originally referring to winter storms on a cold northern coast. The
inverse of bel would not have been cool as opposite of warm, but lips (lèvres in French, labbre in
Italian), from which comes warm breath ...
Pesh might have been the word for fish, Latin pesces, French poisson, and for swim, as in French
piscine for swimming pool. The name of the cave Pech Merle could also refer to pesh, the more so
as the well-known scene of two horses and several hand negatives comprises a salmon and a
medusa.
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The river Vézère was teeming with salmon, and so pesh might have served as name for the number
400, given as a 'school' of 20 by 20 pebbles. If so, we are now living in the year mhay-pesh-mhayn
(5 times 400 plus 5) AD.
The inverse of pesh would be sheb, and this could have been the name of smaller and medium-sized
land animals, a word that would survive in sheep, French chèvre for goat, chevreau for kid,
chevreuil for roe-deer and roebock. It may also be the origin of Latin ibex. Sheb as verb may have
meant run. Shdeb could have been walk, surviving for example in step, while shdib may have been
the word for shoes or boots: leather wound around the feet and lower legs, filled with moss, a
pleasure to walk with, as experimental archaeology has proved. This word root survives in many
forms and languages, no need to quote them all here. I dare say that this (of course hypothetical)
word goes back to at least Dolni Vestonice, 26,000 BP. For the fun of it, let me give that number in
Guyan: der-yol-mhay-pesh, 3x 20 plus 5 yield 65, and 65 x 400 yields 26,000.
31) Dal, we found, may have meant valley. The inverse, lad, may then mean hill. The origin of
"ladder" was something that slopes.
Ac was an expanse of land with water, where horses and bisons were grazing, and which was
inhabited by a clan. The inverse, ca, means sky.
Ur was a consipcuous color, especially a blue sky, or the deep blue of the river Vézère; also red, the
sky on some mornings, when the su rises, and evenings, when the sun sets (ur survives in French
azur and vermeuil).
Now combine the three words: lad-ca-ur, and you obtain hill sky color, which may be the origin of
Lascaux, meaning hill of the painted sky within ...
The Lascaux cave is found some two kilometers from the village Montignac on the Vézère, in a
limestone massive that forms a flat round hill. So the name Hill of the Painted Sky Within would be
well appropriate for that marvellous masterwork, which was discovered only in 1940, der-yolmhayn (65) years ago, and is already decaying. Our time, the Early Concrete Age, is very good at
destroying the heritage of old. A reason for me to go on with my interpretations - an act of saving
what can be saved, of extracting the spiritual meaning before the material bsis decays and is lost
forever.
32) Bel meant warm, warmth, and the inverse leb meant lip, also exhaling warm breath between
the lips: live, life. This may be indicated by signs before the mouth of an animal, for example the
short strokes before the mouth of a hind in the grotto of Pergouset (dep. Lot). Leb can also been
indicated by the sticking out tongue of bisons, for example in the Lascaux cave. Leb would survive
in English live and life, in German leben and Leben; ()b for the tongue between the lips may have
become bio in Greek, which ma have turned into Latin vita, and French vie and vivre.
Long strokes before the lips of an ibex in Jordania, Kilwa, Mount Horsfield, however, mean the
contrary: bleeding from the mouth, bleeding out, die. The word for die could have been ble,
persisting in blood and bleeding, perhaps also in pale, in French blême for getting very pale, and in
German bleich, erbleichen, erblassen for getting pale, verblichen for deceased (now rare, in former
times common).
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So we have three words of the same letters: bel for warm and warmth; leb for live and life; ble for
blood, bleeding (out), and die.
Ur was the word for color, for the blue sky and water, for a red morning or evening sky. Gol was the
word for mouth and throat. Gol-ur may then have been the word for a painter's color prepared in the
mouth, then blown and spat on the wall of a cave as demonstrated by Michel Lorblanchet. We may
assume that ocher was mixed with fat as binder, and perhaps the juice of a herb or root for
sweetening the bitter ocher. The color would have been a warm and moist mixture blown on the
wall with breath and thus gave leb / live to the painted animal ...
Col-ur would survive in color, British colour, French couleur. Gol may also have meant language,
gol-ac the Land of Language, surviving in Gaul, gallic, Gaelic for Welsh, and Welsh in Switzerland
means French.
If gol was the word for mouth and throat, eat may have been glo, perhaps surviving in glutton, and
drink gla, onomatopoietic, as in our funny gloo gloo.
The inverse of gol is log, which can be pronounced with a clicking l. This could have been the word
for tongue, speak, argue; it would have become Greek logos for word and reasoning, and would
survive in our logic, also in French langue, which means both tongue and language.
33) Col may have been a narrow passage, a word that would survive in French col for pass, couloir
for gangway, and couler for flow. The inverse loc may have been an enclosure, a lake, an enlocked
bay, as in Latin locus for place, lacus for lake, and in Gaelic loch. English lock would have the same
root.
As verbs, col and loc may have been hunting terms: driving animals into a natural enclosure, which
may have been enforced by adding branches and stones (loc), and then through a narrow passage
(col), where they are easily killed, without too much danger for the Magdalenian hunters.
A spear could have been a piq, surviving in French piquer for sting and pierce. A spear-thrower
could have been a sh'piq (man, device, action), surviving in German spicken for lard. The inverse of
piq, namely qib, might perhaps have been a knive, Old English cnif (qib cnib cnif).
Tap and the inverse bat may have been words for beating, which would survive in French taper and
battre, also in English battle.
The cave Bara-Bahau on the river Vézère has a fairly uncommon name, whose original form might
have been bar-ac-bhau, meaning bear water/land cave: a cave near a river, once inhabited by bears,
before it was taken over by Magdalenian hunters. If so, bar would have been a bear, German Baer;
ac an expanse of land with water; and bhau a grotto or cave, surviving in German Bau for both
building and cave of an animal such as a fox or a dachs, Haus for house, Behausung for shelter.
People lived in the Bara-Bahau cave, but not in the Lascaux cave, where animals became symbols
of heavenly bodies, the horse a symbol of the sun, and the bison a symbol of the moon (Marie E.P.
Koenig), while hunting events became astronomical or calendar events: spears hitting the Chinese
horse in the axial gallery mean the end of the five cold solar periods, and the spear hitting the red
midsummer horse in the rotunda or midsummer hall means the end of the old year, hence New Year.
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- Man has always projected his technical facilities on the sky. Newton turned the cosmos into a
mechanical clockwork, and physicists of our days are trying to explain it as a computer ...
34) Ca-leq, we saw, was the sun horse, a mare, while ca-lun was the moon bison, a bull. Now let
us try to find sense in the inverse forms. Qel-ac is easily understood as fertile land: Périgord in the
Dordogne, a river land of plenty; land of game; of deer, ibices, horses, bisons, and salmon galore, of
honey and herbs, and everything a Magdalenian could dream of ... According to Richard Fester, kell
and its many variants were and still are a very frequent word having to do with women, sexuality,
fertility, and giving birth. You may also consider German Quelle for well, spring, source. Ca-lun
was the moon bull, the moon, lun alone moonshine, especially coming from a full moon, so the
inverse would suggest a new moon, and nul-ac the land under an new moon hence a real dark night.
Nul would have became Latin nihil for nothing, English nul, German Null for zero, and Nacht for
night, close to null-ac for a really dark land under a new moon, or rather empty moon, as in German
Leermond.
Ca-bal for the summer horse; inverse lab-ac for cold land, Lapland. Ca-bel for warm summer sky,
inverse leb-ac for land of life, providing the Magdalenian hunters with plenty of meat ...
One may look out for syllables and their inverse forms and consider their possible meaning. One
such pair is dib and bid. Dib may have been a spoon and a vessel, a dipper, verb dip, while bid may
have been a cooking pit layed out with leather, filled with meat or salmon, herbs and water,
whereupon a hot stone was taken from the fire and rolled into the water in order to make it boil and
the meal cook. Bid would survive in English pit, in French bidon for bucket, also in familiar bide
and bidon for belly ... Manger et boire "comme Dieu en France" - eat like God in France, and drink
a fine Bordeaux, in my opinion the best wine in the world (which, by the way, was the gift of an
Englishman who told the dwellers of the Guyenne how to make a real good wine).
35) Ac, we saw, was the word for land with water. Was there also a word for just water? If so, it
may have been vad. Latin aqua would then have combined ac-vad into aqua. Vad for water may
survive in English wade, water, wet, while the inverse dav may have been the word for moist air,
mist, fog, surviving in English dew and German Tau.
Dra may have been the word for dry. Dra-ac would have meant dry land, and may have become
Latin terra. It would have survived in English dry, German trocken. A permutation of dra, ard, may
have been the origin of German Erde, also present in irden, made of clay, and Kartoffel for potato,
ard-appel (or so), earth apple (also Grundbirne, ground pear); Swiss German Haerdoepfel. English
version earth, French terre. Dra-ac may have become dra'c and would survive in dragon, German
Drachen, as symbol of a really dry, even fiery hot ground - a dragon lived in a cave, hence inside
the earth, and most dragons are known from Asia, where draughts are a severe menace.
Ca was the sky, ca-vad would have been the wet sky, rain, a cloudy sky, ca-vad cvad cloud. French
ouatte for cotton wool may have the same origin: of a cloudy appearance, soft and fuzzy (and able
to soak up drops of body liquids).
Ca-leq was the sun-horse, or simply the sun, also the word for day (when the sun shines), whereby
the combination of both meanings survives in our Sunday, German Sonntag. Ca-lun was the moon
bull, also the word for a moonlit night, while the inverse nul-ac was a real dark land under a new
moon, hence night, in German Nacht. Ca-bal was the red summer horse, or summer; the inverse lab28

ac was cold land, winter, (Lap-land). Ca was the sky, ac-ur was the land under a blue sky, surviving
in azur. Ca-vad was a cloudy sky, meaning rain. Vad-ur means blue water, and may well have been
the original name of the blue river Vézère in the moonshine valley of the five clans m'ac-da'-lun-ac.
You may also remember ca-lig for a bright sky, and the negation ca-lic-in for a caliginous or misty
sky.
36) Meanwhile we found explanations for several local names. Lad-ca-ur, hill sky color, hill of the
painted sky within, Lascaux. Vad-ur, water blue, blue river Vézère. Mhayn-ac-dal-lun-ac, m'acda'lun-ac, five land valley moon land, moonshine valley of the five clan-regions, rock-shelter La
Madeleine, Magdalenian. Bel-ca-ur-ac, warm sky blue land, land under a warm blue sky, cave
Belcayre. Pesh, fish, rock-shelter Le Poisson, between Haute-Laugerie and Les Eyzies. Bar-acbhau, bear land cave, cave of the bear land, cave Bara-Bahau.
The five clans of the Moonshine valley of the river Vézère would have been the ones of 1)
Montignac and Lascaux, 2) Belcayre, 3) La Madeleine, 4) Le Poisson, 5) Bara-Bahau.
I still have no explanation for Les Eyzies, but I found a pretty one for Montignac. The original name
might have been mon-dig-lun-ac, mountain one moon land. This would mean: mountain or large
hill, on whose top the aspiring shamans were spending the midsummer moon (a month around June
21), studying the starry sky in the warm nights, taught by the arch-shaman of the lad-ca-ur
(Lascaux) university, whose portrait is seen in the axial gallery of the Lascaux cave, given as a
roaring megaceros, and he had to shout when he was teaching all those young men on top of mondig-lun, Mount One Moon, high above dal-lun-ac, the Moonshine Valley of vad-ur, of the beautiful
deep blue river Vézère ...
The inverse of mon is nom, French for name. This could mean that the names of the important
astronomer shamans, the roaring megaceroi, were remembered on mon-dig-lun, perhaps by means
of wooden statues bearing inscriptions?
Gallic means both French and wit. The roaring megaceros in the axial gallery of the Lascaux cave
as portrait of a teaching shaman would surely be witty. If you happen to visit Paris, don't miss
climbing on top of Notre Dame and have a look at the grotesque figures along the lofty balustrades:
these, my first big love found, caricated the preachers in the church below ... Gallic wit.
37) Lovely midsummer has come. Over der-yolg (3x20) young men and some yolg (20) young
women have gathered on mon-dig-lun (Mount One Moon) near lad-ca-ur (hill of a painted sky
within, Lascaux). The aspiring shamans are wearing a piece of an antler on a fine leather string
around their neck, while the aspiring rulers of their respective clan are wearing a feather in their
hair. Each one prepared an area of clay, empties a bag of pesh (400) small pebbles, lays out the
regular calendar of yol-mhay-der (28) by clyn-der (13) pebbles, with a full moon marking the night
before New Year. Now the arch-shaman poses a problem. He has to shout in order to be heard by
all: CA-LUN (a full moon) CLYN-DIG (occurs eleven days after New Year), CA-LUN, CA-LEQ,
NUL-AC DER (lay out the calendar for such a year, give the full moons, the solar periods, and the
new moons of three nights each). Below on the left side the regular calendar; on the right side the
solution to the above task; m stays for a full moon, s for the end of a solar period, x for a
coincidence of a full moon and a solar period, n for a new moon, W for midwinter. A full moon
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coincides with Midwinter, marked w, the begin of a new moon period of 3 nights with the end of a
solar period,marked z. The dots and letters replace small pebbles of various colors:
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. m . . . . . . . . . n n

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . m . . . . . . . . n n

. . . . . . . . . . s . .

. . . . . . . . . . s . n

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . m . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . m . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . s . . . . .

. . . . . . . s . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . m . . . . . . .

. . . . . . W . . . . . .

. . . . . . w . . . . . .

. . . . s . . . . . . . .

. . . . s . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . m . . . . .

m . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . m . . . .

. x . . . . . . . . . . .

. s . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

n . . . . . . . . m . . .

. . m . . . . . . . . . .

n n . . . . . . . . m . .

. . . m . . . . . . . . .

n n . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . s .

. n n . . . . . . . . x .

. . . . m . . . . . . . .

. . n n . . . . . . . . m

. . . . . m . . . . . . .

. . n n . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . s . . . .

. . . n n . . . s . . . .

. . . . . . m . . . . . .

. . . . n n . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . m . . . . .

. . . . n n . . . . . . .

. . . . . s . . . . . . .

. . . . . z n . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . m . . . .

. . . . . . n n . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . m . . .

. . . . . . n n . . . . .

. . s . . . . . . . . . .

. . s . . . . n n . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . m . .

. . . . . . . . n n . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . m .
s . . . . . . . . . . . . .
m

. . . . . . . . n n . . .
s . . . . . . . . . n n . .
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Regular Calendar

Solved Task

38) A further lesson for aspiring shamans and rulers, given on top of mon-dig-lun, lad-ca-ur
university, free for Usenet members
Lay out squares of small pebbles and count the pebbles, 1 or 1x1, 2x2 are 4, 3x3 are 9, 4x4 are 16,
and so on:
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1 dig 4 dag 9 mhay-dag 16 p'he-dig 25 yol-mhayn 36 yol-clyn-mhay-dig 49 du-yol-mhay-dig
64 der-yol-dag 81 dag-yol-dig 100 mhay-yolg 121 mhay-dig-yol-dig 144 mhay-du-yol-dag 169
mhay-der-yol-mhay-dag 196 mhay-dag-yol-mhay-dig 225 clyn-dig-yol-mhayn 256 clyn-du-yolmhay-dig 289 clyn-dag-yol-mhay-dag 324 p'he-dig-yol-dag 361 p'he-der-yol-dig 400 (yo-yolg)
pesh
Do you notice a regularity? Answer: there is a pattern emerging, dig dag dag dig (-) dig dag dag dig
(-) ..., while no square numbers end on -du or -der.
Give the lunar periods of 30 and 29 days, and the solar periods of 41 and 40 days, as sums of
squares. Solution: 5x5 plus 2x2 (plus 1x1) and 6x6 plus 2x2 (plus 1x1)
Do the same for the lunisolar number 325, and for the year of 365 days. Solutions: 18x18 plus 1x1,
17x17 plus 6x6, 15x15 plus 10x10; 19x19 plus 2x2, 14x14 plus 13x13.
Now consider the Sacred Lunisolar Calendar and find a square number:
(h) 41 days

(i) 40 days

(b) 41 days

(g) 40 days

(a) 41 days

(c) 40 days

(f) 41 days

(e) 40 days

(d) 41 days

Solution: the row i-a-e and the line g-a-c yield mhay-dig-yol-dig days or pebbles each that can be
given as squares of clyn-dig by clyn-dig pebbles.
Well, the lesson is over, but you got some homework. Consider the above calendar. Neither 40 days
nor 41 days nor the sum of all nine solar periods, 365 days, are square numbers. Nevertheless, the
numbers 40, 41 and 365 can be given as nine small squares in one big square. Find out how this can
be done (a puzzle of Lascaux mathematics, 17,000 years old, still rather demanding, and worth
trying, since the solution is beautiful and elegant).
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Sacred Calendar

40) The Lascaux cave, I believe, was used for initiating aspiring rulers of the clans that populated
the Guyenne in the Magdalenian period of time. The composite animal seen from the entrance told
a young man how a ruler must be: strong as a bull, caring as a pregnant mare, decided as a feline,
and making a mindful use of weapons, which is why the lances grow as horns out of the head of
that bearded human animal ...
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The glory of the rotunda promised a young ruler fame. However, he was then lead to the room of
stags, which, I believe, were the symbol of shamans, and then to a four meters deep pit, wherein are
shown a wounded bull, a falling birdman, and a bird on a pole that points downward into the
ground. Their eyes, according to Michael Rappenglueck, symbolize the stars of the summer
triangle. Left of them a running rhinoceros, behind her a line of 3 dots above, and a parallel line of 3
dots below. Marie E.P. Koenig sees in the rhinoceros the goddess of life, and in the dots behind her
3 earthly and 3 heavenly lives for the each the bison, the birdman and the bird:

apse (hall of stags or ahamans)

pit

In my opinion, the birdman is the ruler of the Gironde and Dordogne, the bull the ruler of the
French Alps, and the bird the ruler of the Pyrenees, while the upper line of 3 dots are a heavenly life
for a worthy ruler of either region, whereas the lower dots mean that an unworthy ruler will just be
dropped. And even the fame of a worthy ruler will fade in time, as the glory of the rising
midsummer sun eclipses the brilliant stars of the magnificent summer triangle ...
A good lesson for the young men who wish to rule their clan. The task of a ruler is demanding, even
dangerous, and fame can easily be eclipsed, so what really counts is to life for the community of the
Guyenne, whose glory may persist for a very long time - as it really does.
41) Marie E.P. Koenig believes that the rhinoceros in the Lascaux cave was the goddess of life. I
agree. Have a look at the so-called Venus from nearby Laussel:

Venux from Laussel
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The woman holds a horn before her round empty face, evoking the rhinoceros from Lascaux. She
lays one hand on her womb, promising a new life to a good ruler, presumably among the stars of the
summer sky.
Her first name may have been ma-dra, meaning my earth, the earth is mine ... Ma, we have seen
earlier on, was a most common possessive pronoun, while dra was the earth, dry earth, matter - the
Biblical dust of which we are made and to which we shall return. There would have been many
emanations of that goddess, including the rhinoceros, a powerful animal thundering across the earth
as if owning it ... Now the second name of the goddess of Laussel may have been leb-ac, a word we
encountered before, as inverse of ca-bel warm sky, leb-ac fertile land. Note the difference between
ac and dra; dra was dry, dry earth, matter, earth per se, while ac was land with water.
Now these hypothetical names are fascinating. Ma-dra would have become both matter and mater,
Magna Mater, mother, while the inverse ard-am would have become Adam, the one who was made
of clay ... Leb-ac may have become leb-a eba Eva Eve, also live life leben Leben, and the inverse of
leb-a is, yes, a-bel Abel ...
Even the names in the Bible could go back to ancient words and early ideas.
In my humble understanding, truth is an eternal task, engaging every generation, and all ages.
42) Ma dra, says the goddess of earth and life: the earth is mine; dry earth, matter itself, from
which comes every life, and into which returns every life. The inverse of dra, namely ard, would
survive in earth, Erde, irden, and many other forms. The inverse of ma-dra, namely ard-am, would
survive in Adam, the one who was made of clay. Ard may have become ars in Latin, art in English as the first works of art presumably were sculpted in clay, but survived very rarely, as for example
the pair of bison deep in a subterranean recess of the French Pyrenees, Tuc d'Audoubert,
Magdalenian, 14,000 years old. A permutation of dra and ard is dar, which became Latin terra, madar mater, English mother, German Mutter, while Italian madre returned to the original ma-dra
form, madra madre.
Ca-bel was the warm sky, the inverse leb-ac, life land, was the fertile land, second name of the
goddess, which became leb-a eba Eva Eve, while the inverse of her leba name became the name of
her son Abel.
Her other son was Cain, easily understood as ca-in: ca s-ca-y sky, followed by the negation in. The
inverse of ca-in would be ni-ac, whereby ac is land with water, Ni might be another negation, as in
Latin nihil, and survive in the French double negation ni ni for neither nor; also Italian no, French
non, English no, German nein, Russian njet. A confirmation comes from the cave of Niaux, which
name can be read as ni-ac-ur, no ocher, and really are the animals in that cave drawn in black.
Cain slew Abel, which is why he got no place in heaven, among the stars, ca-in. The inverse ni-ac
says that there is neither a place on land for a felon.
Old Irish cain means statute, law, rent, confirming the aspect of law. The original form of the law
would have been a list of what makes one a criminal or even a felon and lose ones right of a place in
heaven (ca-in) and on land (inverse ni-ac). "Thou shalt not" was the old law.
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43) The hand negatives on cave walls, I believe, were from rulers, claiming a place among the
stars of the summer triangle - first symbolically on a stone sky ca-let-: (as explained in an earlier
message), then for real on the actual sky (consider that an Egyptian star had five rays,
corresponding to the five fingers of a hand

Cain murdered his brother Abel. So there is no place for him in heaven (ca-in), nor on land (inverse
ni-ac).
In the cave Cosquer near Marseille appear many hands. A few of them have been wiped out. These
may be cases of bad rulers who lost their right of a place among the stars of the summer triangle, in
heaven.
Now for the so-called blessed men on cave walls. The one at Le Gabillou, Dordogne, a man with a
bull's head, is hit by three lances, two of which aim at his eye. The bullman, I believe, was a ruler of
an eastern clan. Hence a ruler of such a clan had either been attacked - or had been executed for
having committed a felony.
Above the blessed man of Pech Merle is a large bird: this might be the ghi'shac, supreme ruler of all
clans in the Guyenne, inflicting death on a felon by touching him with the tip of his left wing - a
black feather?
In the Cougnac cave is shown a megaceros, which animal, I believe, symbolized the arch-shaman,
ruler of all shamans in the Guyenne. On his flank appear in clock-wise direction: on the left side,
near the neck of the megaceros, a stag, probably a local shaman; above the mane and back line of a
horse, probably a weak sun; on the right side a fat, fully drawn out ibex, probably indicating
midwinter (remember the opposing ibices at the rear end of the axial gallery of the Lascaux cave);
at the bottom a blessed man (head omitted) who is hit by three lances - a felon, whose life was
sacrificed at midwinter in order to reinstall order and reinforce the weak winter sun and make it
ascend again?
Another male megaceros in the Cougnac cave is followed by a female megaceros - the archshaman's wife? or an arc-shamaness in her own right?
44) Oc vad-ur? pesh, pesh pesh pesh, bhau shde' piq, ca-bel pesh, log / Shdeb-in, ble yolg / Oy, occil, sheb vad, vad vad dra -: ac-ur shdib / Oc lic ...
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Did you see (oc) the blue river? (vad-ur, Vézère). The fish are coming. Salmon galore (pesh pesh
pesh, 400 400 400 fish). Go (shdeb) to the cave (bhau) and get your harpoon (piq); the weather is
fine (ca-bel, sky warm), so let us go fishing (pesh), I propose, I say, I have spoken (log). / I can't
walk (shdeb-in), my left foot (yolg) is wounded (ble). / Oy, I see (oc), I see (cil). I run (sheb) to get
water (vad). Then I wash your wound, thoroughly and carefully (vad vad). Then I dry your foot
(dra). Then I chew the herb the shaman gave me and spit the juice as a blood-stilling disinfectant on
your wound (-:) and then I place a layer of medicinal ocher as further disinfectant on it (ac-ur), may
the red color give you back the blood you lost! (implicit in ac-ur for red ocher), and then I wind a
protecting strip of soft leather around your foot (shdib as noun and verb). / I see (oc) light (lic), I am
glad (lic also means luck), thank you ...
When I use Guyan (ghi-an) for inventing dialogues I see that many words are still missing, for
example for wait, lay down, herb.
Guyan may have had some pesh or du-pesh (400 or 2 x 400) basic words, such as ca for sky and bel
for warm (both adjective and verb) and warmth; or pesh for fish, swimming and fishing, and as
number 400, or simply meaning plenty; allowing many composites: ca-bel for warm sky, fine
weather; and whole sentences: ca-bel pesh - the weather is fine, so let us go fishing. Bal means hot,
so ca-bal pesh means: it is so very hot, let us go swimming …
Why did Homo sapiens sapiens (Cro Magnon) prevail over Homo sapiens (Neanderthal)? One
theory says the reason was a higher manual and mental skill; another theory proposes a better
communication among the Cro Magnons. I guess both theories are right, and communication was
playing a crucial role.
Magdalenian might have sounded something like the above dialogue - although a then dweller of
the Périgord might roll on the floor laughing if he could hear me babble in such a way. But, who
knows, he might understand me.
45) The stag, I believe, symbolized the shaman, while the giant stag megaceros was the symbol of
the arch-shaman, and the female megaceros following a male in the cave of Cougnac may either be
his wife, or an arch-shamaness in her own right.
In the apse of the Lascaux cave are drawn many stags. Especially nice are the swimming stags,
which might keep a memory of the shamans who gathered at Lascaux and had to cross the vad-ur,
the blue river Vézère ...
Such a meeting may have happened once in eight years, when the lunisolar calendar was re-adjusted
by adding two leap days, and when the young rulers were initiated. The cave would have been
opened one single day once in eight years. This would make 125 days in 1,000 years. The very rare
visits could explain why the paintings were so well conserved when discovered in 1940. And why
they were so quickly growing funghi since then, what with all the many visitors that came every
day.
Looking out for a word for the shaman stag I found C'HER NOT-: (ending on a "spitting" t,
produced by touching the lips with the tip of the tongue). C'her would mean stag, not-: would be
mind, reason, together stag with a human mind (while a real stag was a most common prey of the
Magdalenian hunters).
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C'her-not-: allows many derivations: Greek noos or nous for mind, reason, will, opinion; Latin
notare, English note, notch, notion; French cerf and German Hirsch for stag; English horn and
German Horn; and Cernunnos, name of the oldest Celtic god who was wearing horns, most often
antlers of a stag, as for example on the silver cauldron from Gundestrop, Denmark.
The spitting t-: refers to the shaman as painter, who blew and spat his colors on the wall, and to the
shaman as healer, who chew the herbs and spat them on a wound. You may know that saliva is a
natural disinfectant.
If ble means wound, blessed, blood, bleeding, pale, and die, the inverse elb means help and heal.
Erb may have meant grass, herb; Italian erba for grass, erbe for herbs and vegetables. Bre may have
been a tree, French arbre; also branch. Reb may have been a bush or a tree bearing fruit; German
Rebe for vine. Ber may have been a berry, German Beere; as fruit pear, German Birne.
46) Dig was a finger, as verb touch, also poke, poke a hole, and this may have been the origin of
ancient Greek dia, through.
A shaman was a stag C'HER with a human mind NOT-: ending on a spitting t (tip of the tongue
touching the lips). This would have a humorous aspect, for the shaman was chewing herbs like a
deer, and then spitting them on a wound, while a painter shaman was preparing his colors in the
mouth and then blowing and spitting them on the wall of a cave (see Michel Lorblanchet).
DIG NOT-: may be the origin of diagnosis, meaning touch know - as children have to touch
everything in order to really know it. A shaman takes the hand of a pale man lying on the ground: is
there a pulse? if yes, the man is still alive; if not, the man is probably dead. By touching his patient,
a shaman can see through (dia) the skin, learn and know and have an idea (not-:) of what is going
on inside a human being.
The inverse of DIG would be GID and may mean give, take, surviving in give, gift, and get.
47) Magdalenian lic for light, shine, luck, would have become the name of the Celtic sun-god
Lugh, meaning 'the shining one.' In Gaul he was known as Lugus and gave his name to the city of
Lugdunum / Lyon. Lugh's festival Lughnasadh (Loo-neseh) was held on August 1. This is the
National Day of Switzerland; we celebrate it by means of fires on hills, lanterns, and fireworks.
Interestingly, the second solar period in the lunisolar calendar of Lascaux began also on August 1:
h41 Apr01-May11 / i40 May12-Jun20 / b41 Aug01-Sep10
g40 Feb20-Mar31 / a41 Jun21-Jul31 / c40 Sep11-Oct20
f41 Jan10-Feb19 / e40 Dec01-Jan09 / d41 Oct21-Nov30

The other festivals of the Celtic year refer to pastoral events and therefore do not fit into the above
calendar, which, I claim, was the calendar of the Magdalenian hunters in the Guyenne.
The Magdalenian festival celebrated on August 1 would have been CA-LIC, sky bright, perhaps
represented by the second red horse in the rotunda or midsummer hall in the Lascaux cave, ahead of
the red midsummer horse. Might also have been called CA-BAL, sky hot.
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We may assume that the begin of every solar period of the above calendar was celebrated. For
example the end of period g and begin of period h would have been the end of the five cold periods,
symbolized by one of the "Chinese" horses in the axial gallery (the one ahead). April 1 is our fool's
day; might originally have been a day when everybody was overjoyed by the final end of winter and
begin of the warm season, and thus in the mood of making silly jokes ... The name of the spring
festival could have been CA-BEL, marking the begin of the warm season, inverse leb-ac meaning
life land, name of the goddess of land and life, the Venus from Laussel, whose son was ca-bel,
surviving in 'a-bel Abel.
48) Ghi may have been the name of a birdman, a ruler of a clan in the Magdalenian Guyenne,
surviving in the French name Guy, and in English guy for man. His wife might have been a ghyn.
Ghi ghi ghi - ghyn ghyn ghyn ... may pass for a male bird and female bird calling each other.
Ghyn would have become Greek gynae for woman; Nordic kvinna and kvinde for woman; Old
German kinden for woman (Kind for child.); Anglo-Saxon cwen for woman; Scottish quean for a
single woman; ghyn as wife of a ruler ghi survives in queen; the old Celtic form cyning goes back
to cyn for tribe, clan; Norwegian kona means wife; Anglo-Saxon cund means birth, gennan give
birth; Latin genus means kind in one sense of the word, while the other sense of kind as friendly
also applies to women, says Richard Fester, in whose book on the Ice Age I find all those words.
Scottish kin means a cleft, while Latin vagina, also mentioned by Richard Fester, may, in the light
of Guyan or Ghyan as reinvented until now, combine vad for water and ghyn for woman: vad ghyn
- water woman, amniotic fluid in a woman's womb; while vad not-: (ending on a kissing t, tip of
tongue softly touching the lips) means water mind, surviving in Venus, the goddess of love
emerging from the water ...
3 very small figurines of a Magdalenian bird goddess, 15,000 years old, had been found in western
Switzerland (neck, womb, upper leg), in the steatopygic form Marija Gimbutas explained as a
birdwoman carrying an egg.
Mammoths survived in Switzerland until some 10,000 years ago, which was a reason for
Magdalenian hunters to life here. Also the Region of the Three Lakes in western Switzerland can be
seen as a birdland, which is a main idea of the menhirs at Yverdon-Clendy. (You may look up the
illustrations in the menhir chapters on my website www.seshat.ch, or my lost thread Chauvet
Lascaux Laussel Willendorf)
49) Water is a vital element, so we may look out for further words concerning water.
What we found until know: vad means water wade wet wash, while the inverse dav may survive in
English dew, German Tau. Vad ghyn, water woman, refers to the amniotic fluid, and may survive in
vagina, and in the name of the Sabine harvest goddess Vacuna. Ac means land with water. Ac vad
enforces the aspect of water and would have become Latin aqua. Dra ac enforces the aspect of
earth, of dry land, and would survive in draught, in German trocken for dry, also in English dragon
and German Drache, for a dry land 'burning' under a fiery sun, and really burning in the case of a
forest-fire. Ca vad, sky water, rain, would survive in cloud; ac vad, land with water water, could
also have been a flood, while oc vad, eye water, would survive in German Augenwasser, poetic for
tears …
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Combine bal for hot with lit-: for pebble and you get a hot stone. Roll it into a pid (cooking pit)
filled with vad (water) and you heat the water, bal vad. Both combinations, bal lit-: and bal vad,
may survive in English boil, French bouillir, and Italian bollare.
Vid may be drained water, surviving in French vide for empty, while the inverse div may survive in
dive.
Val may mean water in motion, also a waving motion. This word may survive in vale and valley,
French val, Italian valle, in German Welle for wave, in wallen for the wave-like motion of a cloth,
also in English well, well up. The combination ac val would survive in German Quelle for a well, a
spring.
The inverse lav would mean remove by means of a liquid, as in French laver and Italian lavare for
wash, also the effect a moving liquid can have, a meaning that may survive in lava, a fiery liquid
removing everything in its way. The first syllable vol of volcano may have come from bal (hot) and
val (liquid in motion) and may have been combined into bal val, Baal. Bal val as indication of a
volcano reminds of Humbaba, Sumerian god of the volcanoes. Hum may then be a sound,
especially a remote rumble, while the inverse muh reminds of a snorting bull or a lowing cow, as in
German Muh. So Humbaba would have been an abbreviation of hum-bal-val: rumbling (mountain)
hot liquid in motion.
50) Dra means dry, earth per se, materia, matter, while dar may have been a flash followed by a
thunder, surviving in the name of the Celtic god Taranis and the nordic god Thor. Consider Welsh
taran and Irish torran for thunder. Rad, inverse of dar, may have been a flash, surviving in radiare,
radiate. Rad (pronounced quickly, r’d, rshd) dar (long, rolling) would be onomatopoetic for flash
and thunder.
Dar would have become da, de ... De-ac as god-land became dea for goddess. De-oc as god-eye
became deus theos for god.
The name of the supreme Celtic god was Dagda, meaning good (dag) da (god), actually able god,
for he can all the other gods can. Magdalenian dag was four, and its religious and ethical
implication may have been: Four (Main) Commandements for rulers who wish to become a star in
the region of the summer triangle in their next life (or simply go to heaven, as we say): Being
strong, caring, decided, and wise. This ca-dag-log / sky-four-sayings / four heavenly
commandments are well illustrated by the composite animal near the entrance of the Lascaux cave.
That animal combines a bull with the round belly of a pregnant mare, the mottled hide of a feline,
and a bearded (male) head with a pair of horns growing out of his front and ending in blades, hence
representing lances, of which a wise use must be made
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Rotunda

Composite Animal

If you wish to become a ruler, and to be a good ruler who can hope to be reborn as a star in the
region of the summer triangle, you must be STRONG as a bull, CARING as a pregnant mare,
DECIDED as a feline, and making a WISE use of your lances, which is why they grow out of the
head of that bearded human animal.
Greek kata means from above, down, completely, going along with ca-dag-log as four heavenly
commandments. Dag is the name of an Anatolian mountain. The supreme Hittite god Teshub, God
of the Heavenly Weather (note Te- as variant of de) resided on mountain tops, where he overlooked
the four heavenly regions, and, we may assume, embodied the four commandments (log) which
came down (kata) from his mountain. Zeus, originally a sun- and weather-god, resided on Mount
Olympus, from where his word (log) spread.
Log would have been pronounced with a clicking l, which l or ) might once have been a hunter's
call that warned of a feline. Clicking ) would have turned into lys leo leone leon lion Loewe,
leopard, and lykos lupus for wolf, also into log or )og for word, speak, rule, one who has the say, a
possible title for a ruler in very early times, when the man with the lion head from Hohlenstein was
carved from a piece of ivory, some 32,000 years ago.
51) MA was my, mine, and could also have been the word for me, myself (I), French moi (je). The
inverse AM could then have been the word for be, have: (I) am, have. MA AM, abbreviated MA'M
would have been: I am, I have.
TA might have been the word for you, your, and yours; French tu for you, ton (masculine), ta
(feminine), tes (plural) for your. The inverse AT may then have been the word for be and have in the
second form. TA AT or TA'T would have meant: you are, you have; French tu est, abbreviated t'est,
pronounced t'e for you are; tu as, abbreviated t'as, pronounced t'a for you have.
SA might have been the word for he, she, it, while the inverse AS would have been the word for be
and have in the third form. SA AS or SA'S would have meant: he or she or it is or has; French il est,
elle est, c'est, and il a, elle a, ça a (sa a, that has).
The plurals may simply have been ME for we, and EM for be, have in the first form plural, ME EM
or ME'M for we are, we have; TE for you and ET for be and have in the second form plural, TE ET
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or TE'T for you are, you have; SE for you, ES for be and have in the third form plural, SE ES or
SE'S for they are, they have.
Picture a Magdalenian making a fire in the cave and asking his darling: MA OC TA'T BEL? This
means: My darling (actually eye), are you warm? do you have warm? She shudders and replies:
MA'M LAB, I am or have cold; so you lay some more DRA BRE (dry wood) in the fire, and then
you hug her, in oder to give her more warm, whereupon she may reply: MA'M BEL, OC LIC, yes, I
have warm now, I see light, the fire is burning brightly, I see the light reflecting in your eyes, see the
light shine in mine eyes, and you will see I am happy ...
Someone else might visit a shamen and say MA'M BAL, I am hot, I have hot, I catched a fever,
whereupon the shaman will DIG (touch) him, and find out (NOT-:) what he has (making a DIG
NOT-: or diagnosis), and give him a blend of ERB (herbs) to chew. Pronounce ERB in the English
way and you get a notion of chewing ...
52) Here you are with a couple of words I deduced in a more synthetic way and then looked out
for evidence: mas sam ams sma, dov vod ovd dvo, cal lac alc cla.
MAS might survive in mass, much, in German Mass for size and Masse for mass, a great number of
people or goods. Further meanings: many, more, multiply, grow in number and size, a lot, plenty,
more and more.
The inverse SAM may survive in some, lonesome. Further meanings: few, little, less; all words on
some have a negative aspect, troublesome, cumbersome, German einsam for lonely, muehsam for
cumbersome and tiresome.
AMS may survive in ample, big, wide, plenty; French ample for wide, spacious, comprising,
embracing; amphi as ancient Greek adverb means on both sides, all around.
The inverse SMA would survive in small, in German schmal for narrow. Interestingly, French smala
means family, hence unit of a society (I found smala in a dictionary and am not really sure whether I
can subsume it here). One may also think of smart in the meaning of achieving a lot (mas) by means
of a small (sma) effort.
DOV may have meant toward, in German zu (zur zum); the inverse VOD may have meant from, in
German von (vom). OVD may have meant often, grow in number, size, weight and effect, as in
over, overflow, overload, oversize. Ancient Greek ophello means increase, amplify, multiply,
magnify, enlarge, extend, enhance, raise, heighten ... The inverse DVO may have meant decrease in
number, size, weight and effect, as in dwindle, or in dwarf (German Zwerg). Ancient Greek duae
has the meaning of misery.
Ma shdeb dov lad-ca-ur: I go to Lascaux, to the hill of the painted sky within. Ta vod bar-bhau
shdeb: You came from the Bear Cave Bara-Bahau. Dov lad-ca-ur shdeb me? Shall we go to
Lascaux together? (Magdalenian me translates to English we, together)
CAL - head, skull. Inverse LAC - standing firmly on the feet; ancient Greek lax, with the foot, laxis
for a plot or parcel of land. ALC - strong, daring, brave; ancient Greek alkimos. CLA - making
noise while attacking, getting fame as a hunter, being the founder of a clan; ancient Greek klazo
klaggae kleinos klados.
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53) Combine cal for head, holding the head up high, with lac for feet, or rather standing on the
ground, and you obtain CALAC. This may be a pun, as it also combines ca for sky, with a clicking l
for a leader, one who has the say log, a lys-leo-leone-leon-lion-Loewe-man, a leopard-man, a lykos/
lupus(wolf)-man, and ac for land with water.
Calac reminds of galaxy. The Milky Way might have been considered a lic vad, bright water,
surviving in liquid, some kind of river that leads from a far horizon to the stars of the summer
triangle, where a leader of a clan hoped to spend his next life.
The idea of the Milky Way as a jet of milk released by a goddess may be very ancient, even of
Aurignacian origin. Water dropping from the ceiling of a limestone cave generates columns of
stalactites and stalagmites, which, when meeting, connect the ceiling ca as heaven (or cal as head),
and the ground ac (or lac as feet on the ground, or as ground whereupon one stands).
White sinter on cave walls may have reminded of dropping milk, and as the animals are painted on
sinter, they are perhaps shown traversing the Milky Way, their lic vad, their nourishing milk
provided by the goddess ...
The word for milk may have been gal, the word for drop lag, their combination galag. Ancient
Greek gala means milk, stalagma a drop. Gla may then have been the verb drink, as found before,
while the inverse alg may have been the word for full, onomatopoetic for the belch and overflowing
milk of a satisfied baby. In the case of an adult, alg would have meant release a liquid from the
mouth, vomit, caused by a sickness or injury, and this meaning of alg would have been the origin of
ancient Greek algos for pain, grief, sorrow.
Now there is a problem. Gal cal, lag lac, gla cla, alg alc sound too similar, so I propose that the cforms cal lac cla alc were pronounced with a clicking l, from now on given as an arc ) which may
indicate the curved tongue whose tip moves along the palate: ca), )ac, c)a, a)c. The last word a)c for
strong, daring, brave, would have become ancient Greek arkos for defense, protection, as verb
arkeo, and may survive in German stark for strong.
The binder for colors might well have been breast milk gal, while a worthy leader of a clan, reborn
on the sky, will be nourished by the milk of the goddess, and become a)c, a strong man, able to
climb the sky along the calac or galaxy.
Ala might have been the word for white, may have become Latin albus for white, surviving in
albino.
A)a might be a call, surviving in hullo hello hallo alo, while ca)a might have been a prayer, calling
the goddess and the former leaders of the clan who now live among the stars of the summer triangle
on the Milky Way ...
54) Ca) with a clicking l indicated by the arc ) was the word for head, for holding the head up
high, while the inverse )ac was the word for standing firmly on the feet, for standing his man, and
for the place one stands upon, origin of ancient Greek laxis for a plot or parcel of land. )ac may also
be read as ) ac, now meaning the ruler, the former lion-leopard-lykos/lupus-man and his ac, the land
with water his clan dwells on. Ca) may have been used for the head of a ruler, and would survive in
skull, perhaps testifying to a special worship of a dead ruler's head or skull. The skulls from Jericho
come to mind, covered with clay, and sculpted in order to make the deceased appear living again.
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Looking out for other words I found cap and pac, hed and deh.
Cap may have been the body, especially the top of the head. Cap became Latin caput for head,
corpus for body, in German Kopf and Koerper, while ancient Greek kephalos may combine cap and
ca) to capca), perhaps the word for a human clad in the costume of an animal. The ruler of an
eastern clan, I believe, more specifically of a clan in the Rhone Valley, was a bullman; the ruler of a
western clan, Gironde and Dordogne, was a birdman; and the ruler of a southern clan in the
Pyrenees was a bird; hence the rulers of these tribes may have worn masks of their animals on
special occasions. Ca) would then be the head of a ruler, cap the mask of his animal worn on the
head, and this meaning of cap as something worn on top of the head would survive in English cap,
German Kappe. Cap as a group of animals may survive in cattle.

The inverse pac would have been the body again, but now the bulk of the body, also a group of
people or animals. Pac would have become Latin pectus for breast, and bestia for animal. It survives
in many variants, perhaps in bulk and body itself, in German Backe English cheek, in English back
German Ruecken, in German Bauch and Becken, English pelvis and belly, in French pacage
English pasture, also in English bacon German Speck. French pechtel means live-stock, bétail
cattle. Pac as group of people would survive in English pack. A further version of pac was ancient
Greek pachys for fat, broad, dense, obese, full, strong, powerful, noble, compact, coarse, stupid,
plump. The many variants and meanings of pac testify to a very old and important word.
Hed was the top of a human being, surviving in head and German Haupt, while the inverse deh
marks the other end of the human body, toe, German Zeh.
55) Clicking l, given as ) for the curving tongue whose tip moves along the palate, would have
became l and r and t.
)AC was the ruler of a clan ) on his land with water AC; as verb stand firmly on one’s ground, rule
one’s land. The l-form became ancient Greek lax, with the feet, and laxis for a plot or parcel of land.
The t-form became tagos, ruler; tagma, legion; tageia, supreme command; tacheuo, I lead, rule;
taxis, order, marching formation; tachys quick. The r-form became ancient Greek raka for: you
moron, and rakos for rascal
CA) was the first ruler of a clan, its founding father. The r-form became ancient Greek kar for head,
kara for head and face, kardia for heart, soul, mood, mind, reason, in Italian caro for dear, while the
l-form became kalos for beautiful, brave, good, successful, favorable, useful, noble, honorable,
lucky, and survives in English call, the t-form perhaps in cat as a reminder of the lion-man of old
(man with the head of a lion from Hohlenstein, 32,000 years old)
A)C for strong, daring, brave, became ancient Greek arkos, and survives in German stark for strong.
The l-form alc became ancient Greek alkar for protection, defense, alkae for defense, protection,
rescue, power, braveness, courage. The t-form atc is hardly pronounceable, but may survive in the
permutation act, from ancient Greek ago, I lead and move, with many more meanings, agogos for
leader, aktis for ray, light, sunshine.
C)A, as inverse of a)c, was making noise while attacking animals, being a famous hunter, being the
founder of a Magdalenian clan. The l-form became ancient Greek klazo klaggae kleinos klados. The
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r-form survives in croak and crow, in German Krach for noise, in kraehen and kraechzen for croak,
and Kraehe for crow (Latin corvus and ancient Greek koronae for crow, raven). You may look up
the menhir-chapters on my website for the raven-man of Yverdon-Clendy.
56) A)A with a clicking l was a call, as in hullo, hello, hallo, ala. The t-form became ata, patros,
patriarch, pater, father, Vater; while the r-form became ancient Greek ara for prayer and request,
also for curse, thus indicating the power of a patriarch who can either help or reject.
CA)A was a prayer to the goddess and the founding father of a clan who live among the stars of the
summer triangle, which can be seen as the vad-ghyn or vagina of the the goddess, or as the head of
the bison-man, as indicated by a painting in the rear hall of the Chauvet cave in the Ardèche Valley
close to the Rhone Valley, on a limestone outcrop of the ceiling in the shape of a cone ending 110
cm above the floor of the cave, showing the vulva and legs of the goddess, while a male bison
shares one leg with her, and places his head on her womb - as if he had been reborn by her in the
sky, presumably in the region of the summer triangle on the Milky Way; photograph National
Geography, drawings by the author:

Venus-Bison

Venus

Bison

The t-form of ca)a became ancient Greek kata, from above, down. The r-form survives in Italian
cara, dear (female form).
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)OG was the word, speak, having the say, and became ancient Greek logos for word and reason. The
l-form survives in French langue and langage, in English language, also in logic. The t-form became
ancient Greek toge, just because, here, that’s why, used in a logical argument. The r-form became
roger for begging vagabond, then rogue (the r-forms can either be very positive, as in ara for prayer
and in caro and cara for dear; or negative, as in ara for curse, in raka for: you moron, in rakos for
rogue, in roger for begging vagabond, and in rogue).
57) Mhayn was the word for the right hand, clyn for the left hand, p'hed for the right foot, yolg for
the left foot. Now arb may have been the right arm, inverse bra the left arm, bar the right leg, rab
the left leg. The hand belongs to the arm, the foot belongs to the leg, so the complete forms are armhand and leg-foot. Let us combine the new words for the arms and the legs with the old ones for the
hands and the feet:
Arb-mhayn, pronounced ar'mhayn for the right arm and hand. From this word would have come
Latin arma for weapon, as most hunters and soldiers threw their lances with the right arm and hand.
The same ar'mhayn survives in English arm and hand, German Arm and Hand. Mhayn was the
origin of Latin manus and French main for hand.
Bra-clyn for the left arm and hand. This word would have become ancient Greek brachion for arm,
Italian braccio and French bras for arm; also bracelet, more often worn on the left wrist. Clyn
survives in English claw, German Klaue, Finnish kynnae, all three words meaning the same.
Bar-p'hed for the right leg and foot. This word would have become ancient Greek pous for leg,
Latin per pedes, meaning on feet, walk; furthermore English barefeet and German barfuss; in
analogy to mhayn perhaps also German Bein for leg, English bone and German Gebein
Rab-yolg for the left leg and foot. Rather difficult to pronounce therefore modified. The inverse
order, yolg-rab, might have been the root of Old Netherlandish and Middle English leggr, further
simplified into leg. If the opening r was modified into sh / g, rab would have became shab / gab, and
may be the root of French jambe and Italian gamba for leg. Modify the opening r into l and you get
a possible explanation for Finnish lahje for leg, while Finnish yalka, Lappish juolge and Old UgricAltaic jalga are words for foot, close to the hypothetical Magdalenian yolg for the left foot. Ancient
Greek rabdos means rod, staff, scepter; rabdalos lean; radinos lean, tender, agile, swift. German
Rappe is a black horse. Rab might also be the oldest form of run, along the line of rab rad radinos
rinna renna rinnan rennen run …
If bar was the right leg and rab the left leg, we get a new explanation for bear: bar-rab barrab barra
arra bara bar – the animal that rears and stands on the hind legs bar and rab. The short form arra
might have been the root of ancient Greek arktos, Latin ursus, Italian orso, French ours for bear.
Rab-bar may then have been the word for a rearing horse and would survive in German Rappe for a
black horse.
58) The special sound produced by the tip of the tongue touching the lips would have survived in
English th, and would have become s (c z) / p (b ph f) / t (d th).
I -: O became iso ipo ito. O -: I became osi opi oti. -: I O became sio pio tio. O I -: became ois oip
oit. I O -: became ios iop iot. -: O I became soi poi toi.
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Looking up ancient Greek words for these and further variants I found: Isos for equal; hippo for
horse; istaemi for stand, hold up, weigh, resist, arrange, dispose (and many more meanings); eido
for look, form, opinion, picture, idea. Osia for divine right, pious duty and obligation; opis for
observance, obligation, followance; oti for because. Sio for god; bio for life, Latin pius pia Italian
pio pia for pious; tio tino for pay, award, atone, revenge. Oios for lonely; hoiper for where to?; oitos
for lot, destiny, fate, ill-luck, misfortune, death. Ios for one and the same; also ios for arrow and
poison; io (omega) for an exclamation, when calling a god, or when being hurt; iotaes for wish,
will, order. Hoi soi for your kinfolk; poi for where to?, poieo for do, make, produce, organize a
feast, induce fear, do a favor, make a poem (poesy), represent, accept, appoint, estimate, respect,
poiaeis for grown over with grass, poimaen for herdsman, ruler, poimnion for herd, poinae for
penance, revenge, compensation, reparation, satisfaction; toi for certainly, really.
These words evoke an arch-shaman:
I -: O -- arch-shaman: the firm one; equal to his forerunners, thus warranting a long tradition; maker
of opinions, ideas and pictures; voice of the divine
O -: I -- awe inspiring divine law, ultimate reason
-: I O -- judge in the name of the divine, requiting good with good, bad with bad
O I -: -- one exluded by the arch-shaman: where can he go now? his fate is misfortune, even death
I O -: -- plead: help me, One and the Same, arch-shaman in a long line of arch-shamans, have mercy
with a pious believer
-: O I -- plead: do me the favor, maker of ideas and pictures, let me safely return to my kinfolk ...
59) Magdalenian as spoken in the Guyenne some 17,000 years ago may have had some pesh (400)
or du-pesh (2 x 400) words. A two-year-old child in our time comprehends already some 400 words,
a four-year-old 1,600 words, while an American student knows an average of some 14,200 words.
My estimation for the number of Magdalenian words might even be on the conservative side.
Here are some more words which I found in the synthetic manner: mel lem elm mle.
Mel could have been something sweet, as ancient Greek meli for honey, French miel for honey, and
something edible in general, as in ancient Greek melinae for millet. Also a sweet melody, ancient
Greek melos.
Lem would have meant collect, either berries or herbs or honey ... Ancient Greek lambano means
touch, take, seize, chase, conquer, get, also comprehend, perceive; (with many more meanings).
Elm would have been a shrub or a tree bearing sweet fruit. One of the oldest and most venerable
shrubs or trees of humankind is the hackberry, belonging to the genus Celtis of the elm family,
bearing cherrylike fruit, so "elm" could even go back to Africa, where, as far as I am informed, the
hackberry was also known. Old English elm means noble and survives in the given name Elmer.
Mle could then have been the contrary of elm, ignoble. Hindi Mlechi means barbarian, untouchable,
not Indian.
So the word field mel lem elm mle could be very ancient, having spread from Africa to Europe and
Asia ... By the way, ancient Greek melas melaina melan means black. Richard Fester muses whether
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the Paleolithic dwellers of the Guyenne were black, did come from northern Africa, and lost their
skin color during the Ice Age. Homo sapiens sapiens came from Africa, and the oldest rock painting
due to Homo sapiens sapiens found so far is an oblong trapezoid with a regular rhomboid pattern on
a rock wall in Africa, some 70,000 years old.
Bon may have been the word for good, Latin bonus bona bonum, Italian buono buona bene, French
bon bonne bien, while the inverse nob would have kept the positive meaning of good, as in noble,
Latin nobilis, nobilitas; a variant may be ancient Greek nomos for custom, manners, morals,
principle, rule, law, regulation, melody (!), song, a musical key.
60) The hypothetical words bar for the right leg and rab for the left leg deserve some more
consideration. Hebrew bar means son, perhaps the one walking at the right side of his father.
Hebrew rabbi means master, perhaps the one who walks on the side of the father, by a son's or
pupil’s or client’s left leg.
Ancient Greek para may have had the same origin, surviving for example in parallel.
Bar-rab barrab barra arra bara bar might have been the word for bear as animal that can rear and
stand on the hind legs bar and rab. Also the inverse form may hold: rab-bar. A short form of barrab,
namely arra, might have been the root of ancient Greek arktos - perhaps in combination with a)c for
strong -, Latin ursus, Italian orso, French ours for bear, while rab-bar might have been a stealing
bear, a robber. Rab-bar could have been the origin of Old French robber for rob, steal. Barabbas in
the Bible was a robber.
If ancient Greek barbaros came from bar bar, it might have held a satirical meaning: someone who
is so very righteous that he got two right legs (remember the preference for the right hand) and can't
walk anymore but hops around … Hoi barbaroi were the Persians, but also other foreigners, who
certainly cherished their own religious belief - also the Celts were fighting in the name of their
religion, and might, moreover, have worn bear hides … Sanskrit barbara meant stammering, not
Aryan. So we have: not walking properly, not talking properly, not going properly (as go means
both walk and talk).
Also bar as noun for a relatively long, evenly shaped object of some solid substance ... used as a
guard or obstruction ... (Webster's), and as verb, bar barred barring, of obscure, perhaps pre-Latin
origin, might have come from Magdalenian bar for the right leg. French barrière means a bar that
holds up. There are places in Switzerland called Bar and Barra, designating woods that serve for
protection, also horse pastures, confirming rab-bar as rearing horse, surviving in German Rappe for
a black horse. Interestingly, Baer (bear) was also used for bulls, going along with the strong hind
leg(s) of a leaping bull. A robe might originally have been a hide covering the legs rab and bar.
Aramaic abba for father may be an abbreviation of rabbar, ‘abba’ abba, meaning a man who stands
there for his family. Much as a bear: female bears are known for their fierce will to protect their
young ones. Abba was also a female day name for Thursday.
61) Glossary of Guyan (ghi-an), Old Magdalenian spoken in the Guyenne, continuation, delivered
in 19 messages (for the first part of the glossary please look up the messages or chapters 17-18-19).
A t-: stays for a stronger spitting or softer kissing t, produced with the tip of the tongue touching the
lips, a milder form of t-: survives in the English th, and the arc ) stays for an especially strong
clicking l, symbolizing the curved tongue whose tip moves along the palate pa)ate …
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CA LUN AC - moon earth; became seluna (when calun for moon turned into Greek selenae and
Latin luna) and then Siena; ocher of Siena, understood as dust falling from a yellow or reddish
moon rising above Tuscany, as seen from the Ligurian coast and Côte d'Azur. This idea would rely
on the observation of red dust falling on Tuscany, which dust, however, comes from the Sahara)
LIC UR AC / AC UR - Liguria, Côte d'Azur; Ocher Road, leading from Siena to the Guyenne and
Cantabria
CA LET-: (t produced with tip of tongue touching lips) - sky stone, painted cave walls and ceilings.
"Spitting" t refers to the technique of spitting colors on stone (Michel Lorblanchet). Surviving in
French galet. Let-: for stone became Greek lithos (th) and Latin lapis (p)
CO inverse of OC, eye, see, look - mind, reasoning; surviving in co- con- com-, thus involving a
together, which is elementary for any form of reasoning; Latin co(a)gitare means gathering
knowledge in one's mind. An exemplary and witty illustration occurs in the composite animal seen
in the entrance of the Lascaux cave, which human animal, I believe, tells an aspiring ruler of a clan
that he has to be strong as a bison, caring as a pregnant mare, decided as a feline, and has to make a
mindful use of his weapons, which is why lances grow as horns out of the head of this bearded
human animal
MHAYN CLYN P'HED YOLG - r/l hand, r/l foot. Numbers 5 10 15 20. Heavenly sector N-E
mhayn, rising midsummer sun; sector N-E clyn, setting midsummer sun; sector S-E p'hed, rising
midwinter sun; sector S-W yolg, setting midwinter sun (yolg 'yellow' yolk)
DIG DU DER DAG - 1 2 3 4
PESH - as noun fish, as verb swim and fish, as number 400
62) 1 to 28: dig du der dag mhayn mhay-dig mhay-du mhay-der mhay-dag clyn clyn-dig
clyn-du clyn-der clyn-dag p'hed p'he-dig p'he-du p'he-der p'he-dag yolg yol-dig yol-du yolder yol-dag yol-mhayn yol-mhay-dig yol-mhay-du yol-mhay-der
CLYN-DER - 13, nickname for the practical version of the lunisolar calendar, grid 28 by 13
pebbles, as indicated by the geometrical drawing under the megaceros in the axial gallery of the
Lascaux cave; name relying on the obligation to pay tribute to the ruler and the shaman of a clan,
and this 13 times per year, every 28 days, for each family on another day. Latin calendare: to pay
tribute; on the calendae: at the begin of a month. Would be the origin of our calendar
Key numbers of the lunisolar and tributary calendar: 30 yol-clyn, 29 yol-mhay-dag, 41 du-yol-dig,
40 du-yolg, 325 p'he-di(g)-yol-mhayn; 13 clyn-der, 28 yol-mhay-der, 364 p'he-der-yol-dag; 365
p'he-der-yol-mhayn (18x20)+5. A cylce of 8 years are 2,920 or mhayn-du-pesh mhay-yolg (5+2 x
400 plus 5x20) days and require du (2) leap days
M'AC-DA'-LUN-AC from MHAYN-AC-DAL-LUN-AC - five land valley moonshine land: five
regions of the Moonshine Valley. This would be the valley of the winding river Vézère, with
Montignac/Lascaux, Belcayre, La Madeleine, Les Eyzies, Bara-Bahau; m'ac-da-lun-ac Magdalena
Maddalena Madeleine
DAL - valley, val, valle, Tal
MHAYN-AC - five ac: a community of five (or up to some five) ac, each inhabited by a clan
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M'AC - an abbreviation of mhayn-ac: chieftain of such a community of five (some five, or up to
five) clans; surviving in Scottish name Mac
MAYA - another abbreviation of mhayn-ac: chieftain's wife, surviving in the name Maya or Maja
CA AC – sky land: possible root of kyklos, cercle and cycle, circle and cycle, also of comos and
cosmic
63) BAL and BEL - heat and hot, warmth and warm; surviving for example in Basque bello for
warmth, Lappish boaldet and buoll for burn, Finnish pola and Lappish buella for fire (Richard
Fester)
CA BAL - sky heat, red summer sun-horse; survives in Spanish caballo, Italian cavallo, French
cheval for horse; a horse running on soft ground: cabal cabal cabal cabal ...
LEB inverse of bel for warmth and warm - lip or lips, from which comes warm breath; surviving in
lip, Lippe, labbra, lèvres (more in the next chapter)
BEL CA UR AC - warm sky blue ac: land under the warm blue summer sky; cave Belcayre between
rock shelter La Madeleine and Montagnac with the Lascaux cave (bel warm; ca sky; ur a color,
mainly blue, sometimes red, as the sky; ac an expanse of land with water, inhabited by a clan)
LAD inverse of dal for valley - hill; surviving in ladder, originally something that slopes
LAD CA UR - hill sky color: name for Lascaux, hill of a painted sky within; the Lascaux cave is
found some two kilometers from Montignac, in a limestone massive, which forms a flat round hill;
ur means a conspicuous color, mainly the colors of the sky and its reflection in the water, the blue
sky, or a red morning sky, or the red sky of a sunset
CA BEL – sky warm, yellow spring sun-horse; cabel cabel cabel cabel …
LAB inverse of bal for heat and hot - coldness, cold; may survive in Lap-land, and perhaps in
ancient Greek labros for stormy, if that word originally referred to cold and stormy northern shores
CA LAB – sky cold, winter sun-horse; calab calab calab calab …
BAL and LAB – hot and cold
ALB and BLA – active and inactive, dawn and dusk, stand up and go to sleep; Italian alba for dawn,
English black; ancient Greek alphaestaes for industrious, energetic, blakeuo for I am lazy
SHEB inverse of pesh for fish - small and medium sized land animals (sheep chèvre chevreau
chevreuil), as verb run
SHDEB – as verb walk, as noun step (accentuated form of sheb)
SHDIB - boot, leather wound around foot and lower leg, filled with moss; survived in many forms
and languages; also dressing, bandage
64) LEB inverse of bel for warm - lips, warm breath exhaled between the lips, live and life;
German leben and Leben; indicated by a sign before the mouth of an animal, for example by the
short strokes before the mouth of a hind in the grotto of Pergouset (dep. Lot); also by the sticking
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out tongue of a bison, e.g. in the Lascaux cave; leb ()b b bh as root of ancient Greek bios, Latin vita,
French vie
BLE permutation of bel and leb - bleed, bleed out, die; indicated by long strokes before the mouth
of an ibex in Jordania, Kilwa, Mount Hirsfeld; English bleed, French blessé for wounded, blême for
getting very pale, German bleich for pale, erbleichen and erblassen for getting pale, verblichen for
deceased (rare, once common)
GOL or GO) with a clicking l - mouth and throat, also language; Italian gola, French geule and
geuler (inferior)
GOL UR - ocher prepared in the mouth, mixed with fat (or breast milk?) as binder, and perhaps the
juice of a herb or root for sweetening the bitter ocher, then blown and spat on the wall of a cave, as
demonstrated by Michel Lorblanchet, giving the painted animal leb / life, as the color is blended
with warm moisture and blown with warm breath; survives in color, British colour, French couleur
GOL AC - land of language; survives in Gaul for France, in gallic for the French language and wit,
in Gaelic for Welsh (Welsh, in Switzerland, means French)
G)O – eat, survives in glutton
G)A - drink (onomatopoetic, as our funny gloo gloo)
)OG - tongue, move the tongue, speak, argue, word, say, have the say, language, argument, reason,
explanation; ancient Greek logos for word and reason; survives in logic, in French langue for both
tongue and language, and in English language that keeps French langue instead of building a proper
English form tonguage
65) COL - a narrow passage; survives in French col for pass, couloir for gangway, couler for flow
LOC inverse of col - a natural enclosure, perhaps strengthened by means of added branches and
stones, also a lake, and an enlocked bay; became Latin locus for place and lacus for lake; survives
in Gaelic loch for lake, and enlocked bay, in English lock and lake
COL and LOC - hunting terms: driving animals into an enclosure (loc as verb and noun), then
through a narrow passage (col as verb and noun) so they can easily be more easily killed, without
too much risk for the Magdalenian hunters
PIQ – spear; survives in French piquer for stab, sting, pierce
SH'PIQ - spear-thrower; German spicken for lard
QIP inverse of piq - knive and cut; Old English cnif
TAP and inverse PAT - beat; survives in French taper and battre, in English pat and battle
BAR - bear; German Baer (more in the chapters 60 and 79)
BHAU - shelter, grotto, cave; German Bau for building, also for the cave of an animal such as a fox
or a dachs, Behausung for shelter, Haus for house
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BAR AC BHAU - bear / land with water / cave: original name of the cave Bara-Bahau on the blue
river Vézère, meaning a former bear cave on an expanse of land with water (the cave Bara-Bahau
was inhabited by hunters from Magdalenian times onward, while nobody lived in the Lascaux cave)
QEL AC inverse of the sun-horse ca-leq - fertile land
NUL AC inverse of the moon bull ca-lun - land under a new moon, a really dark night
LAB AC inverse of ca-bal for the red summer sun-horse - cold land; Lapland
LEB AC inverse of ca-bel for warm sky, yellow spring sun-horse - land of life, providing the
Magdalenian hunters with plenty of meat and fresh herbs
DIB – spoon, vessel, dipper, dip
BID - cooking pit, layed out with leather, filled with meat or fish, herbs and water, whereupon a
stone heated in the fire was rolled into the water, made it boil and the meal cook; survives in
English pit and in French bidon for bucket, also (familiar) bide and bidon for belly - manger comme
Dieu en France ...
66) CA LEQ – sun-horse, sun, day
CA BAL - red summer sun-horse, summer
LAB AC inverse of ca-bal - cold land, winter; Lapland
CA LUN – moon-bull, moonlit night
NUL AC inverse of ca-lun - land under a new moon, dark land, night
VAD - water, also English wade, wet, wash
DAV inverse of vad - moist air, fog; dew, German Tau
CA VAD - sky water: rain, clouds (cavad cvad cloud)
VAD UR - water blue: beautiful deep blue river Vézère
DRA - dry, German trocken
DRA AC - dry land, earth; became Latin terra, French terre; permutation ARD became German
Erde, irden, Kartoffel (ard appel, Erdapfel); another reminiscence of dra-ac might have been dra'c
dragon Drache as symbol of fiery hot earth, hence a draught, also of a forest-fire
MON - larger hill, mountain; Latin mons, English Mount
MON DIG LUN - mountain one moon: top of a mountain or larger hill where the aspiring shamans
spent midsummer, a midsummer month, 30 days around June 21, where they studied the starry sky,
advised by the arch-shaman of lad-ca-ur (Lascaux), whose "portrait" is shown in the axial gallery of
the Lascaux cave: a roaring megaceros, shouting, in order to reach all the young men on top of
mon-dig-lun ...
NOM inverse of mon - the important arch-shamans may have been remembered on mon-dig-lun,
perhaps by means of wooden statues bearing inscriptions
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67) MA-DRA - the goddess of earth and life saying: my earth; the earth is mine; I am the earth,
from which comes all life, and into which every life is bound to return ... Dra would be the earth
itself, dust, matter, whereas ac would be land with water; ma-dra materia 'Magna Mater' mater
madre mother Mutter ... Dar as a permutation of dra became Latin terra; ma-dar again mater mother,
while Italian madre returned to the ma-dra form
ARD-AM inverse of ma-dra - survived in Adam, the one made of clay; ard became earth Erde, also
Latin ars, English art, for the first sculptures were presumably made of clay
LEB-AC inverse of ca-bel, warm sky - life land, fertile land, name of the goddess of earth and life;
became leb-a eba Eva Eve ...
A-BEL inverse of leb-a - Abel, son of Eve
CA-IN and inverse NI-AC - double negation: neither sky nor land; Cain, a son of Eve, murdered his
brother Abel, and so, we may assume, he was driven from his land ac, and lost his right on a place
in heaven ca, among the stars of the summer triangle; ca-in would have been the word for felon and
committing a felony; Old Irish cain means statute, law, rent, confirming the legal aspect of that
word and Biblical name; the first law would have been a list of crimes and felonies, thou shalt
not ...
-IN NUL NI - three forms of negations, for example ca-lic-in for a caliginous or misty sky; nul-ac
as the land under a new moon, or rather empty moon, no moon; and ni-ac no land for a felon ca-in
no place in heaven; ni became Latin nihil; survives in the French double negation ni ni for neither
nor; in French non, Italian no, German Nein, English no, Russian njet
NI AC UR - no ac-ur, no ocher, name for the cave of Niaux, where the animals are drawn in black,
without colors
68) C'HER - stag; French cerf, German Hirsch
NOT-: (ending on a spitting t, produced by the tip of the tongue touching the lips) - human mind,
reason, think, know; became ancient Greek noos nous, English note notch notion know
C'HER NOT-: (spitting t) - stag mind: a shaman wearing antlers, a stag with a human mind, as a
painter blowing and spitting colors on the walls of a cave, as a healer chewing herbs and spitting
them as disinfectants on a wound; giant stag Megaceros giganteus an arch-shaman, female
megaceros in cave Cougnac behind a male either his wife, or an arch-shamaness in her own right.
English horn German Horn; Cernunnos, oldest Celtic god, was wearing horns, usually antlers
DIG - finger, touch, poke a hole; as number one
GID inverse of dig – give and take; survives in give, gift, get
DIG NOT-: (spitting t) - touch know: possible origin of ancient Greek dia, diagnosis, gnosis
ELB inverse of ble – if ble means wound, blood, bleeding, blessé for wounded in French (English
bless for a last blessing a wounded and dying man ble received?), pale, blême for very pale in
French, bleich in German, and die, then the inverse elb means help and heal
ERB - grass, herb; Italian erba for grass, erbe for herbs and vegetables
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BRE inverse of erb - tree, French arbre; also branch, as verb break, German brechen, (break off a
branch)
REB - bush or tree bearing fruit; German Rebe for vine
BER inverse of reb - berry, fruit; English berry pear, German Beere Birne, French baie poire, Italian
bacca pera
LIC - light, bright, shine, luck, also present in the name of the Celtic sun-god Lugh
GHI - imitating a bird's call; surviving in French name Guy, and in English guy for man
GHYN - woman, wife of ghi; survives in many words and languages, for example in Greek gynae
for woman, or in queen as ruler or wife of a ruler
VAD GHYN - water (inside) woman, amniotic fluid, became va'ghyn vagina, also Vacuna, Sabine
goddess of harvest (confirming the equation of woman and fertile land as found in leb-ac leb-a eba
Eva Eve)
VAD NOT-: (ending on a kissing t, tip of tongue softly touching lips) - water mind; became Venus,
goddess of love emerging from the sea ...
GHYN or variants - birth, give birth, child; also kind, kinship, kinfolk, tribe, clan, mother of a clan;
as queen ruler of a clan, either on her own, or at the side of her ghi, birdman, male ruler
69) VAD and combinations - water wade wet wash. Inverse dav survives in English dew and
German Tau. Vad ghyn, water (amniotic fluid) woman, survives in vagina, and in the name of the
Sabine harvest goddess Vacuna. Ac means land with water. Ac vad enforces the aspect of water and
became Latin aqua. Dra ac enforces the aspect of earth, dry land; survives in draught, German
trocken for dry, also English dragon German Drache for a land 'burning' under a fiery sun, and
really burning in the case of a forest-fire. Ca vad, sky water, rain, survives in cloud. Ac vad, land
with water water, could also mean flood, and survives in German Augenwasser, poetic for tears …
BAL LIT-: and BAL VAD - heat a stone and roll it into a cooking pit (bid); survives in English boil,
French bouillir, Italian bollare
VID - drained, dried up; French vide for empty
DIV inverse of vid - full of water; survives in dive
VAL - water in motion, moving and winding like water; survives in vale and valley, French val,
Italian valle, in German Welle for wave, and wallen for a cloth moving in a wave-like manner, also
in English well, well up
AC VAL - land with water moving water: well, spring; German Quelle
LAV inverse of val - remove by means of a liquid, also the effect a moving liquid can have; French
laver and Italian lavare for wash; lava, a fiery liquid removing everything in its way
BAL VAL - fiery hot liquid; combined to vol in Volcano, and to Baal, originally a god of volcanoes
HUM - sound, especially for a remote rumble; English hum, rumble, tumble; German grumbeln,
rumpeln
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MUH inverse of hum - snorting bull, lowing cow; as in German Muh (onomatopoetic)
HUM BAL VAL – rumbling (mountain) fiery hot liquid in motion: became the Sumerian volcano
god Humbaba (onomatopoetic)
70) DRA - earth, dry earth, matter, earth per se, reign of the earth goddess of many shapes, among
them the mammoth and rhinoceros; inverse ard became earth Erde irden ... Ma-dra was the name of
the goddess of earth and life, of giving life and taking life; inverse ard-am Adam as the one made of
clay
DAR - (flash and) thunder, weather-god, consort of the thundering rhincoceros; Celtic god Taranis,
nordic god Thor; Welsh taran Irish torran for thunder
RAD inverse of dar - flash; surviving in radiare, radiate
RAD (pronounced quickly, r’d, rshd) DAR (long and rolling) – flash thunder (onomatopoetic)
DAR, DA, DE, TE-, SSE-, ZE-, THE-, THO-, JU-, … - originally weather-god, then supreme god,
as for example Zeus
DE AC - god land; became dea for goddess
DE OC - god eye; became deus theos for god
CA DAG LOG - sky four sayings: enumeration of the four main qualities a good ruler needed,
namely being strong as a bull, caring as a pregnant mare, decided as a feline, and making a wise use
of his weapons. These main qualities are shown in the composite animal near the entrance of the
Lascaux cave: a bison with the round belly of a pregnant mare, the mottled hide of a feline, and the
head of a bearded man, out of whose front grow a pair of horns that end in blades and thus mean
lances. Ca-da'-log would have become ancient Greek kata, from above, down, completely;
catalogue as list; and Dag as word for an Anatolian mountain, where the supreme Hittite god Teshub
resided, the God of the Heavenly Weather, whose name begins with Te- as a variant of dar de ...
Zeus resided on Mount Olympus and was in the origin a sun- and weather-god. Log would have
been pronounced with a clicking l, which, in very early times, may have been a hunter's call that
warned of a feline, and which, later on, became lys leo leone lion leon Loewe, leopard, lynx, and
lykos/lupus for wolf. Then also log for word, speak, say, reason, rule, the one who has the say, ruler.
A memory of this very early ruler may be kept by the man with the head of a lion from Hohlenstein,
carved from mammoth ivory some 32,000 years ago
71) MA - me, myself (I), my, mine; French moi (je), mon, ma, mes, le mien, la mienne, les miens,
les miennes
AM inverse of ma - be and have, first form singular
MA AM or MA'M - I am, I have
TA - you, your, yours; French tu, ton, ta, tes, le tien, la tienne, les tiens, les tiennes
AT inverse of ta - be and have, second form singular
TA AT or TA'T - you are, you have; French tu est or t'est (t'e), and tu as or t'as (t'a)
SA - he, she, it, his, hers; its; French lui, elle, çela or ça (sa), son, le sien, sa, la sienne
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AS inverse of sa - be and have, third form singular
SA AS or SA'S - he or she or it is / has; French il / elle / ça est (c'est, s'e), and il / elle / ça a
(sa’a)
ME - we, ours, plural of MA
EM inverse of me - be and have, first form plural
ME EM or ME'M - we are, we have
TE - you, yours, plural of ta
ET - be and have, second form plural
TE ET or TE'T - you are, you have (plural)
SE - they, theirs, plural of sa
ES inverse of se - be and have, third form plural
SE ES or SE'S - they are, they have
72) MAS - many, mass, much, more, multiply, increase in number and size; German Mass for size,
Masse for mass
SAM - some, few, little, less, lonesome, cumbersome; diminish, lessen, decrease, getting hard and
tiresome; German einsam for lonely, muehsam for tiresome and cumbersome
AMS - ample, wide, spacious, embracing, on both sides, all around; English ample, French ample,
ancient Greek amphi as adverb; Latin amplificare, English amplify
SMA - small, German schmal for narrow, French smala for family as the unit of the society (?),
smart for achieving a lot (mas) by means of a small (sma) effort
DOV – toward; German zu (zur zum)
VOD – from; German von (vom)
OVD - often, over, overflow, overload, oversized ..., gaining in number, size, weight, and effect;
ancient Greek ophello means (I) increase, amplify, multiply, magnify, enlarge, extend, enhance,
raise, heighten …
DVO - dwindle, dwarf, German Zwerg; loosing in number, size, weight, and effect; ancient Greek
duae for misery
CA) with a clicking l - head, skull
)AC inverse of ca) - standing on the feet, standing his man, standing ground; ancient Greek lax,
with the foot, laxis for plot or parcel of land
A)C - strong, daring, brave; ancient Greek alkimos
C)A inverse of a)c - make noise while attacking, being a famous hunter, being the founder of a
Magdalenian clan; ancient Greek klazo klaggae kleinos klados.
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73) CA)AC - a pun, combining ca) for head, or rather holding the head up high, with )ac for
standing ground, but also ca for sky and ac for land with water, and in between the leader of a clan )
who has the say )og, the former lion-leopard-lykos/lupus-man; columns of stalactites and
stalagmites in a cave; Milky Way, galaxy
LIC VAD - bright water, also used for the Milky Way; surviving in liquid
GAL - milk
LAG inverse of gal - drop
GALAG - combination of milk and drop, sinter on the wall of a cave; ancient Greek gala milk,
stalagma a drop
GLA - drink (as found before, in a different context)
ALG - full, satisfied, belch of a baby; in the case of an adult a liquid released from the mouth,
vomit, caused by a sickness or injury; Greek algos for pain
ALA - white; may have become Latin albus for white, surviving in albino
CA)A - prayer, calling the goddess, also the former leaders of a clan who now live among the stars
of the summer triangle on the Milky Way (Atair in Aquila, Deneb in Cygnus, Vega in Lyra), also the
voice that comes from the head ca), especially when pronounced by a ruler; survives in English call
A)A - any call; survives in hello hullo hallo alo ...
)OG – may have been the origin of langue, as in language, and of tongue (clicking l as l and t)
74) CA) with a clicking l, especially used with the ruler of a clan – head, face, beautiful, noble,
good, honorable, lucky; as verb holding the head up high - an illustration of this would be the head
carved from mammoth ivory, allegedly found in a field near Dolni Vestonice, and, if not faked,
26,000 years old, see the cover of the October 1988 issue of the National Geographic (more in the
next chapter)
)AC inverse of ca) - standing firmly on the feet, standing his man, also the ground one stands upon
) AC - the ruler, former lion-leopard-lykos/lupus-man, and the land and water of his clan
CAP - body, especially the top of the head, also a group of people or animals; became Latin caput
for head and corpus for body, German Kopf and Koerper, while ancient Greek kephalos combines
cap and ca) to capca), perhaps the word for a human clad in the costume of an animal; cap as
something worn on the head survives in English cap and German Kappe, while cap in the meaning
of herd survives in English cattle
CAP CA) - double head, a ruler wearing a mask of an animal's head, namely a cap, over his own
head ca); became ancient Greek kephalos for head
PAC inverse of cap – bulk of the body, also a group of people or animals; became Latin pectus for
breast, and bestia for animal; survives in many forms, perhaps in bulk and body, in German Backe
English cheek, in English back German Ruecken, in German Bauch and Becken, English belly and
pelvis; also in French pacage English pasture, English bacon German Speck; French pechtel means
live-stock, bétail cattle; pac as group of people would survive in English pack; a further version of
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pac was ancient Greek pachys for fat, broad, dense, obese, full, strong, powerful, noble, compact,
coarse, stupid, plump. The many variants and meanings of pac testify to a very ancient and
important word
HED - top of a human being, head, also height; German Haupt for head (old usage, for important
people)
DEH inverse of hed - marking the other end of the human body, namely the toe, German Zeh
75) Clicking l, here given as an arc for the curving tongue whose tip moves along the palate,
became l, r, and t:
CA) - first ruler of a clan, founding father; r-form became ancient Greek kar for head, kara for head
and face, kardia for heart, soul, mood, mind, reason, Italian caro for dear; l-form in ancient Greek
kalos for beautiful, brave, good, successful, favorable, useful, noble, honorable, lucky; survives in
English call, t-form perhaps in cat as reminder of the lion-man of old (man with lion-head,
Hohlenstein, 32000 BP)
)AC - ruler ) of a clan on his land with water ac; as verb stand firmly on the ground, rule the land; lform became ancient Greek lax, with the foot or feet, and laxis for a plot or parcel of land; t-form
became tagos, ruler; tagma, legion; tageia, supreme command; tacheuo, I lead, rule; taxis, order,
marching formation; tachys quick; r-form became ancient Greek raka for: you moron, and rakos for
rascal
A)C - strong, daring, brave; became ancient Greek arkos; survives in German stark for strong; lform alc became ancient Greek alkar for protection, defense, alkae for defense, protection, rescue,
power, braveness, courage; t-form atc hardly pronounceable, but may have survived in the
permutation act, from ancient Greek ago, I lead and move, with many more meanings, agogos for
leader, aktis for ray, light, sunshine.
C)A inverse of alc or a)c - make noise while attacking, being a famous hunter, being the founder of
a clan, having class; l-form became ancient Greek klazo klaggae kleinos klados, and survives in
clan and class; r-form in croak and crow, in German Krach for noise, in kraehen and kraechzen for
croak, in Kraehe for crow (Latin corvus, ancient Greek koronae for crow), raven-man was the
leader of a later clan (Yverdon-Clendy in Western Switzerland, and on Celtic coins)
A)A - a call, as in hullo, hello, hallo, alo; t-form became ata, patros, patriarch, pater, father, Vater; rform became ancient Greek ara for prayer, request, also for curse, indicating the power of a
patriarch who can either help or reject
CA)A - prayer to the goddess and founding father of a clan, both living among the stars of the
summer triangle, which can either be seen as the vad-ghyn (vagina) of the the goddess, or as the
head of the bison-man, as indicated by the painting on the natural column in the rear hall of the
Chauvet Cave in the Rhone Valley, some 30,000 years old; as verb pray; t-form became ancient
Greek kata, from above, down; r-form survives in Italian cara, dear (female form)
)OG - word, speak, having the say; became ancient Greek logos for word and reason; l-form
survives in French langue and langage, English language, also in logic; t-form became ancient
Greek toge, just because, here, that’s why, used in a logical argument; r-form became roger for
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begging vagabond, then rogue (r-form can either be very positive, as in ara for prayer and in caro
and cara for dear; or negative, as in raka for: you moron, rakos for rogue, in ara for curse, in roger
for begging vagabond, and in rogue)
76) ARB and inverse BRA - right and left arm
BAR and inverse RAB - right and left leg
MHAYN - right hand; Latin manus, French main, English hand, German Hand
ARB - right arm
ARB MHAYN, pronounced AR'MHAYN - right arm and hand; became Latin arma for weapon, as
most hunters and soldiers were throwing their lances with the right arm and hand; became English
arm and hand, German Arm and Hand
CLYN - left hand; became English claw, German Klaue, Finnish kynnae, all three words meaning
the same
BRA CLYN - left arm and hand; became ancient Greek brachion, Italian braccio, and French bras
for arm; also bracelet, more often worn on the left wrist
P'HED - right foot; became ancient Greek podoi and Latin pedes for feet, English foot feet, German
Fuss Fuesse
BAR P'HED - right leg and foot; became ancient Greek pous for both foot and leg; Latin per pedes,
on foot (walking); English barefeet and German barfuss; in analogy to mhayn bhayn perhaps also
German Bein for leg, English bone and German Gebein, ancient Greek baino for I go (also go away,
die)
YOLG - left foot; became Old Ugric-Altaic jalga, Lappish juolge and Finnish jalka for foot
RAB YOLG - left leg and foot; difficult to proncounce, therefore modified; inverse order yolg-rab
may be the root of Old Netherlandish and Middle English leggr for leg; modify r into sh, and rab
turns into shab, which may be the origin of French jambe and Italian gamba for leg; modify r into l
and you obtain lab-yolg, which may be the origin of Finnish lahje for leg and jalka for foot. Ancient
Greek rabdos means rod, staff, scepter; rabdalos lean; radinos lean, tender, agile, swift. German
Rappe is a black horse. Rab might also be the oldest form of run, along the line of rab rad radinos
rinna renna rinnan rennen run … The many variations indicate again a very ancient word
77) I -: O (iso ipo ito) - arch-shaman: the firm one; equal to his forerunners, thus warranting a long
tradition; maker of opinions, ideas, pictures; voice of the divine (ancient Greek isos for equal; hippo
for horse, here the one who speaks in the name of the sun-horse; istaemi for stand, hold up, weigh,
resist, arrange, dispose, and many more meanings; eido for look, form, opinion, picture, idea)
O -: I (osi opi oti) - awe inspiring divine law, ultimate reason (ancient Greek osia for divine right,
pious duty, obligation; opis for observance, obligation, followance; oti for because)
-: I O (sio pio tio) - judge in the name of the divine; requiting good with good, bad with bad (ancient
Greek sio for god; bios for life, Latin pius pia Italian pio pia for pious; ancient Greek tio tino for
pay, award, atone, revenge)
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O I -: (ois oip oit) - one exluded by the arch-shaman: where can he go now? his fate is misfortune,
even death (ancient Greek oios for lonely; hoiper for where to?; oitos for lot, destiny, fate, ill-luck,
misfortune, death)
I O -: (ios iop iot) - plead: help me, one and the same, arch-shaman in a long line of arch-shamans,
have mercy with a pious believer (ancient Greek ios for one and the same; also ios for arrow and
poison; io with omega for an exclamation, when calling a god, or when being hurt; iotaes for wish,
will, order)
-: O I (soi poi toi) - plead: do me the favor, maker of ideas and pictures, let me safely return to my
kinfolk (ancient Greek hoi soi for your kinfolk; poi for where to?, poieo for do, make, produce,
organize a feast, induce fear, do a favor, make a poem, represent, accept, appoint, estimate, respect;
poiaeis for grown over with grass, poimaen for herdsman, ruler, poimnion for herd; poinae for
penance, revenge, compensation, reparation, satisfaction; toi for certainly, really)
78) MEL - sweet, something edible, also sweet for the ears; ancient Greek meli for honey, and
melinae for millet; French miel for honey; ancient Greek melos for melody
LEM inverse of mel - collect, either berries or herbs or honey ... Ancient Greek lambano means
touch, take, seize, chase, conquer, get, also comprehend, perceive; (with many more meanings)
ELM - a shrub or a tree bearing sweet fruit; hackberry, one of the oldest and most venerable shrubs
or trees of humankind, belonging to the genus Celtis of the elm family, bearing cherrylike fruit, so
"elm" could even go back to Africa, where, as far as I am informed, the hackberry was also known;
Old English elm means noble and survives in the given name Elmer
MLE inverse of elm - bad, ignoble; Hindi Mlechi means barbarian, untouchable, not Indian
BON - good; Latin bonus, Italian bene, French bon, bien
NOB inverse of bon - keeps the positive meaning, another word for noble, together with elm; Latin
nobilis, nobilitas; a variant may be ancient Greek nomos for custom, manners, morals, principle,
rule, law, regulation, melody, song, (musical) key.
79) BAR and RAB - right leg and left leg; Hebrew bar means son, perhaps the one who walks by
the right leg of his father; Hebrew rabbi means master, perhaps the one who walks on the side of a
father, by a son's or pupil’s or client’s left leg. Ancient Greek para could have had the same root,
surviving for example in parallel
BAR RAB, BARRAB, BARRA, ARRA; BARA, BAR, also RAB BAR, RABBA - bear, as a
rearing animal standing on the hind legs bar and rab; arra perhaps the root of ancient Greek arktos –
combined with a)c for strong? –, Latin ursus, Italian orso, French ours for bear, German Baer; also
rearing horse, surviving in German Rappe for black horse. English bar, noun and verb, and French
barière may also come from bar for leg. Swiss places called Bar and Barra serve as protecting
woods, also as horse pastures, while Baer was not only used for the bear but also for the bull, going
along with a leaping bull's strong hind legs. Rabbar may have been the origin of Old French robber
for rob, steal, and English rob, robber, robbery, perhaps referring to a stealing bear. Barabbas in the
Bible was a robber. If ancient Greek barbaros came from bar bar, it might have held satirical
meaning: someone who is so very righteous that he got two right legs (remember the reference for
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the right hand) and can't walk anymore but hops around; hoi barbaroi were the Persians, but also
other foreigners who certainly cherished their own belief - also the Celts were fighting in the name
of their gods, and might, moreover, have worn bear hides … Sanskrit barbara meant stammering,
not Aryan. So we have: not walking properly, not talking properly, not going properly (as go means
both walk and talk). A robe may once have been a hide covering the legs rab and bar. Aramaic abba
for father may be an abbreviation of rabbar, ‘abba’ abba, meaning a man who stands there for his
family. Much as a bear: female bears are known for their fierce will to protect their young ones,
Abba was also a female day name for Thursday
80) An idea from the morning of Pentecost, the festival of the Holy Spirit who came down from
the sky to earth and taught people how to speak in every tongue ...
The Hebrew word for spirit, wind, breath, was ru-ach, ancient Greek pneuma, Latin spiritus. In ach
we may recognize Magdalenian ac for land with water, while the inverse of ru-, namely ur, were the
colors of the sky, blue, also red. Now so many words had meaningful inverse forms that we may
ponder a possible meaning of ru as inverse of ur. Ancient Greek rheo comes to mind, flow, drip; a
form of rheo was ruae; Rhaeno was the river Rhine; rhaema was the word, also conversation, talk,
order, message, a lesson, a topic, a verb. If all these words should come from Magdalenian ru, it
might have meant what comes from the sky, namely wind, from a whispering to a howling wind,
and rain, from a drizzle to a thundering downpour. Ur as what comes from the sky would have been
a symbol for what comes from the mouth of a living being: moist breath, and sounds. Marie E.P.
Koenig says that the skull was considered a tiny sky, and she might well be right. And also this idea
would have survived in antiquity, namely in the Greek understanding of the living being as a microcosmos in analogy to the macro-cosmos. An idea which was revived in the Renaissance, and which
may get actual again in a modern form, since we have learned about fractal geometry, which
explains that similar patterns occur at every scale, in the very large and in the very small alike ... All
ancient civilizations considered the cosmos, or the forces that rule the cosmos, living and intelligent
beings. We may hope to find some confirmation for this belief in the future, when physics will not
only unite mass and energy, but also intelligence or information and energy. I formulated such a
principle at age fourteen: when I do a work in a clever way, I save energy, so intelligence and
energy should correspond to each other in some way, and if I had more lives than just one I would
study physics and ponder that question. In this life I only achieved a position as a Usenet professor,
perhaps the silliest profession one can possibly excert in this outer region of a minor spiral arm of
the Milky Way, but still, I enjoy it very much, and I wish to thank Google for the good work they
are doing, keeping the Usenet alive, improving it, and maintaining the archive. Silly me still
believes that the scientific part of the Usenet could evolve into a free and open university, and when
I see the good work done by Google I find my old hope not so very silly anymore.
81) Readers versed in biology will have noticed that my synthetical way of reinventing
Magdalenian words goes along with the evolution of the brain, whose areas doubled and took over
new tasks. Even the nod of the early brain itself doubled into a pair of hemispheres. Also genes
double and are then integrated into other parts of a chromosome where they serve a new purpose.
Mel was the hypothetical word for sweet. Now you may double it, and you get mel again. Mel mel,
sweet sweet, very sweet. Thus you have a word mel, and a second word mel. One word mel is
enough, so you can play with the second one. How about inverting the order of letters? Mel lem.
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Lem can take over a new function, preferably in the context of mel. Say: gather berries, herbs,
honey. So mel is sweet, and lem gather something sweet, then gather anything. Using mel and lem
and changing the order of letters you may find elm and inverse mle. Elm may be the word for fine,
noble, and the inverse mle for eech, ignoble. There are two more permutations of these letters, lme
and eml, but these are rather difficult to pronounce.
As a further step you may combine the words you found. Mel mel would be sweet sweet. Melmel,
melmel, melmel, melmel ... Within millenia, melmel could have become meli, ancient Greek for
honey. Combine mel and mle, then you have a word for sweet eech, looking fine but being ignoble;
this berry appears to be ripe and sweet, but taste it, horrible. Mel mle, melmle, melmle melmle ...
Within a couple of millennia this word could have become ancient Greek meleos for in vain,
worthless, useless, careless, unreasonable, unhappy, miserable.
So far, no language genes have been found, and I doubt very much in their existence, while I
believe that genes themselves are using a form of language that is mirrored in the evolution of
human language, word language. As the law of fractal geometry tells: similar patterns emerge at
every scale. So early language could be a magnifying glass hold over the genetic process ...
82) Another quadruple of hypothetical Magdalenian words are bal and lab, alb and bla. Bal means
hot, ca-bal sky-hot, summer sun-horse, cabal cabal cabal cabal ..., Spanish caballo Italian cavallo
French cheval for horse. Lab was cold, winter, Lapland a cold land, ca-lab sky-cold, winter sunhorse, calab calab calab calab ...
Alb was the dawn, alba in Italian, Albania the region were the sun rises for Italians, alb meant also
morning, standing up, being active, ancient Greek alphaestaes for laborious, industrious, energetic.
Bla was dusk, English black, ancient Greek blakeuo meant I am lazy, hence bla was the evening, the
end of activity, go to sleep, night, when the sky darkens and gets black.
Interestingly, the alphabet begins with alpha. This would be a form of Magdalenian alb. So the
begin of the alphabet was not casual but well chosen: dawn, morning, wake up, be active ... The
sign for alpha was the head of a bull or a cow. This refers to the old activities of chasing bisons and
herding cattle.
Phoenician alpha was aleph, also recognizable as a variant of alb: alb aleb aleph, whereas Greek
alpha kept or returned to the alb form: alb alpha alphaetaes, also alphano for I acquire, gain, bring
in, furthermore alphitopoiia for the preparation of barley flour – in oder to bake a flat loaf of bread
for breakfast, we may assume.
83) LET US JOIN THE SUMMER FESTIVAL OF MONTIGNAC, number 1 Magdalenian hit in the
summer of 14,385 BC; you hear first a man sing, then a woman reply, then their voices join in the
refrain; accompanied by flutes and drums:
CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB ...
TA'T LAB, MA OC
CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL ...
TA'T BEL, MA OC
CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL ...
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TA'T BAL, MEL OC
MAJA VOD MAC-DA'-LUN-AC
CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB ...
MA'M LAB, MA OC
CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL ...
MA'M BEL, MA OC
CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL ...
MA'M BAL, MA OC
ELM MAC VOD BEL-CA-UR-AC
PESH VAD UR
SHDEB MON DIG LUN AC
PESH VAD UR
SHDEB MON DIG LUN AC
Free translation:
Do you hear the winter sun-horse?
You have cold, apple of my eye.
Do you hear the spring sun-horse?
You have warm, my darling.
Do you hear the summer sun-horse?
You have hot, honey,
Daughter of a chief of the Moonshine Valley
I hear the winter sun-horse,
I have cold, apple of my eye.
I hear the spring sun-horse,
I have warm, my darling.
I hear the summer sun-horse,
I have hot, my love,
Noble son of a chief from the land of the warm blue sky
Let us swim in the deep blue river Vézère,
And then join the summer festival of Montignac
Let us swim in the beautiful deep blue river Vézère,
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And then happily join the summer festival of Montignac
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Lascaux 2, More Magdalenian Words
More Magdalenian Words, a late Magdalenian calendar, many
compounds, and a vision of the Paleolithic sky
© 2006-08 Franz Gnaedinger
Let me begin with my definition of language from 1974/75:
Language is the means of getting help, support and understanding from those we depend upon in
one way or another ––– and every means of getting help, support and understanding may be called
language, on whatever level of life it occurs …
Language, then, is a basic feature of life, and so I assume that language evolves the same way as
living beings do. Human evolution occurs mainly outside the body, in culture, and so the language
we use goes beyond body language, yet the mechanisms of evolution in human language are the
same. I follow the evolutionary model proposed by Nils Eldrege and Stephen Jay Gould on the
basis of earlier authors: a new species arises in a relatively short period of time (punctuation of the
equilibrium) and can then persist basically unchanged for eons (stasis). A newly discovered
mechanism of evolution is hybridization, turning the tree of life (Darwin) or bush of life (Gould and
Eldridge) into a web of life. Also this finds parallels in language.
Homo erectus may have communicated via humming (a speculation of mine). Imagine a group of
hunters marching in a line, from left to right:
H

G F

E

D C

B A

Hunter H looks backward; if all is well he hums. G looks to the left side; if all is well, and if H
behind him hums, he hums too. F looks to the right side; if all is well, and if G behind him hums, he
hums too. E looks again to the left side; if all is well, and if F behind him hums, he hums too. And
so on. Finally, the humming reaches the chief hunter A who leads the men and looks forward, and
so he knows that all is well behind him and on the sides … Neanderthals assumedly had high,
melodic voices. Homo sapiens sapiens of the Blombos cave, South Africa, Middle Stone Age,
75,000 years ago, may have used words of one and two letters, for example: KA --- sky, beyond,
what is out of our reach, also inside rock, in a well, or deep inside ourselves, accessible to a shaman
in a trance / KU --- woman / AA --- water / AN --- hunger / ED --- eat … CroMagnons may have
used words of two and three letters or phonemes: CA --- sky / AC --- an expanse of land with
water / GYN --- woman / PAD --- activity of feet, to go, pad along, pad pad pad pad …
(onomatopoeic) / PAS --- everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me,
all in all five places … One Holly identified a domino five in the Brunel chamber of the Chauvet
cave, some 30,000 years old, with my hypothetical PAS for everywhere in a plain. The additional
dot may be read as CA for sky:
O

O

O

O

PAS

CA

O
O
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PAS CA --- everywhere (pas) in the sky (ca): May the supreme ruler of the Lower Rhone Valley
(depicted as bison-man on the stalactite in the center of the rear hall of the same cave) be born again
(by the Venus on the same stalactite) among the stars of the Summer Triangle in the Milky Way, and
may he roam the sky in his next life as he roams the earth in this life …
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In the late winter and early spring of 2005 I reconstructed an amazing lunisolar calendar from
symbols in the Lascaux cave, felt a need for a matching language, found none in literature, went for
one myself, inspired by the work of Richard Fester, and reconstructed some 400 words of an Ice
Age language in a rather intuitive and playful way. Soon there were two laws emerging: inverse
forms have related meanings, and further permutations yield words around the same meme (a word
coined by Richard Dawkins) (see Chapter Lascaux 1). In the late winter and early spring of 2006 I
found two more laws: S-words are comparative forms of D-words, and important words can have
lateral associations. Using my four laws I mined about 400 more words of the language I call
Magdalenian. This language would have been spoken in all parts of Ice Age Europe, as far as
Willensdorf in Austria and Malta in Siberia, but its center would have been the Guyenne, more
generally the Franco-Cantabrian space (southern France and northern Spain). Some words would be
much older than the paintings in the Lascaux cave, for example CA for sky and PAS for everywhere
in a plain, yet Magdalenian would have been the fully developed stage of this language, achieved
some 15,000 years ago. Most words are shifting in time, while a few key words rather oscillate,
being kept within what I call verbal morphospace (a loan from biology). New technologies change
life and language, a major change occurred some 10,000 years ago, with the invention of agriculture
at the base of the Karacadag east of Göbekli Tepe, and with the casting of copper in about the same
time, another change occurred with the casting of bronze roughly 6,000 years ago, probably in the
steppes between the Caspian Sea and Aral Sea (Late Magdalenian LM or Proto-Indo-European PIE
becoming Indo-European IE). Here are the four laws of Magdalenian:
1)

inverse forms have related meanings

2)

permutations yield words around the same meme

3)

S-words are comparative forms of D-words

4)

important words can have lateral associations

Letters, especially vowels, have to be read in the Roman way. There are a couple of special sounds:
humming M given as Mm
L-click given as )
lip lick given as -:
emphatic S given as Ss
emphatic P given as Pp
Produce the L-click ) as follows: move the tip of the tongue along the palate, and let the tongue
smack into its wet bed. Produce the lip lick -: as follows: touch both lips with the tip of the tongue.
Pronounce letters in the Roman way, Ph as a soft F, Ch as English Kh.
My way of following sound changes along the arrow of time: I pronounce a word or a compound
silently, without giving voice (not even whispering) over and over again, and observe what happens
…
Follow the permutation groups and compounds, more or less in the order as I found them:
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DOM SOMm, MOD MmOS, DMO SMmO, OMD OMmS. MDO MmSO, ODM OSMm --- camp
and body
DOM --- a Magdalenian camp; ancient Greek domos for house, building, flat, chamber, hall of men,
household, father’s house, layers (of stones and bricks)
SOMm --- a Magdalenian man or woman or child, a Magdalenian tribe; ancient Greek soma for
body, life, person, human being, individual, main point, the whole, community
MOD --- a part of a camp; Latin modulus, English module
MmOS --- offspring; ancient Greek moskhos for sprout, rod, offspring, calf, young bull, boy, girl
DMO --- maintaining a camp on the material level, activities in the various parts of a camp; ancient
Greek themo for I effect, cause, bring about
SMmO --- maintaining a camp on the human level, to have joy, celebrate, sing and dance, kiss and
love; ancient Greek asmos for song, asmenos for pleased, joyful, joyous, cheerful
OMD --- multitude, many people; ancient Greek homados for noise, bustle, multitude
OMmS --- among equals, among people one belongs to and likes, consider also the biblical “to
recognize someone” for to fall in love and make love; ancient Greek homoios for equal
MDO --- to administer a camp; ancient Greek medo for I think, care, administer, rule, medon for
adviser, ruler
MmSO --- animated, lively, living, having a soul; ancient Greek empsychos for animated, having a
soul (en- and em- for inside, within, as derivatives of the very ancient humming Mm marking
presence). In 2005 I gave OC for eye, especially the right eye, Latin oculus, and AY for the left eye.
OC AY would have been an affirmation, a way of saying yes by looking firmly into someone’s eyes.
English yes and eyes go along, especially in old forms, and so do French oui and oeuil, while
Occitanian oc for yes goes matches OC for eye. Also English I and eye go along, especially in old
forms, and so do French je and yeux. English got three was of saying ego: I, me, myself. French has
two ways: je and moi. English me myself and French moi preserve the humming Mm of
Magdalenian and denote the inside – me living in the house, so to say – , while English I and French
je look out a window, greeting a passerby, or stand in a door, inviting a guest …
ODM --- odor coming from a camp fire or a cooking pit; ancient Greek odmae for odor, fragrance
OSMm --- fragrance of a person, a lover; ancient Greek osmae for odor, fragrance
DAI, comparative form SAI, lateral associations NAI KAI LAI RAI PAI ZAI MAI TAI PhAI KhAI,
and their permutations, all in all 72 words around the meme of leading a good life
DAI --- protected area; ancient Greek tegos for roof, ceiling, hall, chamber, tektonikos for builder,
architect, technae for art, science (…), Daidalos was the first Cretan/Greek architect, German Dach
for roof, French dais for canopy. DAI may have been represented by rectangles or “signes
tectiformes” (Michel Lorblanchet) in caves
SAI --- life, existence, to live and be; ancient Greek zoae for life, German sein for to be, Sein for
existence, Latin essere for to be (ex-essere, coming from a body, body from body, life from life).
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SAI may have been represented by lines and areas of dots on cave walls. Red dots on the plastered
walls of Neolithic houses in Switzerland could have meant: ‘May this house be filled with life …’
SAI could be onomatopoeic, imitating the sound of spitting, comparable to an actor’s toi toi toi.
Body fluids were considered having magic properties, blood, the amniotic fluid of the womb, or the
spittle of the mouth, which is antiseptic and was certainly used for cleaning wounds by healers.
Michel Lorblanchet demonstrated how the horses and salmons and hand negatives in the cave Pech
Merle have been applied by chewing colors and blowing and spitting them on the cave wall, thus
giving the animals life …
IAD --- healer, medicine; ancient Greek iataer for medicine, iatreuo for I am a doctor
IAS --- healing, salvation; ancient Greek iasos for healing
IDA --- glad, for example when a cure helps; female given name Ida from a Germanic word
meaning happy
ISA --- free, healed from an illness, made whole again, functioning, being like the other members of
a tribe, equal; ancient Greek is for sinew, muscle, nerve, strength, power, isazo for I make equal,
isagoria for the equal right of speech, equal rights in general, civil freedom, isos for equal, fair, right
(…)
ADI --- noble, wealthy; female given name Ada from a Germanic word meaning noble
ASI --- honor, dignity; ancient Greek axia for dignity, reputation
DIA --- through, seeing behind appearances, finding the hidden cause of a syndrome; ancient Greek
dia, diagnosis
SIA --- to be well and in good health; ancient Greek zaeo for I live, am still alive, lead a life, am
able to live, am neither weak nor feeble, have my strength, live on, flourish; ancient Greek sialon
for spittle (see the entry sai)
AID --- origin, reason, to help by finding the cause of an illness; ancient Greek aitia for origin,
reason, English etiology for the study of the causes of diseases, French aider for to help
AIS --- fate; ancient Greek aisa for fate
NAI --- to find a good place for a camp; ancient Greek naio for I dwell, live, settle
IAN --- to mark the place of the entrance of a future camp; the Roman god Janus personified an
entrance, door, archway
INA --- there, let us build a camp over there …; ancient Greek inae for there, where
ANI --- spirit of a place, souls of people who camped there before; Latin animus for soul
NIA --- exclamation: let us build a camp here, it is a good place …; ancient Greek nae for yes,
verily, nae Die for “by Zeus”
AIN --- to praise the place of a new camp; ancient Greek aineo for I praise, extol, recommend, ainae
for praise, esteem, reputation
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KAI --- to bild a good camp; ancient Greek kairos for right measure, good proportion, favorable
place, right moment in time, good opportunity (…), kainos for new (a new camp, then), kai for I
kindle, burn down (burning down bushes in order to get more living space), kaino for I kill (snakes
and other animals one doesn’t want in a camp, lions and bears in a cave), kaireos for well chained
(surrounded and protected by interlinked branches of thorn bushes, brambles for one), kaynmai for
to excel (in making a good camp), consider also DOM for camp, and the compound KAI DOM,
abbreviations k-om and ka-m, wherefrom ancient Greek komae for village, and the village name of
Cham on Lake Zug in Switzerland
IAK --- to be pleased about a good camp; ancient Greek iakkhazo for I cheer, exult, jubilate
IKA --- plenty of everything needed for a good camp; ancient Greek hikanos for plenty, sufficient
AKI --- to lead the building of a camp; ancient Greek aigineo for I lead, guide, bring, bring by
KIA --- exclamation: makes my heart jump of joy …; ancient Greek kea for heart
AIK --- shining; ancient Greek aeglaeis for shining
LAI --- materials for building a camp, stones, pebbles, clay, poles, branches, twigs, bark, grass,
reed, hides, water; ancient Greek lainos for made of stone, laix for pebble, laisaeon for a shield
made of pebbles, leiphos for cloth (hides in Magdalenian times), lainos for neck (giving special
attention to the narrow and weak zone of the entrance), leia for prey, especially cattle, leimon for
meadow, pasture (where grass and reed can be gathered), laitma for depth, especially of the sea
(water), leibo for I let flow, pour (…, water into ditches and cooking pits)
IAL --- works involving the above materials, sending out people to gather them, stretching hides
over poles, depositing various materials on the site of the camp; ancient Greek iallo for I send out,
stretch out, throw, throw at
ILA --- laying out walls and digging ditches for protection; ancient Greek elayno for I trace a wall
or a ditch
ALI --- a fence of intertwined thorn branches, protecting a camp; ancient Greek alysis for chain,
protection
LIA --- to make a camp safe, very safe; ancient Greek lian for very, completely
AIL --- protection; ancient Greek eilar for protection, eileo for I close up (…), eilyma for cover,
eilyo for I cover
RAI --- final works of camp building, to remove sharp edges and corners of rock, to smooth a clay
floor with water, to cover a floor with bark, twigs, hay, reed, hides, to rest (when the hard work is
done); ancient Greek rhaistaen for hammer, rhaino for I sprinkle, strew, asperse, rhaizo for I rest
IAR --- to consecrate a camp, perhaps the entrance, and other special parts of a camp; ancient Greek
hieros for holy, sacred
IRA --- pleased; ancient Greek aera for pleasing
ARI --- good, perfect; ancient Greek ari- of about this meaning, possible origin of Aryan
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RIA --- exclamation: makes my blood flow, makes me feel alive …; ancient Greek rheo for I flow
(see also reo)
AIR --- to raise the arms in joy; ancient Greek airo for I raise
PAI --- zone of recreation and regeneration; ancient Greek paizo for I play, joke, enjoy, dance, sing,
paidia for game, joke, entertainment, pais for child, paidmo for I teach, educate, paian for rescuer,
savior, healer, English boy
IAP --- to throw pebbles and sticks at a target, learning how to hunt by playing such games (in the
case of boys), regaining forces by playing such games (in the case of injured and recovering
hunters), ancient Greek iapto for I throw, send, sling, hit (…)
IPA --- to hit a target from near and below; ancient Greek hypo (many meanings)
API --- to hit a target from above and farther away; ancient Greek apo (many meanings)
PIA --- vigor; ancient Greek bia for force, power, strength (…)
AIP --- quick; ancient Greek aiphnidos for suddenly, aipsa for quick, immediately
ZAI --- zone of food; ancient Greek zeidoros for spending food, zeira for mantel (here the hide used
for laying out a cooking pit, filled with water, food and hot stones from the fire)
IAZ --- to cook herbs for medical purposes; ancient Greek iataer for medicine, iasos for healing
IZA --- to sit around a fire or a cooking pit; ancient Greek izo for I sit, I seat
AZI --- heat and ashes from a fire; ancient Greek aza for heat, dirt, azo for I dry
ZIA --- to cook a meal; ancient Greek zeo for I boil (…)
AIZ --- to share a meal, or one’s share of a meal; ancient Greek aisa for share (…)
MAI --- zone of women; ancient Greek maimao for I desire very much, maia for little mother,
midwife, Latin Maja or Majja for the goddess of the earth
IAM --- pleasure, comfort, relief and healing a hunter finds in the female zone of the camp; ancient
Greek iama for remedy, healing
MIA --- a girl or a young woman reaching sexual maturity; ancient Greek miaio for to color, tinge,
dye, stain (…, here referring to the menstruation blood), Latin Mia for one of the three graces
AIM --- (menstruation) blood; ancient Greek haima for blood, sex, life, force (…)
IMA --- love; ancient Greek himeiro for I long, desire, wish, himeiros for lovely, charming, sweet,
longing, touching, himeiros for longing, desire, love, charm
AMI --- friend, lover; Latin amicus amica
TAI --- clothes made of stripes of hides; ancient Greek tainia for ribbon, tainioo for I adorn with
ribbons
IAT --- stripes of fine leather used for winding around a wound; ancient Greek iataer for doctor,
medicine
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TIA --- headgear of a ruler; ancient Greek tiara
AIT --- to ask a ruler for one’s share in hides; ancient Greek aiteo for I ask, request, aitia for share
ITA --- young animals providing fine leather, became the word for calf in later pastoral
communities; ita a word root for young, Latin vita for life
ATI --- grown up animals, providing hides, fur and leather, became a word for bull in later pastoral
communities; Etruscan athi for bull
ATI CA --- bull sky, heavenly bull, Attica ruled by the Zeus bull
ITA CA --- calf sky, sons of the Zeus bull, perhaps the early name of the Peloponnesus preserved in
Ithaca
ITA LIA --- calf safe, very safe, land where the calves were safely protected, well guarded, thriving
and multiplying, Italia was originally the southern part of the “boot,” famed as land of the many
calves. Vitulus for calf may be a later overforming of ita
PhAI --- beauty of a well built camp, the shining hides of the tents and huts greeting returning
hunters from afar, welcoming them home; ancient Greek phaino for I shine
IAPh --- to enjoy life in the camp; feeling safe, sleeping in peace; ancient Greek iauo for I spend the
night, sleep, rest, enjoy
PhIA --- drinking a bowl of berry wine before going to bed; ancient Greek phiala for drinking bowl
AIPh --- spending the night in a camp; ancient Greek euphronae for night, euphronaio for I enjoy,
euphrosynae for serenity, pleasure, joy
IPhA --- to wake up in the morning, refreshed, one’s powers restored; ancient Greek iphi for
powerful, with strength, ipthimos for strong, full of power, fit, brave
APhI --- to leave a camp in the morning; ancient Greek aphesis for sending off, start (…), aphexis
for going away (…)
ChAI --- fine weather, sunshine; ancient Greek chairo for I enjoy, chairon for glad, with pleasure,
healthy
IACh --- thunderstorm; ancient Greek iacho for I shout, roar, call loudly, make loud sounds, patter,
pelt, rage, also iachazo for I jubilate
IChA --- getting dry; ancient Greek ichano for I dry up
AChI --- swelling water; a creek or river filled with rain, a swelling mountain river rushing down a
gorge; ancient Greek agineo for I lead, accompany, bring, bring by, age for let us go, move on, Latin
agilis for mobile, agile, quick (…)
ChIA --- rain; ancient Greek cheo for I pour
AICh --- to enjoy good weather, sunshine, but also rain in a dry period; ancient Greek euios for
cheering, shouting (of joy), exult, Latin ajo (pronounced aijo) for “I say yes”
DIG SIG, GID GIS, DGI SGI. IGD IGS, GDI GSI, IDG ISG --- human relations, give and take
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DIG --- finger; Latin digitus for finger
SIG --- a sign drawn with a finger; Latin signum for sign, signal, ancient Greek sigae for silent
(visual signs being silent words or messages)
GID --- give and get; ancient Greek kaedeia for kin, giza for treasure room
GIS --- a gesture, a sign given with a part of the body, a finger, the face; Latin gestus for gesture,
English kiss
DGI --- all ten fingers of both hands, plenty; ancient Greek deka for ten
SGI --- kinship; ancient Greek sygenneia for kinship (syn-word a later overforming?)
IGD --- plead; ancient Greek iketeia for plead
IGS --- being able to grant a plead, having plenty, being magnanimous; ancient Greek hikanos for
plenty, portly, able (…), eikosi for twenty
GDI --- neighbor; ancient Greek geitniao for I am a neighbor
GSI --- brother, sister; ancient Greek kasis for brother, sister, gaetheo for I am pleased
IDG --- intelligent, sensible, clever, prudent; ancient Greek idya with the same range of meanings
ISG --- strong, powerful, healthy, wealthy, to be someone, being able and capable; ancient Greek
ischyos with the same range of meanings
LAD LAS, DAL SAL, DLA SLA, ALD ALS, LDA LSA, ADL ASL --- landscape, human and
divine zones, clicking L given as )
LAD or )AD --- hill, slope; ancient Greek lophos for hill, English ladder
LAS or )AS --- mountain; ancient Greek laas for stone, rock, cliff
DAL or DA) --- valley; German Tal English dale and valley
SAL or SA) --- water in a valley, swamp, pond, river, lake, sea; ancient Greek salos for swaying,
especially of the sea
DLA or D)A --- flat river bank; ancient Greek delta
SLA or S)A --- shine and glitter of water; ancient Greek selas for shine, light, ray, spark
ALD or A)D --- steep river bank, high from below, deep from above, a wide view over the river
valley from above; ancient Greek aldaesco for I grow, Latin altus for high, deep, wide (…)
ALS or A)S --- sun, sky, moon, stars, shining from above; ancient Greek alaes for the sun at noon
LDA or )DA --- deep water; ancient Greek laitma for deep (depth of the sea)
LSA or )SA --- river in the Underworld, along which the sun horse and moon bull traverse the earth;
ancient Greek Lethae for the river in the Hades
ADL or AD) --- hidden; ancient Greek adaela for hidden
ASL or AS) --- invisible; ancient Greek aizaelos for invisible
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Two words from 2006: AD --- toward / inverse DA --- away from
AD LAS --- toward (ad) mountain range (las), Eurasian steppes oriented toward the Caucasian
mountain range, origin of Atlas Atlantis
PAD PAS, DAP SAP, APD APS, DPA SPA, PDA PSA, ADP ASP --- everywhere in a plain and in
space
PAD --- activity of feet, to go, go unhindered, pad along, pad pad pad pad … (onomatopoeic);
ancient Greek batos for passable, pateo for I go, step, tread, trample, patos for footstep, path,
podilon for sole, sandal, shoe, boot, paeza for foot, Latin pes pedes for foot feet, Padus for the river
Po, the one who goes, then, perhaps an attribute of the river god, Padova Padua a town on the river,
perhaps built around a former sanctuary of the river god, patens for open, not blocked, pate-fecio
for I make accessible, pater for father, perhaps the one who goes, goes hunting, fishing, leads the
way, owns the land and marks his presence (I remember having read of a law that granted a father
the land he could walk around from dawn to dusk), patria for fatherland would then mean the land
where the father goes, impetrabilis for easily accessible, impetus for quick pace, élan (…), French
patte for paw, English paddock for an enclosure where animals pad around, paddle an artificial paw
to pad along a waterway
PAS --- everywhere (in a plain): here, south and north of me, east and west of me, all in all five
places; ancient Greek pas pan for all, every, pente penta- for five, written as domino five in the
caves of Chauvet (Holly) and Pech Merle
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DAP --- manual activity, also needed for to get along, moving branches out of the way, holding a
tree for security when climbing over an obstacle or sliding down a steep slope; tap, to tap, French
tapper for to knock, beat, rap, tap, Taape for hand in my medieval language
SAP ---everywhere (in space): here, south and north of me, east and west of me, under and above
me, all in all seven places; origin of the number seven in many languages (more below, compound
sap pia)
APD --- flat ground, easily passable; ancient Greek apedos for level, flat (a-word a later
overforming?)
APS --- hide of a tent, covering the poles, ceiling of a cave, heavenly vault, reached by vapor,
humid air, fog and clouds, water dripping from the hide of a tent, from the ceiling of a cave, from
the sky; ancient Greek apsis for vault
DPA --- floor, land; ancient Greek dapedon for floor, ground, earth
SPA --- height, vertical dimension, climbing rope, where vapor raises to, where rain comes from;
ancient Greek sparton for rope, asparago for I am aroused, asparagos for asparagus, spa in España,
Spain, may refer to the heavenly pillars of the Pyrenean mountain range seen from the Guyenne
PDA --- being hindered and hold up, yet going on; ancient Greek pedao for I slow, hold up, whereas
petannymi for to spread
PSA --- being hold up, yet going on, getting around obstacles in the way / water draining away, for
example spreading in sand, finding a way through sand; ancient Greek psammos for sand
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ADP --- being hold up, not going on anymore; ancient Greek adiabatos for impassable (a-dia-pad, a
later overforming?)
ASP --- being hold up, really hold up, impenetrable even for water; ancient Greek aspis for shield
PAS CA --- everywhere (in a plain) sky (ca), may the worthy ruler be born again among the stars
and roam the sky in his next life as he roams the earth in this life … PAS CA would survive in
ancient Greek paskha, Russian Paskha, French Pâque, resurrection and ascension to heaven, while
the inverse form PAS AC for everywhere (pas) on earth (ac), knowing no obstacles, finding a way
to overcome every hindrance, would survive in French/English passage, and in Pessach, the Jewish
festival celebrating the Exodus from Egypt.
SAP PIA --- everywhere (sap) vigor (pia), getting everywhere in vigor, wandering about the world,
getting everywhere, seeing and experiencing everything there is, becoming world wise, acquiring
wisdom; Latin sapiens for wise, sapientia for world wisdom, ancient Greek sophia for wisdom
Two words from 2005: AD --- toward; inverse DA --- away from. Now together with the
comparative forms from 2006: AD --- toward / AS ---upward / DA --- away from / SA --- downward
AD LAS --- toward (ad) mountain range (las), Eurasian steppes oriented toward the Caucasian
mountain range, more generally all of Eurasia oriented toward the very long barrier from the
Cordilleras and Pyrenees in the west via the Alps and the Caucasus and the Iranian mountains to the
Himalayas in the east, origin of Atlas Atlantis …
RAA --- light; Latin radiare for to shine (see also ryt), English ray, radiant, Egyptian sun god Ra
(supreme god appearing in the sun)
AAR --- air (inhaling, onomatopoeic)
ARA --- space, filled with air, medium of light, also area
SA RAA --- downward light, she who stands in the sun beam, the chosen one, also the one protected
from above; the Hebrew name Sarah means princess, while Sanskrit sara means firm, strong
ABA, AMA --- father, mother
-: I -: (lip lick, produce the sound given as -: by touching both lips with the tip of the tongue),
derivatives LIL LIB BIB DD … --- forms of desire; ancient Greek lilaeomai for to desire, libido,
Latin bibi for I drank (thirst being a powerful desire), Ugaritic DD for loved, beloved (Cyrus H.
Gordon), Minoan Dadu for loved by (Walther Hinz), Phoenician Dido for the loved one, consider
also Leila in the famous love story of the great Persian poet Hafis
A word from 2005: BRA for the right arm. ABA BRA --- the Lord’s right arm; the abbreviated form
Abra may be the origin of Abram in the Bible: he who carries out the Lord’s will
The name of David seems to be a problem of Hebrew philology. We may read it as DA PAD --away from (da) activity of feet (pad), delivered from the paw of the lion, delivered from the paw of
the bear, delivered from the hand of Goliath … The name of Dalilah or Delilah can be explained in
a similar way: DA LIL --- delivered from (da) her desire (lil), satisfied; Delilah wanted to find out
the secret of Samson, he fooled her three times, then she found out, her desire was quenched.
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Hebrew meaning of Delilah: she who longs for. – The name of Daniel poses more problems. Have a
look at the following permutation group concerning a lion:
LEI IEL, EIL LIE, ILE ELI --- attack of a lion, pronounce the words with a clicking L given as )
)EI --- attacking lion; ancient Greek leo and lis for lion, leianno leaino for I crush, bruise, destroy
IE) --- to shout and yell when one sees a lion, throwing stones and spears at a lion, still yelling,
onomatopoeic; ancient Greek iaelo for to send, throw, throw at, iakho for to shout
EI) --- to hide from a lion; ancient Greek eilyo for to cover up, creep, cower, crouch (…)
)IE --- to escape from a lion; ancient Greek liazyomai for to escape
I)E --- to be spared by a lion; ancient Greek ilaemi for to have merci
E)I --- to rest, and thank for having been spared; ancient Greek elynio for to rest, give up
Ckicking ) then E)I then ELI may have been used as epithet of the one who can avert a lion,
namely the Lord who delivered David from the paw of the lion, also from the paw of the bear and
from the hand of Goliath. The Hebrew name Daniel may then be read as DA (n) IEL --- freed from
(da) having to yell (iel), having no reason to yell, being spared and saved. The Hebrew name means
God is my judge – the Lord judged Daniel, found him worthy, and saved him from both Antioch’s
men and the lions in the den …
AChI )EI --- swelling river (achi) attacking lion (lei), possible origin of Achilleus
TON SON, NOT NOS, ONT ONS, TNO SNO, NTO NSO, OTN OSN --- sound and knowledge
(here, for once, the S-words are comparative forms of T-words)
TON --- thunder, sound, voice (of a ruler, shaman, coming from a powerful or divine source);
ancient Greek tonos for rope, chord, tone, tension, meter of a verse, Latin tono for I thunder, make a
very loud sound, speak with a booming voice, sing (of God), tonat for it thunders, Tonans for
Jupiter and Saturn as thunder gods, Jupiter Tonans, tonitrus for thunder clap, French tonnère
German Donner for thunder, German Ton for sound, English tone
SON --- living being (of a high rank?); ancient Greek zoon for living being, German Sohn English
son
NOT --- knowledge, to acquire knowledge via the senses, by making experiences, to observe, learn
and know; Latin nosco novi notum with about the same range of meanings
NOS --- mind, soul, feeling, heart; ancient Greek noos for mind, reason, ratio, spirit, insight, way of
thinking, heart, feeling, opinion, wish, intention, will
ONT --- reality, the world as it is, knowing the world in all aspects (consider the Celtic Salmon of
Knowledge of many colors); ancient Greek ontos for really, actually, indeed, wherefrom ontology
ONS --- benefit from opinions that are based on reality; ancient Greek onaesis for benefit, help,
luck, blessing
TNO --- pondering reality, thinking, giving advice; ancient Greek danos for advice, thought
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SNO --- to care for each other, finding solutions in a common effort; ancient Greek synoia for care,
synnomos for friend, husband, synodos for gatherings where problems are discussed, pondered, and
solved (syn-words a later overforming?)
NTO --- false, ignoring reality; ancient Greek nothos for fake, not genuine
NSO --- insane, denying reality, also denying a beyond, a reality transcending our knowledge;
ancient Greek nosos for insanity
OTN --- ear, listening to people who know, also, metaphorically, to a divine voice or inspiration;
ancient Greek otion for ear
OSN --- request, prayer, asking a ruler, a shaman, a divine being, in the sense of: ‘we heed your
words, now we are in trouble, please help us’; ancient Greek osiae for divine law, Oisin (Osheen)
Ossian was the son of Fion Finn who ate the Salmon of Knowledge – “much larger than a common
salmon and, on its shining skin, all all the colors of the rainbow seemed to dance and swirl” (Ian
Zaczek) – and was asked to save Tara from the goblin Aillen, Hebrew Hosanna Hosh(i)-ann-ah
”save we pray”
The Hebrew name Nathan means God gave. The original meaning could have been: NOT TON --he who knows (not) and makes himself heard (ton), the one who speaks out of a divine inspiration,
out of a knowledge God gave him …
Now it’s time for a story in Magdalenian. A young professor of Paleo-linguistics goes on a time
travel to Lascaux, arrives there in the spring of 14,681 BC, meets a lovely young woman, takes a
few lessons in Magdalenian, then meets her parents and addresses them as follows:
OC LIC, ABA SA RAA,
OC LIC, AMA SA RAA,
OC LIC, MA OC.
Mm NOT TON. LIL MmOS TA.
GID GID, ABA SA RAA,
GIS GIS, AMA SA RAA,
SAI SAI
OC means eye and I (ego), LIC means light and luck, OC LIC means I see light, I am pleased. MA
OC means my darling, my eye, apple of my eye; OC LIC MA OC means I love you. Humming Mm
means I, me. TA means your. The other words are explained above. Imperatives or wishing forms
are given by doublings. What he says is then: ‘I am pleased to meet you, father of Sarah, I am
pleased to meet you, mother of Sarah, (toward Sarah): I love you. I am a teacher. I desire your
daughter. Give her to me, father of Sarah, bless us, mother of Sarah, be it so, be it so.’
In 2005 I gave CA LUN for the moon bull; ancient Greek selenae Latin luna for moon. The inverse
of LUN, namely NUL, reminds of German Null for zero, nul, Latin nihil for nothing, evoking the
empty moon, German Leermond. In 2005 I gave CA LAB, sky cold, for the winter sun horse, CA
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BEL, sky warm, for the spring sun horse, and CA BAL, sky hot, for the summer sun horse. Hear
them running:
CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB …
CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL …
CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL …
More later. Now for the permutations of BAL or BA) and of BEL:
BAL LAB, ALB BLA; ABL LBA --- sun horse, clicking L
BA) --- hot; from a word field given by Richard Fester, consider for example that Baal was
originally a volcano god
)AB --- cold; Lapland (?), ice water stream Labrador
A)B --- summer dawn, Latin alba for white, Albania seen from southern Italy the land where the sun
rises
B)A --- winter dusk; black
AB) --- rising midsummer sun; ancient Greek ablaes for new (…), ablabaes for intact, not injured
(…), here the fresh morning sun horse of midsummer
)BA --- setting midwinter sun; ancient Greek labae for weak spot, here the sun horse hit on a weak
spot, sinking and falling (physical phenomena understood in hunting terms)
LEB BEL, ELB BLE, EBL LBE --- female principle, lip lick
-:EB or LEB --- female, woman; German Leben for life, leben for to live, Liebe for love, lieben for
to love, Leib for body
BE-: or BEL --- pretty, warm, lovely, French belle
E-:B or ELB --- hind-woman; ancient Greek elphae for hind, the divine hind licking animals into
life. The giant hind in the Altamira cave licks the horns of a small bison under her head and neck.
The head of another hind in the same cave is drawn on a ledge, before it a vertical crack in the wall,
whose lower part serves as a perfect tongue – we may assume that she will lick a bison out of the
crack (animals in caves of Europe and southern Africa are often depicted as if coming out of a crack
or a niche, or disappearing into them). Photographs by Michel Lorblanchet:
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B-:E or BLE --- offspring; the animals licked into life by the divine hind, onomatopoeic, ancient
Greek blaechae German blöken English bleat
EB-: or EBL --- the moon bull licked into life by the divine hind in the Altamira cave, climbing the
sky, shining; ancient Greek epilampos for to light up, dawn
-:BE or LBE --- the tongue with which the divine hind licks animals into life; Latin labia for tongue
Hinds in the Altamira cave, large hind licking a small bison into life, head of a hind drawn on a
ledge, her tongue given by the lower part of a vertical crack in the wall
CER REC, CRE ERC, RCE ECR --- shamans, both men and women
CER --- stag, shaman and shamaness, megaceros, arch shaman and arch shamaness; ancient Greek
keras for horn, the Celtic god Cernunnos, Lord of the animals, wore stag antlers, shamans in Siberia
are known to have been wearing stag antlers when performing a ceremony (another possible cerword)
REC --- activities of a shaman; ancient Greek rhezo for I do, make
CRE --- to rule; ancient Greek kreion for ruler
ERC --- precinct of a shaman; ancient Greek herkos for hedge (…)
RCE --- root; ancient Greek rhizo for root
ECR --- source, spring, well; ancient Greek ekreo for I flow out (ek-word a later overforming?)
CER --- constellation of the divine stag, summer constellations of Sagittarius and Scorpio seen as
antlers, in the rotunda of the Lascaux cave the stags between the pair of opposing bulls:
The divine stag ensures the journey of the sun and moon across the sky and through the cavern of
the Underworld, he protects the entrance and the exit of the Underworld by means of fires that
become visible in an evening red or a morning red, he also ensures the passage of a worthy ruler to
the heavenly abode of the Summer Triangle Atair (alpha Aquilae), Deneb (alpha Cygni), Vega
(alpha Lyrae).
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CER --- constellation of the divine hind-woman, winter constellation of Orion, the sides of the
figure are formed by the horns of a pair of opposing ibices, midwinter according to Marie E.P.
Koenig:.
The divine hind licks animals out of cracks in the rock, see the beautiful large hind in the Altamira
cave licking the horns of a small bison under her head and neck, and the head of another hind drawn
on a ledge of the same cave, in front of the head a vertical crack in the wall, the lower part of the
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crack forming a perfect tongue … The many bisons in the Altamira cave are moons, or rather
lunations, providing the Magdalenians with time: may there be many bulls, many moon bulls, many
moons, many lunations, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 … days or nights, plenty of time for our people
…
The divine hind-woman may have given birth to a shaman, SA CER --- downward (sa) from the
divine hind-woman (cer), wherefrom Latin sacer for sacred. A worthy shaman may have been given
a second life in the constellation of Sagittarius and Scorpio as the antler of CER, this would have
been CER AS --- upward (as) to the divine stag (cer), wherefrom ancient Greek hieros for sacred. A
shaman had many tasks, for example to teach aspiring rulers, to advice rulers, and to oppose bad
rulers. The latter was a heroic task, and so CER AS could also have become ancient Greek heros for
hero.
The Summer Triangle was the heavenly abode of a worthy ruler, Sagittarius and Scorpio may have
been the heavenly abode of a worthy shaman, Orion the heavenly abode of a worthy shamaness.
Aldebaran was the young moon bull waiting to go on his heavenly journey, Sirius may have been
the place of young shamans and shamanesses, ready for their life on earth.
Cernunnos on the silver cauldron of Gundestrup wears a stag antler and a torque, with his right hand
he holds another torque, and with his left hand a snake whose head, decorated with the antlers of a
ram, is close to his ear, while the body of the animal performs a loop. The stag symbolizes the
shaman, the hind the shamaness (the megaceros of old as arch shaman and arch shamaness, for
example in the cave of Cougnac), while the torque may symbolize the trajectory of the sun. Serpent
and ram may have been emanations of the divine stag as protector of the sun horse. Relying on
serpere as origin of serpens, Latin for snake, I propose the following words for the times of the day:
CER PER --- snake protecting the sun horse in the later morning; ancient Greek pera for beyond,
serpere as origin of Latin serpens for serpent, snake
CER REP --- snake protecting the sun horse in the afternoon; ancient Greek repo for I bow, incline,
Latin reptilis for reptile
CER PRE --- snake protecting the rising sun horse of the early morning; ancient Greek prepo for I
shine, appear, come forth
CER ERP --- snake protecting the sun horse in the evening; ancient Greek herpo for I creep, sneak,
herpeton for a creeping animal
CER RPE --- snake protecting the sun horse in the zenith, high on the sky at noon; ancient Greek
ripae for cast, throw, swing, flight (…), ripae ophthalmou for a moment in time
CER EPR --- snake protecting the sun horse in the center of the Underworld, where it needs most
help and protection, night, midnight; ancient Greek eparkeia for help, oparkeo for I suffice, remain
in force, protect, help, assist (…), Latin servo for I protect
CER PRE --- early morning, 4 o’clock on June 21
CER PER --- later morning, 8 o’clock on June 21
CER RPE --- mid-day; 12 o’clock
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CER REP ---afternoon, 16 o’clock on June 21
CER ERP --- evening, 20 o’clock on June 21
CER EPR --- midnight, 24 / 0 o’clock
The meeting ends of the torque will then symbolize midnight, when the sun horse, traversing the
center of the Underworld, needs most protection

KAL LAK, KLA ALK, AKL LKA --- Underworld; in honor of Richard Fester
KAL --- cavity, cave, the Underworld traversed by the sun horse and moon bull, as womb of the
Goddess the source of life and regeneration; ancient Greek koilon for cavity (…), German Höhle for
cave, English hill (many caves are found in hills), Latin calor for warmth and heat (consider the
warmth in a deep mine), ancient Greek kallos for beautiful (caves are beautiful), Celtic kald and
German Quelle for well, spring, Richard Fester mentions the village name of Kallbrunn as evidence
for his word Kall: well-fountain, German Hülle for cover, verhüllen for to conceal (hidden caves),
English hall German Halle (spacious caves), English call, German Hall for sound, hallen for to
sound, resound (a resounding cave)
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LAK --- water in the depth of the Underworld; ancient Greek lakkos for hole, ditch, pond, Latin
lacus English lake and loch, German Loch for hole, mentioned by Richard Fester as inverse form of
Kall
KLA --- sound the sun horse and moon bull make when traversing the Underworld; ancient Greek
klaggae for sound, singing, noise (…), German Klang for sound, Klappern for the sound hooves
make
ALK --- protection of the sun horse and moon bull in the Underworld, provided by the divine snake;
ancient Greek alkos for protection
AKL --- brightness and splendor of the Underworld when traversed and lit up by the sun and moon;
ancient Greek aglaia for shine, splendor, beauty, brightness
LKA --- light of the midsummer sun horse and of the full moon; ancient Greek lykaegenaes for born
out of light (byname of Apollo), lyka-baes for year (consider also lic, a word from 2005)
How did the positive Underworld KAL turn into he negative hell, German Hölle? The reason may
have been the labor of mining metals. Ancient Greek chalkos for ore may well be a form of KAL.
Richard Fester mentions names such as Celtic and Gallia and considers them descendants of his
Kall word. The Celts mined metals on a large scale. Why did Julius Caesar conquer Gallia? One of
the reasons was the Celtic gold.
GEN NGE GNE EGN NEG ENG --- durations of six lunar phases
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GEN --- 3 days or nights of the young moon; ancient Greek genae for birth (…) time (…), Latin
genus for birth, origin, gena for cheek (the arc of the new moon resembling the one of a cheek), eye,
eye socket (consider the lunar aspect of the Egyptian Horus eye)
NGE --- 6 days or nights of the waxing moon; ancient Greek nikae for victory, Latin Nicaeus for
Jupiter granting victory, consider Zeus as young, strong and victorious bull
GNE --- 9 days or nights of the full moon LUN; ancient Greek ganao for I shine, am resplendent,
make a magnificient show
EGN --- 6 days or nights of the waning moon; Latin egenus for I am in need, poor (something
missing)
NEG --- sickle of the old moon, 3 days or nights; ancient Greek nekros for dead, nekroo for I kill,
take away strength and life, Latin negare for to say no, deny
ENG --- 2 or 3 days of the empty moon NUL
The moon bull running along with the red horse in the rotunda of the Lascaux cave represents the
full moon, before his head a sign of nine elements:
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The opposing bulls have a sign of 3 strokes (sickle of the young moon and sickle of the old moon
represented in one animal), then of 4 plus 2 = 6 dots on the body (waning moon), then of 4 plus 2 =
6 dots and above the animal (waxing moon, higher than the bull of the waning moon).
ORI IRO, RIO OIR, IOR ROI --- the young moon bull GEN raising from the horizon, like a
swallow from a nest, climbing the sky like a bird (a thin sickle resembling the wings of a bird),
following a trajectory that evokes a rainbow, joy of traveling across the sky and the heavenly
pastures, also the joy of finding the very thin sickle of the young moon in the night sky, a difficult
task for early astronomers
ORI --- horizon, the place where the young moon bull GEN begins his heavenly journey; ancient
Greek horizon, oreinos for mountainous, horeion for region, land, border
RIO ---mountain top; ancient Greek rhino for mountain top
IRO --- to rise, the young moon bull GEN rising from the horizon like a swallow from the nest,
climbing the sky, following a trajectory resembling a rainbow; Latin ire for to go, hirunda (French
hirondelle) for swallow, iris for rainbow
OIR --- place where the moon bull starts; ancient Greek moira for allotted land, fate
IOR --- exclamation of joy, hurray; ancient Greek iou
ROI --- imaginary sound the young moon bull makes while climbing the sky; ancient Greek rhoizeo
for I rust, hiss, whiz, whistle
PIR RIP, IRP PRI, RPI IPR --- fire, fanning wind, turning smoke
PIR --- fire; ancient Greek pyr for fire, Pyr- in Pyrenees may refer to the sun above the mountain
range seen from the Guyenne
RIP --- fan, wind fanning a fire; ancient Greek ripazo for I fan
IRP --- creeping smoke; ancient Greek herpein for to creep
PRI --- turning smoke; ancient Greek peri for round about
RPI --- descending smoke; ancient Greek rhepo for I bow, sink down (…)
IPR --- ascending smoke; ancient Greek hyper for beyond
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PIR AC --- fire (pir) expanse of land with water (ac), land under the fiery sun, a landscape in
summer; possible origin of Old German peracht for bright, English bright being the same word,
German Pracht for splendor
NUL AC --- empty moon (nul) expanse of land with water (ac), land under an empty moon, darkest
night in earlier times when there was no light pollution; possible origin of German Nacht English
night, in analogy to PIR AC peracht Pracht and bright
The Magdalenians were hunters. We are now coming to words of hunting.
ROP POR, PRO ORP, OPR RPO --- a club, handle of a club, four ways to handle a club
ROP --- club; ancient Greek ropalon for a club
POR --- handle of a club; ancient Greek porpax for handle of a shield
PRO --- to raise a club and beat a target in front; ancient Greek pro
ORP --- to swing a club sideward (branching off from the main direction); ancient Greek orpaex for
twig, branch
OPR --- to swing a club in every which direction; ancient Greek opaer ospaer for whatever
RPO --- to let a club sink; ancient Greek repo for I sink (as in the case of smoke above)
MUC --- bull / PAC --- horse / PEC --- game, boar, ibex / PIC --- bird ?
PAC CAP, APC CPA, ACP PCA --- hunting horses
PAC --- horse
CAP --- a group of horse hunters; Latin capere for to capture, also Latin habere German haben
English to have, also Latin caput for head (counting a group of animals by the number of heads)
APC --- to deroute a herd of horses and drive them into an enclosure, or over a cliff; several Greek
words of the form ap(o)-k-, for example apokrino for I separate, apokino for I move away (a-word a
later overforming?)
CPA --- to beat horses; ancient Greek kopae for beating, slaughter (…)
ACP --- infatigable; ancient Greek akopos for infatigable (a-word a later overforming?)
PCA --- to end a horse hunt; Latin pacatus for quieted, peaceful
The last word would be the origin of Latin pax for peace – ending the melee of a horse hunt. The
Magdalenians have been hunters, they needed the animals they killed, and honored them by placing
them on the sky, the bull as moon, the horse as sun, a pair of opposing ibices as symbol of
midwinter (Marie E.P. König).
DAM SAM, MAD MAS, DMA SMA, AMD AMS, ADM ASM, MDA MSA --- how a group of
Magdalenian hunters can overcome a big and strong animal such as a bison
DAM --- hunting a bison, how a group of Magdalenian hunters overcomes a bull; ancient Greek
damazo for I overcome
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SAM --- to cooperate, work together; Sanskrit sam for together, ancient Greek syn- sym-, German
zusammen for together
MAD --- to learn how to hunt a bison in a common effort, as a group; ancient Greek mathaema for
learning, teaching, experience, lesson, science, art
MAS --- 1) chief bull hunter, the one who commands a hunting expedition, leads the first and all
deciding blow by attacking a week spot, making the poor beast raving mad and going blind of rage,
whereupon the other hunters attack it from all sides, 2) chief bull hunter as teacher of the young
hunters, wearing a bull mask and hides, the boys attack him with toy spears and lances, whereupon
he behaves in the way a bull would; Latin mas for man, little man, perhaps in relation to the big
animal (see the huge bull and small hunter before him in the cave of Gabillou), masculinus for virile
DMA --- knowledge of the body and behaving of a bison; ancient Greek demos for the way a body
is built
SMA --- to command a bison hunt, giving signals, leading a group of hunters, being the one who
applies the first and all deciding blow; ancient Greek saemaino for I give a signal, perhaps also
English small, German schmal for narrow, lanky (consider the small chief hunter alone in front of
the big animal)
AMD --- lacking the knowledge of a chief hunter, not really knowing where and how to apply the
first blow, being in the group of lesser hunters; ancient Greek amathaes for ignorant (a-word a later
overforming?)
AMS --- to overcome a bison in a common effort, attacking the bull from all sides when the first
blow has been applied by the chief hunter MAS; ancient Greek amothei hamothei for out of
everywhere, out of all directions
ADM --- fearless; ancient Greek adeimatos for fearless
ASM --- so very fearless that one can even sing, or, the other way round, singing in order to
overcome one’s fear; ancient Greek asmae for song
MDA --- to consider everything concerning a bison hunt; ancient Greek medo for I think, care for,
think out, give orders, command, rule
MSA --- being led by intuition and inspiration; ancient Greek Mousa for muse; consider that
Odysseus who tackled the stronghold of Troy had been assisted by his muse Athena
ARC CRA, CAR RAC, RCA ACR / TYR RYT --- hunting a cave bear
ARC --- cave bear Ursus spelaeus; ancient Greek arktos Latin ursus for bear
CRA --- strength, power and skills needed to hunt a cave bear, rewarded by a successful hunt, and
by the privilege of raising a cranium filled with bear blood in order to sacrifice the soul of the bear
and thus establish a link with the beyond, imploring strength, power and skills from above; ancient
Greek krateo for I am strong, powerful, I overcome (…), German Kraft for strength, power, English
craft for skill, Greek krataer English crater, the Ainu of Hokkaido believe that the soul of a ritually
sacrificed bear establishes a link with the beyond
CAR --- head of a bear, deposited at a cult place, for example in a cave; ancient Greek kar for head
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RAC --- fur of a bear; ancient Greek rhagos for rug, carpet, cover, English rug
RCA --- ritual sacrifice, raising a cranium filled with bear blood; ancient Greek rhezo for I sacrifice
ACR --- depositing a bear head on top of a stone pillar; ancient Greek akros for top, akrothonion for
depositing a donation on top
TYR --- he who overcomes / inverse RYT --- to throw a spear or lance (full permutation group
later)
ARC TYR --- he who overcomes (tyr) a cave bear (arc); surviving in Arthur, who slew a dragon
(bones and skulls of the long extinct cave bear were regarded as remains of dragons)
CRA ) --- the power (cra) of the lion man (clicking l) who overcomes a cave bear and has the
privilege to raise the bucranium filled with blood, wherefrom grail, German Gral
TOM MOT, OTM MTO, OMT TMO --- to work on hides
TOM --- stone knive; ancient Greek tomae for cut
MOT --- to cut and clean a hide with a stone knive; Latin moto for I move back and forth
OTM --- hide, so named for the specific smell of leather and fur; ancient Greek odmae osmae for
smell
MTO --- to knead wet hides in order to make them soft; ancient Greek matto masso for I knead,
English massage
OMT --- hides as raw material for making clothes, belts, baldrics, covers, tent walls, and so on;
ancient Greek omos for raw, crude, fresh (…), omotaes for roughness
TMO --- treasurer of hides; ancient Greek tamaias for treasurer
ChAR RACh, ChRA ARCh, ARCh ChRA --- fence
ChAR --- poles for making tents and huts and a fence around a camp, some poles may have been
decorated with figurines carved from wood; ancient Greek charax for pole, palisade, charis for
grace, Charis one of the graces
RACh --- intertwined thorn branches used for a fence, filling the spaces between the poles; ancient
Greek rachos for thorn shrub, hedge
ChRA --- to ward off (purpose of a fence); ancient Greek chraismeo for I ward off, hold off (…)
ARCh --- being strong enough to ward off animals; ancient Greek arkeo for I ward off, help, am
strong enough
RChA --- small openings in the fence where people could pass, closed by night; ancient Greek rox
rogos for opening, crack, crevice, fissure
AChR --- area inside the fence, area of the camp; ancient Greek agros for field, land, estate (while
ac for an expanse of land with water was the land around the camp)
KOD KOS, DOK SOK, OKD OKS, DKO SKO, KDO KSO, ODK OSK --- a tent or hut
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KOD --- tent or hut, poles stuck in the ground, bound together at the top, covered with hides;
Sanskrit khada and kuti for hut, kota or kotta for fortress, kotara for cave, Middle English cod coth
couth for hut, German Kate Kathe for hut, Irish cod for head (casing of the mind), English head and
hat and hut, Irish codal for hide, skin, codlida for made of hides, cota for coat, raincoat (a minitent), Sanskrit coda for jacket, Indo-European k(u)ot- and Hebrew kot for spiky (poles of a tent
before they are covered with hides). Consider also French château for castle
KOS --- heavenly tent or vault; ancient Greek kosmos for arrangement, way or style of building,
order, decorum, regularity, status (quo), world, world order, space, cosmos, Earth, humanity,
everybody, ornament, praise, fame, honor, Latin costa for rib (the ribs form the cage of the lungs, of
breath, identified with wind, spirit and soul in Hebrew, ancient Greek and Latin), English castle
DOK --- poles used for building a tent or a hut; ancient Greek dokos for rafter
SOK --- strong; ancient Greek sokos for strong
OKD --- ground plan of a tent or hut, a polygon defined by the poles; ancient Greek okta for eight,
wherefrom octagon, perhaps a common ground plan
OKS --- circumference and size of a tent or hut, amount of materials used; ancient Greek ogkos for
mass, great number, weight, periphery (…) pride
DKO --- walls and roof of a tent or hut; ancient Greek teichos for wall, tegos for roof (see also dai)
SKO --- surrounding area of a tent or hut; ancient Greek saekos for enclosure, stable, sacred area or
district, sanctuary
KDO --- the large tent of a ruler or a shaman; ancient Greek kydos for fame, being great, honor,
glory, pride, ornament, success, prosperity
KSO --- ornaments decorating such a tent or hut; ancient Greek kissos for ivy, giving an idea of
how a decorated hut or tent may have looked like
ODK --- those inhabiting a large tent or hut, a ruler, a shaman; ancient Greek
hodaegos for the one showing the way, leader (ruler), teacher (shaman)
OSK --- the art of building a large tent or hut; ancient Greek askeo for I work upon carefully and
artistically, I produce, manufacture, decorate, furnish, exercise, practice, endeavor
A drawing in the cave Cosquer near Marseilles, 27 000 BP, shows a rectangle in perspective with
triangles that may be two rows of tents, while another drawing in the same cave may be the map of
a camp near the confluence of two rivers.
RED RES, DER SER, EDR ESR, RDE RSE, DRE SRE, ERD ERS --- holding a council in a camp
RED --- speaker; ancient Greek rhetor for speaker, German Rede for speech, Redner for speaker
RES --- speech, topic of a speech, concern of the speaker; ancient Greek rhaesis for to speak, talk,
word, narration, Latin res with many meanings that cover the topics which may have been discussed
at a council
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DER --- baldric worn by a speaker at a council, made of leather; ancient Greek derma for skin, fur,
leather, hose
SER --- necklace of a supreme ruler or shaman, decorated with perforated shells or teeth of deer;
ancient Greek seira for rope, chain
EDR --- seat in the tent or hut wherein a council was held, logs covered with the best hides and furs
a tribe could provide; ancient Greek hedra for seat, chair
ESR --- elevated seat for a supreme ruler or an arch shaman or shamaness; ancient Greek thronos
for throne
RDE --- protector of a tent or hut wherein a council is being held; ancient Greek rhytaer for
protector
RSE --- protectors of a camp wherein a council is being held; ancient Greek rhyesi-polis for the
protector of a town
DRE --- finding out what to do, coming to a conclusion, issuing a resolution, making plans for
taking action, to plan an undertaking; ancient Greek drao for I do, act, accomplish, dromenon for
deed, undertaking, plan
SRE --- being decided about a resolution, a plan, an undertaking; ancient Greek zoros for strong,
powerful, vigorous, nourishing
ERD --- to carry out a resolution, a plan; ancient Greek erdo for I do, make, act (…)
ERS --- to carry out a resolution, a plan, an undertaking in a fresh and decided manner; ancient
Greek ersais for fresh (…), arsaen for virile
Combine DRE for plan with IDA for happy and you get DRE IDA for a happy plan, a good
resolution - origin of druid?
MAN NAM, MNA ANM, NMA AMN --- man; in 2005 I gave MHAYN for the right hand, now I
simplify the word to MAN
MAN --- hand, especially the right hand, pars pro toto for a man; Latin manus for hand, English
man, hand as worker, German Mann for man
NAM --- name, someone worth being named and remembered by a name; Latin nomen English
name German Name
MNA --- virility; ancient Greek menos for (a strong) desire, eagerness, will, purpose, intention,
anger, vitality, strength
ANM --- to carry out, effect, cause, bring about; ancient Greek anymi anyo with the same
meanings, ANM was the name of the bad months in the Celtic calendar - perhaps those requiring
more effort?
AMN --- to sacrifice; ancient Greek amnion for sacrificial bowl
NMA --- to make rules; ancient Greek nomaion for custom, usus
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NAM MAN --- right hand (man), pars pro toto for a human being, someone worth being
remembered (nam); nomen name Namen
GYN NYG, NGY YGN, YNG GNY --- woman
GYN --- woman; ancient Greek gynae for woman, German Kind for child seems to be an extension
of gyn, consider also English kin, kinship
NYG --- night, time one spends with a woman, when women have the say; ancient Greek nyx for
night (Nyx was a powerful goddess, alter ego of Gaia, her priestesses gave oracles), Latin niger for
black (color of the night), nectar for something sweet (a drink, a fragrance)
NGY --- pretty and clean; ancient Greek naegateos for clean, splendid, nakae for fleece (a fleece
one wears for a cloth, or a fleece one sleeps upon)
YGN --- hygiene; from Greek
YNG --- a pregnant woman; ancient Greek enegkein for to bear, bring, aorist of phero for I bring,
having brought, a woman who has brought a child into the world, then, so gyn may have been a
woman in general, but especially a young mother
GNY --- child; ancient Greek gnaesios for a legitimate child, genuine, true (consider also the saying
of truth being the child of time)
COR ROC, CRO ORC, RCO OCR --- how the young behave
COR --- young people; ancient Greek korae for girl, virgin, young woman, daughter, doll, apple of
the eye, koros for young man, son, youthful, vigorous, Latin cor for heart, soul, feeling, courage,
reason, insight, individual, person, cor meum for my heart
ROC --- the way young people behave, in puberty, when falling in love, when quarreling, when
fighting over a woman or a man; ancient Greek rochtheo for I rustle, roar, buzz, race, effervesce,
rogalos for torn apart (puberty), English ruction (unexplained until now), ruckus, a rocking boulder,
rock ‘n’ roll, the pulsating music of my youth …
CRO --- to beat, knock, a young heart pounding, a quick pulse; ancient Greek krouo for I beat,
push, knock, krouros for source
ORC --- instinct, impulse, drive, desire, passion, when the heart is beating fast, when young people
blush, when the sexual organs swell; ancient Greek orgao for I brim (over), swell, desire
vehemently, organon in the sense of organ
RCO --- being active, youthful and passionate activities; ancient Greek rhezo for I do
OCR --- arousal, easily being aroused, keen on; ancient Greek okrioeis for sharp (sharp in English
also has the meaning of keen and eager, scharf in German can also mean horny, juicy, hot),
okriaomai for getting angry, akros for pointed, sharp, uppermost, supreme, excelling
LIC CIL, CLI ILC, LCI ICL --- fire in an abri
LIC --- light, luck; Latin lux for light and felix for lucky, German Licht and Glück, English light
and luck
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CIL --- fire in a camp, used for cooking, giving warm, and warding off animals such as cave bears
and cave lions and wolves, light given by fire, the lucky feeling of having a good fire burning; Latin
culina for kitchen, English kiln. In 2005 I mentioned French cil for eyelash – one may think of an
upshooting flame singeing an eyelash. If also English kill should come from cil we may think of
torches used as weapons: poles of green wood whose sharpened ends were coated with birch pitch
and set on fire – an array of flaming spears would certainly have warded off any animal
CLI --- abri; ancient Greek klisia for hut, tent, shelter, seat, group of guests, klitus for slope, hill,
klino for I bend, turn, ward off, lean on, sink down, sit or lie down at a table, perf. to be situated,
live, dwell, English cliff
ILC --- an abri lighted up by camp fires; ancient Greek alaektor for shining
LCI --- site of an abri, land around an abri; ancient Greek laxis for a lot of land
ICL --- to choose an abri for a provisional camp; ancient Greek eklaesis for choice
GRA ARG, RGA AGR, GAR RAG --- rock paintings
GRA --- a cave with painted walls; ancient Greek chaeronos for cave, German graben for to dig,
Grab for tomb, vault, ancient Greek graphein for drawing, painting, graphic
ARG --- walls and ceiling of a decorated cave, shining up in the light of oil lamps, representing the
sky; ancient Greek argos for white, shimmering
RGA --- fissured, craggy, both for the land as hunting ground and for the walls of a decorated cave
as painting ground; ancient Greek rogos for fissured, craggy
AGR --- to catch animals, both in natura, when hunting them, and metaphorically, when drawing
them; ancient Greek agreo for I catch, capture
GAR --- opening, crack, crevice, fissure in rock, where animals emerge from and disappear into,
according to a very old belief; ancient Greek charade for crevice, crack, gorge, river bed, torrent
RAG --- shape of an animal, especially the line of the back, according to André Leroi-Gourhan the
first line when an animal was drawn, making it appear as if by a miracle; ancient Greek rachos for
back, also used for hills and mountains, German ragen for to loom, tower, Rücken for back, recht
for right, Recht for law, reich for rich, Sanskrit raj for king
NPhO OPhN, NOPh PhON, PhNO ONPh --- snow
NPhO --- to snow; ancient Greek neipho
OPhN --- all of a sudden, first snow, winter comes; ancient Greek aphno for all of a sudden,
surprisingly
NOPh --- falling snow, snow storm, plenty of snow; ancient Greek niphas for snow storm, blizzard,
Latin novus for new, the world appearing new when freshly covered in snow, novem for nine and
November the ninth month, when usually the first snow falls in Switzerland (more later)
PhON --- not seeing each other in a snow storm, calling for each other, staying close together in
order not to get lost, wolves howling, dangerous when starving, even for humans; ancient Greek
phonos with omega for sound, voice, call (people calling each other, wolves howling), phonos with
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omicron for mass, lump (people staying close to each other), phonos phonae with omicron for
murder (wolves are remembered as murderous animals in fairy tales)
PhNO --- torches on high poles marking the winter camp, visible from afar, guiding hunters home;
ancient Greek phanos for torch
ONPh --- a shining torch by night, shining snow by day in sunlight; ancient Greek aenops for
shining, white
CED CES, DEC SEC, CDE CSE, EDC ESC, DCE SCE, EDC ESC --- giving shelter
CED --- to care for people, inviting them; ancient Greek kednos for caring, reasonable, good,
honorable, dear
CES --- belt worn by a high ranking person, especially by the ruler of a tribe; ancient Greek kestos
for belt
DEC --- being a decent person, helping others when they are in need, a life savior; Latin decus for
decency, honor (…), consider also decorated for honored
SEC --- providing shelter in the safety of a camp; ancient Greek saekos for enclosure, Latin securus
for safe
CDE --- cooking pit, laid out with leather, filled with water and food, warmed up with hot stones
rolled in from a fire; ancient Greek kedos for cauldron, kettle
CSE --- a wooden bowl filled with food from the cooking pit, a spit with roasted meat from the
fireplace; ancient Greek kissybion for bowl, chysis for a heap (plenty of food, then)
EDC --- food, meat; ancient Greek edesma for food, meat
ESC --- fireplace, people eating round a warming fire; ancient Greek eschara for hearth, fireplace
DCE--- to welcome a guest; ancient Greek deiknanomai for to welcome, deiknymi deiknyo for to
greet, welcome
SCE --- inviting someone into the safety of a camp; ancient Greek skepae for safety
ECD --- a stranger asking for shelter; ancient Greek ektos for outside (here someone standing
outside the camp, a stranger asking for protection)
ECS --- to save someone; ancient Greek eksozo for I save
My reconstruction of the lunisolar calendar of Lascaux from 2005 led me to an experimental
reconstruction of Magdalenian. Then my linguistic work in 2006 led me to a late Magdalenian
calendar:
IAS 1-36 (January 9 till February 13), coldest time of the year, when many get ill, hence IAS for
healing
CED 1-37 (February 14 till March 22), a time when the provisions get scarce and people have to
care for each other, hence CED for to care. The spring equinox occurs by the end of this period
(March 21)
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PhON 1-36 (March 23 till April 27), spring comes, a lot of noise and bustle in the camp, hence
PhON for noise
DKO --- 1-37 (April 28 till June 3), time when one can leave the camp, hence DKO for the walls
and roof of the tent or hut one can leave by now, perhaps with a ceremony
PAS 1-36 (June 4 till July 9), time when one roams the land, hence PAS for everywhere (in a plain).
Midsummer occurs in the middle of this period (June 21)
SAI 1-37 (July 10 till August 15), warmest time of the year, lovely summer, hence SAI for life,
existence (inverse of IAS)
SAP 1-36 (August 16 till September 20), the world in more dimensions, hence SAP for all the
places in the world, here, south and north of me, east and west of me, under and above me (inverse
of PAS), origin of September
OKD 1-37 (September 21 – October 27), time for to build a new camp, or to renovate the old one,
hence OKD for the ground plan of a tent or hut (inverse of DKO), origin of October. The fall
equinox occurs at the begin of this period (September 23)
NOPh 1-36 (October 28 till December 2), time of the first snow, hence NOPh for to snow (inverse
of PhON), origin of November
DEC 1-37 (December 3 till January 8), time one spends in the camp and has to behave, hence DEC
for decent (inverse of CED), origin of December. The midwinter solstice occurs in the middle of
this period (December 21)
A year has 365 regular days and requires one leap day every fourth year, or two leap days every
eighth year, as the lunisolar calendar from Lascaux.
GER SAP, LEI TAC, MUC CRA, AMA CED
Upon entering the Lascaux cave one saw a composite animal with the bearded head of a man, a pair
of lances growing as horns out of his front, with the forelegs and mottled hide of a feline, the hind
legs and hind body of a bison, and the belly of a pregnant mare:

This animal may have conveyed a message to an aspiring ruler: ‘Make a wise use of your weapons
(which is why the lances grow as horns out of the front of the male head), be patient, quick and
decided as a feline, strong as a bull, and caring as a mother …’
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CER means stag, GER may be a lateral association for lance; SAP means everywhere in three
dimensions (here, south and north of me, east and west of me, under and above me), experienced,
wise. LEI is an attacking lion, TAC may be a word for the way a lion behaves (at-tack, inverse cat).
MUC is a bull, a bison, CRA means strong. AMA may be the word for mother, CED is the word for
to care. Together we obtain a Magdalenian version of that formula for an aspiring ruler:
GER SAP, LEI TAC, MUC CRA, AMA CED
BRI IRB, RBI IBR, BIR RIB --- Brigid, a powerful triple-goddess
BRI --- fertile, fertility, pregnancy, pregnant women, source of life, a blessed land with plenty of
wells and a lush vegetation; ancient Greek bryo for to be full, grow and bloom, well, English bride,
also Britain as a green island (more later)
IRB --- herbs, especially herbs used by a midwife to ease labor-pains, perhaps also herbs and mildly
alcoholic berries for disinfecting water, and herbs used for medical purposes in general; Latin herba
for herb
RBI --- labor pains, giving birth; ancient Greek rhopae for turning point, crisis, decision (…), Latin
rabies for rabies, madness (etymology unclear, heavy labor-pains, then), rubidus for dark red, brown
red (color of blood)
IBR --- a newborn child; ancient Greek habros for sumptuous, soft, delicate, fine, elegant, beautiful,
BIR --- fur wherein a newborn was laid in order to keep it warm; ancient Greek byros English fur
RIB --- a crib or basket of wickerwork, laid out with fur; ancient Greek rhipizo for wickerwork
Now we got words for the three goddesses:
PIR GID --- fire (pir) giver (gid)
BIR GID --- fur (bir) giver (gid)
BRI GID --- fertility (bri) giver (gid)
BOL LOB, OBL LBO, BLO OLB --- a young child
BOL --- a newborn child, a toddler; ancient Greek bolos for cast, throw, German Wurf also means
litter, brood, perhaps also ancient Greek berphos for the young one, Hebrew wolod for child,
Russian molod for young, Arabic waladat for she has born, Latin mollis for soft, tender, Arabic
malida for he / it was soft, Bolae in my medieval dialect means something round and soft, used as a
pet name for a toddler, myn Bolae, my sweet little chubby boy or girl …
LOB --- a newborn sleeping, deep sleep of a child; ancient Greek lophaeo for I rest
OBL --- to increase the members of a family, a tribe, a clan; ancient Greek ophello for I increase
LBO --- to anoint a newborn; ancient Greek lipoo lipao for I shine of ointment
BLO --- to be born, to arrive; ancient Greek blosko for I arrive (…)
OLB --- being happy about a newborn; ancient Greek olbos for luck, blessing, salvation, wealth,
power (this word says how much children must have been valued)
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POT TOP, TPO OTP, PTO OTP --- power, lateral associations to PAD and PAS
POT --- ruler; ancient Greek potnia for a female ruler, despotaes for ruler, despoina for lady of the
house (Despoina was a powerful goddess, her secret name was Nyx, alter ego of Gaia), Latin
potentia and potentas for power, English potency and power
TOP --- place and rank, where a ruler lives, also his rank; ancient Greek topos for place, rank,
English top
TPO --- appearance, composure and splendor of a ruler; ancient Greek typos for appearance, form,
shape (…)
OPT --- a ruler presenting himself, herself; ancient Greek optasia for appearance, optanomai for to
let oneself be seen, Latin optimus for the best
PTO --- a ruler spreading influence; ancient Greek peitho for I persuade (…), patis for step, path,
petomai for to speed, hurry, fly – consider the bird as emblem of a ruler, birdman from Lascaux,
bird goddess, Horus falcon
OTP --- how a ruler paves the way; ancient Greek odopoieo for I pave the way
TOR ROT, TRO ORT, RTO OTR --- how a bull moves
TOR --- noise and commotion as caused by a bull; ancient Greek tauros for bull, and similar words
in many languages (Saul Levin)
ROT --- noises a bull makes; ancient Greek rhotheo for I rustle, make noise, grumble, roar
TRO --- to run; ancient Greek trocha(z)o for I run, German trotten
ORT --- straight on, as a bull runs; ancient Greek orthos for straight
RTO --- the elegant way a bull moves when running; ancient Greek orthos for straight on (…)
OTR--- swift, nimble; ancient Greek otralos and otraeros for swift, brisk, quick, nimble
DIR SIR, RID RIS, IRD IRS, DRI SRI, RDI RSI, IDR ISR --- how to cope with adversities and
calamities
DIR --- to look out for signs of adversities and calamities, to face them directly when they arise and
occur, although they cause fear, and to speak of them; Latin dirus for announcing calamities,
horrible, dirae for signs that announce harm and calamity, directus for direct, perhaps English fear,
French dire (pronounced dir) for to speak, talk
comparative form SIR --- to warn of adversities and calamities, sometimes in vain (some people
seem to be attracted by danger and risk, while others don’t care, Cassandra warned the Trojans in
vain); the sirens, ancient Greek seiraen (singular) Latin Siren (singular) lured many a sailor into
doom, whereas our sirens warn of an imminent danger
inverse RID --- to laugh, to laugh a danger away, or to encourage each other laughing; Latin ridere
for to laugh
comparative form RIS --- to mock and deride; Latin risus for laughter and laughing stock
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IRD --- to be angry; Latin iratus for I am angry
comparative form IRS --- to be very angry; Latin irasco for I am angry
inverse DRI --- being helpless in the case of calamities and adversities, getting hard, harsh, sad and
bitter; ancient Greek drimys for cutting, sharp, stinging, astringent, harsh, bitter (…), Latin tristis
for sad, afflicted, hurting, harsh, unfriendly, gloomy, angry, horrible, dangerous, earnest, cold, hard
comparative form SRI --- wishing to get rid of adversities and calamities, to eradicate their causes;
Latin sario for to weed out (etymology unclear says my dictionary)
RDI --- to cope in a rational way with adversities and calamities; Latin ratio for reason, rationalis
for rational
comparative form RSI --- to even out emotions in order to find a reasonable solution and to cope in
a rational way with dangers, adversities, and calamities; Latin rasilis for smooth(ed)
inverse IDR --- to cope with adversities and calamities on the basis of knowledge; ancient Greek
idris for knowing, experienced
comparative form ISR --- to invoke divine knowledge and advice in order to cope with adversities
and calamities; *isaros for strong, sacred
EID EIS, DIE SIE, IDE ISE, EDI ESI, IED IES, DEI SEI --- appearances and reality
EID --- appearances, images; ancient Greek eidos for appearances, idea, notion, concept,
imagination, sort, kind, essence, state
EIS --- reality behind all appearances, ideas and notions, idea of all ideas; ancient Greek heis for
one, single, alone, only one, (also the only one?)
DIE --- daylight; Latin dies for day
SIE --- to see, feel, reason, be; Latin siem sum for I am, “cogito ergo sum” (Descartes)
IDE --- idea; ancient Greek idea for appearance, form, shape, sort, kind, essence, state
ISE --- equal, what different appearances, notions, ideas and concepts have in common; ancient
Greek isos for equal
EDI --- pleasure of looking at appearances and images; ancient Greek hedonae for pleasure
(hedonism)
ESI --- meditating; ancient Greek haesychazo for I am quiet, still, have it peaceful (…)
IED --- following appearances, notions and ideas; Indo-European iet for to strive, aspire
IES --- trying to find the basic reality behind ever changing appearances; Indo-European ies for to
boil, bubble, well up, foam (Pokorny), appropriate when one considers the “steam” produce in
scientific discussions …
DEI --- logical order and sequence; *dein-caps for by turns (Pokorny)
SEI --- basic reality behind all appearances, notions, ideas, and concepts; Latin sei for sic, it is so
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AC CA --- an expanse of land with water (ac) sky (ca), possible name of Göbekli Tepe, southeast
Anatolia, Urfa region, north of the Syrian Harran plain, 11 600 – 9 500 BP, represented as a lying H

the horizontal bars meaning earth and sky, the small vertical bar symbolizing the exchanges
between earth and sky, prayers imploring rain and the smoke of sacrifices rising to the sky, rain
falling from the sky, irrigating fields and filling river beds … The Egyptians mentioned a region in
Syria they called aqa, Latin aqua for water, Indo-European akka for the earth goddess (a stammered
name according to Pokorny, a meaningful name in my opinion). The goddess of Göbekli Tepe,
engraved on a bank in the lion (?) temple, shows a peculiar hairdo reminding both of a mushroom
and a rain cloud, while her macrolabiae allude to amniotic water and thus evoke fertility, which the
early farmers at the base of the Karacadag east of Göbekli Tepe received in the form of rain for their
fields
CER --- divine hind-woman; may have become Hera
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CER MAS --- divine stag (cer) master (mas); may have become Hermaes, messenger of the gods,
alter ego of Homer in the Odyssey
CER PIR --- divine stag (cer) fire (pir), divine stag protecting the wesern horizon where the evening
sun sets, and the eastern horizon where the morning sun rises; may have become Kerberos who
guarded the Underworld with fiery breath
CER AC CLE --- divine stag (cer) expanse of land with water (ac) judge and protector (cle as lateral
association to cre for ruler); may have become Heraklaes
SHA CA UR --- ruler (sha) sky (ca) color (ur); may have become Sseyr, Middle Helladic name of
Zeus (Derk Ohlenroth), and English sky. Sky, in Shakespeare’s time, meant cloud. Clouds, one may
say, rule the heavens. When I pondered this idea one day in 2005 I saw a big cloud in the shape of
the beautiful profile of a bearded Greek god pass my window …
CA UR MAS DAG --- sky (ca) color (ur) master (mas) four (dag), ruler of the four (corners of the)
colored sky; may have become the name of the supreme Persian god Ahura-Mazda
BRA MAN --- right arm (bra) right hand (man); may have become Brahman who created the world
by playing his lyra
SHA CA --- ruler (sha) sky (ca); may have become Hebrew Jahve
ABA BRA --- father (aba) right arm (bra); may have become Abram, the Lord’s right arm, he who
carries out the Lord’s will
SA RAA --- downward (sa) ray of light (raa), she who stands in the sun light; may have become
Sarah
AS RAA --- upward (as) ray of light (raa); may have become Asherah, the Tree of Life whose
branches, pointing upward, represented heavenly abodes of deities
GHI SHA AC --- call of a bird (ghi) ruler (sha) sky (ca), supreme ruler of the Guyenne, later of
Upper Mesopotamia; may survive in Isaac
SHA AC --- ruler (sha) expanse of land with water (ac), a minor ruler; may have become Jacques
Jack Ja’aqob Jacob, also sagan for a ruler of the province of Judah
AS RAA ) --- upward (as) ray of light (raa) Lord (clicking L); may be the origin of Jacob’s ladder,
the Lord appearing on top of a sun ray, and would survive in Jacob’s byname Israel
DA PAD --- away from (da) activity of feet (pad); may have become David: delivered from the paw
of the lion, delivered from the paw of the bear, delivered from the hand of Goliath … Consider the
increasing size of lion, cave bear, and towering man in arms. David may be an archetypical name,
much as Arthur from ARC TYR (he who can take it up with a cave bear).
Asia Minor may have been the place where late Magdalenian met Afro-Asiatic, Magdalenian itself
being an early northern branch of Afro-Asiatic.
TYR RYT, RTY YTR, YRT TRY --- to overcome (rule and give)
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TYR --- he who overcomes; Sseyr (Middle Helladic name of Zeus according to Derk Ohlenroth),
Sseus (Doric), theos, deus, Dis Pater, Tiwaz / Tir (Nordic god of justice and war), ancient Greek
tyrant (once positive)
RYT --- spear thrower; ancient Greek rhytaer for archer, protector (the latter attesting for the once
positive aspect of tyrant), Latin radius radii (consider spears thrown and arrows shot from one place
into various directions), Latin rota for wheel (coverage of arrows), German Rad, English rotation
RTY --- spear; ancient Greek radinos for lean, delicate, agile, swift
YTR --- brave, courageous; ancient Greek haetor for the inner, lungs, heart, liver, courage, mind,
soul
YRT --- to survive a fight unharmed; ancient Greek Artemaes for healthy, unhurt, uninjured.
Artemis was the goddess of hunting, shown with bow and arrows. She protected her maidens, so
that nothing could hurt them. She was also the goddess of women and childbirth. Her “sweet
arrows” meant an easy death for women – she couldn’t always grant an easy birth, on the contrary,
children and their mothers often died, but at least she could ease their passing away. One may also
think of Greek erotica, pertaining to Eros, passionate, and of Cupido’s bow and arrows, weapons
that don’t really hurt
TRY --- triumph; ancient Greek thryambos (in Rome, an Etruscan loan word). A successful hunt
was certainly rewarded with the love of some pretty Magdalenian maidens
PAD TYR --- activity of feet, he who goes ahead and leads the way (pad), he who overcomes, he
who rules and gives (tyr); ancient Greek pataer Latin pater English father German Vater, he who
leads the way, overcoming obstacles and enemies and plights, he who overcomes in the double
sense of rule and give
TYR AC --- he who overcomes (tyr) an expanse of land with water (ac), may simply refer to a ruler,
or to a river that floods (overcomes) a plain, or to humans who cope with a vast amount of water
and overcome the overcomer; possible origin of Turicum, my hometown of Zurich
REO OER, ROE EOR, ERO ORE --- flow
REO ---river, to flow; ancient Greek rheo for I flow, rivers Rhone and Rhine, goddess Rhea
OER --- wife, woman; ancient Greek oar for wife
ROE --- to carry water, a river having water (not just an empty river bed); ancient Greek rhoae for
current, flood
EOR --- feast, celebration; ancient Greek eortae for celebration, feast, pleasure
ERO --- love; ancient Greek eros
ORE --- beautiful; ancient Greek oraios for beautiful, ripe
REO MAN --- river (reo) right hand (man), pars pro toto for human being, people living on a river,
river people; possible origin of Romani, Roma, Romans, Rome
CA NOS --- mind (nos) of the sky (ca); possible origin of Chaos, god of the primeval universe
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AAR RAA NOS --- mind (nos) of the one who is composed of air (aar) and light (raa); possible
origin of Ouranos, consider the limestone rings at Göbekli Tepe that show a male face ex negativo –
look through such a ring placed on a wall and you see the former ruler in the sky, now as a god …

(photograph from: Klaus Schmidt, Sie bauten die ersten Tempel, C.H. Beck München 2006)
CA AC --- sky (ca) earth (ac); possible origin of Gaia (the inverse form ac ca would account for the
Indo-European earth goddess akka)
CRE NOS --- ruling (cre) mind (nos); possible origin of Cronos
REO --- to flow; possible origin of Rhea
TYR --- he who overcomes; possible origin of Zeus, Middle Helladic Sseyr (Derk Ohlenroth)
CER --- divine stag, divine hind, also shaman and shamaness; origin of Hera, the divine hind licked
moon bulls into life (Altamira), a reference to bull and cow is found in the epithet cow-eyed Hera

Altamira
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SA TYR NOS --- mind (nos) of the one who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give (tyr)
from above (sa); Saturnus Saturn, ruler of a golden age (equivalent of Cronos)
APS --- hide of a tent or hut, where vapors condensate and trickle and drop down from, as model of
the heavenly canopy where vapors condensate and fall down as rain; may have become Ops,
consort of Saturn
A comical and idyllic version of Saturn and Ops may have been the satyrs and nymphs. The former
lived on wooded mountains, the latter near springs and wells. The satyrs lusted for the nymphs and
overcame them with carnal love (see the satyr and smiling maenad on a water jar from Cerveteri,
sixth century BC)
BEL --- warm; became Baal in Asia Minor, Veltune in Etruria, in combination with TON --- sound,
he who makes himself heard, with about this meaning: the lively one who makes himself heard via
thunder, occurring mainly in the warm seasons
RAA --- light, ray; possible origin of the Etruscan god Rath, perhaps in combination with RYT
PE --- near / EP --- far / PE LAS --- near (pe) mountains (las), mountain people; possible origin of
Pelasgians
TYR REO and PE LAS and TYR SA NOS and RAA SA NOS may all have been names for the
Etruscans. An Etruscan inscription in Greek letters from the agora of Athens gives TYRSANOS
which may be read as follows: obeying the mind (nos) of the one who overcomes in the double
sense of rule and give (tyr) from above (sa)
AAR RAA AC CA --- air (aar) light (raa) ac (earth) sky (ca); possible origin of Hebrew ruach for
spirit, with the same range of meanings as Greek pneuma and Latin spiritus, namely wind, breath,
spirit …
NOS AAR RAA --- following the mind (nos) of the one composed of air and light (Ouranos);
possible origin of Noah
AAR RAA MAN --- right hand (man) of Ouranos; possible origin of Armenians and Armenia
POL LOP, PLO OLP, LPO OPL --- fortified dwellings
POL fortified dwelling; ancient Greek polis for town, fortified dwelling, capital, German Bollwerk
English bulwark
LOP --- hedge or wall around a dwelling; ancient Greek lopos for rind, shell, husk, French
enveloper English envelope, to envelop
PLO --- walls made in the wattle and daub technique; ancient Greek plokos for texture, wickerwork,
tissue, fabric
OLP --- wealth and power concentrated in a fortified dwelling; ancient Greek olbos for luck,
blessing, salvation, wealth, power
LPO --- the labyrinth of tents and huts, and of the ways and lanes in between them; ancient Greek
labyrinthos
OPL ---protectors of a fortified dwelling; ancient Greek hoplitaes for soldier
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POL PLO --- fortified dwelling (pol) walls made in the wattle and daub technique (plo); Old Latin
poplo Latin populus Italian popolo French peuple English people, also Latin populus (long o)
French peuplier English poplar tree German Pappel, since poplar upshots and twigs were used for
posts while more flexible willow twigs were used for the horizontal interlacing (whities) in the
wattle and daub technique of building walls
POL DOK --- fortified dwelling (pol) made of poles (dok), woodhenges of Middle Europe from 7
000 BP onward; (poldok polk) folc folk Volk
POL LAD --- fortified dwelling (pol) hill (lad); may be the origin of the Roman Palatin
POL LAS --- fortified dwelling (pol) mountain (las); may be the origin of Pallas, Pallas Athene
CO OC LOP --- gathering information (co, origin of Latin con- com-) provided by the guards who
watch out (oc) over the wall (lop); origin of Cyclops, symbol of a well guarded polis, consider the
round proto-towns of central Eurasia. The cyclopes in Homer’s Odyssey, one-eyed giants living on
mountains, symbolize Anatolian strongholds, the best known Cyclops Polyphem being a symbol of
Troy (Odysseus’s travels are dreams that bring him back to Troy, again and again, however, to a
Troy in disguise and blended with other places and periods of time). CO OC LOP would also be the
origin of ancient Greek kyklos for circle, ring, eye, ring wall, city wall, while the rump form co ol-- may account for Proto-Indo-European *kwel ‘turn’
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CO OC NOS --- gathering information (co) watching out (oc) in the mind (nos); possible origin of
Latin cognosco, while ancient Greek gnosis may come from the rump form -- -c nos
CO OC --- to look (oc) with an active mind (co); might survive in German guck for look!
OC CO --- looking (oc) reasoning (co); might be the origin of ancient Greek ego (with omega),
Latin ego, while the common form of saying I would have been the very ancient humming Mm (in
Australia open Nn) marking presence, surviving in French moi and English me
AD TOR OC CO --- toward (ad) bull in motion (tor) eye (oc) mind, reason (co), a compound used
for a bull fighter facing the dangerous animal with an attentive mind, later used for the Minoan bull
leapers, and metaphorically for any situation where someone is meeting fate or coping with a
dreadful challenge; Mycenaean atoroqo Greek anthropos for human being, also for woman and
slave (there were also female bull leapers, and the word may have been used for the Cretans in
general, many of whom served as slaves in later times, when Crete had been taken over by the
Mycenaeans). The word may also be present in Greek anaer andros, consider the first line of
Homer’s Odyssey: ‘Andra moi ennepe, Mousa, polytropon, whose mala polla’ – the first word
denotes the hero who will face terrible challenges, mala polla, many bad things, but in the center of
the line we find polytropon, he who traveled widely, but also well versed (Douglas G. Kilday), so
the very first line of the epic gives us the briefest possible summary: a hero facing awful challenges,
but he will survive …
DhAG GADh, AGDh DhGA, ADhG GDhA --- good
DhAG --- able; the supreme Celtic god was called Dagda, the good god in the sense of the able god
GADh --- good; English good German gut, also English god German Gott
AGDh --- noble; ancient Greek agathos for good, noble, brave, valiant, apt, fit
DhGA --- honorable; ancient Greek doxa for reputation, honor, fame, splendor, glory, majesty
ADhG --- of integrity; ancient Greek aethicos English ethics ethical (good in the moral sense)
GDhA --- joyous; ancient Greek gathosynae for joy
DhAG would also survive in dog, the first domesticated animal, an able companion when it came to
hunting and guarding the camp, also in fox, consider the foxes on a pair of central pillars at Göbekli
Tepe, probably in their role of guiding the soul of a worthy deceased through the labyrinth of the
Underworld and back to light, also in German Dachs for badger and in English dachshund. The
followers of Zarathustra believe that dogs can tell whether someone really died, or whether the soul
lingers on. In ancient Egypt the canid Anubis was the god of mummification, also he playing a role
in the journey of the soul through the dark back to light …
ONE ENO, NOE EON, NEO OEN --- raft, shore, swim
ONE --- a raft on a river bank or shore, where it gets loaded and unloaded; Latin onero for I load,
fill
ENO --- a raft on a river or the sea; Latin eno for I leave the shore
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EON --- the river bank is near, also land in sight; ancient Greek aeion for shore, coast, river bank
NOE --- no landing place in sight, also no land in sight; Latin noemus for nullus, nothing
NEO --- to swim; ancient Greek neo for I swim
OEN --- being alone on the water; Old Latin oenus for unus, the only one, alone
BRI EON --- fertile (bri) shore (eon; possible origin of Britanny and Britain, bri-t-eon Briton,
analogous to BRI GNE --- fertile (bri) nine days of the full moon (gne), paralleling the womb of a
pregnant woman with the form of the full moon, and the nine days with the nine months of a
pregnancy, a word combination surviving in the female given name Britney. The second explanation
of Britney would be BRI GNY --- fertile (bri) with a child (gny)
AC EON NOS --- mind (nos) of the shore (eon) land (ac); origin of Okeanos, whose stream
encircled the world, surviving in ocean
AC CA --- earth (ac) sky (ca); smoke of a sacrificial fire ascending to the sky, imploring rain, and
rain falling down on earth, irrigating fields and meadows, filling river beds, perhaps the original
name of Göbekli Tepe, written as a lying H

identical with the Syrian province called aqa by the Egyptians? –, Latin aqua for water, akka for the
Indo-European earth goddess (Pokorny)
AD DA --- earth (ac) sky (ca) toward (ad) away from (da); Latin aqua English water, perhaps also
the river Addua / Adda in Italy, flowing toward (ad) the confluence with the river Padus / Po
between Piacenza and Cremona, coming from (da) Lake Como, perhaps also German Aue for a low
meadow land run through by brooks, creeks and rivers (acca awa aua aue), in Switzerland we have
many small rivers called Aa (adda awa aa), Avestan udaka for water may combine adda and acca,
ancient Greek hydor may ultimately come from adda, while a rump form may account for *da
‘flow’ (if so, the original meaning of *da would have been: coming from, having a source)
AS SA --- upward (as) downward (sa); vapor ascending to the sky and falling down as rain; German
Wasser for water, Latin sudor for sweat and any sort of humidity may be a polished rump form of
assa adda
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SA AS --- downward (sa) upward (as) might have become Latin sax for rock, and might survive in
the original form in the village name of Saas Grund (in the valley) and Saas Fee (above, on a steep
mountain slope) in the Swiss Alps
AC CA AS --- land (ac) sky (ca) in upward direction (as), a figurative compound naming the sun
horse (of Lascaux) traversing the Underworld, then rising to the sky (horses of the Greek sun god
Helios), in later times Kurgan horses taking the soul of a dead hero to his heavenly abode; *ekwos
Latin equus Mycenaean i-qo Tarantine ikkos ancient Greek hippos for horse
AC CA EON --- land (ac) sky (ca) shore (eon); may have become Acheron, the stream that encircles
the world in the lower realms, dividing the living from the dead. Acheron would then have been an
equivalent of the stream of Oceanos, horizon of horizons, behind and beyond which the sky begins
PAD AD DA, PAS TON --- activity of feet (pad) going toward (ad) coming from (da), everywhere
in a plain (pas) sound (ton), he who follows rivers, getting everywhere and making himself heard;
Doric Poteidas ‘Lord of the Water’ (Michael Janda) Greek Poseidaon Poseidon, originally the god
of rivers, also the creator of the horse and shaker of the earth
PAC AS --- horse (pac, originally the horse that was hunted and killed) upward (as); ancient Greek
Pegasos, the winged horse created by Poseidon from Medusa’s blood, while the inverse form AS
PAC may have become Old Indic as’vah for horse
SA AAR RAA AS --- downward (sa) air (aar) light (raa) upward (as), a long figurative compound
naming the Milky Way, realm of air and light, moving downward and upward in the night sky,
heavenly abode of worthy rulers; Vedic saras for pond, waters, also heavenly river, Milky Way,
heavenly abode of worthy souls (Michael Witzel, Michael Janda)
SA AAR RAA AS, PAD --- she who walks along (pad) the Milky Way (sa aar raa as); Old Indic
Sarasvati, goddess of the Milky Way, following the heavenly river, abode of worthy souls, while
Poseidon follows the rivers on earth, realm of the living
SA PAD AAR --- downward (sa) go (pad) air (aar), what goes down from the air, namely rain;
Vedic Savitar, husband of Sarisvati
CA LAB --- sky (ca) cols (lab), winter sun horse, descending horses at the rear end of the axial
gallery of Lascaux; to gallop, perhaps also German Klepper for an old and tired horse
CA BEL --- sky (ca) warm (bel), spring sun horse, the lovely m “Chinese” horses in the axial
gallery of Lascaux; (cabel abel) abelios afelios ancient Greek haelios helios for sun, (cabel cael
sael) Latin sol for sun, (cabel cael sael sulya) Vedic surya for sun, (cabel cael sael) Vedic Saule for
the goddess of the sun
CA BAL --- sky (ca) hot (bal), summer sun horse, red horse of the midsummer morning in the
rotunda of Lascaux; Latin caballus Spanish caballo French cheval for horse
CA ISA --- sky (ca) restored (isa, a word belonging to the important permutation group of sai for
life, existence), dawn; European goddess of the Dawn *H2ausos (Michael Janda) who became
Greek Eos
CA ISA CA BAL --- full name of the red sun horse of midsummer in the rotunda of Lascaux:
restoring the sky by rising, making it bright again
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CA BEL IAS --- the spring sun horse reviving nature; abelios afelios haelios helios, sol, surya,
Saule (as explained above)
SPA GADH --- height (spa) good (gadh), a figurative compound denoting mediations between earth
and sky, humans and deities, especially imploring rain. privilege, duty and responsibility of a
shaman, for example at Göbekli Tepe, and if he or she was successful, clouds appeared, promising
rain, ‘height good’; ancient Greek sphoggos Attic spoggos for a mushroom growing on a tree,
wherefrom English sponge, Latin fungus for mushroom, perhaps named for clouds that may have
been seen as a sort of very light and large sponges filled with water (the head of the goddess akka at
Göbekli Tepe, whose macrolabiae suggest amniotic fluids, colloquial waters, probably a symbol of
rain with the early farmers at the base of the Karacadag east of Göbekli Tepe, has a peculiar hairdo
reminding of both a mushroom and rain cloud), also Latin fungere fungo and English function
(originally a shaman’s function of mediating between humans and deities, earth and sky)
REO GEN --- to flow, river (reo) three days or nights of the young moon (gen), later used for
anything that comes into being (genesis), rain as origin of rivers; German Regen for rain
KA in the hypothetical language of the dwellers of the Blombos cave, South Africa, Middle Stone
Age, 75 000 BP, would have meant: sky, beyond, what is out of the human reach, also within rock
(animals come forth from and disappear into rock, both in the rock art of southern Africa and in the
European cave art), within a well, and deep inside ourselves, accessible to a shaman in a trance. KA
would have been the origin of CA for sky and KAL for the Underworld. KAL survives in many
forms, in ancient Greek kallos for beautiful, in chalkos for copper mined from the ground, in Helen,
a goddess of Dawn (Michael Janda), hence appearing from the Underworld (once the sun horse
leaving the earth), in Homer’s Odyssey a symbol of tin, in the Bronze Age a precious metal that
came from the Ore Mountains between Saxony and Bohemia, and from Central Asia, in both cases
bound to pass Troy, where the dwellers of Ilium laid hands on it ... Helen of the white arms is a
symbol of tin, perhaps of tin ingots in the shape of arms, her glittering robes she made herself are a
symbol of the glittering tin ore cassiterite, her thread is a symbol of tin wire, by then cut out of
hammered sheets; her husband xanthos Menelaos is a symbol of copper, the color xanthos covering
all shades of copper ore, yellow, brown, red; their daughter lovely Hermione who resembled golden
Aphrodite is a symbol of bronze, of a golden shine when freshly cast. Menelaos had a slave-woman
for a mistress, who symbolizes aurichalcit, a mineral mined in the Troas, a natural alloy of copper
and tin, tin in enslaved form, so to say; their son, strong late come Megapenthes, is a symbol of
brass, having arrived late in the family of metals and being a stronger alloy than bronze. The
Hellenes must have been miners in the origin, and the Celts, called Galli by Caesar, were miners,
their names going back to KAL. Also my ancestors the Helvetii must have been miners. – What was
the old word for miner? I propose a compound:
DAP ARG --- activity of hand (dap) walls and ceiling of a decorated cave, shining up in the light of
a lamp (arg) first used for paintings in a cave such as Lascaux, then also for natural ‘decorations’,
namely veins and streaks and loads of precious materials such as crystals, copper, cassiterite, silver
and gold (the latter words perhaps also derivatives of kal), the compound would then have meant:
he who touches and works on those materials, miner; German Zwerg English dwarf – the seven
dwarfs in the fairy tale of Snow White are miners, while the beautiful girl would have been a
symbol of tin (like Helen in Greece), the jealous queen a symbol of copper, the most precious
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material for five millennia, and the poisoned apple a symbol of arsenic also used in hardening
copper. ARG for the walls and ceiling of a cave shining up in the light of a lamp would also be
present in *arg-gros ancient Greek argos for shining white, and in Latin argentum for silver. GRA
for a painted cave may later have been used for a cave holding precious materials and might
perhaps account for ancient Greek chrysos ‘gold’. GAR for an opening in rock may survive in
Charon who led human souls into the realm of shadows. KAL, originally a beautiful place, turned
into a hell German Hölle with the labor of mining, and with the wars the precious metals caused
(Helen/tin as cause of the Trojan War).
PIR EN --- fire (pir) within (en), oven; English burn, German brennen, Persian birinj for copper
PIR ONS --- fire (pir) benefit coming from opinions that are based on reality (ons), a benefit
coming from experiments with fire in ovens and various minerals; Venetian bronza for burning
coals (providing heat in a furnace), English bronze German Bronze
CAP PIR --- to capture, keep (cap, originally hunting horses) fire (pir), keeping fire in an oven,
allowing to melt copper; Latin cuprum for copper, Cyprus the copper island, English copper
German Kupfer
Latin aes for money, copper, bronze may go back to AIS for fate, as the possession or absence of
money can decide one’s fate, while pecunia refers to a Roman ingot decorated with a cow, the older
word may have been PAC for a horse, which was then transferred to cattle, surviving in Italian
vacca for cow.
BAL OMD --- hot (bal) multitude (omd), a multitude of small ovens; (balomd) *bolumdos
*bolumbdos Old Latin plumbom Latin plumbum for lead, molten in many small ovens at an ancient
Greek site, (balomd b-lo-) German Blei, (balomd ba-d) Serbian vodit, (balomd ba-d blad) Serbian
vladiti for lead, (balomd –lomd) West Germanic *loudhom Old Friesic lad Middle Dutch loot Old
Irish luaide English lead, German Lot for weight, plummet
PAD for the activity of feet and comparative PAS for everywhere in a plain may each have a lateral
association:
PID --- hollow in the ground wherein water rests or moves, then also used for other liquids and
materials, and for other hollows; ancient Greek pithos for barrel, English pit, puddle, river bed, bed
in general, vat, German Bütte and Bottich, English pot, maybe also bowl as a softened version of
pot, French bidon for a container of liquids, also vide for empty, English void (an empty vessel
giving rise to the concept of emptiness), also Fud for vulva, an old German word
PIS --- water in motion, bodies moving in water, movement caused by water; ancient Greek pisos
for a low meadow land run through by brooks, creeks, rivers and streams (German Aue, famous the
Aue of the river Danube near Vienna), perhaps Pisa on the former mouthing of the river Arno, Latin
pisces for fish (perhaps from pis kos, bodies moving in the watery cosmos), French piscine for
swimming pool, English piss German Pisse pissen, also used for rain, Swiss Bisi for the pee of a
child. A nasal infix yields pnis penis (more later). A labial inflix yield plis, wherefrom Latin flux for
flow, fluvius for river, German fliessen for to flow, Fluss for river, Floss for raft, Latin pluvius for
rain and French pleuver for to rain. Also Latin pulsare English pulse. If fleece German Vlies and
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pelt German Pelz come from pis, the hairs are equated with flowing water (an observation made by
Leonardo da Vinci).
PIS and derivatives are present in many river names: Pisaurus and Sapis in Umbria, Pisoraca
Pisuerga in northern Spain, Vulpis above Niceae Nice, Plavis Piave mouthing into the laguna of
Venice, Danuvius Danube, Dra(v)us Drava and Savus Sava in Illyria, Telavius in Dalmatia, Albis
Elbe and Visurgis Weser in Germany, Vistula Wista in Poland, Vézère in the Guyenne, Dubius
Doubs in Burgundy and in the Swiss Jura. Candidates in the greater Greek area: Kephisos Oropos
Europos Messapos Asopos Apsos Aipheios Enipeus Bias Beuos. Rivers in Switzerland: Vispa
Rabiusa Illfis La Vièze. The French name for the medieval water channels in the Valais in
southwestern Switzerland, hewn into rock and carved from tree trunks (once a total length of 20,000
kilometers) is bisse plural bisses pronounced pis by the locals. The compound PIS ARG for shining
river may survive in Pisaurus and Pisoraca Pisuerga, as rump form in Isaurus and Isara Isar Isère
Oise. The compound SAP PIS may have denoted the seven rivers that spring from the Pitinum
Pisaurense and the adjacent Pitinum Mergens in Umbria: 1) Arnus Arno, 2) Vitis, 3) Sapis, 4) the
river mouthing at Ariminium, 5) Pisaurus, 6) the long side arm of Metaurus, 7) Metaurus; if so, the
river name Sapis would be the last reminder of this union of seven springs, perhaps in the
possession of a Neolithic Umbrian mountain tribe. The compound PIS TOR for water in motion
(pis) and the way a bull moves (tor) may refer to churning water grinding stone to sand and sand to
mud, wherefrom Latin pistor for miller, baker, and the Etruscan village of Pistoriae ‘Millersburg’ or
‘Bakerville’ on the trading route of cereals from Felsina Bologna to the Etruscan territory. In the
Swiss Alps we have several so-called glacier mills, deep holes in rock, carved by ever revolving
stones driven by water … The compound PIS TYR NOS for the mind (nos) of the one who
overcomes in the double sense of rule and give (tyr) and is present in moving water (pis) may
denote the river god of the lower Danuvius Danube and survive in ancient Greek Istros and in Latin
Hister and Ister for the lower Danube. The compound PIS NOS for water in motion (pis) and mind
(nos) may survive in the principal Hindu god Vishnu the Preserver who descended from heaven,
whose main incarnation is the love god Krishna, who provides a good harvest, and who brings the
life-giving rain, makes the monsoon arrive and thus preserves the vegetation, life in northwest India
in general. Polished forms of the same compound may account for Sanskrit vanah meaning sexual
desire, for Sanskrit pasas Greek peos Latin penis, and for Latin Venus, once the Roman goddess of
gardens and spring, later identified with the sea-born Greek love goddess Aphrodite. The compound
PIS AC CA for water moving (pis) between earth (ac) and sky (ca) may have become ancient Greek
paegae for spring, origin, downpour, stream, water. Thales of Miletus who allegedly believed water
being the origin of everything …
PpAL LAPp, PpLA ALPp, LPpA APpL --- rock and light
PpAL --- rock, stone; ancient Greek pella for stone (Mallory and Adams 2006), Etruscan Felsina for
Bonona Bologna, German Fels for rock (emphatic p replaced by final s)
LAPp --- shining stone, also stone lamps (in use from 18 000 BP onward, normally a concave piece
of limestone, but also the wonderful lamp in the shape of a spoon from Lascaux, finely carved from
sandstone, marked with open chevrons); Latin lapis for stone, marble, gem, pearl, tessera, PIE *lap
for shine, ancient Greek lampos for torch, lamp, light, sun (emphatic p replaced by additional m),
English lamp German Lampe
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PpLA --- flat land, large and wide; ancient Greek platus for flat, large, wide, English flat German
platt and flach
ALPp --- snow capped mountains, shining mountain top; ancient Greek alpeis English Alps German
Alpen, Celtic alp for a high mountain
LPpA --- dark silhouette of a mountain range, especially in the east, where the sun will rise; ancient
Greek lepas for bare rock, mountain
APpL --- sun rising over the eastern mountain (range), first rays darting; personified in the sun god
archer Phoibos Apollon, Shining Apollon, Etruscan Aplu
ALP LPA --- high mountain, snow capped (alp) dark eastern mountain range wherefrom the sun
rises (lpa). The contracted form alpa may account for alpha, the first letter of the alphabet. Canaitic
alp means ox, North Semitic eleph means again ox, hence alpha, and the sign for this phoneme was
the head of an ox, still visible in the uppercase alpha Α (turn it around, the triangle stands for the
head while the legs become a pair of horns), and in the lowercase alpha α (head from the side with
a rudimentary pair of horns from above). The first letter of the alphabet was named for an ox. How
come? does this convey the value of oxen for the early farmers? There might also be a second
reason suggested by the above compound, a reason rooted in a very ancient myth traces of which
may have survived in ancient Egypt. Hathor, alter ego of the sky goddess Nut, assumed the shape of
a cow and resided in the Western Mountain of Thebes, which, seen from Karnak/Luxor, somewhat
resembles a lying cow, with the peak el-Qoru ‘horn’ evoking a cow’s horn. A double peak of the Ida
mountain range seen from Phaistos in southern central Crete reminds of the head and horns of a bull
– the Cretan Zeus who was worshipped in a cave of the Ida mountain and could assume the shape of
a bull? We may imagine that someone, a long time ago, saw the sun rise from an eastern mountain
in the shape of a cow or a bull, and exclaimed: ‘My, it looks as if the sun rises from the horns of the
mountain cow, of the mountain bull …’, and this visual metaphor would have survived in the solar
disk between the horns of the Hathor cow and of the sacred Apis bull of ancient Egypt, also, in
abstract form, in the hieroglyphs for east and for horizon.
The last letter of the Greek alphabet is omega. The uppercase omega Ω resembles the sun (round
form) rising above the horizon (broken line), while the lowercase omega ω shows a rudimentary
round form in a pair of arcs and resembles the upper part of the Egyptian hieroglyph for east,
evoking the solar disk between a pair of horns. The Egyptian day had twelve hours, the Egyptian
night had again twelve hours. A whole day had 24 hours. The letters of the early Ionic alphabet
represented not only phonemes but also the numbers 1 till 24: alpha 1, beta 2, gamma 3 … chi 22
psi 23 omega 24. If these numbers refer to the hours of the day, and if the first letter alpha denotes
an eastern mountain (range) in the shape of a cow or a bull, wherefrom the sun rises in the morning,
the last letter omega represents again morning, the sun rising from the eastern horizon, from a
mountain in the shape of a cow or a bull, so that the whole alphabet forms kind of a loop, evoking
the cosmic snake biting her tail, thus creating a world in space and time … Now letters allow to
describe this world, and to weave the ambrosian veil, immortal veil, divine veil of Ino Leukotheae,
daughter of Kadmos, a veil allowing Odysseus to go on his time travel to an early Troy symbolized
in pleasant Scherie (Eberhard Zangger). How can we go on a time travel? by reading, owing to
literature composed of letters ...
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A Vision of the Paleolithic Sky
J.P.Mallory and D.Q.Adams, in: The Oxford Introduction to Proto-Indo-European and the ProtoIndo-European World, Oxford 2006, page 131, make this (it seems to me) rather melancholy
comment: “…whatever the Proto-Indo-European view of the heavens was, it seems largely beyond
recovery.” Not necessarily. Here is my vision of the Paleolithic sky in the light of Magdalenian,
from January and February 2008.
KAL was the Underworld, LAK was the river of the Underworld, and CA LAK was its heavenly
counterpart, which later became our Milky Way, galaktikos kyklos, galaxy. Three goddesses ruled
the river of the Underworld and its heavenly counterpart:
The goddess of the Underworld was KAL GID SAI or KAL GID pSAI for Underworld (kal) give
and take (gid) life (sai psai) -- the goddess of giving life and taking life (Marie E.P. König on the
whoolly rhinoceros in the pit of Lascaux). SAI for life had an alternative form in pSAI, imitating a
shaman chewing medicinal herbs and spitting them on the skin, or a painter shaman chewing colors
and spitting them on the cave wall, thus giving life to the animals (a method reconstructed and very
convincingly demonstrated by Michel Lorblanchet). A polished form of KAL GID pSAI, namely
kal -i- psai, led to Kalypso English Calypso, Homer’s awe inspiring goddess who lives in a spacious
cave, where a big fire burns, she sings with a beautiful voice and weaves her cloth, which may well
be the web of life … Her emanation in the sky was the fire woman PIR GYN who survived in Old
Norse Fjorgyn, mother of the thunder god Thor, also in Lithuanian Perkunas, a genitive meaning
(son) of the fire woman (in the sky). The fire woman appeared in flashes, her son followed in
rolling thunder … The fire woman was also known as PIR SAI for fire (pir) life (sai) - survival in
the Ice Age depended on fire. PIR SAI was present in our constellation of Perseus, whose name was
an overforming of the very ancient compound. Yet another name of the goddess was fire giver, PIR
GID.
The goddess of the Underworld had a sister in CER -; I -: for divine hind or divine hind woman
(cer) lip lick (-: i -:). She licked moon bulls into life, thus creating time, periods of 30 29 30 29 30
…days

Her name survives in English herd German Herde. Her constellation was ORE EON for beautiful
(ore) shore (eon), or perhaps OER EON for woman (oer) shore (eon), meaning either the
constellation on the beautiful bank of the heavenly river, or woman on the bank of the heavenly
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river. This name was later overformed and became our winter constellation of Orion representing a
hunter. Her sides were at the same time the horns and fronts of the opposing ibices representing
Midwinter (Marie E.P. König). The moon bulls waiting to go on their mission were present in
Aldebaran in our constellation of Taurus the Bull. An alternative name of the goddess was the fur
giver BIR GID. Worthy shamanesses found their heavenly abode in Betelgeuse, alpha Orionis.
Worthy shamans found their heavenly abode in Procyon, alpha Canis Minoris, across the heavenly
river from Betelgeuse in Orion. And the souls of future shamans waiting to go on their mission on
earth had their place in SAI CER IAS or pSAI CER IAS for life (sai psai) shaman and shamaness
(cer) healing, restoring (ias), rump forms of which, sai --r ias / s-i --r ias, became Greek Seirios and
Latin Sirius, while pSAI CER became Greek psychae English psyche – shamans and shamanesses
were not only healers of the body but also of the soul. CER IAS was the name for the minor stars
below Sirius, which had been seen as berries, used by shamans and shamanesses for healing
purposes, and for making berry wine; the name survived and survives in Greek kerasion Latin
cerasum French cerise German Kirsche English cherry … The heavenly river flows from CER -: I -:
across the sky toward CER KOS for divine stag (cer) heavenly vault (kos), namely the divine stag
who protects the sun horse and moon bull, especially when entering and leaving the Underworld.
His giant antlers made the sky unfold in the beginning, and, by visual analogy, they were seen in the
oak tree, wherefrom Latin quercus for oak tree, Gaulish erkos for oak forest. Deciduous trees were
rare in the Ice Age, but some survived in protected areas of the Franco-Cantabrian space, and the
oak may well have been a sacred tree of the shamans. CER KOS was present in our summer
constellations of Sagittarius and Scorpio.
The two goddesses mentioned above had a sister high in the summer sky, namely PIS NOS for
water in motion (pis) mind (nos), a personification of the heavenly river, present in our Summer
Triangle Deneb, alpha Cygni, Vega, alpha Lyrae, Atair, alpha Aquilae. Her name survives in the
love goddess Venus, also in Sanskrit vanas for desire. She gave birth to a worthy ruler, allowing him
a second life in the sky. Her alternative name was PIS GYN, water woman, referring to the
heavenly river, to amniotic water, and to rain falling from the sky. This name survives in the word
vagina. Another alternative name of the goddess was fertility giver, BRI GID.
The three goddesses are shown in the Paleolithic relief in the abri Bourdois near Angles-surl’Anglin, Dep. Vienne, France
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(drawing Marie E.P. König), on the left side PIS NOS Venus, alternative names PIS GYN and BRI
GID, in the middle KAL GID SAI or KAL GID pSAI in her heavenly emanation of PIR GYN or
PIR SAI or PIR GID, and on the right side CER -: I -: or BIR GID or ORE EON / OER EON with
an hourglass figure, under her a bull, heading for the right side … The common name AD DA MAY
TYR for the triple goddess will be explained later.
When the supreme ruler, born again by the goddess in the sky, wandered along the heavenly river,
he came to a big hill standing in a narrow passage of the river, and inside this hill he found a
beautiful cave, walls and ceilings covered with splendid paintings that evoke sweet memories of his
former life on earth … The hill was called CA PpAL for heavenly (ca) rock (ppal), and the word for
the paintings was ARG. These names were later overformed by Capella (once in the Milky Way, if I
interpret my astronomical tables correctly) and Auriga.
Leaving the heavenly river, the supreme ruler found himself in a wilderness. He encountered a cave
lion )EI or LEI, present in the bright star Regulus, alpha Leonis, while he himself is present in
Denebola, beta Leonis. He survived the attack of the lion. Then he encountered a giant cave bear
ARC, present in our Big Dipper, part of Ursa Major. He slays the beast and thus becomes ARC
TYR for cave bear (arc) he who overcomes (tyr), then he fills a cranium with bear blood and raises
it for a sacrifice. The bear slayer can be seen in our constellation of Bootes. 30,000 years ago, the
bright star Arcturus marked the head of Bootes, confronting the Big Dipper seen as bear. ARC TYR
survives in Arcturus, also in the dragon slayer Arthur (bones and skulls of cave bears had been
confounded with dragons). The cranium filled with bear blood is present in our constellation of
Corona Borealis, its ancient name was CRA ) which survived in English grail German Gral.
A pack of wolves witnessed the deeds of our hero. Fearing his power, they fled toward the
Underworld. Their leader is present in Spica, alpha Virginis, while the other wolves are present in
the other stars of this constellation. Canides were seen as creatures of the Netherworld. Wolves were
helpers of the goddess of KAL GID SAI or KAL GID pSAI in her role as taker of life, while foxes
guided worthy souls through the labyrinth of the Underworld back to daylight and then to their
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heavenly abode (foxes on the central pillars of two temples at Göbekli Tepe). The words for wolf
and fox have two origins: 1) DhAG NOS for able (dhag) mind (nos), the able minded one, Prhygian
daos for wolf, DhAG alone survived in many forms, for example in Latin dux for leader, in the
supreme Celtic God Dagda for good god in the sense of able god, also in English fox and German
Dachs; 2) KAL for the Underworld, kal kal, kel kel, kwel kwel, …, wolf, German Welpe English
whelp, German bellen for to bark. KYN for dog, lateral association to GYN for woman, testifies to
women adopting wolf puppies a dozen millennia ago.
Our hero, having survived the lion and bear, and having made the pack of wolves flee him, is now
called DA PAD for away from (da) acitivity of feet (pad), a name that survives in our male given
name of David. David in the Bible was delivered from the paw of the lion, from the paw of the bear,
and from the hand of Goliath …
Returning to the heavenly river, our hero, born again in the heavens, can be seen again in our star
Castor, alpha Gemini, originally KOS TYR for heavenly vault (kos) he who overcomes (tyr),
founding a camp on the heavenly river, visible in Pollux, beta Gemini, originally POL LIC for a
fortified settlement (pol) light (lic), a camp lit by fire on the bank of the heavenly river …
The river of the Underworld LAK and its heavenly counterpart CA LAK were the zone of the triple
goddess whose name was AD DA MAI TYR for river (ad da, figurative), flowing toward (ad)
coming from (da) female zone (mai) she who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give (tyr).
A polished form of her name, -- da ma- tyr, became Daemaetaer Demeter. The heavenly river,
dissolving, became rain, and the rain drops turned into a shower of grains, beautifully depicted on
the gold signet ring from Tiryns

The banks of the heavenly river were called E)I SIA for to rest, and thank for having been spared
(eli, with a cklicking L) healing, restoring (sia), a name which became Elysium, Elysian Fields,
Elysian river plain …
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The goddess of the Summer Triangle became Zeus, Aquila his eagle. The goddess of Orion became
Poseidon, and while she licked moon bulls into life, he created the horse Pegasus. The goddess of
the Underworld became Pluto, his animal being the hellhound Kerberos. In India, Brahman is
present in the Summer Triangle: Deneb his head, Atair his feet, Vega his right hand playing the
Lyra, thus creating the world. He is also present in Orion, rising his right arm (Alhena his right
elbow, Castor and Pollux his right arm). His name BRA MAN means right arm (bra) right hand
(man). Vishnu the Preserver is also present in the Summer Triangle, his name being a derivation of
PIS NOS. The same compound survives in Sanskrit pasas Greek peos Latin penis (while pis gyn
became vagina). Vishnu’s main emanation is the love god Krishna, Vishnu descended from the sky,
he brings the life giving rain, makes the monsoon arrive, then retires to a cave and sleeps on a huge
serpent, which may well be the river of the Underworld, the more so as one of his lovers is the
goddess Lakshmi, preserving hypothetical LAK for the river of the Underworld. Shiva the
Destroyer would be present in the Underworld, which turned from a beautiful place into hell with
the labor of mining. One of his lovers is Kali, a relatively young goddess, while kala for black and
kala for death are ancient words. All three principal gods are present in the Summer Triangle:
Vishnu in Deneb, Brahma in Vega, Shiva in Atair. The main sculpture at Elephanta in the state of
Bombay shows Shiva as triple god: a relief of a profile looking toward the left side shows him as
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Destroyer; a majestic head facing the viewer shows him as Creator; a relief of a profile looking
toward the right side shows him as Preserver. Now the latter is a woman, revealing the female
origin of the triple deity. In the Rig Veda, Brahman, Vishnu and Shiva are minor gods, while the
main gods are Indra, Agni, and Soma (Mallory and Adams). Indra with his club might have been
present in Orion, Agni in Perseus (heavenly emanation of the deity of the Underworld), and Soma in
the Summer Triangle. Krishna, an avatar of Vishnu, created the cow herd girls. In this aspect he
comes from the divine hind CER -: I -: who licked moon bulls into life. His name means black one.
Consider PIE *ker ‘burn’ – flames leaves black ashes. In this aspect Krishna goes back to the divine
stag CER KOS who guarded the fiery entrance to and exit from the Underworld, passed by the sun
horse in the evening and morning respectively.
The Genesis in the light of Magdalenian

God created the world in six days – not at once, but step by step, which is the hallmark of evolution.
“And the spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters” – the spirit of God was CA NOS
meaning sky (ca) mind (nos), Greek Chaos; God was ShA CA meaning ruler (sha) sky (ca), Hebrew
Jahwe; and the face of the waters was AC EON NOS meaning earth (ac) shore (eon) mind (nos),
Greek Okeanos English ocean. The paradise was AC CA meaning earth (ac) sky (ca), where earth
and sky are meeting, perhaps the original name of Göbekli Tepe, preserved in the name of the
Syrian province of aqa mentioned by the ancient Egyptians, also remembered in the Indo-European
earth goddess akka (Pokorny). Göbekli Tepe, 11 600 – 9 500 BP, was the center of a wide area, by
then a paradise of lush meadows and groves and game galore, heading for the cool Anatolian hills in
spring, returning to the warm Syrian plains in fall. AC CA was written as a lying H, the lower
horizontal bar representing earth (ac), the upper horizontal bar representing the sky (ca), the slim
vertical bar representing exchanges between the two, prayers and the smoke of sacrificial fires
imploring rain rising to the sky, and rain falling down on earth, irrigating the fields and filling the
river beds (prayers and rising smoke and falling rain represented by ascending and descending
snakes). Agriculture started 10,000 years ago at the base of the Karacadag near Göbekli Tepe. Rain
was important for the early farmers, and so AC CA turned into aca (guttural stop), ada (dental stop)
awa (labial stop), giving raise to Latin aqua meaning water, to Adam, Hebrew ‘adama, English aker
acre German Acker, and to Eve, Hebrew Hawwa, mother of all living beings. Consider also that
Eden was associated with Gosen, Haran, and Rezeph in 2 Kings 19,12 – Haran is just to the south of
Göbekli Tepe.
Noah would have been a ruler of Göbekli Tepe, his name would have been NOS AAR RAA
meaning mind (nos) air (aar) light (raa), he who follows the mind of the one composed of air and
light, namely AAR RAA NOS who became Greek Ouranos. A long drought would have been
followed by fourty days and nights of rain. Noah and his people would have fled to Armenia – from
AAR RAA MAN meaning air (aar) light (raa) right hand (man), he who carries out the will of the
one composed of air and light with his right hand …
Abram Abraham would symbolize the subsequent civilizations of the fertile crescent, Ur in Sumer,
Haran in Upper Mesopotamia, Beersheba in Judah, and Ancient Egypt ruled by Ra as descendant of
AAR RAA NOS. The name Abram would come from ABA BRA meaning father (aba) right arm
(bra), he who carries out the will of the heavenly father with his right arm … GhI ShA AC Isaac,
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ShA AC Ja’aqob Jacob whose byname was AS RAA ) or AS RAA L, and ShA SAP Joseph would
symbolize the Chalcolithic culture of Beersheba that reached as far as the Jezrel valley with
Maggiddo in the North, Ghassoul in the East, and the Sinai in the South.
The most complete name of the ancient god might perhaps have been ShA PAD TYR AS CA
meaning ruler (sha) who goes ahead and leads the way (pad) and overcomes in the double sense of
rule and give (tyr) up above (as) in the sky (ca). Abbreviated forms of this hypothetical name yield
ShA PAD TYR Jupiter, PAD TYR pater, TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus, and ShA (…) CA Jahwe, rider of
clouds, came from Mount Seir in the Negev, about seventy kilometers south of Beersheba. TYR CA
might account for Turc Turkish. The bulls accompanying the supreme Anatolian weather god were
Serri and Hurri, whose names are further possible derivatives of TYR.
Calendars (for the mathematically interested)
Lunisolar calendar of Göbekli Tepe: a year has 12 months of 30 days, plus 5 and occasionally 6
days, while 63 continuous periods of 30 days yield 1,890 days and correspond to 64 lunations
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The begin of the calendar walk was marked by a stone phallus. The calendar walk forms two loops,
while the additional days at the end of the year are represented as space between the pair of central
pillars. The calendar walk is at the same time a representation of the life of a supreme leader: the
first pillars mark youth, the central pillars his appointment as ruler and supreme ruler, the following
pillars his adult life, the final space between the pillars his death, the leaping foxes on the central
pillars the guides of his soul through the Underworld back to daylight … A charming Celtic coin
shows the sun horse on the early morning of the summer solstice, under it the snout of a fox peeping
out of a hole in the ground – the fox that guided the sun horse through the Underworld and back to
daylight
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The word for fox was DhAG meaning the able one, an able guide through the Underworld. This
word has many derivatives, among them Latin dux for leader, and German taugen for being able,
apt, fit.
Cult building II of Nevali Cori shows 12 pillars along the walls, each representing 30 days, plus a
pair of central pillars for the 5 and occasionally 6 additional days. Cult building III shows thirteen
pillars along the wall, each representing 28 days, while the space between the central pillars
represents one and occasionally two additional days, and this time 135 continuous periods of 28
days yielding 3’780 days corresponding to 128 lunations …
The calendar of Halaf, using the same numbers as the lunisolar calendar of Göbekli Tepe, required 6
leap days in 25 years.
Sooner or later the calendar of Göbekli Tepe was combined with an astronomical observatory in a
river plain with a flat horizon, somewhere in Upper Mesopotamia. Imagine a pole or a tree of life in
the center of a circle, on the circumference a dozen poles in the positions of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 o’clock, the poles of 3 6 9 12 o’clock marking the cardinal directions east south west north.
Sighting lines provided by the poles allow indicate where the sun will raise and set on the mornings
and evenings of the equinoxes and solstices
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This calendar observatory became the Asherah sanctuary, from AS AAR RAA meaning upward (as)
toward the one composed of air (aar) and light (raa).
On the lid of a curved ivory box from Beersheba I recognize a schematic representation of the
Asherah sanctuary, twelve poles around a tree of life in the center, flanked by two geometric
representations of AC CA, while a pendant from Ghassoul, left upper part chipped off, shows a
more realistic Asherah sanctuary, with a schematic tree, branches pointing upward, and an altar in
the form of a cross. A small ivory disk from Safadi shows a variant of the lunisolar calendar from
Göbekli Tepe: nine perforations around a pair of central ones, each of the nine perforations
representing a period of fourty days. Nine periods are 360 days, add 5 and occasionally 6 days for a
year. The ratios of lunations (l) to periods of fourty days (p) yield very good additive values l/p: 4/3,
19/14, 23/17, 42/31, 65/48, 107/79 * 65/48, 42/31, 107/79, 149/110, 256/189. All three objects
mentioned in this paragraph are from the fourth millennium BC

The rosette in the center of the Tiryns disk, around 1650 BC, represents another variation of the
Göbekli Tepe lunisolar calendar: each petal stays for 45 days, and the small circle in the center for 5
and occasionally 6 days, while 21 continuous periods of 45 days yield 945 days and correspond to
32 lunations (> disc.pdf) The Minoan double axe may be a graphic rendering of the solstices
derived from the Asherah sanctuary, as shown in this drawing, inspired by the carvings on a block at
Knossos
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Solomon and Ezekiel // possible origin of Zion
Solomon, leader of a nomadic tribe in the Near East in the Early Iron Age, was a clever man. For
measuring purposes he combined a black cubit of 21 parts with a red cubit of 22 parts. If the
diameter of a circle measures 1 black cubit, the circumference measures 3 red cubits. If the radius of
a circle measures 1 black cubit, the area measures 1 black cubit times 3 red cubits. If the diameter of
a sphere measures 2 black cubits, the volume measures 2 black cubits times 2 black cubits times 1
red cubit. If the side of a square measures 20 black cubits, the diagonal measures 27 red cubits.
Relying on these numbers, Solomon invented an ideal Jerusalem and described it in a poem, a
distorted memory of which survives in the Bible (first book of Kings).
Another ideal Jerusalem is found in the vision of Ezekiel. Consider these numbers: 30 “measures”
correspond to one lunation, while 64 “measures” correspond to 63 days. The wall in the form of a
circle surrounding this ideal Jerusalem has a length of 4 times 4,500 measures = 18,000 measures,
corresponding to 600 lunations, while the length of the diameter corresponds to 191 lunations or
5,640 days or 5,730 measures. Four gates in the wall mark the cardinal directions N E S W. Connect
them with a square. How long is the side? It corresponds to 135 lunations or 3,988 days or 4,050
measures. Transform the square into a circle of the same area. How long is the diameter? It
corresponds to 4,500 days (key number of Ezekiels vision). Inscribe a dodecagon in the large circle
of the wall. How long is the periphery? It corresponds to 30 Venus years (roughly 48 solar years).
--- A vision involving a large circle, the moon and Venus, long periods of time, days and the four
cardinal directions, the number 12 of the zodiac, and the complicated motion of wheels within
wheels, can’t but refer to the sky. Ezekiel would then have described a heavenly Jerusalem …
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If Zion, Greek Seion (Septuaginta), Hebrew Sijjon, Latin Seon (Vulgata) and Sion, Old English
Seon, German Zion, should have a Magdalenian origin, it would have been SAI IAN for life (sai) to
mark the place of a new camp (ian), together something like: Let us mark the place of a new camp,
where we can live, where life may flourish …
Magdalenian BIR and English bear
Magdalenian BIR means fur, ancient Greek byrsa, especially the fur on which a newborn was laid.
This particular meaning suggests an ancient custom, and really, one Porphyrios described a custom
of laying a newborn on a bear fur in the third century AD, and the same custom survived until the
twentieth century in eastern Slavic regions, where a grandmother laid the newborn on a bear fur. A
Vinca figurine from the early fifth millennium BC shows the divine mother wearing a bear mask,
holding a baby wearing a small bear mask in her arms. Another Vinca figurine from the middle of
the fifth millennium BC shows the divine mother or nurse wearing a bear mask, on her back a
pouch for the baby … Marija Gimbutas: “The maternal devotion of the female bear made such an
impression upon Old European peasants that she was adopted as a symbol of motherhood.”
BIR belongs to the permutation group of BRI meaning fertile. The word survives in the name of the
fertility giver BRI GID, a triple goddess, whose other emanations are the fur giver BIR GID and the
fire giver PIR GID. Magdalenian BRI also accounts for Sanskrit priya- Norse Fru German Frau.
English woman Old English wifman might have meant: weaving hand, perhaps covering a still
older BIR MAN meaning something like: she handling fur.
English bear German Bär Dutch beer are explained as the Brown One. Let me propose a new
etymology: the bear was the Furry One, provider of the best fur, thick, longhaired, soft and warm.
The Ostyak in Siberia call the bear Fur Man. In Lapp the animal is called Wooly One. Also two
German names or nicknames of the bear concern its fur: Zottelbär ‘shaggy bear’, and petz female
petze, in fables Meister Petz. Grimm, in his Wörterbuch, quotes one Hagedorn: “da sträubet sich der
petz” meaning: here the ‘petz’ bristles up, stands on end. So petz can only mean pelt German Pelz
and Fell. These words may be lateral associations to PIS for water in motion. Leonardo da Vinci
observed that hair resembles flowing water. The same observation could well have been made by
Ice Age people, while a linguistic connection to water in motion is preserved in the verb to pelt used
for heavy raining.
BIR would have many derivatives, also of the second and tertiary order. One can bear a baby in a
pouch made of fur (consider also the bearing-cloth mentioned by Shakespeare in The Winter’s Tale,
Act 3 Scene 3, a rich cloth in which a child was carried to be christened). By analogy one has a
word for a pregnant woman: she bears a child. Between the two ways of bearing a child (inside and
outside the womb) happens the event called birth, a child is born, a newborn, a bairn – the latter
word appears in many forms, including a Scottish bir meaning son. Parents are the happy people
who can lay a newborn on fur. Being laid on a bear fur was the first event in life (and being carried
in a bearing-cloth to be christened the first event in religious life), wherefrom Albanian pare
Sanskrit purva Tocharian B parwe English first, while Turkish bir means one. Female bears are
devoted mothers, patiently licking and fiercly defending their cubs, and so the choice of bear fur
could also have served a psychological purpose: may a human mother care as devotedly for her
children as a bear mother for her cubs … Bears are sleeping through winter, they disappear in fall
and reappear in spring. Neanderthals apparently buried some of their dead wrapped in bear fur, a
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custom seen as evidence for a belief in regeneration, and this custom, adopted by Homo sapiens
sapiens in Eurasia, would have given raise to English bier German Bahre, English bury and burial,
perhaps also barrows (in Southern England).
Having good fur was important for Ice Age people, and the best fur was provided by the bear.
Judging by its name also the boar Latin aper German Eber provided a good fur, while the squirrel
*werwer and English beaver German Biber may come from the doubling BIR BIR. Most fur is
brown, and so the name of this color also comes from BIR. Latin varius originally meant: of many
colors, a fur of more than one color, wherefrom German Farbe. Also form may be a derivative of
BIR, so we have German “Form und Farbe” as a double derivative of BIR.
Bears had to die so that humans could live. A painting in the cave Les Trois-Frères shows a bear
covered in dots, blood spurting out of snout and body. The dots represent spear wounds, but as
phonetic ideograms also SAI for life, existence – life for the Ice Age people who depended on fur.
In autumn, a bear eats up to 150,000 berries German Beeren. Dutch brombeer ‘growling bear’ is
practically the same as German Brombeere ‘brambler, black berry’. So we may assume that a) bears
like berries, and berries were named for bears, or b) settlements were protected with quickly
growing brambles against wild animals, or c) bramble alleys were used as bear traps. Pear Latin pire
may refer to the shape of a bear’s head, round with a long snout. Hair on the chin is called beard
German Bart. Bare could once have meant a skinned animal, deprived of its fur (as Greek nakae
‘goat skin’ became English naked). The Norse berserks were clad in bear skins impregnated with oil
and herbs that made them go wild. English beorn means warrior. Also war (stifle) could come from
hunting bears, idem fear, fury, furious, ferocious, fierce, wary, ward. Peacefaul derivatives could be
fair in the sense of blond, also ware and purchase, remembering fur as a precious trading good. The
same may account for Italian per French pour German für English for. We say brrr when we need a
warm coat, which, during the Ice Age, would have been a fur coat. A feline purrs. A bear ending
quasi hibernation lets go a tremendous fart German Furz. A bear going to quasi hibernation digs a
hollow, which may have given raise to the words fork, furrow, farm, farming, farmer Swiss Puur
German Bauer (while English dig comes from DIG meaning finger, and stick is an enforced version
of DIG, as a digging stick enforces and prolongs the poking finger …).
Bear comes from PIE *bher-, which has many meanings, but all of them can be related to fur and
especially bear fur: *bher- ‘brown’ – explained above // *bher- ‘weave, twine’ – the fur of a sheep
is longhaired as the one of a bear // *bher- ‘seethe, bubble; roast’ – the meat of a skinned animal //
*bher- strike (through), split, cut’ – one has to kill the animal to get its precious fur and its meat //
*bher- ‘carry’ – explained above // *bher- ‘+- cure with spells and/or herbs’ – curing a patient using
spells and a warm bear skin impregnated with fat and medical herbs // *bhére(o) ‘bear (a child)’ –
explained above // *bherg- ‘growl, bark’ – sounds made by a bear // *bhergh- ‘keep, protect’ –
explained above, consider also that bark protects a tree like the fur an animal // *bhergh- ‘high, hill’
– the shape of a bear, magnified by fear, would have been seen in a hill or mountain German Berg.
Old Indic rksa may combine the genuine word for bear, namely ARC, with RAG for the line of the
back, first line drawn by a cave painter according to Leroi-Gourhan, strongly evocative of the whole
animal; RAG is present in the name of the bear in several Indic languages. (PIE forms after Mallory
and Adams 2006)
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‘Berg’ became the word for mountain in German. LAD for hill and comparative LAS for mountain
pose a problem. They disappeared from the Indo-European languages. My only evidence for LAS is
AD LAS Atlas Atlantis, hypothetical ancient name of Eurasia, the land along the very long
mountain barrier from the Cantabrian Mountains in northern Spain to the Himalayas in Asia. Atlas,
the Greek god who carried the sky on his neck and shoulders, obviously personified a high
mountain. In Switzerland we have a magnificient mountain group around the Aletsch, a mountain
and a glacier, the latter a world heritage site under the protection of the Unesco. Geographical
names in the region may be derivatives of LAD and LAS: Lonza Lötsch- Lütsch- -letsch-, AD LAS
Aletsch … The name of the Valais south of the glacier means valley or dale, from DAL, inverse of
LAD. In the Valais we have the villages of Lax and Laden. ‘Las’ in the Upper Valais was the word
for water flowing down a mountain slope, akin to auslassen, let water flow out. English let German
lassen might be derivatives of LAD and LAS, remembering the gods and goddesses who resided on
hills and mountains and granted water, letting it flow down the slopes. ‘Glacier’ might go back to
the compound GO) LAS or GOL LAS, meaning much as edible mountain, made of stone that can
be licked, melted and drunk, or used for cooking. From GOL LAS we easily get to glass, a material
resembling ice. While glaciers dominated the world of the Ice Age hunters, shining surfaces of glass
dominate the business world in our modern metropoles. The beautiful new opera house in Helsinki,
built of concrete and glass, looks like an artificial iceberg …
Numbers
EIS --- reality behind all appearances, ideas and notions, idea of all ideas // ultimate reality behind
all apparent realities, possible origin of words meaning one, Swiss Eis, ancient Greek heis, German
Eins ein eine eines
BIR --- fur, especially the fur on which a newborn was laid // being laid on fur was the first event in
life, origin of Albanian pare Sanskrit purva English first, while Turkish bir means one
DPA --- floor, ground // the world in which we live, realm of many appearances and phenomena, as
opposed to eis above; duality doubled and doubled again; possible origin of English two and twice,
close derivative Sanskrit dva for the female form of two
SEC --- safety provided by a camp // a newborn needs a warm fur (first phase of a young life), a
child needs the safety of a camp (second phase of a young life), possible origin of English second
AD DA --- toward (ad) away from (da), to you from me, involving me and another person, possible
origin of English other German –ander, also of Italian andare ‘go’, going toward a place coming
from another place (while vado ‘I go’is a derivative of pad for the activity of feet), also of Celtic
ada ‘water’, a river flowing toward the sea coming from a spring or well
TYR --- overcome (in the double sense of rule and give), TYR --- triumph // a newborn needs a
warm fur, a child a save camp, and a boy and a girl in the third phase of their young life must learn
to survive and cope with all sorts of challenges, possible origin of English three and third
KOD PIR --- hut (kod) fire (pir) // fires burning around a camp, keeping wild animals at bay,
providing the dwellers of a camp with glowing coals for cooking and other purposes, allowing
orientation by night – we may assume four fires indicating the cardinal directions, possible origin of
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English four and fourth, close derivatives are Sanskrit catvaras ‘four’ and Lithaunian ketvirtas
‘fourth’
Five and fifth, six (Italian sei) and sixth, seven and seventh, eight and eight, nine (Latin novem) and
nineth, ten and tenth, would come from the names of the months number 5 6 7 8 9 and 10 of the
Late Magdalenian calendar: PAS SAI SAP OKD NOPh and DEC.
DOK (example of a shifting word)
A passage from Mallory and Adams 2006 (in a simplified notation by me): *h2/3éih1os and similar
forms mean ‘pole’ and ‘shaft’ in Slavic (e.g. Russian voje), Anatolian (Hittite hissa- ‘pole, shaft, till
for harnessing a draft animal to a cart’), and Indo-Iranian (Avestan aesa- ‘pole-plough, pair of
shafts’, Sanskrit isa ‘pole, shaft’) but has shifted to nautical terminology in Germanic, e.g. New
English ‘oar’, and Greek oieion ‘tiller, helm, rudderpost’.
Magdalenian offers DOK --- poles used for making a tent or hut; ancient Greek dokos for rafter.
DOK and *h2/3éih1os may be compatible, the more so as German Deichsel ‘pole, shaft’ fits in
between. The direct shifts from DOK to the above words would have followed about these lines:
dok vok voje
dok dos hos hissa / aesa / isa
dok ok oar / oheion oieion
English pole comes from POL DOK meaning fortified settlement (pol, Greek polis) made of poles
(dok), hypothetical name of a woodhenge, then used for the people gathering there, English folk
German Volk. POL PLO means a fortified settlement (pol) made in the wattle-and-daub technique
(plo, Greek plokos for wickerwork, texture) and was then used for the dwellers, Old Latin poplo
Latin populus Italian popolo French peuple English people, whereas the old sense is kept in Spanish
pueblo – Pueblo Indians live in settlements made in the wattle-and-daub technique. Walls made in
this technique also require poles, perhaps made from vertical branches of the poplar tree, Latin
populus (long o).
Sitting at the dock of the bay … (Otis Reding) … a dock was originally made of poles (dok) driven
into the (sea)ground. What about Latin docere English teach? We may assume that an early teacher
spoke on a lectern or a pulpit or from another elevated position made of poles. English lectern
contains )OG or LOG for the one who has the say. English say German sagen comes from SIG that
is also present in English sign. SIG is the comparative form of DIG meaning finger (Latin digitus),
also present in German zeigen for to point out with a finger (Zeigefinger, in-dex, in-dic-are), to
show …
Light is both particle and wave. PIE, as it were, understands words as phonetic ‘particles’, whereas
Magdalenian looks out for semantic ‘waves’ and their patterns left in the verbal morphospace of the
Eurasian languages that keep more information on the past than previously held possible.
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Lascaux 3; Göbekli Tepe, Indus Seals, Divine Hind and Bull
Valley
© 2009 by Franz Gnaedinger, www.seshat.ch
Hill of Creation, a paleo-linguistic fable
Some 12,000 years ago, a Late Magdalenian tribe settled in southeast Anatolia and built a five
meters high earth mound on the limestone outcrop known as Göbekli Tepe, Nabled Hill, and on top
of the mound a hypothetical calendar sanctuary consecrated to the triple goddess, the fire giver PIR
GID, the fur giver BIR GID, the fertility giver BRI GID, and her triple hero AAR RAA NOS and
AD DA MAN and GIS BAL CA MmOS whose names shall be explained later on. In the center of
the circular sanctuary on top of the hill stood a Tree of Life, around it a dozen poles that symbolized
the solar year of a dozen months of 30 days each. The year was organized this way:
2 and occasionally 3 days of the winter solstice, BRI GID (falcon) PIR GID
first midwinter day consecrated to BRI GID
(occasional day in between consecrated to the falcon)
last midwinter day consecrated to PIR GID,
night of the fire archers PIR RYT (origin of the river name Euphrates)
and their ‘fingers of light and luck’ DIG LIC (origin of the river name Tigris)
turn of the year, mild winter
3 times 30 days of PIR GID
3 times 30 days of AD DA MAN
3 days of the summer solstice, AD DA MAN turtle AAR RAA NOS
first midsummer day consecrated to AD DA MAN
second midsummer day consecrated to the turtle
third midsummer day consecrated to AAR RAA NOS
3 times 30 days of AAR RAA NOS
3 times 30 days of BRI GID
swelling rivers, begin of rainy season
(and again 2 or sometimes 3 midwinter days)
63 continuous periods of 30 days, or 270 weeks of 7 days, are 1,890 days and correspond to 64
lunations, mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half a day in a lifetime. This excellent
relation of month and lunation was found using the very ancient algorithm of transforming lunations
into days: 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 … days for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 … lunations.
17 lunations are 502 days
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15 lunations are 443 days
17 lunations are 502 days
15 lunations are 443 days
64 lunations are 1,890 days
A dozen poles on top of the earth mound represented a dozen months of 30 days, while the space
between the Tree of Life in the center and another pole near the tree represented the five and
occasionally six additional days of the solar year (two and sometimes three days of midwinter, three
days of midsummer). The dozen poles around the Tree of Life in the center formed a wide circle.
Four poles marked the cardinal directions, the northern pole being consecrated to the fur giver BIR
GID, and the southern one to GIS BAL CA MmOS. This organization reflected the zones of the
land around the Göbekli Tepe:
North --- BIR GID
Rising midsummer sun --- AAR RAA NOS
Rising midwinter sun --- BRI GID
South --- GIS BAL CA MmOS
Setting midwinter sun --- PIR GID
Setting midsummer sun --- AD DA MAN
The dozen poles were arranged as the dial of a clock. A flat horizon provided, this type of sanctuary
served as observatory of the rising and setting sun on the solstices and equinoxes, owing to the
geographical latitude of Upper Mesopotamia.
The triple goddess and her triple hero ruled the land according to the number six in the above
scheme, and according to the number four according to the following scheme:
Sky --- AAR RAA NOS
North --- BIR GID
South --- GIS BAL CA MmOS
East --- AD DA MAN
West --- BRI GID
Underworld --- PIR GID
The triple goddess was the fire giver PIR GID and the fur giver BIR GID and the fertility giver BRI
GID. Now for the names of her triple hero. AAR RAA NOS was the god of the sky, mind NOS of
the one composed of air AAR and light RAA, seen ex negativo through the big limestone ring found
in a small chamber on the Göbekli Tepe. This god became Greek Ouranos and Sanskrit Varuna. The
second hero was AD DA MAN, he was the digger of ditches, of channels that made the water flow
toward AD one place, coming from DA another place, and he did his work using his right hand
MAN. The compound AD DA became a generic word for water and may even be present in English
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water itself, while MAN became the pars pro toto for a human being, as in farm hand. The origin of
English woman seems to be something like weave man, she of the weaving hand, and the older
form might have been BIR MAN, she handling fur. (Birmingham of the 99 names might once have
been a center of bear furs and clothes made thereof by women.) AD DA MAN would have been the
early farmer who dug ditches and water channels for the early fields. Agriculture began in the
region of the Göbekli Tepe, for certain in the late phase of the Göbekli Tepe, perhaps already in the
early phase, at the base of the Karacadag (pronounced Karadjadag) and in the fertile plain of
Adjaman, a name keeping the memory of hypothetical AD DA MAN. Now the third hero was GIS
BAL CA MmOS, hot BAL gestured GIS offspring MmOS of the sky CA. If AD DA MAN was the
proto-farmer, GIS BAL CA MmOS was the proto-soldier and became GIS.BIL.GA.MISh in Sumer,
better kown in the form of Gilgamish or Gilgamesh.
The triple hero was represented in the hieroglyph of a bucranium, the skull of a bull: AAR RAA
NOS in the ring of the head, AD DA MAN in the ‘digging’ horns turned downward, and GIS BAL
CA MmOS in the horizontal bar

PIR GID as the one who has the say )OG or LOG was represented by a hollow horizontal oval
between a pair of vertical elements, or simply by the standing H, the fur giver BIR GID was
represented by a form that resembles a bowl, and the fertility giver BRI GID was represented by a
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ring in the bowl that may symbolize the primeval world BIR LAD, hill LAD in the cosmic fur BIR,
separated in the ring AC meaning earth, and in the hollow CA meaning sky. The hieroglyph of the
triple hero, namely the bucranium, is shown on the southern narrow face of the western central
pillar of temple D, and the standing H and the ring inside a ‘bowl’ are shown on the southern
narrow face of the eastern central pillar of temple D. The hieroglyphs of the triple goddess can be
read as a message:
)OG BIR AC CA
and this message may preserve the origin of the world according to the understanding of the people
of the Göbekli Tepe.
In the begin the goddess PIR GID called out to her sister, the fur giver BIR GID, and asked her to
use her cosmic fur in order to haul the primeval world out of the primeval water. BIR GID did as
her sister asked, lowered her cosmic fur into the primeval water, filled it with clay, and lifted her
heavy fur out of the water. PIR GID called out to her other sister, the fertility giver BRI GID, and
asked her to form the lump of wet clay. BRI GID did as her sister asked and formed the lump of wet
clay into a ring, separating earth and sky, the earth being the ring, teeming with the seeds of life,
and the sky being the hollow within. In the sky appeared AAR RAA NOS. He asked his brother GIS
BAL CA MmOS to open the ring. GIS BAL CA MmOS did as his brother asked, opened the ring
using his great force, and flattened the ring into the earth as we know it, whereupon the sky escaped
the narrow opening of the ring and spread out and covered all of the earth. Now the water escaped
from the ring and flooded the surface of the earth. AAR RAA NOS called out for his brother AD
DA MAN and asked him to dig channels, so that the waters won’t drown the earth but flow as
rivers. AD DA MAN did so. Now PIR GID used her torches to light the sun and the moon and the
stars, the sun warmed the air and the ground, whereupon plants of every sort sprouted out of the
soil, and animals of every species emerged from clefts in the rock, and populated all of the earth and
of the waters and of the sky. PIR GID liked what she saw, hung one of her torches high into the sky,
where it forms the constellation of PIR SAI, fir PIR life SAI, known as Perseus, and retired to a
beautiful cave that became the Underworld KAL, and with her second torch PIR GID lighted a
warming fire inside the earth. We know her in the form of KAL GID pSAI Calypso, the giver GID
of life SAI or pSAI in the Underworld KAL, Calypso, weaving the web of life in a spacious cave
where a high fire was burning, and singing with a lovely voice.
The first hieroglyph of earth and sky, AC CA, was a ring, the second hieroglyph was the lying H,
the lower horizontal bar symbolizing the earth AC in flattened form, the work of GIS BAL CA
MmOS, the upper horizontal bar the sky CA, and the slim vertical bar the exchanges between earth
and sky, especially prayers for rain and sacrificial fires imploring rain ascending to the sky, and rain
rewarding the prayers and sacrifices falling from the sky. The prayers for rain and the smoke of the
sacrificial fires imploring rain were symbolized by ascending snakes, while the falling rain was
symbolized by descending snakes. AC CA was the original name of the Göbekli Tepe, meaning
much as: where earth and sky are meeting. AC CA also evolved into Latin aqua, and into the name
of the Indo-European earth goddess akka (Julius Pokorny), while the ancient Egyptians mentioned
an unknown Syrian province by the name of aqa … A polished form of AC CA may account for
Eva, Hebrew hawwa ‘mother of all life’.
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The first hypothetical sanctuary on top of the Göbekli Tepe gave way to at least nineteen stone pillar
temples all over the hill, only a few excavated so far by Klaus Schmidt and his teams, among them
the temples called A and B and C and D, all belonging to the early phase, beginning some 11,600
years ago.
Follows a short interpretation of these temples.
Temple A may be seen as the temple of rain - thanking for rain in the mild winter, imploring rain in
the hot and dry summer (the climate in the flanky hills of the fertile crescent was rather special).
The diagonal web of snakes on the upper panel of pillar 1, ascending and descending, has the
meaning of praying for rain and imploring rain via the smoke of sacrificial fires, and then of rain
rewarding the prayers and sacrifices, and the same holds for the one ascending snake and the three
descending snakes on the southern narrow face of pillar 1, while the ram below the web of snakes
may represent a sacrifice to the sky god who has the power to make it rain (the slab at the base of
pillar 1 has the size of a ram, so a ram could have been sacrificed on this slab, at the base of pillar 1
in temple A).
Temple B is a calendar sanctuary that parallels the solar year to the life and career of a supreme
ruler
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Temple C is the temple of the boar as protector of the western entrances to and eastern exits from
the Underworld that were passed by moon and sun, probably by the moon duck and the sun crane.
The grim dog-like animal guarding the ground, a sculpted part of the shaft of pillar 27 and marvel
of early stone masonry (appearing also on many other pillars in the simpler form of reliefs), may
have hindered unworthy souls from leaving the Underworld. Only worthy souls, especially the souls
of worthy former supreme rulers were allowed to return and climb the sky toward a heavenly abode.
When a ruler died, his soul entered the Underworld, was guided through the subterranean labyrinth
by the fox, returned, and climbed the sky toward a heavenly abode. The guard of the ground,
hindering unworthy souls from returning, may have been RAG KAL DhAG NOS, able DhAG
minded NOS (helper of the) queen RAG of the Underworld KAL, and this name might have
become Requalivahanus much later, a minor god who warded off evil ghosts. The boar could have
been SA TYR DhAG NOS, able DhAG minded NOS (helper of) the one who overcomes in the
double sense of rule and give TYR from above SA, and this helper and protector of the western
entrances to and eastern exits from the Underworld could have become Satuvahanus. The queen of
the Underworld was PIR GID, also known as the one who has the say )OG or LOG, and as KAL
GID pSAI Calypso, while the one who overcame from above in the double sense of rule and give
was AAR RAA NOS.
Temple D, a Neolithic zoo according to Klaus Schmidt, may have been the Temple of Creation - the
pillars show many animals, the huge central pillar may represent the triple goddess and her triple
hero, the inscription on the central pillar of the triple goddess reading )OG BIR AC CA may even
anticipate Genesis 1:1. Pillar 33 of temple D is highly interesting, the snakes on the wide faces,
originally seen as pond by Klaus Schmidt, may symbolize the rivers Euphrates and Tigris, while the
standing H on the narrow face represents PIR GID as the one who has the say, PIR GID on New
Year’s Eve, night of the fire archers, while the fire arrows are represented as up shooting arrowheads on the sides of the standing H. The fire archers would have been called PIR RYT wherefrom
Euphrates, and her arrows were metaphorical fingers of light and luck DIG LIC wherefrom Tigris
(consider the ancient and the local names of these rivers). The spiders of six and eight legs may hint
at the division of the land around the Göbekli Tepe according to the number 6 and the number 4
doubled in 8 (as explained above).
Archaeological evidence for the above fable might perhaps be found in the plain of Adjaman,
hypothetical ancient form AD DA MAN, on the Karacadag, hypothetical abode of AAR RAA NOS,
and in a cave on the Euphrates in northern Syria, cave of PIR GID alias KAL GID pSAI Calypso.
The mythological pairings are:
PIR GID and AAR RAA NOS
BIR GID and GIS BAL CA MmOS
BRI GID and AD DA MAN
the latter pair accounting for Adam and Eve --- AD DA MAN Adam, and BIR GID, former of the
primeval ring of earth and sky AC CA, wherefrom aqua and akka and hawwa and Eve.
Indus seals – honoring families for outstanding contributions to the public weal?
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(see also the following chapter where a couple of seals and tablets are interpreted more thoroughly
on the background of the founding epic of the Indus Valley, following the approach of Asko Parpola)
Illustrations in: Jagat Pati Joshi / Sayd Ghulam Mustafa Shah and Asko Parpola, Corpus of Indus
Seals and Inscriptions, 1. Collections in India / 2. Collections in Pakistan, Annales Academiae
Scientiae, Helsinki Finland, 1987/1991

(You may also consult Parpola 1994)
We know about five thousand beautiful seals and tablets from the Indus Valley, finely crafted
steatite seals, most of them carved in between 2 400 and 1 400 BC, the majority of them showing a
big animal, usually a buffalo / zebu / ‘unicorn’ / short-horned gaur, but also a rhinoceros or a tiger
or an elephant, and above the animal a short line of ideograms. No other form of writing is known
from the Harappan culture, no inscriptions on statues or buildings or bricks or shards (ostraca),
neither on sacred nor on profane objects; no epic, no litany, no medical book, no magical
instruction, no historical record. Why did the Harappans develop an elaborate system of signs but
never used it for writing a longer text, as did the literate societies of ancient Egypt and
Mesopotamia? I believe that the Indus seals, true works of art, of the highest quality, helped
‘engineering’ the Harappan society and required exclusivity for that very purpose.
The highly developed urban centers required common efforts and contributions. I assume that
families paid taxes by sending valid members to work for some time, usually for a season of 90
days, in the fields, or to form and bake and transport bricks – millions and millions of bricks were
needed for building and ever renovating Mohenjo-daro and Harappa –, or to nourish all the many
workers. Now people who did an excellent job while working for free, thus paying their taxes, may
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have been rewarded with a seal honoring their special effort and outstanding contribution to the
public weal …
First a word on the Harappan calendars. A horned god and a horned goddess and their animals are
suggesting a lunisolar calendar resembling the one of the Göbekli Tepe:

Horned god, also known as Lord of the Animals, three faces (looking to the left, at us, and to the
right) --- Lord of the Year, personification of the 3 days of midsummer, arrival of the monsoon,
element water
Rhinoceros --- season between midsummer and autumnal equinox, monsoon, from very hot to hot
and warm, 90 days, or 3 months of 30 days
Buffalo / zebu / ‘unicorn’ / gaur (short-horned bull) --- season between autumnal equinox and
midwinter, busiest period of the year when most of the communal work was dome, from warm to
cool and cold, 90 days, or 3 months of 30 days
Horned goddess --- Lady of the Year, personification of the 2 and sometimes 3 days of midwinter,
her animals are the pair of opposing goats (the goddess may be invisibly present in between them),
element fire
Tiger --- season between midwinter and vernal equinox, from cold to cool and warm, 90 days, or 3
months of 30 days
Elephant --- season between vernal equinox and midsummer, from warm to hot and very hot, 90
days, or 3 months of 30 days
A year had 360 regular days plus 5 and occasionally 6 days (three days of midsummer, two and
occasionally three days of midwinter), while 63 continuous periods of 30 days, or 270 weeks of 7
days, are 1,890 days and correspond to 64 lunations. One lunation or synodic month calculated by
these numbers lasts 29 days 12 hours 45 minutes, actual lunation 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes 2.9
seconds (modern average value from 1989), mistake of the ancient value less than one minute per
lunation, or half a day in a lifetime.
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This lunisolar calendar of the four seasons that required no writing, just laying out pebbles, was
encoded on many seals and in a variety of forms:
Square, four elements marking the corners of a square, four elements arranged in the form of a
square, circles or dots or loops, also an oblique cross --- calendar figure marking the four seasons of
the rhinoceros and buffalo and tiger and elephant, four times ninety days, together 360 days
Cross (regular cross), five elements, four ends of the arms plus the center --- solstices and equinoxes
plus the 5 and occasionally 6 additional days of the solar year
Square of nine elements, arranged as 3 by 3 dots or circles or groups of circles --- combined cross
and square, again a calendar figure, solstices and equinoxes plus four seasons, together a full solar
year of 365 and occasionally 366 days
Swastika --- another calendar figure symbolizing the solar year
Swastika turning in clockwise direction --- midsummer and season of the rhinoceros, autumnal
equinox and season of the buffalo, midwinter and season of the tiger, vernal equinox and season of
the elephant (read in outward direction)
Swastika turning in counter-clockwise direction --- season of the elephant and midsummer, season
of the rhinoceros and autumnal equinox, season of the tiger and midwinter, season of the elephant
and vernal equinox (read in inward direction)
Disks of seven figurative elements, or seven circles around a central one, indicate an alternative
‘lunar’ calendar. A long week had 13 days, a long month 52 days, a solar year consisted of 7 long
months plus 1 and occasionally 2 days. But the main purpose of this calendar would have been to
count continuous periods of 52 days. The result is an amazing concordance between lunations (first
number in a pair) and long periods of 52 days (second number in a pair):
7–4 16–9 23–13 30–17 37–21 44–25 53–30 60–34 67–38 74–42 81–46
7 lunations are practically 4 periods of 52 days. 37 lunations are practically 21 continuous periods
of 52 days and nearly 3 years. The best result is provided by the last number pair. 81 lunations are
practically 46 continuous periods of 52 days or 2,392 days. One lunation, calculated by these
numbers, lasts 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes 26.66… seconds, mistake less than half a minute per
lunation, or six hours in a lifetime. Also this calendar requires no writing, laying out pebbles is all
one needed for carrying out the calculations and noting the results.
The Sumerians called the Indus Valley ‘Land of the Seven High Places’, a name that may refer to a
hypothetical calendar monument of seven artificial hills (high places) around a sanctuary in the
center. Such a calendar monument could have been encoded on several discs, a beautiful example
coming from Nindowari-damb (Nd-3).
Disc of seven elements --- visualizing the alternative ‘lunar’ calendar
Disc of seven circles around a central one, for example Nd-3 --- hypothetical calendar monument of
seven artificial hills, worshipped as the Seven High Places, a sanctuary embedded in the center,
between the seven hills
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Pipal tree (ficus religiosa) --- Harappan tree of life, associated with the horned goddess and the
horned god whose symbolical marriage may have been celebrated in the temple of the tree in
downtown Mohenjo-daro
Leaf of the pipal tree, also a heart, also three circles or dots or lines, also a trefoil --- life, health, and
offspring. Consider the trefoils on the robe of the priest-king from Mohenjo-daro, on the linga-stand
from Mohenjo-daro, and on the fragment of a steatite statuette of a bull from Mohenjo-daro
Manger, wicker-basket, feed position before a buffalo --- indicating that bulls were domesticated,
even gaurs, and used for heavy work such as dragging a plough, a sledge of bricks, or a cart
Standard before a bull, most often a ‘unicorn’, sometimes also a rhinoceros, a pole with an often
dotted bowl and above a grid --- harvest in double form, real harvest of grains, and metaphorical
harvest of bricks. Rectangular grids indicate regular bricks, zigzag or undulating patterns or a dome
indicate special bricks, for example round ones needed for tubes. In one case the bowl is replaced
by a dough or a bread in conic form resembling Egyptian bread, while the grid above is replaced by
a lump of clay hanging down on both sides, together an appealing plastic shape (M-741)
Buildings --- the incised copper tablet M-522 shows three buildings with a hint of perspective, a
store house in form of a rectangle with a pole on top and perhaps a flag blowing to the left side, in
the middle a palace with two flags blowing to the left side, and a family house in form of a grid 4 x
3. The tops are slightly narrower than the bases, making the buildings appear in the perspective of
someone walking on the street. The drawing of the palace is identical with the ideogram of the
palace, basically our H with additional vertical and horizontal strokes; the under half is the building,
the upper parts of the vertical side lines are flag-poles (more later, also the humorous analogy of
palace and dog honoring an excellent guard who did as good a job as a watchdog)
Royal barque, M-1349 and bis --- the cabins of these ships resemble the palace ideogram, hence
these are royal barques, in the cabins are two high boards on which appear sequences of triangular
objects that may be specially formed bricks, for example used for window frames in the form of a
pipal leaf, bricks being indicated by the grids on the backsides, and these bricks of a high quality
produced in a specialized manufacture would have been shipped to palaces all along the many
rivers
Now for some of the ideograms above the animals:
Jar, basically an U --- provisions
Fish --- important in the Harappan diet. Fish broth was consumed as an aphrodisiac. The extra signs
may indicate how the fish lived, was caught, and processed. An angle above or rather before the
head may indicate that the fish lived in a pond; two parallel wavy lines next to it may indicate wild
fish from a river; arrow-heads sticking in the gills may indicate speared fish; a horizontal halving
stroke may indicate fish cut in pieces; and so on
Asymmetrical jar, with a slanting substance at the bottom --- fish sauce or paste, comparable to the
popular Roman garum, tasty, rich in protein, not perishable, and easily transportable. Garum was
fermented tuna cut in pieces, but fish sauce or paste was also made by fermenting small fish in jars.
Fish sauce or paste is indicated when the asymmetrical jar sign appears in between a fish and an
arrow or lance
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Arrow-head on a shaft --- arrow, spear, lance, as verb to catch, also spearing fish
Mortar and pestle --- as verb to grind, cereals into flour, also dried fish to flakes and powder. Fish
meal, still being produced in India, could have been added to soups, an instant fish broth, as it were.
It may also have been used as animal feed, and as fertilizer, especially when it got rancid. The
meaning of fish meal is indicated when the mortar and pestle occurs in combination with fish and
an arrow-head on a shaft (spear or lance)
Two short vertical strokes at the top --- exposing to sun and air, drying fish or bricks or herbs
Horizontal boards fixed to a pole --- rack for drying fish or bricks or herbs
Rectangle with a pole on top --- store house, often a granary
Lens, rarely a full circle --- oven
Tree consisting of a trunk, a slanting branch, and three twigs slanting to the other side --- firewood.
This sign (with a short trunk only) sometimes appears in a lens, indicating firewood in an oven
High standing triangle --- smoking chamber, for example used for smoking fish
A cross in the form of an X with one side closed by a vertical stroke and the other side open but the
ends of the cross enhanced with ‘thorns’ --- bellows for kindling the fire in an oven, since that sign
sometimes lies over a lens, and in other cases appears with flags for wind, moving air. As the sign
also occurs before a man (seal of the Lord of the Animals or rather Year) it must have the additional
meaning of cooling, causing draught in a house by opening the right doors and windows while
closing others, consider the “sweet wind from the north” used by the Egyptians in order to cool their
tents and houses
A cross in the form of an X with one side closed by a vertical stroke while the angle of the cross on
the other side is made broader, stronger --- warming and heating a house by generating a warm
stream using the hot air above a fire (the Harappans may not only have used water tubes but also
heating tubes conducting warm air)
Grid --- bricks, wall, house, tower, any building made of bricks
Grid 4 x 3 --- indicating the Sacred Triangle 3-4-5 used by the Egyptian harpedontes (rope
stretchers) in measuring out right angles. Hemon, probable designer of the Great Pyramid at Gizeh,
developed a systematic method for the calculation of the circle starting from this triangle
H sign with additional horizontal and vertical lines --- palace, the poles decorated with flags
Standing rectangle with short vertical lines attached to the top and bottom lines --- household, or a
camp of workers
D sign overlaid with an oblique stroke / --- bow and arrow, indicating a guard and protector
Pair of arms, raised or rather put forward --- worker, to work, for example a baker kneading dough
Now let us translate the messages conveyed by some typical seals, more or less in the order as I
interpreted the ideograms:
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H-93 shows an elephant, above a D for a bow overlaid with an oblique stroke / for an arrow, and on
the other side a jar U ---- The family honored by this seal provided excellent guards who protected
our provisions during the season of the elephant (between vernal equinox and midsummer)
H-252 till 277 and 859 till 870, all of the same size and form, all showing a bull on one side, and on
the other side this sequence of ideograms: arrow-head on shaft (spear, spearing), fish (with arrowheads sticking in the gills (speared fish), two short vertical strokes (dried in air and sun), tree with
vertical trunk, slanting branch, and twigs slanting the other way (firewood), high standing triangle,
inside a vertical pole crossed by three short horizontal strokes (smoking chamber, impaled fish
being smoked) --- This seal honors a family of excellent fish smokers who supplied our workers in
the fields, and in the brick manufactures, and other places of communal work, with smoked fish
during the season of the buffalo (busy period of the year, between autumnal equinox and midwinter)
Seals showing the royal barque would have honored families of excellent sailors (M-1349)
Seals showing calendar signs would have honored families of excellent astronomers, counters of
days
Seals showing grids would have honored families of excellent architects and builders, arrangers of
bricks, an ideal example of such a seal being M-382, showing two grids 4 x 3 next to a man holding
a staff or measuring rod the length of his body height (human measure), see also the comment on
the grid 4 x 3 above, in the list of ideograms
The palace ideogram can resemble a dog, an example of Harappan humor --- This seal honors a
family of excellent guards and protectors whose senses are as acute and sharp as the ones of a
watchdog (a high compliment in form of a visual pun)
Three elements have the meaning of life, health, and offspring, also in the case of the trefoils on the
robe of the priest-king from Mohenjo-daro, on the linga-stand from Mohenjo-daro, and on the
fragment of a statuette of a bull from Mohenjo-daro --- May the king and may the owner of this
linga and may this bull enjoy long and healthy lives and have plenty offspring …
The four faces of M-1431 may honor a family of bards who narrated the story of the origin of the
year, how the rhinoceros and buffalo and tiger and elephant found together and were coaxed into the
round of the seasons
The three faces of M-1430 may honor another family of bards for narrating the origin of medicine,
showing a pipal leaf on each face, and on face A, between the pipal leaf on the side and the pipal
tree in the center – Harappan tree of life – three women, the triple goddess, probably emanations of
the horned lady
M-304 and bis and ter show the Lord of the Animals or rather of the Year surrounded by a
rhinoceros and a buffalo and a tiger and an elephant, the horned god is seated on a dais, under it
appears a pair of opposing goats, the Lady of the Year may be invisible between them. The
ideogram above the center of the wide horns is a jar with two short vertical strokes indicating
provisions (perhaps dried fish), on one side a man before the signs of the cooling and heating
bellows, on the other side a fish and a jar --- This seal honors a family of excellent housekeepers
who cared very well for our provisions, also for cool rooms in summer, and warm ones in winter
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Seal M-1103 graces the cover of the second volume of the Corpus of Indus Seals and Inscriptions,
Collections in Pakistan

and shows a magnificent water buffalo, above the animal a short sequence of ideograms, in the
middle a pair of arms (worker, here a baker), next to them a rectangle with a pole on top (store
house, here a granary) and a mortar and pestle (indicating the grinding of cereals to flour), and next
to them a circle divided in six radial compartments plus a short vertical stroke in middle position
(baking oven plus bread) and a rectangle with five short vertical strokes along the top line, and
again five short vertical strokes along the bottom line, all inside the rectangle (household, or camp
of workers) --- This seal honors a family of excellent bakers who supplied our household, or a camp
of workers, with bread during the season of the buffalo … The linear order of a text would be:
arms – granary – mortar pestle – oven bread – household
but the signs appear in the symmetrical order of a picture
camp – mortar pestle – arms – granary – oven bread
The seals convey visual messages understood by all the many people living in the wide area of the
Indus Valley who probably spoke different languages, Proto-Dravidian, Proto-Elamite, some IndoEuropean, Sumerian, perhaps also a couple of African and Chinese idioms. The visual messages of
the seals could easily have been rendered in any of these languages, also the mythological ones, and
would have served a purpose of integration, on top of their function of social ‘engineering’ by
rewarding outstanding contributions to the common weal.
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Divine Hind and Bull Valley, Minoan Symbols, Founding Epic of the Indus Valley, Indus seals and
tablets again
(documenting my way of working and developing ideas in 36 paragraphs)
1) CER -: I -: or CER LIL (pronounce -: by touching both lips with the tip of the tongue) was the
divine hind or hind woman. She licked moon bulls into life, thus creating time, lunations, periods of
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 … days. Her constellation was Orion, ORE EON, beautiful ORE
shore EON, the goddess from the beautiful bank of the heavenly river CA LAK galaxy Milky Way.
The moon bulls waiting to go on their heavenly mission were present in Aldebaran in Taurus, TOR
for bull in motion. The goddess was flanked by a pair of opposing ibices (Latin plural of ibex)
marking midwinter (Marie E.P. König) and could be present invisibly between them, for example in
the niche at the rear end of the axial gallery in Lascaux. Twigs mark her function as vegetation
goddess. Arbors were built in her honor, a winter hut made of fir branches, a spring hut covered in
blossoms, a summer bower of green branches, and a colorful hut in the fall. The moon, waxing and
waning and waxing again, symbolized the cycles of plant life, animal life, and human life and made
the promise of a next life. Bees and bee swarms became another emanation of the goddess.
2) Marie E.P. König understands the horse in cave art as symbol of the sun, the bull as symbol of
the moon, the descending horses at the rear end of the axial gallery of Lascaux as winter sun, lower
and lower on the horizon, finally giving way to a pair of opposing ibices that mark midwinter. The
glorious rotunda at the other end of the axial gallery would then symbolize midsummer, the red
mare the midsummer sun rising above the horizon in the early morning, and the proud white bull by
her side a full moon occurring at the same time, ideal start of an eight-year period in the lunisolar
calendar of Lascaux, while the lovely ‘Chinese horses’ in the axial gallery, moving in clockwise
direction, heading for the rotunda, are the symbol of spring, halfway in between the niche of
midwinter and the rotunda of midsummer. The Lascaux cave was used for initiating aspiring rulers
and shamans who gathered there and celebrated midsummer. Before the red mare and the white bull
in the rotunda appears a group of stags wearing big antlers, representing the divine stag CER KOS
whose heavenly antlers were present in the summer constellations we call Scorpio and Sagittarius.
Across the sky from them is the winter constellation of Orion, heavenly emanation of the divine
hind woman CER -: I -: or CER LIL, invisibly present between the pair of opposing ibices in the
niche at the rear end of the axial gallery, in the negative space defined by the arcs of the horns and
heads of her emblematic animals. The Orion goddess in between a pair of opposing ibices, or a pair
of opposing mountain goats, became a well known symbol. A bronze disc from Lurestan on the
Iranian highland shows her between her ibices, flanked by six flowers in the hourglass arrangement
of Orion (more later).
3) The Altamira cave in northern Spain is famous for the powerful bisons that inspired Picasso. By
far the largest animal, three meters long, is a marvelous hind licking the horns of a small bull under
her head and neck
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The head of another hind is drawn above a small ledge, the tongue indicated by a short vertical cleft

Many animals in European caves and on rocks in southern Africa were drawn and painted as if
emerging from clefts and niches, or again disappearing into them, an early understanding of life that
resurfaced in Vernadzky’s famous dictum of life being the metamorphosis of stone … The bisons of
Altamira show compact, rounded forms. They are moon bulls, representing lunations or synodic
months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 … days. The bulls in the rotunda of Lascaux
are shining white, suiting the moon, whereas the bisons of Altamira are red, symbolizing life. Dots
in cave art, lines and fields of red and black dots, represent SAI for life, existence. Especially red
dots have the meaning of life. Red dots on Neolithic houses in Switzerland would have said: May
this house be blessed with life, may it see many children … The compact red bisons of Altamira are
dotting the walls and ceilings of the splendid cave, wishing many moons or a long life for the
people of that region, plenty of moon bulls licked into life by the lovely and motherly hind who was
also the goddess of vegetation, and while the tails of the bisons in other caves, for example Niaux
and Lascaux, are rendered realistically as ‘paintbrushes’, the tails of several bisons in the Altamira
cave are given as ‘twigs’ or ‘fir twiglets’ marking them as creatures of the goddess.
4) A relief in an abri at Angles-sur-l’Anglin shows the naked bodies of three women whose heads
disappear in a ledge
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The goddess on the right side has an accentuated hourglass figure, under her a bison. She is the
divine hind woman present in the constellation of Orion. At Veyrier, Geneva, Switzerland, on the
river Arve, close to the French border, in a former abri, destroyed when the place was turned into a
quarry, was found a bone whose fine incisions were drawn on paper by none less than Abbé Breuil.
The bone has a round hole at one end, while the other end broke off. Such bones were used for
straightening arrow blades made from reindeer antlers. The drawing shows an ibex on one side,
emblematic animal of the divine hind woman, and a long straight twig of over forty leaves on the
other side, probably from a quivering aspen that may have grown farther down the Rhone Valley.
The destination of this bone as tool in fabricating arrows goes to show that the hind woman was
worshipped also as a goddess of hunting (more later when we come to the Artemis of Ephesos).
5) A bronze disc from Lurestan, Iranian highland, Final Bronze Age, about 3,200 years old, found
in a tomb, pinned to the cloak of the buried man, diameter 11.5 centimeters, about the size of a CD,
shows the goddess giving birth to the head of a man, a round head emerging from her vulva in
upside down position. The woman wears a roof-like hat made of fir twigs and is flanked by six
flowers in the arrangement of the lateral stars of Orion (big flowers for Betelgeuse and Bellatrix,
small flowers for Alnitak and Mintaka, big flowers again for Saiph and Rigel) and then by a pair of
opposing ibices, emblematic animals of the Orion goddess. The round head of the man born by her
may indicate a lunar god and make the promise of a next life in the beyond, somewhere along the
beautiful bank ORE EON of the celestial river CA LAK. Also animals were born again in the
beyond, indicated by animal bones inserted into a wall of a cave of the dukes Bégouen in the
Ardèche. Hunters place a twig between the lips of an animal they shot. Where does this custom
come from? Might it go back to an archaic ritual of invoking the divine hind, asking her to give the
animal a second life in the beyond, so it may graze on the heavenly pastures along the beautiful
Orion bank of the celestial river?
6) An incised piece of bone in the shape of a bull’s head from Bilcze Zlote, northwestern Ukraine,
Late Cucuteni, fourth millennium BC, shows a woman with an hourglass figure who raises her arms
and evokes the Orion goddess who licked moon bulls into life, but also a bee, so the divine hind
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woman in her function as vegetation goddess acquired a further emblematic animal, perhaps
following an epidemic among bees that caused the trees to bear no fruit, and made the early farmers
of the Ukraine realize how important that little insect is. Ephesos was named for the bee whose preLatin name was something like aspasha, maybee from AS PAS SA meaning upward AS everywhere
in a plain PAS downward SA, the bee lifting from a blossom, flying around, and alighting on
another blossom, an accurate description of a bee’s labor. Do you know how far a bee must fly in
order to produce half a liter of honey? 75,000 kilometers, nearly twice around the equator
(calculated at a Swiss university). Ephesia, bee goddess of Anatolia, was taken over by Artemis who
became the local Artemis Ephesia. Artemis was also a goddess of hunting, her covering Ephesia
shows that the divine hind woman must also have been worshipped as a goddess of hunting, she
licked not only moon bulls into life, but every bull, and all other animals, many of whom became
the prey of hunters but were given a second life in the beyond by the goddess.
7) The etymology of Demeter is not clear. Some explain her name as da-mataer ‘earth mother’,
which doesn’t convince others. My explanation is AD DA MAI TYR, toward AD away from DA
female zone of a Magdalenian camp MAI to overcome in the double sense of rule and give TYR, a
compound designating the heavenly ones who overcome in the double sense of rule and give, and
who watch over the entrance to and exit from the female zone of a camp, namely the fire giver PIR
GID and the fertility giver BRI GID and the fur giver BIR GID, a trinity carved in rock in the abri
of Angles-sur-l’Anglin. So we may assume that women were responsible for the fires in a camp, for
all aspects of fertility, and for the many tasks involving fur, from placing a baby on fur to sewing fur
clothes and cooking in a pit laid out with a hide and filled with water and heated with hot stones
rolled in from a fireplace to healing by wrapping a patient in a warming fur smeared on the inside
with a mixture of fat and medicinal herbs … The triple goddess PIR GID and BRI GID and BIR
GID became the Celtic Brigit and the Three Mothers of Burgundy and Greek Demeter, while Elaia
in Crete and in Arcadia on the Peloponnese was an alter ego of Demeter, her emblems being an
olive tree and a giant bee on a gold ring from Mochlos.
8) CER -: I -: accounts for northwestern PIE *kerdeha- ‘herd, series’ and for the cow-eyed Hera
and for PIE *ker- ‘to grow’ and of course for Latin cervus French cerf meaning stag. The second
part of her name has many derivatives, among them lip, German Liebe ‘love’ and Leben ‘life’,
Ugaritic dd ‘beloved’ and Phoenician Dido ‘loved one’, then Lily, and perhaps also Ukrainian
lyalka ‘doll’. The PIE version of love is *leubh-, close to German Laub ‘foliage’ and Laube ‘bower,
bowery, arbor’, akin to Latin laubia, lobia, and English lobby and lodge, derivatives of -: I -:
considering the twig of the goddess who was also responsible for the vegetation and in whose honor
arbors were built, as indicated by the fir branch hat of the goddess on a bronze disc from Lurestan,
evoking the roof of a hut made of fir branches.
9) An Indian linguist who uses the pseudonym of Analyst informed me that BIR has more potential
derivatives, among them Latin pellum, English filament and wool, again Latin vir for man,
originally naming a brave hunter clad in fur and hunting the ferocious bear for its precious fur …
Analyst is right, -R is easily replaced by -L, so we can get from BIR to Latin pellum Old English
fell and German Fell, also Latin vellum, and English wool German Wolle, and French file ‘file’ and
English filament. Analyst told me also that MUC for bull might survive in Sanskrit mahisha ‘bull’
and in mahi ‘large’ and magha ‘wealth’. MUC is the origin of Greek megas ‘big’, perhaps also of
English big, certainly of English much and Swiss Mocke for something big and round. The bison
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was a big animal for the early hunters. A drawing in the cave Le Gabillou, Dordogne, shows a giant
bull and a tiny hunter in front of the animal, the master bull hunter MAS whence Latin masculus
‘little man’, small in comparison. A further drawing in the cave Le Gabillou shows a man wearing
the hide and horns of a bull performing sort of a dance while being attacked with lances, in my
opinion the master bull hunter MAS acting as bull, teaching boys (not visible in the drawing)
wielding toy lances how to attack a bull and to carry out the first and all deciding blow, and what
were the risks of a move, how the bull reacts in a given situation. A master bull hunter could act as a
bull, and the most successful master bull hunter became the bull man who was born again in the
sky, in the region of the Summer Triangle Deneb Vega Atair, as indicated by the drawing on a
stalactite in the rear hall of the Chauvet cave.
10) We have two word groups for world, English world German Welt, and Latin mundus Italian
mondo French monde. I explain English world via BIR LAD, the primeval hill LAD in the cosmic
fur BIR of the goddess BIR GID, Magdalenian BIR LAD (werlad) Old English werald English
world German Welt. Latin mundus Italian mondo French monde goes back to MUC DAL, valley
DAL of the bulls MUC. The universal tool of the Stone Age was a celt or hand axe in the shape of
an almond, Greek amygdala German Mandel. The world was seen as a giant bull whose body
accounts for the mass of the earth while his horns are present in the eastern and western mountains
where the moon and stars and sun rise from and set on, then traversing the Underworld and
emerging again on the eastern horizon, moving in big arcs and circles, Sanskrit mandala ‘circle’.
The divine bull Nandi was an old symbol of the earth. The Nandi mountains owe their name to a
resemblance with a lying bull. The heavenly cow Hathor resided in the western mountain of Upper
Egypt, a long ridge resembling a lying cow, the pyramidal Qoru above Deir el-Bahari and the Valley
of Kings indicating her head and horn, while the lesser known Valley of Queens farther south leads
to a grotto which is occasionally flooded by a waterfall from a wadi above and was a pre-dynastic
invocation place of the birth giving goddess. Nut, alter ego of the heavenly cow Hathor, arching
herself over the earth, resting on her feet and hands, swallowed the evening sun and gave birth to
the sunchild in the morning, so that we can equate the western mountains with a devouring mouth,
German Mund, and the eastern mountains with the os uteri, German Muttermund. Latin Mons
‘mountain’ could originally have been the mountains where moon and stars and sun rise from and
disappear into. German Mund and Latin Mons could well be further derivatives of MUC DAL, and
of course also German Mond ‘moon’, formerly a bull, the moon bull.
11) MUC DAL amygdala almond Mandel mundus mondo monde mandala Mons Mond Mund
Muttermund … Are there further derivatives? Yes, a particular one, Magdalenian, and Hebrew
mGDL ‘big’. The idea of the world as bull valley is present in mysterious pre-Celtic objects
resembling neck-rests carved of white marble or baked of clay, a pair of standing horns, in one case
on the four legs of a bull, sometimes decorated, with indented small circles near the points of the
horns indicating the moon and sun before leaving the Underworld, ready to climb the sky, and just
having entered the Underworld, ready to traverse it; then we can see arcs indicating the travel
through the Underworld, and in one case a pair of triangular mountains, the eastern mountain where
the moon and sun rise from, and the western mountain where they set upon. These objects would
have given way to the Celtic torq, a gold ring the size of a necklace with round ends that indicate
the trajectory of the sun across the sky – in one case the ends of the torque are big golden ‘pearls’,
on each one a winged horse, the morning sun horse ready to climb the sky, and the symmetrical
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evening sun horse looking back before entering the Underworld. A heavy silver counterpart
weighing some seven kilograms has the arc underneath while the ends at the top render a pair of
opposing bull heads. The name torq may stem from this version of the torq whose original form
could have been TOR CA or TOR KAL, bull in motion TOR sky CA or Underworld KAL.
12) The Minoans came from Asia Minor, probably from Ebla where also a minotaur was known,
Minos tauros, TOR for bull in motion, and Minos from Mi-Nu-The, given in hieroglyphic Minoan,
Linear A and Linear B as head of a bull for Mi-, as visual pun of a bull leaper on his or her feet
hands feet for -Nu-, and as tree of life for -The. Mi- represented by the head of a bull might well go
back to MUC for bull that is also present in Myc-enae. The generic name of a bull leaper could have
been AD TOR OC CO, toward AD a bull in motion TOR with open eyes OC and a focused mind
CO, a formula for the conditio humana that became Mycenaean atoroqo and Greek anthropos, also
andros andra, genitive and accusative of anaer ‘man’, and Sanskrit Indra (more on him later). Begin
of Homer’s Odyssey: Andra moi ennepe, Mousa, polytropon hos mala polla / plangchthae … Tell
me, Muse, of the man who traveled far and suffered many evils … Odysseus confronted his bull, so
to say, and more than one bull, for he waged war on Poseidon, his arch enemy, founder of Troy, to
whom hecatombs of bulls were sacrificed, already in 1:25, indicating that Poseidon had the force
and power of hundreds of bulls, and waging war in the Bronze Age was far a greater challenge than
confronting a bull in Magdalenian times.
13) Most hymns in the Rig Veda are dedicated to Indra, Agni, and Soma. Indra may go back to the
bull hunter of old who became the bull man and then the divine bull, the cosmic bull himself, and
the helper of the cosmic bull as well. The name Indra may go back to the above formula for the
conditio humana, AD TOR OC CO. The name of the fire god Agni and English ignite may be
explained via GNE for the nine days and nights of the Magdalenian full moon, a bright white fire in
a pitch black sky in a time when there was no light pollution, glowing yellow and orange when
rising from and setting on a dusty horizon. Soma as god was a bull, a bird, and a lunar deity, hence
the winged moon bull. Soma as juice might have been the semen of the cosmic bull, from SOMm
for body, his vital essence present in the soil, extracted by a variety of plants whose roots, pressed
out, yielded a juice that was mixed with milk and consumed as a vitalizing and energizing drink.
Our young generation consumes an energizing drink called Red Bull. ‘Bull’ is one of the epithets of
Indra. As a hero he drank soma which made him strong and vigorous. As cosmic bull he is spending
soma in the form of rain, life giving water, and as helper of the cosmic bull he fought the serpent
that blocked rivers from flowing …
14) The sacred bull Nandi is connected with Shiva and embodies the god’s creative powers, at least
Nandi in the shrine at Khajuraho, 11 th century AD. Shiva is a minor god in the Rig Veda,
nevertheless he might go back to the ancient weather god whose generic name was ShA PAD TYR
AS CA, the ruler ShA who goes ahead PAD and overcomes in the double sense of rule and give
TYR up above AS in the sky CA … ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove, originally a storm
god in form of a bull, probably a descendant of the weather god from Mont Bego in the Alpes
Maritimes in southeastern France near the Italian border. TYR Middle Helladic Sseyr Doric Sseus
Homeric Zeus, perhaps akin to the Serri bull of the Hittite weather god; Zeus in the guise of a bull
abducted Europa from Syria that may preserve the same TYR, consider Tyros, TYR CA origin of
the Turk- words and names. ShA … CA Jahwe, a storm god from Mount Seir (!) in the Negev, rider
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of clouds, perhaps also worshipped as a bull, consider the bronze figurine of a bull from the top of a
hill near Samaria from the 12th century BC. ShA PAD TYR AS CA Jupiter/Giove-asca Giubiasco
in the canton of Ticino in southern Switzerland, once a station on the way to and from the Swiss
Alps where good weather was implored and thanked for. ShA PAD Shiva, also a bull when we
consider Nandi and the seated god wearing buffalo horns on a well known Indus tablet, known as
Pashupati ‘Lord of the Animals’, Sanskrit pati ‘Lord’ being a derivative of PAD TYR. When we
combine ShA PAD with PAD TYR we obtain ShA PAD TYR, origin of Jupiter. Sanskrit shiva
means auspicious and Latin auspex means augur, someone who looks out for favorable signs in the
sky, from birds, in a second and literary sense also leader, chief commander, protector, so shiva as
adjective could well have been a derivative of ShA PAD as rump form of ShA PAD TYR AS CA.
15) Shiva as Maheshvara, Elephanta, Mumbay, 7 th century AD, has three faces: the left profile
representing the destroyer, traditional role of Shiva; the majestic middle head with closed eyes
representing the creator, traditional role of Brahma; and the right and rather feminine profile
representing the preserver, traditional role of Vishnu. Also the seated god wearing buffalo horns has
three faces, on the gray and the simpler yellow tablet

Let us compare Shiva with the early god of the Indus Valley: left buffalo horn, western mountain
where moon and sun set and disappear, their light extinguished, Shiva as destroyer, traditional role
of Shiva --- sheaf of emmer (gray tablet) and pipal tree of life (yellow tablet) in the middle of the
horns, Shiva nourishing the plants from below, from the Underworld indicated by his closed eyes,
restoring the powers of moon and sun so that they may return, Shiva as creator, traditional role of
Brahma --- right buffalo horn, eastern mountains where moon and sun rise, guarded by Shiva the
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preserver, traditional role of Vishnu. The triple-faced god is then indicating the trajectories of moon
and stars and sun. With closed eyes: from the western horizon to the eastern horizon, traversing the
Underworld, passing under the roots of the pipal tree of life. With open eyes: from the eastern to the
western horizon, traveling across the sky, passing over the leaves of the pipal tree of life.
16) James Mellaart, excavator of Çatal Höyük, saw the reliefs of figurines with raised arms and
legs and marked navel on the walls of several houses of the layers VI and VII, often in combination
with a bucranium, as the pregnant goddess giving birth to a bull. So we have here another
descendant of the divine hind who licked moon bulls into life, thus creating time, lunations or
synodic months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 … days and nights. The divine hind
was also the hind woman, animal and woman and goddess at the same time. In 2005 a clay seal in
the shape of a bear was found in layer V of the southern Çatal Höyük area, a bear with raised arms
and legs and a marked navel. This bear may then be understood as the triple goddess BRI GID and
BIR GID and PIR GID in one, the fertility giver BRI GID being present in the pose of giving birth,
in the marked navel, and in the grooves of the womb that anticipate the double spiral on the womb
of the pregnant bird goddess from the Balkans (one spiral for the mother and one for the child,
rolling inward and outward, beautiful symbol of the subsequent generations), the fur giver BIR GID
being present in the deep grooves indicating a soft fur and appearing as ridges of a seal impression,
and the fire giver PIR GID being present in the fire that baked the clay and in the light red color of
the terracotta seal. BRI GID gave birth and helped giving birth, the fur of BIR GID, preferably the
one of a bear, kept a baby warm, and the fire of PIR GID achieved the same, keeping the baby
warm. The bear seal from Çatal Höyük may then have anticipated the divine mother and nurse from
the Balkans wearing bear masks and a pouch of fur for the baby on her back. The goddesses from
Çatal Höyük should not be confounded with the animals in downward position appearing on several
Göbekli Tepe pillars: those grim animals baring their teeth were guarding the ground, allowing only
worthy souls to leave the Underworld and return to the surface of the earth and climb a heavenly
abode.
17) A small stone tablet from Jerf el Ahmar in northern Syria, close to the Anatolian border, on the
eastern shore of the Euphrates, about 11,300 years old, may commemorate the construction of the
Göbekli Tepe: stone pillar temples on up to five meters of earth deposited on the limestone hill in
the Sanli-Urfa region
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One face of the tablet shows a pair of rings in the sky, above four pillars of a temple, symbolizing
the sky by night and day, moon and sun, and hinting at the calendaric function of temple B on the
Göbekli Tepe

and probably of other temples as well. The workers are symbolized in a giant ant whose body is
partly eclipsed by the four already standing pillars, a labor marked as achievement by four dots
along the curve of the hind body segment of the industrious animal. The large ant is busy erecting a
further pillar on the right side, a slab suspended in an oblique position, held by the left antenna-arm
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of the insect. On the left side hangs a long snake from the sky, tail above head below, indicating
rain. Imploring rain was an important function of the sanctuaries, for example of temple A on the
Göbekli Tepe. The other face of the stone tablet shows about six rows of rounded angles filled with
big dots

leather bags filled with earth, carried to the hill and emptied on top of it, where earth was required
in order to round the shape of the hill. Assuming an area of 200 by 200 meters, an average layer of
25 centimeters of earth, and a capacity of 10 liters for a leather bag we obtain one million fillings
and as many walks to the hill that may well have appeared as ‘ant processions’ to an onlooker from
a distance. At the top and in the middle of this tablet face is a wider bag that may also be seen as a
pair of bull horns, inside a round hill under four dots, apparently the Göbekli Tepe under moon and
stars and sun. The sign is then combining the primeval hill in the cosmic fur BIR LAD with the
valley of bulls MUC DAL, and the mound in the center is the Göbekli Tepe, hill of creation, under
moon and stars by night, under the sun by day …
18) Aurochs and snake were the predominant symbols of the wider Göbekli Tepe area. The skull of
an aurochs with wide horns was fixed to the wall opposite the entrance of the round house 1A at
Hallan Çemi over 12,000 years ago. The bull man of old became the triple god and hero of the
Göbekli Tepe region, indicated by the bucranium on pillar 31 temple D, composed of three graphic
elements, the ring of the head for AAR RAA NOS, the horns whose points are turned downward for
the digger of ditches AD DA MAN, and the bar on top for GIS BAL CA MmOS who broke the ring
of the primeval world apart and flattened the lower half into the world we live upon according to the
Göbekli Tepe myth of origin encoded in the inscriptions of the central pillars of temple D
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AAR RAA NOS, mind NOS of the one composed of air AAR and light RAA is visible ex negativo
through the big limestone ring found in a rectangular temple of the second building phase. A
fragment of a stone tablet from Tell Abr 3 near Jerf el Ahmar. shows the god on a ring for the sky,
the halving of the ring indicated by short horizontal strokes, inside the ring a long snake heading
upward, to the man or god on the ring, while an arrow head above a long vertical zigzag line and a
succession of arrow heads shooting upward are seen on the sides of the ring. The snake heading
skyward symbolizes prayers for rain and sacrificial fires imploring rain. Also arrows shot into the
sky might have implored rain, perhaps with white bands attached to the arrows that would have
waved in the air. A second tablet from Jerf el Ahmar shows many long vertical snakes heading
skyward, an arrow head pointing upward, two rings with snakes inside heading upward, and a man
standing on one of the rings, while a sign on the ground combines a woman raising her arms with
the tree of life in a poignant gesture of asking for rain. The other side of the tablet shows a grid of
long horizontal and shorter vertical lines, under it a snake, so the lines are water ditches and the
rectangles in between planting beds where lentils and herbs and berries may have grown, well
protected by the water, the roots always humid, and the plants kept warm by the warmth given off
by the water during the night. The Göbekli Tepe hieroglyph of the lying H symbolizes the earth AC
and the sky CA (horizontal bars) and the exchanges between them (vertical bar), prayers for rain
and sacrificial fires and wishing arrows imploring rain, ascending, and rain rewarding the prayers
and sacrificial fires and wishing arrows, falling. A more elaborate version of the AC CA sign is
found on a polished pebble from Netiv Hagdud. Earth and sky are indicated by three and four
horizontal lines while the exchanges between them are indicated by a double snake line meandering
down up down up down up down up and down again in fading lines visualizing rain, implored from
and granted by the bull man in the sky. AC CA became Latin aqua ‘water’, while the ancient
Egyptians mentioned a Syrian province by the name of aqa …
19) Temple B on the Göbekli Tepe combines the solar year with the life of a supreme ruler. Begin
the calendar walk with pillar 16 in the official counting, here given as pillar ‘a’, New Year following
midwinter and the night of the fire archers; start in counterclockwise direction and perform a double
loop roughly in the shape of an eight: pillar a 30 days – pillar b 30 days – pillar c 30 days – pillar d
30 days – pillar e 30 days – central pillar f 30 days – space between the central pillars f and g,
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midsummer, 3 days – central pillar g 30 days – pillar h 30 days – pillar i 30 days – pillar j 30 days –
pillar k 30 days – pillar l 30 days – space between the central pillars f and g, midwinter, 2 and
occasionally 3 days, and back to the first pillar, yielding a solar year of 365 and occasionally 366
days. Before the first pillar of the calendar walk stood a proteome, a stone phallus. The first pillars a
b c d e symbolize the life of the young ruler, the central pillars f and g his appointment as ruler, the
pillars h i j k l his life as supreme ruler, and the crossing of the space between the central pillars the
end of his life. His body may have been placed between the central pillars, while his soul visited the
Underworld, was guided by the fox through the subterranean labyrinth, returned to daylight – if the
grim guards of the ground allowed him to pass, finding him a worthy soul – and climbed the sky
toward a heavenly abode, indicated by the foxes on the central pillars f and g whose heads and
backs form elegant arcs evoking the trajectory of the rising sun … In his heavenly abode the former
ruler became the bull man in the sky, helper of AAR RAA NOS, even a part of him, listening to the
prayers for rain and smelling the smoke of the sacrificial fires imploring rain and admiring the
wishing arrows with their lovely waving bands, and rewarding the prayers and sacrificial fires and
wishing arrows with falling rain that filled the river beds … The prayers for rain and the smoke of
the sacrificial fires and the waving bands of the wishing arrows imploring rain were symbolized by
snakes heading upward, and the falling rain was symbolized by snakes heading downward. Before
the first pillar of the calendar walk, pillar 16 in the official counting, pillar ‘a’ in my notation, stood
a proteome, a stone phallus. Another proteome, this time a head and upper body and erected phallus,
was found at another place on the Göbekli Tepe. Foxes are numerous, all male, and each one shows
a phallus, apart from the fox on the central pillar f, pillar 9 in the official counting: this pillar shows
a pair of snake heads instead, linking the phallus with water and making its erection a symbol of the
ruler in the sky, the bull man up above, spender of life in the form of rain. Before the fox on pillar f
or 9 is a bowl carved into the temple floor. We can be sure that it was filled with water during a
ceremony invoking the deified ruler and bull man in the sky as spender of rain.
20) The elegant female figurines from El-Mamariya in Upper Egypt, pre-dynastic

symbolize the Nile Valley: her lower body in the shape of a carrot the fertile ground, her breasts the
surface of the earth where we find our nourishment, her raised arms the slopes of the eastern and
western hills and mountains, her hands the stars that rise from the eastern mountain and set on the
western mountain (five fingers of a hand, five points of an Egyptian star), her head of a bird the
height of the sky, and her eyes moon and sun … These figurines have an equivalent in the star
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decorated head of a cow on a palette, the horns corresponding to the raised arms of the female
figurine, a star on both points of the horns. I imagine a ritual dance of creation performed by a
priestess in lieu of the goddess: hands on the womb – hands on the breasts – hands on the head,
fingers together, touching the head – closed arms raised as a circle above the head – arms opened –
fingers spread … Min was the male personification of the Nile Valley, worshipped as Bull of the
Great Phallus, a symbol of the river Nile, swelling every summer and flooding the river plain. In his
raised arm he held a cereal stalk or a flail, now symbolizing the fertile land. His gesture of smiting
indicated the borders of the river oasis that had to be defended against intruders. His name Min may
go back to MAN for the right hand, considering his role as reaper, and as defender of the
borders.‘Pashupati’ on the gray and yellow Indus tablets may personify the Indus Valley in much
the same way

His buffalo horns are the eastern and western mountains where moon and sun rise and set, while the
sheaf of emmer (gray tablet) and pipal tree of life (yellow tablet) in between the horns indicate the
fertile land. The triple face anticipates Brahma the creator, middle face; Vishnu the preserver, right
face; and Shiva the destroyer, left face, here associated with the setting moon and sun, their light
being extinguished. ‘Pashupati’ became Shiva in all three roles of Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva.
Brahma goes back to BRA MAN, right arm BRA right hand MAN, naming the god who created the
world by playing his lyra. Shiva as destroyer may also have protected the land, in the same way as
Min. Sanskrit minati ‘he diminishes, destroys’ would then go back to the same MAN for the right
hand (accounting for our mathematical term minus, while BIR meaning fur accounts for plus, a fur
bag full of goods, Avestan par ‘full’). Now the arms of ‘Pashupati’ are peculiar, covered by bangles
they resemble fish skeletons, the bangles evoking fish bones and the hands fish tails, apparently
symbolizing the river arms rich in fish. Tamil miin ‘fish’ may then refer to the fish hands of
‘Pashupati’. The Tamils came from the north and may well have imported the word miin that
ultimately would go back to MAN for the right hand.
21) The lunisolar calendar of the Göbekli Tepe had a week of 7 days, a month of 30 days, and a
season of 3 months or 90 days. Season of PIR GID following midwinter and the night of the fire
archers, 90 days --- season of AD DA MAN, 90 days --- midsummer festival, 3 days, day of AD DA
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MAN, day of the turtle, day of AAR RAA NOS --- season of AAR RAA NOS, 90 days --- season of
BRI GID, 90 days --- midwinter festival, 2 and occasionally 3 days, day of BRI GID, occasional
day of the falcon, day of PIR GID, night of the fire archers PIR RYT and their ‘fingers of light and
luck’ DIG LIC, whence Firat Euphrates and Dicle Tigris … The ancient way of counting lunations
was 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 … days for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 … lunations. 17 plus 15
plus 17 plus 15 lunations counted in this manner yield 502 plus 443 plus 502 plus 443 days, all in
all 1,890 days for 64 lunations. 1,890 days are also 63 continuous periods of 30 days, or 270 weeks
of 7 days. These numbers yield an excellent numeric definition of the lunation or synodic month, 29
days 12 hours 45 minutes, exact average value from 1989 AD 29d 12h 44m 2.9s, mistake of the
ancient value not even one minute per lunation, or half a day in a lifetime … ‘Pashupati’ on the gray
tablet is the Lord of a similar calendar, numerically even the same calendar: 3 days of midsummer,
festival of ‘Pashupati’ --- 90 days of the rhinoceros --- 90 days of the buffalo --- 2 and occasionally
3 days of midwinter, day of the first ibex or mountain goat, occasional day of the goddess invisibly
present between her emblematic animals, day of the second ibex or mountain goat --- 90 days of the
tiger --- 90 days of the elephant. New Year may have occurred between the seasons of the tiger and
the elephant, around the vernal equinox. The lunation was defined in the same way as in the basic
Göbekli Tepe calendar … Also an Egyptian month had 30 days. The eyes of the Horus falcon were
moon and sun. Seth destroyed the lunar eye, whereupon wise Thoth healed it, adding the pieces and
their numerical values 1/2 and 1/4 and 1/8 and 1/16 and 1/32 and 1/64, or simply ‘2 ‘4 ‘8 ’16 ’32
’64. The restored eye was called The Whole One. However, the numbers don’t really add up to 1.
Why then The Whole One? Multiply a month of 30 days by the Horus eye series ‘2 ‘4 ‘8 ’16 ’32
’64 and you obtain 29 ‘2 ’32 days, or 29 days 12 hours 45 minutes, one whole lunation or synodic
month, mistake half a day in a lifetime. (May AAR RAA CA also account for Horus, and AAR
RAA AC for Horakhty, Horus on the horizon?)
22) A Minoan seal from Knossos carved in an onyx lens

resembles the gray ‘Pashupati’ tablet from the Indus Valley and inspired me to the following list of
Minoan symbols. // Bull horns or sacral horns: a single pair of horns indicating space, repeated
horns indicating periods of time (akin to the wings of a griffin, see below) // Double axe: marking
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the presence of the triple goddess, Britomartis (right blade), Dictynna (handle), and Elaia/Lousia
(left blade) // Britomartis: right blade of the double axe indicating sunrise (and in the case of a
double blade also the rise of the moon), eastern horizon, morning, spring, goddess of sowing and
germinating, implored for rain in the region of Mallia, her name containing BRI meaning fertile //
Dictynna: handle of the double axe, zenith (and nadir), midday (and midnight), midsummer (and
midwinter), rod or scepter, tree of life indicated by a twig growing from the middle of a pair of
sacral horns, cypress tree on whose top a bird is perched, column rising from the middle of a pair of
sacral horns, hill or mountain, high hat, crown of birds, head of the female triad, supreme Minoan
goddess, representing all three goddesses in one, residing on the Dictaean mountains, with a
sanctuary in the Dictaean cave // Elaia/Lousia: left blade of the double axe indicating sunset (and in
the case of a double blade also the setting of the moon), western horizon, evening, fall, goddess of
harvest, accompanied by a giant bee as symbol of the workers in the fields who gather the fruit and
bring them to store houses, Elaia meaning olive, Lousia meaning the angry one, indicating that the
goddess could also make whither the plants and cause a famine, then turning from a woman into a
black mare; inscription on a cult double axe from the Arkolochori cave deciphered by Derk
Ohlenroth: I belong to the goddess Lousia // Symbols indicating the triple goddess, or Dictynna as
head of the female triad: double axe, a triple censer, a bunch of a cotyledon and a flower and a
sickle // Winged griffins flanking the goddess: astronomical year, wings representing the periods of
time between the solstices and equinoxes, from midwinter to the vernal equinox and then
midsummer, and from midsummer to the fall equinox and then midwinter (akin to the repeated
sacral horns indicating periods of time, see above) // Spring equinox or vernal equinox: festival of
Britomartis, the goddess in the guise of Cybele dancing with the god-king under the fresh leaves of
the sacred tree, mythical union, the name Cybele may go back to CA BEL meaning sky warm,
generic name of the spring sun horse, lovely ‘Chinese horses’ in the axial gallery of Lascaux //
Midsummer: festival of Dictynna, supreme goddess, head of the female triad, resting in the shadow
under the sacred tree // Fall equinox: festival of Elaia/Lousia, thanksgiving // Midwinter as end of a
vegetation period: ritual uprooting of the sacred tree and mourning for it // Midwinter as begin of a
new vegetation period: Cybele giving birth to her son, the mythical child known as Kouros (later
identified with young Zeus), a priestess announcing the happy advent by blowing into her big triton
shell …
23) The following chapters refer to a paper by Asko Parpola, published in Volume 1 of SCRIPTA in
September 2009, the first paragraph marking a difference // Asko Parpola made a discovery by
equating the archer on a bronze tablet from Mohenjo-daro with a sign he reads as ‘crab inside fig’,
the supreme god as crab inside the heavenly fig tree. He then identifies the archer with Rudra –
Skanda – Murukan, the name of the latter given as pair of bangles. Bangles hung in fig trees
implored children from the god up above among the stars … I read the crab as bellows and identify
the archer with Varuna or VaruNa, descendant of AAR RAA NOS from the Göbekli Tepe, mind
NOS of the one composed of air AAR and light RAA. Air and light are combined in the bellows
that make wind, move air, and nourish fires that give light. The body of the archer is decorated with
arrow heads that shoot upward. A similar succession of arrow heads shooting upward is seen on the
fragment of the broken tablet from Tell Abr 3 near Jerf al Ahmar. imploring rain from AAR RAA
NOS on the ring in the sky. VaruNa would then have had the same function as AAR RAA NOS in
the region of the Göbekli Tepe: sending rain from his heavenly abode, his arrows representing
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flashes that light up the sky, his long eyes indicating the all-seeing god … In my opinion the Indus
seals and tablets honor families for outstanding contributions to the common weal. The signs at the
top of the ‘Pashupati’ tablets may convey this message: A family honored with such a tablet
provides excellent keepers of the house who supply us with fish all year long, and air the house
well, keeping it cool in summer and warm in winter … The ‘drawing’ on the gray ‘Pashupati’ tablet
is elevated, so it was not a seal but a gem and order, maybe worn on the body, perhaps decorating
and honoring a keeper of the palace, denoting him half humorously half seriously as VaruNa in the
house … VaruNa would have been present in the space between the buffalo horns of ‘Pashupati’,
the rain he granted filled the river beds and made fish thrive, the river arms being represented by the
arms of ‘Pashupati’, the bangles evoking fish bones and the hands fish tails. Fish were an important
part of the Harappan diet, fish was also consumed as an aphrodisiac and promised a young wife a
son, which would go along with the custom of hanging bangles into a fig tree as prayer for children.
24) Murukan as Lord of the Universe, honoring Asko Parpola, developing a deeper understanding
of his approach // Asko Parpola tries to understand the Indus seals and tablets as Proto-Dravidian
rebuses concerned with royal cosmology, if I may say so --- pun on pun on pun in a poorly
documented language, an almost hopeless undertaking, yet he does the very best he can. The central
figure of that royal cosmology is Murukan, Proto-Dravidian muruku, god of war, knowledge, and
fertility. Murukan originated from a Golden Seed in the heavenly region of the Plejades on the
morning of the vernal equinox. (The astronomers of Babylon considered Aldebaran and the Plejades
gate posts of the ecliptic and called them Golden Door.) Murukan was a beautiful boy, and he rode a
peacock that fed on snakes. The reverse of M-453 shows him seated in the presence of a pair of
snakes, while the obverse calls him by his name (here given in my words): Murukan (pair of
bangles) darling (pair of parallel lines for love) among the stars (fish, Tamil miin ‘fish’ and miin
‘star’), plus a few more signs. Murukan as man resides in the navel of the universe, he is present in
the pole star, by then Thuban, alpha Draconis, called rope star. He resides as crab way up in the
heavenly fig tree, the banyan tree, Ficus bengalensis or Ficus indicus, a tree of long air roots that
gave rise to the idea of the god holding the stars with arms that are ropes of wind and hands that are
the claws of a crab … Bangles hung into a fig tree implored children from the god of fertility. A
king has to emulate Murukan, residing in the ‘navel’ of his country, holding the ‘ropes’ of his
kingdom, as it were, guided by divine knowledge, we may infer. The roots of the banyan tree can
crash a building, and this image was involved when Murukan was invoked as war god. Now we
may attempt a new reading of the gray ‘Pashupati’ tablet in combination with my previous
interpretations
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Murukan who sprang as Beautiful Boy from the Golden Seed in the Plejades at the vernal equinox
is present in the male figure on the left side, between tiger and elephant, while Murukan as man is
present in the inscription and the walking man at the top of the tablet: Murukan (male figure)
holding together earth and sky (crabs or bellows) among the stars (fish, Tamil miin ‘fish’ and miin
‘star’) in the heavenly fig tree (V and U signs). ‘Pashupati’ seated on his dais would then be
Murukan in the center of the universe, holding all together, his arms no longer rivers but ropes of
wind, his hands evoking fish tails or the claws of a crab are now stars (fish miin star), and his dais
becomes the navel of the universe, pole star, by then Thuban, resting while all other stars move
around on ropes of wind … Maybe I have to abandon my view of the seals honoring families for
outstanding contributions to the common weal and support Asko Parpola in his struggle of
deciphering the seals as records of a royal cosmology?
25) Seeing a possibility for combining my approach with the one of Asko Parpola // Or perhaps the
two approaches can be united? AAR RAA NOS, mind NOS of the one composed of air AAR and
light RAA, bull man in the sky, provider of rain, supreme god, visible ex negativo through the big
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limestone ring on the Göbekli Tepe, indicated by a pair of heavenly rings on one of the stone tablets
from Jerf el Ahmar, sky by night and by day, shining moon and sun – this god became Ouranos in
Greece and VaruNa in the Indus Valley, VaruNa also being a sky god and provider of rain, and a
sender of flashes, we may assume, therefore a bowman and archer, with long all seing eyes, wearing
the horns and tail of a bull on a bronze tablet from Mohenjo-daro, his body decorated with six upshooting arrow heads, wishing arrows, two of them flanking the phallus, reminding of the
ithyphallic proteomes on the Göbekli Tepe. Magdalenian RYT means spear thrower, wherefrom
Greek rhytaer ‘archer’ and the Vedic archer Rudra who was also the fire god Agni, from GNE for
the nine days of the Magdalenian full moon, white fire in the night, glowing yellow and orange on a
dusty horizon. VaruNa resided in Harappa, from AAR RAA AD DA, god of air AAR and light RAA
on the river that flows toward AD the sea while coming from DA the mountains, AD DA being a
generic river name, softened to Indus (Harappa on a side arm of the Indus). AAR RAA CA, god of
air AAR and light RAA in the sky CA became muruku Murukan in southern India, represented by a
pair of bangles that remind of the heavenly pair of rings on a stone tablet from Jerf el Ahmar. The
raised arms of the goddess from El-Mamariya in Upper Egypt symbolize the eastern and western
hills and mountains, her hands the rising and setting stars, hand = star. The arms of the Indian Lord
of the Universe residing on earth are river arms rich in fish, the arms covered by bangles evoke fish
bones, the hands fish tails, hand = fish. The arms of the god in the sky are wind ropes and his hands
are stars, hand = star again. Magdalenian MAN means right hand, Tamil miin both fish and star …
If the tablets of Murukan, formerly Pashupati or ‘Pashupati’, honor keepers of the palace, then the
plain fish sign may have the meaning of water rather than fish, and we may imagine the following
praise: A family honored with one of these tablets provides excellent keepers of the palace who care
well for cool air in summer and warm air in winter, for the fires yielding warmth and light, and for
fresh water, all gifts of our heavenly Lord …
26) Uniting the calendar of the early Indus Valley with Asko Parpola’s cosmology, proving Parpola
right // Calendar of AAR RAA CA muruku Murukan, residing in AAR RAA AD DA Harappa on a
side arm of the river AD DA Indus, also residing in the navel of the sky, on his Thuban dais, way up
in the heavenly fig tree, holding the stars with arms that are ropes of wind and hands that are the
claws of a crab. His eyes were moon and sun, on long antennae like the eyes of a crab, moving
around in big circles. His nose pointed toward Mizar-Alcor in the American Big Dipper. The
position of Mizar-Alcor regarding Thuban at midnight indicated the solstices and equinoxes. The
god revolved around his body axes, thus creating time, and swirling around the guiding stars of the
four seasons, Algol in Perseus, guiding star of the season of the tiger, Vega in Lyra, guiding star of
the season of the elephant, Arcturus in Bootes, guiding star of the season of the rhinoceros, and
Regulus in Leo, guiding star of the season of the buffalo, thus driving the ‘merry-go-round’ of our
year: 3 days of the midsummer festival, early monsoon, day of life and day of health and day of
children, heavenly fig tree, pipal tree of life, three leaves, trefoil, king wearing a sheaf covered in
trefoils presiding over the festival, Mizar-Alcor in horizontal position left of Thuban at midnight --3 months or 90 days of the rhinoceros, guiding star Arcturus in Bootes, above the western horizon
around midnight --- fall equinox, Mizar-Alcor in vertical position above Thuban at midnight --- 3
months or 90 days of the buffalo, guiding star Regulus in Leo, on or above the eastern horizon at
midnight --- 2 and occasionally 3 days of the midwinter festival, day of the first ibex or mountain
goat, occasional day of the horned goddess, day of the second ibex or mountain goat, Mizar-Alcor
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in horizontal position right of Thuban at midnight --- 3 months or 90 days of the tiger, guiding star
Algol in Perseus, above the western horizon around midnight --- vernal equinox, Mizar-Alcor in
perpendicular position under Thuban at midnight; New Year, the god springing as Beautiful Boy
from the Golden Seed in the Plejades near Perseus --- 3 months or 90 days of the elephant, guiding
star Vega in Lyra, above the eastern horizon at midnight … (astronomical relations valid for the
time of Harappa). A week had 7 days, a month 30 days, and a season 90 days. 270 weeks or 63
continuous periods of 30 days are 1,890 days and correspond to 64 lunations or synodic months;
mistake per lunation half a day in a lifetime.
27) First ideas about an epic underlying the Indus tablets // The Indus seals and tablets might
preserve an epic of AAR RAA CA who sprang as Beautiful Boy from the Golden Seed in the
Plejades, fought the Algol tiger, reached the Cygnus peacock – Deneb the head, zaetha epsilon
gamma delta iota kappa Cygni the fan –, rode him, escaped the Vega elephant, came into the snake
infested Draco valley but luckily the peacock fed on the snakes. Beautiful Boy was called by the
Mizar-Alcor woman who implored his help for the poor people on earth who suffered in a double
way, the Arcturus rhinoceros drinking their water, and the Regulus buffalo devastating their fields.
Now the epic tells how the strong young man obliged, made the Acrturus rhinoceros give back the
stolen water and thus generated the first monsoon, then braced himself for the hardest task,
confronting the Regulus buffalo demon, AD TOR OC CO, toward AD the bull in motion TOR with
open eyes OC and a focused mind CO, atoroqo andros andra Indra. He overcame the bull, freed the
people, and instructed them about the ways of civilization, in a first lesson how to bake bread and
bricks. He built a stone ring, placed dry fig wood inside, igniting it with a fiery glance, and
maintained the fire with air from the great bellows of his lungs, then he placed a dough inside the
oven and baked it. Hereupon he built a second oven, formed bricks from river mud and baked them
also. In further lessons he taught the grateful people how to build walls and houses and basins, he
showed them the many ways of preparing fish, a healthy food, he told them to observe the sky, his
heavenly abode, how to use a calendar, and how to organize their life: they should work for the
common weal for some time of the year, and honor those who do a good job when working for the
community … The Mizar-Alcor woman observed the young man from above and was amazed
about his strength and knowledge, so she and the other wise woman of the ‘Big Dipper’, all in all
seven wise women, agreed to appoint the young man Lord of the Universe on the Thuban dais. The
Mizar-Alcor woman transformed the young man into a crab, made a banyan tree shoot up into the
sky, taking the crab with it, and when the crab reached Thuban it cut four long air roots from the
heavenly tree and used them as leashes for swirling around the guiding stars of the four seasons, the
Algol tiger, the Vega elephant, the Arcturus rhinoceros, and the Regulus buffalo. Revolving around
his body axis he created time, the ever changing seasons of the year, one year following the other.
And then, one fine day, he saw the lady of the pair of opposing ibices walk by and fell madly in
love …
28) Further developing the founding epic of the Indus Valley // We may expect both confirmation
and corrections of the hypothetical AAR RAA CA epic from Indian iconography, Shiva of the many
arms dancing inside a ring of flames surely followed the ancient god who swirled around the stars,
while the gem on his tiara, later also the beauty spot on the front of a god, marks the Golden Seed.
Occasionally the gem on the headdress of Shiva appears inside a stylized banyan tree, and later a
small Buddha could replace the gem on a headdress. I derive the names of a variety of gods from
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ShA PAD TYR AS CA, the ruler ShA who goes ahead PAD and overcomes in the double sense of
rule and give TYR up above AS in the sky CA. The name of Shiva may go back to ShA PAD, while
the name of Durga, the incarnation of his wife who killed the buffalo demon, may go back to TYR
… CA, her deed commemorating the taming of the buffalo – once the demon was driven out of the
bull, he became the Nandi bull, symbol of the earth and creative principle of Shiva. Also the
elephant was tamed, and honored for doing heavy work. The veneration of Ganeshe may tell us that
the Vega elephant in the early epic might have played a friendly role, contrary to the other animals,
and on the gray Murukan tablet the elephant is the only big animal that is turned away from the god,
not aggressing him. Perhaps the Vega elephant showed Beautiful Boy the way to the Draco valley
and summoned the Cygnus peacock for him to ride? The peacock fed on the snakes in the Draco
valley, thus freed the way for Murukan, and later he acted as love messenger. The Thuban mountain
could have been the origin of the Buddhist stupa, reflected in a lovely miniature painting from the
Malwa school; two beautiful women talking inside a house, a peacock standing on the side of the
roof, gazing up to the golden pinnacle on the round roof on top of the tower above the middle of the
house, beak open, as if calling. Another miniature painting from the same Malwa school shows a
woman flanked by peacocks in front of a pavilion of twin turrets and across a lawn by the shore of a
lotus pond. The Cygnus peacock, his head being Deneb, proceeds along the Milky Way toward
Orion, ORE EON, beautiful ORE shore EON, the goddess on the beautiful bank of the heavenly
river CA LAK galaxy Milky Way. Orion stands upright on the southern horizon at midnight in
December, also during her midwinter festival. May she be the woman the god fell in love with,
invisibly present between the pair of opposing ibices or mountain goats under his Thuban dais?
29) Gaining confidence, reading the yellow tablet of Murukan // The Indus seals and tablets are
best understood as complex references to the founding epic of the Indus Valley civilization, as I
shall explain in the case of the yellow AAR RAA CA tablet. The heavenly Lord is alone, no animals
around him. His horns evoke the eastern and western mountain and the valleys in between, in the
middle a hill and a pipal tree of life. The signs above are an X with a stroke in upper position and a
stroke in lower position, on the left side, and on the right side a fish and a pair of wavy parallel lines
and a U sign with four short horizontal strokes outward the rim if the sign is regarded as a jar. The
X on the left side represents the god on his Thuban dais holding the wind ropes of the guiding stars
of the four seasons. The strokes mark the summer half year (above) and winter half year (below),
thus indicating the love binding the god of the midsummer festival to the goddess of the midwinter
festival, also the power that holds heaven and earth together, for Thuban is always high in the sky,
while Orion stood on the ground and periodically descended below the horizon. The arms of the
god evoke fish bones and his hands fish tails, thus indicating river arms, rich in fish, food provided
by the god, while in the sky his arms are ropes of wind that hold stars. The U sign is the heavenly
fig tree, the four short horizontal strokes again indicating the guiding stars of the four seasons, but
then the U sign is also a jar, or a basket, or a gourd, emblem of the goddess considering a terracotta
figurine balancing a pair of baskets on the head. Asko Parpola identified the pair of long parallel
strokes as sign of love, so the wavy parallel lines are again a sign of love, as undulating lines
evoking the heavenly river, the god residing on the left side, and the goddess on her beautiful bank
on the right side … The X has the meaning of the god holding the stars with arms of wind and
hands that are the claws of a crab, so the X is also a crab. The ropes of wind are generated by the
lungs of the god, his bellows, as it were, so the same sign can mean bellows, and has then an earthly
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component used in the honoring aspect of the tablet: A family honored with one of these tablets
provides excellent keepers of the palace who care for cool air in summer, warm air in winter, fresh
water all year long, and for our provisions (jars of fish), and do their work with a portion of the love
that holds the world together …
30) A love story // Inspired by symbols of the eastern gate of the big stupa at Sanchi in central India
one may propose a spiraling way of the enamored god on his way from the Thuban mountain down
into the Draco valley, to the wise women, the Vega elephant, the home of the Cygnus peacock, and
then along the Milky Way to the Orion goddess. The stars on his traveling route were Thuban, iota
thaeta aetha zaetha omega psi Draconis, Dubhe, Megrez, Alioth and Mizar-Alcor in the Big Dipper,
Vega, Deneb, and the stars of the Milky Way toward Orion. His travel may have included a struggle
with a water demon, as indicated by another miniature painting from the Malwa school. When the
god and goddess finally met, a pillar grew out of the earth and carried the loving couple into the
heavens, Their marriage was celebrated every fourth midwinter, when a leap day was inserted, day
of the goddess who stands upright on the southern horizon at midnight.
31) First glance // The impression of the seal M-414 shows a fish on the left side, with a short
stroke inside for a dot, in the middle a big fig tree of many leaves, and on the right side a peculiar
sign Asko Parpola considers a scorpion for the clearly visible sting. Fish miin star, dot Golden Seed,
heavenly fig tree, the god on the Thuban dais again. The peculiar sign is basically another cross or
X indicating the god holding stars, and the emblems of the arms tell us what stars are meant this
time, in clockwise direction: sting, Spica and Heze in Virgo, lance of the young hero god, pointing
toward Arcturus, the lance he used in fighting the Arcturus rhinoceros -- ear of an elephant, Vega,
ear of the Vega elephant -- phallus, Albireo Sadr Deneb in Cygnus, body of the Cygnus peacock,
invoking the bird as love messenger -- a pair of parallel strokes of medium length, Castor and
Pollux in Gemini, twin turrets of the Gemini pavilion, love pavilion of the god and the goddess,
across the heavenly river from Orion … From this we may glean a new version of the epic. The
Arcturus rhinoceros drank all water and made the land go dry and the plants whither. The greedy
rhinoceros got ever bigger and rounder. Many tried to pierce its armor, but nobody was strong
enough, and all the lances broke, deflected by the bony plates of the hard skin. Then came the
young hero god with his marvelous Spica Heze lance, and lo and behold, he succeeded, perforated
the hard skin, the water gushed out, fell as the first monsoon on the earth – and was a new menace
for the people and the dry land, for now came so much water all of a sudden! But luckily the Vega
elephant saw what happened, came by with his Hercules herd, they all raised their trunks into the air
and absorbed the water that came rushing down, then lowered their trunks and gently filled the river
beds, making the dry earth grow grass and the trees leaves, and the flowers bloomed … The hero
god looked around him, very pleased, and when he glanced over to the Gemini pavilion he saw the
Orion goddess between the twin turrets looking across the river, he saw her, she had watched him,
and they both fell in love with each other. The god walked toward her, but alas, he was hold up by
the wild buffalo demon. A long fight ensued, and finally the young and strong hero god won, taming
the buffalo and freeing the people from his tyranny. Then he helped people further, showing them
how to bake bread, how to form and bake bricks and use them in building houses, also how to use
the calendar, and how to organize the common life: every family should send valid members to do
work for the public weal during some time of the year, and those who do a really good job shall be
honored … When the god finished his teachings, the goddess had vanished below the horizon, so he
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returned to his dais on top of the Thuban mountain, where he prepared his long journey to the Orion
goddess that took him a couple of years … The episode of the water rushing down survived in a
legend of Shiva holding up the water with his head, while the famous carved rock at Mamallapuram showing that scene includes giant elephants, and the rhinoceros on the gray calendar tablet
looks rather deflated

M-414 may have honored a family of gardeners: The family honored with this seal provides
excellent gardeners who care well for the plants, always giving them enough water but never too
much, the trees are covered in splendid foliage, and the blooming flowers delight our women …
32) Combining the two approaches for good // One of the signs on M-112

shows a pair of vertical strokes of medium length, on top of each stroke a tiny triangle, while an
arrow head intrudes the space between the strokes from below. The strokes may be the twin turrets
of the Gemini pavillon, Castor and Pollux, and the arrow head may indicate the young hero god
looking over to the Orion goddess behind the Gemini pavilion. Castor and Pollux as twin turrets of
the Gemini pavilion are on the left bank of the heavenly river. Harappa, Mohenjo-daro and Amri
were built on the left bank of the respective river, perhaps claiming an earthly version of the love
pavilion of the divine couple as their origin? The people who had been given lessons by the god
may well have enlarged the first humble pavilion into a splendid citadel, doing as the god himself
instructed them, and this required plenty of work for the common weal that would have been
honored with a seal or a tablet, if it was a really outstanding contribution. The sign I read as palace,
for example on H-6, can be seen as an enlarged version of the Gemini pavilion, basically a standing
H with doubled and enforced horizontal bar and slightly curved vertical strokes whose upper parts
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could well replace the twin turrets of the Gemini pavilion. Most communal work was done during
the season of the buffalo, and most people worked in the fields and in the brick manufactures along
the rivers. The animals on M-112 and H-6 and on the vast majority of the other seals are buffaloes,
the animal tamed by the hero god, and the standard in front of the animal consisting of a dotted
bowl and a grid above the bowl may well commemorate the god’s first lesson, how to bake bread
and bricks, the dotted bowl evoking grains and dough, and the grid above the bowl bricks … Now
the two approaches come together, the seals and tablets evoking the deeds and lessons of the god,
and the seals and tablets honoring outstanding contributions to the common weal are no longer
contradictory but emanations of the same spirit, evoking the deeds of the god and his lessons, and
helping to make his will come true by honoring people who emulated him and followed his
example, doing as he told them while spending time on earth, called down by the wise woman of
Mizar-Alcor.
33) King Arthur, the dragon of Lannion in Armorica, the sword Calibrus, and Merlin // The young
hero god of the Indus Valley reached the foothills of the Thuban mountain, was implored for help in
fighting the Arcturus rhinoceros and Regulus bull by the wise woman from Mizar Alcor and
overcame the rhinoceros with the help of the Spica Heze lance in Virgo. So far the adventure as
reconstructed from seals and tablets. Now this episode has a stunning parallel in another IndoEuropean legend, namely the one of King Arthur and the dragon of Lannion in Armorica, Britanny,
on the Breton coast, opposite of Plymouth and Exeter in southwestern Britain. Here a description of
the dragon from the Barzaz Breiz, translated by Jan Jaczek, a perfect match for Bootes (explaining
brackets inserted by me): Now the dragon came out of its lair (rose from the horizon), vile and
steaming. It had a single red eye on its forehead (Arcturus a red star, glowing orange) and its body
was covered in green scales (analogous to the bony plates of the rhinoceros). It had the body of a
fully-grown bull, but its tail was twisted into a spiral, like an iron screw (reference to the meteor
shower of the Quadrantides, radiating from the Nekkar end of Bootes in early January) and thin
needle-sharp horns at every joint, to deter any attacker from coming too close (alpha pi zaetha
Bootis and alpha aetha tau ypsilon Bootis, the alpha star being Arcturus, and the aetha star Muphrid)
… Calibrus the magic sword would then have been the Celtic equivalent of the Spica Heze lance of
the hero god from the Indus Valley, and Merlin the one of the wise woman of Mizar Alcor. In the
time of Chauvet, 32,000 years ago, the fast moving Arcturus was the head of Bootes, above Nekkar,
the constellation was seen as the bear hunter ARC TYR, overcomer TYR of the bear ARC, a generic
name that survived in the name of the star Arcturus, and in the name of the dragon slayer Arthur
(bones of the long extinct cave bear having been regarded as remains of dragons). The ancient ones
looked up into the sky, in a time when there was no light pollution, and projected their life and life
conditions into the stars and constellations. The starry sky was their cinema. And how do we call a
famous actor? a star …
34) Bootes as dragon of Lannion // Bootes was the dragon of Lannion, rising above the
northeastern horizon in early January at midnight, in horizontal position, the orange Arcturus eye on
the right side, the Nekkar stump of a tail on the left side, the meteor shower of the Quadrantides
radiating from the Nekkar end from January 1 till 6, maximum January 3 and 4. Arthur fought three
days and nights with the dragon, must have been in early January when the dragon twisted his tail in
a spiral, like an iron screw, radiating meteors. The narrative in the Brazaz Breiz is embedded in a
sad love story, the one of Efflam and Enora who spend their married life apart yet in close
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proximity, reminding of Castor and Pollux, the twin turrets of the Gemini pavilion, love pavilion of
the Thuban god and the Orion goddess from the Indus Valley. Bootes appears in vertical position,
the Arcturus eye below, looking at the Heze point of the Spica sword, on the western sky at
midnight on June 21, at 1 o’clock on June 6, at 2 o’clock on May 21, at 3 o’clock on May 6, at 4
o’clock on April 21, and so on, allowing to predict the struggle of the hero god with the rhinoceros
and arrival of the monsoon long before midsummer … King Arthur may have been an emanation of
the supreme Celtic god Dagda, the good god in the sense of the able god, from DhAG DhAG
meaning able able. Also the Thuban god was an able god, able in every way, and enabling those
who followed him.
35) Arcturus rhinoceros, Lannion dragon, and behemoth // The rhinoceros of the early Indus Valley
and the Lannion dragon have a fellow demon in behemoth of the Levant, as described in the Bible,
Job 40:15-24, here the relevant passages (my explanations given in brackets): Behold now behemoth
… he eateth grass as an ox (the Lannion dragon has the form of a fully-grown bull; the name of
behemoth is the augmentative plural of Hebrew behemah ‘beast’, -mah perhaps from MUC
meaning bull) … he moveth his tail like a cedar (the needle-like leaves of the cedar spiral around
long shoots while the tail of the Lannion dragon is twisted into a spiral, like an iron screw, both
images conveying the meteor shower of the Quadrantides radiating from the Nekkar end of Bootes
in early January) … he who made him can make his sword to approach unto him (only God can
raise the sword against behemoth, only Arthur could pull the magic sword Calibrus out of the rock,
and only the hero god of the Indus Valley could pierce the armor of the Arcturus rhinoceros with the
help of the Spica Heze lance in Virgo) … Behold, he drinketh up a river, and hasteth not; he
trusteth that he can draw up Jordan into his mouth (in my reconstruction of the founding myth and
epic of the Indus Valley the rhinoceros drinks all water and makes the land go dry) … When the
hero god of the Indus Valley travels along the heavenly river he has to fight one more demon, a sea
monster, leviathan in the Bible (Job 41) whose constellation might have been Cassiopeia, which
would also have been the constellation of the Indian sea monster. The begin of the name leviathan
involves a coil, or the verb to coil, twist. On a miniature painting of the Malwa school the god
Vishnu emerging from a big fish kills the sea demon emerging from a big winding sea shell or snail.
I explain the name of Vishnu from PIS NOS, mind NOS of water in motion PIS, also bodies moving
in water, Sanskrit piccha Latin piscis pisces English fish. Further derivatives of the compound are
Latin penis – consider the phallus of the peculiar sign on seal M-414 indicating the Cygnus peacock
as love messenger, and when Krishna, an avatar of Vishnu, shared the bed with the lovely Rudha he
wore the crown of a peacock – and Venus, an emanation of the fertility giver BRI GID whose
constellation was Orion, on the beautiful ORE shore or bank EON of the celestial river CA LAK …
36) Vishnu’s Panchajana conch of life // Leviathan might symbolize the rolling sea, waves, the
seven heads breaking waves, one may think of the famous wave of Hokusai, the green scales
regular patterns of smaller waves on the surface of the Aegean Sea called the Great Green by the
Egyptians, while steam and smoke and fire might keep a memory of the eruptions of the Thera
volcano that caused terrible tsunamis, far reaching waves that washed pumice-stone up the shores of
the Levant and Egyptian delta. Job: Canst thou draw out Leviathan with a hook or his tongue with a
cord which thou lettest down? No, we can’t hook and rope a wave. The constellation of leviathan
would have been Cassiopeia, by then near the zenith at midnight following the fall equinox,
announcing the gales of October and mainly November, December and January in the Aegean and
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perhaps the entire Mediterranean, high going water, leviathan rising, while still at midnight in early
October the heavenly river formed a big arch across the sky, from the western to the eastern
horizon. Cassiopeia was the mother of Andromeda who was rescued from a sea monster by Perseus.
Vishnu on the miniature painting from the Malwa school, emerging from a big fish, has four arms
that hold a lotus blossom, a bangle, the Panchajana conch of life, and a golden lance whose point
pushes back the raised white sword of the sea demon emerging from a big conch on the water, a
winding sea shell. The demon is wearing small horns whose points are marked with a pearl each, so
the water demon might indicate periodic water events going along with moon and sun: high tide,
monsoon, the flooding of the river plain, both a blessing (Panchajana conch of life) and a menace
(conch of the demon), perhaps also the bi-annual turning of the trade-wind that may provoke
storms, and in this case the demon symbolizes the perils of seafaring, while the pearls of the conch
symbolize the benefit of sea trading. Four women on the river bank or sea shore, wearing necklaces
of pearls and coral beads, are supporting Vishnu, the god emerging from the fish, wearing on top of
his yellow headdress a peacock crown adorned with a seam of pearls. Flowers bloom on the river
bank or sea shore. Many symbols of life ban the demon, the biggest one the fish in the middle, guise
of the god whose origin goes far back in time. Already the founders of the Harappan civilization
knew how to tame a river and cope with the flooding in a common effort that would have shaped
the society of the Indus Valley and may explain the marvelous infrastructure of Harappa and
Mohenjo-daro.
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Lascaux 4, Atlantis, Apollo, Reading
On my way to Atlantis / Apollo / Reading place names
(featuring: Indo-European homeland, civilization of REO Rhea Rheia)
© 2010 Franz Gnaedinger

On my way to Atlantis
At the begin of times the world was a large island called AD LAS, toward AD mountain LAS,
wherefrom Atlantis. The island softly rose to the mountain KAL LAS in the center, mountain LAS
of the cave or Underworld KAL, wherefrom Hellas. Inside the mountain was a big and beautiful
cave KAL KOS, ‘heavenly’ vault KOS of the cave or Underworld KAL, decorated with beautiful
reliefs made of various metals, KAL KOS accounting for Greek chalkos ‘ore, copper, bronze,
metal’. Another name of that big and beautifully decorated cave was GRA KOS, ‘heavenly’ vault
KOS of the decorated cave GRA, wherefrom Graikoi Greeks. The cave was inhabited by titans who
belonged to the brazen race and personified metals, among them KAL EN, she inside EN the cave
of Underworld KAL, wherefrom Helen, beautiful Helen of the white arms, Homeric symbol of tin,
and Hellenoi Hellenes, another name of the Greeks (who, my claim, originated in the region
between the Arals Sea and the Alai mountains and cast the first bronze, alloy of copper and tin,
some 5,500 year ago, and whose bards would have invented the myth I am trying to reconstruct
here in my new Magdalenian chapter, a myth concerning the begin of the Bronze Age, while the
Homeric epics Iliad and Odyssey tell about its end and aftermath). On top of the mountain KAL
LAS resided AAR RAA NOS, mind NOS of the one composed of air AAR and light RAA,
wherefrom Ouranos, also AAR RAA CA, the one composed of air and light in the sky CA, also
AAR RAA ) or AAR RAA L, the one composed of air and light who has the say ) or L, wherefrom
Aral (Sea) and Ural (mountain). A proud river sprang from the top of KAL LAS and flowed three
times around the mountain until reaching the sea surrounding the island AD LAS Atlantis,
personified by AC EON NOS, mind NOS of the shore EON land AC, wherefrom Oceanos ocean,
while the river was called AD DA, toward AD from DA, flowing toward the sea while coming from
the mountain. The river was personified by PAD AD DA PAS TON, he who goes PAD toward AD
coming from DA and makes himself heard TON wherever he gets, everywhere PAS, known to us in
the form of Poseidon. The river banks were personified by AD DA NAI, to find a good place to
build a camp NAI on the river that flows toward the sea coming from the mountain, known to us in
the form of Athaenae Athene, while NAI AD DA accounts for the Najades. AAR RAA NOS let it
rain, and the fertile soil made the titans emerge, the first people, the brazen race of early days.
AAR RAA NOS Ouranos residing on top of the mountain KAL LAS shone his light RAA and thus
made the day. The sun horse was not yet born. But there was the moon bull, emerging from one of
the eastern clefts in the rock, not in the mountain KAL LAS but beyond the river ocean. Those
clefts were called GAR while the first three days in the life of the young moon were called GEN,
combined GAR GEN, name of the two immortal guards who watched the clefts beyond the river
ocean, those in the east, where the moon bull emerged from, and those in the west, wherein he
disappeared in order to traverse the Underworld. We know those guards in the form of Gorgons. A
further Gorgon, this time a mortal one, guarded a cleft in the mountain KAL LAS, realm of the
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divine hind CER -: I -: or CER LIL, belonging to the female zone MAI, the sacred cleft where the
first animals emerged from the rock. The Gorgon of this cleft was called MAI DhAG, the able one
DhAG of the female zone MAI, wherefrom Medusa, originally a beautiful girl. Now it came to pass
that MAI DhAG Medusa was seduced by the glittering water on a warm spring afternoon, so she
abandoned her duty, strolled over to the river and took a bath. PAD AD DA PAS TON Poseidon
caught a glimpse of the lovely maiden, and washed over her in form of a wave. MAI DhAG Medusa
turned into a boulder, blocking the river and making the water flood the fields in hundreds of
rivulets, like so many snakes. PIR SAI, fire PIR life SAI, known to us in the form of Perseus, helper
of the ancient goddess PIR GID, fire PIR giver GID, touched the big boulder with his fire sword,
whereupon the rock turned back into a woman, however, her head was severed, the hairs were a
nest of snakes, and the blood spurting out of her neck turned into the first horse PAC AS, horse PAC
upward AS, wherefrom Pegasos Pegasus, the winged horse, and into the giant Chrysaor,
personification of the gold people found in river beds (more than today)..PAC AS Pegasus
multiplied himself into a variety of horses, first of all the sun horse of spring, CA BEL IAS, sky CA
warm BEL healing IAS, wherefrom AFelios Helios; then also the windhorses of AAR RAA AS,
upward AS toward the one composed of air AAR and light RAA, known to us in the form of Iris,
rainbow messenger between earth and sky; the common horses on earth; and the water horses of
Poseidon, father of Pegasus.
AAR RAA NOS Ouranos residing on top of the mountain KAL LAS was responsible for the
daylight (not yet recognized as indirect sunlight), for the weather, and for time. AAR RAA
accounting for Latin aura ‘breeze, air, daylight’, Rumantg aura ‘weather’, and English aura
‘nimbus’, Greek hora ‘time span, season, spring, harvest, climate, year, daytime, day, hour, moment,
age, youth’, Latin hora ‘hour, time span, season’, and English hour. Dawn was called AAR RAA
ORE, the beautiful one ORE belonging to and protected by the one composed of air AAR and light
RAA personified in the Roman goddess of dawn Aurora, personification of the eastern horizon and
of the east in general. AAR RAA NOS Ouranos was followed by his son CRE NOS, ruling CRE
mind NOS, wherefrom Kronos or Cronos, god of time, consider our chronometer. CRE NOS
Kronos Cronos was followed by his son TYR, he who overcomes in the double sense of rule and
give, also TYR CA, overcomer TYR in the sky CA, and TYR PAS, overcomer TYR everywhere
PAS, naming the god of weather and time afflicting everybody. The followers of TYR called
themselves TYR CA MAN, we who carry out the will of the overcomer TYR in the sky CA with
our right hand MAN. Variations of TYR and the compounds involving TYR are found in the region
of the Aral Sea: Turan, Turkmenistan, Darvaza, Amudarja, Turtkul, Zanadarja, Syrdarja, TransTuran, Turkestan, Turksib. Darja means river, overcomer of a plain, as it were. (We have a river
called Thur in the canton of Zurich in Switzerland, while the Roman name of Zurich was Turicum,
and the still older name might have been TYR AC, designating both the river that overcomes the
land AC, and the people who overcome an expanse of land with water AC, the land including the
river of many arms that dominated the plain for a very long time, the people overcoming the
overcomer, so to say, learning to cope with the river that ruled life in the plain but also provided
water and fish aplenty, five thousand years ago when the first dwellers settled in the area of Zurich.)
TYR became emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr, Doric Sseus, and Homeric Zeus. TYR CA is also
present in Turk, Turkey, Turkish. TYR PAS became Latin tempus ‘time’, tempestas ‘weather,
storm’, and tempus ‘temple of the forehead’, the latter equating the clouded sky with the clouded
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brow of the weather god, German umwölkte Stirn, literally clouded forehead. The god was present
in time and weather, reaching everybody everywhere, overcomer TYR everywhere PAS. Latin
tempus ‘time’ would be a polished form of TYR PAS, the impossible -YRP- turned into -emp-.
German Zeit for time would be a similar development as TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus. And finally TYR
PLO as name of a shrine of the god surrounded by a fence made in the wickerwork technique PLO
would have become Latin templum, -YRP- again polished to -emp-, TYR PLO templum, TYR PAS
tempus.
CER -: I -: or CER LIL, divine hind who called animals into life, was an emanation of the ancient
goddess BIR GID the fur giver and became Hera, the wife of TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus. Her name
survives in English herd, series, and in German Herde, Serie. -: I -: has many derivatives, among
them lip (the divine hind of Altamira licked moon bulls into life, thus creating time, lunations,
period of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 … days or nights), German Leben English life, German
Liebe English love, Latin libido, Ugaritic dd ‘beloved’, Phoenician Dido ‘loved one’, perhaps
Ukrainian lyalka ‘doll’, then the flower lily and the female given name Lily, and a locally famous
word from the Swiss canton of Fribourg used for calling a cow, ljoba, from Celtic loba, a call
serving to hold a herd together, so we are back to CER -: I -: *kerdeh herd. Hera was connected to
cows by the Homeric epithet cow-eyed Hera. She ruled the female zone MAI, the secret cleft GAR
in the rock of the mountain KAL LAS wherefrom the first animals emerged, guarded by MAI
DhAG Medusa. When this one abandoned the cleft on a fateful day in spring, one of the titans, a
member of the brazen first race, approached the cleft and slew a variety of animals emerging from
the rock. Why and what for? He planned to create a new race of people that resemble the gods. He
formed them of clay, inserted seeds of life he had found in the fertile soil, and now added properties
he took from the animals that he slew when they left the sacred cleft in the rock of the mountain
KAL LAS, inserting these properties and abilities into his clay people. Now they had the shape of
humans and a seed of life each, but lacked a soul. AD DA NAI Athaenae Athene was pleased by the
lovely new creatures and blew a soul into them, so they came fully to life. The first humans were
made. Now the titan who had shaped them was called PRO MAI DhAG, the word PRO meaning to
beat in forward direction, MAI DhAG refers to the sacred zone of the cleft guarded and then
abandoned by the able one DhAG of the female zone MAI. The name PRO MAI DhAG is known to
us in the form of Prometheus.
PRO MAI DhAG Prometheus formed his clay people, the first human beings, at a well protected
place DAI in a secret cave KAL he used for a new camp IAN where a fire PIR was burning on the
bank of a small river REO. The first man was called DAI KAL IAN, he who was made at a well
protected place DAI in the secret cave KAL in the new camp IAN, wherefrom Deukalion, and the
first woman was called PIR REO, she who was made by the fire PIR on the bank of the small river
REO, wherefrom Pyrrha. DAI KAL IAN Deukalion and PIR REO Pyrrha were the first human
beings, and the first couple. They worshiped the gods and goddesses, and thus were the only ones to
survive the later flood, a terrible flood that made all other humans drown, punishing them for all
sorts of transgressions. When Prometheus had slain animals emerging from the cleft in the rock of
the mountain KAL LAS in order to implant their various properties and abilities into the clay people
he had shaped in his cave, he had inserted not only good but also bad ones, or good ones in animals
that became bad in humans and made them prone to every sort of misbehaving. Hera complained to
her husband TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus about Prometheus, whereupon Zeus made a wind blow into the
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secret cave and extinguish the fire of the titan. Hereupon resourceful Prometheus took a long stalk
of the giant fennel, waited for the sun horse to pass overhead, caught a spark from her glowing eye
and lit his fire again. This made Zeus furious, he fettered Prometheus to a rock and made his eagle
feed on the titan’s liver. However, Herakles, a descendant of the divine stag CER of old, husband of
the divine hind, had pity with Prometheus and freed him from the rock, which made Hera angry,
and from then on she was the enemy of Herakles.
Deukalion and Pyrrha worshiped the gods and goddesses, however, their children and children’s
children did not, rebelled against Poseidon, and, what is more, incited the titans to rebel against
Zeus, whereupon Zeus left the mountain KAL LAS in the middle of the island AD LAS Atlantis,
and the earth-shaker Poseidon shook up the island, made the mountain topple and much of the
island sink, drowning all titans and all humans apart from the first ones, the couple Deukalion and
Pyrrha. Remains of the former mountain KAL LAS are now seen everywhere in the world, and
remains of the island KAL LAS are present in the continents, while the former beautiful hall KAL
in the first mountain LAS, with all the shining and glittering reliefs along the walls and on the vault,
was crashed, and is now present in ore leads and veins and pockets inside mountains, hard to get at,
requiring the labor of mining in order to extract. Only the life of Deukalion and Pyrrha was spared.
They had more children and children’s children who spread all over the new face of the world. One
tribe settled in the Troas, founding Troy, and on the Anatolian mountains, founding Hattusa.
Another tribe settled in Greece, the land of the young Zeus bull in the sky ITA CA Ithaca, once the
name of the entire Peloponnese, and in the land of the mature Zeus bull in the sky ATI CA Attica.
Later on these tribes were entangled in a war about KAL EN, beautiful Helen of the white arms,
Homeric symbol of tin. There is no tin in Greece, so the Achaeans got it from the Ore Mountains in
Middle Europe, and from Central Asia. The precious metal was bound to pass Troy in either case,
and the Trojans laid their hands on the precious cargo, abducting Helen, so to say. The war was
remembered as the war of Athens vsersus Atlantis by Egyptian priests according to the report by
Solon.
Conclusion: Atlantis would have been a mythical First World imagined by bards living in the region
between the Aral Sea and the Alai mountains roughly 5,500 years ago. KAL LAS, mountain LAS of
the cave or Underworld KAL, would have become Hellas, also Greek kallos ‘beautiful’, referring to
the magnificent hall inside the mythical mountain, perhaps mirrored in the palace of Menelaos in
Homer’s Odyssey, book 4: “”It seemed to them that this lofty hall of illustrious Menelaos was lit by
something of the sun’s and moon’s splendor (…) The whole place gleams with bronze and gold,
amber and silver and ivory. What an amazing quantity of treasures! The court of Zeus on Olympos
must be like this inside. The sight fills me with awe.” Helen was the wife of Menelaos, Homeric
symbol of tin, her white arms tin ingots, her glittering robes she made herself the glittering tin ore
cassiterite, and her thread tin wire, by then cut out of hammered foil. Her husband xanthos
Menelaos symbolizes copper, the color xanthos covering all hues of copper, yellow, brown, red.
And their daughter, lovely Hermione who resembles golden Aphrodite, symbolizes bronze, of a
golden shine when freshly cast (modern bronze contains about five percent of tin, Mycenaean
bronze required twelve or even fifteen percent). Menelaos had a slave woman for a mistress,
symbol of andrasit, a natural alloy of copper and zinc found in the Troas, zinc in enslaved form, so
to say. Their son was late come strong Megapenthes, symbol of brass, harder than bronze and
arriving late in the ‘family’ of metals. A northern legend regarding the begin of the Bronze Age is
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the fairy tale of Snow White, the vain queen symbolizing copper, for some five thousand years the
most precious material, her poison arsenic used in hardening copper before tin was added, Snow
White symbolizing tin, and the seven dwarfs miners, DAP ARG German Zwerg English dwarf,
those who handle DAP the shining decoration of a cave ARG, here the loads and veins and pockets
of a mine, while the location ‘behind the seven mountains’ refers to the Ore Mountains in Middle
Europe.
Eberhard Zangger identified Troy with Atlantis, and pleasant Scherie with an early Troy. May the
Trojans have seen their land as New Atlantis? According to Plato in Critias, the first king of Atlantis
was called Atlas and had a twin brother by the name of Gadeiros in the local language and
Eumaelos in Greek meaning rich in sheep, so the king’s brother may personify the green pastures of
Atlantis, and also of the Troas. In the Homeric tradition, sheep and goats are ships, horses Achaean
ships, oxen the cargo ships on the Black Sea, the oxen of Helios Hyperion a Crimean fleet. On that
level, Eumaelos might be a friendly early version of Polyphem, the one-eyed giant who resembles
more a wooded hill top than a man who eats bread, Homeric symbol of Troy, his cave the Trojan
harbor, and his sheep and goats foreign ships … In my opinion, Odysseus is dreaming of the war,
trying to leave Troy and coming to strange places that are nothing else than Troy in disguise and
blended with other places and periods of time, until, in a time travel (Eberhard Zangger) he reaches
early Troy, recognizes where he is and what a lovely place he destroyed, or will destroy on the time
level of his travel, an event predicted by the Trojan bard Demodocus ‘teacher of the people’, and he
weeps, whereupon he is allowed to go home, and the ships in the Trojan harbor start like stallions,
bringing him home quickly and safely … Back to Eumaelos. Greek maelon means sheep, goats,
small cattle, present in –maelos of Eumaelos, while –eiros in Gadeiros may be akin to Old Prussian
eristian Lithuanian eras Armenian oroj Tocharian B yriye ‘lamb’, and Latin aries Sanskrit areya
Tocharian B ariwe ‘ram’. Eu- of Eumaelos means good, while Gad- of Gadeiros evokes
Magdalenian GADh meaning good – a full equivalent! Inverse DhAG means able, good in the sense
of able. This word has a wide variety of derivatives, among them English fox, able guide through
the labyrinth of the Underworld, his full name having been DhAG KAL PAS, able DhAG
Underworld KAL everywhere PAS, able leader through the labyrinth of the Underworld, KAL PAS
accounting for Latin vulpus ‘fox’. Then we have Latin dux ‘leader’, and Latin facere Italian fare
French faire Old English don English do German tun, also English fiction, and English dough
German Teig /famous example of words drifting apart in fiction and dough). Then we have German
taugen ‘to be good, able, fit, of use’, tauglich ‘good, useful, fit, apt, suited, qualified, competent,
able, suitable, appropriate, fit for service, able-bodied’, Werkzeug ‘tool’, Ding ‘thing’, furthermore
zeugen ‘beget, Middle Danish fokken ‘to copulate with’ and the English word you guess. The
supreme Celtic god was called Dagda meaning good god in the sense of able god. Then we have
Ugaritic dingir ‘god’, Latin deus ‘god’ and Greek theos ‘god’, also English day German Tag (the
daylight having been ascribed to the supreme god and his helpers, not yet to the sun). The theory of
Proto-Indo-European claims that Zeus and Latin deus are akin, while deus and Greek theos are not
compatible. Magdalenian claims that Latin deus and Greek theos are akin, both from DhAG
meaning able, good in the sense of able, while Zeus comes from another word, TYR meaning to
overcome in the double sense of rule and give, Magdalenian TYR emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr
Doric Sseus Homeric Zeus. Now I may formulate a second Magdalenian test case. PIE: Zeus deus //
theos, Magdalenian: Zeus // deus theos.
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TYR became an almost omnipresent god, most often the weather god whose longest name or title
was ShA PAD TYR AS CA, ruler ShA who goes ahead and leads the way PAD (activity of feet) and
overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR up above AS (upward) in the sky CA,
wherefrom ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove, DhAG PAD TYR Dis Pater, byname of
Zeus, TYR emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr Doric Sseus Homeric Zeus, DhAG Dios, alternative
name of Zeus, as for Sseyr consider also the Serri bull of the Hittite weather god, ShA CA Jahwe,
rider of clouds from Mount Seir (!) in the Negev, TYR Syria Tyros, TYR CA Turk Turkey Turkish,
TYR CA MAN we who carry out the will of the overcomer TYR in the sky CA with our right hand
MAN (the most fervent believers in the god accounting for the old Turkish augmentative –men),
ShA PAD Shiva and TYR CA Durga, an emanation of Shiva’s wife, and finally the full name or title
ShA PAD TYR AS CA is preserved in the name of the village Giubiasco on a bend of the river
Ticino in southern Switzerland where the lovely Italian landscape of the Lago Maggiore abruptly
goes over into the grim landscape of the Swiss Alps, where people heading for the mountains
implored good weather from the god, while those returning from the mountains thanked for the
good weather and the luck they had … The male overcomer TYR was preceded by a female one,
AD DA MAI TYR, the overcomer TYR guarding the female zone of the camp MAI, watching the
coming to AD and fro DA, a name or title accounting for Daemaetaer Demeter, personal union of
the three ancient goddesses: the fire giver PIR GID and fur giver BIR GID and fertility giver BRI
GID. A daughter of Demeter in the form of Elaia was Nyx, from Magdalenian NYG meaning night,
a goddess mentioned on the Elaia disc: … Come, Noble Late Night, always born again by the
goddess! (Derk Ohlenroth). Nyx was the daughter of the goddess and had daughters in the Moirae
who spun, measured and cut the thread of life (and were feared by everybody including Zeus, their
Roman equivalents the Fatae ‘fates’ by Jupiter). ‘Daughter’ may com from DhAG TYR, able DhAG
overcomer TYR, the night coming over the day. Nyx had an alter ego in Aphrodite, Nyx Aphrodite,
goddess of love, also an overcomer, her name indicating the fertilitiy giver BRI GID, a-bri-gid-e afro-dit-e Aphrodite, and providing an explanation for Latin Africa, suggesting BRI CA, where the
sky CA is fertile BRI and produces all kinds of animals, plants, and human races …
The emblem of Atlantis may have been a rosette of eight petals and a small circle in the center, the
cicle indicating TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus in the center, and the petals North and South, East and West,
Underworld and Sky, Past and Future, declaring Zeus the Lord of the Universe. The flower appears
in the center of the Tiryns disc and marks the emphatic Ss- of Sseyr (Derk Ohlenroth), Tiryns given
as Slryns, TYR morphed into the dialect form Slr-. This flower encodes a lunisolar calendar: each
petal a long month of 45 days (five Homeric long weeks of nine days), together 360 days, and the
small circle in the center adding 5 and occasionally 6 days, while 21 continuous periods of 45 days
are 945 days and correspond to 32 lunations or synodic months, mistake less than one minute per
lunation, or half a day in a lifetime. As hypothetical emblem and calendar of ‘Atlantis’ we may read
the petals as follows: North, long month of winter solstice, festival of the fur giver BIR GID in the
emanation of Hera / long month of winter / East, long month of spring equinox, festival of the triple
goddess in the emanation of AD DA MAI TYR Demeter / long month of spring / South, long month
of summer solstice, festival of the fertility giver BRI GID in the emanation of Aphrodite / long
month of summer / West, long month of fall equinox, festival of the fire giver PIR GID in the
emanation of Persephone / long month of fall (harvest). TYR in the center, indicated by the small
circle, and the four petals marking the cardinal directions illustrate Magdalenian PAS meaning
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everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, all in all five places,
wherefrom Greek pas pan ‘all, every’ and pente penta- ‘five’. The ancient way of looking at the
world can be expanded: here, south and north of me, east and west of me, under and above me, in
the past and in the future ….
Bronze allowed to manufacture bridles, and bridles made it possible to tame horses. Magdalenian
PAC means horse. PAS means everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of
me. PAS PAC would then mean: a horse PAC to get everywhere PAS and may account for PIE
“ekwos ‘horse’, while inverse PAS PAC might account for Sanskrit asva ‘horse’, the first P omitted,
the second P softened to v, the final C again omitted. PAC may also account for wagon German
Wagen, horse and wagon being an item, and for German Weg English way, the horse trampling a
way into the meadow and soil. German Wiese ‘meadow’ may stem from PAS, and Weide ‘pasture’
from PAD for the activity of feet, the comparative PAS for everywhere in a plain present in the
English form pasture. English wheel goes back to the organization of an early town or polis, from
Magdalenian POL meaning fortified settlement, inverse LOP for the protecting fence or wall, CO
for the right eye, inverse OC for an attentive mind, together CO OC LOP meaning: to watch out
over the fence or wall LOP with open eyes OC and an attentive mind CO. This compound has a
derivative in Cyclops, the most famous one being Polyphem, the ‘much talked about’ Cyclops
representing Troy whose acropolis was surrounded by a cyclopic wall, guards standing on the wall
and looking out over the land, with open eyes CO, and in the center ruled the king, the master mind
CO. The visual symbol is present in the shield of the soldiers on the Tiryns disc and Elaia disc: a
central dot for CO surrounded by six dots for OC in a circle for LOP. The compound CO OC LOP
has further derivatives in Greek kyklos ‘cricle’, in English cycle, in Old English wheol English
wheel, and in Sanskrit cakra ‘wheel’. Magdalenian TYR means overcomer, inverse RYT means
spear thrower, archer. Imagine an archer turning around his body axis and aiming in all directions:
the potential trajectories are radii of a big circle mirrored in the spokes of a wheel, hence Latin
radius and rota ‘wagon’, Greek rhedae ‘wagon of four wheels’ and German Rad ‘wheel’ … The
invention of agriculture between 12,000 and 10,000 years ago in the region of the Göbekli Tepe in
southeast Anatolia would have turned Late Magdalenian into Japhetic. The casting of bronze 5,500
years ago in the region between the Aral Sea and the Alai mountains, the manufacture of bridles in
the Caspian steppe and the manufacture of wagons in the Pontic steppe turned Japhetic into ProtoIndo-European, emerging and spreading quickly on the ancient Magdalenian substratum.

Apollo
TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus was the father of Apollo, his mother was Laetho, second only to Hera, and
his twin sister Artemis. Apollo was the master archer, Magdalenian RYT meaning spear thrower,
archer, consider Greek rhytaer ‘archer, protector’, RYT and TYR being inverse forms. Also his twin
sister Artemis, emanation of the ancient fur giver BIR GID, was an archer. Apollo was the god of
light, later identified with Phoebus Apollo, sun god on his wagon. Laetho and her twin children
stood on the mountain Kynthos, from GYN DhAG, able DhAG woman GYN, personifying the
eastern hills and mountains where the sun rises from, giving birth to the sun in the form of Phoebus
Apollo. Hekatos Apollo, the far shooting Apollo, was the master archer and patron of bowmen. He
was also the god of wisdom and prophecy, of music and poetry, and of healing, Aesculap his son.
He also sent disease and quick, non-violent death. His original name could have been AD POL IAN,
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wherefrom Hittite Appaliuna Greek Apollon Roman Apollo Etruscan Aplu, the original name
meaning toward AD fortified settlement POL to mark the future place of the entrance of a new
camp IAN. He would have indicated good places for a new settlement by shooting one of his
arrows, where it stuck the entrance of the new settlement was to be, or he may have indicated a
suitable spot of land with a ray of sunshine breaking through the clouds … His arrows were
invisible, so he opened the eyes of the vates – divinatori, auguri, seers –, Latin vates going back to
PAD for the activity of feet, naming the rays of vision that ‘go’ out from the eye. When Romulus
ploughed the sacred pomerium, the periphery of the first village of Rome, he carefully lifted the
plough out of the ground when he came to the place of the future entrance. Why this additional
trouble? In order not to disturb the invisible arrow marking the spot, we may infer.
Apollo would have been the god of the spreading civilization, worshiped by the people of the
Linear Ware Culture, seven thousand years ago, the people who built longhouses along the river
Danube, and the folks who built woodhenges in Middle Europe. Several words for settlements and
their inhabitants go back to that time. For example folk German Volk to POL DOK, fortified
settlement POL made of poles and beams and rafters DOK, and people to POL PLO, fortified
settlement POL made in the wattle-and-daub-technique PLO, wherefrom Old Latin poplo Latin
populus Italian popolo French Peuple English people, also Latin populus ‘poplar tree’, indicating
that poplar shoots and the quickly growing straight vertical branches of Populus nigra were used for
uprights in wattle-and-daub walls. Names of settlements could also account for numbers. DAI for
protected area may be present in ten, more or less ten, number of people under the same roof. KOD
DOM may account for Latin centum ‘hundred’ and name the people who gathered in a longhouse,
in a hut KOT or in a house DOM, the latter word having timber for a derivative, and if we enlarge
the original hut to a longhouse, KOD DOM might mean the people from the surrounding villages
gathering under the timber roof of the biggest longhouse in the region, where business was done,
decisions were made, and problems settled – more or less hundred people gathering in a big
longhouse. Greek hekaton ‘hundred’ would have the same origin as hekatos ‘far shooting’, epithet
of Apollo, and may refer to his way of hovering above one big longhouse, gathering place of the
chiefs of the surrounding villages, and shooting an arrow to the place where the next big longhouse
in the center of another district should be built. Hekatos ‘far shooting’ would then refer to the
distance between one longhouse of hundred to the next longhouse of hundred. A hecatomb was a
sacrifice of hundred oxen, sheep and goats, perhaps sacrificed during the annual festival in a village
of a big longhouse of hundred, some of the meat eaten, a larger part dried and prepared as winter
provision.. Hekate was the goddess of sorcery, crossroads, and dogs; she may have asked for small
sacrifices from people who traveled from village to village, and from one longhouse of hundred to
another longhouse of hundred. DAI SAI may name the people gathering and voting in the central
hall of a woodhenge in Middle Europe some seven thousand years ago, more or less thousand
deputies of the surrounding villages who could have found place in a circle of typically over thirty
meters across, DAI meaning protected area, SAI meaning life. DAI TON could have named those
who made themselves heard TON inside the protected area DAI of a woodhenge, wherefrom
Teutonic.
DAI as number would have named more or less ten people under the same roof. Latin December
goes back to Magdalenian DEC for to behave decently, namely in the tenth month of the Late
Magdalenian calendar, when the hunters returned to the winter camp and had to behave in the
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narrow space of a tent or hut. A further word indicating ten is DIG meaning finger, present in Latin
digitus, and, with an infix, in English finger German Finger. An interesting word for finger is PIE
*polik(o)s ‘finger ‘thumb’, Latin pellex ‘thumb’ Russian palec ‘finger, toe’. I recognize POL
meaning fortified settlement, and LIC meaning light and luck, perhaps indicating fire pillars (a
pillar and on top a flame) in the form of ‘thumbs’ illuminating early towns, Greek polis itself being
a possible derivative of POL LIC, then meaning city of lights, consider Paris, ville de lumières,
French ville ‘town’ a derivative of POL, and New York, city of lights. The many lights could have
accounted for Greek poly- ‘many’, while English many is a derivative of MAN for the right hand,
many people many hands, many hands many people (pars pro toto for a human being).
The mother of Apollo was Laetho, Roman Latona, in her name LAD for hill, a word also present in
Latium, land of hills, and the first village of Rome was founded on the Palatinus, wherein we may
find POL LAD INA, fortified settlement POL on a hill LAD, there, let us found a new camp over
there INA, together: let us found a new camp and then a fortified settlement over there, on that hill.
LAD INA would then also account for Latin, naming the people who settled on hills, and then their
language. I derive the name of Rome from REO MAN, we who carry out the will of the goddess
REO Rhea with our right hand MAN. Rhea was the wife of Cronos, among her children was one
Aventicus, whom she had from Heracles, a god worshiped in the form of Hercle by the Etruscans,
master town builders, and in the hills of Latium flows a river by the name of Avens, joining the
Tiber and reaching Rome, where we find a hill named Aventicus next to the Mons Palatinus. Rhea
must have played a role in the life of the Romans. Athens is named for AD DA NAI Athene, to find
a good place for a camp NAI on a river that flows toward AD the sea while coming from DA the
mountains, or along a trading route going toward AD one place while coming from DA another
place. Athene and Apollo were antagonists in the Trojan war, Apollo on the side of Troy, apparently
proud of the good place he had chosen for the town.

Reading place names
(featuring: Indo-European homeland, civilization of REO Rhea Rheia)

1) The sky god of the Göbekli Tepe was AAR RAA NOS, mind NOS of the one composed of air
AAR and light RAA, visualized by a big limestone ring that shows a framed glimpse of the sky in
round form, with two small hollows for the ears, making the intention of a head and face
unmistakable (although the ring has been photographed slightly from the side), a head consisting of
nothing but air and light. AAR RAA NOS became Greek Ouranos, Sanskrit Varuna, and Egyptian
Ra – the supreme god appearing in the solar disc, spending his daylight RAA. The variation AAR
RAA CA, the one composed of air and light in the sky CA, became Harappan muruku, Tamil
Murukan, and Egyptian Horus, while AAR RAA AC, the one composed of air and light on earth
AC, became Horakhty, Horus on the horizon (moon and sun rising and setting). AAR RAA NOS
accounts for the names of many valleys, for example Val d'Aran, while Arundel combines AAR
RAA NOS with DAL for dale, valley, German Tal. A valley is a hollow between hills and
mountains, filled with air and light. In the Valais, southwestern Switzerland, we have the Val
d'Hérens leading to the mountain peak Dent d'Hérens next to the famous Matterhorn, a side valley
being the Val d'Arollo, perhaps from AAR RAA ) or AAR RAA L, the one composed of air and
light has the say ) or L, while a longer side valley of the Val d'Hérens, forking off further down, is
called Val d'Hérémence, perhaps from AAR RAA MAN, those who carry out the will of the
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heavenly Lord composed of air and light with their right hand MAN. The followers of the sky god
on the Göbekli Tepe called themselves NOS AAR RAA, they who follow the mind NOS of the one
composed of air and light, namely AAR RAA NOS for whom Harran / Haran was named, an
important place in the Bible, some forty kilometers south of the Göbekli Tepe, AAR-RAA-NOS
AAR-RAA-N hARRAN. Propably the most frequent pictogram on the Göbekli Tepe is the snake
that has to do with water – snakes heading skyward symbolizing prayers for rain and the smoke of
sacrificial fires imploring rain, while snakes heading downward symbolize falling rain rewarding
the prayers and sacrificial fires. The early farmers of that region on the margin of the Fertile
Crescent needed plenty of water, and then, all of a sudden, a hard rain went down, during forty days
and forty nights according to the Bible, sweeping away fields and destroying villages. One NOS
AAR RAA Noah followed the Euphrates downward, building Uruk of the cattle enclosure for his
ark in the Mesopotamian flood plain, while the other NOS AAR RAA Noah followed the Euphrates
upward and settled in Armenia, land of the AAR RAA MAN, they who carry out the will of the
heavenly Lord composed of air AAR and light RAA with their right hand MAN.
2) Pillars were erected in honor of AAR RAA NOS, on the Göbekli Tepe and elsewhere. Jacob on
his way to Harran sleeps in the wilderness of Judea, sees the Lord on top of a heavenly ladder –
high up in the air AAR, surrounded by an aureole of light RAA – and in the morning erects a pillar
in honor of the heavenly Lord (Genesis 28). AAR RAA NOS Ouranos had a son by the name of
CRE NOS Chronos Cronus, ruling CRE mind NOS, and this one had a friend (and possible alter
ego) in ShA PAD Japhet (Hebrew) Japetos (Greek), the ruler ShA goes ahead and leads the way
PAD (activity of feet). CRE NOS and ShA PAD wandered all the way to the Aegaean shore of
Anatolia in the west, and to the Pamir in the east, roof of the world, where they resided on the two
highest mountain peaks of Tadjikistan, close to each other, Chronos governing the heavenly cycles,
thus becoming the god of time (his name surviving in our chronometer). Now the worshippers of
CRE NOS overturned the pillars of AAR RAA NOS, and this was remembered as castration of
Ouranos in Greek mythology. Chronos married Rhea, from REO meaning to flow, river. Chronos
and Rhea had a son by the name of Zeus, originally TYR, the one who overcomes in the double
sense of rule and give, TYR became Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth),
emphatic Sseyr became Doric Sseus, and Sseus Homeric Zeus. (Japhet had a son by the name of
Tiras, Genesis 10:2, which makes me assume that Japhet might have been an alter ego of Chronos).
The byname of Zeus was Diós, from DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able. His
emblematic animal was the eagle, German Adler but also Aar, König der Lüfte 'king of the airs', Aar
keeping a memory of AAR. Rhea gave also birth to Poseidon, originally the god of rivers called
PAD AD DA PAS TON, he who goes PAD toward AD one place while coming from DA another
place, and everywhere PAS he comes to (everywhere in a plain) he makes himself heard TON. The
compound AD DA became a generic name of a river that flows toward AD the sea while coming
from DA the hills and mountains, present for example in the name of the Indus, AD-DA AnDA
inDus. The emblematic animal of Poseidon was the horse AC PAS, expanse of land with water AC
everywhere (in a plain) PAS – on the back of this animal you get everywhere on earth, wherefrom
Greek hippos ‘horse’ and Latin equus 'horse' and the Gallo-Roman horse goddess Epona. Rhea had
a further son in Hades, from KOD meaning hut and tent, here caverns and gangways hewn in
mountains, mines. His emblematic animal was a dog, a tamed wolf whose name might come from
KAL KAL, doubled for cave and Underworld
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KAL-KAL KwAL-KwAL wL-KwAL wL-Kwos PIE *wlkwos ‘wolf’
KAL-KAL AL-KAL L-KAL Ly-Kos Greek lykos ‘wolf’
KAL-KAL AL-KwAL L-Kwa Lu-pus Latin lupus ‘wolf’
KAL-KAL KwAL-KwAL wAL-Kwe Tocharian B walkwe ‘wolf’
KAL-KAL KwAL-KAL wAL-KAL wiL-KAs Lithuanian wilkas ‘wolf’
KAL-KAL KwAL-KwAL wAL-K voL-K Russian volk ‘wolf’
KAL-KAL KwAL-KwAL wAL-K wui-K Albanian uik ‘wolf’
KAL-KAL KwAL-KA wAL-KA vAhr-KA Avestan vahrka ‘wolf’
KAL-KAL KwAL-KA wL-KA vr-KA Sanskrit vrka ‘wolf’
KAL-KAL KwAL-KwAL woL-Kw English wolf
so dogs, tamed wolfs, might once have guarded the precious metals gained from mines, from caves,
from the Underworld KAL. The first wolves were tamed 15,000 years ago, and might have guarded
flint mines. KAL is present in the names of mining people, Hellenoi, Gallii, keltoi Celts, Helvetii.
The Underworld KAL had once been a beautiful place, Greek kallos 'beautiful', but became a hell
with the labor of mining. The historical Zeus might have come from the Hindukush, pivot of
Eurasia and the Indian subcontinent. If the name Hindukush goes back to early times it might
originate from AD DA KOS, watershed of rivers, the Amu-Darya springing in the north, the Indus
passing by in the south, while the mountain range carries the heavenly vault KOS. Rhea might have
personified the Amu-Darya; Hades the copper and tin mines in the Alai Mountains; Poseidon the
riders covering the ground between the Alai Mountains and the Aral Sea; and Zeus the civilization
of the Lowland of Turan some 5,500 years ago, in my opinion the first Indo-European homeland.
3) The historical TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus, Tiras in the Bible, he who overcomes in the double sense
of rule and give, would have come from the AD DA KOS Hindukush, watershed of rivers that flow
toward AD the sea while coming from DA the mountains, resting place of the heavenly vault KOS,
and would have lived in the Early Bronze Age, some 5,500 years ago. The historical Hades would
represent the miners of copper and tin in the mines of the Alai Mountains and Tadjikistan, while the
historical Poseidon would represent the riders who connected the mountains with the Aral Sea,
covering a distance of some one thousand kilometers, galopping along the Amu-Darya, each group
of riders responsible for the section from one to the next station on the river banks. Zeus punished
Prometheus for having stolen the fire of the sun, chained him to a rock in the Caucasus, and made
an eagle feed on his liver, taking out a daily portion that grew back in the night. Prometheus would
represent the inventive minds who managed to fuel the melting ovens and generate a much greater
heat than ever before. Zeus confined their power, and asked for tributes. What about the Caucasus?
There is a village called Alexandreia on the Caucasus on a map of the region in around 300 AD, so
the historical Prometheus could have lived in that sector of the Pamir. The historical Zeus would
have reinstalled AAR RAA NOS, naming the Aral Sea for this god, AAR RAA ) or AAR RAA L,
the one composed of air AAR and light RAA has the say ) or L. We find the god also on the other
side of the AD DA KOS Hindukush, namely in Harappa, a polished form of AAR RAA AD DA, the
heavenly Lord composed of air AAR and light RAA presides over the city on a river that flows
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toward AD the sea while coming from DA the mountains, AD DA being a generic formula for a
river, also for a trading route. Bronze, alloy of copper and tin, is harder than copper, also than
copper with an addition of antimon. Bronze allowed to cast bridles, bridles made it possible to tame
horses, and riding horses allowed the new civilization and their language – a specific dialect of Late
Magdalenian, or Proto-Indo-European – to spread quickly in all directions. The first homeland of
the Indo-Europeans would have been the banks of the Amu-Darya and the Lowland of Turan, their
second homeland the Uralic steppes, and their third homeland the Pontic steppes.
4) The name of AAR RAA NOS had spread widely, and so did the name of TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus.
We find him in ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove, the ruler ShA goes ahead PAD and
overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR. Jupiter was also called Dis Pater, from DhAG
PAD TYR, DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, also present in TYR DhAG Zeus Diós.
TYR CA Turk-, the overcomer TYR in the sky CA. On the Indian subcontinent we have ShA PAD
Shiva and TYR CA Durga, one of the emanations of Shiva's wife. ShA CA, ruler ShA in the sky
CA, is present in Jahwe, the stormgod and 'rider of clouds' from Mount Seir (!) in the Negev. One of
the two bulls of the supreme Hittite weather god was called Serri. TYR Tyros Syria, home of
princess Europe, abducted by Zeus in the guise of a bull. Perhaps the longest name and title of the
weather god was ShA PAD TYR AS CA, the ruler ShA goes ahead PAD and overcomes in the
double sense of rule and give TYR up above AS in the sky CA. This long name and title may have
survived in a polished form in the village of Giubiasco on a bend of the river Ticino in southern
Switzerland, where the lovely Italian landscape of the Lago Maggiore abruptely goes over in the
grim Swiss Alps. Tradesmen heading for the mountains would have implored the god for good
weather, while others, coming from the mountains, thanked him for the good weather and the luck
they had in crossing the Alps. TYR was a weather god, also, I would say, a god of time, French
temps meaning both weather and time. The origin would have been TYR PAS, the overcomer TYR
everywhere PAS, overcoming everybody everywhere in the double form of weather and time. Or,
the other way round: weather and time are ruling life, overcoming everybody, and so had to be
associated with the overcomer TYR. Saturnus Saturn, from SA TYR NOS, mind NOS of the one
who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR from above SA, founded the Golden Age
of Latium, while he was implored in the form of TYRSANOS on an Etruscan shard from the agora
of Athens. Also rivers have been named for TYR, for example the Durius Dourio in Spain and
Portugal, or the Thur in Switzerland, while the Roman name of Zurich was Turicum, perhaps from
TYR AC – the river Limmat, by then untamed, leaving the lake in many arms, overcame TYR the
land AC.
5) Many rivers were named for TYR, many more for REO Rhea, mother of TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus,
while the Tyrrhenian Sea in front of the Etruscan shore of Italy honors both TYR and REO. The
four rivers Rhodanus Rhone, Arura Aare, Reuss, and Rhenus Rhein spring close to each other in the
Swiss Alps, preserving REO Rhea, Arura in the form of AAR RAA REO, the heavenly one
composed of air AAR and light RAA makes it rain, the rain fills the river bed with water and makes
the river REO flow – Ouranos fathering Rhea. The name of the Roman province Raetia comes from
REO AD DA, province of the many rivers REO that flow toward AD far away seas while coming
from DA the central Alps. The name of the Roman province Venetia goes back to PAS AD DA, the
province of rivers everywhere PAS that flow toward AD the Adriatic Sea (AD REO Adria) while
coming from DA the Alps, among them the Addua Adda and the Atesis Etsch Adige. The Lake of
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Constance belonged to the province of Raetia and was called Lacus Venetus, of the same build and
meaning as Venetia. The Venedae lived in the swampy lowlands between Warsaw and Moscow,
center Minsk, PAS AD DA, rivers everywhere PAS that flow toward AD the lake north of Kiev and
then, united in one big river, to the Black Sea while coming from DA innumerable swamps. AD DA
was a generic name for rivers that flow toward the sea while coming from swamps or hills or
mountains. The compound was also used for trading routes that go toward AD some places while
coming from DA other places, present in the name of Athene, from AD DA NAI, a good place for a
camp NAI on a river or a crossing of trading routes, while the inverse form NAI AD DA accounts
for Naiade and perhaps also for the Egyptian Neith, equivalent of Athene. The language spoken in
the Swiss part of Raetia is Rumantg, a word containing REO MAN, those who carry out the will of
REO Rhea with their right hand MAN. The same compound explains the name of the Romani
Romans. The Rumantg word for weather is aura, l'aura, from AAR RAA, air and light, referring to
the heavenly father of Rhea. If you approach the San Gottardo from the south, wandering up the
Leventina, you come to a place called Airolo at the base of the steep mountain. The name of this
village may go back to AAR RAA ) or AAR RAA L, the one composed of air and light has the say
– early tradesmen reaching Airolo and looking up to the far away sky above the steep slope would
have said: Are we really supposed to climb that wall of a mountain? will we make it? our life is now
in the hands of the heavenly Lord, he decides our fate, he has the say … The short form ) or L is
preserved in the name of the Canaanite god El, while the longer form )OG or LOG accounts for
Elohim, Allah, and Greek logos. The formula AAR RAA ) or AAR RAA L would have been the
same as the Arabic insh Allah.
6) Rhea had an alter ego in the Gallo-Roman goddess Epona, from the same AC PAS accounting
for Latin equus 'horse' – on the back of this animal you get everywhere PAS on earth AC … Epona
rode a horse in lady fashion, seated sideways, accompanied by a bird, a fowl, and a dog, reminding
of the emblematic animals of Zeus, an eagle, of Poseidon, a horse, and of Hades, a dog. Poseidon
was originally the river god, so his horse can represent a river, and the same for the horse of Epona;
as alter ego of REO Rhea she is the mother of Zeus and Poseidon and Hades. The center of the
Epona cult in Gallia was Alesia, on the wide plateau of the low but steep-walled Mont Auxois at the
base of Mont Réa (!). Rhea, as goddess of life and flowing time and streaming water, filling the
world with her fecund presence, was invoked by signs carved in rock. Many of them are lost, others
are preserved, among them the amazing carvings in over two-thousand quarztite cult caves in the
Ile-de-France (Paris and the region around it), land of the rivers Seine and Marne and Oise.
Magdalenian for sign is SIG, present in the epithet of Rhea, SIG KAL, the goddess evoked by signs
carved in rock SIG inside caves KAL. The main spring of the Seine is an idyllic pond in a lonely
valley above Alesia (35 km west of Dijon) and was consecrated to Sequana who gave her name to
the entire river. Sequana may be a derivative of the above SIG KAL
SIG-KAL SIG-KwALn SI-KwAn – Sequana
river of the goddess of the signs carved in rock SIG worshipped in caves KAL, and this river, as any
other river, springs from the Underworld KAL, a word also accounting for German Quelle 'spring'
and English well – the ancient ones believed that wells and springs and ponds and swamps and
lakes are connected to the Underworld
KAL KwAL – Quelle well
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The inverse form of SIG KAL, namely KAL SIG, may be present in Alesia
KAL-SIG AL-e-SI AL-e-SI-a – Alesia
7) Paris was named for the Celtic tribe of the Parisii. The Gallo-Roman name was Lutetia, then
Lutèce. Lutetia may come from LAD AD DA, the hill LAD on the river that meanders toward AD
the sea while coming from DA the low mountains in the east. We know that hill as Montmartre, the
church Sacré Coeur marking the highest point. It overlooks the Ile-de-France whose quartzite caves
harbor a treasure few people know about, mainly abstract signs carved in the hard stone. More than
2,000 caves were used as cult places. I know a couple of them from the books by Marie E.P. König,
a fine interpreter of cave and rock art. Among the signs are found round forms, cup marks, bowls,
rings, circles and ovals

The most frequent patterns are grids, confined and open ones. Round forms are also implied by the
shape of water polished rock outcrops, and by the concave shape of the caves. Cup marks were
symbols of fertility according to Adolfo Zavaroni, decipherer of the Cummean alphabet (Val
Camonica). The circle combined with the cross of the axes represents the world with east and west,
south and north (Marie König). There are vulva signs, for example the big sign in the cave
Boigneville, an oval with the vertical diameter and a marked center, sixty centimeters high
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Perhaps the most complete sign are ovals combined with the vertical and horizontal diameters and a
grid, the oval symbolizing the world, the oval with the vertical diameter and the center read as vulva
symbolizing the goddess of life, while the grid may symbolize the houses of heaven, the regions of
the earth, generally the richness of life, and, keeping a memory of calendar figures (for example in
the rear end of the axial gallery in Lascaux), time, for example in the cave Villetard, Dép. Seine-etMarne. We may imagine pilgrims in the cave, imploring the goddess by tracing the carved lines
with a finger, saying or singing a prayer. SIG for sign would then also account for English say and
sing. At the entrance of the cave Boissy-aux-Cailles was carved the contour of a horse, written
above, in archaic letters, Epona intersaxa. Inside are marvellous patterns of grids, and on top of a
big slab in the second chamber is a large vulva, a natural and perhaps a little enhanced sculpture.
There are further signs, for example fir needle patterns, according to Marie E.P. König the symbol
of waxing and waning, growing and withering, youth and old age, birth and death – the goddess of
life was the goddess of giving life and taking life. In one cave was carved the contour of a bronze
axe, in another cave the one of a blade – the axe being a tool of agriculture, enabling life, but also a
weapon, taking life. The curved blades of the Minoan double axe have the same meaning of
morning and evening, spring and fall, sowing and harvest, waxing and waning, youth and old age,
being born and dying (and being born again in the beyond).
8) The Rhine was named for REO Rhea. On the upper Rhine are many rocks bearing signs, most
often cup marks. Wonderful carvings are found on the rocks of Carschenna Domleschg, above Sils
and Thusis on the Rhine, among them circles and spirals, many concentric circles, in one case nine
concentric circles combined with the cross of the axes, and a cup mark in the center
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The concentric circles remind of waves in a pond. Between the circle-systems appear riders on
horses, the horse being a guise of REO Rhea (remember Epona). The cup-and-ring mark with the
four radial lines in form of a cross may honor, evoke and implore the same goddess as the oval with
the long and short diameters, the grid and the marked center in several caves of the Ile-de-France,
namely REO Rhea, the goddess of life and flowing time and streaming water, filling the world with
her fecund presence …
Are there also place names reminding of SIG for sign? On the upper Rhine are several places
named for a saint, Sogn Benedetto, Sogn Gion, Sogn Giusep, Sogn being Rumantg for Latin
sanctus, consider also sacred, further possible derivatives of SIG, indicating that former SIG places
of pagan worship were converted into places of Christian saints. Many rocks bearing signs were
removed from arable land. It was also believed that some of the marks were left by the devil, a
further reason to remove rocks with carvings. On the Upper Rhine is still a big boulder called Devil
Stone, not easily accessible, therefore still in place. Luckily also the wonderful rock carvings on the
Carschenna are not easily found. If my interpretation holds, REO Rhea was also present in the river
Amu-Darya. The Persians called the region of Samarkand between the upper courses of the Oxus
(Amu-Darya) and Jaxartes (Syr-Darya) Sogdiana, perhaps from SIG DhAG, the goddess
wotrshipped in signs SIG is able, good in the sense of able DhAG
SIG-DhAG SIG-DhAnG SIG-DiAnG – SoGDiAna
comparable to her son TYR DhAG who became Zeus Diós. If so, we might expect signs carved in
rock also on the upper course of the Amu-Darya. Further cup-and-ring marks with radial lines are
found in the highland of Britain, and in other regions, perhaps all testifying to the ancient goddess
of Eurasia, REO Rhea, the goddess of life and flowing time and streaming water, filling the world
with her fecund presence.
9) The lunisolar calendar of the Göbekli Tepe had a month of 30 days, a year of 12 months, plus 5
and occasionally 6 additional days, while 63 continuous periods of 30 days are 1,890 days and
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correspond to 64 lunations or synodic months, mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half a
day in a lifetime. Also the Egyptian month had 30 days. The eyes of the Horus falcon were moon
and sun. Seth destroyed the lunar eye. Wise Thoth healed it, adding up the numerical equivalents of
the six parts of the lunar eye, 1/2 plus 1/4 plus 1/8 plus 1/16 plus 1/32 plus 1/64 or simply '2 '4 '8 '16
'32 '64, The restored lunar eye was called The Whole One. However, the numbers don't really add
up to one. Why then 'the whole one'? Multiply the month of 30 days by the series of the Horus eye
'2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64 and you obtain 29 '2 '32 days or 29 days 12 hours 45 minutes, practically a
lunation of 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes 2.9 seconds (modern average value from 1989 AD). So 'the
whole one' means one whole lunation or synodic month, of the same numerical definition as in the
lunisolar calendar of the Göbekli Tepe, while the name of Thoth may go back to DhAG DhAG
meaning able able, good in the sense of able, which also accounts for the name of the supreme
Celtic god Dagda who was the good god in the sense of able god – able physically while Thoth was
able intellectually. His wife was Seshat, The One Who Wrote First, 'she who is foremost in the
house of books', the goddess of writing and measuring and building and of the calendar. Seshat
recorded the regnal years and jubilees which were alloted to the king, but she certainly also cared
about the annual rise of the river Nile, warning the farmers if the waters rose too slowly or quickly.
The -hat of her name means house, reminding of Magdalenian KOD for tent, hut, while the initial
Ses(h)- might perhaps go back to SIG for sign. We have then SIG KOD Seshat, house of signs, a
perfect match to 'the one who is foremost in the house of books'. Osiris was the proto-dynastic
personification of the Nile. His name might go back to ASI REO meaning honor dignity ASI, to
flow river REO, the venerable ASI river REO, the Nile as majestic river.
10) SIG and derivatives appear in the Icelandic Volsunga Saga and the German Nibelungenlied,
Song of the Nifelungs, namely Vol-sung-a Sag-a Song Sig-mund Sig-urd Sieg-fried. The goddess of
the signs carved in rock SIG was also a healer, testified to by many votif gifts deposited in the pond
of the main source of the river Seine, above Alesia, in a lonely valley west of Dijon. If the goddess
promised one a long and healthy life one could undergo any risk, and hope to return victorious,
German Sieg meaning victory. Now the original Volsungs might have been the people of the Ile-deFrance called KAL SIG, those who worship the goddess of the signs carved in rock SIG in over
two-thousand quartzite caves KAL
KAL-SIG KwAL-SIG wAL-SInG voL-SunG – Volsungs
Their bards would have summarized the events of the transition from the Stone Age to the Metal
Age in their songs, in a story of a cursed treasure guarded by a dragon, the dragon being a serpent,
symbol of a river, and the cursed treasure gold found in river beds, by then in larger quantities than
today (there are still gold washers on the Upper Rhine), gold being the metal of metals, its
possession causing envy and treason and fights and murder. Sigurd Siegfried was made invulnerable
by taking a bath in the river, alas, a leaf covered a tiny spot of his body and left it vulnerable, so he
got killed. Now those cycles of bardic songs might have been picked up by the Burgundiones who
had left their home in northeast Germany in the fifth century AD, crossed the Rhine and settled in
central France, in the region called Burgund in German, Bourgogne in French, which would have
resulted in the German Nibelungenlied, the Nifelungs being Burgunds, and the same songs could
have been picked up by the Vikings who attacked Paris in 945 AD, which would have resulted in
the Icelandic Volsunga Saga from the 13th century. Both the older Volsunga Saga and the younger
Nibelungenlied would have been adaptations of a general motif to specific events, in the case of the
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Nibelungenlied the Varius battle in the Teutoburger Wald (relying on an interpretation from a TV
documentary).
11) The Divine Hind CER -: I -: or CER LIL (pronounce the sound given as -: by touching both
lips with the tip of the tongue) licked moon bulls into life, thus creating time, lunations or synodic
months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days. Her main sanctuary is the wonderful
Altamira cave in northern Spain, where she licks the horns of a small bison under her

The goddess was also worshipped as Hind Woman, appearing in the constellation of ORE EON
Orion, on the beautiful ORE bank or shore EON of the CA LAK, the heavenly CA river or lake
LAK we know in the form of galaxy or Milky Way. She is present ex negativo between the pair of
opposing ibices in the niche at the rear end of the axial gallery of Lascaux, the opposing ibices
being the symbol of midwinter according to Marie E.P. König. The Hind Woman released moon
bulls from Aldebaran in Taurus. The Divine Hind or Hind Woman was also the goddess of
vegetation, and she granted a second life to the souls of worthy people in the beyond, along the
banks of the heavenly river CA LAK. The Divine Hind was worshipped in wide parts of Eurasia,
probably also in Uppland, Sweden, on the morainic hill between Gästre and Härkeberga, the latter
name from CER CA BIR RAG, stag or hind CER sky CA, celestial hind CER CA, while BIR
means fur, and RAG means to tower, loom, German ragen, originally naming the line of head and
back of an animal in cave art, strongly evocative of the whole animal (Leroy-Gourhan), a word of
very many derivatives, among them Greek rachos 'back, mountain ridge', Old English ryc and
German Rücken 'back', German Bergrücken English mountain ridge (also Latin rex and regina 'king
and queen', Sanskrit raj 'king', English regal and royal, English right, German Recht 'law', and so
on). BIR RAG accounts for German Berg 'mountain', seen as back of a furry animal, for example a
bear ... Later on the Paleolithic goddess of time and vegetation and of a second life in the beyond
was replaced by REO Rhea, goddess of life and flowing time and streaming water, filling the world
with her fecund presence, worshipped with a double sanctuary, one on the river near Gästre, the
other with a rock bearing almost five-hundred cup marks at Härkeberga – in Uppland have been
counted 30,000 cup marks, and the rock at Härkeberga is the richest of all cup marked stones
perhaps in the entire northern world. Gästre would originally have been called GES DAL REO AC
CA, a long name that makes an ingenious double use of REO AC CA and means: place of the
boulders in the valley DAL on the river REO belonging to the land AC under the sky CA, boulders
indicating or gesturing GIS the way to the other sanctuary of REO, daughter of the earth AC (Gaia)
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and the sky CA (Ouranos) … Gästre was known as Gestharen Gestereke kunxby Gestrene Gesthren
Gestring Gestriken Gestrikebynn Gestringen Gestringe Gästre while fifteen fields were called
Gestilren, perhaps also Gestilsren (?). GIS became Ges- Gäs-, DAL became tha(l) th(al) t(al) til,
REO became ren sren (?) rin (?) r re, AC CA became eke iken ike ingen inge ing g (?), in other parts
of Europe also -acum, -ac, -ikon, while kunxby might indicate property of the king, and -bynn
might be related to Old High German biunt Middle High German biunde Swiss Bünte 'what winds
around', naming a fenced in area separated from the common land. The short form Gästre is
comparable to Embra for Edinburgh. REO Rhea had an alter ego in the Gallo-Roman horse goddess
Epona. Horses are being bred in the region of Gästre and Härkeberga and Enköping (kunxby =
king’s bynn, fenced in area used for breeding the king’s horses?). The name of REO Rhea might
account for English to run German rennen, running horses. The distance between the hypothetical
sanctuary on the river near Gästre and the other at Härkeberga might have been covered on
horseback in summer, and on sleds drawn by reindeers in winter, REO Rhea this time accounting
for rein-deer German Ren.
12) Härkeberga is famous for the medieval church paintings by Albertus Pictorius from 1480.
Churches were often built on places of pagan worship. In the Swiss Alps we have the famous of
Zillis on the Upper Rhine, with wonderful paintings in the cassettes of the wooden ceiling, from the
second half of the 12th century. On the other side of the Upper Rhine is a Roman cult cave,
probably already used in pre-Roman times. The village next to Zillis, meanwhile fusioned with
Zillis, is called Ruschein, another reminder of REO Rhea. May the church of Zillis have been built
on the place of a former rock bearing signs? among them cup-and-ring marks with radial crosses,
the main sign of REO Rhea? The Cretan Rheia was also worshipped on mountains. Zillis and
Ruschein are at the base of a steep mountain. Perhaps there was another sanctuary somewhere up
the slope? The name of Zillis might indicate as much – if it comes from SAL LAS, watery ground
of a valley SAL mountain LAS. Double sanctuaries in honor of this goddess could then have been
the rule, one on the river, the other on land, on a hill or a mountain, connected by a procession way.
From Zillis down the Rhine you get into the dangerous ravine called Via Mala, Bad Way, then you
come to Thusis and Sils in the Domleschg, in the valley Nisellas, the cliffs above Salatschas, and
further up the rocks of Carschenna. Sils and Nisellas and Salatschas might be further derivatives of
SAL LAS. Again further down the Rhine, opposite of Liechtenstein, is a village by the name of
Salez, at the base of the steep mountain range called Alpstein, Salez being another possible
derivative of SAL LAS, indicating a further possible double sanctuary of REO Rhea, as we found
one at GIS DAL REO AC CA Gestilren Gästre and CER CA BIR RAG Härkeberga in Uppland, the
richest archaeological region of Sweden.
13) Below the biggest cup-and-ring mark (nine rings around the hollow) with a radial cross on a
rock of Carschenna (slab II) appears an archer on a horse. Magdalenian RYT for spear thrower and
archer, Greek rhytaer 'archer', inverse of TYR for the one who overcomes in the double sense of
rule and give. An emphatic form of TYR became Middle Helladic Sseyr Doric Sseus Homeric Zeus,
an equally emphatic form of RYT may have become German Ross English horse, while normal
RYT may account for German Reiter English rider, German "Ross und Reiter" being an item. Zeus
was a son of Rhea, while the Gallo-Roman horse goddess Epona would have been one of her
guises, Epona and Greek hippos and Latin equus coming from AC PAS, earth AC everywhere PAS
– riding on the back of this animal you get everywhere PAS on earth AC ... Rhea was identified
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with Cybele, from CA BEL or longer CA BEL IAS meaning sky CA warm BEL healing IAS, name
of the sun horse of spring, the warm spring sun healing the ailments of a long and harsh winter,
wherefrom AFelios Helios, name of the Greek sun god directing the sun wagon drawn by a
quadriga of horses. CA BAL, sky hot, was the name of the summer sun horse, wherefrom Spanish
caballo 'horse', Latin cavallus French cheval, while German Ritter for chevalier comes again from
RYT for an archer, now an archer riding a horse. CA LAB, sky cold, was the name of the winter sun
horse, wherefrom galopp and German Klepper English clopper. Hear them run across the sky
CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB ...
CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL ...
CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL ...
Cybele got pregnant on the festival of the spring equinox and gave birth to the Kouros, the Cretan
Zeus, in the Idaean cave on midwinter (my interpretation). REOs connection to the sun horse
confirms her function as goddess of time. (Measure out a rectangle in the wide plain of Härkeberga,
let the longer sides run from south to north and make them measure three units, let the shorter sides
run from east to west and make them measure two units, mark the corners with boulders, and the
four stones would have provided sighting lines for the rising and setting sun on the equinoxes and
solstices. Uppland 3x2, Anglesay 1x1, Carnac 3x4. In a wide plain of Northern Crete or Upper
Mesopotamia you would have drawn a circle, marked north, divided the circumference into 6 or 12
equal arcs using the radius, marked the half dozen or dozen points with poles, and used them for
sighting lines indicating the rising and setting sun on the equinoxes and solstices.)
14) On the rock at Backa near Brastad in Sweden appear many ships and horses (in one case a
horse above and a ship under a straight line, suggesting a visual equation of ship and horse). One of
the ships is combined with a ring-cross, emblem of REO Rhea

A prophesy in the legend of Jason and the Argonauts links the sea goddess of Libya with both a
huge horse of a golden mane and the ship Argo that is called a mother, testifying to an early
identification of streaming water, horse and ship via the goddess of life. In Homer's Odyssey, sheep
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and goats can symbolize ships of various nations gathering in the Trojan harbor of the Besik Bay
(Polyphem's cave), oxen freight ships on the Black Sea, and horses the swift Achaean ships.
Odysseus reaches pleasant Scherie riding a beam like a horse, and leaves it sleeping, the ships
starting like stallions. Eberhard Zangger identified pleasant Scherie with an early Troy (and the
hero's arrival there as a time travel). The name of Scherie may then go back to ShA REO, Troy as
ruler ShA presiding over the strong and rapid waters REO of the Dardanelles or Hellespont. Horseloving Troy would name both the living horses grazing in the fertile plain called Troas, and the
metaphorical horses on the water, ships, perhaps with prows in the shape of horses' necks and heads.
In the Odyssey, horses are mentioned for the first time in book 2 line 18, Ilion eis eupolon ebae
koilaes naeuesin, 'Ilion of the good horses' followed by the 'hollow ship' of Odysseus. And the
Trojan horse? was of course another ship ... A snake appears on the rock of Aspebeget near Tannun,
Bohuslän, Sweden. Snakes often symbolize flowing water. The famous fayence figurines of the
snake goddess from Knossos in Crete may represent Rheia. In the Odyssey, REO Rhea Rheia is
mentioned indirectly, in the name of the harbor Rheithron (book 1 line 184) where Athene's ship
anchors, revealing early Athene as an emanation of REO Rhea, the more so as her name contains
the generic formula for streaming water, a flowing river, also a trading route: AD DA NAI, a good
place for a camp NAI on a river that flows toward AD the sea while coming from DA the hills and
mountains, or a good place for a camp on a crossing of trading routes that run toward AD some
places while coming from DA other places. The form NAI AD DA would account for naiade, and
perhaps also for Neith, Egyptian equivalent of Athene. Prow and rear end of symmetrical ships in
Swedish rock carvings are sometimes rendered as raised hands, then imploring the help of REO
Rhea, the goddess of life worshipped in wide parts of Eurasia, also the goddess who granted a
second life in the beyond, on the banks of the celestial river or lake CA LAK we know as galaxy or
Milky Way. Along the shores of Scandinavia, the dead were placed on rafts or in boats and buried
on the water – prow and rear end in form of raised hands would then implore the goddess for a
second life in the beyond for the soul of a dead person delivered to her on a funeral raft or in a
funeral boat.
15) Scandinavian water burials may have invoked the Paleolithic triple goddess, namely the fire
giver PIR GID and the fur giver BIR GID and the fertility giver BRI GID. The raft or boat carrying
the body was set on fire, so we have the presence of PIR GID. Magdalenian BIR means fur,
especially the fur on which a newborn was placed, preferably a bear fur, the best fur, thick,
longhaired, soft and warm. Also a dead body was placed on fur, in the hope of a second birth in the
beyond, wherefrom bier German Bahre, so that also the fur giver BIR GID was involved, and the
fertility giver BRI GID would have granted a worthy soul a second life along the celestial river or
lake CA LAK we know as galaxy or Milky Way ... The Divine Hind was an emanation of BIR GID,
while her successor REO was an emanation of BRI GID. Her emblematic ring-cross, a cross inside
a circle, may have had a double meaning we can now read: AC PAS Epona hippos equus 'horse' and
PAS CA Paskha Pasqua Pâques 'Easter'. AC means earth, an expanse of land with water, while
inverse CA means sky. PAS means everywhere in a plain, here, south and north of me, east and west
of me. Earth AC and sky CA are present in the ring, symbolic circle of the horizon. PAS is present
in the cross, 'here' in the center and the other places in the four arms. AC PAS – riding a horse you
can get everywhere on earth ... PAS CA – may the soul of a worthy dead be born again in the
beyond and roam the sky in his next life as he roamed the land in this life ...
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16) If the names of the Birch island Birca Birka Björko and Oak island Ekerö (ek 'oak', eker an old
plural, ö 'island') go back to the Late Neolithic, they may refer to the Divine Hind and Divine Stag
in their guise of trees. The birch was named with a word meaning bright, shine, also pure and
virginal. On a deeper level I recognize BIR meaning fur in the case of animals, and bark in the case
of trees. The bark of the birch tree was most important in the Stone Age, serving many purposes,
while birch pitch was used for fixing flint blades to handles of stone, horn, bone, or wood. The
Divine Hind was an emanation of the fur giver BIR GID. She was the goddess of life and time, of
animals and vegetation, as Hind Woman appearing in Orion, worshipped by hunters, and honored
with arbors made of fir branches and twigs in winter, and, why not, birch branches and twigs in
summer. Her consort was the Divine Stag CER KOS, helper of the fire giver PIR GID who resided
in the Underworld KAL. The Divine Stag guarded the western entrances to and eastern exits from
the Underworld, passed by the fiery sun horse and moon bull. KOD means tent, hut, and the
comparative form KOS means heavenly vault – the giant antlers of the Divine Stag held up the sky,
the heavenly canopy or vault. His sacred tree was the oak, a majestic tree whose branches fork off
in a similar way as the ends of a stag antler, CER KOS Latin quercus 'oak' Gaulish érkos 'oakforest'. REO Rhea succeeded the Divine Hind. Her sacred tree or rather bush may have been the
hazel Corylis avellina, from Greek korhyon 'nut', containing REO in the form of rhyo, also present
in Lithuanian ruoshutys 'nut'. Several islands may have been named for the birch and oak, also in
later times, carrying on an old custom, and finally two islands near Stockholm, perhaps newly
emerging, or cut off from the land, would have been named for the birch, Birca Birka Björkö, and
for the oak, Ekerö.
17) Where was Arinna? Arinna was the sacred town of the Hittite sun goddess, in the neighborhood
of Hattusas in Anatolia, a rather small town of one gate, visited by the king and his people on the
occasions of the spring and autumn festivals, but unlike other towns it hasn't yet been located, so let
us try to find out more about Arinna via Paleo-linguistics. Arinna has been read as Town of the
Spring or Well, from ura 'spring, well', in toponyms also uri ari. When the sun goddess settled on
Arinna, she spread her gown over an apple tree next to a well. I recognize in Arinna a form of the
very ancient AAR RAA NOS, mind NOS of the one composed of air AAR and light RAA, the sky
god of the Göbekli Tepe who had been implored for rain. Snakes are the most frequent animals on
pillars, those heading skyward representing prayers for rain, and the smoke of sacrificial fires
imploring rain, while snakes heading downward symbolize falling rain rewarding the prayers and
sacrificial fires, filling the riverbeds and the subterranean passages of the karst landscape that make
the springs and wells overflow. Thus the ancient sky god would also have been the god of wells and
springs, before this role was taken over by his daughter REO. The Greek version of the sky god was
Ouranos, and the one of his daughter Rhea, Cretan Rheia. The sun goddess of Arinna was called
Wurushemu, a name I read as AAR RAA ShA MmOS, offspring MmOS of the ruler ShA who is
composed of air AAR and light RAA, hence the daughter of the sky god AAR RAA NOS. She was
identified with Hebat or rather Hépatu, a name I read as CA PAD, sky CA activity of feet PAD, she
who wanders across the sky. Her hieroglyphic name contains a sign known as horizon in ancient
Egyt, a pair of round hills with a round valley in between; above the valley of the Hittite sign hovers
the solar disc (while resting smug in the valley of the Egyptian hieroglyph). The Hittite sun goddess
is standing on a panther who places his paws on a pair of double mountains which are again
'horizons' but this time with rectangular tops and narrow vertical valleys. From this we may glean
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more about the location of Arinna: a small town in a rather flat basin between an eastern and a
western pair of hills between which the sun rose in spring and fall (eastern pair of hills) and set in
spring and fall (western pair of hills), attended by the king from Hattusas and his people who
traveled there in spring, perhaps around March 21, and in fall, perhaps around September 22/23,
which are the dates of the spring and autumn equinoxes. This particular topography might perhaps
help locate the sacred town of the Hittite sun goddess, Arinna, town of the daughter of the ancient
sky god AAR RAA NOS, in a basin, with a well or spring, and a pair of hills in the east, and another
pair of hills in the west, not very far from Hattusas (perhaps about fifteen or twenty kilometers).
18) First postscript. Intelligence a form of energy? / In 1963, at age fourteen, I gained my first
scientific insight: If I do a chore in a clever way I save energy, so intelligence might perhaps be
some equivalent of energy? In the early 1970s I asked a professor of physics, he said no, the one
being an intensive category, the other an extensive one. The first confirmation came from Eric J.
Chaisson, Cosmic Evolution, The Rise of Complexity in Nature, Harvard University Press 2001: "...
for to us, information basically is a form of energy, whether flowing, stored, or realized." Entropy
dissolves the past into fragments; I restore parts of the past by connecting fragments. Coping with
entropy requires energy, I do it with intelligence, so intelligence might be a form of energy? But I
still try in vain to formulate my early insight in terms of physics. Also in 1963 I posed questions
regarding language – what is language? – and answered it in 1974/75: Language is the means of
getting help, support and understanding from those we depend upon in one way or another, and
every means of getting help, support and understanding may be called language, on whatever level
of life it occurs ... I am tempted to call language the intelligence of life. Life copes with entropy,
doing so costs energy, this price can be paid in the form of intelligence, and language in the basic
sense might be life's intelligence.
19) Second postscript. Mother Berka, White Hind / The Divine Hind (Altamira being her main
sanctuary) licked moon bulls into life, thus creating time, lunations or synodic months, periods of
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 .. days. The goddess made all animals emerge from clefts and
niches in the rock. She was an emanation of the fur giver BIR GID, worshipped by hunters,
appearing as Hind Woman in Orion. She was also the goddess of vegetation, BIR meaning fur in the
case of animals, bark in the case of trees. In her honor arbors were built, winter arbors made of fir
branches and twigs, and summer arbors made of birch branches and twigs. The goddess provided
meat and fur and trees for the humans to use, then she provided a second life for the hunted and
killed animals in the beyond (a symbol of which may be the animal bones stuck in walls of a cave
of the Comtes Bégouin in the Ardèche valley), and she gave a second life to worthy humans on the
beautiful bank ORE EON of the celestial river CA LAK ... The goddess lived on in many forms.
Here just two of her later emanations. Norse mythology or folklore knows a Mother Berka ("Birch")
who carried a bundle of birch twigs and rode a goat whose flesh nourished hungry families while
the bones served to restore the goat, a reference to the Paleolithic goddess who made animals
emerge from rock, the mythological bone of the Earth. In Celtic mythology we find a gentle White
Hind guiding worthy people to the fairy land of the beyond, her color going along with the white
bark of the birch. PIE claims that the birch is named for a word meaning bright, shine, gleam. The
White Hind would have been a shining appearance, but I rather assume that the aspect of bright and
shine comes from BIR RAG, the first word BIR meaning fur, Greek byrsa 'skin, fur', the second
word RAG having derivatives in Greek rachos 'back, mountain ridge', Old English ryc 'back', in
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German ragen 'to tower, loom' and Rücken ‘back’ and Bergrücken English mountain ridge – BIR
RAG would then be a metaphor explaining a wooded mountain ridge as the back of a furry animal,
for example a bear. The aspect of bright and shine would come from dawn, the brightening sky
above the eastern mountain ridge in the early morning, also from bright mountain tops in the first
and last sunshine of the day, when the valley below is still or already in the dark, and also from
snow capped mountain tops shining a brilliant white, so very bright it hurts the eyes. If you ever
spent winter holidays in the Swiss Alps you know what I am speaking of ... The Birch island in
Lake Mälaren is called Björkö, the former name was Birka, and the still older Latin form Birca. The
original Norse form is not known, but it might well have been close to the Latinized form, why not
even BIR CA, the island honoring the Divine Hind whose sacred summer tree, the birch, held up the
sky? (Hungarian mythology has a White Stag while the Tree of Life held up the tent of the sky.) The
consort of the Divine Hind was the Divine Stag, his sacred tree was the oak, and he may have been
worshipped on the Oak island Ekerö near the Birch island Björkö. The Divine Hind and the Divine
Stag may have been worshipped on the present islands Björkö and Ekerö, or on a pair of
neighboring islands of the past.
20) Third postscript. A Late Neolithic trading place? / Another etymology explains Björkö as
market place, which might ultimately also go back to the goddess BIR CA, a trading place of fur,
and of birch products made from bark and sap and pitch, and of boats made from tree trunks or
wooden frames with mounted hides, barge and bark barque being further derivatives of BIR.
Chicago, literally Wild Onion, was built on the site of a former Indian market place; New York had
once been a Dutch fur trading place; Stockholm was an iron trading place. Much earlier, an island in
the wider area of Stockholm could have been a marked place governed by the Divine Hind,
emanation of BIR GID, worshipped as BIR CA in the area of Stockholm, and as CER CA on top of
the morainic hill between GIS DAL REO AC CA Gestilren Gästre and CER CA BIR RAG
Härkeberga.
21) Fourth postscript. Ring, ring-cross, wheel of time, Yin and Yang / AAR RAA NOS Ouranos
had a daughter by the name of REO Rhea who had a son by the name of TYR emphatic Middle
Helladic Sseyr Doric Sseus Homeric Zeus. The emblem of AAR RAA NOS is a ring whose hollow
consists of air and light (remember the big limestone ring on the Göbekli Tepe).

One of the emblems of REO was the ring-cross, a circle around a cross, phonetical values AC PAS
and PAS CA in the meanings explained earlier. Now the ring-cross might also be regarded as a
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wheel of four spokes representing a year of the four seasons spring summer autumn winter, each
ninety days, while the center may account for five and occasionally six more days. A wheel of a
dozen spokes would correspond to the lunisolar calendar of the Göbekli Tepe, where a year had 12
months of 30 days, plus 5 and sometimes 6 more days (three days of midsummer, two and
occasionally three days of midwinter), while 63 continuous periods of 30 days are 1,890 days and
correspond to 64 lunations or synodic months, mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half a
day in a lifetime. The phonetic value of such a wheel of time could have been TYR PAS wherefrom
Latin tempus 'time' and French temps meaning both time and weather, overcomer TYR everywhere
PAS, Zeus overcoming everybody in the form of time and weather ... The wheel word comes from
another compound, CO OC LOP, attentive mind CO right eye OC enclosing fence or wall LOP, in
the center of a stronghold the ruler of the attentive mind, along the 'cyclopic' wall guards looking
out, watching over the surrounding plain. A recently deciphered version of the wheel word from the
Val Camonica is hohlu (Adolfo Zavaroni), it can easily be derived from this compound: CO-OCLOP CO-OC-LO hO-Oh-LO hohlu. The Magdalenian culture spread from Northern Spain in the
west to Lake Baikal in the east. Around Lake Baikal and in Mongolia are found place names
evoking KOD for tent, hut. Magdalenian reasoning might also have influenced China. Chinese
philosophy knows the empty circle Wu that gave way to the complementary principles of Yin and
Yang, visualized as pair of drops in a circle, the drops indicating a fluid concept. Each Yin has a
Yang, each Yang a Yin, and each contains a trace of the other. If the sky is Yang, the earth is Yin. If
man is Yang, woman is Yin. But these are relative categories, a woman can be Yang in many
aspects, a man Yin in many others. It is a deep concept we also find in western philosophy, for
example in the question about the free or bound will. Do we have a free will? if so, we are
responsible for our lives, and can become guilty. Or is our will bound to a higher will? are our lives
determined by a variety of biological, psychological, economical and further laws? some of which
we know, while others may be discovered in the future? if so, we are not really responsible for our
deeds, and free of guilt. We can't understand the world as one, there are always two perspectives we
can't unite but neither can we give up one or the other, both are needed, as they complement each
other. Niels Bohr: "There are two sorts of truth: trivialities, where the opposite is obviously
impossible, and deep truths, which are characterized by their opposite also being a deep truth.“
22) Fifth postscript. PAD and PAS / Magdalenian PAD means activity of feet, while the
comparative form PAS means everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of
me, all in all five places, wherefrom Greek pas pan ‘all, every’ and pente penta- ‘five’. PAS can be
represented by the sole of a foot or a sandal, by pairs of feet, and by feet indicating a direction,
while PAS can be visualized as domino five, as cross, and as ring-cross. On a slab at Hemsta,
Boglösa socken, Sweden, are carvings of both ideograms, soles of feet or shoes, alone, or as pairs,
already close to a ring-cross, and actual ring-crosses
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testifying to the common origin of PAD and PAS – walking gets one from here to south or north or
east or west … It’s very nice to see how one ideogram morphs into the other, PAD into PAS, the
ring-cross being the emblem of REO Rhea, goddess of life whose fecund presence fills the world,
AC PAS and PAS CA, everywhere on earth and in the sky, and, as wheel-cross, the emblem of her
son TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus, TYR PAS wherefrom Latin tempus ‘time’ and French temps meaning
both time and weather, the supreme god overcoming everybody everywhere in time and weather …
Hemsta Boglösa is near Enköping, some ten kilometers south of Härkeberga, so the hyptothetical
procession way could have been longer: from the river near Gestilren Gästre to the sanctuary of the
Divine Hind on top of the morainic hill to Härkeberga to Hemsta Boglösa to a place on the bank or
shore of Lake Mälaren (or from Lake Mälaren to Gästre). – A more elaborate version of the ringcross, the bronze amulet from Hauterive-Champréveyres from Western Switzerland, total height 5.6
centimeters
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23) Sixth postscript. Uppsala / The etymology of Latin insula ‘island’ is not clear, says my
dictionary, mentioning the ancient explanation *en salo ‘being in the sea’, Greek hae in hali ousa.
Magdalenian LAD means hill, the comparative form LAS means mountain; the inverse DAL means
valley, dale German Tal, and the comparative form SAL means watery ground of a valley. The
original compound of insula may have been EN SAL LAD, in EN the watery ground SAL a hill
LAD emerging from the surface of water. EN-SAL-LAD EN-SAL-LA iN-Su-LA iNSuLA, also
EN-SA-LAD iN-S-LAnD i-S-LAnD iSLAnD (iegisland accounting for Old English igland iland
Middle English eyland). The Late Neolithic form of Uppsala might have been AD SAL LAD,
toward AD the watery ground SAL of the many ermerging hills LAD rising over the wide surface of
water. Two of these islands would have been the Birch island and Oak island, consecrated to the
Divine Hind and the Divine Stag respectively. LAD with an infixed nasal may account for land,
landscape, an expanse of rolling hills, as it were. English hill, as Latin collis ‘hill’ and Lithuanian
kalas ‘mountain’ would go back to KAL for cave, Underworld, referring to the well know fact that
caves are often found in hills and mountains.
24) Seventh postscript. A glimpse of early Norse mythology / PAD meaning activity of feet has
many literal and metaphorical derivatives, among them Latin pedes English feet, Latin vado ‘I go’
(in composita) and venire ‘to come’, but also video ‘I see’, the act of seeing understood as rays of
vision going out from the eyes (while English see German sehen come from CO OC, with an
attentive mind CO right eye OC, German gucken kucken, imperative guck kuck). PAD TON AS, he
who goes PAD and makes himself heard TON up above AS, might explain the chief Norse god
*wodanaz *wodinaz Odin Wuotan Wotan as early personification of wind – a gentle whispering
wind associated with inspiration (Hebrew ruach Greek pneuma Latin spiritus have each the
meaning of breath and wind and spirit, *wotis ‘god-inspired’) and knowledge (“the answer, my
friend, is blowing in the wind” Bob Dylan), a singing wind (the singing rocks outside of Smyrna
Izmir might have given rise to the legend of the sweetly singing Sirens, deadly because they lured
sailors into dangerous waters), a crying wind (“and the wind cries Mary” Jimmy Hendrix), a wind
fanning a fire (Germanic wat ‘to fan into fire’), a howling and roaring wind (Odin as war god), a
raging storm (Wuot- Wot- akin to German Wut ‘rage’), and finally the dying wind, sighing in a tree
(Odin sacrificing himself). Old Norse áss, plural aesir, might come from AS SA, upward AS
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downward SA, ascending descending, moving between earth and sky. If Edda doesn’t come from
Latin Credo Icelandic Kredda ‘creed’ we might think of AD DA, toward AD from DA, generic
name of rivers and trading routes. Vanr Vanir Wane might be explained via PAS EOR, everywhere
PAS feasts and celebrations EOR, harvest festivals in honor of REO (perhaps involving poles with
flags on hills). PAS-EOR PAn-ER vAn-R vAnR vAniR vAeneR would also explain the name of
Lake Väner, while Götaland, especially Västergötland between Lake Väner and Lake Vätter would
have been the good arable land, from GADh meaning good, also present in the name of the island
Gotland (in the center of this island a village called Roma, Italian Roma from REO MAN, place of
those who carry out the will of REO Rhea with their right hand MAN). REO as emanation of the
fertility giver BRI GID would survive in Norse Freya, goddess of love and fertility, in her brother
Frey or Freyr, god of peace, prosperity, and marriage, and in Frigg, wife Odin’s. TYR may have
become Thor Thorr, and, in the form of TYR AS, overcomer TYR up above AS, *tiwaz Tyr (their
genealogies differing from the Greek one). Gullveig, the goddess guarding treasures, evokes KAL
meaning cave, Underworld, indicating precious ore found in mines. KAL is present in the name of
mining peoples like the Hellenoi Hellenes, keltoi Celts, Gallii, Helvetii (the latter from KAL PAD,
those who walk the Underworld, working in mines). Beautiful Helen of the white arms in Homer’s
Odyssey is a symbol of tin; her husband xanthos Menelaos a symbol of copper, the color xanthos
covering all hues of copper ore, yellow, brown, red; and their daughter, lovely Hermione resembling
golden Aphrodite, a symbol of the copper-tin alloy bronze, of a golden shine when freshly cast.
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Lascaux 5, Dingir and Lascaux Calendar
Dingir Calendar of Mesopotamia, Revised Lascaux Calendar
Dingir Calendar of Mesopotamia, Revised Lascaux Calendar, Numerals 1-10, Phaistos Disc
(expanded version of my second Magdalenian test case deus theos / Zeus versus deus Zeus / theos)
– all highly demanding

Dingir Calendar of Sumer and Mesopotamia, Revised Lascaux
Calendar, Numerals 1 – 10
1) Dingir calendar of Mesopotamia, deities
Klaus Schmidt believes that the Göbekli Tepe was the sacred Du-ku mountain of Sumerian
mythology, where the Anuna deities came from. If so, Du-ku may be a further derivative of DhAG
meaning able, good in the sense of able, and the same for dingir, Mesopotamian word for a deity,
phonetical value an meaning sky, dingir-dingir dingir Anu / An, the sky god Anu or An, lord of the
gods whose name could be a polished form of AAR RAA, the sky of air AAR and light RAA
personified
AAR RAA AAR nA A nA Anu An
Inanna and Nanna, Sumerian for Venus and the moon, may be generic names meaning: in the sky,
from EN AAR RAA, in EN the sky of air AAR and light RAA
EN AAR RAA

EN AAR nA

EN An nA

iN An nA

iNAnnA / NAnnA
The name of Ishtar, Akkadian Venus, Astarte in the Levant, may go back to AS TYR, up above AS
she who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR
AS TYR ASh TaR

iShTaR / AS TaR ASTaRte

Utu was the Sumerian sun god, from RYT TYR, archer RYT overcomer TYR, the overcomer
sending out arrows of light, RYT being present for example in Rumantg raz dal suleil 'sun ray', also
in English ray and Latin radius and German Rad 'wheel', consider the ancient image of the sun
wheel. Bronze Age Armenia worshiped a sun archer by the name of Tir
RYT TYR YT TY

uTu

Shamash was the Akkadian name of the sun god, from ShA MmOS, ruler ShA offspring MmOS, the
sun god as son of the ruling couple Anu and Ishtar
ShA MmOS

ShA MaS

ShAMaSh

confirming the old assumption that Anu and Ishtar had once been a couple. The name of the
Akkadian moon god Sin might go back to Magdalenian GEN for the three days and nights of the
young moon
GEN

GiN

siN

2) Dingir calendar, short and a long cycle
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Sumerian dingir was given as star of eight points or rosette of eight petals. The written sign
indicated a god or a goddess. Moreover, it encoded a sacred, liturgical calendar of 8 years of 8 long
months. Numbers of a year:
45 45 45 45 3 45 45 45 45 2 days or 365 days
New Year followed the midwinter festival. Four long months of 45 days led to the midsummer
festival, 3 days in honor of Anu or An. Then another four long months of 45 days led to the
midwinter festival, 2 days in honor of Sumerian Inanna and Akkadian Ishtar. So a year had 365
days. The animals of Inanna / Ishtar were a pair of goats, also ibices. Marie E.P. König identified a
pair of opposing ibices or goats as symbol of midwinter. The goats nibbling at a rosette indicate the
passing of time, while Ishtar standing on a pair of lying goats indicates that love and fertility
overcome even time.
A long dingir cycle had 8 years or 2920 days, plus 2 leap days symbolized by a calf or young bull
(two horns) or a buck (again two horns) or a bird (two wings). The leap days followed the
midwinter festival of year eight. A long dingir cycle had 2922 days and combined 8 solar years with
99 lunar years and 5 Venus years:
2921.9376 days 8 solar years
2923.5283 days 99 lunar years
2921 days 5 Venus years
2922.1553 days average
2922 days rounded average, long dingir cycle
A rosette of eight petals with a small circle in the center had these meanings: each petal a long
month of 45 days, the small circle 5 more days (three days of midsummer and two days of
midwinter), all in all a year of 365 days / each petal a year of 365 days, and the small circle 2 leap
days, all in all a long dingir cylce of 2922 days.
8 rosettes of 8 petals are 64 petals, referring to the Göbekli Tepe definition of the lunar year or
lunation or synodic month: 64 lunations correspond to 63 continuous periods of 30 days or 1890
days, which are also 42 continuous periods of 45 days. Definition of the lunation in the numbers of
the dingir calendar: 21 continuous periods of 45 days are 945 days and correspond to 32 lunations,
mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half a day in a lifetime.
3) Dingir calendar, love and fertility overcoming time
Time was a blossom on the tree of life. The passing of time was indicated by a goat nibbling at a
rosette (for the sake of symmetry a pair of goats nibbling at one rosette each), while Ishtar in an
Assyrian relief standing on her pair of lying goats indicates that love and fertility overcome even
time ...
The sign of Venus and Ishtar on Babylonian stelae was a star of 8 points, in more explicit form a
star of 4 points with a small circle in the center laid over another one that is turned by 45 degrees. A
star of 4 points is a cross. A cross read in the very ancient way indicates the number 5: here (small
circle in the center), south and north of me, east and west of me, all in all five places. 5 is the
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number of Inanna / Ishtar, referring to the 5 Venus years of the long dingir cycle, while the star of 8
points refers to the 8 solar years of the long dingir cycle. A star of 8 points read in the very ancient
way might yield a formula for our presence in the world: here, south and north of me, east and west
of me, under and above me, before my time and in the future ...
5 was the number of Inanna / Ishtar, present in a stalk with a fan of five straight long leaves (or
perhaps a blossom of five long petals); or in a tree of life with 5 branches, a blossom in form of a
dot at the end of each branch; or in a decorative band of a chevron pattern consisting of 5 double
streaks; perhaps also in abstract form in decorative patterns occurring 5 or 10 or 15 ... times.
4) Dingir calendar, keeping the world in balance
The Mesopotamian seropards – 'leopards' with very long 'serpent'-like necks wound around each
other – may be a further visualization of the dingir calendar, the four and four legs indicating the 4
and 4 long months of a year (from midwinter to midsummer, and from midsummer to midwinter),
and the 4 and 4 years of the long cycle. The antithetic animals, baring their teeth at each other, may
also symbolize the cosmic forces that check each other and thus keep the world in balance. The
days are getting brighter toward midsummer, darker toward midwinter. If they were growing
brighter and brighter only, we would go blind, and if they were growing darker and darker only, we
would be lost in pitch black night. Between bright and dark are the colors of life. The cosmic forces
check and balance each other so we can live. (You may consider the seropards an early formulation
of the anthropic principle.)
The same idea is visualized by the sky god Anu seizing two trees of life, on each one blooming four
rosettes (one below, three above), all in all eight rosettes for the eight long months of a year, and the
eight years of a long dingir cycle.
5) Dingir calendar, Shamash and Ishtar and Sin
At the top of many Babylonian stelae can be seen the emblems of the sun god Shamash, of the
Venus goddess Ishtar, and of the moon god Sin, their cycles 8 solar years and 5 Venus years and 99
lunar years - being combined in the long dingir cycle.
The emblem of Ishtar has been explained. The one of Shamash is a more elaborate version of the
star of 8 points, namely a star of 4 points, with a small circle in the center, overlying a cross of
wavy lines turned by 45 degrees. The 8 points represent both the 8 long months of the solar year
and the 8 years of the long dingir cycle.
The emblem of the moon god Sin is rarely a lying half moon, more often the sliver of the young
moon at the bottom of a circle, going along with Magdalenian GEN for the three days of the young
moon. The 'sliver' of the young moon can also be represented as a thin leaf on the tree of life.
While 5 and multiples may encode the presence of Ishtar in decorative patterns, 8 and multiples the
presence of Shamash, the lunar presence may be indicated by the number 3 and multiples.
Marie E.P. König provided the key for understanding cave art. She identified the horse as sun horse;
the pair of opposing ibices as midwinter symbol, anithetic goats in Asia Minor; and the bull as
moon bull, often associated with the number 3, also in Asia Minor, Egypt and the Indus Valley, for
example in the form of a bright triangular plate of shell inlaid in the forehead of a bull proteome at
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the throne of Ishtar in Mari, 3rd millennium BC, indicating the 3 main lunar phases: waxing, being
full, waning. My interpretation of the bulls in the rotunda of Lascaux and their ideograms revelad a
finer numerical pattern based on the number 3 and multiples: 3 days or nights of the young moon, 6
days or nights of the waxing moon, 9 days or nights of the full moon, 6 days or nights of the waning
moon, 3 days or nights of the dying moon, and alternately 3 and 2 days of the empty moon, German
Leermond, the short phase between the disappearing old and appearing young moon.
6) Dingir calendar, counting lunations
The most ancient algorithm for counting lunations was already known 35,000 years ago in Central
Equatorial Africa
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days
for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ... lunations
(also 29 30 29 ... days, yielding inferior results)
15 lunations counted this way are 443 days, and 17 lunations 502 days (best result provided by the
above algorithm). Combine these two values and you obtain the Göbekli Tepe value of the lunation
15 17 15 17 lunations 443 502 443 502 days
64 lunations correspond to 1,890 days
Halve the numbers and you obtain the dingir value
32 lunations correspond to 945 days
A long month had 45 days. 21 continuous periods of 45 days are 945 days and correspond to 32
lunar years or lunations or synodic months; mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half a day
in a lifetime.
Consider a longer sequence of 17 and 15 lunations and add up the numbers one by one
17 15 17 15 17
17 lunations 502 days
32 lunations 945 days (dingir value)
49 lunations 1442 days
64 lunations 1890 days (Göbekli Tepe value)
81 lunations 2392 days
The Babylonian astronomer Kidinnu (around 380 BC) used the value 29.530594 days for the
lunation, and the astronomer Naburi' Annu (by the end of the third century BC) the value 29.530641
days. The average is quite close to 1442 days for 49 lunations
29.530612

1442/49

29.530618

average Kidinnu and Naburi' Annu
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Start a number sequence with 502 days for 17 lunations and add repeatedly 1442 days for 49
lunations
502/17 (plus 1442/49) 1949/66 ... 32336/1095
29.530594

32336/1095

29.530594

Kidinnu's value from around 380 BC

Additive number patterns and number sequences were powerful tools of Egyptian and
Mesopotamian mathematics.
7) Lascaux calendar, revisited and revised
Stunning parallels between the dingir calendar of Mesopotamia and the Magdalenian calendar of
Lascaux made me revisit the latter - and discover a silly mistake in my calculations from the early
spring of 2005 that mark the begin of my Magdalenian experiment. So here is a new and revised
version of the Lascaux calendar.
Marie E.P. König interpreted the horse in cave art as sun horse, the male aurochs and bison as moon
bull, and the pair of opposing ibices as midwinter, in Asia Minor often replaced by a pair of
antithetic goats. The descending horses in the niche at the rear end of the axial gallery of Lascaux
are the winter sun horse giving way to the pair of opposing ibices, midwinter symbol, the red mare
in the rotunda is the morning sun rising over the horizon of the ledge, and the four magnificient
aurochsen in the same rotunda, also dubbed Hall of Bulls, are moon bulls. Going a step further we
can see the glorious rotunda as midsummer morning, the axial gallery as year, and the niche at the
rear end as midwinter. Name of the winter sun horse CA LAB, sky cold; spring sun horse CA BEL,
sky warm, in a longer form CA BEL IAS, the warm spring sun healing the ailments of a long and
harsh winter, this horse represented by the lovely 'Chinese’ horses in the axial gallery, heading for
the rotunda; and the summer sun horse CA BAL, sky hot. Hear them run
CA LAB

CA LAB

CA LAB

CA BEL

CA BEL

CA BEL

CA BAL

CA BAL

CA BAL

CA LAB
CA BEL
CA BAL

....
....
...

CA LAB accounts for gallop and German Klepper, CA BEL IAS for AFelios Helios, the Greek sun
god in a wagon drawn by a quadriga of horses, and CA BAL for Spanish caballo, Latin cavallum
French cheval.
Between the pair of the opposing ibices in the niche at the rear end of the axial gallery is a
geometric figure, a square, an incomplete grid of 3 by 3 small squares, one the bottom row of 3
small squares indicated. This geometrical figure inspired the following calendar of nine periods of
41 and 40 days:
h i b
g a c
f e d
41 40 41
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40 41 40
41 40 41
Begin with period a in the middle of the grid, go to period b at the right upper corner, then proceed
clockwise. Period a has 41 days and begins on midsummer (June 21), represented by the rotunda of
Lascaux; the subsequent period b has again 41 days, period c 40 days, period d 41 days, period e 40
days, period f 41 days – the three periods d-e-f in the bottom row of the grid are the winter periods,
represented by the rear end of the axial gallery and the midwinter niche –, period g 40 days, period
h 41 days, period i 40 days, all in all 365 days.
Near the pair of opposing ibices is another geometric pattern, a long flat grid suggesting eleven out
of twelve lunations of alternately 30 and 29 days
/
/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/ 30 29 / 30 29 / 30 29 /
/

/ 30 / 29 30 / 29 30 / 11 lunations 325 days

/ 29 30 / 29 30 / 29 30 /
/

/ 29 / 30 29 / 30 29 / 11 lunations 324 days

A long period of 8 solar years can be represented like this
a b c d e f g h i
a b c d e f g h i
a b c d e f g h i
a b c d e f g h i
a b c d e f g h i
a b c d e f g h i
a b c d e f g h i
a b c d e f g h i
but also like this
a b c d e f g h
i a b c d e f g
h i a b c d e f
g h i a b c d e
f g h i a b c d
e f g h i a b c
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d e f g h i a b
c d e f g h i a
b c d e f g h i
In the first case you have 8 times 365 days, all in all 2920 days. In the second case you have 9
periods of either 325 or 324 days corresponding to 11 lunations calculated by means of the above
algorithm. At the end of the eight solar years you have to add 2 leap days, so the long period counts
2922 days that are a pretty good value for 9 long lunar cycles or 99 lunations. We have then a
calendar of 8 solar years combined with 99 lunations, ideal start of a full calendar cycle a full moon
occurring at midsummer (June 21), as indicated by the white bull by the side of the red mare in the
rotunda, before his head a sign of nine marks indicating the full moon according to this pattern: 3
days or nights of the young moon, 6 days or nights of the waxing moon, 9 days or nights of the full
moon, 6 days or nights of the waning moon, 3 days or nights of the dying moon, alternately 3 and 2
days or nights of the empty moon, German Leermond, short period between the disappearance of
the old and appearance of the young moon.
8) Lascaux calendar, laying out syncopic patterns
You don't have to calculate the lunisolar calendar of Lascaux, just lay out what I call syncopic
patterns: adjacent lines or rows shifted by half a position (for example the domino five, or five on a
die, is a syncopic square of 2 1 2 'eyes').
Gather several hundred white and gray pebbles, of the same small size and a nice round form,
observe the moon, lay out a line or row of white pebbles for the nights of the first lunation, a
syncopic line or row of gray pebbles for the nights of the second lunation, a syncopic line or row of
white pebbles for the third lunation, and so on. Your first patterns will be irregular, but by and by
you will establish a regular pattern of 30 29 30 ... or 29 30 29 ... pebbles, owing to the lucky
coincidence that one lunation is in the middle between 29 and 30 days (29 days 12 hours 44 minutes
2.9 seconds).
Now for the solar year that requires a short lesson on syncopic squares, beginning with the domino
five, or five on a die
2 1 2 or 1 2 1
syncopic squares of 5 and 4 pebbles
3 2 3 2 3 or 2 3 2 3 2
syncopic squares of 13 and 12 pebbles
4 3 4 3 4 3 4 or 3 4 3 4 3 4 3
syncopic squares of 25 and 24 pebbles
5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 or 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4
syncopic squares of 41 and 40 pebbles
and so on. The big syncopic square 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13
14 13 14 13 14 13 14 contains 365 pebbles, number of days in a regular year, another lucky
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coincidence, and this big syncopic square is composed of 3 by 3 smaller ones, namely 41 white 40
gray 41 white and 40 gray and 41 white and 40 gray and 41 white and 40 gray and 41 white
pebbles, a pretty pattern, whether you lay it out with actual pebbles, or compose it from capitals O
for white pebbles and arcs ) for gray pebbles on the screen of your computer, using the fixed font
Courier New 11. Or, if you got the patience, you may draw calendar patterns with the help of a
graphic program.
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9) Lascaux calendar, symbolic life of a moon bull
Life of a moon bull, with interwoven parallels to human life, outspoken and tacit
GEN --- 3 days or nights of the young moon; genesis, generation. The young moon struggles to
survive
NGE --- 6 days or nights of the waxing moon; Greek nikae 'victory'. The young moon survived and
is on his way to glory
GNE --- 9 days or nights of the full moon LUN; the nine days correspond to the nine months of
pregnancy, and the filled out circle to the swollen womb of a pregnant woman, BRI GNE pregnant,
perhaps also accounting for the female given name Britney, BRI meaning fertile (the aspect of
fertility seems to play an important role in the mythological understanding of time, more later).
LUN became Latin/Italian luna French lune. The bull of the full moon was CA LUN, of the same
build as CA LAB and CA BEL or CA BEL IAS and CA BAL for the sun horse of winter, spring,
and summer respectively. CA LUN became Greek selaenae 'moon' and the moon goddess Selaenae
(shift from the moon bull to a goddess) while CA BEL IAS became Greek AFelios Helios (shift
from the sun mare to a god), the sun god in his wagon pulled across the sky by a quadriga of horses.
The still longer CA LUN TRY names the full moon as triumphator in the (night) sky, TRY for
triumph being a permutation of TYR for overcomer. CA LUN TRY accounts for Sanskrit candra
'moon', and for our calendar:
CA LUN TRY CA N dRY CANdRa
CA LUN TRY CA LeN dR

CALeNdaR

The Roman calendae marked the begin of the year and of each month. We may then assume that
early calendars counted full moons. Also the 8-year period of the Lascaux calendar begins ideally
with a full moon occurring at midsummer (June 21): the glorious rotunda shows midsummer, the
red mare is the sun horse of early midsummer morning, and the lovely aurochs by her side the
symbol of the full moon, indicated by the sign of nine marks before his head (three plus three plus
three marks)
EGN --- 6 days or nights of the waning moon; Latin egens 'poor, indigent'
NEG --- 3 days or nights of the old and dying moon; negare, negative, negation
ENG --- alternately 3 and 2 days or nights of the invisible moon, German Leermond 'empty moon',
the short phase between the passing of the old and appearance of the young moon; anguish, German
eng 'narrow'. While the full moon was called LUN, the invisible moon was called NUL, Latin nihil
'nothing', English nul, German Null 'zero'
Finding the sliver of the young moon without binoculars and knowing where to look for it is near
impossible, so it was a triumph of the Mesopotamian astronomers when they were able to predict
where it will appear in the sky, and this might be the reason why the Akkadians called their moon
god Sin for the young moon GEN
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GEN

GiN

siN

10) Lascaux calendar, Divine Hind
The Divine Hind CER -: I -: or CER LIL (pronounce the sound given as -: by touching both lips
with the tip of the tongue) called animals into life and moon bulls into existence, thus creating time,
lunations or synodic months, or lunar years, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days.
Here is the beautiful hind from Altamira, licking the horns of a small bison under her

The Divine Hind CER -: I -: became Greek Hera, cow-eyed Hera. The compound also became
North-West PIE *kerdeh- 'herd, series', while -: I -: alone has many derivatives, among them Celtic
loba, the call of a herdsman to his cows, accounting for the locally famous lyoba call of herdsmen in
the Swiss canton of Fribourg. Further derivatives are German Liebe English love, German Leben
English life, German Leib 'body', Latin libido 'desire', English lip (licking the lips may once have
been a way of showing desire and declaring love, can be still be a signal of appetite and lust),
Ugaritic dd 'beloved', Phoenician Dido 'loved one', Ukrainian lyalka 'doll', the female given name
Lily and the flower lily, German Laub ‘leaves, foliage’, Laube ‘arbor, bower’ indicating arbors built
in honor of the goddess who called not only animals but also plants into life and existence. An
article in language has a similar function, calling into existence what is named by the subsequent
name, so the lip lick -: I -: might account for the English article the, for the Italian articles il lo gli la
le, for the French articles le la les, and for the German articles der die das, while the Greek articles
ho (male) hoi (plural) hae (female) hai (plural) may perhaps have been derived from SAI for life,
existence.
(In the Lascaux cave, the Divine Hind in the form of the Orion Woman is present ex negativo
between the pair of antithetic ibices in the niche at the rear end of the axial gallery, the opposing
ibices or ibexes being a midwinter symbol according to Marie E.P. König)
11) Numeral One
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BIR means fur, especially the fur on which a newborn was placed, a word of very many derivatives,
among them bairn for child, a Scottish bir meaning son, while Turkish bir means one – being placed
on the fur being the first event in life, event number one, English first being yet another derivative
of BIR.
Many words for the numeral one might go back to EIS for the one reality behind the many
appearances:
Greek heis (masculine) hen (feminine)
EIS

hEIS

hEInS

hEn

Greek oios 'single, alone'
EIS

EIos

oIoS

Greek oinae 'ace on a die'
EIS

oIS

oInS

oInae

Latin unus
EIS

EnIS

unuS

Old Church Slavonic ino
EIS

InS

Ino

Swiss Eis, eine ein en, eini ei e, eis es
EIS

EIn-

EI

ES

German Eins, ein eine eines
EIS

EInS

EIn-

Gothic ains
EIS

aInS

Old Irish oin
EIS

oIS

oIn

Old English a:n ME oon NE one
EIS

aanS

aan an

oon

one

Lithuanian vienas
EIS

vEInS

viEnS

viEna

Tocharian B se (masculine) sana (feminine)
EIS

ISe

Se

Sana

Sanskrit eka
EIS

EIk

Eka
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Albanian nje
EIS

EIn

niE njE

??

12) Numerals Two and Three
As origin of the numeral two I propose DPA meaning ground, floor. Standing on the ground you can
look and then walk toward, say, the East, but also to the opposite direction, the West, so you have 2
directions; but then you can also look toward the South and North, so there are 2 plus 2 or 2 by 2
directions; then you can look toward the NE and SE and SW and NE, so there are 2 by 2 by 2
directions; and so on, the numbers always doubling. Avestan dva and Sanskrit dva would be close
derivatives of hypothetical DPA.
The numeral three would have been derived from TYR meaning to overcome (in the double sense
of rule and give), and from the permutation TRI that is present in tri-umph. These words would
have named the triple goddess of the Paleolithic era, depicted for example in an abri near Anglessur-l'Anglin, and the subsequent male trinities of several also modern religions. In temple D on the
Göbekli Tepe, temple of creation, the eastern central pillar represents the female trinity of PIR GID
and BIR GID and BRI GID, while the western central pillar represents the male trinity of AAR
RAA NOS and GIS BAL CA MmOS and AD DA MAN. Arranged in a different way, they define
the three dimensions of space: AAR RAA NOS, mind NOS of the one composed of air AAR and
light RAA, above in the sky, his consort PIR GID the fire giver in the Underworld below, her fire
becoming apparent from time to time in the eruption of a volcano; the fur giver BIR GID in the cold
north, her consort GIS BAL CA MmOS, gesture GIS hot BAL sky CA offspring MmOS, the
gesturing hotheaded and-blooded son of the sky who became GISh.BIL.GA.MISh Gil-ga-mish
Gilgamesh and Baal in the hot south; the fertility giver BRI GID in the east, and her consort AD DA
MAN, he who digs channels with his right hand MAN and makes the water flow in a directed
manner, toward AD one place while coming from DA another place, AD DA a generic name for a
river, this AD DA MAN who became Adam in the east. If we arrange them in a circle around the
Göbekli Tepe we have BIR GID in the north, position of 12 o'clock, and GIS BAL CA MmOS in
the south, position 6 o'clock; AAR RAA NOS in the position of 2 o'clock, Karacadag, and PIR GID
in the one of 8 o'clock, eastern bank of the Euphrates in northern Syria, close to Anatolian border;
BRI GID in the position of 4 o'clock, plain of Tigris in northern Syria, and her husband AD DA
MAN in the position of 10 o'clock, plain of Adiyaman.
(The similarity of AD DA MAN and Adiyaman could be a mere coincidence. Or there could have
been an interesting history. Imagine that the plain of Adiyaman was named for AD DA MAN in
very ancient times, that the name was abandoned in a more recent era, but survived somewhere in a
local region, and resurfaced with a semantic turn. Place names and given names have a tendency to
keep their sounds while letting go their meaning, so that a new meaning takes hold. Consider
Küssnacht on Lake Lucerne in Switzerland. The Gallo-Roman name was Cossiniacum, the acum –
an expanse of land with water AC – owned by one Cossinius. Now the Alemannic tribes who settled
in the region preserved the old name in a fairly close phonetical form but gave it a funny semantic
twist: Cossini-acum Cossi-niacum Küssnacht ‘Kissing Night’ ...)
13) Numeral Four
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PIE four is given as *ketwores or *kwetwores (the w following the k in tiny font). There has been a
host of attempts to etymologize this word, say Mallory and Adams. Well then, here is another. In
*ket- I recognize KOD for tent, hut, and in -wor- BIR meaning fur, so that KOD BIR with the
connotation of four would name a tent or hut of four poles, four main poles, covered in hides and
furs, and this tent or hut may be a model of the night sky resting on the pillars of West and South
and East and North, personified by a furry animal and its legs in the West and South and East and
North, and this furry animal would have been a bear, the cosmic bear of the night sky ... The
magnificient aurochsen in the rotunda of Lascaux are moon bulls. One of them has a broad black
belly line, symbol of the night sky. Hiding therein, painted in shades of a very dark violet, is a bear
that would personify the night sky, while a tent or a hut of four (main) poles would have been a
model of the cosmic bear of the night sky, covered in reindeer fur but bearing some signs of a bear,
four example scratches indicating the paws and claws at the base of each (main) pole, invoking the
strength of this animal for protection of the sleepers in the tent or hut, also warmth from the
provider of the best fur, thick, longhaired, soft and warm, and a sound sleep from the champion of
hibernation ... KOD BIR *ketwores *kwetwores quattuor quatre four -- the four legs of the cosmic
bear of the night sky emulated in a tent or hut of four poles and covered in hides and furs.
The Egyptian goddess Hathor in her guise of the Heavenly Cow stood on the four horizons. Her
name means House of Hathor, house of the Horus falcon whose eyes were moon and sun. Her sign
is a falcon in a square, the geometrical emanation of the number four. Hat (He-t) meaning house
reminds of KOD for tent, hut, while hor (her) might be a reinterpretation of BIR along the line
KOD BIR *ketwores *kwetwores He-t-her Hathor. Also the sky goddess Nut arched her body
over the world, her toes and fingertips resting on the horizons. May we assume that also the
hypothetical cosmic bear of the night sky in the north was a goddess, perhaps even the fur giver
BIR GID herself in the guise of a she-bear? Worshipping a bear goddess and calling her Fur Giver
would have justified the hunting of bears and other providers of fur, bear and boar and beaver,
German Bär Eber Biber, named for their fur BIR. The goddess BIR GID had many guises while
being a woman, Magdalenian GYN, inverse NYG meaning night, surviving in Greek nyx and the
powerful goddess Nyx, perhaps also in the Egyptian sky goddess Nut who swallowed the evening
sun and gave birth to the sun child in the morning, her arms and legs being the four pillars of the
heavenly vault or canopy, the four poles of the heavenly tent or hut, Magdalenian KOD preserved in
hut and shed and cottage, and the comparative form KOS in house and castle and cosmos.
A rather crude and heavily incrusted sculpture from the Göbekli Tepe, now in the archaeological
museum at Sanliurfa, shows a bear on a pole holding a human face between the front paws –
perhaps BIR GID in her guise of the 'cosmic bear of the night sky' guarding the head of a leader
who passed away, so the 'night' in this case is the passage of time between death and the return of
the soul from the labyrinth of the Underworld, guided by the fox, while the subsequent ascent to the
sky, toward a heavenly abode along the Milky Way, indicated by leaping foxes, was equated to
morning and sunrise.
14) Numeral Five
PAS means everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, all in all five
places, wherefrom Greek pas pan 'all, every' and pente penta- 'five'. Tocharian B pis 'five' and
Turkish bes or behsh 'five' are close to PAS. The PIE word *penke *penkwe accounts for Lithuanian
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penki Sanskrit panca Latin quinque German Fünf English five, also for Greek pente and Tocharian
B pis, and for further varieties of the numeral five. The PIE form is suggesting a compound, most
probably PAS CA, everywhere PAS sky CA, written as domino five, or five on a die, with an
additional dot in upper position, on a wall in the Brunel chamber of the Chauvet cave, some 32,000
years ago, PAS identified by one poster Holly in early 2006 on the base of Magdalenian (made her
heart pound, she wrote):
O

O

O CA

O
O

O PAS

What does this mean? The explanation is found via the drawing on a stalactite in the rear hall,
showing a Venus (womb vulva legs) and a bison (his head before her womb), the bull man of the
Lower Rhone Valley, symbol of the supreme leader, hoping for a second life in the a heavenly
abode: May he be born again in the sky, in the region of the Milky Way defined by the Summer
Triangle Deneb Vega Atair, and roam the heavens in his next life – get everywhere PAS in the sky
CA – as he roams the land in this life ... The meaning of life is enforced by the red dots of the sign,
the oldest writing so far, dots and especially red ones having the meaning of SAI for life, existence.
PAS CA would account for Russian Paskha Italian Pasqua French Pâques, all meaning Easter, also
for Hittite panku 'all, totality', all of the sky, everywhere in the sky, above the earth, overlooking all
parts of the world, watching over us, wherever we live and dwell, and then for *penke *penkwe
'five', a numeral we use in talk and calculations every day, so this compound would bridge all the
way from the highest religion to daily business.
15) Numeral Six
Words for the number six may derive from SAI meaning life, existence, or rather from the emphatic
SAI SAI ... SAI was the name of month number six in the hypothetical Late Magdalenian calendar
from around 13 000 BP: IAS 36 days / CED 37 days / PhON 36 days / DKO 37 days / PAS 36
days / SAI 37 days, from our July 10 till August 15, warmest time of the year, 'in the summertime,
when life is easy' and 'love in the air' / SAP 36 days / OKD 37 days / NOPh 36 days / DEC 37 days.
The emphatic SAI SAI would account for six, even in difficult languages, beginning with Avestan
xshvash
SAI SAI xSAI xSAI
xShvAI Shv

xShvAI xShvAI

xShvASh

Lithuanian sheshi
SAI SAI

ShAI ShAI

She ShI

SheShi

Old Church Slavonic shesti
SAI SAI

ShAI StAI

She StI

SheSti

Dialectal Greek ksestriks krithae 'six-rowed barley'
SAI SAI

kSAI SAI

kSe S-

kSeS-
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Greek heks
SAI SAI

hAI kSAI

he kS

SAI xSAI

Se x

hekS

Latin sex
SAI SAI

Sex

Sanskrit sas
SAI SAI

SA S

SAS

Old Irish se
SAI SAI

se

Armenian vec'
SAI SAI vAI cvAI

ve c'

vec'

Tocharian B skas
SAI SAI

SkAI SAI SkA S

SkAS

Albanian gjashte
SAI SAI

xSAI ShtAI

giA Shte gjAShte

New Welsh, Celtic chwech
SAI SAI

chwAI chwAI

chwe ch

chwech

16) Numeral Seven
PAS meaning everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, occurs in
several important compounds. PAS CA, everywhere in the sky, has been explained. AC PAS,
everywhere on earth, accounts for PIE *h1ekwos 'horse', Greek hippos, Latin equus, and the name
of the Gallo-Roman horse goddess Epona – riding on the back of a horse you can get everywhere on
earth ... Epona was an alter ego of REO Rhea Rheia, her animals eagle and fowl and dog indicate
her sons Zeus and Poseidon and Hades, while her emblem, the ring cross, combines a ring for AC
with a cross for PAS. Her son Zeus got his name from TYR, overcomer, as verb to overcome in the
double sense of rule and give, emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth)
Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus. TYR PAS, overcomer everywhere, denotes weather
and time that overcome everybody everywhere, French temps meaning both weather and time. The
inverse of PAS, namely SAP, means everywhere (in space), here, south and north of me, east and
west of me, under and above me, all in all seven places, wherefrom words for seven in many
languages, also Greek sophia 'wisdom' and Latin sapientia 'world wisdom'. English sap is present in
a living tree, in the trunk, up above in the crown, down below in the roots, and in the branches
pointing to and in the roots spreading to south and north, east and west. PIE *septm- 'seven' is a
polished form of SAP TYR that combines the seven places with the three divine couples of the
Göbekli Tepe mythology, the overcomers AAR RAA NOS, mind NOS of the one composed of air
AAR and light RAA up above in the sky, his wife the fire giver PIR GID in the Underworld below,
her fire becoming apparent from time to time in the eruption of a volcano; the fur giver BIR GID in
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the cool north, and her husband GIS BAL CA MmOS, gesture GIS hot BAL sky CA offspring
MmOS, the gesturing hotheaded and -blooded son of the sky GISh.BIL.GA.MISh Gil-ga-mish
Gilgamesh and Baal in the warm south; the fertility giver BRI GID in the east, and her husband AD
DA MAN Adam in the west, he who draws channels with his right hand MAN, channels that make
the water flow in the way of a river, toward AD one place while coming from DA another place
(AD DA being a generic name of a river that flows toward the sea while coming from the hills and
mountains). They all come together in the center, in the Göbekli Tepe, hill of creation, in the
innermost reality EIS behind all outer realities and single aspects and ever shifting appearances, in
the primeval One out of which came everything ...
17) Numerals Eight Nine Ten
OKD means ground plan of a tent or hut, wherefrom Greek okto English eight, also octagon (the
eight corners indicating the four main poles and the four minor poles of a tent or hut). OKD was
month number eight in the Late Magdalenian calendar, October (in our modern calendar month
number ten), when the ground for the winter camp was prepared, the tents and huts built. NOPh
means snow, Latin nix nivis Greek niphas Old English snaw (long a) New English snow, s-now,
accounting for November, month number nine in the Late Magdalenian calendar (in our modern
calendar month number eleven), Latin novem 'nine', when the first snow falls and gives the world a
new appearance, Latin novus English new, and makes the world go silent, inverse PhON meaning to
make noise, Greek phonos 'sound', furthermore the nine places in the familiar pattern: 1) here and
now, 2) south of me, 3) north of me, 4) east of me, 5) west of me, 6) under me, 7) above me, 8) in
the past, 9) in the future -- summer gone, winter coming, let us face the new season before us and
prepare everything so that we can survive the hard winter ... DEC means to behave, in the winter
camp, no longer freely roaming the land, but crammed into the narrow space of tents and huts,
English decent, month number ten in the Late Magdalenian calendar (in our modern calendar month
number twelve), Latin decem 'ten' Greek deka 'ten'.
18) Chinese meanings of the numerals five and two
"The Chinese say that five represents wind, and two represents earth, and these ideas are also
claimed for the Pythagorean system." (J. Hager, An Explanation of the Elementary Characters of
the Chinese, London 1801) Two representing earth and five wind is rather mysticism than
philosophy, opaque instead of lucid. However, Magdalenian DPA and PAS can moor those
interpretations of the numerals two and five in what we may call Mesolithic philosophy. DPA means
ground, floor. Standing on the ground, you can look in one direction, say, to the east, but then you
can also look in the opposite direction, to the west, so you have 2 directions. Then you can also look
to the south and north, and now you have 2 plus 2, or 2 by 2 directions. Moreover, you can look to
the NE and SW and NW and SE, so that you have 2 by 2 by 2 directions. And so on. Standing on
earth you can look in 2 by 2 by 2 by 2 by 2 by 2 ... directions. The I Ching keeps a memory of this
ancient idea, dividing the circle into 2 by 2 by 2 by 2 by 2 by 2 equals 64 parts. Magdalenian or
rather Aurigniacian PAS means everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west
of me, all in all five places. PAS CA means everywhere in the sky. AC PAS means everywhere on
earth, accounting for PIE *h1ekwos 'horse', Greek hippos, Latin equus, and the Gallo-Roman horse
goddess Epona - riding on the back of a horse you can get everywhere on earth, quick as the wind ...
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TYR PAS, overcomer everywhere, denotes weather and time that overcome everybody everywhere,
French temps, a polished version of the compound, meaning both weather and time
TYR PAS Tim PAS Tem PuS TemPS
Wind is an important element of weather, it blows in all directions, and is connected with time via
seasonal storms. TYR as verb means to overcome in the double sense of rule and give. Weather
rules the life of a farmer but is also a gift, rain and sunshine make the plants grow and blossom and
bear fruit. As for time, it partly rules our life, and partly is given to us in order that we make the best
of it – making it bear fruit, now in a metaphorical sense.
I consider this a valid insight into the nature of time as we experience it in our life. M-theory, the
most advanced scientific theory ever, looks at spacetime from the outside, while we are living
within spacetime, a basic dichotomy no less consequential than Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, I
dare say. The scientific understanding of time will never really coincide with our experienced time.

Phaistos Disc deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth (expanded version of my
second Magdalenian test case, deus theos / Zeus versus deus Zeus / theos) –
one more important message at the end of Lascaux 5: TYR and DhAG
Phaistos Disc part 1
Meanwhile there are two proofs for the correctness of the Phaistos Disc decipherment by Derk
Ohlenroth, an archaeological and a textual one.
On top of Mount Lycaion, with a breathtaking view over the Peloponnese, was discovered a PreHelladic sanctuary and a seal carved from a precious stone, going along with the begin of the spiral
text on the Tiryns Disc: Sseyr (Zeus) is the shining one also when Sseyr (Zeus) is the Lycaian one
…
Sumerian texts carved in stone announce a deity by a rosette of eight petals, phonetical value
dinghir (a word I derive from DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able). The dingir sign in
form of a star of eight points, rendered as four wedges crossing each other on clay tablets, was used
in wider parts of Mesopotamia including Ebla in Northern Syria where the Minoans came from. The
Phaistos Disc was found in a cult chamber of the old palace of Phaistos in the fertile Mesara plain in
Southern Central Crete. We may assume that it was designed by a Minoan scribe of Semitic origin
who invented nothing less than the first alphabet, however, a most peculiar alphabet serving the
purpose of rendering Tiryns and Elaia’s grove at Phigalia at the base of Mount Lycaion as texts and
pictures
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The result would have been a pair of gold discs worn on the shoulders by Eponymus Tiryns,
honored as the gardener Lord Laertes in Homer’s Odyssey, and by his successors
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while a clay model of the pair of discs or clay copies of them, baked together, would have been kept
in the cult chamber of the old palace at Phaistos, where Luigi Perrier found it on the evening of
March 7 1908. Derk Ohlenroth studied the disc for many years, and then, one evening, he had the
lucky intuition that the frequent combination of shield and soldier might represent the male Greek
ending –OS. The rest was easy. He deciphered both texts within two hours. They are written in an
early Greek, and in a peculiar alphabet, the first alphabet we know. As I can say for sure, there is an
element of Asia Minor involved, namely the dingir rosette of eight petals, on the Phaistos Disc
representing the sharpened sibilant Ss, appearing all in all four times, three times on the Tiryns Disc
and once on the Elaia Disc, each time announcing a divine presence: 1) the rosette of eight petals in
the center of the Tiryns Disc marks the begin of the name Ss-Ey-R Sseyr Zeus, 2) the name is
repeated near the begin, 3) the rosette marks the begin of the banning formula that covers the
margin of the Tiryns Disc, Ss L G O S ‘marked by (the god, Sseyr Zeus)’, 4) the rosette occurs as
the second sign on the margin of the Elaia Disc, K Ss Y N O R I S xynoris, pair of horses’,
Poseidon in the guise of a stallion and Demeter Elaia in the guise of a mare. The symbols of Elaia
and Poseidon are found in the central field of the Elaia Disc, a baking oven as emblem of the
goddess and a river as emblem of the god. The baking oven resembles the one of the bird goddess in
the shrine at Sabatinovka, Southern Bug Valley, Moldavia, Early Cucuteni

while a clay plaque in the shape of a loaf of bread with a rectangular spiral surrounded by graceful
inscriptions was found near Belgrad, Early Vinca, obvious references to Demeter, goddess of
cereals, in Phigalia equated with Elaia, goddess of olives. Poseidon was originally the god of rivers.
Years ago I interpreted the rosette of eight petals in the center of the Phaistos Disc as a lunisolar
calendar: each petal represents a long month of 45 days, all eight petals a year of 360 days, add 5
and occasionally 6 days for the small circle in the center and you get 365 and sometimes 366 days,
while 21 continuous periods of 45 days are 945 days and correspond to 32 lunations or synodic
months, mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half a day in a lifetime. The same rosette of
eight petals is found on beautiful Karames ware in Crete, indicating Zeus and his calendar, while
the dingir rosette of Sumer encodes again a similar lunisolar calendar, based on the same definition
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of the lunation, so the rosettes of eight petals of Sumer and Minos and the Phaistos Disc share one
more function, further tighening the knot between Asia Minor and Crete and the Argolis.
Phaistos Disc part 2
While wholeheartedly agreeing on the decipherment of the Phaistos Disc by Derk Ohlenroth, and
the ones of the inscriptions on a bronze double axe from Arkalochori and the altar stone from
Mallia, I propose an alternative archaeological and historical interpretation of the Elaia Disc and
Tiryns Disc.
In a cache of Tiryns was found a marvel of a gold signet ring, the oval only 52 millimeters long,
showing the lion-wolf-dog-bee king raising his libation jug to the seated goddess, her gown covered
in grains of wheat, more grains and whole ears of grains in the sky, obviously denoting Demeter,
goddess of cereals, behind her the eagle of Zeus, and behind the lion-wolf-dog-bee king further
kings in the same attire, his successors, between them olive shoots, a sign also occurring on the
Phaistos Disc, and practically of the same size, marking Demeter as the double goddess Demeter
Elaia, Elaia meaning olive whereas the lion is a royal emblem, marking the king, while the wolf
and the dog as tamed wolf refer to the origin of Eponymus Tiryns from Lycosoura or Phigalia or
another place at the base of Mount Lycaion, Greek lykos ‚wolf’, and finally the bee marks the king
as industrious and involved in agriculture … Pausanias tells the story of Demeter Elaia from
Phigalia, how she was raped by Poseidon, turned black, therefore Black Demeter Melaina, made the
plants wither, caused a famine, and the only one who could placate her was the boy Pan playing his
flute … Pausanias also mentions Eponymus Tiryns, but ephemerically. Now we can get more
information on him by combining the Phaistos Disc as deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth with the gold
signet ring from the cache of Tiryns and the gardener Lord Laertes in Homer’s Odyssey: Eponymus
Tiryns, from a town or village at the base of Mount Lycaion, was appointed king of Tiryns. He
frequently visited Elaia’s grove at Phigalia, learned from the priestesses about agriculture, how to
plant and graft olive trees that bear edible fruits, how important bees are, and how to keep them in
portable hives. He would have introduced edible olives in the Argolis (where they would have
arrived earlier than hitherto assumed) and thus averted a famine. Homer would have honored him as
the gardener Lord Laertes in the Odyssey, as father of Odysseus – this one and his wife Penelope (a
pun on the Peloponnese) build their immovable bed, symbol of the eternal Greek civilization,
around the trunk of the olive tree planted by Lord Laertes. Eponymus Tiryns would have maintained
good relations with Phigalia in Arcadia and Phaistos in Crete, he would have lived in the middle of
the seventeenth century BC, the Phaistos Disc dating from around 1650 BC, and his memory would
have been kept alive until the end of the Late Helladic period of time, when the ring found in the
cache of Tiryns was made, certainly by a very gifted Minoan artisan, perhaps after a fresco in the
former palace of Tiryns. The lower part of the citadel on the limestone hill of Tiryns has not yet
been excavated, and it would surely be a nice surprise if the pair of hypothetical gold discs should
be found there in another cache …
Phaistos Disc part 3
Text on the Tiryns Disc, based on the decipherment by Derk Ohlenroth. Spiral – the king of Middle
Helladic Tiryns, who may have come from Lycosoura or Phigalia or another town or village at the
base of Mount Lycaion in Arcadia, calls himself by an eponym, Tiryns, identifying himself with the
Argivian town of Tiryns, and via shining Tiryns with shining Zeus, in a complex chain of quasi213

equations, beginning with the rosette of eight petals in the center: Sseyr (Zeus) is the shining one
also when Sseyr (Zeus) is the Lycaian one whose lovers (the ones pregnant from him) bear a child
his equal, and if (shining) Slryns (Tiryns) is a godlike town, also I, (Eponymus) Slryns (Tiryns), may
be the shining god’s equal … Margin – a banning formula, enforcing the wall and palisade around
the acropolis of Tiryns, beginning with the rosette of eight petals: Marked (by the god Sseyr Zeus)
and lonely forever and deprived of all hope for salvation and without a shadow shall return who
tries to intrude into the sanctuary (Zeus sanctuary in the former Circular Building on top of the
limestone hill, expanded over the entire citadel).
Eponymus Tiryns declares himself to be a descendant of Zeus, belonging to a lineage that goes back
to the supreme god. We can identify him (or rather the Argolis in the Middle Helladic period of
time) with Lord Laertes the gardener in Homer’s Odyssey who belongs to the following lineage:
Zeus – Arkeisios – Laertes – Odysseus – Telemachus. Expanded lineage: Sseyr Sseus Zeus –
Arkeisios – Eponymus Tiryns / Lord Laertes the gardener – Odysseus – Telemachus. Eponymus
Tiryns alias Lord Laertes would have cared for the agriculture in the Argolis, frequenting Elaia’s
grova at Phigalia and the fertile Mesara plain in southern central Crete, and celebrated his success
with a pair of gold discs designed by a Minoan scribe who invented the first alphabet, a peculiar
alphabet of 45 signs (as many signs as there are days in the long month), among them six different
alphas and five different sigmas including the sharpened sibilant Ss represented by the rosette of
eight petals, the surplus of signs allowing to represent Elaia’s grove and the acropolis of Tiryns in
visual form: the margin the wall and palisade around it; the spiral the upway; the rosette in the
center the rosette of building blocks of the former Circular Building, still extant in situ; the many
soldiers guarding the entrance, the wall, and the acropolis, overlooking the plain, the bay (in the
Middle Helladic period of time the shoreline, now receeded by some three kilometers, was close to
the limestone hill) and the river Manesse (by then passing south of Tiryns, but, having caused
several devastating floods, being diverted around the mountain by meansof a high and very long
dam in the Late Helladic period, a truly Herculean labor). The Circular Building was erected in the
Early Helladic period. It burned down before 2000 BC. A new tower may have been erected over
the still extant rosette of building blocks and whitewashed, so that it shone far in the sunlight,
earning Tiryns the byname of a godlike town, the equal of shining Sseyr Zeus. Inside the Circular
Building was a Zeus sanctuary, discovered during an archaeological campaign. Next to the central
rosette on the Tiryns Disc appears a male profile with a tattoo on the cheek, a pair of circles in the
shape of an 8, the upper circle representing Zeus, the lower circle the king. The male profile is
followed by an ear of grain, symbolizing Demeter and the king’s merits in agriculture honored by
Homer’s gardener Lord Laertes.
Phaistos Disc part 4
Ss-Ey-R is given as rosette of eight petals, phonetical value Ss, as male profile, phonetical value Ey,
and as ear of grain, phonetical value R, together Sseyr, which I derive from Magdalenian TYR
meaning overcomer, as verb to overcome in the double sense of rule and give – Magdalenian TYR
amphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr Doric Sseus Homeric Zeus. The rosette of eight petals is the
equivalent of the Sumerian dingir sign, a word I derive from Magdalenian DhAG emaining able,
good in the sense of able. Among the many derivatives are Dios, byname of Zeus, Dis, byname of
Jupiter, also Latin dies English day German Tag – the supreme god giving you the day, as it were.
The rosette of eight petals can also be seen as a windrose, or as a calendar figure (each petal a long
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month of 45 days, the small circle in the center 5 and occasionally 6 more days, while 21
continuous periods of 45 days are 945 days and correspond to 32 lunations or synodic months), or,
following the Paleolithic pattern, as an ancient world formula; here and now (small circle in the
center), east and west of me, south and north of me, under and above me, in the past and in the
future (eight petals). The tattoo, a pair of circles in the shape of an 8, the upper circle referring to
Zeus, the lower to Eponymus Tiryns, identifies the male profile as divine and human ruler of Tiryns,
the god and the king, while the ear of grain reveals them as nourishers of the people. They rule and
give, according to the double meaning of TYR, they rule as god and king, and they give, themselves
by transmission along the lineage Zeus – Arkeisios – Eponymus Tiryns / Lord Laertes – Odysseus –
Telemachus, as nourishers of the people, and by providing security for the dwellers of Tiryns: the
king building the wall and palisade, and the god enforcing it from above, as revealed by the banning
formula on the Tiryns Disc, a formula of archaic power, still amazing its decipherer Derk
Ohlenroth.
Phaistos Disc part 5
The Tiryns Disc, as a picture of well guarded Tiryns, is mirrored in the shields of the soldiers: the
central dot corresponding to the king next to the rosette in the center, the dots along the circle
corresponding to the soldiers and their shields guarding the acropolis, the wall and entrance, looking
across the wall and palisade, and the circle corresponding to the wall and palisade. The
Magdalenian word for this organization is CO OC LOP, with an attentive mind CO right eye OC
enveloping hedge or wall LOP, a word present in Cyclops and cyclopic wall, the most famous
Cyclops being Polyphem who resembles more a wooded hill than a man who eats bread, Homeric
symbol of Troy, his one eye the acropolis, his body downtown Troy VIIa that provided protected
shelter for 5,000 to 10,000 people, his cave the harbor on the Besik Bay, his sheep and goats foreign
ships, their milk precious cargo … CO OC LOP has a further derivative in PIE *kwekwlos Sankrit
charka English wheel – connect the central dot of the shield with the six dots along the circle and
you get the image of a six-spoked wheel. A further connection between an early fortified polis, often
of a round form, and a wheel may be a priest on a horse drawn wagon driving along the wall and
imploring the help of the god in protecting the town. The banning formula on the margin of the
Tiryns Disc may render such a prayer and incantation in the briefest form. A dot surrounded by a
circle of dots may have been called the Argos Eye, as this symbol is found on the staring plaster
head from Mycenae, one on the forehead, one on the chin, two under the eyes
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Phaistos Disc part 6
Elaia Disc, text of the spiral and margin, again in my translation, based on the wonderful and most
surprising decipherment by Derk Ohlenroth: Enter Elaia’s grove, kindle barked wood, walk around
the smoke of the sacrificial fire, beat the ground and neigh suddenly like a pair of horses: Aio ae!
hyauax! Shadowy one, come, noble late Night, always born anew by the Goddess!
Pilgrims visiting Elaia’s grove and wishing to obtain the oracle of Nyx had to perform a strange
ritual: ignite a fire, walk around the smoke, beat the ground, neigh like a pair of horses, and call out
on Nyx … Pausanias provides the explanation: Poseidon fell in love with Demeter, she fled him, he
turned into a stallion, she turned into a mare, but he catched up with her, and raped her. She turned
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black, became Black Demeter Melaina, caused a famine, and the only one who could placate her
was the boy Pan playing his flute, whereupon she turned back into a woman, made the plants grow
again and bear fruit, and gave birth to a daughter called Nyx ‘Night’, which, however, was a secret
name, only for intitiates, her common name was Despoina. She was a most powerful goddess, an
alter ego of Gaia. One of the signs on the Phaistos Disk, occurring twice on the Elaia Disc and twice
on the Tiryns Disc, is a strange woman with a protruding face and hair growing into a mane –
Demeter Elaia turning into a mare, becoming Black Demeter Melaina. In a grotto of Elaia’s grove at
Phigalia, Pausanias tells us, was kept a rather shocking wooden statue, black, of a woman with the
head of a mare. On the Elaia Disc are fifteen baking ovens, five portable beehives, and two bees,
probably sanctuaries of the goddess in her emanation of a bee, perhaps represented in form of a
wooden stela resembling the ‘bull-horned goddess in the shape of a bee’ on a stilyzed bull’s head of
bone, Bilcze Zlote, northwestern Ukraine, Late Cucuteni, fourth millennium BC (Marija Gimbutas).
The bee goddess, I believe, had her abode in Orion, the large constellation testifying to the
importance of the small bee that was already recognized by the early farmers.
Phaistos Disc part 7
The central sign of the Elaia Disc, a baking oven as symbol of Demeter (Elaia), reminds of the oven
in the sanctuary of the bird goddess at Sabatinovka in the Southern Bug Valley, Moldavia, Early
Cucuteni, while bread, made from cereals provided by Demeter and baked in her oven, is evoked by
loaf-shaped clay plaques, for example the one from the Banjica site near Belgrade
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On top, in the center, appears a rectangular spiral. Spirals, in the Neolithic art of the Balkans,
invoke fertility. Double spirals – one rolling up, the other rolling out – symbolize the succession of
generations. Back in 2004 I attempted to read the a variety of inscriptions from the Balkans (Vinca
script), beginning with cross line angle for Ki Ri Ke, hypothetical name of the bird goddess, formed
along the name of Homer’s Kirkae, Latin Circe. The rectangular spiral on the loaf-shaped plaque
from Banjica is surrounded by graceful inscriptions yielding kae-ri-on ‘honeycomb’, nae-os
‘sanctuary’, nae-ri-(t)-os ‘wide, large’, kae-p-on (plural) ‘little garden(s)’, and kae-p-os (plural)
‘garden(s)’
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There might have been a garden sanctuary of the bird goddess at Banjica near Belgrade, Kirike’s
grove, in the center a rectangular spiral, baking ovens, small and big gardens, bed and patches and
orchards and groves covering a fairly wide area, and in between beehives and bee sanctuaries.
Elaia’s grove at Phigalia may have been a late survivor of this kind of Neolithic sanctuary of the
Goddess. The grim story of Poseidon and Demeter might keep a memory of the onset of the Bronze
Age, when riders coming from the far away Lowland of Turan arrived via Thessaly in the Argolis,
overpowering the civilization of the goddess in the sense of Marija Gimbutas. In Arcadia, removed
from the Argolis, it may have survived for a longer time, and it may well have been that Eponymus
Tiryns cared for a balance between the new and old ways, visiting Elaia’s grove and learning from
the priestesses of Demeter Elaia, consulting the oracle of Nyx.
The gold ring from Mokhlos in Crete shows Elaia in a boat, the bow turning into the head of a
stallion, Poseidon leering at Eleia; on the shore, but depicted as if in the boat, a stylized olive tree;
and in the sky a bee heading for the hive on the side

The inscription on a bronze double axe from a cave near Akrolochori shares a few signs with the
Phaistos Disc and was also deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth, It invokes Lousia ‘the angry one’,
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Minoan alter ego of Black Demeter Melaina from Ealia’s grove in Phigalia: D Ae I O Y S LO (Y)
S (I) A E I M I ‘I belong to the goddess Lousia’.
Phaistos Disc part 8)
Let us reconsider the Homeric lineage in a more complete form: TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus – ARC
Arkeisios – Eponymus Slryns Tiryns / Lord Laertes the gardener – Odysseus – Telemachus. TYR
would represent the mythic rulers from the banks of the Amu Darya and the Lowland of Turan, first
Indo-Euroepan homeland, some 5,500 years ago, Early Bronze Age. Arkeisios may represent the
groups of people who left the Turan Basin, wandering along the southern shore of the Caspian Sea,
following the Caucasus Mountain Range, clad in bear furs, big and strong as bears, therefore ARC
meaning bear, following the northern shore of the Black Sea, coming to Thessaly, then to the
Argolis, and erecting the Circular Building on the limestone hill of Tiryns. Eponymus Slryns
(Tiryns) would have been the historical ruler of Tiryns in around 1650 BC, and may as the gardener
Lord Laertes stand for the entire Middle Helladic period of time, contemporary to the Middle
Minoan period of time. Odysseus represents the military power of Greece in the Late Bronze Age,
around 1200 BC (Troy having fallen in the summer of 1184 BC), and Telemachus represents Greece
in Homer’s time of the Messenian wars, Homer fears a new Polyphem (anticipating Gyges) and the
breaking up of Greece, he tries to unite the Greek homeland and the islands and the colonies. Greek
history was ridden with wars, but there might have been a rather peaceful period, the Middle
Helladic, personified by Eponymus Tiryns who seeked a balance between the old and new ways,
cared most of all for agriculture, would have spared the Argolis the dire fate of a famine, had a flair
for the fine arts, and used the first alphabet in the history of humankind, invented by a Minoan
scribe with connections to Asia Minor, probably of Semitic origin.
Phaistos Disc part 9
Middle Helladic Greek is by one thousand years older than Homeric Greek, and offers a couple of
surprises, above all Sseyr for Zeus and Slryns for Tiryns. I derive both from Magdalenian TYR
meaning overcomer, as verb to overcome in the double sense of rule and give. The shift from the
intial T- to the sharpened sibilant Ss- reminds of the third Magdalenian law according to which an
S-word is a comparative form of a D-word, occasionally also of a T-word, Pronounce TYR in such
a forceful way that it becomes an Ss-word, and it will automatically shift from -y- to -ey-, Sseyr.
Slryns might perhaps be derived as follows (and if so would represent a case of an oscillation,
returning to a form close to the original):
TYR

slYR

slRyns TiRyns

The Tiryns text may be seen as an early illustration of the classical formula Zeus Dios, Zeus a
derivative of TYR, Dios a derivative of DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, a word of
very many derivatives. Among them is English fox. The fox held a prominent place in the
mythology and iconography of the Göbekli Tepe, being the able guide of souls through the labirynth
of the Underworld and back to daylight, On a charming alloyed silver stater from Brittany appears
the horse of the early morning, probably midsummer morning, under it, peeping out from a tunnel,
the snout and head and eye of a fox, obviously the fox that guided the sunhorse through the
labirynth of the Underworld
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Then we have Latin dux ‘leader’, French duc and English duke, Dios and Dis being the highest
leaders, up above in the sky, giving us the day, Latin dies English day German Tag. The rosette of
eight petals has the phonetical value Ss on the Tiryns Disc, marking the begin of Sseyr, a derivative
of TYR, while it has the phonetical value dingir in the Sumerian script, a word I derive from DhAG,
along the same line as German taugen zeugen (werk-)Zeug Ding, so that the rosette in the center of
the Tiryns Disc is in itself a short form of TYR DhAG which became Zeus Dios. Klaus Schmidt
believes that the Göbekli Tepe was the sacred Du-ku mountain of early Sumerian mythology, and if
so, it would have been the hill of the Able Ones DhAG. Assyrian dag means help. Deities are able,
they can help, and their greatest help was giving you the day, the day of this life on earth, and the
day of a next life in the beyond …
Phaistos Disc part 10
SsEYR KI PhAAiNNOS SsEyR Ai YLKIOS … Zeus is the shining one also when Zeus is the
Lycaion one … NYX SLAS AIEN NEO:THOS … Nyx, always born anew by the Goddess. – At
the begin of the Tiryns text we have Zeus the shining one, giving us the day, and at the end of the
Elaia Disc we have Nyx, powerful goddess of the night, always born anew by the Goddess. Zeus
Dios derives from TYR DHAG, while Nyx as daughter of the Goddess derives from DhAG TYR
Greek thygataer English daughter, in the full possession of life and the power of giving life – while
the god gives us the day, born out of light, as it were, the goddess gives us life, born out of darkness.
The name of Nyx ‘Night’ goes back to Magdalenian NYG, inverse GYN for woman. As alter ego of
Gaia, powerful Nyx was certainly much older than the classical deities. and not a daughter, but a
goddess of her own standing, named by the formula DHAG TYR, able DhAG overcomer TYR that
rules and gives.
When I wish to get a glimpse of the origin of a Greek deity, Homer’s Odyssey proves to be most
helpful: I look up the first mention of a god or a goddess. It struck me as curious that Zeus in the
simple form of the nominative is preceded by other titles and name forms: 1:10 Dios, byname of
Zeus / 1:27 Zaneos, genitive / 1:28 pataer andro:n te theo:n ‘father of men and gods’ / 1:45
Kronidae ‘son of Chronos’ / 1:60 Olympie, the supreme god residing on Mount Olympus (while the
Pre-Helladic god of Arcadia, later identified with Zeus, resided on top of Mount Lycaion) / 1:62
Zeu, vocative / 1:63 Zeus. It takes quite a while until we read the unveiled and unflexed name of
Zeus. In 1:10 he is invoked as father of Athaena, or she as daughter of Zeus: thea, thygataer Dios –
goddess, daughter of Dios. The curious idea of Athaena springing in full armor from the head of
Zeus may indicate that this was a classical reinterpretation of a very ancient formula that we may
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now hope to reconstruct via the classical formula thea, thygataer Dios. Thea and thyga- and Dios
derivative from DhAG, and –taer from TYR, so we have the formula
DhAG, DhAG TYR, DhAG
which may be translated as follows
Able one, able overcomer
that rules and gives,
O able one!
Nyx as daughter of Demeter Elaia in the guise of a horse and Poseidon in the guise of a stallion
were called forth by beating the ground, perhaps also by trampling, imitating a pair of horses. The
priest of the Eleusian Demeter cult of Pheneos near Phigalia veiled his face and called on the
‘subterraneans’ by beating the ground with rods or switches. Iliad 9:566-572 is the most famous
instance of another way of calling on the subterraneans: “… beating the bountiful earth with her
fists, as she called on Hades and august Persephone …” Beating the ground as if knocking on a
door made sense in the case of chthonic deities. Demeter and Elaia and Nyx as alter ego of Gaia
were such goddesses. Note the hammering and rapping rhythm of the hypothetical formula that
called her forth: DhAG, DhAG TYR, DhAG (repeated several times, we may imagine).
Phaistos Disc part 11
The Neolithic formula calling on the goddess would have been reinterpreted in younger times
DhAG, DhAG TYR, DhAG
Able one, able overcomer
that rules and gives,
O able one!
DhAG, DhAG TYR, DhAG
thea, thygataer Dios
DhAG
TYR

Dios Dis deus dea theos thea divine …
Sseyr Sseus Zeus

DhAG DhAG
TYR DhAG

Dagda Thoth
Dis pater, Dios pataer, dyaus pita

The first half of the hypothetical formula, DhAG DhAG, would have become the name of the
supreme Celtic god Dagda, the good god in the sense of the able god, also Egptian Thoth, able able,
of the able mind, the god of wisdom. The second half of the formula, TYR DhAG, became Zeus
Dios (put the stress on –os by subtly lengthening the second syllable, Di o s). The importance of
TYR and DhAG are confirmed by the inverse forms. RYT meaning spear thrower, archer, Greek
rhytaer ‘archer, protector’ (consider also the sun archer Tir of the Armenian Bronze Age) and
German Ritter ‘knight’ and Ross und Reiter ‘horse and rider, riding archer’, while GADh accounts
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for English good and god. DhAG and GADh hint at a philosophical problem: can the able one, the
almighty, also be the universally and uniformly good god? The wisdom of language doesn’t force
them together. DhAG accounts for Dios Dis deus dea theos thea divine … but also for diobal devil
Teufel, from DhAG BAL, able DhAG heat BAL, personification of fire (in Switzerland we know a
Füürtüüfel ‘fire devil’). English demon is an evil spirit, while the mailer demon of the Internet
renders a good service. Greek daimonion is of a double nature: divine being, deity; (divine)
providence, fate, disaster; demon, evil spirit, devil / daimonion of Socrates: a kind of divine voice,
supernatural, wonderful / as address, oh daimonie: incomprehensible one, strange one, unfortunate
one. The word goes back to DhAG MAN, able DhAG right hand MAN, denoting an invisible
presence acting as if in the possession of a right hand. DhAG is the able one, whether good or bad,
while GADh is the good one.
Phaistos Disc part 12
If the Neolithic formula DhAG, DhAG TYR, DhAG was known in the Balkans and used for calling
on the goddess we may expect that it left traces in the Vinca art and script.
Let us contemplate how the goddess was called forth: by trampling or by beating the ground with
rods or switches (both possibilities suggested by the Elaia Disc), by kneeling on the ground and
beating it with both fists (Iliad 9), also, we may assume, by kneeling and touching the ground with
the forehead, either reverently or in desperation. We can then relate the formula to the body
DhAG, DhAG TYR, DhAG
hand, feet head, hand
and find resonance in the Vinca figurines of the standing goddess with outstretched arms: her one
hand, her feet and head, and her other hand, and all of her in between. The abstract version of this
would be the cross, a prominent Vinca signs. The phonmetical value of the Vinca cross is Ki as
begin of the name of the bird goddess cross line angle Ki Ri Ke or Kirike, formed along Homer’s
Kirkae, Latin Circe. The cross read as Ki would then call on the goddess in her emanation of a bird
(owl-eyed Athaena gave her name to the tawny owl Athena noctua, among its calls are a sharp
descending kihu, and a high warning kji kji kji), while the cross representing the formula DhAG,
DhAG TYR, DhAG would call on the goddess in her shape of a woman.
If we shorten the formula by subsuming the third DhAG under the first one we obtain DhAG,
DhAG TYR, hands, feet head, and if we replace the second DhAG with PAD for the activity of feet
we obtain DhAG, PAD TYR, the able one DhAG who goes ahead and leads the way PAD and
overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR, wherefrom Latin Dis pater, Greek Dios pataer,
and Sanskrit (Vedic) dyaus pita.
Further variations of the original formula yield Greek thygataer diwos, Sanskrit dukita divah, and
Lithuanian dievo dukte. Greek thygataer diwos, identified as dawn, confirms the connection
between DhAG and and dies day Tag and makes the Neolithic formula gain a cosmic dimension:
the goddess standing on the ground, her head in the sky, stretching out her arms, with her eastern
hand waving on the day, with her western hand waving off the day – making the day begin and end
and a new day begin, making life begin and end and a new life begin …
Phaistos Disc part 13
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The elegant female figurines from el-Mamariya in Upper Egypt are more complete versions of the
cosmic goddess

The lower part of her body in the shape of a carrot symbolizes the fertile earth, her chest the surface
of the earth, her breasts the nourishment we find on the earth, her raised arms the slopes of the
eastern and western hills of the Nile Valley, her hands the stars that rise from the eastern horizon
and set on the western horizon (five fingers, five points of an Egyptian star), her head of a bird the
sky, her eyes moon and sun, while her pose may be seen as a still from a dance of creation whose
various stages are preserved in the art of Predynastic Egypt and other Mediterranean regions: hands
on the womb (child of mine) hands on her breasts (I nourish you) arms raised, fingertips touching
the head (I am the world for you) opening the circle of the arms (you shall be born, also born again)
spreading the fingers (and see the many things in the world, also in the beyond) … These figurines
probably adorned Predynastic tombs and were stuck in the ground, equating the earth with her
fertile womb.
The standing Vinca goddess with her outstretched arms embodies the Neolithic formula and
certainly made the same promise of a second life in the beyond.
We may assume that this formula was known in early Egypt and accounted for Thoth as polished
form of Dagda, able able, of the able mind, god of wisdom, husband of Seshat who came long
before him and was worshipped as The One Who Wrote First. She was the goddess of the calendar,
and he was the god of the calendar, while the bird head of the Predynastic goddess became the
Horus falcon whose eyes were moon and sun. Seth destroyed the lunar eye of the Horus falcon,
whereupon wise Thoth healed it, adding up the six numerical parts of the Horus eye, 1/2 plus 1/4
plus 1/8 plus 1/16 plus 1/32 plus 1/64, or simply ’2 ’4 ’8 ’16 ’32 ’64, and calling the restored lunar
eye The Whole One. However, the numbers don’t really add up to one, a little part is missing. Why
then The Whole One? Multiply an Egyptian month of 30 days by the series ’2 ’4 ’8 ’16 ’32 ’64 and
you obtain 29 ’2’32 days, or 29 days 12 hours 45 minutes, one whole lunation or synodic month,
mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half a day in a lifetime. This excellent value for a
lunation is the same as the one of the lunisolar Göbekli Tepe calendar and the dingir calendar of
Mesopotamia and the lunisolar calendar indicated by the rosette of eight petals on the Phaistos Disc,
also present on beautiful Karames ware from Middle Minoan Crete, where the rosette may be called
‘eye of the god seeing the day’ …
Phaistos Disc part 14
DhAG, DhAG TYR, DhAG
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Able one, able overcomer
that rules and gives,
O able one!
hand, feet head, hand
DhAG, DhAG TYR
hands, feet head
DhAG, PAD TYR
the able one DhAG who goes ahead
and leads the way (activity of feet) PAD
and overcomes in the double sense of
rule and give TYR
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
the ruler ShA who goes ahead (activity
of feet) PAD and overcomes in the double
sense of rule and give TYR up above
(upward) AS in the sky CA
SA TYR NOS
mind NOS of the one who overcomes
in the double sense of rule and give TYR
from above (downward) SA
DhAG, DhAG TYR. DhAG would have been the Neolithic formula calling on the goddess, who
was later turned into the daughter of the god, thea, thygataer Dios, The god was called on by the
formula DhAG, PAD TYR, Latin Dis pater, Greek Dios pataer, Vedic dyaus pita, while a further and
longer variant, ShA PAD TYR AS CA, invoked the supreme weather god, ShA PAD TYR Jupitter
Jupiter Jovis Giove, TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus, consider also the Serri bull of the supeme Hittite
weather god, ShA CA Jahwe, rider of clouds from Mount Seir (!) in the Negev, TYR CA Turk-, ShA
PAD Shiva and TYR CA Durga, an emanation of Shiva’s wive. A polished version of the long
formula ShA PAD TYR AS CA survived in the name of the village Giubiasco in southern
Switzerland, on a bend of the river Ticino, where the lovely Italian landscape of the Lago Maggiore
with Ascona and Locarno goes over into the grim scenery of the Swiss Alps, and where Neolithic
tradesmen heading for the mountains implored the god for good weather, while those coming from
the mountains thanked for the good weather and luck they had in crossing the Alps. A further and
shorter variant of the formula, SA TYR NOS, accounts for Saturnus Saturn, founder of the golden
age of Latium, also for TYRSANOS mentioned on an Etruscan shard found in the agora of Athens.
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Where did the linguistically problematic De- or Da- (Kretschmer) of Demeter come from? Years
ago I proposed AD DA MAI TYR as origin of Demeter, she who overcomes in the double sense of
rule and give TYR and watches over the coming to AD and going from DA female zone of the
camp MAI. This would have been a triple goddess, uniting the fire giver PIR GID who had the say
) or L or )OG or LOG (wherefrom El or Elohim the Lord and logos and Allah) and the fur giver
BIR GID and the fertility giver BRI GID. Considering the importance of DhAG we might postulate
a second and younger variant of AD DA MAI TYR, namely DhAG MAI TYR, the able one(s) of
the female zone of the camp MAI who overcome(s) in the double sense of rule and give TYR,
paired with DhAG PAD TYR, the able one DhAG who goes ahead and leads the way PAD and
overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR, wherefrom Dis pater and Dios pataer and
dyaus pita; MAI TYR maetaer mater mother, PAD TYR pataer pater father, she worshipped on the
Elaia Disc, he on the Tiryns Disc. Linear A tablet 95 from Hagia Triada near Phaistos in the
translation of Walther Hinz offers a parallel: one side addressing the god (Adu Haddu Hadad Baal)
and enumerating the cereals for him or rather his priests, the other side addressing the goddess
(Dadumatha, the one loved by master Baal) and enumerating the cereals for her or rather her
priestesses. Demeter and her Roman alter ego Ceres were goddesses of cereals. Magdalenian CER
means stag / hind, emblematic animal of the shaman / shamaness, indicating that women played an
important role in the invention of agriculture, and that the female zone embraced the fields and
orchards, also Neolithic garden sanctuaries including Elaia’s grove at Phigalia at the base of Mount
Lycaion, abode of a Pre-Helladic god who was later identified with the shining Zeus of Tiryns …
The continuation of my Magdalenian experiment is found on Usenet, Wild Wild West of
the World Wide Web: a series of messages regarding the transition from hunting and
gathering to agriculture and mining / more etymologies, for example CAP KOD
accounting for Latin caput Old English heafod Middle English he(v)ed New English
head, from 1) CAP – to hunt and capture horses – to count the numbers of animals in a
herd by their heads – head, and from 2) KOD – tent, hut – casing of any sort – the head
as casing of the mind – head, whereupon 3) the converging chains of associations
were alloyed in a compound and then word / or the etymology of lyre, Greek and Latin
lyra, from ) AAR RAA TYR or L AAR RAA TYR, the heavenly one made of air AAR and
light RAA who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR has the say ) or L,
and also we bards who sing his praise in words have got some of that say, wherefrom
Mycenaean ra-ru-te-a ‘lyrists’ (r and l were given by the same letter), name of the
bards living in the first Indo-European homeland between the Alai Mountains and the
Aral Sea, 5,500 years ago, authors and compilers of the AD LAS Atlantis epic / and and
and

One important chapter, however, shall be included here:
TYR and DhAG
TYR --- she or he who overcomes in the double sense o rule and give, TYR emphatic Middle
Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus
PAD --- activity of feet
PAS (comparative form of PAD) --- everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and
west of me
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TYR PAS --- the overcomer who rules and gives TYR everywhere PAS, the supreme god of
weather and time that overcome everybody everywhere
PAS TYR --- perhaps the name of the former supreme god of Arcadia residing on top of Mount
Lycaion, from where one has a breath-taking view over the Peloponnese, and where a pre-Greek
altar and a seal carved from a gem have been found not very long ago, accounting for Latin pastor
‘herdsman’, so the god would have been the supreme herdsman, later on TYR would have become
Sseyr Sseus Zeus, and PAS would have become Pan, a minor god in the Greek pantheon preserving
the specific traits of the former supreme god and herdsman of Arcadia
DhAG --- able, good in the sense of able, epithet of the supreme god, and a word for any deity
DhAG

DheAG

thea theos

DhAG

DiAG / DeAG

Dea Deus

DhAG DhAG --- able able, accounting for Dagda, the supreme Celtic god, the good god in the
sense of the able god
DhAG NOS --- able DhAG mind NOS, perhaps accounting for the Roman Faunus, a legendary king
who became the prophesizing god of the fields and woods (Illyrian Daunus), later identified with
Pan of Arcadia who taught his mantic art to Apollo; someone who can foresee and foretell the future
certainly is an able mind, also a reference to herdsmen who could foretell the weather and read
signs in the sky and on earth, for example the forms of clouds and traces left by animals, augurs
avant la lettre
DhAG PAS --- able DhAG everywhere PAS, formula for the general presence of the supreme god,
and of any deity
DhAG PAS
DhAG

DeAG woS

DeAG

*deiwos *divius *dyeus

*dei ‘to shine’

A human fire brightens a limited space while the sky lit by the god of daylight brightnes the whole
world, so this god certainly was an able one DhAG …
PAD TYR --- he who goes (activity of feet) and overcomes in the double sense of rule and give
TYR, naming the individual presence of the supreme god, approaching you personally, accounting
for Greek pataer Latin pater Sanskrit pita
DhAG PAS, PAD TYR --- double formula for the general and individual presence of the supreme
god, accounting for *dyeus phter, Illyrian Dei-patrous and Sanskrit dyaeus pita
ShA PAD TYR --- the ruler ShA goes ahead (activity of feet) PAD and overcomes in the double
sense of rule and give TYR, accounting for Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove as weather god
ShA PAD TYR and DhAG PAS, PAD TYR --- Jupiter
TYR PAS --- overcomer TYR everywhere PAS, the supreme god of weather and time that
overcome everybody everywhere, the weather ruling the life of the farmers but also providing rain
and sunshine that make the plants grow; time ruling our lives but also given to us so that we make
the best of it and use in a fertile way
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TYR (PAS), PAD TYR and DhAG NOS, PAD TYR --- Zeus pataer
Justifying the long formula of the Zeus name with the long formula of the Poseidon name, Poseidon
originally the god of rivers:
PAD AD DA, PAS TON --- he who follows (activity of feet) PAD rivers that flow toward AD the
sea while coming from DA the hills or mountains (AD DA being a generic name for a river, also
used for trading routes) and wherever he comes to (everywhere) PAS he makes himself heard TON
TYR and DhAG are interchangeable to some extent but have their specific meanings and should not
be nivellated.
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Lascaux 6, making sense of Homer and the Bible
© 2014 Franz Gnaedinger 2014

Homer’s Odyssey
We read the Odyssey in school. I liked the Greek language and the colorful adventures of the hero,
especially his dramatic arrival at the coast of the Phaeacians, followed by an idyllic morning in
pleasant Scherie (end of book five, beginning of book six). But I never understood what the epic is
about. Until Eberhard Zangger published his Atlantis book, wherein he identifies pleasant Scherie
as an early Troy, and the arrival there as a time travel 'avant la lettre'. When Odysseus realizes
where he is, and what a lovely place he destroyed, or will destroy in the time perspective of the
natives, he can't help weeping ... This gives the epic a perspective. Maybe there is a story line we
can follow? Could Polyphem be Troy VIIa seen through Achaean eyes? The one-eyed giant
resembles more a wooded mountain top than a man who eats bread. So his eye might have been the
acropolis overlooking the river plain? And all the strange places Odysseus encounters might again
be Troy, Troy in disguise, blended with other places and periods of time? visited in a long series of
dreams? A further
major insight was the Homeric family of metals (Helen tin, Menelaos copper, Hermione bronze).
By and by the epic made sense. Below a list of symbols and Magdalenian readings.
(Homeric symbols)
Polyphem -- Troy, his one eye the acropolis overlooking the river plain, his body downtown Troy
VIIa providing protected shelter for five to ten thousand people, vulnerable after the Hittite empire
collapsed
his cave -- Trojan harbor in the Besik bay
his goats and sheep -- foreign ships waiting in the harbor for favorable wind, asked for high fees
and tributes, tolls on their cargo
horses -- ships of the early Trojans (Phaeakians), and of the Achaeans who avoided the harbor in the
Besik bay and instead maintained an improvised harbor in the mouthing area of the Trojan rivers
near the mosquito infested swamps (malaria episode)
Helen and her extended family -- tin, copper, bronze, andrasit and brass; Mycenaean bronze
containing twelve or even fifteen per cent of tin, no tin in Greece, tin came from Central Asia,
bound to pass the Hellespont where the Trojans laid hands on the precious cargo, abducting Helen,
as it were
Trojan horse -- a beautiful and apparently abandoned Achaean ship dragged into the Besik harbor
by Trojan sailors, Achaean soldiers hide within, leave the ship in the dark of the night, overcome the
Trojan guards, acropolis alarmed via a chain of signals, Trojan troops hasting to the Besik bay,
meanwhile Achaean troops storm the acropolis of Troy, probably in the summer of 1184 BC,
blinding Polyphem, the one eye of the Much Famous cyclops who resembles more a wooded hilltop
than a man who eats bread (Homer)
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oxen of Helios -- freight ships on the Black Sea
transgression of Odysseus' men -- a raid on the Crimean fleet, prolonging the series of conflicts in
the east
travels to strange places -- Odysseus dreaming, reaching Troy in disguise and blended with other
places and periods of time (Homer anticipating Freud's dream logic)
pleasant Scherie -- early Troy, Phaeakians able pilots offering their good service to foreign sailors in
the perilous waters of the Hellespont (Eberhard Zangger), Odysseus recognizes where he is, what a
lovely place he destroyed, or will destroy in the time perspective of the Phaeakians, and can't help
weeping, then arrives home for good (Zangger) where another task awaits him, taking it up with the
shameless suitors of his faithful wife Pnelope
Penelope -- Peloponnese
her shameless suitors -- those who profit from the land without meeting their obligations
Athene -- history personified
Telemachos -- Far-away-war, far away from the Trojan war in time, Messenin wars, Homer of the
Iliad living in the time of the first Messenian war, Homer of the Odyssey in the time of the second
Messenian war, both compiling rich bardic material, both fearing for the unitiy of Greece
Plagues befalling Egypt in the Bible -- invasion of the Sea Peoples, testifying to turmoils in the
time of the Trojan war.
Homeric family of metals. Beautiful Helen was the symbol of tin, by then most precious, her white
arms tin ingots, her long glittering robes she made herself the glittering tin ore cassiterite, her thread
tin wire, by then cut out of hammered tin sheet. Her husband xanthos Menelaos was the symbol of
copper, the color xanthos covering all hues of copper ore, yellow brown red. Their daughter was
lovely Hermione who resembled golden Aphrodite, Homeric symbol of bronze, of a golden shine
when freshly cast. Menelaos had a slave woman for a mistress, andrasit, a natural alloy of copper
and zinc found in the Troas - zinc in enslaved form, as it were. Their son, strong late come
Megapenthes, was the symbol of brass, harder than bronze, arriving late in the 'family' of metals.
When the world mountain was swept away in the deluge the beautiful reliefs on the walls and
ceilings of the hall within, made of metals and gems, became loads and veins in our present-day
mountains
(Magdalenian reading help)
ITA CA, young bull ITA sky CA, under the sky of the young Zeus bull, ancient name of the
Peloponnese, Ithaca, surviving in the name of a relatively small island
ATI CA, mature bull ATI sky CA, under the sky of the mature Zeus bull, Attica
POL PAS and PAS LOP, fortified settlement POL everywhere in a plain PAS enveloping wall LOP,
fortified settlements everywhere enveloped in walls, ancient name of the Peloponnese and
especially the Argolis personified in Penelope
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AD LAS, toward AD mountain LAS, land oriented toward the former mythical world mountain,
Atlantis or Eurasia, world mountain swept away by deluge, became present-day mountains,
possible Atlantis epic by Trojan bard Demodokos 'Teacher of People', warning Trojans of hubris
KAL LAS, cave Underworld KAL mountain LAS, mythical hall inside former world mountain,
home of metal people, Hellas, mythical home of the Greeks
KAL KOS, cave Underworld KAL heavenly vault KOS, beautiful hall inside former world
mountain mirroring the heavenly vault, a memory of this hall surviving in the lofty hall of Menelaos
(Odyssey book 4), Greek kallos 'beautiful' chalkos 'copper, bronze'
KAL EN, cave Underworld KAL in inside EN, Helen, beautiful Helen of the white arms, Homeric
symbol of tin; Hellenes, originally miners from the banks of the Amu Darya in Central Asia, first
Indo-European homeland
MAN LAS, right hand MAN mountain LAS, Menelaos who got rich by commanding copper
miners who got the precious ore with their right hand MAN from mountains LAS
GRA KOS, painted cave GRA heavenly vault KOS, Graekoi Greeks, named for the beautiful hall in
the former world mountain according to a myth of the early miners in Central Asia, 'paintings'
carried out in metals, reliefs along the walls
TYR, to overcome in the double sense of rule and give, emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos
Disc, Derk Ohlenroth)) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus
PAS, everywhere (in a plain), here, in the south and north, east and west
TYR PAS, overcomer everywhere, Zeus overcoming everybody everywhere in weather and time,
TYR PAS temps, French for weather and time, also TYR PAS Taruwisa Troy, the mightys town
once ruled by Zeus, itself an overcomer, exerting power over the Troas, fertile plain of Troy
POL LAD and POL LAs, fortified settlement POL on a hill LAD heightened by awe to a mountain
LAS, consider the Palatin of Rome, also Pallas Athene, former patroness of POL LAS Wilusa Ilios
Ilion, alternative name of Troy; Athene became a fierce enemy of Ilion and was the Homeric
personification of history; her name from AD DA NAI, to find a new home on a river that flows
toward AD the sea while coming from DA the hills and mountains, also a new home on trading
routes that lead to one place while coming from another place, NAI AD DA accounting for Naiades,
genitive and plural of naiax 'Naiade'
AD POL LOP, toward AD fortified settlement POL enveloping wall LOP, Apollo shooting an arrow
of light or a sun beam toward the place of the gate of a future settlement, marking the place for a
seer; faithful patron of Troy
PAD AD DA PAS TON, activity of feet PAD toward AD from DA everywhere in a plain PAS to
make oneself heard TON -- he who follows PAD rivers that flow toward AD the sea while coming
from DA hills and mountains, wherefrom Doric Poteidas, and everywhere PAS he and his horses
come to they make themselves heard TON, wherefrom Greek Poseidon, originally the god of rivers,
creator of the horse, faithful patron of Troy, although angry with Trojans for having been too
hospitable, way more angry with Odysseus for blinding Polyphem, Homeric symbol of Troy,
especially Troy VIIa
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CO OC LOP, attentive mind CO right eye OC wall LOP, naming the organization of a fortified
settlement, ruler of the focused mind in the center surrounded by watchful guards along the wall,
Cyclops, cyclopic wall, the most famous Cyclops having been Polyphem 'Much Famous' who
resembled more a wooded mountain top than a man who eats bread, Homeric symbol of Troy
PIR RAG, fire PIR towering RAG (a word of many meanings and derivatives, originally naming
the line of head and back of an animal in cave art), signal fire on the hill Montmartre in Paris,
France, guiding Neolithic boats on the Seine, while Paris prince of Troy overlorded the smiths and
kept the signal fire on top of the acropolis, abducted beautiful Helen of the white arms, wife of
Menelaos, confiscated Mycanean tin and thus caused the Trojan war.

making sense of the Bible (very long)
foreword) Hebrews, named by a Magdalenian double formula
BIR SAP named Beersheba in present-day Israel. BIR means fur, a word of very many derivatives,
among them Hebrew beer 'well' in reference to fur and leather bags filled at wells, while SAP means
everywhere in space, here, south and north of me, east and west of me, under and above me, in all
seven places wherefrom words for seven in many languages including Hebrew sheba, also
accounting for Greek sophia 'wisdom' and Latin sapientia 'worldly wisdom' acquired by exploring
the world in all seven places.
BIR SAP Beersheba was a place of seven wells, inhabited by people who found water everywhere.
The Chalcolithic culture of Beersheba comprised Meggido in the north, Beersheba in the south, and
Telelilat Ghassoul across the Jordan in the east. You can find pictures of the amazing art of this
culture in books by Jean Perrot who led several archaeological campaigns in that region. The
elegant figurines and symbols are similar to the ones from Predynastic Egypt, raising the question
whether the mysterious people of the Beersheba culture contributed to the rise of Ancient Egypt?
Consider the parallels between ShA SAP Joseph, ruler ShA of the (BIR) SAP (Beer)sheba people
and Imhotep, vezir of King Djoser. Beersheba people might have been among the founders of the
school of Imhotep. "Joseph is a fruitful bough, even a fruitful bough by a well; whose branches run
over the wall" (Genesis 49:22). Joseph called his second son Ephraim "For Godhath caused me to
be fruitful" (Genesis 41:52). The name Ephraim contains BRI meaning fertile.
SAP BIR apiru named descendants of the BIR SAP Beersheba people in the Nile Valley who
worked on water projects, led by Aaron in the time of Ramesse II. Aaron was a believer in the
ancient sky god from the Göbekli Tepe, AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind
NOS, implored for rain. Aaron's rod turned into a snake, ancient water symbol, meaning he
surpassed the water engineers or magicians of Ramesse II.
We can't read an epic or the Bible in the way we read modern books of history and sociology and
geography. We have to understand the symbols. For example the plagues that befell Egypt
symbolize the invasion of the Sea Peoples in the time of Ramesse II. DA PAD David, away from
DA activity of feet PAD, was the generic name of the early rulers of Judaea and Israel, delivered
from the paw of the lion (Egypt) and bear (Hattusas), and from the 'paw' of Goliath (Sea Peoples).
Another generic name would have been SAL MAN Solomon, overseer of water works, of those
who worked in the watery ground SAL with their right hand MAN.
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Israel derives from AS RAA ) or AS RAA L, the Lord up above AS in an aureole of light RAA has
the say ) or L, while Judaea derives from ShA DhAG, the ruler ShA is able DhAG, meaning the
heavenly ruler ShA CA DhAG CA Jahwe, abbreviation of the double formula naming the supreme
weather god of the Chalcolithic and Bronze Age and Iron Age

ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
Now we might look out for a double formula naming the Hebrews
SAP PIR NAM
SAP BRI MAN
'They find water everywhere'
is their name NAM
'and make the land fertile'
working with their right hand MAN
Israel (aleph) Göbekli Tepe and Beersheba
First part of the Göbekli Tepe creation myth, as told by the hieroglyphs on the 'throat' of the female
central pillar of temple D, 11 600 BP
)OG BIR AC CA or LOG BIR AC CA
The fire giver PIR GID called out to her sister the fur giver BIR GID. This one took her cosmic fur
and scooped the primeval hill out of the primeval sea. PIR GID called out to her sister the fertility
giver BRI GID. This one took the primeval hill and formed it into a ring, the ring itself being the
primeval earth AC and the hollow in the middle the primeval sky CA. In the hollow of the ring
appeared a male face, the sky god whose eyes were moon and sun, AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR
and light RAA with a mind NOS ...
The big limestone ring on the Göbekli Tepe shows him ex negativo, in the round hollow, as a head
or face with ears on the sides, consisting of nothing than air and light.
The archaeological excavation of the Göbekli Tepe began in 1996. Ten years earlier a large karstic
cave was discovered in Samaria, in the middle between Beersheba and Hazor (almost exactly in the
middle of their connecting line), a mysterious cave, rich in stalagmites and stalactites, used as a
burial cave, the ossuaries containing bones of more than twenty people, and then, in Grave X, in the
passage from the main hall to the lower cavities, eight heavy rings, two of pure gold, one of a darker
and five of brighter electrum (natural alloy of gold and silver), earliest gold artefacts in
theChalcolithic period of the Beersheba or culture, some 6,000 years old. In my opinion, these rings
are connected to the above creation myth, representing the stage when BRI GID formed the
primeval hill into a ring, the boss marks on the hammered surfaces of the eight rings suggesting the
impressions of her fingers, the rings themselves representing the earth AC andthe hollows the sky
CA, together AC CA, alternative name of the fertility giver BRI GID who formed the primeval
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earth around the primeval sky and planted the seeds of life -- AC CA Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all
life' English Eve.
An ivory figurine from Safadi near Beersheba, between 6,000 and 5,500 years old, shows a
pregnant woman, her womb a hemisphere. Instead of a navel she has a hole in the form of an exact
circle, indicating that she is the fertility giver BRI GID alias AC CA Hawwa Eve.
Israel (beth) Jacob and Joseph
Jacob left Beersheba, heading for Haran (forty kilometers south of the Göbekli Tepe), and sleeps on
a hill, under the open sky, at a place called Luz, then Beth-el 'House of God'. In a dream he sees the
Lord on top of a heavenly ladder, we may assume in an aureole of light, and the Lord speaks to
Jacob, appointing him ruler of this wilderness, and making the promise that he will have many
children and become the father of a people (Genesis 28:14)
And thy seed shall be as the dust of the earth,
and thou shall spread abroad to the west,
and to the east, and to the north, and to the south;
and in thee and thy seed shall all the families be blessed.
An angel gives Jacob a new name, Israel, Jacob Israel
ShA AC ABA
ruler ShA
expanse of land with water AC
father ABA
AS RAA ) or AS RAA L
upward AS
light RAA
to have the say ) or L
Jacob saw the Lord up above AS, we may assume in an aureole of light RAA (consider the former
place name Luz, from Magdalenian LIC for light and luck, Latin lux), and the Lord spoke ) or L to
Jacob
ShA AC ABA Ja'aqob Jacob
AS RAA ) AS RAA L Israel
Jacob Israel would have been the founding father of the Chalcolithic Beersheba culture, while the
eight heavy gold and electrum rings found in the cave Nahal Qanah may have been the Israel rings
of his followers - average weight 124 grams, average outer diameter 45 mm, average inner diameter
27 mm. Imagine to hold one of those rings in your hand, to hold it upward AS to the light RAA of
the sky, and imagine the Lord speak to Jacob, appointing him ruler of a wilderness and promising
him to become the father of many children that will be called Children of Israel ...
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Israel (gimel) water of life
Jacob owned a deep well at Sychar, from which he and his children and his cattle drank, so it was a
big and yielding well, near a parcel of land Jacob gave his son Joseph. Sychar is near the Nahal
Qanah cave. The name Sychar may go back to SAI GAR, life SAI fissure in rock GAR, water of
life SAI from a hole in the ground GAR (allowing Jesus the metaphor of living water, John 4).
Pebbles with red ocher signs were found on floors of subterranean houses at Beersheba, Abu Matar
and Safadi, arranged in arcs that evoke fur bags filled with water at a well. BIR meaning fur named
a well - Hebrew beer - as place where fur and leather bags were filled. So the pebbles might
represent wells, and the ocher signs inform about their size and quality, for example the frequent
cross might indicate a big well over which a cross of beams was placed, allowing to fix ropes. We
may imagine the same signs on rocks by the actual wells (long faded, of course).
Jacob would have been the mythical founder of the Chalcolithic BIR SAP Beersheba culture, and
Joseph the leader of the SAP BIR 'apiru engaged in water works. "Joseph is a fruitful bough, even a
fruitful bough by a well; whose branches run over the wall" (Genesis 49:22). Joseph called his
second son Ephraim 'the fertile one'. This name would go back to SAP BRI MAN, everywhere SAP
he makes the land fertile BRI working with his right hand MAN. The short form SAP BRI would
have become Aramaic 'Ibhraij gentilized Ibri English Hebrew, and would have been confounded
with a word meaning across - they across the Jordan (from the perspective of Assyria), they who
came across the Jordan (from the perspective of Palestine).
Israel (daleth) Asherah and her tree of life
Jacob Israel would personify the Chalcolithic Beersheba culture, and his son Joseph the
contributions of this culture to the rise of Egypt. Ivory figurines from Beersheba and Safadi
resemble Predynastic Egyptian figurines. Less obvious are the numerical connections.
The original Göbekli Tepe sanctuary would have been a circle of a dozen poles around a pair of
larger poles in the center, each pole representing a month of 30 days, and the space between the
central poles 5 and occasionally 6 more days, in all a year. 63 continuous periods of 30 days are
1,890 days and correspond to 64 lunations or synodic months (count 15 and 17 lunations in the 30
29 30 mode each, and double the numbers).
Replace the central poles by a tree of life in the middle of the circle and an altar of four horns beside
the tree and you get the Asherah sanctuary encoded on pendants from Teleilat Ghassul and on a
curved ivory box from Safadi, showing either a circle of 12 or 9 poles around the tree of life in the
center, branches pointing upward, and an altar near the tree, slightly off the center. The circle of 12
poles represent the Göbekli Tepe calendar, numbers given above, while the 9 poles represent long
months of 40 days and lead to another and even better definition of the lunation that was found as
follows, the ratios meaning lunations to long months
11/8 (plus 4/3) 15/11 19/14 23/17
19/14 (plus 23/17) 42/31
23/17 (plus 42/31) 65/48 107/79 149/110
110 contiunous periods or 4,400 days are an excellent value for 149 lunations.
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Asherah was a fertility goddess. Her calendar sanctuary would have been called
ASh AAR RAA
AS AAR RAA
Enter the sanctuary of the fertility goddess and her tree of life ASh whose branches point upward
AS to the one of air AAR and light RAA ...
Asherah would have personified the tree of life, as the Egyptian sky goddess Nut personified her
sycamore.
The month of 30 days was adopted by Egypt while the lunisolar relation was conveyed by the story
of Horus and Seth and wise Thoth. AAR RAA CA Horus, he in the air AAR and light RAA of the
sky CA, was a falcon, his left eye the moon and his right eye the sun. Seth destroyed his lunar eye.
Wise Thoth healed it, adding up the numerical parts '2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64 to The Whole One. Multiply a
month of 30 days by the series of the Horus eye '2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64 and you obtain 29 days 12 hours
45 minutes for a whole lunation of 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes 2.9 seconds (modern average from
1989 AD).
Israel (he) fable of Moses
The Desert Princes known as Hyksos kings ruled Egypt from Avaris in the eastern part of the Nile
delta, where they employed Minoan artists, why not also a Hebrew workforce?
Centuries later, Pi-Ramesse was built on the runis of Avaris. Merenptah recorded his victory over
Canaan on a stele. "Israel is ruined, and has no more seed." Ideograms of a man and a woman make
clear that Israel is a people, not a country, the people of Israel in Canaan, which would also have
affected the Hebrews or children of Israel in Goshen.
Ramesses III is inthroned. A Hebrew child is born in the outskirts of Pi-Ramesse, abandoned by his
desperate mother, placed in an ark of bulrushes in the flags by the river's brink, found by a princess,
raised at court, and simply called ms(w) 'child', Magdalenian MmOS meaning offspring.
MmOS ms(w) Moses believes to be a son of Ramesses, but this one wouldn't know him. Once the
boy hides on a stairway, and sees the great man pass by, but only from behind. Why doesn't he
know me and allow me to come near and see him in the face? am I a bad boy? in some way guilty
of the problems that absorb him?
The so-called Sea Peoples invaded Egypt in year eight of Ramesses' reigning time, soldiers and
refugees coming along the shore of Asia Minor and across the sea. I believe that the consequences
of their invasion are symbolized by the drastic plagues that befell Egypt. In the Bible, these plagues
are effected by Moses in the name of the Lord who planned to free the children of Israel via Moses.
We may then assume an imaginary guilt of the child Moses, later turned into a divine mission.
Moses discovers affinities with the Hebrews, finds a 'brother' in Aaron, commits an act of
compassion and rebellion, flees via the Sinai to Midian, sees how seven (!) maiden draw water from
a well, protects them from an assault, marries Zipporah - whose name might be one more derivative
of SAP BIR -, daughter of a priest, and learns about Jahwe, storm god and rider of clouds from
Mount Seir.
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He returns to Egypt, meets Aaron, and together they gather a few families that are willing to leave
Egypt. Moses and Aaron regard them as founders of a future people of 600,000 men - seeing the
tree in the seed, as it were, a seed they hope to plant in the promised land, where it may grow to a
tree of twelve boughs, a people of twelve tribes ...
430 years after a Hyksos king engaged a Hebrew workforce, Moses and Aaron and a few families
and scholars and priests left Egypt, Goshen, and wandered toward the southern tip of the Sinai.
Moses got water out of the rock or mountain Horeb.
Ramesses III died, the last one of the great pharaohs.
The heavenly Lord appears above Mount Sinai, in a glory of brightness, and speaks to Moses. He
combines Jahwe and Ramesses III. This time he knows Moses, invites him to climb the mountain,
where he shall see him from close, but he must hide between rocks, and look at the him through a
cleft, and only from behind. The Lord reveals that he sent the plagues that befell Egypt in order to
free the children of Israel. Moses realizes that he has a chance to free himself from his guilt by
obeying the Lord and making the children of Israel obey the Lord as well. He receives the laws, and
the ten commandements, which he writes on two tables, five one each table. He spends forty days
and forty nights on Mount Sinai. Then he descends. All children of Israel see him come, his face
shining. Still above them, up above AS, his face a light RAA, he talks to them ) or L ... He became
the voice of AS RAA ) or AS RAA L Israel, leader of the children of Israel, the rightful successor of
Jacob and Joseph.
Israel (vav) ark of wisdom

The Israel ring symbolized creation (primeval earth AC around primeval sky CA), birth and rebirth,
AC CA Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' English Eve, consider also the Indo-European earth
goddess akka mentioned by Julius Pokorny, and CA AC Gaia the Greek earth goddess), mother and
child, present and future, body and soul, realitiy and hope ...
The children of Israel, spending time in the desert, made an ark that was 2.5 cubits long, 1.5 cubits
broad and again 1.5 cubits high. Use these measurements for an Israel ring, inner diameter 1.5
cubits, outer diameter 2.5 cubits
0.5 - 1.5 - 0.5 sum 2.5 cubits; proportion 1 3 1 sum 5
It has the same proportion as the average of the eight Israel rings from the Nahal Qanah cave

9 - 27 - 9 sum 45 mm; proportion 1 3 1 sum 5
Use the numbers 5 and 3 from the proportion of the ring. Draw a circle of radius 5. Draw the
horizontal axis and the vertical axis. Draw parallel lines to the axes in the distance 3. The lines will
cross the circumference of the circle in eight rational points defined by the Sacred Triangle 3-4-5.
Draw a circle of radius 25. Eight more rational points of the circumference are defined by the triple
7-24-25. Draw a circle of radius 125. Eight more rational points o the circumference are defined by
the triple 44-117-125. Draw a circle of radius 625. Eight more rational points of the circumference
are defined by the triple 336-527-625. And so on. The subsequent triples can be obtained via a
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linear algorithm. If you connect the points, you get a sequence of rounder and rounder polygons that
never really exhaust the circle but provide good values for pi, symbolic of human wisdom that can
get closer and closer to the divine wisdom without ever really reaching it.
Israel (zayin) combined measures
Consider the following measures of length based on the fingerbreadth or simply finger of 1.875 cm
from the New Kingdom of Egypt
Jacob cubit 21 fingers or 39.375 cm
Joseph cubit 22 fingers or 41.25 cm
Moses cubit 35 fingers or 65.625 cm
Combine these measures and you can get several practical formulae
If the diameter of a circle measures 1 Jacob cubit
the circumference measures 3 Joseph cubits
If the radius of a circle measures 1 Jacob cubit
the area measures 3 Joseph cubits by 1 Jacob cubit
If the diameter of a sphere measures 1 Jacob cubit
the surface measures 3 Joseph cubits by 1 Jacob cubit
If the diameter of a sphere measures 2 Jacob cubits
the volume 2 by 2 Jacob cubits by 1 Joseph cubit
If the diameter of a circle measures 1 Moses cubit
the circumference measures 5 Joseph cubits
If the radius of a circle measures 1 Moses cubit
the area measures 5 Joseph cubits by 1 Moses cubit
If the side of a square measures 4 Moses cubits
the diagonal measures 9 Joseph cubits,
and if the side measures 9 Joseph cubits
the diagonal measures 8 Moses cubits
The ark was 2.5 cubits long, 1.5 cubits broad, and again 1.5 cubits high, in Joseph cubits 55 by 33
by 33 fingers. Assuming the boards were 2 fingers thick or strong, we get 51 by 29 by 29 fingers for
the capacity which would correspond to a cube measuring 1 by 1 by 1 Moses cubit, with a very
small mistake
51 x 29 x 29 equals 35 x 35 x 35 plus 16
Use the Jacob cubit and the Moses cubit as inner and outer diameters of an Israel ring
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inner diameter 1 Jacob cubit or 21 fingers
inner circumference 3 Joseph cubits or 66 fingers
ring 7 fingers
outer diameter 1 Moses cubit or 35 fingers
outer circumference 5 Joseph cubits or 110 fingers
area 1 Joseph cubit by 1 royal cubit of 28 fingers
(the sum of 1 Joseph cubit and 1 Moses cubit being
2 royal cubits or 56 fingers)
proportion 7 21 7 sum 35, or 1 3 1 sum 5
The resulting ring has again the same proportion as the average of the eight rings from the Nahal
Qanah cave. One might say the ark, by its own numbers, contained a virtual Israel ring.
Israel (cheth) numbers and names
The children of Israel in the desert lived by the two calendars of Jacob (Chalcolithic Beersheba
culture). A year had 12 months of 30 days, plus 5 and occasionally 6 more days, while 63
continuous periods of 30 days are 1,890 days - or 270 weeks of 7 days, the week given to Moses by
the Lord on Mount Sinai - and correspond to 64 lunations. Or a year had 9 long months of 40 days,
plus 5 and occasionally 6 more days, while 110 continuous periods of 40 days are 4,400 days - or
440 long weeks of 10 days - and correspond to 149 lunations. 12 also numbers the tribes of Israel,
40 the days Moses spent on Mount Sinai and the years the children of Israel spent in the wilderness
- 40 years or 25 Venus years or 495 lunations -, avoiding the heat of the day, watching the moon by
night.
The Magdalenian way of counting lunations was: 3 nights of the young moon, 6 nights of the
waxing moon, 9 nights of the full moon, 6 nights of the waning moon, 3 nights of the old moon,
alternately 3 and 2 nights of the empty moon. NEG for the old moon could have named the Negev,
inverse GEN for the young moon the desert of Sin or Zin, and GEN NAI, young moon GEN to find
a good place for a camp NAI, the Sinai.
The children of Israel were a few families and scholars, regarded as the seed of a people to come:
may they reach the promised land of milk and honey, prosper, multiply, and grow to a people of
600,000 men ... The big number, a dream number, as it were, has many meaningful factors: 2 of
earth and sky / 3 of Jacob and Joseph and Moses and their cubits / 4 cardinal directions / 10
commandments, 5 on each table / 12 months in a year, poles of the Asherah sanctuary, tribes of
Israel, corners of the polygon of rational corners in the circle of radius 5, four corners defined by the
cross of the axes, eight more by the Sacred Triangle 3-4-5 sum 12 / 30 days of a month / 40 days of
a long month / 64 lunations in the shorter lunisolar cycle / radii 5 25 125 625 3125 of the circles
with inscribed polygons of rational corners.
The children of Israel spent a long time at Kadesh-barnea. From there they reached a place called
Beer "... the well whereof the Lord spake unto Moses, Gather the people together and I will give
thee water. Then Israel sang this song, Spring up, O well ..." (Numbers 21:16,17). Beer might have
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been a well near Kadesh-barnea whose original name might have been CA DhAG BIR NE, sky CA
able DhAG fur BIR out of NE - the heavenly one CA who is able DhAG spoke from a well, from a
place where bags of fur BIR are filled with water, out of NE a well spoke the Lord.
BIR NE KAL, fur BIR out of NE cave Underworld KAL, might have been the full version of barnea, BIR Beer as place where the bags of fur BIR were filled with water out of NE a hole KAL
in the ground, NE KAL Hebrew Nahal (pronounce the h like the ch in Scottish loch) naming a river
or brook that springs from a well German Quelle.
Another name of Kadesh-barnea was or still is En Mishpat, perhaps from MmOS PAD, Moses
walked.
South of Kadesh-barnea is a mountain that was or still is called Sapher or Shapher or Shepher,
perhaps one more derivative of SAP BIR, the mountain at whose base the SAP BIR 'apiru camped.
Israel (teth) Polyphem and Goliath
Polyphem was a cyclops, a one-eyed giant, wearing his eye on the forehead. He resembled more a
wooded mountain top than a man who eats bread. His name means Much Famous. He lived from
sheep and goats he milked in his cave. Polyphem was the Homeric symbol of Troy, his one eye the
acropolis overlooking the river plain of the Troas, his body downtown Troy VIIa that provided
protected shelter for 5,000 to 10,000 people, his cave the Trojan harbor on the Besik bay, the sheep
and goats foreigns ships, and the milk he lived on were high fees asked from foreign sailors waiting
for favorable winds in the Trojan harbor on the Besik bay.
Polyphem has a parallel in the Bible, Goliath, mentioned in 1 Samuel 17, a giant Philistine from
Gath. He stood on a hill and shouted across the valley to another hill on which the army of Israel
gathered. Young David, herding sheep, was ordered to join the army of the Israelites. His weapon
was a sling and stones. Goliath asked him whether he considers him a dog he can chase away by
throwing stones? Then Goliath cursed David, and attacked him. David slung a stone, hit Goliath in
the forehead, the giant fell, David severed his head and brought it home, as trophy and sign of
victory, while the Philistines fled.
Now the same story deciphered along the symbols.
The Philistines were a Sea People that settled on the southern shore of Asia Minor. Gath was their
forteress highest up in the hills, where the Israelites lived, semi-nomads dwelling in small tents that
may have looked like grazing sheep. The Philistines planne to conquer the hills of Palestine. They
built a camp on a hill, opposite a hill of the Israelites. The main tent had four corner posts or legs
and was compared to the 'sheep' tents of the Israelites a 'dog'. It had sort of a tower for a neck, and a
standart of shining metal for a head, visible from afar, shouting the message WE COME AND
CONQUER THE HILLS ... Around the 'neck' of the big tent was wound a long strip of leather with
5,000 shekel of mail, some fifty kilograms of metal, contributing to the message, and naming the
main tent, GO) IAT or GOL IAT Goliath, GO) for mouth or neck and IAT for a strip of leather. The
weapon of David was a sling and clay bottles filled with a burning liquid, perhaps on the basis of
asphalt and sulphur which set
the Goliath tent afire and made the Philistines flee, whereupon David got the standart, former 'head'
of the big tent, and brought it home as trophy and sign of victory. His name goes back to DA PAD,
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away from DA activity of feet PAD - David delivered from the lion, delivered from the bear, and
delivered from the hand of Goliath. While the lion symbolizes Egypt and the bear Hattusas, Goliath
symbolizes the Philistines who planned to conquer the hills of Palestine.
As the story of Polyphem summarizes the Trojan war from the viewpoint of the Achaeans, the story
of David and Goliath summarizes the failed expansion of the Philistines into the hills of Palestine
from the viewpoint of the children of Israel.
Israel (yod) house of the Lord
And it came to pass that Solomon began building a house of the Lord (1 Kings 6), 60 cubits long,
20 cubits broad, and 30 cubits high. Remember the three combined measures
Jacob cubit 21 fingers or 39.375 cm
Joseph cubit 22 fingers or 41.25 cm
Moses cubit 35 fingers or 65.625 cm
If the basic numbers of the temple are Jacob cubits we have a room measuring 60 by 20 by 30 Jacob
cubits, or 36 by 12 by 18 Moses cubits, or 23.625 by 7.875 by 11.8125 meters, diagonal exactly 70
Jacob cubits or 42 Moses cubits or 27.5625 meters.
Floor and ceiling might have been consecrated to Moses, diagonals practically 38 Moses cubits; the
long walls to Joseph, diagonals practically 64 Joseph cubits; and the short walls to Jacob, diagonals
practically 36 Jacob cubits.
The ark was kept in the so-called oracle, a cube measuring 20 by 20 by 20 Jacob cubits or 12 by 12
by 12 Moses cubits, occupying the hind third of the temple, diagonal square 27 Joseph cubits,
diagonal cube 33 Joseph cubits. No walls were needed for the oracle, just a curtain, 20 Jacob or 12
Moses cubits long and high and away from the rear wall, a curtain of precious material, a pair of
cherubs embroidered on them with gold thread, charged with static electricity as magic protection
of the ark behind the soft wall.
The entrance was in the short eastern wall, a Jacob wall. The window above the entrance may have
been an Israel ring of these numbers
height of center 20 Jacob or 12 Moses cubits
inner diameter 1 Jacob + 1 Joseph + 1 Moses cubit
circumference 7 Moses cubits
ring 1 Jacob cubit
outer diameter 120 fingers
c. 35 22 35 22 35 22 35 22 35 22 35 22 35 sum 377 f

The implicit pi values 245/78 (7 Moses cubits divided by the sum of the three cubits) and 377/120
are found as follows
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4/1 (plus 3/1) 7/2 10/3 13/4 16/5 19/6 22/7
3/1 (plus 22/7) 25/8 47/15 ... 245/78 ... 377/120
Jacob saw the Lord up above AS in a glory of light RAA and heard him speak ) or L, together AS
RAA ) or AS RAA L Israel that became Jacob's byname. Luz was renamed into Bet-el 'House of
the Lord'. From the hill of Luz or Bet-el one sees down on the hill of Jersualem, where the hous of
the Lord was actually built, commemorating the dream vision of Jacob Israel, marking the
northeastern corner of a triangular prozession way, the other two corners having been a pair of
columns commemorating Joseph in Egypt and his dreams of seven fat and seven meagre years, to
the southwest of the temple, and a flat rock with a carved stone ring and a carved basin in the
hollow of the ring, commemorating the miracle at Beer near Kadesh-barnea in the wilderness, also
on the temple hill, to the south of the temple. The procession way led back to the house of the Lord,
which, this time, celebrated the united kingdom of Israel and Judah in the era of Solomon, heir of
the combined legacy of Jacob and Joseph and Moses.
Israel (kaph) pair of pillars and molten sea
From the house of the Lord on the Temple Mount at Jerusalem, in the northeast of the sacred
precinct, where the dream vision of Jacob at Luz or Bet-el had been commemorated, the pilgrims
walked to a pair of columns in the southeast of the sacred precinct - one column bright, the other
dark, each crowned by a band of brass, commemorating Joseph in Egypt and his dreams of seven
fat and seven meagre years; in 1 Kings 7 a pair of pillars, 18 cubits high apiece, while the
cirumference measured 12 cubits, and they were entirely made of brass by the skilled metal worker
Hiram of Tyre. Here a modified and more realistic version
height 18 Moses or 30 Jacob cubits
circumference 12 Joseph cubits
diameter 4 Jacob cubits
height of brass band at top 2 Jacob cubits
remaining height 7 times 4 Jacob cubits
for the fat (bright) and meagre (dark) years
Then the procession went to a flat rock south of the house of the Lord, gathering together around a
stone ring carved on the top, the vertical rim decorated with the carved horns of 3 and 3 and 3 and 3
oxen marking the cardinal directions. In the middle of the horizontal stone ring was carved a basin,
and coated with brass by Hiram, called the molten sea. 1 Kings 7 gives 10 cubits for the diameter of
the molten sea, and 30 cubits for the circumference, yielding 30/10 or 3 for pi. Here again a more
realistic version
diameter stone ring 10 Jacob or 6 Moses cubits
circumference 30 Joseph cubits
660/210 or 22/7 for pi
diameter basin 6 Jacob cubits or 236.25 cm
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circumference 18 Joseph cubits

The basin, coated with brass, and filled with water, commemorated the miracle of Beer in the
wilderness, near Kadesh-barnea. The Lord spoke out of the ground, telling Moses to gather his
people together, whereupon he will provide them with water. Israel (the children of Israel) gathers
together and sings a song, Spring up, O well. The nobles dig a hole, and really, it fills with water
and becomes a well from where the people and the cattle drink. The story is told in Numbers 21.
Now imagine the pilgrims on the temple mound at Jerusalem gathering together around the molten
sea, around the stone ring framing the basin filled with water, watching the sky up above AS and its
light RAA mirrored in the surface of the water, listening to the voice ) or L of a priest reciting the
words the Lord spoke out of the well at Beer, and singing the song of Beer: Spring up, O well ...,
feeling as children of AS RAA ) AS RAA L Israel.
Why a sea and not a well? The sea is filled by rivers that begin as brooks that spring as wells, and in
like manner the numerous people of the united kingdom of Israel and Judah descended from the
children of Israel who gathered together around the well at Beer in the wilderness.
Israel (lamed) pool below Gihon spring, menorah
The molten sea with a diameter of 10 cubits, a circumference of 30 cubits, a brim of one hand, a
depth of 5 cubits, and an enormous capacity of 2,000 baths might combine two places: a ring and
basin carved in a flat rock on the Temple Mount, commemorating the miracle of the well at Beer
near Kadesh-barnea in the wilderness, and the pool below the Gihon well in the Kidron Valley, east
of the citadel, "unto the place against the sepulchres of David" (Nemehia 3:16).
The cubit of the pool might combine the three measures of length in yet another way
3 Jacob and 2 Joseph and 1 Moses cubits
21 21 21 plus 22 22 plus 35 sum 142 fingers
outer diameter 10 combined cubits
inner circumference 30 combined cubits
outer diameter 32 1356 32 sum 1,420 fingers
brim or 'hand' 32 fingers (60 centimeters)
inner diameter 1,356 fingers (25.425 m)
inner circumference 4,260 fingers (79.875 m)
pi value 355/113
3/1 (plus 22/7) 25/8 47/15 ... 355/113
depth 5 Joseph or 3 Moses cubits or 105 fingers
(196.875 cm)
bath 2 by 2 by 2 or 4 by 2 by 1 Jacob cubits
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(filling of a tub, 488 liters)
capacity a little more than 2,000 baths
(brimful 2,047 baths)
A circle on the brim (dividing it from the outside into seven and eleven parts) has a circumference
in fingers that equals 12 years in days. Imagine a dozen poles marking the New Years, indicating the
poles of the Asherah sanctuary, the months in a year, and the tribes of Israel - each pole the standard
of a tribe, bearing a torch by night.
An emblem of the Asherah sanctuary would have been the menorah in the house of the Lord, MAN
AAR RAA menorah, right hand or simply hand MAN air AAR light RAA, symbolizing the children
of Israel led by Jacob and Joseph and Moses, rising their arms and hands MAN toward the heavenly
one of air AAR and light RAA, upward AS to the light RAA from where the Lord spoke ) or L ...
Numbers of the (brazen) menorah
height 1 Jacob and 1 Joseph and 1 Moses cubit
21 22 35 sum 78 fingers (146.25 cm)
radii semicircles 7 14 21 fingers
arcs 1 2 3 sum 6 Joseph cubits
poles and arcs 10 Jacob or 6 Moses cubits
Israel (mem) royal pool and orchard
Between the Gihon spring (or springs) and the large pool of the 12 tribes of Israel, each represented
by a brazen standard on the brim, their circle in fingers 12 years in days, might have been a small
royal pool of these numbers
diameter 10 Jacob or 6 Moses cubits
circumference 30 Joseph cubits
(393.75 and 1,237.5 cm respectively)
depth 6 Jacob or 3 Moses cubits
(196.875 centimeters)
capacity 2,000 times 12 liters
(half an amphore of 23.8 liters)
The royal pool might have been surrounded by a wall in the shape of a dodecagon, inner numbers
diameter 510 fingers
3 Jacob 6 Joseph 9 Moses cubits
or 4 Jac 3 Jos 6 Mos 3 Jos 4 Jac
height 99 fingers
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2 Jacob 1 Joseph 1 Moses cubits
side 132 fingers or 6 Joseph cubits
diagonal side 165 fingers
2 Jacob 4 Joseph 1 Moses cubits
proportion side 99-132-165 or 3-4-5
periphery wall 72 Joseph cubits
area wall 18 by 18 Joseph cubits
Imagine the pool surrounded by the wall of twelve sides in an orchard of pomegranates, Punica
granata, a shrub or small tree, with red blossoms of six petals followed by 'love apples' of six
chambers rich in seeds, branches hanging over the wall. Genesis 50:22 and Solomon's Song 8:2
Joseph is a fertile bough,
even a bough by the well;
whose branches run over the wall
I would make thee drink spiced wine
of the juice of my pomegranates.
Israel (nun) Solomon
DA PAD David, away from DA activity of feet PAD, named the David people in the hills of
Palestine, delivered from the paw of the Egyptian lion, from the paw of the Hittite bear, and from
the hand of the Philistine Goliath.
SAL MAN Solomon, watery ground SAL right hand MAN, named those who worked in the watery
ground SAL with their right hand MAN, also the overseers of waterworks, and personified the
united kingdom of Israel and Judah between around 900 and 835 BC.
Ahab ruled from 871 to 852 BC. He was a great builder. We may assume that he employed the best
achitects. Among them the unknown genius of the Temple Mount at Jersualem?
In 867 BC, year four of his reigning time, Ahab might have given order to plan a temple. The first
ideas might have been rather trivial and little satisfactory. Then the 'unknown genius' might have
presented an appealing and convincing new concept: a house of the Lord commemorating Jacob's
vision at Luz or Bet-el 'House of the Lord' in the wilderness; a pair of pillars commemorating
Joseph in Egypt and his dreams that prophesized seven fat and seven meagre years; and a molten
sea commemorating Moses at Kadesh-barnea and the miracle of the well at Beer in the
wilderness ...
The building of the temple might have begun in 854 BC, toward the end of Ahab's reigning time.
This would have been 480 years after the Exodus (1 Kings 6:1) - a first Exodus occurring in 1334
BC, at the end of Akhenaten's reigning time?
Israel (samekh) fable of Ezekiel, heavenly Jerusalem
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Ezekiel was a priest, astronomer and mathematician from Jerusalem, deported to Upper
Mesopotamia in 597 or 587 or 582 BC, held captive by the river (channel) of Chebar, east of Haran
and the Göbekli Tepe.
One late morning he witnessed a rare phenomenon, a double rainbow high in the sky, the inner bow
a full circle around a sun veiled and unveiled by thin clouds - up above AS a glory of light RAA
wherefrom the Lord spoke to Ezekiel in the divine voice ) or L of an inspiration, together AS RAA )
or AS RAA L Israel: he may regard the double rainbow as a heavenly Israel ring, a heavenly
Jerusalem composed of time-space, of days and years and lunations and Venus years, heavenly
cycles revolving within each other, wheels in wheels ...
He then calculated a model of the heavenly Jersualem, based on a flexible unit of time, a measure
that slightly varied around 63/64 of a day. 30 measures were one lunation or synodic month, 371
measures a year, and 1,484 measures were 1,461 days or 4 years.
The wall around the heavenly Jerusalem was 4 times 4,500 measures or 18,000 measures long, with
12 gates, one for each tribe of Israel, each gate 12 measures wide, framed by a pair of gateposts,
each gatepost 2 measures strong, while the arcs of the wall from one to the next gate were 1,484

measures or 1,461 days or 4 years long. Three arcs and gates yielded 1484 2 12 2 1484 2 12
2 1484 2 12 2 sum 4,500 m, The circumference of the outer circle (wall) had a length of
18,000 measures or 600 lunations, while the diameter had a length of 191 lunations
6/2 (plus 22/7) 28/9 50/16 72/23 ... 600/191
Four opposite gates marked a square of the side 135 lunations
3 7 6, 10 13 20, 23 33 46, 56 79 112, 135 191 ...
Turn the area of the square into the circle around the Temple Mount. Its diameter will be
4,500 days.
The 12 gates defined a dodecagon whose periphery was 30 Venus years, nearly 48 solar
years, while the dozen arcs of the wall between neighboring gates had a total length of 48
solar years, mirrored in the 48 chapters of Ezekiel's book.
May the heavenly Jerusalem descend on earth, and may the measure of time turn into a
measure of length, a Jacob or Joseph or Moses cubit. May the divine Jerusalem become real,
with an outer wall of 12 gates around the city mentioned at the end of Ezekiel's book, and an
inner wall around the Temple Mount ...
The ark is not lost. It survives in the Bible, a book of symbols, a treasure of memories.
Homer and the Bible had been taken literally, then rejected as mere fiction. Now the time
has come for a middle way. We may look out for symbols and study the logic of oral
tradition.
Israel (ayin) heavenly Jerusalem on earth
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Let one measure be one Moses cubit (M) or 35 fingers or 65.625 centimeters, and combine
it with a Moses rod (R) of 125 centimeters, defined as follows
35 fingers or one Moses cubit
40 Moses cubits are 21 Moses rods
200 fingers are 3 Moses rods
finger(breadth) 1.875 cm
measure or Moses cubit M 65.625 cm
Moses rod R 125 cm
The combined measures allow again practical definitions
diameter circle 20 M circumference 33 R
side equilateral triangle 20 R height 33 M
edge cube 20 R diagonal volume 66 M
double square 27 by 54 R diagonal 115 M
The Moses rod also turns the heavenly Jersualem of Ezekiel's vision into an ideal earthly
Jerusalem
circumference outer wall 18,000 measures
or 9,540 Moses rods or 11.8125 kilometers
diameter outer wall 3,008 R or 3.76 km
side inscribed square 2,127 R or 2.65875 km
diameter inner wall 2,400 R or 3 kilometers
circumference inner wall 7,540 R or 9.425 km
If the outer wall was 4 R or 5 meters strong (at the base), 300 R or 375 meters remain for
the ring, area nearly four square kilometers. Guards would have walked along the top of the
outer wall, whose 12 gates were named for the tribes of Israel. Guards would have lived and
workers and artisans and traders worked inside the ring, where also stores and magazines
would have been found, while most people would have lived inside the inner wall, around
the Temple Mount. Above the 12 smaller gates of the lower inner wall could have stood 12
towers for the poles of the Asherah sanctuary, while the tree of life would have grown on the
Temple Mount - a tree whose branches pointed upward to the light wherefrom the Lord
spoke.
Israel (pe) logic of the Bible
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Oral tradition fixed in early writing loved symbols, telling names and numbers, turned inner
qualities into outer decoration, inner features into attributes, blended similar events and
places, and, if possible, encoded built structures in telling numbers that were easily
memorized (like the Magdalenian double formulae of the Ice Age, surviving until the
Chalcolithic and Bronze Age and Iron Age) and allowed their basic reconstructions, turning
embellishments, finery and flourishes back into the beauty of ingenious and meaningful
solutions along the formula 'simple yet complex'. While we enjoy the luxury of gigabytes,
the early scribes had little writing space for saying it all.
God created the world in six days - not at once, but step by step by step, which is a hallmark
of evolution. Moreover the number six ikeeps a memory of the female triad and male triad
engaged in the process of creation according to (my interpretation of) temple D on
the Göbekli Tepe. The Bible is deeply rooted in the past. Reading it properly we can regain
the wisdom, and reconcile it with modern science and historiography.
(note for the ethnomathematical community)
What is mathematics? In my opinion the logic of building and maintaining. And what is
ethnomathematics? I use a wide and pragmatic definition: mathematical ideas, approaches
and methods from all over the world, and from all periods of time; simple yet complex;
admirable and intriguing; helpful and useful one way or another. When asked for examples I
mention the beautiful African fractals, patterns of the Sona, or two African fans of
wickerwork I have at home, one made of a palm leaf, the other from colored plastic strips - I
never tire studying them. Concerning Bible maths I'd say we can profit from studying the
artful combination of systematic early methods based on addition, of exact results and
approximations, which, in a way, denote our human condition: we know some things, of
many others we have rather vague ideas and hunches, yet when we combine them in an
artful way we manage to feel at home in the world ...
Israel (sadhe) Gihon spring, markings
You may remember the fertility giver BRI GID who shaped the ring of the primeval earth
AC and the hollow of the primeval sky CA wherein the sky god AAR RAA NOS appeared,
he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS, visualized by the big limestone ring on the
Göbekli Tepe.
BRI GID in her emanation of AC CA, she of the earth AC who made the sky (god) CA
appear, became the Indo-European earth goddess akka mentioned by Julius Pokorny, and
Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' English Eve, while inverse CA AC named the Greek
earth goddess Gaia.
Priestesses of BRI GID in her AC CA emanation asked the sky god for rain. Prayers for rain
and the smoke of sacrificial fires imploring rain were symbolized by snakes heading
upward, while falling rain rewarding the sacrificial fires, filling river beds and water holes,
was symbolized by snakes heading downward. Snakes are by far the most frequent symbols
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on Göbekli Tepe pillars. AAR RAA NOS had a believer in Aaron whose rod turned into a
snake, meaning that he excelled at finding water, and even surpassed pharaoh's water
engineers (magicians). AC CA in this context accounts for Latin aqua 'water' Spanish agua.
The four large signs carved in a floor of the Gihon spring may read AG V'
AC CA akka AG V' Hawwa Eve
AC CA aqua AG V' agua
They indicate a zigzag band, ideogram of water, abstract version of a winding snake, ancient
water symbol. Moreover the signs reading AG in the lower line, from right to left, evoke a
pair of mountains, while the V sign of the upper line V' again from right to left is inserted
into the space of the 'mountains' along the ancient idea of AAR RAA NOS filling the empty
space between hills and mountains with air and light, accounting for valley names like Val
d'Aran, Arundel, and Val d'Hérens in the Swiss Alps, while the short vertical line ' would
add falling rain to the picture.
We may then assume that the Gihon spring was consacrated to Hawwa 'mother of all life',
and this would explain how it became the source of the river of life in Ezekiel 47: "... and
everything shall live whither the river cometh."
Israel (koph) Adam and Eve, a heavenly fish
AD DA MAN belonged to the male triad of the Göbekli Tepe and participated in the
creation of the world. He made rivers that flow toward AD the sea while coming from DA
hills and mountains, and made them with his right hand MAN. His byname SAL MAN says
that he worked in the watery ground SAL with his right hand MAN. His favorite guise was a
fish that swam in the heavenly river or lake CA LAK overformed by Greek Galaxy 'Milky
Way', a SAL MAN salmon in the northern regions, or a LAK *loks 'salmonid, salmon
(trout)' Old Norse lox Old English leax New English lox and German Lachs for salmon,
Tocharian B laks 'fish', and a simply a fish in the southern regions, PIS meaning water in
motion but also bodies moving in water, fish, while the constellation of the heavenly fish in
the celestial river was called
KOS PIS
KOS OC CO
heavenly vault KOS fish PIS right eye OC attentive mind CO, together something like: wise
fish in the heavenly vault, looking down on creation. The fish became the Salmon of
Knowledge in Celtic mythology, separated from the creator of rivers, now a being of its
own; and LAK Loki in the Norse AD DA Edda, a trickster and shape shifter, once a great
help to the gods, then mocking the gods, fleeing, turning himself into a salmon, hiding
beneath a waterfall, but discovered, caught, and held in a firm grip by Thor, which is why
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the salmon's tail is tapered. In southern regions, KOS PIS KOS OC CO became Cassiopeia,
queen of Ethiopia.
AD DA MAN and the fertility giver BRI GID whose alter ego was AC CA were consorts.
AD DA MAN Adam as human being was the early farmer digging irrigation channels, while
SAL MAN Solomon was the overseer of waterworks. BRI GID in her emanation of AC CA
akka AG V' Hawwa Eve cultivated cereals. Next to the AG V' sign carved into the floor of a
cave in the Gihon spring at Jerusalem was found a cereal press. The deep grooves of the AG
V' sign evoke irrigation channels. CA for sky became V' in the upper line of the Gihon
spring markings, written ' V (from right to left), reminding of the Cassiopeia constellation
near the zenith, in a narrow passage of the heavenly river.
Israel (resh) Bath-sheba
Here is how the constellation of Cassiopeia can be seen as a fish
beta Cas (right eye)
alpha Cas pectoral fin (breast of Cassiopeia)
gamma Cas spineous dorsal fin
delta Cas anal fin
eta Cas caudal fin (eye of Cassiopeia)
This would have been the Celtic Salmon of Knowledge.
One of the Jewish personifications of Cassiopeia was Bath-sheba, mother of Solomon, wise
king Solomon whom the Lord loved.
Bat or bath 'house' may derive from PAD for the acitvity of feet. We go out of the house and
return to the house that is in a way the center of our steps. Making a bed and building a
house require a flat ground, achieved in the simplest way by padding around.
Sheba derives from SAP meaning everywhere (in space), here, south and north of me, east
and west of me, under and above me, in all seven places, wherefrom words for seven in
many languages including Hebrew sheba, also Greek sophia 'wisdom' and Latin sapientia
'worldly wisdom' acquired by exploring the world in all seven places.
Bath-sheba combining the two words would name the heavenly (spiritual) abode of
Solomon's mother, in the apex of the heavenly river CA LAK Galaxy Milky Way, a river
that passes the four horizons, south and north, east and west, changing with the revolving
sky, descending toward AD the Underworld KAL, then again emerging from DA the
Underworld, and in the middle of the wide circle of that river is the world in which we live,
Jerusalem ruled by wise king Solomon.
Picture Jerusalem in the era of Solomon, at midnight of the spring equinox. Cassiopeia,
abode of Bath-sheba, is in the zenith, while the heavenly river rises from the eastern and
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descends to the western horizon. At midnight of the summer solstice it rises from the
northern and descends to the southern horizon.
In the Celtic belief rivers and lakes and the Underworld were connected, so the Salmon of
Knowledge, epitome of knowledge and wisdom, SAP sophia sapientia, swum both in the
earthly rivers and lakes and in the heavenly river, his image in Cassiopeia representing the
'above ' among the SAP seven places of the world.
Israel (shin) Solomon Jedidiah
Bath-sheba, wife of David and mother of Solomon, had been the wife of Uriah the Hittite
whose death was instigated by David (2 Samuel 11,12) - in my opinion one more symbolic
story, perhaps combined with a real occurrence. The name Uriah the Hittite reminds of AAR
RAA (NOS) from the Göbekli Tepe in Anatolia. David taking away his wife may refer to the
collapse of the Hittite empire and rise of the David people in the hills of Palestine, another
heir of the Göbekli Tepe culture.
The Lord gave Bath-sheba and David a son who was called Solomon. His byname was
Jedidiah 'whom the Lord loves'
SAL MAN ShA -: I -:
ShA accounting for Je- in Jedidiah is the beginning of a double formula invoking the widely
worshipped supreme weather and sky god of the Bronze Age
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
ruler ShA activity of feet PAD to overcome
in the double sense of rule and give TYR
upward AS sky CA,
The ruler ShA goes ahead PAD and overcomes
in the double sense of rule and give TYR
up above AS in the sky CA,
the able one DhAG ...
The formula contains many names, for example ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove;
DhAG PAD TYR Dis pater, byname of Jupiter; TYR emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr
(Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus; DhAG Dios,
genitive of Zeus, perhaps a former byname; ShA CA DhAG CA Jahwe, storm god and 'rider
of clouds' from Mount Seir (!) in the Negev; ShA PAD Shiva ...
ShA CA DhAG CA Jahwe

ShA Ja- Je251

The lip lick -: I -: or LIL (produce the consonant given as -: by touching both lips with the
tip of the tongue) is present in the name of the Divine Hind or Hind Woman who called life
into existence, her main sanctuary being Altamira where she appears as a large and very
beautiful hind, licking the horns of a small bison under her

, calling moon bulls into life, thus creating time, lunations or synodic months, periods of 30
29 30 ... days. CER -: I -: has a derivative in herd, series, another in the name of Hera, cow
eyed Greek goddess. Among the derivatives of -: I -: are lyoba, call of herdsmen to their
cattle in the Swiss canton of Fribourg, from a similar Celtic call; German Leben English
life, German Liebe English love, Latin libido 'desire', English lip (licking the lips may once
have been a sign of love and desire, still can be a sign of appetite and lust), Latin bibere 'to
drink' (thirst being a mighty desire), the female given name Lily and the flower lily,
Ukrainian lyalka 'doll', Ugaritic dd 'loved (by)', Phoenician Dido 'Loved one', dadu- of
dadumatha 'loved by the heavenly master' (Linear A tablet Hagia Triada 95 deciphered by
Walther Hinz in the wake of Cyrus H. Gordon) and d-d in the Hebrew form of the same
name or title d-d-ym-sh (on a Hebrew seal from Tell Djemmeh, found 1960 by Yigael
Yadin), the ending -dida in Jedida (2 Kings 22:1), and -didiah in Jedidiah (2 Samuel 12:25)
SAL MAN ShA -: I -:

Solomon Jedidiah

MAS named the Magdalenian master hunter, then any master, also the heavenly master,
Linear A ma-tha, Hebrew m-sh, while inverse SAM named a Magdalenian hunting group,
then any company, also a gathering in the name of the heavenly Lord, SAM ) or SAM L
Samuel the speaker of a gathering in the name of the heavenly ruler and master who has the
say ) or L, the word )OG or LOG.
Israel (sin) etymology of Jerusalem
Jerusalem was inhabited from the fourth millennium BC onward (Gofel south of the old part
of town), called Urusalim on clay tablets from Ebla, between ca. 2 400 and 2 150 BC, a
name composed of uru 'town' and salim 'hail'. The origin of uru 'town' might have been
AAR RAA, naming an acropolis as place of air AAR and light RAA, while salim 'hail'
might go back to SAL MAN, watery ground SAL right hand MAN, indicating those who
worked in the watery ground and cared for clean water on which the well-being of a town
depended and still depends. We have then AAR RAA SAL MAN Urusalim jrwshljm
Jerushalajim Hierosolyma Jerusalem, place of air AAR and light RAA belonging to those
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who work in the watery ground SAL with their right hand MAN (note that AAR RAA
would have one more derivative in Greek hieros 'holy')
AAR RAA SAL MAN

uR u SAL iM

This would go along with the inscription of the Gihon spring, the four large signs that may
read AG V' and name the ancient fertility giver BRI GID in her emanation of AC CA akka
AG V' Hawwa Eve, in the context of AC CA aqua AG V' agua, consecrating the well to
Hawwa 'mother of all life' and thus explain how it became the source of the majestic river of
life in Ezekiel 47.

defining the meter, a historical joke (new version, written while working
on the Bible series, contribution for the ethnomathematical project My 100m)
David Eugene Smith wrote and compiled one of my all time favorite histories of mathematics
(1925, 1953, Dover New York 1958) and says in the chapter on the Metric System (pages 648ff in
volume II of the Dover reprint from 1958) that the meter was originally conceived as 1 / 40,000,000
of the Earth's circumference, but "Owing to a slight error in finding the latitude of Barcelona, the
original idea of the unit was not carried out, but a standard meter was fixed ..."
How did this happen? Let me tell you a fable.
Napoleon in Egypt was accompanied by a trail of 167 great scholars, among them 21
mathematicians, and among them several royalists who either hid their opinion, or were tolerated as
long as they kept silent because they were needed for the ambitious project of the "Description de
l'Egypte." Now imagine the royalists among those mathematicians, returned to France, holding a
secret meeting, and discussing the new measure of length:
-- Measuring the distance from Dunkirk to Barcelona failed, so we need another idea to fix the new
unit of length. How about using the royal cubit we found in the measurements of the Great Pyramid
at Giza, monument of the sun king of all sun kings, and thus honor our own late sun king? Let me
define the unit as diameter of the circle the circumference of which measures 6 royal cubits of the
Great Pyramid, and call it mètre 'meter', short for diamètre 'diameter' ...
The royal cubit of the Great Pyramid measures 52.36 cm (confirmed to me by Prof. Dr. Rainer
Stadelmann in a letter from the 1990s). If the circumference of a circle measures 6 of these cubits or
314.16 cm, the diameter 100,00023 cm or 1.0000023 meters or simply 1 meter.
6/2 (plus 22/7) 28/9 50/16 72/23 ... 600/191
If the circumference of a circle measures 600 of those cubits or 314.16 meters, the diameter
practically 191 cubits or 100.0076 m or simply 100 meters.
(By the way, my experimental reconstructions of early and very early mathematics paved the way
for Magdalenian.)
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Lascaux 7, life in the light of abilities
© 2014/15 Franz Gnaedinger
Wild Wild West of the World Wide Web / triangular definition of language / making sense of Homer
/ Magdalenian and modern understanding of the soul, animus atman pneuma spirit, origin of the
gods, to love and work (our place in the world) / oscillations within the verbal morphospace,
etymology of English fur (with a caveat), comment for beginners, genetics and word language / is
mathematics a language? / Magdalenian revival (10 parts) / Ararat Masis Judi, Azzi Hayasa
Armenia, land of Kar-da / Ebla in the wheat growing land of Minut founded a colony at Knossos
ruled by Minos, Ur Ebla Knossos / Lascaux in the light of equal unequal (two parts) / Human Brain
Project again (3 parts) / English fur (PIE logic and Magdalenian logic) / Magdalenian catechism /
truth, analogies, and creativity (3 parts) / Hebrew palal 'pray' (2 parts) / communication and
language / many ways of saying yes (2 parts) / Magdalenian grammar / Magdalenian formula of
leading a good life (obligations balanced by rights and freedom) / many ways of saying yes (part
3) / dog and hound / etymologies of English soul and Greek psychae / shamanic soul formula /
grammar of many grammars / Gothic saiwala 'soul' and saihwan 'see' / Phaistos Disc again (six
parts) / a grammar of many grammars (continuation, 4 parts) verbal equations, a song line, painting
the sky, soul and language --- the soul as intrapersonal and language as interpersonal coordinator
of abilities / Chauvet cave again / evolutionary advantage of religion (early January 2015) --- may
the insights gained by playing my hermeneutic muscle compensate for my limited English.
Wild Wild West of the World Wide Web
Magdalenian is an online experiment of soon ten years, a Usenet adventure, the Usenet being the
Wild Wild West of the World Wide Web, but also a great opportunity for presenting, developing and
evolving ideas. Every step of my experiment is documented in sci.lang, the more important
messages gathered in long Magdalenian threads, and excerpts of them published on my website, as
Lascaux pages
Lascaux, a lunisolar calendar
(early 2005 - early 2006)
www.seshat.ch/home/lascaux.pdf (Lascaux 1)
what is etymology? (linguistics and biology)
subtitle Magdalenian words and compounds 2006/7
(January 23, 2006, till October 3, 2008)
www.seshat.ch/home/lascaux.pdf (Lascaux 2)
(Magdalenian dictionary)
Magdalenian experiment (continuation)
(October 7, 2008, till February 2011)
www.seshat.ch/home/lascaux.pdf (Lascaux 3)
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www.seshat.ch/home/lascaux.pdf (Lascaux 4)
www.seshat.ch/home/lascaux.pdf (Lascaux 5)
Magdalenian experiment (year seven)
(February 24, 2011, till September 12, 2011)
Magdalenian experiment (year seven, continuation)
subtitle Magdalenian experiment (year eight)
(September 13, 2011, till September 29, 2012)
Magdalenian adventure (year eight, continuation)
subtitle Magdalenian adventure (beginning of year nine)
(September 29, 2012 till February 23, 2014)

Magdaleian revival ... (2014)
Magdalenian would have been the lingua franca of the last Ice Age, preserved for a long time in
shamanic double formulae. It relies on cave art and rock art and mobile art, works along time,
favors or is favored by thematic complexes and story telling, and reveals how words branched, both
phonetically and semantically.
Four laws of Magdalenia:

inverse forms have related meanings
permutations yield words around the same meme
D-words have comparative forms in S-words
important words can have lateral associations

A good four hundred words of rarely two and mostly three phonemes (letters, a few double letters,
and two extra signs) mined along these laws in the spring of 2005 and mainly in the spring of 2006
allow for many compounds which are the pride and power of Magdalenian.
Test cases: bear as the furry one vs bear as the brown one; deus theos / Zeus vs deus Zeus / theos;
words for horse; first Indo-European homeland on the banks of the Amu Darya, center the triangle
of Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan-T'upe, second IE Homeland Uralic steppes east of the Rha
Volga, third IE homeland Pontic steppes west of the Rha Volga; long double formula naming the
supreme sky and weather god of the Chalcolithic and Bronze Age and Iron Age ...
The guiding idea of the following messages is life in the light of abilities, DhAG meaning able
being the Magdalenian word of the most and most varied derivatives.
-----------------------------------------------------------255

triangular definition of language
Probably the most important scientific flair is a feeling or sense for the complexity of a problem. It
makes us look out for solutions of matching complexity patterns and narrows down the range of
possible answers. We train it by looking and going in many directions. Machines can support but
not replace it (computers won't really take over). I discovered that sense in primary school where it
helped me solve mathematical exercises with a minimum of calculating. Then it guided me for half
a century in piecing together my definition of language.
What is language?
Here my definition from 1974/75: Language is the means of getting help, support and
understanding from those we depend upon in one way or another --- and every means of getting
help, support and understanding may be called language, on whatever level of life it occurs.
Language, in my opinion, is a basic feature of life, and may be considered the intelligence of life:
using language we achieve more than all on our own, or the same with less energy.
Language mirrors life. The more things we use, the more words we need.
Word language can be understood as a triangle whose corners are life with our needs and wishes;
mathematics, logic of building and maintaining, based on the formula a = a; and art, human measure
in a technical world, based on Goethe's world formula and ever turning key 'all is equal, all
unequal ...'
Equations of the mathematical corner become symbols and metaphors in art , and the maintaining of
a dynamic and productive balance in life.
Calendars, I believe, were the beginning of mathematics, joining the Earth on which we live and the
sky above seen as canopy or ceiling or vault, making the world our home, the house of humankind,
as it were.
Language, one might say, makes this house habitable. We lead uncertain lifes in an unstable world,
yet owing to language that balances uncertainties we feel at home and save.
We ride logs in a mountain river, yet believe to sail peacefully across a lake. Language performs
that miracle for us.
-----------------------------------------------------------making sense of Homer
We read the Odyssey in school. I liked the Greek language and the colorful adventures of the hero,
especially his dramatic arrival at the coast of the Phaeakians, followed by an idyllic morning in
pleasant Scherie (end of book five, beginning of book six). But I never understood what the epic is
about. Until Eberhard Zangger published his Atlantis book, wherein he identifies pleasant Scherie
as an early Troy, and the arrival there as a time travel 'avant la lettre'. When Odysseus realizes
where he is, and what a lovely place he destroyed, or will destroy in the time perspective of the
natives, he can't help weeping ... This gives the epic a perspective. Maybe there is a story line we
can follow? Could Polyphem be Troy VIIa seen through Achaean eyes? The one-eyed giant
resembles more a wooded mountain top than a man who eats bread. So his eye might have been the
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acropolis overlooking the river plain? And all the strange places Odysseus encounters might again
be Troy, Troy in disguise, blended with other places and periods of time? visited in a long series of
dreams? A further major insight was the Homeric family of metals (Helen tin, Menelaos copper,
Hermione bronze). By and by the epic made sense. Below a list of symbols and Magdalenian
readings.
(Homeric symbols)
Polyphem -- Troy, his one eye the acropolis overlooking the river plain, his body downtown Troy
VIIa providing protected shelter for five to ten thousand people, vulnerable after the Hittite empire
collapsed
his cave -- Trojan harbor in the Besik bay
his goats and sheep -- foreign ships waiting in the harbor for favorable wind, asked for high fees
and tributes, tolls on their cargo
horses -- ships of the early Trojans (Phaeakians), and of the Achaeans who avoided the harbor in the
Besik bay and instead maintained an improvised harbor in the mouthing area of the Trojan rivers
near the mosquito infested swamps (malaria episode)
Helen and her extended family -- tin, copper, bronze, andrasit and brass; Mycenaean bronze
containing twelve or even fifteen per cent of tin, no tin in Greece, tin came from Central Asia,
bound to pass the Hellespont where the Trojans laid hands on the precious cargo, abducting Helen,
as it were
Trojan horse -- a beautiful and apparently abandoned Achaean ship dragged into the Besik harbor
by Trojan sailors, Achaean soldiers hide within, leave the ship in the dark of the night, overcome the
Trojan guards, acropolis alarmed via a chain of signals, Trojan troops hasting to the Besik bay,
meanwhile Achaean troops storm the acropolis of Troy, probably in the summer of 1184 BC, setting
the acropolis on fire, blinding Polyphem, the one eye of the Much Famous cyclops who resembles
more ‘a wooded hilltop than a man who eats bread’
oxen of Helios -- freight ships on the Black Sea
transgression of Odysseus' men -- a raid on the Krimean fleet, prolonging the series of conflicts in
the east
travels to strange places -- Odysseus dreaming, reaching Troy in disguise and blended with other
places and periods of time (Homer anticipating Freud's dream logic)
pleasant Scherie -- early Troy, when the Phaeakians were able pilots of foreign ships and helped
sailors in the perilous waters (Eberhard Zangger), Odysseus recognizes where he is, what a lovely
place he destroyed, or will destroy in the time perspective of the Phaeakians, and can't help
weeping, then arrives home for good (Zangger) where another task awaits him
Penelope -- Peloponnese
her shameless suitors -- those who profit from the land without meeting their obligations
Athene -- course of history personified
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Telemachos -- Far-away-war, far away from the Trojan war in time, Messenin wars, Homer of the
Iliad living in the time of the first Messenian war, Homer of the Odyssey in the time of the second
Messenian war, both compiling rich bardic material, both fearing for the unitiy of Greece
Plagues befalling Egypt in the Bible -- symbolize the invasion of the Sea Peoples and thus testify to
turmoil in the time of the Trojan war.
Homeric family of metals. Beautiful Helen was the symbol of tin, by then most precious, her white
arms tin ingots, her long glittering robes she made herself the glittering tin ore cassiterite, her thread
tin wire, by then cut out of hammered tin sheet. Her husband xanthos Menelaos was the symbol of
copper, the color xanthos covering all hues of copper ore, yellow brown red. Their daughter was
lovely Hermione who resembled golden Aphrodite, Homeric symbol of bronze, of a golden shine
when freshly cast. Menelaos had a slave woman for a mistress, andrasit, a natural alloy of copper
and zinc found in the Troas - zinc in enslaved form, as it were. Their son, strong late come
Megapenthes, was the symbol of brass, harder than bronze, arriving late in the 'family' of metals.
(Magdalenian reading help)
ITA CA, young bull ITA sky CA, under the sky of the young Zeus bull, ancient name of the
Peloponnese, Ithaca, surviving in the name of a relatively small island
ATI CA, mature bull ATI sky CA, under the sky of the mature Zeus bull, Attica
POL PAS and PAS LOP, fortified settlement POL everywhere in a plain PAS enveloping wall LOP,
fortified settlements everywhere enveloped in walls, ancient name of the Peloponnese and
especially the Argolis personified in Penelope
AD LAS, toward AD mountain LAS, land oriented toward the former mythical world mountain,
Atlantis, Eurasia, world mountain swept away by deluge, became present-day mountains, possible
Atlantis epic by Trojan bard Demodokos 'Teacher of People' warning Trojans of hubris
KAL LAS, cave Underworld KAL mountain LAS, mythical hall inside former world mountain,
home of metal people, Hellas, mythical home of Greeks
KAL KOS, cave Underworld KAL heavenly vault KOS, beautiful hall inside former world
mountain mirroring the heavenly vault, a memory of this hall surviving in the lofty hall of
Menelaos, Greek kallos 'beautiful' chalkos 'copper, bronze'
KAL EN, cave Underworld KAL in inside EN, Helen, beautiful Helen of the white arms, Homeric
symbol of tin; Hellenes, originally miners from the banks of the Amu Darya in Central Asia, first
Indo-European homeland
MAN LAS, right hand MAN mountain LAS, Menelaos who got rich by extracting metals with his
right hand MAN from mountains LAS, originally from the Alai Mountains in Central Asia where
copper and tin are associated, Menelaos Homeric symbol of copper, husband of Helen, the symbol
of tin, their daughter lovely Hermione who resembles golden Aphrodite, Hermione the Homeric
symbol of bronze, alloy of copper and tin, of a golden shine when freshly cast; family of metals
originally inhabiting the beautiful hall in the former world mountain, when this mountain was swept
away in the deluge the metals in the former hall became loads and veins in present-day mountains
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GRA KOS, painted cave GRA heavenly vault KOS, Graekoi Greeks, named in reference to the
beautiful hall in the former world mountain according to a myth of the early miners in Central Asia,
'paintings' carried out in metals, reliefs along the walls
TYR PAS, overcomer who rules and gives TYR everywhere in a plain PAS, naming TYR emphatic
Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric
Zeus as the one who overcomes everybody everywhere PAS in weather and time, both ruling our
lives but also given to us so that we make the best of them, former patron of TYR PAS Taruwisa
Troy, itself overcoming the Troas, most important ancient trading hub
POL LAS or POL LAD, fortified settlement POL hill LAD mountain LAS, Pallas Athene, former
patroness of POL LAS Wilusa Ilios Ilion, alternative name of Troy; Athene became a fierce enemy
of Ilion and was the Homeric personification of history; her name from AD DA NAI, to find a new
home NAI on a river that flows toward AD the sea while coming from DA the hills and mountains,
also trading routes that lead to one place while comingfrom another place, NAI AD DA accounting
for Naiades, genitive of naiax 'Naiade'
AD POL LOP, toward AD fortified settlement POL enveloping wall LOP, Apollo shooting an arrow
of light or sun beam toward the place of the gate of a future settlement, marking the place for a seer,
faithful patron of Troy
PAD AD DA PAS TON, activity of feet PAD toward AD from DA everywhere in a plain PAS to
make oneself heard TON, he who follows rivers that flow toward the sea while coming from hills
and mountains, Doric Poteidas, and everywhere he comes to he makes himself heard, Greek
Poseidon, originally the god of rivers, creator of the horse, faithful patron of Troy, although angry
with Trojans for having been too hospitable, way more angry with Odysseus for blinding Polyphem,
Homeric symbol of Troy, especially Troy VIIa
CO OC LOP, attentive mind CO right eye OC wall LOP, naming the organization of a fortified
settlement, ruler of the focused mind in the center surrounded by watchful guards along the wall,
Cyclops, cyclopic wall, the most famous Cyclops having been Polyphem 'Much Famous' who
resembled more a wooded mountain top than a man who eats bread, Homeric symbol of Troy
PIR RAG, fire PIR towering RAG (a word of many meanings and derivatives, originally naming
the line of head and back of an animal in cave art), signal fire on the hill Montmartre in Paris,
France, guiding Neolithic boats on the Seine, while Paris prince of Troy overlorded the smiths and
kept the signal fire on top of the acropolis, abducted beautiful Helen of the white arms, wife of
Menelaos, confiscated Mycanean tin and thus caused the Trojan war.
-----------------------------------------------------------Magdalenian and modern understanding of the soul
KA in the language of Southern Africa in the Middle Stone Age would have named what is beyond,
in the sky, inside rock, in a well, and deep inside ourselves, accessible to a shaman or shamaness in
a trance induced by a special breathing technique (hypothesis from the late spring and early summer
of 2005). Animals in European cave art and in the rock art of Southern Africa are often shown as if
emerging from or disappearing into clefts and niches in the rock, anticipating Vladimir Vernadzky's
famous dictum of life being the metamorphosis of stone.
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The very ancient KA would have become Magdalenian CA for sky, inverse AC for an expanse with
land, and KAL for cavity, cave, Underworld, inverse LAK for lake, in the ancient belief connected
with the Underworld.
PIR GID the fire giver lit the solar eye and lunar eye of the sky god from the Göbekli Tepe, and
warmed the seeds of life her sister the fertility giver BRI GID had planted into the primeval earth,
whereupon animals emerged from clefts and niches in the rock. PIR SAI KAL named the soul as
spark from the fire PIR of life SAI in a cavitiy KAL of rock, then in the hull of body and womb
(kalyx 'hull of the fruit, capsule), and became Greek psychae Gothic saiwala Old English sawl New
English soul
PIR SAI KAL P SAI KA P Sy chAe

psychae

PIR SAI KAL SAI KAL SAI wALa

saiwala

PIR SAI KAL SAI KAL SA wL

sawl soul

Psychae also names a shadow on the wall, cast by a fire in the cave or hall. Psychein 'to breathe,
blow' and psychos 'winter, frost' may have been named thus for they prove that a fire PIR of life
SAI in the hull KAL of the body exists: we inhale cold air and exhale warm air, heated by the fire
within (actual fire, slow and controlled combustion of oxygene).
I am not really certain about this etymology, but fairly sure that SAI for life is part of psychae
sailwala sawl soul, and that English sex derives from the emphatic doubling SAI SAI life life ...
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, is the Magdalenian word of by far the most
numerous and most widely varied derivatives, indicating that life may be seen as a bundle of
abilities, and the soul as halo around them.
Sigmund Freud explained the soul via three basic biological abilities: nourishing oneself (gaining
energy); getting rid of waste (shedding entropy); and procreating (multiplying and shuffling genetic
combinations, genes being enablers).
The soul, we may say, coordinates abilities. Why can music affect and move us, even touch the
soul? rhythms and melodies coordinate activities of our brain, connecting (I presume) the modern
human areas with the ancient animal cores of the brain.
animus atman pneuma spirit
Latin animus 'breath, soul, spirit' may derive from ANI MmOS, spirit of a place ANI offspring
MmOS, naming the spirit or better spirits of a place approaching a newborn child.
Sanskrit atman 'breath, self, soul' may derive from IAD MAN, healer IAD right hand MAN, naming
a shamaness or shaman inviting a good spirit of the place to approach the newborn child and wake
up the young soul, while warding off the bad spirits of the place, and doing that with the right hand
MAN.
Greek pneuma of the same meanings may derive from RIP ANI MAN, to fan RIP spirit of a place
ANI right hand MAN, naming a shamaness or shaman in the same function, fanning good spirits
toward and bad ones away from a newborn child, and doing so with the right hand
RIP ANI MAN RIP NI MA IP NI MA P Neu MA
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pneuma

Latin spiritus covers the same range of meanings and includes high spirit, fire, and liquid. The word
may derive from SAI PIR RYT, life SAI fire PIR archer RYT, referring to the fire archers PIR RYT
of the fire giver PIR GID who provided the fire of life PIR SAI, the fire givers PIR RYT shooting
'fingers of light and luck' DIG LIC along the rivers PIR RYT Firat Euphrates and DIG LIC Dicle
Tigris in the night of the fire giver in the wider region of the Göbekli Tepe, on New Year's Eve, also
in rituals invoking the rain from the sky god. The resulting compound has affinities to the fire PIR
of life SAI in the hull KAL of the body, accounting for Greek psychae (also for Gothic saiwala Old
English sawl New English soul)
SAI PIR RYT S PIR RYT

S PIR iT

PIR SAI KAL P SAI KA P Sy chAe

spirit
psychae

ANI has a derivative in German Ahne 'ancestor'. The spirit or rather spirits of a place would then
have been ancestors. Our ancestors are still present in our genomes. Inviting some spirits to
approach a newborn child and warding off other spirits has a counterpart in the epigenetic switches
turning on and off genes. A variety of shamanic rituals performed around a newborn child would
have supported the parents, perhaps even on the epigenetic level. The name given to a child could
have mentioned a special feature of the place, providing a link between the child and the good spirit
who had been invited by the shamaness or shaman to animate the young soul. A well chosen name
could then have become a lifelong spiritual guide and help.
(I was named for Francesco d'Assisi who spoke with the animals. As boy I read a book about him,
and was impressed. It may well have stimulated my interest in the basic features of language.)
origin of the gods
Worshipped ancestors, remembered for a long time, revered, implored for help from the beyond,
became divine beings, deities, gods and goddesses, good ones in the sense of able DhAG, Latin
deus dea, Greek theos thea (incompatible with deus dea in PIE, well compatible in Magdalenian),
Sumerian dingir, the early deities from the sacred Duku mountain of Sumerian mythology, and the
supreme Celtic god Dagda, the good god in the sense of the able god, from DhAG DhAG able able.
Now the ancestors have a real presence in our genome, in our genes that can be seen as enablers.
When reading The Selfish Gene by Richard Dawkins (second edition from 1989) I had the
impression that he might as well be describing Homeric deities ...
Dawkins mentions a gene that is helpful to the young body but can turn obnoxious to the old body,
so he proposes that we might find a way to fool that gene into believing we were still young. I
might have experienced such a fooling, my body talking to the genes on the epigenetic level. When
I got a bad diagnosis I fainted, and had a dream vision. I was a boy again, on a Sunday pleasure
walk in the woods, the sun slanting between the high trunks of the fir trees, all very peaceful. Then I
woke up, lying on the floor, surrounded by nurses, the sun slanting between the vertical lamettas of
the blinds. The doctor gave me two years; meanwhile I survived for almost twenty years, no pills,
no problems, no recidives. Then, some years later, I read Dawkins, and found a possible explanation
for my dream vision in the hospital. My body might have addressed my genome: This body is still
young, a boy, as it were, please let him live ...
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Shamanic rituals might have worked in a similar way, imploring the able ones in nature and the
beyond, reaching the enablers within. Religion can make sense even in the hard light of science.
The problem with religion, in my opinion, is a betrayal of transcendence
We know exactly who God is and what He wants.
He wants what we want. He is our mighty henchman ...
However, the betrayal of transcendence also occurs in the sciences, where successful paradigmata
are all too often turned from hypotheses into the truth, eternal and complete truth, nothing beyond.
love and work, our place in the world
The possibility of life may be ingrained in the fabric of the cosmos, allowing life to bud where the
conditions are right, in a balance of the cosmic powers, maintaining and expanding a comfort zone
by means of what we may call the intelligence of the lock - a small amount of energy needed for
opening and closing the gates can lift a heavy ship from the lower to the higher level of a channel.
What Freud said of the conscious mind - a little king awake among slumbering giants, "ein kleiner
wacher König unter schlummernden Riesen" - may also hold for life, no longer in the center of the
world but still in the eye of the cosmic powers, visualized by the Sumerian pair of antithetic
seropards (combining serpent and leopard), the long intertwined necks leaving a small free cirlce
for the world of colors and warmth of life in between the blinding heat of the sun and freezing
darkness of deep space.
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, is the Magdalenian word of the most widely varied
derivatives, indicating the harsh conditions of the Ice Age that challenged Homo sapiens, triggered
inventions and asked for a range of new abilities on top of the basic abilities of life in the beautiful
but mostly hostile vastness of space.
Freud summarized the human abilities in love and work. Love holds life together and secures the
succession of generations, work maintains and expands our place in the world, our comfort zone
where the cosmic powers are almost perfectly balanced, love and work themselves a balance among
our abilities.
-----------------------------------------------------------oscillations within the verbal morphospace

Magdalenian is a novel approach to early language and introduces a couple of new concepts, for
example the verbal morphospace, a loan from evolutionary biology. There are no woodpeckers on
the Galapagos islands, whereupon one of the finches took over the free place in the biological
morphospace, developed a long beak and a cushioning of the brain, and hammers away at the bark
of trees in search of larvae. Some fish became amphibia, then reptiles, then mammals, and some of
the mammals returned to the sea and the life of fish, became dolphins and whales, explored and
conquered new places in the marine morphospace.
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Magdalenian KOD meaning tent, hut, and the comparative form KOS naming the heavenly vault as
metaphorical ceiling of the world, have many derivatives, among them English cot cottage hut shed,
German Kate 'hut' Hütte 'hut', German Haus English house, French château English castle, French
cité English city, French cosme English cosmos, then also English coat as casing of the body, hood
and hat as casings of the head, and head as casing of the mind, German hüten 'to guard' Hüter
'guard', and many many more. English neighborhood became hood among hip hoppers and rappers,
which can be seen as an oscillation within the verbal morphospace, Magdalenian KOD returning to
a close variant in hood.

Another example of an oscillation within the verbal morphospace is English fur. Magdalenian BIR
means fur, especially the fur on which a newborn was placed (a Greek custom reported by Porphyry
in the second century AD, surviving in parts of the Slavic world until the twentieth century
according to Marija Gimbutas). BIR has very many derivatives, among them Greek byrsa 'hide, fur,
leather', Latin pella German Fell and Pelz English pelt, also English wool, a younger word from a
time when furs were replaced by woven textiles. Also wear and weave derive from BIR. The bear
was a furry one. The ancient custom of placing a newborn on a bear fur was replaced by the
bearing-cloth in which a barne (bairn, child) was carried to be christened (Edward de Vere alias
William Shakespeare in The Winter's Tale, Act 3 Scene 3 where also a bear is encountered). As the
many derivatives of BIR drifted away, the place of the original word was left empty, but then
French fourrure was borrowed into English and shortened to fur, with a general meaning, contrary
to the specialized meaning of the French word, so that we can speak of another oscillation within
the verbal morphospace.

My explanation is that Magdalenian words like KOD and BIR are still active in an unconscious
layer of the English mind, where they are able to trap words in order to fill a vacant place within the
verbal morphospace.

The branching of words is a genuine concern of the Magdalenian approach to early language. We
can hope for more insights in the coming years, or even decades?
-----------------------------------------------------------etymology of English fur, with a caveat
Eric Hamp, in the Webster's Unabriged, gives this etymology of English fur: Middle English furre
(noun), derivative of furren 'to trim with fur', from Anglo-French furrer, Old French fo(u)rrer
originally 'to encase', derivative of furre 'sheath', from Germanic; akin to Old English fodder 'case,
sheath'.
I see two Magdalenian words
BIR fuerre fo(u)rrer furren fur
PAD pad feet --- feed food fodder
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BIR meaning fur has a derivative in Greek byrsa 'hide, fur, leather', naming the material out of
which a fuerre 'sheath' was made. Another derivative is French bourse English purse German
Geldbörse, also French bourse German Börse 'stock exchange', originally fur and leather bags filled
with precious goods and tokens.
PAD means activity of feet, while the comparative form PAS means everywhere (in a plain). Close
derivatives are to pad and foot feet, distant ones feed fodder food, referring to cattle grazing on a
pasture, moving on their feet, and to hunters, gatherers, farmers, herdsmen, traders, and so on,
gathering and gaining their food on their feet as well. German füttern 'feed' also has a metaphorical
sense: placing something into something else, for example glasses into a Futteral 'case', or you can
füttern 'feed' the inside of a coat with a soft and silky cloth, and you can füttern 'feed' a
parkingmeter with coins, the old sense kept alive in a humoristic parlance.
Fuerre 'sheeth' and fodder 'case, sheath' are then not akin but derive from different words, one
mentioning the material out of which a sheath was made, the other the function of placing
something smaller into something bigger, in analogy to food gathered and gained on the feet,
animals grazing, humans working, both walking around. The biological reason for evolving legs
and feet has been the gathering of food. PAD accounting for both feet and feed is not just a
coincidene or a superficial parallel.
Caveat. If there is a Frankish sound law turning *Fodra into fuerre, pater into père, cathedra into
chaire, then these transitions happen in the presence of an attractor
*Fodra fuerre fourrage etc.
attractor BIR meaning fur
pater père
attractor BIR meaning fur
bearer of the burden and purse
owner of a distinguishing fur coat
cathedra chaire
attractor KOS chaise chaire
chaise turned into chaire by rhotacism
Greek hedra 'seat, living place, temple' derives from KOD meaning tent, hut, a word of many
derivatives, while katha 'just like' may derive from the comparative form KOS meaning heavenly
vault - a ceiling is just like the heavenly canopy or vault.
comment for beginners
Magdalenian words come in pairs and groups. I mined them along my four laws of Magdalenian in
the spring of 2005 (using my first pair of laws) and mainly in the spring of 2006 (using two more
laws)
inverse forms have related meanings
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permutations yield words around the same meme
D-words have comparative forms in S-words
important words can have lateral associations
BIR means fur, especially the fur on which a newborn was placed - a bear fur in Hellenistic Greece
(Porphyry) and in parts of the Slavic world until the twentieth century (Marija Gimbutas). The
special meaning is own to the meme of the permutation group of six words. BIR has very many
derivatives, for example English bear as the furry one (versus bear as the brown one, first
Magdalenian test case, from August 2008). An important permutation is BRI meaning fertile,
naming the fertility giver BRI GID, also present in Greek Aphrodite
BRI GID a BRI GID e Aphrodite
while the powerful Celtic triple goddess Brigit combines the fire giver PIR GID and fur giver BIR
GID and fertility giver BRI GID.
PAD PAS belong to a permutation group of a dozen words. PAD means activity of feet (look out for
derivatives), inverse DAP activity of hands. PAD has a comparative form in PAS meaning
everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, in all five places, Greek
pas pan 'all, every' pente penta- 'five'. Inverse SAP means everywhere (in space), here, south and
north of me, east and west of me, under and above me, in all seven places, wherefrom words for
seven in many languages, also Greek sophia 'wisdom' and Latin sapientia 'worldly wisdom' acquired
by exploring the world in all seven places. English sap names the fluid circulating in plants, in a
tree: here, in the trunk we can touch, below in the roots and above in the crown, in the branches and
roots that point and grow toward south and north, east and west. A tree seen that way inspired the
ancient idea of a world tree.
genetics and word language
Drawing parallels between genetics and word language: stasis and oscillations / occasional
branching of species and words / genetic 'words' of three 'letters and Magdalenian words of three
phonemes / double helix and shamanic double formulae that may have anticipated our rhymes /
power of compounds.
Word language might be what Richard Dawkins calls an extended phenotype.
Stasis in biology was the big topic of Stephen Jay Gould ("stasis is data") who marveled that certain
features persisted in phyla basically unchanged although they were separated five-hundred million
years ago. The analog in language might be micro- and macro-oscillations, both keeping language
stable. As example of micro-oscillations you may consider the following spellings of the annual
item 'Gaol and Hospital' by the Constables of Bozeat in the late 17th century: Gel and Aspitol, Jeal
and Quartridge, Jail and Hospittle, Gayll and Ostetall, Gele and Asptol, Jayl and Aspetell (from the
charming booklet Bozeat - Your Village History, kindly sent to me by Marc Logan who wrote
hilarious parodies in sci.archaeology). Words oscillate while their phonetic 'centers of gravity'
remain fairly stable. Vacant places in the verbal morphospace filled by loans are then examples of
macro-oscillations.
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We still don't know how words are stored in the brain. And we don't really know how stasis works.
A vague idea of mine is a genetic masterplan, a biological computer, internal equations checking on
variants and guiding evolution to some degree from the inside, going beyond mere chance and
preventing life from being thrown against every cliff.
missing from the picture
The problem with religion is a betrayal of transcendence: We know exactly who God is and what
He wants. He wants what we want. He is our mighty henchman ... And the problem with science is
that successful paradigmata are generalized, absolutized, turned into dogmata and
imposed as the only truth. Consider the most successful paradigm of mechanics that led to the
clockwork universe, and to animals as mere automata unable of feeling – every child knows better.
Now for evolution. Darwin discovered gradual evolution by natural selection. His model was highly
successful but not complete. A friend informed him about the fossile record of crocodiles that
survived unchanged for hundred-and-fifty million of years, through all the slow and cataclysmic
changes of the environment over that long period of time. Darwin could not explain this, and
ignored the problem. He had a right to focus on the mechanism he had discovered. However, Ernst
Haeckel and others made selection the only principle of evolution and thus paved the way for the
eugenic programs of the past century.
Darwin ruled out Lamarck. Meanwhile Lamarckism is partly rehabilitated by the great discovery of
epigenetics. What else will be discovered in the coming decades and centuries and millennia?
Richard Dawkins and others should not make fun of everybody who looks beyond the fence of the
current understanding. "Stasis is data" wrote Stephen Jay Gould. As long as it remains unexplained,
something very big is missing from the picture.
Oscillations are fundamental in modern physics where they appear in the form of quantum
fluctuations of the vacuum. Such a fluctuation might even have been the origin of our universe.
I have a hunch that oscillations of proteins could play a role in biological computing. Decoding the
proteome is way more challenging than was the one of the genome. We might profit from
correlating different realms also in this task.
-----------------------------------------------------------is mathematics a language?
Word language can be seen as a triangle of the corners life with needs and wishes, mathematics as
logic of building and maintaining based on the formula a = a , and art as human measure in a
technical world based on Goethe's formula all is equal, all unequal ...
Galilei famously wrote that the book of nature is written in the language of mathematics ... God
may understand all of nature in mathematical terms whereas we just deciphered the first lines on the
first page, so to say. For our understanding the world falls apart into contrary perspectives that
mutually exclude each other while each one is indispensable.
Between the logic of mathematics (a = a) and the wider logic of nature and life and art (equal
unequal) appear paradoxa, the infinite that is equal and unequal itself, and can't really be tamed,
there is always the other side of logic.
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Mathematics per se is no language, but it can be seen as a corner of language in the above map of
word language.
-----------------------------------------------------------Magdalenian revival (part 1)
Magdalenian would have been the lingua franca of shamans and shamanesses in the last Ice Age,
fully developed stage of an older shamanic language that goes back to Chauvet (32 000 BP) and the
earliest level of Altamira (41 000 BP) and perhaps to northernIndia and the Aran Valley in Nepal
(60 000 BP ?) where Homo sapiens sapiens, having left Africa (100,000 years ago) and slowly
traversed Arabia felix (a resting place dated to 75,000 years ago), coming from the hot south,
encountered the cold and icy north, which would have triggered both technological and cultural
progress including the one of word language.
Cave art and rock art and mobile art are essential for Magdalenian. The oldest element of cave art
identified so far is a red ocher dot on a wall of the Altamira cave, dated to around 41,000 years ago.
Ceilings and walls of a cave often represented the sky, Magdalenian CA, while dots, especially red
ones, had the meaning of SAI for life, existence. The oldest red ocher dot on a wall of the Altamira
cave would have claimed a new life SAI in the sky CA for a worthy soul
SAI CA pSAI CA

psychae 'soul'

A more elaborate version of the same claim is the large inscription in the Brunel chamber of the
Chauvet cave, some 32,000 years old, a domino five and an additional dot in elevated position, in
all six dots, big red ocher dots applied with a palm. Around Easter 2006 (as I remember) one Holly
identified the domino five with Magdalenian PAS for everywhere (in a plain). The additional dot in
elevated position may then read CA for sky. Together, and combined with the scene on a stalactite in
the rear hall of Chauvet: May the bull man, the supreme leader of the Lower Rhone Valley, be born
again by the goddess above, may he roam the heavens in his next life as he roamed the land in this
life, may he get everywhere PAS in the sky CA ...
PAS CA Paskha Pasqua Pâques (Russian Italian French for Easter)
Magdalenian would have been preserved - conveyed, commited to memory, and kept stable - in
shamanic formulae, often double formulae that remained active until the Chalcolithic, Bronze Age,
and even Iron Age, accounting for many words we are still using today.
Magdalenian revival (part 2)
The amazing lunisolar calendar of Lascaux, reconstructed from ideograms in early 2005, asked for a
matching language. I remembered Richard Fester and his five ur-words BA KALL TAL ACQ TAG,
and his map of villages in the Guyenne whose names end on -ac and -acq, for example Rouffignac
and Cognac. ACQ has the meaning of water. I modified it to AC for an expanse of land with water,
inverse CA for sky, Old Latin caelum.
In the beginning I merely played. What can be said with very short words? For example I invented a
love formula, OC LIC MA OC, I see light and am lucky, apple of my eye, I love you and see the
light in your eye ..., OC meaning eye and to see, LIC meaning light and luck, MA meaning my
mine. Already Richard Fester noticed how close the words for light and luck are. I postulated LIC
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for light and luck, with a derivate in Latin lux lumen for light, lumen explaining -lum in Old Latin
caelum Latin coelom for sky, so that we may assume the original form CA LIC sky light, while the
second meaning luck (Latin felix 'lucky') may tell us how much daylight was valued in early times
when there was no eletric light, and the nights pitch black.
Richard Fester gave each ur-word a wide range of meanings, occasionally noticing that inverse
forms and permutations have related meanings. I made the same observations with my words, and
postulated a pair of Magdalenian laws
inverse forms have related meanings
important words can have lateral associations
Using these laws I mined words in the spring of 2005. Two more laws followed in early 2006
D-words have comparative forms in S-words
important words can have lateral associations
These laws, together with the first ones, allowed me to mine some four hundred words in the spring
of 2006, many groups of a dozen words, and a very large group of seventy-two words around DAI
for protected area and SAI for life, existence.
Consulting Richard Fester again I see how much I owe him. His ur-words have many meanings, and
some hold in the Magdalenian form, KALL = Höhle 'cave' while Magdalenian has KAL for cave,
Underworld, or TAG and the gods, Magdalenian DhAG for able, good in the sense of able,
accounting for very many derivatives, among them Greek theos and Latin deus (incompatible in
Proto-Indo-European, well compatible in Magdalenian), English deity and divine, Sumerian dingir
announcing a deity, also naming the sacred Du-ku mountain of Sumerian mythology where the
early gods came from (identified with the Göbekli Tepe by Klaus Schmidt), and the supreme Celtic
god Dagda, the good god in the sense of the able god, from the emphatic doubling DhAG DhAG
able able.
Magdalenian revival (part 3)
In all I mined a good four hundred words that allow many meaningful compounds, power and pride
of Magdalenian.
Test cases from August 2008 till March 2014
bear as the furry one versus bear as the brown one
deus theos / Zeus versus deus Zeus / theos
DhAG deus theos Dis Dios
TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus
words for horse
AS PAC aspa asva PAC AS AS Pegasos Pegasus
AC PAS *h1ekwos hippos equus, Epona
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RYT Ritter, Ross und Reiter, horse and rider
Indo-European homeland
first IE homeland on the banks of the Amu Darya
center the triangle Termez - Kunduz - Kurgan T'upe
second IE homeland Uralic steppes east of Rha Volga
third IE homeland Pontic steppes west of Rha Volga
double formula naming the supreme sky and weather
god of the Chalcolithic, Bronze Age, and Iron Age
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA

(...)
etymology of English fur
BIR ... fuerre fo(u)rrer furrer furre fur
PAD ... fodder
BIR meaning fur has a derivative in Greek byrsa 'hide, fur, leather' and another in fuerre 'sheath'
made of these materials, while the general meaning and short form of BIR is regained in English fur
via an oscillation. PAD meaning activity of feet named the feet, Latin pedes Greek podoi, then also
the food gathered and gained on our feed, fodder in the case of grazing animals, while fodder 'case,
sheath' names a small container 'fed' with an object. From the vantage point of Magdalenian fuerre
'sheath' and fodder 'sheath' are not akin (or then BIR was an attractor that regained *Fodre, as
explained in a caveat above).
Magdalenian works best for thematic and epic complexes. The novel approach to early language
requires a change of perspective, along the flow of time. Helpful are stories that reveal
impossibilities and gaps of a historical hypothesis. Everybody loves a story, a fable, a fairy tale.
They represent the way our brain works most easily.
Magdalenian revival (part 4)
I mined Magdalenian words in the springs of 2005 and 2006, wondering whether spring was my
linguistic season? Now I saw a tv documentary on song birds from which I learned that not only
male but also female birds whistle or sing, and that a certain bird grows more neurons in the song
area of the brain in spring ...
Then there was another tv documentary on a neurological phenomenon. When we watch an action
the same neurons are activated as if we carried out that action ourselves. A woman neurologist
(discoverer of that phenomenon?) asked an experimental archaeologist to first fabricate a simple
hand axe, universal tool for millions of years, and then a fine symmetrical hand axe as we know
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them from the Upper Paleolithic, and filmed the fabrication of each hand axe. Then she showed the
films to probands in the MRI (tube). When they watched the fabrication of the simple hand axe,
their Broca area lit up to seven per cent, and when they watched the fabrication of the fine
symmetrical hand axe, their Broca area lit up to fourteen per cent ... This proves what I claimed in
1974/75, that word language develops together with the fabrication of tools and other objects, and
that symmetry plays a role not only in mathematics but also in language (sentences being basically
equations). Now, watching this report, I thought of symmetry in Magdalenian, inverse forms having
related meanings and permutations yielding words around the same meme. For the first time I see a
glimpse of neurological evidence for the pair of Magdalenian laws from the spring of 2005.
Magdalenian revival (part 5)
The time was ripe for Magdalenian.
In 1996 Derk Ohlenroth published his decipherment of the Phaistos Disc - of the Elaia disc and
Tiryns disc baked together.
A real decipherment is a window on the past (contrary to a window painted on the wall) and offers
surprises.
The Elaia disc led me to Old Europe in the sense of Marija Gimbutas while the Tiryns disc allowed
me to link the Middle Helladic Argolis personified in Eponymous Tiryns with Lord Laertes the
gardener and father of Odysseus in Homer's epic.
The big surpise for me is the name of Zeus in the center of the Tiryns disc, Sseyr. oldest version of
the Zeus name known so far, from around 1 650 BC.
Douglas G. Kilday wrote many inspiring messages and replies. One of them helped me establish
TYR for overcomer, as verb to overcome in the double sense of rule and give. TYR is present in
Greek tyrant (- a tyrant in our sense when he turns the maxime 'rule and give' into the strategy 'rule
and take'). Inverse RYT meaning spear thrower, archer, named a Greek rhytaer 'archer, protector'.
TYR would have become emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr, Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) and
Homeric Zeus
TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus
while DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able - the Magdalenian word of by far the most
varied derivatives - became Latin deus and Greek theos, also Latin Dis and Greek Dios, the latter
the genitive of the Zeus name, perhaps originally his byname
DhAG deus theos Dis Dios
(essentially my second Magdalenian test case).
Magdalenian revival (part 6)
In the same year 1996 Klaus Schmidt began excavating the Göbekli Tepe, archaeological sensation
of my lifetime.
Among the many sculptures is a big limestone ring. The inner circle is minimally sculpted, in such a
way that if you place the ring against the sky, the hollow evokes a male head en face, confined by
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the arc of the skull, a pair of ears, and the arc of the chin, a male face composed of air and light,
AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS ...
AAR RAA NOS became the Greek sky god Ouranos (whose name inspired the above reading) and
Varuna, the sky god of the Indus Valley later relegated to the Underworld. AAR RAA, he of air
AAR and light RAA, presided over AAR RAA AD DA Harappa on a river that flows toward AD the
Arab Sea while coming from DA the Himalayas. AD DA became a river formula, a generic river
name, also accounting for Indus. AAR RAA CA, he in the air AAR and light RAA of the sky CA
named the golden boy muruku, Tamil Murukan, and the Egyptian Horus falcon whose left eye was
the moon and whose right eye was the sun, while AAR RAA AC, he in the air AAR and light RAA
on the
earth AC named Horus Horakhty, Horus on the horizon. RAA became the supreme god manifesting
himself in the solar disc. AAR became German Aar, König der Lüfte, Aar a name of the eagle, king
of the sky, literally of the airs. AAR RAA is found in English aura, and in Rumantg aura 'weather'
(language of the eastern Swiss Alps). AAR RAA NOS named valleys like the Val d'Aran, Arundel,
or the Val d'Hérens in the western Swiss Alps, a valley being a hollow between hills or mountains
filled with air and light ...
Magdalenian revival (part 7)
One of the hieroglyphs on the Göbekli Tepe is a lying H whose horizontal bars represent earth and
sky, earth AC and sky CA together AC CA - where earth and sky are meeting, or where they had
been separated in the act of creation ...
The Egyptians recorded a Syrian province by the name of aqa, not yet identified, perhaps the region
of the Göbekli Tepe in southeast Anatolia and northern Syria?
AC CA named the Indo-European earth goddess akka mentioned by Julius Pokorny, earth AC under
the sky CA, the Egyptian earth god Aker, Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' English Eve, and via
the form CA AC the Greek earth goddess Gaia, under the sky CA the earth AC.
The slim vertical bar of the lying H indicates exchanges between earth and sky, especially prayers
for rain and sacrificial fires imploring rain, symbolized by snakes heading upward, and falling rain
rewarding the prayers and sacrificial fires, symbolized by snakes heading downward, rain filling
water holes and river beds, rivers symbolized by snakes undulating horizontally. Snakes are the
most frequent symbols on the Göebkli Tepe. AC CA in the context of water related exchanges
between earth and sky became Latin aqua 'water'.
12,000 years ago the region of the Göbekli Tepe was a paradise of lush meadows, groves, and game
galore, heading for the cool Anatolian hills in spring, returning to the warm Syrian plains in fall.
Agriculture was invented in the area and era of the Göbekli Tepe. However, that
region was on the southern margin of the Fertile Crescent, rain not always granted.
A drought gave way to a heavy rain that fell for forty days and forty nights, washed away the fertile
soil, made rivers swell and overflow, fords impassable, drowned people and animals. NOS AAR
RAA Noah, he who knows and obeys the mind NOS of the one of air AAR and light RAA, left the
Göbekli Tepe region. One NOS AAR RAA Noah tribe followed the Euphrates upward and settled
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north of the AAR RAA RYT Mount Ararat, abode of the one of air AAR and light RAA who was
the sun archer RYT (and later became the Armenian sun archer Tir from inverse TYR in the Bronze
Age), while the other NOS AAR RAA Noah tribe followed the Euphrates downward and founded
AAR RAA CA Uruk, a settlement presided over by the one of air AAR and light RAA in the sky
CA, Uruk of the cattle enclosure that became the ark in the Bible, contracted with the Noah
settlement north of Mount Ararat for the sake of brevity and poetical vigor that helped a story
survive.
Magdalenian revival (part 8)
AD means toward, inverse DA away from. AD DA named a river flowing toward the sea while
coming from the hills and mountains. DAL means valley, dale, inverse LAD hill, accounting for
English land as rolling hills. AD has a comparative form in AS for upward, inverse DA in SA for
downward, DAL in SAL for watery ground of a valley, and LAD in LAS for mountain, Greek laas
'stone, rock, cliff'.
AD LAS named the Eurasian plains oriented toward the very long mountain range from northern
Spain and southern France via the Alps to the Himalayas, in reference to AD LAS Atlantis, an oral
epic and moralic tale about the beginnings of the Bronze Age in the Alai Mountains, where copper
and tin is found associated in the same mines, above the banks of the Amu Darya, first IndoEuropean homeland.
TYR who became Sseyr Sseus Zeus and his eagle resided on top of the primeval world mountain.
Inside the mountain was a beautiful cave or hall, KAL LAS, cave KAL in the mountain LAS,
decorated with reliefs of metals and precious stone, also known as GRA KOS, decorated cave GRA
under a ceiling of shining metals and glittering gems evoking the heavenly vault KOS. The
beautiful hall was inhabited by the metal people, while the humans of the first world lived around
the mountain, in the plains and hills oriented toward the world mountain, AD LAS Atlantis.
The epic told how the good life was ended by rebellion and transgression, followed by a terrible
flood drowning all people, sparing one single couple, tearing apart the world island, stretching the
world mountain into the long Ripaean mountain of Eurasia, and the precious reliefs into veins and
loads in our mountains of the second world ...
Two miner tribes left the Alai Mountains and first Indo-European homeland on the banks of the
Amu Darya some 5,500 years ago, wandered westward, settled in the southern Balkans, and called
the land KAL LAS Hellas and GRA KOS Greece, themselves Hellenoi Hellenes and Graekoi
Greeks. The beautiful hall is also remembered in the magnificient hall of Menelaos mentioned in
book four of Homer's Odyssey,
inhabited by a family of metals. Beautiful Helen is the Homeric symbol of tin, her white arms are
tin ingots, her long glittering robes she made herself is the glittering tin ore cassiterite, her thread tin
wire cut out of hammered tin sheet. Her husband xanthos Menelaos is the Homeric symbol of
copper, the color xanthos covering all hues of copper ore, yellow brown red. Their daughter lovely
Hermione who resembles golden Aphrodite is the Homeric symbol of bronze, alloy of copper and
tin, of a golden shine when freshly cast. Menelaos had a slave woman for a mistress, andrasit, a
natural alloy of copper and zinc found in the Troas - zinc in enslaved form, as it were. Their son
strong late come Megapentes brass, harder than bronze, arriving late in the family of metals. KAL
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EN Helen, tin found inseide EN caves or mines KAL. MAN LAS Menelaos, commander of copper
miners working with their right hand MAN in mountains LAS. CER MAN Hermione, shamans
CER manipulating MAN the precious ores from the Alai mountains, copper and tin associated in the
same mines, thus obtaining bronze, which was a historical achievement of great consequence.
Magdalenian revival (part 9)
Copper and tin associated in the same mines of the Alai Mountains above the banks of the Amu
Darya, first Indo-European homeland, allowed to cast bronze, make bridles with bronze bits, tame
horses, and use them for transporting loads up a hill or a mountain slope, AS PAC aspa asva,
Avestan and Sanskrit for horse, upward AS horse PAC, emphatic PAC AS AS Pegasos Pegasus,
horse up up, winged horse of poetry, originally personifying the hot summer wind Afghanetz
blowing from the Aral Sea along the Amu Darya up to the AD DA KOS Hindu Kush, mountain of
many rivers AD DA under the heavenly vault KOS ...
The horse of the second IE homeland in the Pontic steppes east of the Rha Volga and of the third IE
homeland in the Pontic steppes west of the Rha Volga was named by a phonetically similar but
semantically different compound, AC PAS *h1ekwos hippos equus, expanse of land with water AC
everywhere (in a plain) PAS - riding a horse you can get everywhere on earth ...
AC PAS also accounts for the name of the Gallo-Roman horse goddess Epona. Her main sanctuary
was Alesia / Alise St. Reine at the base of Mont Réo, near one of the sources of the River Seine.
Epona rode a horse in lady fashion, accompanied by a bird, a foal, and a dog. She was an alter ego
of the river goddess REO Rheia Rhea (Rha Renus Rhine Rodanus Rhone), mother of Zeus Poseidon
Hades, their emblematic animals eagle horse dog.
TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus overcame in the double sense of rule and give, and overlooked the land in
the guise of an eagle. PAD AD DA Poteidas PAS TON Poseidon named the Doric and Greek river
god (who only later became the god of the seas), he who walks PAD along rivers that flow toward
AD the sea while coming from DA hills or mountains, and everywhere PAS he and his horses come
to, they make themselves heard TON. Hades would have been the proto-type of a metal worker,
from KOD DhAG, hut KOD German Hütte, here Hütte in the sense of smelting works, verhütten 'to
smelt', a demanding sort of work requiring an able one DhAG, the precious ores and ingots
protected by watchful dogs, also English dog from DhAG.
Magdalenian had PAC for horse, PEC for cattle, PIC for bird. CA LAB named the winter sun horse,
accounting for gallop, and for German Klepper, an old and tired horse. CA BEL named the spring
sun horse, sky warm, in a longer form CA BEL IAS, sky warm healing, the warm sun of spring
healing ailments of a long and harsh winter, ABelios AFelios Helios, Greek sun god with a quadriga
of horses. CA BAL named the summer sun horse, sky hot, Latin caballus and Spanish caballo. Hear
them run
CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB ...
CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL ...
CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL ...
Magdalenian revival (part 10)
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Altamira belongs to my favorite caves. By far the largest painted animal therein is a beautiful hind,
three meters long, licking the horns of a small young bison under her, while the walls and ceilings
are covered with bisons in rounded, compact forms.
The beautiful hind is the Divine Hind CER -: I -: or CER LIL (pronounce the consonant given as -:
by touching both lips with the tip of your tongue). She called life into existence, also moon bulls,
thus creating time, lunations or synodic months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ...
days. Her name has a derivative in Hera, cow-eyed goddess, another in *kerdeh- 'herd, series', -: I -:
alone in the loba call of Celtic herdsmen to their cattle, surviving in the locally famous lyoba call of
herdsmen in the Swiss Canton of Fribourg.
The Divine Hind was the goddess of life and love, -: I -: having further derivatives in German
Leben English life, German Liebe English love, German Lippe English lip (licking the lips once
was a sign of love and desire, can still indicate appetite and lust), Latin libido 'desire', Ugaritic dd
'loved one' and Phoenician Dido 'Beloved one', Ukrainian lyalka 'doll', the female given name Lily
and flower lily, German Laub 'foliage' and Laube 'arbor, bowery', indicating arbors made in honor
of the goddess. While some bisons have regular tail in the form of 'paint brushes' others have tails in
the form of 'fir twiglets'.
The Divine Hind Woman had been worshipped in the winter constellation ORE EON Orion, she on
the beautiful ORE shore or bank EON of the heavenly lake or river CA LAK overformed by Galaxy
'Milky Way'. Her husband was the Divine Stag or Stag Man CER KOS, the stag or shaman CER of
the heavenly vault KOS, his proud antlers seen in the summer constellations we know as Sagittarius
and Scorpio, his tree the oak, Latin quercus, Gaulish érkos 'oak-forest'.
How can we hope to not only receive but also decipher signals and messages from an extraterrestrian civilization if we don't even understand the legacy of our ancient forebears?
Magdalenian began as an experiment, became an adventure, and is now a revival. I see the
Magdalenian spirit still at work. We cast out verbal filaments around which ideas materialize.
-----------------------------------------------------------Ararat Masis Judi
The male triad of the Göbekli Tepe region would have been AAR RAA NOS and GIS BAL CA
MmOS and AD DA MAN. He of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS would have been the
sky god residing on the Karacadag at whose base the oldest breeded einkorn was found, 10,000
years old. The sky god was implored for rain. One of his helpers would have been the gesturing GIS
hot(headed) BAL heavenly CA offspring MmOS who became GISh.BIL.GA.MISh Gilgamesh in
Sumer, BAL Baal, and CA MmOS Kemosh in Moab. His other helper would have been AD DA
MAN who created rivers that flow toward AD the sea while coming from DA hills and mountains,
and did so with his right hand MAN.
The sky god in the form of the (sun) archer AAR RAA RYT would have resided on the mountains
of Ararat mentioned in the Bible, overlooking the region called Ayrarat north of the beautiful
mountain where the AAR RAA MAN Armenians dwelled, carrying out the will of the one of air
AAR and light RAA with their right hand MAN, while the worshippers of the AAR RAA Hurri bull
wandered from the northwest to the south of the mountain range where they settled on the shores of
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Lake Van, calling themselves Hurrites and their land Urartu, again for the sun archer AAR RAA
RYT. Another name of Mount Ararat was mountain of the beautiful king Ara, AAR RAA MAN
Araman Ara. North of the range flows the river Araxes, from AAR RAA KOS, filled with rain sent
by the one of air AAR and light RAA who dwells in the heavenly vault KOS.
If the Armenian name of the mountain, Masis, doesn't go back to a personal name, it may derive
from a short form of GIS BAL CA MmOS, MmOS Masis, the more so as Mount Ararat is a
volcano.
Semitic / Arabic Judi Dagh may go back to the double formula invoking the supreme sky and
weather god of the Chalcolithic, Bronze Age, and Iron Age
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
ShA CA DhAG CA named Jahwe - ruler ShA in the sky CA, able one DhAG in the sky CA - while
ShA DhAG would have named the mountain as abode of the ruler ShA who was able DhAG,
together ShA DhAG Judi.
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, accounts for mountain dag dagh dagi, also present
in Judi Dagh, and for the sacred Du-ku mountain of Sumerian mythology where the early deities
came from, identified with the Göbekli Tepe by Klaus Schmidt.
Azzi Hayasa Armenia
AC CA named the Göbekli Tepe as hill where the earth AC and sky CA were meeting, or where
they had been separated from each other in the act of creation.
AAR RAA NOS was the sky god, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS. He was
implored for rain with prayers and the smoke of sacrificial fires. Water was most important, a
synonym of life SAI. Prayers for rain and the smoke of sacrificial fires imploring rain rose upward
AS while the rain rewarding the prayers and sacrificial fires fell downward SA, together we have
SAI AS SA for the Göbekli Tepe, where the rain imploring rituals took place.
NOS AAR RAA Noah knew and obeyed the mind NOS of the one of air AAR and light RAA, he
recognized the signs, a series of droughts followed by heavy rains, and decided to leave the region
of the Göbekli Tepe some 9,500 years ago. Several Noah tribes followed the Euphrates downward,
others upward.
AC CA Azzi and SAI AS SA Hayasa were Bronze Age tribes and vassals of Hattusas, the former
dwelling north of the Euphrates and the latter south of Trabzon. King Hayk, named for the Hayasa
tribe, united the neighbors and founded a nation that was called Armenia by the Iranians and Greeks
in the middle of the first millennium BC. Hayk was a descendant of Noah and had himself a
descendant in Aram named for the ancient AAR RAA MAN people, they who carried out the will of
the one of air AAR and light RAA with their right hand MAN, a compound also naming the
Aramaeans.
AAR RAA NOS became the Greek sky god Ouranos, and Varuna of the Indus Valley, originally a
sky god, then relegated to the Underworld (comparable to the sun god Sol of Latium who became a
chthonic god). He named valleys like the Val d'Aran and Arundel (Crown's evidence of the Vasconic
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theory of early language) and the Val d'Hérens in the western Swiss Alps, a valley being a hollow
between hills and mountains filled with air and light ... The Val d'Hérens is joined by the
neighboring Val d'Hérémence whose name I derive from AAR RAA MAN
AAR RAA NOS Ouranos Varuna Aran Arun- Hérens
NOS AAR RAA Noah
AAR RAA RYT Ararat Ayrarat Urartu
AAR RAA Hurri
AAR RAA KOS Araxes
AAR RAA MAN Aram Armenia Aramaean Hérémence
What are now isolated names had once been elements of a widespread and long lasting religion.
Several religions followed each other while the basic pattern remained remarkably stable
considering the opening lines of the Swiss national anthem that invokes God high up in a sea of
light rays ...
NOS AAR RAA Noah became in our days a climatologist who watches for telltale signs, droughts
followed by heavy rains, revealing that we change the climate, only that we can't leave our home,
the planet on which we live.
land of Kar-da (etymology of Kurd)
The Divine Hind of Altamira called life into existence, out of clefts and niches in the rock, also
moon bulls, thus creating time, lunations or synodic months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30
29 30 ... days. KAL means cave, Underworld, and GAR named clefts and niches in rock where
animals emerge from and disappear into, both in the cave art of Europe and rock art of Southern
Africa, anticipating Vladimir Vernadsky's famous dictum of life being the metamorphosis of rock.
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, named mountains as abode of the able ones, deities,
in the form of da dag dagh dagi.
GAR DhAG Kar-da Qurda Kurd
The Kurds are from western Asia. A Sumerian text mentions the land of Kar-da which is read as
mountain da of Kar. In the light of Magdalenian we can read this name as GAR DhAG and translate
is as follows: they who (or land of those who) worship the life giving goddess in a cave, and the
able sky god on a hill or mountain.
The sky god may have been LIC AAR, he of light LIC and air AAR, counterpart of AAR RAA
NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS, and would have beome Lur, naming the
Kurdish tribe called Lur, and Luristanas land of the Lurs, worshippers of LIC AAR Lur
LIC AAR

LI AR

LuR

KAL named the Kurdish tribes Kalhor and Kulmani, and GAR the Guran.
A bronze disc from a grave in Luristan, diameter 11.5 cm, around 1 000 BC, goes along with the
above readings. A seated woman wearing a roof-like hat of twigs gives birth to a man whose round
head and face emerge from her womb, from her vagina, under her, upside down. She is flanked by
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six star-flowers in the Orion pattern, and by a pair of antithetic ibices, midwinter emblem according
to Marie E.P. König. In my opinion the goddess is a descendant of the Divine Hind Woman who
called life into existence, also moon bulls, was honored with arbors and boweries, worshipped in the
winter constellation of Orion, and flanked by a pair of antithetic ibices. The round head and face of
the man may indicate the moon, or the sky god whose eyes were moon and sun. The life giving
goddess would make the promise of a next life in the beyond for a worthy soul, equating the
beginning of a life with the one of a year.
New Year followed the two and sometimes three days of the midwinter festival in the lunisolar
calendar of the Göbekli Tepe, and is the main festival of the Kurds, although not - or no longer coinciding with midwinter.
-----------------------------------------------------------Ebla in the wheat growing land of Minut
founded a colony at Knossos ruled by Minos
A double formula named Ebla in the land of Minut
SAP BIR LAC
MUC NOS DAI / SAI
They who find water everywhere SAP (here, in the south and north, east and west, below and
above, in all seven places) and fill their bags of fur BIR (the SAP BIR apiru Hebrews from BIR
SAP Beersheba) came here and built an irrigation system and ponds and a lake LAC
SAP BIR LAC A BI LA

e B LA

Ebla

here, in the land of astronomers who observe the bulls MUC of the moon and sun, and study the
lunar and solar cycles with their mind NOS in a proteced area DAI, within the massive wall of
Ebla / under the tree of life SAI
MUC NOS DAI MU Nu tI mu-nu-ti-um mnt Minnit
MUC NOS SAI Mi Nu the Min-Nu-The Minos
MUC NOS SAI C NOS SAI Knossos
Ebla was inhabited from around 3 500 BC onward and in full bloom under Abur-lim in 2 520 BC
who might have been Eber mentioned in the Bible (Genesis 10:24) whose father Salah might have
commanded waterworks in the watery ground SAL of the land AC
SAL AC

SAL Ah

Salah

SAP BIR AP BIR A BuR Abur

Eber

SAP BIR AP BIR AP IRu

Hebrew

apiru

Wheat was grown in the region of Ebla since 9,000 years ago. A region called mu-nu-ti-um is
mentioned at Ebla in around 2 200 BC, Ugaritic mnt, while the Bible speaks of wheat from Minnit
(Ezekiel 27:17) and Linear A tablet Hagia Triada deciphered by Walther Hinz lists up amounts of
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wheat from Mi-Nu-The given to the priests of Adu and the priestesses of Dadumatha, she loved by
the master.
Ebla was the trading center of Syria, with connections to far away countries like Egypt. We may
assume that Ebla founded a colony on Crete, Knossos, ruled by Minos
MUC NOS SAI

C NOS SAI

MUC NOS SAI

Mi Nu the

Knossos
Mi-Nu-The

Minos

Mi-Nu-The is given the same way in Hieroglyphic Minoan (ca. 2 800 BC) and Linear A and B
(considerably younger), Mi by the head of a bull, Nu by the visual pun of a bull leaper standing on
the feet hands feet, and The by a tree of life. Mi derives from MUC for bull, here the bulls of moon
and sun; Nu derives from NOS for mind, here the mind of an astronomer coping with lunar and
solar cycles; and The derives from SAI for life, here a tree of life.
DAI for protected area named Daidalos, builder of the labyrinth at Knossos, home of Minotaur. The
legend of Minotaur andTheseus encodes a lunisolar calendar which anticipated the Metonic cycle of
19 years or 235 lunations (as explained in my previous Magdalenian thread, in a message of the
long series 'tying up loose ends -- epic mind of the past') while Ariadne's thread was an additive
number sequence relating years and lunations and days
3-37-1096 8-99-2922 11-136-4018 19-235-6940 30-371-10958 (better value 10957)
The above may be seen as a further Magdalenian test case, one that offers a real, physical test. Ebla
is being excavated since 1964, no longer than fifty years. We may expect more findings. I predict
remains of an artificial lake in the vicinity of Ebla.
Ur Ebla Knossos
An inlaid front panel of the Great Lyre with bull's head from Early Dynastic Ur shows a belted hero
grasping a pair of human-headed bulls. "The concept of the intertwined hero and human-headed
bulls is not fully understood today, but here the image is related to the deceased" (Julian Reade, in:
Art of the First Cities, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 2003).
My assumption is that one round-headed animal represents the moon, the other the sun, and their
hair time, lunations and months of 30 days respectively, gained by the hero for the dead in the
beyond.
Each bull has a beard of four tresses, plus a pair of locks hanging from the ears, in all 6 hair
elements, while the hero has again a beard of four tresses, plus three and three large locks on his
head, in all 10 hair elements
6 10 6
Additive number sequences may tell us what intervals of time the hero gains from the moon bull
and sun bull
10 times 4 (plus 9) 13 22 31 40 years
from the moon bull
6 times 41 (plus 92) 133 225 317 409 lunations
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and from the sun bull
6 times 41 (plus 92) 133 225 317 409 months
Longer periods of time
10 times 9 (plus 31) 40 71 102 133 164 195 years
from the moon bull
6 times 92 (plus 317) 409 726 1043 1360 1677 1994 l
and from the sun bull
6 times 92 (plus 317) 409 726 1043 1360 1677 1994 m
10,062 lunations plus 10,062 months of 30 days are 1,640 years minus ten hours, a tiny mistake on
such a long period of time.
The magnificient lyre dates from between 2 550 and 2 400 BC. Abur-lim ruled Ebla in 2 520 BC
where the same belted hero grasped a human-headed bull. The human-headed bull became
Minotaur in Knossos, half bull half man, the hero Theseus, and the additive number sequences
became Ariadne's thread.
What is now mythology had once been science at the fore front.
-----------------------------------------------------------Lascaux in the light of equal unequal
Marie E.P. König identified the bull of Lascaux and many other caves as moon bull, the horse as
sun horse, the line of descending horses in the niche at the rear end of the axial gallery as winter
sun, giving way to a pair of antithetic ibices, midwinter symbol (December 21).
Applying the principle of equal unequal we may then see the glorious rotunda as midsummer (June
21), the red mare rising above the ledge as midsummer sun rising above the horizon in the early
morning, the magnificent bull by her side as a full moon occurring at the same time,
and the stags before him as Divine Stag whose proud antlers had been worshipped in our summer
constellations of Sagittarius and Scorpio. The Divine Stag guarded the entrances to and exits from
the Underworld passed by the sun horse and moon bull.
No moon bull in the niche at the rear end of the axial gallery, his absence indicating the contrary of
the full moon, the empty moon German Leermond.
No Divine Stag either, but an allusion to his wife, the Divine Hind or Hind Woman whose
constellation was Orion, winter constellation across the sky from Sagittarius and Scorpio. The
Divine Hind called life into existence, also moon bulls, thus creating time, lunations or synodic
months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days. Orion as constellation of the Divine
Hind Woman is indicated by the arcs of the horns and heads of the antithetic ibices, her emblematic
animals, midwinter symbol.
The axial gallery connecting the rotunda of midsummer and niche of midwinter is then a year, the
pair of lovely 'Chinese' horses in the middle of the axial gallery spring - also they move in
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clockwise direction, direction of the celestial bodies, heading from the niche of midwinter to the
rotunda of midsummer ...
Lascaux in the light of equal unequal (part 2)
A long and fairly straight gangway leads from the rotunda via the diverticule and the nave to the
chamber of the felines, one of them attacking an animal. In this case the wide hall of early
midsummer morning symbolizes life, and the narrow chamber of the felines the opposite, death.
First we proceeded from the rotunda of midsummer to the niche of midwinter, then to the chamber
of the felines. Now we shall go from the rotunda to the apse and shaft.
The ancient entrance to the cave and rotunda has the shape of a left eye socket and frames the
composite animal that follows the red mare of midsummer morning. The composite animal has the
bearded head of a man, with a pair of lances growing out of his forehead; the mottled hide of a
feline; the hind body of a bull; and the swollen belly of a pregnant mare. It conveys a message to
aspiring tribal leaders: make a wise use of your weapons, wait patiently and then act in a decided
manner like a feline, be strong like a bull, and care for your own like pregnant mare for her foal ...
Now picture a group of aspiring tribal leaders who came from near and far. An arch shaman and an
arch shamaness are leading them via the diverticule again to the apse and then the shaft, where they
see a strange scene: a birdman falling, a bull wounded, a bird on a pole descending, below them a
woolly rhinoceros passing by, already on the left side, where it will disappear. Marie E.P. König
identified her as goddess of life - of giving life and taking life. Behind her appear six black dots,
three on the level of her vagina, three on the level of her anus. The two rows of dots may indicate
what happens when a good or a bad tribal leader dies. The soul of a worthy one will be born again
in the beyond, the soul of a bad one will be dropped. Michael Rappenglück associated the birdman
with Cygnus and Deneb, the bull with Lyra and Vega, and the bird on a pole with Aquila and Atair.
We may then conclude that a good birdman, tribal leader from the Guyenne, will be born again in
the region of Deneb; a good bull (man), tribal leader from the French Alps and the Lower Rhone
Valley, in the region of Vega; and a good bird on a pole (man), tribal leader from the Pyrénées and
northern Spain, in the region of Aquila - the three bright stars being the Summer Triangle ...
-----------------------------------------------------------Orion and Ophiuchus (part 1)
The Divine Hind or Hind Woman CER -: I -: called life into existence, also moon bulls, thus
creating time, lunations or synodic months (Altamira). Her constellation was ORE EON Orion, she
on the beautiful ORE bank or shore EON of the heavenly river or lake CA LAK overformed in
Galaxy 'Milky Way'. The moon bulls waiting to go on their heavenly mission were present in
Aldebaran of Taurus 'Bull', from TOR for bull in motion (taurus an universal word, King's evidence
for Saul Lévy). Her emblematic animals were a pair of antithetic ibices (Lascaux), in Asia Minor
also a pair of antithetic mountain goats, midwinter symbol according to Marie E.P. König.
Her husband was the Divine Stag CER KOS who guarded the fiery exits from and entrances to the
Underworld, traversed by the sun horse and moon bull. His proud antlers were seen in our summer
constellations of Sagittarius and Scorpio, across the sky from the winter constellation of Orion. (A
couple of Divine Stags with very large antlers can be seen before the red mare of the rising
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midsummer sun and the white bull of a full moon occurring at the same time in the rotunda of
Lascaux).
The Divine Hind Woman was the patron of shamanesses. Her husband the Divine Stag was the
patron of shamans (Cernunnos wearing stag antlers on the silver cauldron from Gundestrup). And
Ophiuchus the Serpent-Bearer, between Sagittarius and Scorpio, also a summer constellation across
the sky from Orion, would have been the Divine Scribe, patron of scribes, especially of those
responsible for the distribution of water along irrigation channels in Sumer and Akkad, channels
that were symbolized by a snake already more than eleven thousand years ago on a stone tablet
from Jerf el-Ahmar in northern Syria, close to the Euphrates and the Anatolian border, belonging to
the Göbekli Tepe region.
The emblematic animal of the Sumerian water god Ea was a goat-fish. On a seal impression from
Assur, Ea is represented by a pair of antithetic goat-fish that evoke midwinter and allow to postulate
Orion as constellation of Sumerian Ea and Akkadian Enki (the same god), while Ophiuchus would
have been the Divine Scribe in the sense explained above.
Picture midnight on the spring equinox (March 21) some four thousand years ago in Sumer. The
bright band of the Milky Way covers the northern half of the horizon, all the way from due west,
where Orion Ea just sank below the horizon, via north to due east where Ophiuchus the SerpentBearer rises, Divine Scribe and patron of the scribes on earth who were responsible for the
distribution of the most precious good water along the irrigation channels that were symbolized by a
snake, the serpent held by Ophiuchus.
Next time: Ea on a seal impression from Uruk, around 2 200 BC
Orion and Ophiuchus (part 2)
The Babylonian world map from around 700 BC, known from a younger copy on a clay tablet,
shows the cosmos in form of a star of seven points: Babylon near the center of the earth in the shape
of a disc surrounded by the ring of the Bitter River that has an equivalent in Greek Okeanos, the
stream that flew around the earth, from AC EON NOS, expanse of land with water AC shore EON
mind NOS, the shore land and water along the shore of the world (island) personified by a manserpent-fish. Beyond the ring of the Bitter River are the seven realms of paradise (triangles, points
of the star), beyond Okeanos was the Elysium of the happy souls.
Now for a seal impression from Uruk, probably around 2 200 or 2 100 BC, "a masterpiece of
exquisite detail" (Cyrus H. Gordon). The water god Ea on his throne is framed by the standing
rectangle of a shrine representing the world of the four cardinal directions. From his shoulders
emerge the streams Euphrates and Tigris. Around the shrine are undulating lines, on all four sides
(cardinal directions), ending in small curcls or rings, in all seven curls or rings, 2 and 2 and 2 and 1,
corresponding to the seven triangles of paradise. The wavy lines ending in curls resemble open
papyrus scrolls or leather rolls, which were known to Sumerian scribes from Egypt (for the
exchange of symbols between Egypt and Sumer already in the early days of writing (see Gunter
Dreyer).
We have then a remarkable chain of equations: the ring of the Bitter River, Greek Okeanos, has an
analog in the work and mind of scribes and outstanding early scholars who encompassed the world
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and whose patron was the Divine Scribe Ophiuchus the Serpent-Bearer, patron of scribes on earth,
especially of those who cared for the distribution of the precious good water along the irrigation
channels that were symbolized by a snake already on a stone tablet from Jerf el-Ahmar in the region
of the Göbekli Tepe, more than eleven thousand years ago. Ophiuchus appears as a ring of stars
close to the bright band of the Milky Way, a ring like the small rings of the wavy lines around the
shrine of Ea whose constellation was Orion.
Orion and Ophiuchus (part 3)
My messages on Orion and Ophiuchus are inspired by a medieval Arabic dictionary named for
Okeanos, and by an alternative Greek cosmogony that made Rhea entrust Hera to Okeanos. Hera, in
my opinion, descended from the Divine Hind Woman CER -: I -: whose constellation was Orion,
and Rhea from REO meaning river, while Okeanos, I believe, had his constellation in Ophiuchus.
Where do the names of the Sumerian Ea and Akkadian Enki, both the same earth and water god,
come from?
AC CA named the Göbekli Tepe as hill where earth AC and sky CA are meeting, or where they had
been separated from each other in the act of creation. AC CA is present in the name of the IndoEuropean earth goddess akka mentioned by Julius Pokorny, earth AC under the sky CA, in the name
of the Egyptian earth god Aker, in Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' English Eve, and via inverse
CA AC in the name of the Greek earth goddess Gaia, under the sky CA the earth AC.
Water was obtained via an exchange between earth and sky. Prayers for rain and the smoke of
sacrificial fires imploring rain were symbolized by snakes heading upward; falling rain rewarding
the prayers and sacrificial fires, filling water holes and river beds, was symbolized by snakes
heading downward; rivers were symbolized by snakes undulating horizontally; and irrigation
channels by thin snakes undulating horizontally (on a stone tablet from Jerf el-Ahmar, more than
11,000 years old). AC CA in the water aspect generated Latin aqua and Spanish aua for water. I see
the names of Sumerian Ea and Akkadian Enki in the same context
AC CA Enki
AC CA aqua aua Ea
The sacred Du-Ku mountain of Sumerian etymology, where the early deities came from, was
identified as the Göbekli Tepe by Klaus Schmidt. From the Magdalenian perspective it would have
been the hill of the able ones DhAG dingir dei deae theoi theae. The name Akkad may derive from
AC CA DhAG, Enki is able
Enki is able. We see him in Orion during winter
when rain falls in Mesopotamia. In summer
Ophiuchus takes over, patron of scribes,
especially of those who wisely regulate the most
precious good water along the irrigation channels
that we symbolize by a serpent. Ophiuchus the
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Serpent-Bearer takes care of the dry summer half
of the year, until AC CA DhAG or able Enki returns.
Orion and Ophiuchus (part 4)
The Sumerian sun god in his shrine on a well known relief holds a rope that forms a loop and has an
analogon in the Egyptian cartouche that contains two names of a pharaoh while the rope symbolizes
the trajectory of the sun, and the inside of the loop 'everything within the trajectory of the sun'.
Sun and moon and planets traveled along the h' channel, identified as the swaying band of the
ecliptic by Rolf Krauss. Another waterway was the band of the Milky Way, and yet another the
stream of the ocean flowing around the disc of the Earth, the two coinciding in the band of the
Milky Way that covered the northern half of the horizon on midnight of the spring equinox about
four thousand years ago.
The Egyptian cartouche contains hieroglyphs within the loop of the rope, so it may not only
represent the h' channel and what is within the trajectory of the sun, but also the stream surrounding
the world, and the mind of a great scribe and scholar encompassing all of the world, and thus the
cartouche might be a further reference to Ophiuchus as constellation of the Divine Scribe and
patron of scribes on Earth.
In Dynastic Egypt, Orion was the constellation of Osiris, and Sirius the star of his wife Isis (Rolf
Krauss et al.). The heliacal return of Sirius around midsummer announced the former annual
flooding of the Nile that was symbolized by an erection of Osiris, while the Nilometer symbolized
his phallus, meaning that Orion was connected with water also in Egypt, in a different way than in
Sumer and Akkad where Orion would have been the constellation of the earth and water god Ea and
Enki respectively.
Also the Sumerian loop of rope may have had a multiple meaning: the world within the trajectory of
the sun and moon and planets; the Earth surrounded by the stream of the ocean; and the world
encompassed by the mind of a great scribe and scholar whose heavenly patron would
have been Ophiuchus the Divine Scribe.
Cernunnos the stag man on the silver cauldron from Gundestrup, Denmark, is holding a torque in
his right hand, symbol of the trajectory of the sun, and a snake forming a loop in his left hand. The
famous vessel was made by Celts in Turkey (Galata), perhaps under the influence of
Mesopotamia. A loop as reminder of the Serpent-Bearer Ophiuchus might have been an emblem of
scribes and scholars and druids in wide parts of the ancient world. Sumer had Ophiuchus in form of
a Sitting God suiting a scribe. In Babylon, Ophiuchus was named for the minister Nirah, perhaps a
great scholar?
-----------------------------------------------------------Human Brain Project again (part 1)
450 neurologists from all over Europe signed an open letter saying the Human Brain Project is a
veiled IT project marginalizing neurology. One of them declared on television the claim of
modelling the entire human brain must make one blush with shame.
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That was my reaction when I first read of the Blue Brain Project, as it was called by then (no idea
why, perhaps in reference to the blue sparks of electricity that replace the invisible spark between
the fingers of God and the hand of Adam in the famous fresco on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel at
Rome? A physician recognizedthe formation of God and the cherubs as a depiction of the human
brain).
The successful mechanical paradigm led to the clockwork universe, and to animals being mere
automata, unable of feeling. Now the sucessful IT branch claims to be able to model the human
brain one to one. What hubris.
In the next messages I will show that our brains are way way more complex than present-day
technology, and will do so on the basis of biology and my general definition of language.
Human Brain Project again (part 2)
Years ago I learned from a university lesson that the human brain contains one hundred billion
neurons, each of them connected with one thousand other neurons - a high complexity
corresponding to a space of twelve dimensions. Meanwhile I read that the human brain contains
between one and two hundred billion neurons, and each of them is connected with between one and
ten thousand other neurons. This would heighten the virtual dimensions of our mind.
Moreover, each neuron contains the whole genome including epigenetics.
Language is the means of getting help, support and understanding from those we depend upon in
one way or another -- and every means of getting help, support and understanding may be called
language, on whatever level of life it occurs (basic definition from 1974/75). Body cells
communicate by exchanging molecules, ions, and photons. Our body contains ten times more
bacteria than cells, and also the bacteria communicate, with each other, and with our cells, we may
assume. Furthermore I believe in communications between genome, body and mind. We depend on
our genes as our enablers, while the genes depend on us, their host. Body and mind depend on each
other. Some time ago I read that signals from the body and brain reach the epigenome within two
minutes. By which I mean to say that our mental processes are way more complex than even our
most advanced electronical circuits.
Human Brain Project again (part 3)
In a reliable scientific radio program I heard that only 85 per cent of the human genome have been
decoded. Among the very difficult remaining 15 per cent are highly important sections. And if you
give the same DNA to three laboratories you get three different results.
The hope was that once we decoded the genome we will understand life. But then came the
epigenome, a new challenge and promise – perhaps the mediator between mind and body?
Decoding the DNA was peanuts compared to the Proteome Project. I believe that proteins are one
more element in biological computing, solving certain problems via molecular models.
And what about quantum computing? Roger Penrose claims that quantum processes play a role in
theworkings of our brain.
All in all we can say that our mental activities are way more complex than we can hope to emulate
even with our most advanced electronical devices.
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Personally I believe that we will never assemble an artificial brain, a real copy of the human brain.
Yet in trying to do so we will certainly find new ways of expanding our senses and mental
capacities. A good consolation prize instead of the big prize nobody can win.
-----------------------------------------------------------English fur (PIE logic and Magdalenian logic)
Proto-Indo-European follows a linear logic: words are being traced back to so-called roots.
Magdalenian proceeds forward in time, considers groups of words, is concerned about both
phonetic and semantic branching, relies on the physiology of speaking, applies a web logic that
includes inverse forms, permutations, lateral associations, oscillations within the verbal
morphospace (a loan from evolutionary biology), even attractors and adoptions.
PIE logic leads to homonyms like *bher- and *bher- and *bher- and *bher- and *bher- and *bher- of
six different meanings whereas Magdalenian proposes BIR meaning fur, especially the fur on which
a newborn was placed (a particular meaningimposed by the meme of the permutation group), a
word of very many derivatives, among them the above six homonyms *bher-. Close derivatives are
bear as the furry one, also Greek phero English to bear (a fur bag) and wear (a fur coat), Greek
byrsa 'hide, fur, leather' and Latin pella German Fell Pelz English pelt and later wool, then French
bourse English purse. By and by the original BIR was absorbed by plenty derivatives, but regained
as fur via the adoption of *pad- *Fodra fourrer 'to line with fur'. This adoption was effected by the
still unconsciously present BIR as an attractor. And we can't really exclude a possibility of a close
form of BIR surviving in some remote glen and coming to life again by the contact with fourrer.
The logic of classical physics doesn't hold anmyore if one approaches the speed of light or goes
down to the scale of electrons. Relativity theory and quantum dynamics contradict in some cases the
paradigm of mechanical determinism. Also Magdalenian, proceeding forward in time, partly
contradicts PIE that always looks backward in time. Change the perspective and you may discover
new aspects, even a new logic, as I did in the more than nine years of my Paleo-linguistic
experiment.
-----------------------------------------------------------Magdalenian catechism
‘Dingbat’ gave a link to the declaration of the human rights in many languages, and asked for the
Magdalenian version.
I don't know about human rights in the Ice Age, but I know for sure that there was a sense of moral
and ethics, from the Lascaux cave and other caves and from the Göbekli Tepe that immediately
followed the Ice Age. When you entered the Lascaux cave via the ancient entrance that was shaped
like the left eye socket you saw the mixed animal: head of a bearded man, a pair of lances growing
as horns from the forehead; mottled hide of a feline; hind body of a bull; swollen belly of a pregnant
mare. This was, I believe, the catechism for a tribal leader: make good use of your weapons (lances
growing as horns from the forehead); wait patiently and then act in a decided manner as a feline; be
strong as a bull; and care for your own as a mare for her foal ...
GER SAP )EI TAC MUC CRA AMA CED
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What if a tribal leader didn't obey these rules? Look at the numerous hand negatives on cave walls.
They claimed, I believe, a place in the beyond, a second life in the sky (more precisely in the region
of the Summer Triangle, Deneb and Vega and Atair). Among them are hand negatives that were
scratched out, in my opinion indicating a bad tribal leader who was denied a second life in the
beyond. So there was a sense of right and wrong, and an obligation to treat people right - swollen
belly of the pregnant mare, care for your own as a mare for her foal.
--------------------------------truth, analogies, and creativity (part 1)
What is the truth? Let me answer this question in the light of the Ice Age language I call
Magdalenian.
AD means toward, inverse DA away from. RAG named the line of head and back of an animal in
cave art, strongly evocative of the whole animal (Leroy Gourhan). RAG has many derivatives
among them Greek rhakos 'back, mountain ridge' Old English ryc 'back' German Rücken 'back'
Bergrücken 'mountain ridge' ragen 'to tower, loom' recht 'right, fine, well' richtig 'right, no mistake'
ein Recht 'a right' das Recht 'the law' Regel 'rule' reich ‘rich’ Reich ‘empire’ Latin rex 'king' regina
'queen' Sanskrit raj 'king' - a king stands or sits upright, on an elevation or a throne, making himself
tall, wearing a crown or another headgear, towering above the people, declaring what is right and
what is wrong, making or even personifying the law ...
AD RAG toward what is right
DA RAG away from what is right
DA RAG has a derivative in German Trug 'illusion' while AD RAG has derivatives in German treu
'faithful' and English true.
Toward what is right - I find this a good definition of the truth that we approach but never really
reach and own, gaining ever more knoledge but never complete knowledge. An example is the
number pi. We calculate ever more digits of the decimal fraction of pi but we won't ever come to an
end - not even a library the size of the universe, containing only books on pi, could render the
infinite sequence. We know that pi has a fixed value, but we can only approximate it, making the
space between the upper and lower limit smaller and smaller. We know that pi is neither rational nor
algebraic irrational but transcendent (Ludolf) and that there is a mysterious connection to the primes
(Euler) but we don't recognize a pattern in the sequence of digits. We know a lot, ever more, but
with every question we answer arise more questions. We know that we don't know everything, and
never will. This, in itself,is a piece of truth, formulated in mathematical terms by Gödel.
truth, analogies, and creativity (part 2)
Analogies are essential in language and reasoning.
Picture that we lived in a geometric world of round forms - visible and invisible ones - but were
only able to draw straight lines. How could we render the round shapes? By drawing suggestive
tangents. Three tangents define a circle, the simplest round form. Other round shapes require more
tangents. In our real world, these tangents are analogies, tangential equations, for example the
proverb
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a rolling stone gathers no moss
meaning that an active person remains alive and keeps an open mind. A stone is a stone, a person a
person, a stone is no person and a person no stone, yet in the case of the proverb a stone and a
person become one and the same in the point where the tangent of the analogy touches the 'round
form' of how to lead a good and decent life, concern of proverbs.
Analogies are also found in composites
a hill is a hill
a foot a foot
a hill is no foot
and a foot no hill
but what about foothills?
A computer program able to recognize knowledge requires a model of analogies or tangential
equations.
truth, analogies, and creativity (part 3)
Galilei: The book of nature is written in the language of mathematics ... God may understand all of
nature in mathematical terms, while we can only decipher the first lines on the first page. God may
see the world as one and know the truth. For us, living in the world, the one truth breaks apart into
at least two perspectives we can't reconcile, neither can we combine them nor can we let go one or
the other. Do we have a free will? Or is our life determined by the laws of biology, psychology,
sociology, economy, and son on, by the laws we already discovered and by laws that will be
discovered in coming centuries and millennia? The pendulum of the scientific opinion swings forth
and back and forth again, never coming to a rest. In our judgments we have to consider both
perspectives although they contradict each other. God may know the absolute and perfect truth,
while our truth falls apart into various religions, philosophies, scientific schools and political
programs.
Not even mathematics can be completed and united under one axiomatic system, as Gödel proved.
This came as a shock for the mathematical community. Yet it freed logic. Modern mathematics asks
for ever more ideas, and rewards them with colorful approaches and theories.
Our fate is confinement, balanced by the joy of participating in the creative adventure of mankind.
-----------------------------------------------------------Hebrew palal 'pray' (part 1)
Hebrew palal pronounced paw-lal' means to pray, interpose, intervene, roll over, judge, is
considered a primitive root used as noun in the Bible, accounts for t'fillin (pair of small boxes
containing scriptures, one strapped to the forehead and the other to the left biceps of a praying Jew)
and inspires the Magdalenian reading
PAS ) )
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everywhere PAS
have the say )
have the say )
Genesis 20:17
So Abraham prayed unto God
Abraham 'father of peoples' overforms the older Abram (see Genesis 17:5) which I derive from
ABA BRA, father ABA right arm BRA - he carries out the will of the heavenly father ABA with his
right arm BRA, getting everywhere PAS in Asia Minor, having the say ) in form of a prayer, and
having the say ) in form of a judgement, PAS ) ) palal.
The prayer may have been represented by a sign on the forehead, the judgement by a sign on a
biceps, indicating the Holy Scriptures that were carried around wherever one went in symbolic form
everywhere PAS
having the say ) in form of a prayer
and having the say ) in form of a judgment
PAS ) )
palal
Prayer and judgement alternate each other for example in Psalm V by David
1) Give ear to my word, O Lord,
considering my meditation.
2) Hearken unto the voice of my cry,
my King, my God: for unto thee I will pray.
3) My voice shalt thou hear in the morning,
O Lord; in the morning will I direct my prayer
unto thee, and will look up.
4) For thou art not a god that has pleasure
in wickedness: neither shall evil dwell in thee.
5) The foolish shall not stand in thy sight:
thou hatest all workers of inequity.
6) Thou shalt destroy them that speak leasing:
the Lord will abhor the bloody and deceitful man.
...
Prayer: may the Lord listen (1 2 3 ...)
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Judgement: may the Lord roll over the wicked (4 5 6 ...)
The sign on the forehead may have been a standing triangle, symbolizing the prayer directed to the
Lord above, while the sign on a biceps might have been a hanging triangle, indicating the judgment
of the wicked carried out in the name of the Lord, each triangle equilateral, combined in the Star of
David ?
Hebrew palal 'pray' (part 2)
As for the triangles, I found the oldest hexagram on a ring from Canaan (can't find it again in my
books). The two triangles above each other appear on the curved ivory box from Safadi, Beersheba
culture, 3 500 BC, one standing on the Earth (hill, imagine a high priest on the top) touched by a
triangle hanging from the sky (God, judging, punishing the wicked, blessing the good). On a Punic
stele the body of a supplicant with raised arms forms a perfect geometric triangle. A small clay
object from Hazor, time of Solomon, has the head of a bull engraved in the form of a V (hanging
triangle), with a pair of eyes. One eye may receive the prayers, the other carry out the judging.
Between the horns is a solar disc, referring to Egypt, however, on the disc is engraved a cross that
evokes the five places of PAS - here (center), south and north of me, east and west of me (ends of
the axes). Othmar Keel assumes that also Jahweh had been worshipped in the guise of a bull, for
there was found a figurine of a bronze bull on top of a hill near Samaria. Then there are zigzag
lines, omnipresent in early art, with multiple meanings, now also the one of prayer (hills) and
judgement (spaces).
As for the pair of signs on forehead and biceps: palal accounts for t'fillin, a pair of small boxes
containing scriptures, one strapped to the forehead and the other to the left biceps of a praying Jew.
The forerunner of these boxes might well have been painted signs or tattoos (the body of Oetzi from
Sardinia who died on the Similaun glacier is covered in tattoos.)
A genuine decipherment opens a window on the past while a pseudo-decipherment is just a window
painted on the wall. Same holds for etymologies.
Once again the double formula naming the supreme sky and weather god of the Chalcolithic,
Bronze Age and Iron Age, initially in the guise of a bull
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
I explained this formula many times. It contains the names of many gods, for example ShA PAD
TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove, also TYR as the one who overcomes in the double sense of rule
and give, emphatic Sseyr on the Phaistos Disc (Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld)
Homeric Zeus. A short form named Jahwe
ShA … CA
DhAG … CA
as ruler ShA in the sky CA, able one DhAG in the sky CA. Jahwe was a strom god, 'rider of clouds',
from Mount Seir (evoking TYR Sseyr). Now this double formula may be re-evaluated in the light
of palal
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prayer addressing the ruler in the sky ShA CA
judging done by the able one in the sky DhAG CA
-----------------------------------------------------------communication and language
If language is a car, communication is the traffic. Where there is traffic, there are vehicles in
motion. Where there is communication, there is language in action, language in the basic sense of
my definition from 1974/74: Language is the means of getting help, supportand understanding from
those we depend upon in one way or another -- and every means of getting help, support and
understanding may be called language, on whatever level of life it occurs ...
Language, in my opinion, is a basic feature of life, and may be considered the intelligence of life:
using language we achieve more than if we were all on our own, or the same with less effort and
energy.
Word language can be seen as a triangle whose corners are life with needs and wishes; mathematics
as logic of building and maintaining, based on the formula a = a ; and art as human measure in a
technical world, based on Goethe's world formula and ever turning key: all is equal, all unequal ...
------------------------------------------------------------many ways of saying yes (provisional summary)
Humming Mm was marking presence and accounts for French moi English me, French mon ma
mes English me mine and similar possessive pronouns in many more languages, also for the
appreciative mm 'very fine' and the affirmation mhm.
OC named the right eye, inverse CO an attentive mind. CO OC is present in German guck! dialectal
kuck!, imperative of gucken or kucken 'to look' while inverse OC CO became Latin ego Italian io
French je English I German ich - French moi and English me are inside the house while French je
and English I look out of the window ...
OC is present in Latin oculus 'eye' and in Occitan oc 'yes' (language d'oc). LIC means light and
luck. OC LIC became German Augenlicht English eye light, also perhaps medieval Parisian oil 'yes'
French oui 'yes' and oeil 'eye' while the plural yeux 'eyes' may derive from OC AY and AY OC and
YA OC rolled in one, AY naming the left eye, accounting for Scottish aye 'yes' emphatic aye aye.
Inverse YA would have accounted for Gothic ja German Ja 'yes'.
OC AY would have become Scottish och aye, a resigned affirmation, and again a positive
affirmation in American okay - taken up from the many Scottish deportees? Another way of how
OC AY reached America would have been Siberian tribes traversing the Beringia 13,000 years ago.
OC AY might survive in Choctaw okeh 'be it so' mentioned by Woodrow Wilson as origin of okay
(second printed edition of the Oxford English Dictionary OED, omitted in the online version).
SAI meaning life, existence, accounts for German sein 'to be' Italian sei 'you are' and si 'yes' and for
–si in gea 'yea' si 'be it' Old English gesi New English yes, also for Gothic saihwan German sehen
English see (- a different etymology for saihwan sehen see will be proposed later, a shifted
derivative of CO OC).
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The above ways of saying yes have the same meaning: I am in; I saw it with my own eyes, it is real,
it has existence, it is, yes, you can trust me, and I confirm what I say by looking into your eyes - a
firm look into each other's eyes would have been an ancient way of saying yes to each other, and
still is among lovers.
Latin video 'I see' Italian vedo 'I see' and French voir 'see' derive from PAD for the activity of feet,
referring to the rays of light going out from the eyes, perhaps also in the sense of: I went there on
my own feet and saw it with my own eyes. PAD may account for Turkish evet 'yes', inverse DAP
for the activity of hands, perhaps for Russian da 'yes' in the sense of: I have been there, saw it with
my own eyes, and even touched it with my hands, it is real, yes, you can trust me, and as
confirmation, I look into your eyes and gently tap on your arm or shoulder. Italian bravo 'well done'
may be of the same origin, from BRA for the right arm that is preserved in Italian braccio French
bras 'arm' - you did well (with your arms) and I acknowledge it by tapping on your arm, bravo.
Affirmations are based on physiology. NOT for to know is not only present in notice and note but
also in nod nodding, inverse TON meaning to make oneself heard.
many ways of saying yes (addendum)
CO SAI, attentive mind CO life existence SAI, may account for *gho gea 'yea' si 'be it' Old English
gesi New English yes, and for Italian cosa 'thing' while German Ding and English thing derive from
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able. A thing per se (Ding an sich) in the sense of Kant
would then not exist, every thing Italian cosa French chose is what we recognize as unit, with a
strong preference for abilities, indicated by DhAG as the word of by far the most varied derivatives.
In other words, the Magdalenian mind anticipated the understanding of
reality we find in quantum physics where the viewer is involved, and the subjective understanding
of the world is prevented from going astray and becoming mere dream logic by a selection in favour
of abilities - every idea or concept or hypothesis or theory that makes us more able prevails over the
others.
DhAG accounts for Greek theos thea Latin deus dea (incompatible in Proto-Indo-European, well
compatible in Magdalenian) Sumerian dingir English deitiy and divine - the history of religion can
also be seen under the aspect of ability, of uniting societies and making them able to collectively
emulate the able ones, god and goddesses. Furthermore, DhAG accounts for English think, naming
the ability to overcome restrictions including the ones imposed by religions gone wrong, religions
forbidding instead of enhancing our abilities and saying yes to life, splendid ability in itself.
Psychoanalysis understands the soul as mirror image of the bodily functions, basically the ability of
nourishing oneself, the ability of shedding waste, and the ability of procreating. A good life consists
in the abilities to love and work.
Looking at life in the light of the most important Magdalenian word is of anthropological relevance,
Magdalenian AD TOR OC OC Mycenaean atoroqo Greek anthropos comparing the human
condition to a bull hunter of the Stone Age and ceremonial Minoan bull leaper - toward AD bull in
motion TOR right eye OC attentive mind CO, facing the bull in motion with open eyes and focused
mind, taking the bull by the horns, coping with fate.
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Magdalenian grammar
Early word language was embedded in body language from which it emerged (remember the many
ways of saying yes), punctuated body language (a toddler can do that with one syllable), and
evolved as means of guiding attention, guiding the mobile attention ever better and more precisely.
Magdalenian was flexible, a verb could also be a noun, a noun an adjective, and AD in AD TOR OC
OC - toward AD bull in motion TOR right eye OC attentive mind CO, toward the bull in motion
with open eyes and focused mind - could also be a verb: face the bull, take him by the horns, cope
with fate ... What is now a word (anthropos 'human being') had once been a metaphor for the human
condition, a formula.
Centuries of PIE studies with a legion of PIE scholars produced one single short piece of text,
Schleicher's tale. Magdalenian, a one-man enterprise, not yet one decade old, has a love formula / a
fisherman's lament / a summer song / the speech of a time traveler asking for the hand of a
Magdalenian beauty / the four commandments for a tribal leader (translation of the composite
animal near the entrance of the Lascaux cave) / and numerous shamanic formulae and double
formulae, here the one naming the supreme sky god of the Chalcolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
ruler ShA activity of feet PAD to overcome
in the double sense of rule and give TYR
upward AS sky CA, able DhAG
This formula combines four sentences
The ruler ShA goes ahead PAD up above AS in the sky CA
He overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR
The able one DhAG goes ahead PAD up above AS in the sky CA
He overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR
ShA PAD TYR became Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove, DhAG PAD TYR his byname Dis pater. TYR
became emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm
Larfeld) Homeric Zeus, and DhAG the genitive of Zeus, Dios. ShA CA DhAG CA became Jahwe,
rider of clouds from Mount Seir. ShA PAD became Shiva, TYR CA the Durga emanation of his
consort. And so on.
PAD for the activity of feet has a comparative form in PAS meaning everywhere (in a plain), here,
south and north of me, east and west of me, in all five places, Greek pas pan 'all, every' pente penta'five'. TYR PAS named the supreme sky god who overcomes everybody everywhere in weather and
time - both ruling our lives, and given to us so that we make the best of them. A polished form of
TYR PAS became French temps meaning both weather and time. English has TYR PAS time and
PAS TYR weather. What are now short words had once been formulae conveying religious and still
valid philosophical concepts - make good use of the time you are given.
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It was a long way from the simple tools of the Stone Age to the million things we own, from a few
words to our rich vocabularies, from saying yes by looking into each other's eyes to a contract
formulated by a Boston law firm, and from attracting and directing attention to the elaborate
grammar of a modern language.
-----------------------------------------------------------Magdalenian formula of leading a good life (obligations balanced by rights and freedom)
In the mostly abstract Algonquian mobile art I found a richly varied formula of leading a good life:
heed the Great Spirit GADh CA MAN DhAG Gitche Manidoog Manitou, the good one GADh in
the sky CA whose right hand MAN is able DhAG, and make a fertile use of the time you are given
-- the former indicated by three, the latter by four, and the entire formula by seven visual elements.
A European verbal version could have been
AD RAG
BRI DOM
AD means toward. RAG named the line of head and back of an animal in cave art, strongly
evocative of the whole animal, as Leroy Gourhan very convincingly demonstrated. Among the
many derivatives are Greek rhakos 'back, mountain ridge' Old English ryc 'back' German Rücken
'back' ragen 'to tower, loom' recht richtig 'right' das Recht 'the law' Richter 'judge' ein Recht 'a right'
Latin rex 'king' regina 'queen' Sanskrit raj 'king'. AD RAG in the sense of toward AD what is right
RAG became German treu 'faithful' and Englich true. DA RAG in the sense of away from DA what
is right RAG became German Trug 'illusion' and betrügen 'to cheat, deceive'.
AD RAG
orient yourself toward AD what is right RAG
and you are given rights
BRI means fertile. DOM named a camp, and was widened to the realm of activity and competence
in English domain. KOD means tent, hut. Among the many derivatives are words for containment,
for example German hüten 'to guard', English hood and neighborhood, also German Haut 'skin'
confining the body, and the German ending -heit confining something abstract. BRI DOM / KOD
has derivatives in English freedom and German Freiheit.
BRI DOM
be fertile BRI in your domain DOM
and you are given freedom or liberties
Latin libertas English liberty stems from -: I -: DhAG honoring the Divine Hind or Hind Woman
CER -: I -: who called life into existence - out of clefts and niches in the rock - as an able one
DhAG. Freeing life from inside rock has become a metaphor for freedom in libertas liberty, while
the opposite is a slave sculpted by Michelangelo, only partly modeled, still caught in the marble
block.
-----------------------------------------------------------293

many ways of saying yes (part 3, web logic)
Some words may have a converging multiple etymology along similar ideas, for example Italian
cosa 'thing, matter, affair'
CO SAI cosa cosi (stress on i)
SAI CO sic si
KOD DA *qaud-ta caussa causa cosa
KOD SAI cosa
SAI KOD Sache (German for cosa)
CAP SAI kabsce kafsce (Albanian for cosa)
CO SAI cosa, attentive mind CO life existence SAI, would name something I cognize, recognize
and behold, something that has life or existence.
Traditionally, cosa is derived from Latin causa and causa from *caud-ta, a pre-Latin terminus
technicus of jurisdiction, a beating as origin of a case. It can also name an object, for example a ring
hammered into shape by a gold smith. Pre-Latin *caud has a German cognate in hauen 'beat'. A
Bildhauer 'sculptor' hammers away at a piece of wood or a block of marble.
Where does *caud come from? I propose Magdalenian KOD for tent, hut. Building, construction
work, involves a lot of hammering. The origin of *caud-ta may have been KOD DA, tent hut KOD
from DA, something that comes from building and construction work.
Now hypothetical KOD DA may have been a lateral association to KOD SAI, or an oscillation
away from and back to KOD SAI.
KOD has many derivatives, also German hüten 'to guard', also German Haut 'skin' as confinement
of the body, and the German ending -heit confining something abstract like for example Freiheit
'freedom' or Gesundheit 'health'. Perhaps there was a further origin of Italian cosa in KOD SAI for
something guarded within a tent or hut, something that has life or existence? The inverse form SAI
KOD may then have accounted for German Sache 'thing, matter, affair', equivalent of Italian cosa.
Albanian has kafsce kabsce as equivalent of cosa, wherein I recognize the vary ancient *KAPA for
hand palm finger seize bite eat (Merritt Ruhlen) that became Magdalenian CAP for horse hunting
and was widened again in English capture and keep, also in Latin habere German
haben English have (incompatible in PIE, well compatible in Magdalenian)
*KAPA CAP kab kaf SAI sce
CO SAI and KOD SAI and CAP SAI as multiple origins of cosa - in the form of KOD DA
oscillating away from and back to KOD SAI - would name something I cognize and behold, store
and guard, capture and keep respectively, something that has life or existence ...
We need a web logic beyond linear logic. I guess it will be developed and evolve with a new form
of computing based on neuro-physiological chips that are in the making.
(Perhaps quantum entanglement, baffling as it is, avers the fundamental role of web logic?)
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-----------------------------------------------------------dog and hound
Wolves were tamed already 60,000 years ago by women adopting pups. Remains of the oldest
known dogs, more than 30,000 years old, were found in a Belgian cave and in the Altai. A large
bone was placed between the jaws of the Belgian dog, post mortem, before the cadaveric rigidity set
in, apparently honoring a good dog and worthy member of the tribe.
Dogs were able helpers, used for hunting, for guarding the camp, for searching missed persons, and
for pulling a load on a travis. We may assume that women breeded and raised and generally cared
for them, since women are very good at communicating with animals.
Dogs and hounds would have been named as able ones DhAG in the care of women GYN
DhAG GYN docgena docga dogge dog
GYN DhAG kyn- Hund hound (dog)
(I had DhAG dog and GYN kyn- before. Then I read of the oldest English form docgena.)
Where does bitch 'female dog' come from?
PAD means activity of feet and the comparative form PAS everywhere (in a plain), accounting for
Latin bestia English beast and French bÃªte 'animal' - careful, they walk around and appear
anywhere, watch out and listen ...
PIC named a bird. PAC named a horse and possibly other larger animals, Italian vacca French vache
'cow'. PEC named smaller animals, ibex German Steinbock, Latin pecus 'cattle, especially smaller
animals like sheep and goats and swine', French biche 'hind'.
English bitch 'female dog' is usually derived from bestia. Considering Old English bicce I propose
PEC biche as origin. Also in reference to a dog that passed me by very swiftly on a forest road in
the Val de Travers and run down the steep slope as no dog can -- it was an ibex, either a young one
with no horns or a female one with short horns I didn't see in the shadow of the fir trees.
-----------------------------------------------------------etymologies of English soul and Greek psychae
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able is the Magdalenian word of the most varied
derivatives (followed by BIR meaning fur, especially the fur on which a newborn was placed). Life
may be seen as a bunch of abilities coordinated by the soul. Magdalenian SAI means life, existence.
POL named a fortified settlement, Greek polis 'town' German Bollwerk English bulwark Italian
villa 'mansion' French ville 'town' Greek poly 'many'. Inverse LOP names an enveloping hedge or
fence or earth wall or wall of stones, English wall deriving from POL, shifting back from the
inverse LOP.
Now for the surprising etymology of English soul
SAI POL LOP *saiwalo saiwala sawol soul
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SAI POL LOP, life SAI of many POL inside a wall LOP may account for Proto-Germanic *saiwalo
Gothic saiwala Old English sawol New English soul, referring to the distribution of abilities in an
early town protected by an enveloping wall, say, the ruler in the center, craftsmen in one quarter,
artisans along a street, traders around a place, famers close to the gates, guards and soldiers along
the wall ... This would be a quite sober etymology of the emotional word soul.
English soul is then a metaphor for the organization of body and mind named via early town
building.
The oldest element of European cave art is a red ocher dot in the Altamira cave, recently dated to a
high age of some 41,000 years. Red ocher dots have the meaning of SAI for life. Cave walls often
represent the sky CA. Red ocher dots on a cave wall claim a second life in the beyond for a worthy
soul, SAI CA, life in the sky
SAI CA pSAI CA

psychae

- projection of an inner idea of a good life, enabling society by realizing our own abilities.
-----------------------------------------------------------shamanic soul formula
Maybe the soul was named by a triple formula indicating the origin of life, life on earth, and a
second life in the heavenly beyond
for a worthy soul
PIR SAI KAL
BIR SAI POL LOP
BRI SAI CA PAS CA
In the beginning the fire giver PIR GID had the say. She called out to her sister the fur giver BIR
GID. This one took her cosmic fur and scooped the primeval hill out of the cosmic sea. PIR GID
called out to her sister the fertility giver BRI GID. This one planted the seeds of life SAI. Now PIR
GID warmed the earth and made the seeds of life germinate. Plants grew, animals emerged from
clefts and niches in the rock, and human beings from caves KAL ...
Divine fire PIR made life SAI emerge from caves KAL
PIR SAI KAL
Warming and protecting fur BIR surrounds the body. In like manner humans lived and live SAI in
caves, under an abris, in camps, in temporary and permanent settlements POL enveloped by
protecting rock walls, by hedges, fences, earth walls and stone walls LOP, in organized groups,
communities or societies, the distribution of abilities within mirroringthe organs in the body and
faculties of the mind coordinated by the soul
BIR SAI POL LOP
A second life in the heavenly beyond was claimed by dots and hand impressions on cave walls,
especially by red ones. May the fertile one BRI give us a second life SAI in the heavenly beyond
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CA, may we roam the heavens in our next life as we roam the land in this life, may we get
everywhere PAS in the sky CA
BRI SAI CA PAS CA
-----------------------------------------------------------grammar of many grammars
Freud compared the psyche to an imaginary Rome where all buildings from every epoch were still
standing, one in the other. Language is much the same, all phases of language evolution still present
in our highly developed word language, accounting for what I call the grammar of many grammars.
If you start from verb and noun and other grammatical categories, unwilling to look at language
from other vantage points, you are eliminating the early phases that also contribute to word
language, for example the phase when verb and noun were not yet separated (and they still are
exchangeable to some degree) and when words had not yet emerged from vocalizations (preserved
in utterings like Hm and O and many more) and when language was (as it still is) embedded in
gestures (a good speech still is gestural, addressing and greeting and even embracing you as if you
were a friend) and the basic grammar of attracting and directing attention (that needs no words and
grammatical categories at all). Every perspective on language is justified, not only the one based on
terms and labels and categories of a specific grammar, not just computer thinking, not just
mathematical logic based on the formula a = a but natural thinking based on the wider logic of
nature and life, art and language - all is equal, all unequal ...
-----------------------------------------------------------Gothic saiwala 'soul' and saihwan 'see'
Recently I derived Gothic saiwala 'soul' from SAI POL, life SAI fortified settlement POL, the
organization of life or distribution of abilities and professions within a town, mirroring the organs in
the body. Gothic saihwan 'see' - above associated with SAI for life, existence, to perceive something
with our own eyes and therefore acknowledging its existence – could also go back to another
compound, CO OC PAS, attentive mind CO right eye OC everywhere (in a plain) PAS, naming the
guards who look for order inside the wall and overlook the plain from the wall of the town, the
enveloping wall or palisade called LOP, inverse of POL for a fortified settlement, CO OC alone
accounting for Greek skopeo 'I look around' German schauen 'look' sehen 'see' Schau 'show' Sicht
'view', and the full compound CO OC PAS for Gothic saihwan 'see'. The initial sai-s in saiwala and
saihwan have then a different origin, one from SAI and the other from CO OC that has another
derivative in German gucken dialectal kucken, imperative kuck! The full meaning of PAS is
everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, in all five places, Greek
pas pan 'all, every' pente penta- 'five'. Picture the guards looking for order inside the town, and
watching over the river plain from the wall enveloping the town, toward south and north, east and
west.
-----------------------------------------------------------Phaistos Disc again (part 1) Jahwe on Mount Seir
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The Phaistos Disc was deciphered for good by Derk Ohlenroth. Let me begin with a connection to
the Bible via the universal sky and weather god of the Mesolithic, Chalcolithic, Bronze Age and
Iron Age, in one of many emanations Jahwe 'rider of clouds'.
A big surprise is the Middle Helladic name of Zeus given as flower plus male profile plus ear of
grain, phonetic value Ss-Ey-R Sseyr which has a correspondence in Mount Seir, abode of Jahwe,
storm and weather and fertility god, also a god of war, the same god as Jupiter and Zeus and Shiva
and many other supreme sky and weather gods, consider also the Serri bull of the Hurrites adopted
by the Hittites. Also Jupiter was originally a bull; also Zeus appeared in the guise of a bull; the
precursor of Shiva on tablets from the Indus Valley has the horns of a buffalo; and at least one
representation of Jahwe found on top of a hill near Samaria is a bronze figurine of a bull. Here the
Magdalenian double formula invoking the supreme sky and weather god
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
ShA ruler rule
PAD activity of feet
TYR to overcome in the double sense of rule and give
emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth)
Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus
AS upward
DhAG able, good in the sense of able
The ruler ShA goes ahead PAD and overcomes in the double sense
of rule and give TYR up above AS in the sky CA
The able one DhAG ...
ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove
DhAG PAD TYR Dis pater, byname of Jupiter
TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus, also the Armenian sun archer of
the Bronze Age Tyr, also present in Tyros and Syria,
also the English Tir and Norse Tyr
DhAG Dios, genitive of Zeus
ShA CA Shiva
TYR CA Durga, emanation of Shiva's consort
ShA CA DhAG CA Jahwe, rider of clouds from Mount Seir
The Phaistos Disc as deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth provides the key for understanding the supreme
sky and weather god of the Mesolithic, Chalcolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age, a god named by a
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universal formula that was fragmented into several seemingly different names, Jahwe one of them,
equal of Jupiter and Zeus and Shiva.
ShA ... CA
DhAG ... CA
ruler ShA in the sky CA
able one DhAG in the sky CA

Phaistos Disc again (part 2) Eponymous Tiryns
The Phaistos Disc - a pair of clay discs baked together - shows a rosette in the center of one side or
disc, begin of the spiral text, and another one on the margin, begin of the ring text, both deciphered
by Derk Ohlenroth, here in my freestyle English
Sseyr is the shining one also when Sseyr is the Lycaian one
whose women give birth to his equal, and if shining Tiryns
resembles the shining god, also I, personifying Tiryns,
resemble the god ...
Marked by the god and lonesome evermore and without hope
for salvation and deprived of a shadow shall return
who tries to enter without permission ...
Derk Ohlenroth believes in a forbidden sanctuary (abaton) while I consider the disc a graphic poem
rendering Tiryns emphatic Slryns governed by a man from Lycosoura (near Phigalia in Arcadia)
who claims that his god worshipped on Mount Lycaion is the same god as the one worshipped at
Tiryns, a shining god mirrored in the shining town he personifies, he, Eponymous Tiryns, guarded
and well protected by soldiers in the town, at the gate, and along the wall or palisade that is
enforced by the magic power of the archaic banning formula.
The center field shows the rosette Ss, a male profile Ey, and an ear of grain R, together Ss-Ey-R
Sseyr. On the cheek of the male profile you can see a double circle in form of an 8 representing
Sseyr Sseus Zeus by the upper circle and the king ruling the town in the god's name by the lower
circle. The basic organization of the town - king in the center, surrounded by guards along the wall is mirrored in the round shield of the soldiers: dot in the center for the king, six dots along the circle
for the guards along the wall or palisade, Argos eye, emblem of a union of watchful towns in the
Argolis, occurring in many variants, most impressive on the forehead, cheeks and chin of the staring
plasterhead from Mycenae.
Helladic Tiryns was on the Argivian bay (meanwhile the shore receded by three kilometers) and on
the river Manesse (diverted around the mountain east of Tiryns by means of a long dam built in the
Late Helladic period of time following a devastating flood - a Herculean task). The rosette in the
center of the Tiryns disc evokes the former Round Building from the Early Helladic period of time,
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a rosette of large blocks at the base of the former tower still extant in situ on the limestone hill of
Tiryns. The Round Building may have been a lighthouse. We know that it contained a shrine for the
worship of Zeus.
The rosette of eight petals and a small circle in the center, also found on beautiful contemporary
Kamares ware from Crete, was an emblem of the Minoan and Helladic Zeus, also a windrose,
indicating the supreme sky and weather god, also a world formula, and a calendar. World formula:
here and now (small circle), south and north, east and west, below and above, past and future (eight
petals). Calendar: a year of 8 long months of 45 days or five Homeric weeks of nine days (eight
petals) plus 5 and occasionally 6 more days (small circle in the center), in all 365 and sometimes
366 days, while 21 continuous periods of 45 days are 945 days and correpsond to 32 lunations or
synodic months (mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half a day in a lifetime).
The same formula was combined with a double calendar in the Sumerian dingir star of eight points:
one year of 8 long months of 45 days, plus 5 more days, in all 365 days; and 8 years of 365 days,
plus 2 more days, in all 2922 days, rounded average of 8 years and 99 lunations and 5 Venus years.
Phaistos Disc again (part 3) Elaia’s grove at Phigalia
Now for the Elaia disc that requires a wider explanation.
The Neolithic civilization of the bird goddess in the Balkans knew large garden sanctuaries with
groves and beehives and ovens for baking honey-sweetened bread for the pilgrims. Riders from
Central Asia overrun that civilization, remembered in the myth of Poseidon turning into a stallion
and chasing Demeter who turned into a mare. One of the garden sanctuaries survived in Arcadia,
Elaia's grove at Phigalia, Elaia meaning olive, the goddess an alter ego of Black Demeter Melaina,
Demeter turning from a woman into a mare, raped by Poseidon, giving birth to Despoina the
Mistress whose taboo name was Nyx, feared by all gods including Zeus, alter ego of the powerful
Gaia. Priestesses of Nyx gave oracles in Elaia's grove, and the text on the Elaia disc, again read
from the center, tells a visitor how to call forth the goddess. Following Derk Ohlenroth

Enter Elaia's grove, kindle peeled wood (stripped from the bark),
beat the earth round about the smoke rising from the sacrificial
fire, and neigh suddenly like a pair of horses: Aio aé! come,
Noble Late 'Night', always born anew by the goddess ...
The signs in the center field show a baking oven as emblem of the bird goddess and her successor
Demeter, goddess of cereals, and a wave as emblem of Poseidon, originally the god of rivers. In the
entrance field you can see gifts for the goddess: swine that were sacrificed to Demeter; bags of
unwashed wool, another gift for Demeter; portable beehives; and wine. The disc is again
representing a place, Elaia's grove, again with a couple of guarding soldiers.
Eponymous Tiryns would have been born and raised in Lycosoura and would often have visited
Elaia's grove where he learned a lot about planting from the priestesses who gave him twigs of the
edible olive and a variety of cereals and some portable beehives when he left for the Argolis where
he organized agriculture and averted a famine and was appointed king of Tiryns in honor of his
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achievements, mainly for introducing the edible olive - in Homer's Odyssey the hero and his wife
build their immovable bed around the trunk of the olive tree planted by Odysseus' father Laertes,
Lord Laertes the gardener, Homeric version of Eponymous Tiryns and his Middle Helladic dynasty,
lineage Zeus – Arkeisios – Laertes – Odysseus – Telemachos.
Phaistos Disc (part 4) lion-wolf-dog-bee-men
Let me render my hypothesis regarding the gold signet ring from a cache at Tiryns in the form of a
story or fable.
Eponymous Tiryns had good friends at Phaistos in the fertile Mesara plain of southern Crete, among
them a scribe and a goldsmith. He asked them for a pair of gold discs he can wear on his shoulders,
one representing Tiryns, the other Elaia's grove at Phigalia. Now Crete in the Middle Minoan /
Helladic period of time was a laboratory of early writing. Our scribe solved the task with a pair of
graphic poems. He invented a peculiar alphabet of tiny pictures, more pictures than phonemes, for
example six different signs for alpha, allowing him to choose the picture fitting best in a given
verbal and graphic context. He made two clay discs, each one with a spiral and a ring, one spiral
and ring representing Tiryns enclosed by a palisade, the other Elaia's grove at Phigalia, using
wooden stamps for the signs. Hereupon the goldsmith used the pair of clay discs as models for a
pair of very finely crafted gold discs, in around 1 650 BC, proudly worn on his shoulders by
Eponymous Tiryns and then by his successors of the Middle Helladic period of time at Tiryns, by
then on the shore of the bay (that later receded) and on the river Manesse (that later, following a
devastating flood, had been diverted by a long and high dam around the mountain east of Tiryns, in
a Herculean effort of a Late Helladic engineer and his workers).
The founder of the Late Helladic period at Tiryns built a new palace on the limestone hill and
honored the Middle Helladic dynasty and the agricultural miracle achieved by Eponymous Tiryns
with a large fresco in the throne room, showing Demeter in a rich gown decorated with grains,
under a sky of raining grains, behind her Zeus in the guise of an eagle, before her Eponymous
Tiryns raising a libation jug in her honor, behind him three successors, all four kings wearing a gold
disc on their visible shoulder, between them olive twigs evoking Elaia, goddess of the olive, here in
personal union with Demeter, goddess of cereals. The four kings were shown in a funny way: as
lion-wolf-dog-bee-men, the lion a regal animal, the wolf indicating Eponymous Tiryns' origin,
Lycosoura, lykos meaning wolf, the dog a watchful guard, the bee an emblem of industrious
farming life, and as men standing upright ... A Cretan goldsmith in the service of the Argivians
made a marvelous copy of the (now long lost) fresco on a gold signet ring he crafted with a crystal
lense (as we know them from Troy), rich in detail, although the long diameter of the oval measures
no more than 57 millimeters, even the gold discs on the visible shoulders of the four kings were
given in excellent definitions allowing strong magnifications, the diameter of the largest spiral on
the shoulder of the first king in line, Eponymous Tiryns, just being two millimeters.
The clay discs, baked together, were found in a store room of the old palace at Phaistos, while the
gold signet ring was discovered in a cache at Tiryns. The northern parts of the ruins on the
limestone hill of Tiryns have not yet been excavated. Maybe there is another cache waiting for a
lucky archaeologist? containing the pair of lost gold discs? and other charms that will shed more
light on Greece in the making?
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Phaistos Disc again (part 5) celebrating agriculture
Entropy increases not only toward the future but also toward the past, meaning we need ever more
brain power in piecing together ever fewer and smaller fragments of bygone times.
The Phaistos Disc isn't really a singular object. One of the signs returns on the gold signet ring from
a cache at Tiryns, nearly of the same size - what I consider an olive twig.
Black Demeter Melaina, Demeter turning into a horse while being chased by Poseidon in the guise
of a stallion, is present in a sign on the disc, a woman with a prolonged face and a growing mane.
The peculiar alphabet was also used for inscribing a bronze double axe in the cave of Arkolochori,
again deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth
DAeIOYS LO(Y)S(I)A EIMI
I belong to the goddess Lousia
Lousia the Angry One was the Minoan equivalent of Black Demeter Melaina from Phigalia who
was raped by Poseidon and in her anger caused a famine.
Lion-wolf-dog-bee-men are widespread in the legacy of the Peloponnese, often shown as a pair
planting a tree in between them.
Plantations need rain that was invoked from Dictynna according to the inscription on the altar stone
near the palace of Mallia, also deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth
DIKTYNNAI SLAI YEIN
Dictynna was a goddess of mountains and the sea, also, in my opinion, the Minoan triple goddess of
vegetation
Britomartis, sowing, spring equinox
Dictynna, summer solstice
Lousia, harvest, fall equinox
(when angry a meagre harvest)
Dictynna, winter solstice
(Dictaean cave, birth of Minoan Zeus)
Then there is the Minoan seal showing Elaia (my interpretation) in a boat with a young olive tree,
the bow turning into neck and head of a horse evoking Poseidon in the guise of a stallion, a giant
bee flying toward a hive.
Agriculture was the basis of Minoan Crete and of Greece alike. What we now take for granted was
by then a great achievement, celebrated for example by the Phaistos Disc that honors the botanical
garden of Demeter-Elaia and her priestesses at Phigalia and Lord Laertes the gardener at Tiryns, by
then on the Argivian bay, gate to a marvel of early agriculture in the Argolis.
Phaistos Disc again (part 6) from Laertes to Odysseus
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Odysseus and Penelope build their immovable bed around the trunk of an olive tree planted by
Laertes. This one personifies Middle Helladic Tiryns and the Argolis, Odysseus and Penelope the
Argolis and Peloponnese in the time of the Trojan war
PAS LOP Penelope
everywhere PAS enveloping walls LOP
Argolis personified
POL LOP PAS Peloponnese
fortified settlements POL
enveloped in walls LOP
everywhere PAS
CO OC LOP cyclopic wall
attentive mind CO
right eye OC
enveloping wall LOP
This compound names the organization of a fortified settlement, in the center the ruler of the
focused mind CO, around him guards of the open eyes, in the town, at the gate, and along the
enveloping wall as visualized on the Tiryns disc: the ruler in the name of Sseyr Sseus Zeus in the
center field, around him soldiers, in the town, at the gate, and along the enveloping wall or palisade
enforced by the magic power of the banning formula. The most famous cyclops was Polyphem,
Homeric symbol of Troy, his one eye the acropolis overlooking the river plain, his body downtown
Troy VIIa providing protected shelter for 5,000 to 10,000 people. The compound is visualized in the
shield of the soldiers on the Phaistos Disc: a central dot for the king surrounded by six dots along
the circumference of the circle that signifies the enveloping wall or palisade. A dot surrounded by
dots would have been the Argos eye, emblem of a watchful union of towns in the Argolis. You can
find the most impressive version of the emblem on forehead, cheeks and chin of the staring plaster
head from Mycenae.
TYR PAS Taruwisa Troy
overcomer TYR everywhere PAS
Troy ruling over the Troas
including the Dardanelles or Hellespont
POL LAS Wilusa (W)ilios Ilion
fortified settlement POL mountain LAS
Polyphem resembling more a wooded mountain top
than a man who eats bread (Homer in the Odyssey)
AD DA SAI Odysseus
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life SAI along rivers that flow toward AD the sea
while coming from DA hills or mountains
A blocked river can get angry - odyssomai 'to be angry' - and rise above the banks, flood the river
plain and devastate the fields. Another fierce warrior was named for a river tsunami, rising water
attacking suddenly in the way of a lion
AChI )EI Achilleus Achilles
rising water AChI attacking lion )EI
In the case of Odysseus the metaphorical river was the supply of tin from Central Asia blocked by
Troy on the Dardanelles or Hellespont, asking for high tributes, confiscating shiploads, abducting
Helen, as it were, beautiful Helen being the Homeric symbol of tin, her white arms tin ingots, and
her long glittering robes made by herself the glittering tin ore cassitterite
KAL EN Helen
cave Underworld KAL in EN
she in the cave or mine
Ithaca, home of Laertes and Odysseus, would originally have been far more than a relatively small
island - the entire Peloponnese focused in the Argolis
ITA CA Ithaca
young bull ITA sky CA
under the sky of the young Zeus bull
Argolis and Peloponnese in the Helladic period of time
ATI CA Attika
mature bull ATI sky CA
under the sky of the mature Zeus bull
classical Greece forming in the time of the Messenian wars
Telemachos, grandson of Laertes and son of Odysseus and Penelope would personify Greece in the
time of the Messenian wars, Homer I of the Iliad living in the time of the first Messenian war,
Homer II of the Odyssey in the time of the second Messenian war, both Homers concerned about
the coherence of Greece, each one compiling ample bardic material along a narrative into an epic,
the Iliad and the Odyssey.
-----------------------------------------------------------a grammar of many grammars (continuation 1) verbal equations
In 1974/75, when helping a young woman with her Chomsky homework, I formulated a grammar
of equations.
The ball is red.
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Here you have an easily recognizable equation
the ball - is - red, a red one
You perceive the red color and identify it as a ball. In the sentence the ball comes first, as object you
can hold with your hands, and the sensation you behold with your eyes comes second, the red color.
Both belong together, ball and color, and so they are equated by the above sentence. Then you can
turn the sensation into a property of the object
the red ball
Now for another sentence
The ball rolls.
Turned into an equation
The ball - is - rolling, a rolling one, a-rolling
First you perceive a motion and then you identify it as a ball that rolls. In the sentence you begin
with the object you can or could hold in your hands, the ball, and let follow the motion you couldn't
possibly hold but can perceive with your eyes. Then again you can turn the latter into a property of
the first
the rolling ball
A further sentence
The sky is blue.
Turned into an equation
the sky - is - blue, a blue one
The sky isn't really an object, has no physical reality, however, it is a projection of something real,
the ceiling of a cave, the canopy of a tent, or the vault of a building, and so it comes first in the
sentence, while the sensation of the blue color comes second, and can again be turned into a
property of the first
the blue sky
One more sentence
The sun rises.
Turned into an equation
the sun - is - rising, a rising one
The sun, a celestial body, perceived as a tiny disc, with our modern knowledge as a huge fiery ball,
is an object and comes first, the perceived motion of rising second, and can again be given as
property
the rising sun
a grammar of many grammars (continuation 2) a song line
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Sentences are equations, rarely single equations, generally conglomerates of explicit and implicit
equations.
A line from a song by Bob Dylan (Tomorrow Is A Long Time)
There's beauty in the silver-singing river
there - is - beauty
'There' names or indicates a place we can see, remember, visit, imagine, a place of beauty, a
beautiful place.
the beauty - is - in the river that gleams like silver in the sunshine or perhaps moonlight
the river gleaming like silver in the sunshine or moonlight - is - one that makes you wanna
sing
that river - is - widening to a symbol of life including the young singer and poet
his melody - is now, for a brief but intense moment - a part of the river widened to a symbol of
life,
a part of the beautiful river gleaming in the sunshine or moonlight, a part of the silver-singing
river ...
I imagine Robert Zimmerman as teenager on a river bank, watching the river flow, delighted by the
gleaming surface of the water and the reflexes playing on the wavelets, accompanying them on his
guitar, painting the river in music, as it were, humming, forming words and lines of a song ... This
may be his method of composing a song and preparing his lyrics - playing a landscape, a flowing
river, a hillside blooming crazy, but also the howling winds of the north country side, and the freight
trains of the iron range under the red sky (listen to the Widmark tapes), and if you can render a
landscape on a guitar you can also render a situation and people.
Some are very good at solving mathematical equations, others at solving equations in language, the
words falling into place for them (- we are gifted in many ways; my consolation for those who have
problems with mathematics).
A grammar of many grammars (continuation 3) painting the sky
When I say 'the sky is blue' I take the sky and paint it blue, and when I say 'the sun rises' I take the
sun and make it rise in the mind of my listeners ... Poets can create a world from words. We all use
the magic of language for the purpose of shaping the world in the mind of our listeners, in such a
way that they (hopefully) can't help understanding and supporting us, like water that can't help
following the channels dug by a farmer and irrigating the fields ...
I demonstrated the magic power of words in the kitchen of an older farmhouse, where we sat around
the long table: And now the clock will tick ... Normally we don't hear a small regular sound of no
importance, yet when I mentioned the round mechanical clock on the wall across the fairly big
room, above the sink, next to the window, it was as if cotton wool were removed from the ears and
the noise came through - the clock began ticking, as if obeying my word.
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This example reveals how the magic works: by attracting and directing the mobile attention along a
grammar of its own, in body language, gestures, mimics, glances, visual language, vocalizations
and word language alike.
Also magicians play with our attention. Their main skill consists in diverting our attention so that
we miss what actually happens. I do the contrary, showing how the verbal magic works, catching
your mind with a megalomaniac statement about painting the sky blue and making the sun rise, then
providing my explanation – attracting and directing your attention in a case of elaborate word
language.
The authors of the Bible knew about word magic. "And God said, Let there be light: and there was
light" (Genesis 1:3), "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word
was God" (John 1:1). Adam and Eve were made in the image of God. Their language kept a
glimmer of the divine power that created the world.
A grammar of many grammars (continuation 4) soul and language
Word language evolved from vocalizations in animals, requested by all the many things we
fabricate, use and own. The more things we have the more words we need. Information technology
alone gave rise to some 20,000 English words and terms,
We hold a cup in our hands and form a word in our mouth. What we do and what we say is
connected in a physiological manner. When we build a house we transform raw materials like
wood, clay, rock, ore, sand, oil, into boards and beams and poles, bricks and tiles, stones and slabs,
sheet metal and wire, glass panes, tubes, and many more materials we then add to walls, floors and
ceilings, a roof, heard and heating, a system of tubes for the water supply, electric circuits, and
everything else needed for / in / around a house, and we do so along the many rules of the many
specialized professions involved. In like manner we transform the sounds produced by the vocal
chords and formed in the mouth into words we then add to sentences and paragraphs and chapters
and a book along the rules of grammar and style, not just one single grammar but a grammar of
many grammars, the basic grammar of attracting and directing attention, the grammar of explicit
and implicit equations, the inverse grammar of overlapping sets (one of them the set of being),
Rupert Ruhstaller's grammar based on functors and arguments, visualized in budding circles and in
tension diagrams (the latter gaining sense from word order), Noam Chomsky's generative grammar,
Dan Everett's grammar of languages like Piraha, without recursion (according to a recent MIT
study), and many more grammars that have not yet been formulated or never will, and then classical
grammar as a fragmentary but very practical summary of all grammars rolled in one.
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, is the Magdalenian word of by far the most varied
derivatives. In the light of this (hypothetical) word, life can be seen as a bundle of abilities,
coordinated by the soul within a living being, and by language among living beings. Language and
soul are then correlated. In the diction of Lacan: the unconscious is organized like a language.
Nobody would assume that a psychological equivalent of Chomksy's grammar could explain all of
the soul. Nor can his grammar explain all of language. What we need is a grammar of many
grammars, including those defying computer logic, formalization, even the conscious mind,
accessible to poetic intuition, if at all. A complete grammar in computer compatible terms is an
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illusion. However, computers can expand aspects of our language skills, already a big task and great
promise.
-----------------------------------------------------------Chauvet cave again (part 1) roaming the sky
Having seen the film Cave Of Forgotten Dreams by Werner Herzog from 2012 on tv I can deepen
and consolidate my interpretation of the Chauvet cave on the confluence of the rivers Ardèche and
Rhone.
The large cave was discovered four days before Christmas 1994 by Jean-Marie Chauvet, Eliette
Brunel and Christian Hillaire. Most paintings and drawings date from around 32 000 BP. The
superposed ones are by five thousand years younger. A falling rock blocked the original entrance
some twenty thousand years ago.
In the spring of 2006 (shortly before Easter, as I recall) one poster Holly asked me in sci.lang for a
Magdalenian word that may fit the big domino five in the Brunel chamber of the Chauvet cave. I
proposed PAS meaning everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, in
all five places, Greek pas pan 'all, every' pente penta- 'five'. The additional dot in elevated position
may then read CA for sky, together PAS CA meaning everywhere in the sky. The red ocher dots
were applied with the palm of a hand. A dot, especially a red one, had the meaning of SAI for life,
existence, while cave walls and ceilings often represented the sky CA.
Now on a stalactite in the rear hall you can see a Venus, her legs and large black pubic triangle, by
her side a bull, his legs parallel to hers and going over into them, his head covering her womb. In
my interpretation (from the early 2000s) the bull (or bull man) represents the supreme tribal leader
of the Lower Rhone Valley, here born again by the goddess of the Summer Triangle Deneb Vega
Atair in the sky: PAS CA - may the bull man be born again by the goddess in the sky, may he roam
the heavens in his next life as he roamed the land in this life, may he get everywhere PAS in the sky
CA ...
PAS CA Russian Paskha Italian Pasqua French Pâques 'Easter'
SAI CA pSAI CA Greek psychae 'soul, butterfly'
There are two red ocher butterflies in the Chauvet cave, one on a wall, another on a hanging rock
(that resembles a stalactite), double red ocher dots with a vertical stripe for the body - souls of
worthy tribal leaders ascending to the sky on their personal Easter mornings? toward their heavenly
abode? where they shall be born again in human shape by the goddess of the Summer Triangle?
Chauvet cave again (part 2) panel of dots
From the sunlit original entrance one saw the panel of red ocher dots applied with the palm of a
hand, near the PAS CA inscription, and of the same meaning
PAS CA
PAS SAI CA
everywhere PAS in the sky CA
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everywhere PAS life SAI in the sky CA
PAS CA Paskha Pasqua PÃ¢ques
PAS SAI CA P SAI CA psychae
The panel renders PAS for everywhere by the many red ocher dots covering the area, the dots
reading SAI for life, and the panel as part of the cave wall symbolizing the sky CA, so the panel,
seen from the original entrance, conveys the main message of the Chauvet cave:
may the souls of worthy tribal leaders ascend to the sky
and roam the heavens in their next life
as they roam the land in this life
In the late spring and early summer of 2005 I reconstructed a word KA in the language of the
Blombos cave people in South Africa, Middle Stone Age, 75 000 years ago, KA naming what is
beyond, in the sky, inside rock, in a well, or deep in ourselves, accessible to a shaman in a trance
induced by a special breathing technique. Also the Chauvet cave may have had a multiple function:
inside rock, with clefts and niches out of which animals emerge or wherein they disappear, as in the
rock art of Southern Africa; the Underworld traversed by the soul of a tribal leader; and the sky a
worthy soul will climb and roam in his next life, born again by the goddess of the Summer Triangle
Deneb Vega Atair, protecting his tribe from above.
Chauvet cave again (part 3) bear hunter Arthur
The skull of a cave bear was placed on an altar-like stone in the first hall of the Chauvet cave.
Fragments of burned carbon around it may indicate a ritual. The skull is looking toward the original
entrance from where one saw the panel of red ocher dots. How do the bear and the panel go
together?
32,000 years ago the bright and fast moving star Arcturus in Bootes would have been the head of
the Herdsman or rather Bear Hunter, the bear having been the Big Dipper seen as animal facing
ARC TYR Arcturus Arthur, overcomer TYR of the bear ARC, bear overcomer ARC TYR.
The myth of ARC TYR survived for a long time and became the medieval legend of king Arthur,
slayer of the fearsome dragon of Lannion in northern Brittany - remains of the long extinct cave
bear had been misinterpreted as dragon skulls and bones (a cave bear was bigger than a grizzly).
In the spring of 2008 I interpreted the main constellations of the northern hemisphere as stations of
the adventures of ARC TYR born again in the sky - perhaps performed as shadow dance in the
Chauvet cave, accompanied by drums and flutes and chanting, preparing a tribal leader for his next
life in the heavenly beyond?
A descendant of this 'opera' could have been the oral epic of AAR RAA CA muruku of the Indus
Valley, he of air AAR and light RAA in the sky CA, Golden Boy who brought civilization to the
humans, stills of this epic having been represented on Indus tablets.
Chauvet cave again (part 4) Pont d'Arc
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The animals drawn and painted in the Chauvet cave might have been of a triple nature, fluctuating
between actual animals, human abilities, and cosmic powers, each animal playing a role in the
transition of the supreme tribal leader from this life on earth to a second life in the heavenly beyond,
all animals partaking in a mythological framework of mostly lost stories and "forgotten dreams" ...
A bull can also be the bull man, a lion the lion man, consider the famous figurine of a man with a
lion's head from the Stadel cave, Hohenfels. The red ocher panther of the dotted breast may have
been an exemplary hunter - imagine a ceremonial dance before its panel, imploring hunting prowess
for ARC TYR in the sky. Bull and horse could also have been cosmic forces manifesting themselves
in moon and sun, in lunar and solar cycles of time, consider the beautiful white horse with a sinus
line on its flank. The mammoth may have been a symbol of rain. The rhinoceroi, often opposing
each other, even fighting, horns clashing, might have symbolized life and death - life and fertility
prevailing. Stag and hind may have been the emblematic animals of shamans and shamanesses,
consider the hind standing on her hind legs, her head high in the air ...
The animals may have been spirits mediating between the cosmic powers and the human abilities,
guiding, challenging, enhancing and obstructing them, while shamans and shamanesses helped the
worthy soul of a supreme tribal leader to safely get from this life on earth to a second life in the
heavenly beyond, comparable to the beautiful natural bridge overarching the river Ardeche outside
the Chauvet cave, in French called Pont d'Arc, bridge of the arc, at the top forming a straight line,
below, on the inside, an almost perfect semicircle above the water (when seen from the vantage
point chosen in the film).
The emblematic panel of red ocher palm prints and the occasional contour of a finger was made by
a man 180 centimeters tall (six feet). Now the same artist made a complex panel of red ocher hand
prints (recognizeable as the same man by his slightly distorted little finger of the right hand). Also
the hand prints claim a second life for the supreme tribal leader in the heavenly beyond while a
semicircle of small red ocher dots invokes both the arc of the natural limestone bridge across the
river and the trajectory of a celestial body. To the right side is a red lion, its mouth where the
semicircle comes down - swallowing an unworthy soul, protecting a worthy soul? Only a good
tribal leader could last among the stars, born again in the sky by the goddess of the Summer
Triangle Deneb Vega Atair.
Chauvet cave again (part 5) a lunisolar calendar
The semicircle in the complex panel of the hand prints consists of 12 red ocher dots, plus one weak
dot farther down the first dot on the left side. Count 11 days for the weak dot, consider the 12 dots
as lunations or synodic months of 30 29 30 29 ... days, and you get a regular year of 365 days
11 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 sum 365 days
Add 1 leap day every fourth year and you get the following pattern for a long calendar cycle of 8
years, in all 2922 days
11 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29
11 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29
11 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29
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12 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29
11 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29
11 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29
11 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29
12 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29
The first row adds up to 90 days or 3 lunations of 30 days. Add them to the 8 times 12 or 96
lunations and you get 99 lunations for 8 years.
Also the lunisolar clandar of Lascaux used 8 years or 99 lunations, regular years of 365 days plus 2
lap days, in all 2922 days, a regular year laid out as a syncopic square of 365 pebbles, consisting of
nine smaller syncopic squares of 41 or 40 pebbles
41 40 41
40 41 40

41 40 41
hib
gac
fed
Eight subsequent calendar periods correspond to eleven lunations counted either in the 30 29 30
mode or in the 29 30 29 mode, for example
a b c d e f g h 41 41 40 41 40 41 40 41 sum 325 days
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 sum 325 days
In the dingir calendar of Sumer the long period of 2922 days was the rounded average of 8 solar
years and 99 lunations and 5 Venus years.
Below the panel of hand prints and semicircle of dots appears a large red ocher rhinoceros whose
longer horn runs parallel to an ancient cleft in the rock. This may have been the goddess of giving
life, calling moon bulls out of clefts and niches in the rock. Ceremonial dances before the panel
would have implored time for the transformed bull man in the beyond. A group of smaller stones
was deposited near the base of the panel. Maybe the dancers moved them around on the floor,
imitating early mathematicians who laid out calendar patterns with pebbles? (Hoping for a virtual
replica of the cave allowing to study the entire panel and surrounding area.)
Chauvet cave again (part 6) approximate timetable
100 000 BP Tribes of Homo sapiens sapiens leave Africa ...
75 000 BP ... camp in Arabia felix, by then a lush paradise ...
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60 000 BP ... and reach northern India and the Aran Valley in Nepal, clash of warm south and cold
north provokes technical and cultural progress and makes language develop, words like DAI for
protected area, SAI for life and CA for sky ??
42 000 BP red ocher hand negatives in Indonesia
41 000 BP oldest element of European cave art, red ocher dot on a wall of Altamira cave in
northern Spain, claims a second life in the heavenly beyond, dot for life SAI and cave wall
representing sky CA
SAI CA pSAI CA psychae 'soul'
32 000 BP emblematic panel of red ocher hand prints in Chauvet cave, visible from original
entrance, inscription in Brunel chamber, Venus and bull on stalactite in rear hall
PAS CA
PAS SAI CA
May the bull man (supreme leader of the Lower Rhone Valley) be born again in the sky by the
goddess of the Summer Triangle Deneb Vega Atair, may he roam the heavens in his next life as he
roams the land in this life, may he get everywhere PAS in the sky CA ...
13 000 BP small red ocher panel in cave Pech Merle showing a hand negative and a cross of five
dots, below the cross three more dots, above the cross four more dots, hand on cave wall claiming a
second life in the beyond, cross for PAS meaning everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of
me, east and west of me, in all five places (fingers of a hand, dots of the cross, points of an Egyptian
star), red ocher dots for SAI meaning life, cave wall and dots above cross for CA meaning sky, dots
below cross for AC naming an expanse of land with water
PAS AC Hebrew Pessach - we leave Egypt, cross the border,
Pharaoh's army can't hold us up, we get everywhere PAS
in this expanse of land with water AC
PAS CA Russian Paskha Italian Pasqua French PÃ¢ques 'Easter'
- resurrection of Christ following a very ancient pattern
Chauvet cave again (part 7) Orion goddess
A closer look at the butterfly on a stalactite somewhere in the middle of the Chauvet cave (in a
narrow passage, as far as I can tell) reveals a second butterfly, a small one, to the left side below the
big one, making me think of Sirius below to the left side of Orion. In the time of Lascaux 17 000
BP onward) and Altamira (large hind and the many bulls 14 500 BP) the constellation of ORE EON
Orion was the Divine Hind Woman (Lascaux) or Divine Hind (Altamira), she on the beautiful ORE
bank or shore EON of the heavenly CA river lake LAK, together CA LAK overformed by galaxy
'Milky Way'. The Orion goddess or Divine Hind Woman of Lascaux is present ex negative in the
niche at the rear end of the axial gallery, in between the arcs of horns and heads of the opposing
ibices, midwinter symbol according to Marie E.P. König who also interpreted the descending horses
as winter sun. The glorious rotunda of Lascaux can then be seen as midsummer, the red mare rising
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above the horizon of the ledge as rising midsummer sun, and the axial gallery as year, the lovely
'Chinese' horses, heading from the niche to the rotunda, as spring, the warming spring sun healing
ailments of a long and harsh winter.
Now we have another year indicated in the Chauvet cave, midwinter by the stalactite of Orion and
Sirius, midsummer by the stalactite of Venus representing the Summer Triangle Deneb Vega Atair.
Chauvet cave again (part 8) Schwabian 'Eve'
The Ice Age people of the Schwabian Alp in southwestern Germany had connections to the people
of the Chauvet cave in the Lower Rhone Valley. The famous lion man from the Stadel cave,
Hohenfels, - a male figurine with a lion's head, carved from a mammoth tusk - and the lions drawn
and painted in the Chauvet cave resemble each other, showing the same type of head. Now there is
a further connection: between the butterfly in the Chauvet cave seen as Orion goddess and the socalled Schawbian 'Eve', a very small mammoth ivory figurine without a head but with a large vulva
and enormous breasts - Orion seen as a woman has no head, and the two red ocher dots of the
butterfly seen as a woman represent a pair of breasts, the huge breasts of the life giving goddess in
her winter emanation of Orion.
'Eve' is a good name for her, from AC CA, earth AC and sky CA. This compound has further
derivatives in Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' and in the name of the Indo-European earth
goddess akka mentioned by Julius Pokorny while inverse CA AC named the Greek earth goddess
Gaia.
Chauvet cave again (part 9) calendar of Aldebaran crawfish
By far the largest animal painted in the Altamira cave is a beautiful hind licking the horns of a small
(young) bison under her. She was the Divine Hind who called life into existence, moon bulls into
life, thus creating time, lunations or synodic months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ...
days.
Orion was the constellation of the Divine Hind Woman while the moon bulls waiting to go on their
heavenly mission were present in Aldebaran of the Taurus constellation, from TOR for bull in
motion.
On a wall near the stalactite of the Orion and Sirius butterflies you can see another butterfly, and on
the right side, higher up, a so-called insect which I interpret as a highly abstract river crawfish - the
butterfly as Orion woman, winter emanation of the life giving goddess, and the crawfish ideogram
as lunar calendar of a regular solar year of 365 days
head 1 day June 21 summer solstice
breast (or back) 10 days
head and breast (or back) together 11 days
antennae May 18 - Jun 15 and Jun 27 - Jul 25 (29 29)
scissors Apr 18 - May 17 and Jul 26 - Aug 24 (30 30)
legs Mar 20 - Apr 17 and Aug 25 - Sep 22 (29 29)
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legs Feb 18 - Mar 19 and Sep 23 - Oct 22 (30 30)
legs Jan 20 - Feb 17 and Oct 23 - Nov 20 (29 29)
legs Dec 21 - Jan 19 and Nov 21 - Dec 20 (30 30)
The head of the Aldebaran crawfish marks the summer solstice. Head and breast (or back) are 11
days. The antennae, scissors, and pairs of legs are pairs of lunations, alternately 29 29 and 30 30
days. In all you get 365 days. The feet of the first legs behind the scissors mark the spring equinox,
and the feet of the last legs the winter solstice.
And the river of the Aldebaran crawfish is the white ceiling of the Chauvet cave between the
stalactites of Orion and the Venus of the Summer Triangle Deneb Vega Atair, stalactites of the life
giving goddess in her winter and summer forms.
Chauvet cave again (part 10) Sirius, Antares
Orion was the Divine Hind Woman and Sirius below Orion the abode of shamanesses called SAI
CER IAS, life SAI (stag shaman hind) shamaness CER healing IAS.
The Divine Hind (Woman) had a consort in the Divine Stag (Man) whose proud antlers were seen in
our summer constellations of Sagittarius and Scorpio, across the sky from Orion, while Antares in
Scorpio was the abode of shamans in the service of the Divine Stag (Man).
Remember the semicircle of red ocher dots plus one weak dot below the first dot on the left side.
The weak dot may be Antares, and the semicircle may indicate the way Antares travels across the
night sky.
On a further level of meaning the dots can be read as a year, the weak dot representing a period of
eleven days and the semicircle a dozen lunations
11 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 sum 365
And on a third level of meaning the weak dot may again be Antares and the semicircle may indicate
the way the moon bulls travel along the ecliptic toward Aldebaran where they once began their
heavenly journey, called into life by the Divine Hind (Woman) worshipped in Orion.
Her year was encoded in the Aldebaran crawfish, the head one day, the breast (or back) ten more
days, plus a dozen lunations for the antennae and scissors and regular legs
1 10 29 29 30 30 29 29 30 30 29 29 30 30 sum 365
The river of the Aldebaran crawfish was the heavenly CA river lake LAK together CA LAK
overformed by galaxy 'Milky Way' ...
Once we understand the very ancient ideograms we can only admire their economy and precision.
completing year ten
The Magdalenian experiment began with calendar reconstructions at the end of 2004
lunisolar calendar of the Göbekli Tepe region, 12 000 BP
and beginning of 2005
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amazing lunisolar calendar of Lascaux, 17 000 BP
Now the double calendar of the Chauvet cave
year of Aldebaran crawfish, year of Antares bow, 32 000 BP
completes year ten of my adventure.
Magdalenian is a non-invasive tool of archaeology, reconstructed for the purpose of reading the rich
legacy of cave art, rock art and mobile art of the last Ice Age.
My reward and bonus are anthropological insights, for example DhAG meaning able, good in the
sense of able, being the Magdalenian word of by far the most varied derivatives, followed by BIR
meaning fur (especially the fur on which a newborn was placed).
In my next series of messages I shall ponder the evolutionary advantage of religion, again in the
light of DhAG meaning able.
-----------------------------------------------------------evolutionary advantage of religion (part 1) car and wagon
The many artificial things we make and use extend body and mind, increasing our abilities. In a car
we ran faster and wider than on our legs, and on a wagon we transport more goods than we can
possibly carry in our arms.
English car and carry derive from Proto-Indo-European *kers 'to run' whose origin I see in
Magdalenian COR for young people (perhaps COR SAI, young people COR life SAI, lively young
people) while the meme of the permutation group is the way the young ones behave
- young people run and like fast cars, old people walk and generally prefer safe cars.
DhAG meaning able is the Magdalenian word of the most varied derivatives, among them thing
German Ding, Latin facere 'make', also *wegh 'to carry' and *weghnos 'wagon'.
PAD for the activity of feet accounts for foot and boot, also for boat and paddle, then for Italian
vettura French voiture 'car'.
PAD vettura and path, COR (SAI) *kers car and course, DhAG *weghnos 'wagon' and *weghyeh
'track road' English way German Weg - vehicules need roads. Most cars are useless without streets
and roads and highways.
How much labor went into the building of all the many roads we have today? How many accidents
helped develop the safe cars we drive nowadays?
We are the lucky ones who benefit from the labor and suffering of earlier generations.
How many of those who labored and suffered found solace in religion?
Seen that way (as if from outer space) religion is an enabling factor in the civilizatory progress, in
evolution beyond the body.
evolutionary advantage of religion (part 2) extended phenotype
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Upon reading The Selfish Gene by Richard Dawkins (new edition from 1989) the way the genes
behave reminded me of the Greek gods and goddesses. Near the end of 2004 I wrote a series of
messages on this aperÃ§u, religion as possible extended phenotype, wondering why Dawkins
doesn't see the connection between genetics and religion. A reader kindly recommended a book by a
neurologist and pediatric from New York (as I recall, unfortunately I forgot his name and the title of
the book) wherein the genes are described as enablers. Meanwhile Magdalenian allows to shed new
light on this topic.
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, is the Magdalenian word of by far the most varied
derivatives. Prominent among them are English deity and divine, Latin deus and Greek theos
(incompatible in Proto-Indo-European, well compatible in Magdalenian), Sumerian dingir
announcing a deity, and the supreme Irish Celtic god Dagda, the good god in the sense of the able
god, from DhAG DhAG able able.
Genes are enablers, and deities are able ones. Gods and goddesses fly and make themselves heard
everywhere - meanwhile we fly in airplanes and conversate over long distances via telephone, radio,
television and Internet, following the example of the deities who are inspiring technological
progress, inviting us to expand our abilities beyond biology.
evolutionary advantage of religion (part 3) greater than everything
There is an actual connection between religion and genetics: worshipped ancestors arose to deities
while they are still biologically present in our genome.
Gods and goddesses mirror our genes but also nature from which life emerged, meaning we can't
realize all the abilities personified by the able ones in terms of technology.
Deities are above us, and so is God. Ra, the supreme god of Ancient Egypt, manifest in the sun, had
100 names while nobody knew the real name. Allah has 99 names but nobody knows the real name,
and nobody is allowed to make an image of Allah – mentioning Allah in the form of He His Him
invokes a man as a verbal image. 'Allahu akbar' is short for 'Allah is greater than everything' - above
any definition, above any proclamation, above any book, just above e v e r y t h i n g .
evolutionary advantage of religion (part 4) human law and divine law
A society needs a practical or human law, and a higher or divine law, both mirroring the the
technological complexity of the given society - for example the law of the sultan and the sharia as
corrective in the medieval Islamic society. You can't replace the human law by the divine law, nor
both levels of the law in a technologically highly complex modern society by a medieval divine law.
In the so-called western civilization the higher law is represented by religions, ethics, philosophy,
hermeneutics, psychology, sciences and humanities, art as human measure in a technical world, all
forms of art including satire, furthermore agnosticism and atheism as guards of transcendence.
We have a right to expose the abuse of religion for political purposes by those who claim to know
exactly who God is
We know exactly who God is and what He wants
He wants what we want, He is our mighty henchman
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and the contradiction of placing a book that was written and compiled and edited by human beings
above nature and life as God's creation.
evolutionary advantage of religion (part 5) prayers can help
Definition of language from 1974/75
Language is the means of getting help, support and understanding
from those we depend upon in one way or another --- and every means
of getting help, support and understanding may be called language,
on whatever level of life it occurs ...
Genes depend on each other (Richard Dawkins). Also genes and body and mind depend on each
other - genes on the body for replication, and on the mind that steers the body, body and mind on
the genes as enablers, and maybe the mind communicates with the genes via epigenetics?
At age 45 I got a bad medical diagnosis (reading the file on the tray while the doctor left me
waiting), feared I must die, and swooned. I was a boy again, with my parents and siblings on a
Sunday pleasure walk in the near wood, the sun slanting between the slender trunks of the high fir
trees, all very peaceful ... Then I woke up, lying on the floor, surrounded by nurses, the sun slanting
betweeen the slender vertical elements of the blinds. The nurses helped me up and gave me a cup of
sugared coffee. Then a specialist arrived, and told me that I have two years more. Meanwhile I
survived for twenty years, without medication, no recidive.
People in great danger fearing imminent death can see a lovely landscape, as I did in my dream
vision lying on a hospital floor, but why was I a boy? Richard Dawkins provides a possible answer.
He mentions a certain gene that helps the young body but harms the old one, and wonders whether
one could fool that gene into believing the body were still young, and thus prolong life? My body
may have done just that: Listen, genes, this body is still young, virtually a boy, has a lot more to do
and ideas to develop, so please let him live ...
The vision and strong feeling of peace I still can recall would have helped endorse the internal
message, the prayer of my body, as it were.
I wonder if some religious ideas have a similar origin?
evolutionary advantage of religion (part 6) dingua lingua
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, accounts for Latin deus dea Greek theos thea
Sumerian dingir Celtic Dagda, for Latin facere 'make', also for German denken English think, and
for Old Latin dingua English tongue, while inverse GADh meaning good accounts for God.
) or )OG for having the say (pronounce the consonant given as arc by curving your tongue, then let
the tip of the tong glide along the palate and smack into its wet bed) accounts for Greek logos
'word, reason'
In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God,
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and the Word was God
(John 1:1)
for Hebrew El and Elohim, and for Arabic Allah, while English Lord preserves the L. Further
derivatives are Latin lingua 'tongue' that replaced Old Latin dingua 'tongue', French langue 'tongue'
and langage English language.
The case of dingua lingua may reveal that human societies favor the expansion of abilities and
language.
What can you gain from taking boys and girls out of school, depriving the young ones of a
perspective, banning ideas, forbidding the word, oppressing women, and then compensating for the
loss and lack of abilities by endlessly invoking the Able One who has the Say? Form your society
along the above etymologies and it will have a better chance. It won't be spared from failure and
disaster, but will find resilience in well developed and coordinated abilities, and solace in a humane
religion.
Or in religion without religion. Personally I don't believe in a second life in the beyond, but I know
that others will be born and live and see the world as I in my best and happiest and most hopeful
moments. For the time being I go on with my work, silently honoring people in other parts of the
world who can't realize greater talents than mine.
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Lascaux 8, Google, Indo-European homeland
addressing the Google company (triangle of language) / first Indo-European homeland again

© 2015 by Franz Gnaedinger
My entire Magdalenian experiment was performed in the Usenet forum of
sci.lang, every step documented there. Now my current Magdalenian thread
has been flagged for abuse. I don’t know why and by whom (although I suspect
some people). What can I do? I address Google and compile a few of those
messages to an open letter.
(triangle of language)
Google company, why cast a net if not hoping for fish? why maintain a scientific forum if not
hoping for ideas? From me you get ideas, plenty original ideas, for example my triangle of human
word language whose corners are
life with needs and wishes
mathematics as logic of building and maintaining
based on the equation a = a
art as human measure in a technical world
based on Goethe's world formula and ever turning key
all is equal, all unequal ...
I see language in a basic sense as intelligence of life – working together, coordinated by language
(on all levels) we achieve more with the same effort, or the same with less effort. Intelligence and
energy are correlated in some deep way I still can't really fathom (a hunch of mine from 1963). But
maybe one day a reader will find a link between language as intelligence of life and life's
negentropy?
Richard Feynman said it makes no sense if a thousand people tackle the same problem using the
same box of tools – at least someone should try a different way. Paleo-linguists proceed backward
in time. I make an educated guess about a remote past, guided by cave art and rock art and mobile
art, and then proceed forward in time, developing and applying a different box of tools.
(cycle of ten years)
Google company, you hide my thread because it was flagged for abuse. The timing was perfect. I
just completed a working cycle of ten years
early 2005 Lascaux calendar
late 2014 Chauvet calendar
late 2004 language and biology
early 2015 biology and religion
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Now there is a solid body of Magdalenian for others to go on. I enjoy the (relative) quiet in my
chambre séparée. Which reminds me of an earlier advice I gave you, concerning the Usenet of the
future as a free open university with lecture hall, discussion room, black board, publishing corner
(all virtual, of course). How about making a first step in this direction? You might replace the line
'... flagged for abuse' by 'chambre séparée' or 'Magdalenian corner'.
For the time being no more ideas, inspiration and advice for sci.lang, no more turbocharching,
energizing and immunoglobulin.
The drag of sci.lang are never ending meta-discussions larded with ad hominems and peppered with
invectives. People escape to meta-levels, drop verdicts from above, judge in the name of the truth
they own, can't focus on a topic, in earlier years led killrating campaigns and now they have the
possibility of flagging my thread for abuse.
They have that, I have ideas.
(professional moron)
Google company, nine years ago you hired. I applied as professional moron. I can test a device or a
program like a moron but observe professionally what happens and then draw conclusions. You
thanked for my application but told me that for the time being you don't need someone of my
abilities. I related the story to a programmer. He confirmed me: professional morons are exactly
what the IT branch needs. Computer guys can't really test a program or device. They know too
much. You want an average moron for that purpose. Remember what I said about art as human
measure in a technical world.
I do the job anyway, giving you my advice for free. Innovative people just love to use the
intelligence they are given – intuition and analytical powers well balanced.
When you introduced rating in early 2006 I told you that this will invite killrating campaigns. And
so it happened, right from the beginning. The same happened to at least one member of another
scientific group who wrote quiet and sensible messages. By and by I learned that the massive
killrating campaign against me was led mainly by my second longtime online stalker of a multiple
web identity. One of his many aliases confessed that he was my only killrater, so he was responsible
for the campaign, over 6,000 kills while the poster mentioned above got more than 7,000 ... Now
there is a possibility of flagging a thread for abuse. I wonder whether a single person can flag a
thread several times using a variety of online identities?
(evaluating the place of computers)
Let me say a word about computers in the light of my triangle whose corners are life with needs and
wishes, mathematics as logic of building and maintaining based on the formula a = a , and art as
human measure in a technical world based on Goethe's formula all is equal, all unequal ...
Computers are located near the mathematical corner. They don't live, have no needs and wishes,
don't care whether they are on or off, assembled or dissembled. They can neither duplicate the mind
nor cover all of language. However, they increase our language skills and expand our mental
abilities.
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For the near future I imagine hybrid computers combining the classical number crunchers with
neural nets no longer simulated but using elements inspired by synapses (in the making) and
quantum computers allowing multiple states and perhaps entanglement.
Such hybrid computers will expand the place computers occupy in the above triangle, a fractal
pattern still centered near the mathematical corner but flaring out, in sort of a fog with filaments,
approaching but not reaching the other corners.
My forte is hermeneutics. I have or develop a feeling for the complexity of a problem and then look
out for patterns of matching complexities among the potential solutions. Hybrid computers of the
above kind will boost our hermeneutic skills that are basic in all our thinking, without ever
duplicating the mind or reproducing all of language. Life will remain precious, needs and wishes
partially irrational (see the next chapter).
On tv I heard that some Google people are dreaming of eternal life. How should that work? by
implementing one's mind into a machine? Sorry, this will remain a dream, as you can see from the
above. On the other hand one sometimes must imagine the impossible in order to achieve the
possible.
In my opinion it is best to walk safely on the ground and sometimes look up to the stars. I consider
my triangle a map of reality. Although a rudimentary map of only three corner posts it generates the
complexity I see in language and the mind. Moreover, it can be used for orientation in our
enterprises. You may mark your position within the triangle (near the mathematical corner) and
install counterweights for a balance (life floor and art floor) that uphold their positions (real life and
real art).
(depending on each other)
Language is basically the means of getting help, support and understanding from those we depend
upon in one way or another. All of language is motivated by needs and wishes, every speaking
situation embedded in them, also a seeming counter-example I was given recently
The state of New York has 62 counties.
In describing the world we are never entirely objective. We select a few aspects, leaving out many
others, and render them in our own way. Then we make our description of a situation credible by
inserting facts nobody can deny, and if we do that skillfully enough we guide our listener toward the
conclusion we have in mind, so that he or she will be inclined to help us, 'help' in the widest sense
of the word, and if only by agreeing on our opinion or by understanding our position. The above
statement can be seen as part of such a context. Here it serves my argumentation motivated by my
wish to be taken seriously and have my thread rehabilitated.
If the above statement appears in a geography or history schoolbook the wish involved is a good
education for our children.
And if it appears in a traveller's guide it helps a destination manage tourism by giving out
information, a publisher sell books by handing over the information in a pleasing form, and the
reader get an idea of the region he or she may visit.
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We have to consider the entire speaking situation when asking about the needs and wishes
motivating a speaking sample.
Recently it has been calculated that someone living in a modern society depends all in all in all on a
million people. That is where language comes from. We depend on others. We need their help,
support and understanding.
(evaluating the place of sci.lang)
Let me now evaluate the place of sci.lang in the triangle of language (whose corners are life and
mathematics and art, as explained previously).
The members of sci.lang (men only) deny that needs and wishes motivate language. They see
language as a rational construct. Needs and wishes belong to psychology and are as off-topic in
sci.lang as biology. My insisting makes me a fool, a crank, not entirely stupid but probably autistic,
a crackpot, and my thread - work of a year, full of original ideas I share freely, trying to make the
difficult simple for interested readers - has finally been flagged for abuse. The dogma of language
being rational is defended emotionally, motivated by a need to feel independent and a wish to
appear autonomous (probably a male imperative).
In sci.lang mathematical logic (a = a) prevails over the logic of art (equal unequal) and impairs the
understanding of symbols in early writing. Polyphem in Homer's Odyssey is a formidable one-eyed
giant milking sheep and goats in his cave – a giant but not a man, Much Famous resembles more a
wooded mountain top than a man who eats bread: Polyphem is the Homeric symbol of Troy, his one
eye the acropolis overlooking the river plain, his body downtown Troy VIIa providing protected
shelter for 5,000 to 10,000 people, his cave the Trojan harbor on the Besik bay, and his sheep and
goats foreign ships asked for high fees and tributes ... Helen of the white arms, beautiful Helen
abducted by a Trojan prince, cause of the Trojan war, is the Homeric symbol of – tin, by then the
most precious material, her white arms are tin ingots, and her glittering long robes she makes
herself the glittering tin ore cassitterite; her husband xanthos Menelaos is the Homeric symbol of
copper, the color xanthos covering all hues of copper ore, yellow brown red; and their daughter
lovely Hermione who resembles golden Aphrodite is the Homeric symbol of bronze, alloy of copper
and tin, of a golden shine when freshly cast. Now there is no tin in Greece, the Mycenaean tin came
from Central Asia and was bound to pass along the Dardanelles where the Trojans laid hands on the
precious cargo, abducting Helen, as it were ...
Denying the role of needs and wishes in language and ignoring symbols makes the forum of
sci.lang occupy about the same place in the triangle of language as computers do. One may say the
members of sci.lang try to stand the Turing test from the other side: by cutting off the features of
language that go beyond computer logic.
(rules for better discussions)
My rules for a scientific group
The Usenet is a great facility. You can profit more
if you observe some basic rules.
Questions, observations and ideas are welcome.
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No sincere question is stupid.
However, brace yourself for a cold wind.
Only scientific arguments count,
and the better ones win.
Apart from proven mathematical theorems there is
no scientific truth. All we have are more or less
provisional hypotheses and theories.
If you propose a new idea or hypothesis or even theory,
begin with a claim you consider most valid, a single one,
don't bamboozle the reader with a dozen claims at once.
If you disagree, focus on a claim you find most silly,
give an accurate summary in your own words, and only then
pluck it apart. You can be harsh if you find it necessary,
but avoid getting personal.
Invectives and ad hominems are no scientific arguments
and can't replace them.
Stand topic, focus, argue on the scientific level,
don't escape to meta-levels. Never ending meta-discussions
are a drag.
Claiming to know better is not enough,
show that you actually do.
Complaining alone won't help,
offer something better.
How, when and where did I behave against my rules? or violate another rule? Why was my thread
flagged for abuse?
(World Economy Forum)
A fairly young man from the MIT Boston moderated a panel discussion at the World Economy
Forum Davos in the Swiss Alps (where a day before the CEOs of Facebook, Microsoft, Google and
Vodaphone gathered for another panel) and announced that in ten years most cars will drive
automatically and all airplanes will fly automatically and machines will take over most of our tasks,
except maybe novel writing – but who needs that many novels?
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I mentioned mathematical logic (a = a) and the logic of art (equal unequal). Now the logic of art is
also the logic of life and nature. In the late 1970s I predicted that the ‘zoo’ of elementary particles
won’t be completed, for those particles have to satisfy the equation e = e = e … that considers the
equal but ignores the unequal. The wider logic of equal unequal is present in symbols, analogies and
metaphors that allow us to find and formulate our place in the world and later on lead to scientific
and technological approaches.
Recently I proposed an alternative Turing test: machines will really take over when people hang
computer graphics in their bedrooms. I know nobody who does that. In their office, maybe, but not
in the room where they rest and sleep in the night and wake up in the morning.
Also the technological marvels of the future will have to be integrated into life and nature and be
given a human measure, task of art, beyond machines. A work of art is to life what a mathematical
formula is to technology.
By the way, I saw the WEF panels on tv. Bill and Melanie Gates presented a Stephen Hawkins
video. The physicist in his wheelchair holds an encouraging address made audible via his talking
computer: use your time, and consider that we all live on the same globe.
In earlier years he believed that physics will come to an end. Meanwhile he sees that it will go on.
My word. And so will the co-evolution of technology and art, based on different logics of the same
importance, neither one taken over by the other.
(quarry of ideas)
Google company, your awesome search engine relies on the work of an Italian mathematician. Ideas
can grow powerful, but they begin small, and their authors are often in a weak position. Einstein
was lucky to have Planck for a peer. Success was not even granted for the epitome of a genius.
Professors at Berlin who hated relativity theory founded a society against Jewish nonsense in the
sciences. And the American discoverer of neuroplasticity, now all the rage, was mobbed out of his
lab and career. How many ideas and discoveries are lost because their authors were silenced?
When I am hindered from working I focus on the obstacles and obstaclers.
What is the use of archiving terabytes of chatting with a spray of textbook morsels? The online
dictionaries from which someone occasionally quotes in order to gain a shadow of legitimation to
exert power in sci.lang are already online.
My work is a quarry of ideas, marble of many colors.
Why was my thread flagged for abuse, and how did it happen? I assume that there is an algorithm
evaluating complaints. Are you sure that it works properly? If there were an infallible algorithm
discerning ideas from nonsense via certain patterns and the reaction of the public, such a marvel of
artificial intelligence could take over the sciences, posing and answering questions automatically.
But this can't be. Scientific progress at the forefront requires creativity based on the principle of
equal unequal that goes beyond computer logic.
Also your search algorithm is a result of human creativity, and yields the best results when used
creatively. Machines can enhance but not replace the creative mind. Not even the most sophisticated
algorithms can emulate creativity that makes life and work pleasing at every scale. Also you,
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Google company, hire people, and deliberately stimulate their creativity. I shall believe in the strong
claim of AI when a CEO takes his hat and hands his office over to an algorithm ...
Valid ideas are easily recognized in hindsight, not always in the present or looking forward in time,
especially not by envious members of a scientific forum who compensate for their lack in ideas by
playing power games.
(asking for modest privileges)
Google company, the Usenet allows a new form of publishing by developing ideas on a daily basis.
Wonderful, progress comparable to printing that paved the way for the Renaissance and the modern
sciences. I thanked you several times for maintaining the archive, and de facto by leading an
experiment of ten years that was now ended by the flagging of my current Magdalenian thread for
abuse and hiding it for the visitors of sci.lang.
Over the past years I told you several times that sci.lang and other scientific groups can only be
improved when those who offer new and original ideas are rewarded by modest privileges instead
of being punished – in former years by killrating campaigns, now by being flagged for abuse.
Edus don't publish new and original ideas of their own in sci.lang or another scientific group, the
Usenet not being prestigious enough for them. Also, the previous interfaces to sci.lang mentioned
several thousand members but the view count of the current one shows that there are perhaps a
dozen active members in sci.lang only. Why should an edu write a careful and well composed
message for such a tiny audience, and for the sole reward of being mocked and mobbed, flagged
and flogged?
Moreover, ideas can be stolen. Happened to me. From the summer of 1974 onward I interpreted
Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa painting as an allegory of seeing, and her smile as a beautiful
optical illusion evoked by a firm and patient look into her eyes (especially her left eye in the center
of the circle of her head). In October 2000 I posted a brief summary of my explanation and
interpretation in sci.archaeology under the title of Mona Lisa smiling. It was kept in the archive of
deja, and appeared for a long time at the top of queries for 'Mona Lisa'. Next year, 2001, the
Harvard neurologist Margaret Livingston published a book wherein she gives the same explanation
of the smile. I didn't see her book, but read about it, and then, a couple of years ago, I saw an
interview with Margaret Livingston in a tv documentary by one Rudj Bergmann (or so) wherein she
repeats my deja explanation almost verbatim. I contacted Rudj Bergman (or so). He replied that I
should be pleased to have my explanation confirmed ... Share ideas, have them skimmed and stolen.
(Mona Lisa 1/4 field of vision)
In 1974/75 I attended the official art school at Zürich. My teacher liked discussing with me, and
gave me free hand to do what I wanted. I was interested in perception and the field of vision. Look
out for a clear and strong contrast of small elements (klar, star, feingliedrig) and focus on it as long
as you can - not easy at all! Your mobile attention pulls you away, ever more powerfully, trying to
make your glance explore other interesting contrasts in the vicinity and then farther away from the
one you focus on. I willed myself to stay, with all mental power I could muster, and by and by
succeeded in doing so, and then began drawing what I saw. Funny, my drawings were always too
clear – because I drew what I knew and not what I saw. By and by I improved my skills and began
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to see what I saw from the eyes: a center of clear vision, a tiny spot comparable to sun and moon in
the sky, surrounded by less and less clear (more and more verschwommen) areas where shadows
merged with shadows, and, to a lesser degree, lights with lights, instead of objects I saw a realm of
shadows leading their own life, so to say - but when I released my glance it quickly took in the wide
field and all the most interesting contrasts and the objects were restored immediately, and looked so
firm and stable as never before.
And then it happened that I saw a fairly large reproduction of the Mona Lisa, and noticed that she
smiled when I looked into her eyes, especially in her left eye (in the center of the circle of her head),
but when I tried to surprise her smiling and looked down on her mouth the smile was gone. When I
looked back into her eye, and did so firmly and patiently, seeing her mouth unclear
(verschwommen), the smile reappeared, and when I smiled myself, she showed me her loving smile
...
(Mona Lisa 2/4 an optical illusion)
Mona Lisa shows her beautiful smile when we look into her eyes, firmly and patiently, especially in
her left eye, in the picture on the right side, in the middle of the circle of her head. When we do that
we can't see her mouth clearly anymore, we don't even see the corners of her mouth, only shadows,
merging shadows of the corners of the mouth and the cheeks, but we know they are there
somewhere in the dance of shadows, and so we locate them where we assume them to be, however,
a little to the side and above the actual corners of the mouth, which turns the line of her mouth into
an arc and makes her smile. But if we look down from the eyes to her mouth again, hoping to
surprise her smiling, the smile is gone - because we can discern the corners of the mouth from the
shadows, we see her mouth again, and she smiles hardly. Look up again and her smile returns, and
if you smile yourself she will show you her most beautiful smile, her loving smile ...
Repeating the experiment for days and weeks, as I did in 1974, you may notice that her smile
changes, and even answers your glance in some mysterious way. Leonardo said a painting should be
like a mirror and show what is before the glass pane. In the very special mirror of this painting we
see our own feelings reflected and don't really recognize them as our own projections, instead we
believe the woman before us can see into the depths of our soul, and over this new feeling her smile
changes again and become a smile we expect from someone who can see right into our very soul.
And if we smile, pleased of being recognized, she gives us her most beautiful loving smile.
(Mona Lisa 3/4 a theory of perception)
A) We see what we look at with open eyes.
B) We see clearly what we cover with our glance, a tiny spot comparable in size to the moon and
the sun in the sky; everything else we see unclearly (verschwommen), and the more so the farther
away something is from the spot we cover with our glance. Leonardo speaks of strong central rays
of vision, surrounded by weak and lying ones – debole e bugiarde –, in seven passages of his notes
(all of them grotesquely mistranslated because not understood).
C) We see what we know (Goethe). We complete the visual fragments in our mind, using every
knowledge we have, from the deep inborn knowledge to the wide variety of learned knowledge to
the spurious knowledge of the current surroundings kept alive and à jour by always moving our
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glance. If we fix our glance in the way described in the first part (my experiments from 1974) we
can see what the eyes really show us, a strange realm of shadows with a couple of lights.
D) We really see what we cover with our mobile attention, everything else remains in the
background of perception. (This has recently been proved by an experiment at the University of
Chicago. Observers of a ball game were asked to count the touch downs, and did not notice a man
wearing a gorilla suit ambling among the players, all they saw was the ball.) The mobile attention
can contract itself to a tiny spot of the highest attention, or it can expand to a wide field of
specifically low attention, exploring the field of vision for interesting contrasts, even expand to
several senses and been absorbed by the immobile vigilant attention – and suddenly return, for
example when a draught slams a door. The full moon close to the horizon appears way bigger than a
camera would show it, whereas the same moon appears small when high up in the sky, for we feel
safe when we look toward the horizon, but sort of dizzy when we look up high into the sky, not safe
enough to focus our mobile attention and enlarge the shining disc. A cow in the spring, suddenly
jumping, can appear close for the fraction of a second – enlarged by the mobile attention she
attracts, but we know that cows can't blow up their size in an instant, and so our mind translates a
big size into sudden and very short timed nearness. Glance and mobile attention are engaged in sort
of a dance, either we direct our glance to a certain object and the mobile attention follows, taking it
up and enlarging it for our easy perception, or the mobile attention gathers and contracts around an
interesting spot of the vision field and calls the glance for clear vision.
E) Although we see only a tiny spot of our vision field clearly, we have the impression that we see
everything clearly, in an effortless way - we just open the eyes and see the world, comparable to the
way a camera takes pictures. This feeling testifies to the marvelous economy of biology. From the
eyes we get just a tiny clear spot, but we move our eyes, our glance, taking up all interesting parts
of our current vision field, keeping our short-lived knowledge of all the details alive for a short
while, renewing it all the time, what disappears from the current surroundings also disappears from
our short-lived knowledge of the current surroundings, what appears in it is taken up, and so we
always know where we are and what goes on around us. Yet when we fix our glance in the way of
my experiment from 1974, always looking at the same clear and strong contrast of small elements
(klar, stark, feingliederig) our short-lived memory, no longer kept alive and à jour, fails composing
the usual image of the world.
F) Also feelings influence the way we see the world. When we are in love it may shine, appearing
fresh, of a wet glance, or in pastel colors, yet gray when we suffer from a heart ache. We take up
with our senses what corresponds to our mood, and compose the image of the world from the
elements we pick up in a given situation.
All the above laws contribute to the beautiful smile of the Mona Lisa, from which I infer that
Leonardo knew them. Why did he omit her eyebrows? In order to make her eyes the most vivid
contrasts, irresistible for our mobile attention that will call for the glance to meet her eyes and
render them clearly but her mouth unclearly and set in motion the game of her smile ...
(Mona Lisa 4/4 an allegory of seeing)
Mona Lisa looks at us while we look at her, our glances are meeting, her mind appears active while
her hands rest – she sees and is seen and personifies seeing. Her upper body forms a circle (radius
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one unit), her head a smaller circle (diameter one unit) around her left eye, and if we look firmly
and patiently in her left eye we are rewarded by her smile. Her eyes mark the upper center of the
painting while the brightest light appears on her bosom, just above the earthen-colored hem of her
blouse, evoking the sun rising above the horizon. The woman appears in the window of a balcony, a
window being to the house what the eyes are to the body (the window of the balcony was originally
framed by a pair of columns that enhanced the impression of a window, artificial pupil in the shape
of a square; original format of the painting 4 by 3 units, the unit given by a human measure, width
of the head of Mona Lisa on the height of the small indentation of her veil near the height of her
eyes, window sill on the left side dividing the picture height into 2 plus 3 parts or 1.6 plus 2.4
units). Mona Lisa in her eye-chamber occupies what Leonardo praised as ‘natural point’ in the eye
lens wherein all rays of the seen world are meeting before spreading again and being received by
the retina. We may say that Mona Lisa personifies the ‘natural point’ while the painting materializes
the world view of Leonardo – there is nature, wide and hazy, primordial, there is life in form of a
woman, and there are human made things, a bridge in the distance, a house with a balcony framed
by a pair of columns, a seat, a cloth and a veil, and the three realms of nature and life and human
made things are in harmony. The human made things lift us above many necessities of animal life,
and accordingly the house hovers above the landscape, as if it were a balloon. Consider the
landscape. There are two perspectives. On one side of the woman we see at a lake (almost from the
front), on the other side on a lake (from above). The pair of contradicting perspectives has been
considered a symptom of schizophrenia, but no, the complementary perspectives are a lucid way of
saying that our mind operates with contrasts: we can’t understand all of the world in terms of one
single system, there is always a contrary observation and theory, the pair of equal unequal in the
logic of nature and life and art.
(L.H.O.O.Q.)
Marcel Duchamp made an irreverent joke by adding moustache and goatee to a reproduction of the
Mona Lisa, and the letters L.H.O.O.Q that read ‘elle a chaud au cul’ in French. However, the real
joke is that the seeming iconoclasm is actually the first accurate interpretation of the Mona Lisa as
an allegory of seeing. Read the letters in English and you get LOOK ! The very fine ends of the
moustache point exactly to the centers of the pupils above, the eyes being the organs of seeing,
while the goatee points to the resting hands, their inactivity allowing eyes and mind real observation
and contemplation, actual seeing. Marcel Duchamp developed a language of many symbols, among
them warmth meaning liveliness and air spirit. When we read the five letters in a spirited way, by
adding air, the same word in French and English, we get ‘elle a chaud occulaire” that can be
translated as follows: Mona Lisa appears lively via her eyes …
My interpretations of Renaissance paintings, modern art, early art and finally cave art guided my
Magdalenian experiment, now deprived of air in sci.lang.
(techno-logic)
As a young man I read a book on the logic of quantum physics, understood hardly anything but was
fascinated by a footnote saying the basic equation of mathematics q = q has not yet been
investigated. Well, I understood that, and made it my concern.
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In my seminal year 1974/75 (summer to summer) it began dawning on me that the equation a = a
(I changed the letter) is about reliability and stability required for our technological enterprises
(later I would say for the purpose of building and maintaining) and allows interpretations of simple
equations via technical situations
b = b = b = b = b = b ...

and

b=b

if the bricks (b) have the same form and size (b = b = b ...) the building
of the wall will succeed, and if the bricks (b) maintain their shape
and consistency (b = b) and neither crack in the summer heat nor soak
and crumble in the rain the wall will stand for a long time
8=2+1+5=8
we want to dismantle a machine (8) in order to clean and repair
the parts (2, 1, 5) and then assemble them again to the well
functioning machine we had before (8)
1 = 0.999...
the door (0.999...) should fit into the frame (1) or else it is stuck,
or there is a draught
10 = 3 + 0.999... + 6 = 6 + 0.999... + 3 = 10
we want to open the door (0.999...) in the wall (10) and pass
to the other side of the wall and close the door again
What would a mechanic do if nut and bolt won't fit, and if his metal were as unstable as water?
Mathematics deals with ideal objects that are identical (1 = 1 = 1) and remain unchanged (1 = 1)
and thus automatically finds a way into the sciences and then into technology - the once most
irritating so-called imaginary number i was applied in electromagnetism that made radio, tv,
computer and Internet and other miracles of the modern world possible.
(law of the iron key)
One of our teacher monks at the monastery school I attended as a teenager told us about a forbidden
mathematical operation, divisions by zero that make no sense and yield no result. I objected. One
divided by zero equals infinite. No, he said. Yes, I insisted. Whereupon he unfastened a fairly big
iron key from his belt and knocked it lightly on my head. No harm done, but I was silenced, and
wondered. Mathematics, epitome of logic, apparently has a law that can' be sustained by a logic
argument but must be implemented by knocking an iron key on my head.
When I began understanding mathematics as logic of reliability and stability required for
technology based on the equation a = a I also recognized the other side of logic. An apple is an
apple, yet one apple may be small and red and sweet, another big and green and rather sour, and
what if the apple is eaten? if a seed falls on fertile ground it can germinate and grow into a tree and
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produce hundreds of apples ... The ideal objects of the mathematical world are identical (1 = 1 = 1)
and remain unchanged whatever happens (1 = 1) while the real objects of the actual world are never
absolutely identical and are bound to change – panta rhei said Heraklit, everything flows.
Then I read a formula by Goethe: all is equal, all unequal ..., and was happy to have my notion
confirmed
a = a basic formula of mathematics, logic of reliability
and stability (logic of building and maintaining)
all is equal, all unequal ... logic of nature, life, and art
And the iron key of my teacher? marks the gate of mathematics, defending its realm from the
infinite that is equal unequal in itself when untamed.
(a rose is a rose is a rose – Gertrude Stein)
1 = 1 = 1 ... and 1 = 1
Each one is the same, identical with every other one, and remains the same one forever, always,
under any condition, and everywhere -- by day and night, year in year out, whether the sun shines or
whether it rains or snows, in Europe and America, on Earth and Mars, in the Milky Way or a distant
galaxy ...
Mathematical logic holds for ideal objects, only partly for real ones and living beings.
a=a
Both are the same letter, but one 'a' stands on the left side and the other 'a' on the right side of the
equality sign.
an apple is an apple
One apple can be small, red and sweet, the other big, green and rather sour, and what when it is
eaten?
a rose is a rose
Roses are flowers that were and are breeded into a wide variety of sorts.
a rose is a rose is a rose
The famous double formula by Gertrude Stein evokes the unequal in the equal, a white rose, a fine
smelling yellow tea rose, a red rose, a budding rose, a blooming rose, a girl named Rose Rosy
Rosemary ...
a human being is a human being
We are all equal, basically the same, but also different, of varying features and abilities,
complementing each other to a hopefully well functioning society.
an elephant is not a mouse
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Mouse and elephant are mammals; all mammals - including ourselves – descended from a mouselike ancestor with a proboscis, and the hyrax, closest living relative of the elephant, looks like a big
mouse.
a snowflake is a snowflake
Seen under a microscope each snowflake forms a hexagonal pattern of an endlessly varied design.
e = e = e = e = e = e ...
Elementary particles in physics must satisfy this equation that ignores the unequal in the equal and
made me predict in the late 1970s that the 'zoo' of elementary particles won't be completed since the
unequal can't be exhausted by the equal.
The book of nature is written in the language of mathematics
(Galilei)
God may understand all of nature in mathematical terms. We just deciphered the first lines on the
first page of a 'book' that has more pages than we can ever count.
(free will or bound will ? broken perspective)
In 1979 followed my interpretation of Leonardo da Vinci's wall painting Ultima Cena or Last
Supper in the former refectory of the monastery Santa Maria delle Grazie at Milan. The basic idea is
quite simple but of great consequence.
A perfectly symmetrical picture space prolongs the actual room, by then the eating hall of the
monks; in the foreground, high above the monks (and now the visitors) a long table, Christ in the
middle, two and two groups of three disciples each by his sides, a while ago peacefully enjoying
their meal, now stirred up by Christ who just announced that one of them will betray him ...
The equal and equal of symmetry holds a composition together while symmetry breaking or the
unequal in the equal makes it lively.
Although the name of the traitor has not been mentioned, the disciples reveal Judas by their
questioning, accusing, protesting and menacing looks and gestures. Peter turns toward John and
asks him to ask Jesus who the traitor is. In doing so he presses Judas to the table, makes him lean
over, and places the back of his knife into the traitor's back – as if he tried to push him out of the
picture, but he can't succeed, for the long table holds the traitor back as if it were a barrier.
Also Judas belongs to the fateful bond of the Last Supper. He played a role in a divine plan. Jesus
died not because of Judas but for the sins of us all.
Is Judas guilty or not? responsible for what he did or play a role in a divine plan? Do we have a free
will or is our will bound to a higher will? or the laws of nature, biology, psychology, sociology,
economy, and so on? laws we already know and others that may be discovered in the future? Homer
1 of the Iliad believed in fate. Homer 2 of the Odyssey objected: we can't hold the gods responsible
for all we do. The pendulum swings forth and back and forth again. There are solid arguments for
one opinion, but sooner or later equally good arguments will be raised for the opposite opinion. If
criminals are not responsible then also those who want punishment or ask for revenge. Recent
neurological experiments revealed that our fingers can carry out a decision a tiny fraction of a
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second before we make up our mind – but then, does a CEO know what all the employees are doing
at this very moment? Our only option is to consider both aspects or sides or perspectives, although
when and even if they contradict each other.
Seen from an ideal vantage point – four and a half meters before Christ, four and a half meters
above the floor – the perspectives of the actual room and virtual room are one, yet seen from the
floor on which we stand or move the ideal single perspective breaks apart into a pair of perspectives
we can never really reconcile, maybe one line, or a couple of lines, but never all of them. The ideal
single perspective of divine understanding is reserved for God alone. We humans, with our limited
mind, have to consider both equal and unequal.
Remember the two perspectives of the landscape in the Mona Lisa painting.
(a question of trust)
Google company, you propose a new social contract: we give you our data and you give us
connection. We make ourselves transparent while your algorithms remain opaque. Other companies
guard their secrets too but also need connection. How can they solve that problem? with money?
Will there be a new social divide: some can afford privacy while we others don't?
Moreover, your social contract requires trust. Your 'soft moderation' algorithm - as I call the
algorithm evaluating complaints – flagged my Magdalenian thread for abuse. Why? I don't get an
answer. And still suspect my stalker of nine years and a multiple online identity who led the massive
killrating campaign against me. Algorithms can't really discern ideas from nonsense and act as
judge, not even when combined with voting. Ask the world population whether Americans had been
walking on the moon, and the answer will be No, the Apollo mission was a Hollywood hoax.
Machines can do a lot and will achieve still much more, yet the human mind will always reach a
higher or a deeper level than algorithms.
Google company, I make my blemished thread shine and sparkle with ideas. My current messages
have a double purpose, echo-sounding your 'soft moderation' algorithm, and mentioning some of the
preliminary studies that led to my Paleo-linguistic experiment of ten years, every step of which
being documented, explained and made transparent in sci.lang.

further chapters
(poles of logic)
Goethe's formula 'all is equal, all unequal ...' was known to artists from time immemorial. It is
present in the contrapost of Greek sculpture, and in the plays by Edward de Vere alias William
Shakespeare, an alternative 'whetstone of witte' in reference to Robert Recorde's algebra book from
1557 wherein he introduced the equality sign as a long line of parallels
======, bicause noe.2. thynges, are moare equalle.
The logic of equal unequal is natural for the human mind, allowing us to find and formulate our
place in the world, inexhaustible by mathematics and computers and algorithms, living in art. I
interpreted several paintings in an abstract way: by simply naming symmetries (equal and equal)
and symmetry breakings (unequal in the equal). The former hold a composition together, the latter
make it lively. The figures or elements are equal and thus confirm each other; they are unequal, and
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this in such a way that they complement each other (symmetry of love). By and by the meaning of a
painting revealed itself. When you look at a picture and notice a basic symmetry, make a list of the
equal and equal, then a second list of the unequal in the equal. A good exercise. I made it for myself,
and with my pupils when I gave pro bono lessons for two care organizations. It helped them to
know that mathematical logic is only one side of logic, not logic per se - not the center of the world
but one of the poles.
(evo devo publishing and repetitions)
Every medium offers new possibilities and has its own rules. I take the Usenet personally. It has
been invented for my kind who share ideas and develop them online. A term from evolutionary
biology comes to mind: evo devo, short for evolution and development. I publish various original
ideas of mine, evolving and developing them online. Ideas are genotypes, messages phenotypes,
repetitions go along with variations, or mutations in the biological metaphor, allowing for gradual
evolution, and then, once in a while, the lucky event of a punctuation of the equilibrium occurs, a
new idea is born and takes to the wings ...
Let me explain this with a concrete example.
In school I liked Ancient Greek and was fascinated by the colorful adventures of Odysseus, but
what does the epic mean? A quarter of a century later, in the early 1990s, followed my first
interpretation of Homer's Odyssey - a historical report rendered in symbols and dream logic. In
1998 I joined the Usenet. One of my concerns was and still is the Odyssey. First I developed my
interpretation from the early 1990s, and then, in 2003 (as I recall) the equilibrium was punctuated
when I recognized the Homeric family of metals, Helen and Menelaos and their daughter Hermione
symbolizing tin and copper and their alloy bronze ... Now the legend of beautiful Helen causing the
Trojan war made historical sense: there is no tin in Greece, the Mycenaean tin came from Central
Asia and was bound to pass along the Dardanelles where the Trojans laid hands on the precious
cargo, abducting Helen, as it were! In early 2005 I started what became my Magdalenian
experiment of now ten years that helped me deepen and consolidate my interpretation. A summary
is found near the beginning of my current Magdalenian thread (making sense of Homer Chapter
Lascaux 6).
Publishing in a scientific group like sci.lang – evo devo publishing – is quite different from writing
a paper or a book. By and by I found (evolved and developed) a specific form for it. Each message
should be readable for itself, be connected with the previous ones on the same topic, and offer
something new. A real challenge that requires a lot of repetitions, but then, repetitions come with
variations or mutations that allow development and evolution, gradual evolution and occasional
punctuations of the equilibrium.
(Then there is another form of repetition, my quoting of my previous message or a couple of
messages: I saw posts disappear; by quoting mine I give them a better chance to survive, and think
that I have a right to do so, because I don't hang around chatting but I work in sci.lang, sharing and
developing original ideas of mine.)
Recently one member of sci.lang who considers my repetitions a possible symptom of autism asked
me whether the fall of Troy symbolizes the fall of Knossos? or the fall of Ugarit? or the fall of
Nineveh? No no no, the fall of Troy was the fall of Troy, symbolized by the blinding of the one333

eyed giant Polyphem who resembled more a wooded mountain top than a man who eats bread. His
one eye was the acropolis overlooking the river plain and his body was downtown Troy VIIa that
provided protected shelter for 5,000 to 10,000 people, from which we can infer that the acropolis of
Troy (Hisarlik) was sacked and burned down, perhaps in the summer of 1184 BC. The Odyssey, in
my opinion, is a historical report rendered in symbols and dream logic. I said this about a hundred
times, but apparently not even that many repetitions were enough.
(various angles)
Georg Cantor undertook a partial taming of the infinite, and in doing so increased the untamable
side of the infinite. There are not only two cardinals (alpha-zero of the natural numbers, integers,
fractions, rational numbers, and c of the real numbers) but infinitely many ever mightier cardinals,
moreover, Paul Cohen found, the continuum hypothesis (c being aleph-one) is both true and false –
true (c is aleph-one) with one set of sensible axioms, and false (c between aleph-zero and alephone) with another equally sensible set of axioms.
Each partial taming of the infinite means progress in mathematics then in the natural sciences then
in technology, however, we won't exhaust the infinite. All we can do is follow Goethe's advice
Willst Du ins Unendliche schreiten
Geh nur im Endlichen nach allen Seiten
My poor translation: if you wish to get an idea of the infinite, just go in all directions of your finite
world.
I do that, for example by looking at language from various angles, not only from the side of
grammatical constructions (rational) but also from the side of life with needs and wishes
(irrational), not only looking backward in time (comparative approach to early language) but
starting from cave art and rock art and mobile art of the last Ice Age and proceeding forward in time
(Magdalenian approach to early language, inspired by Richard Fester, professor of geology and
outsider in linguistics), not only considering sound rules (falsely called sound laws) but also the
physiology of speaking.
(simple yet complex)
Information theory knows the Kolmogorov-Chaitin complexity while another form of complexity is
well required from computer programmers but ignored in theory, the complexity in my formula for
understanding early civilization: simple yet complex.
Mathematical logic is only one side of logic, therefore limited, yet a good programmer will
circumvent the limitation by cleverly adapting his tools and skills, ultimately working like an artist.
Once I asked a programmer what he is doing? can he tell me in simple words? He replied that his
objective is making a program simple, very simple, but high functioning, so that it can be used for
many applications. Colleagues of him can write very complicated programs that work very well for
a specific application, but often fail when the specifics change, rather frequent in the insurance
business, and then they ask him to fix the program, which sometimes is not possible, and then he
has to write an entirely new program. It can happen that he works for three weeks on a single
program, making it ever simpler, so that in the end there is almost nothing left, and his colleagues
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wonder: what did you do all these weeks? but his program works miraculously well, and for all
applications, not just for a specific one.
Because he goes for a complexity that is (to my knowledge) not valued in computer theory.

more light on the first Indo-European homeland
initiated by a question on the etymology of Eridanus
(Helios, Phaeton, Eridanus)
Phaeton was the son of Helios the sun god, but nobody believed him when he said so, people made
fun of his claim, so he wanted to show them, and tricked his father into lending him his chariot and
quadriga of sun horses for one day, traveled across the sky, but couldn't handle the fiery horses,
brushed the ground, made it burn, rivers return to their sources, and finally fell into the Eridanus
where he drowned, to the great grief of his father the sun.
Remember the formula 'simple yet complex'. The Phaeton myth could work on three distinct levels:
a) on the level of psychology and moral where the topic is hubris; b) on the level of geography
where I propose the region of Samarkand and Tashkent in Central Asia some 6,500 years ago, a
place on the Syr Darya; and c) a rivalry with the first Indo-Europeans on the banks of the Amu
Darya, centered in the triangle of Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan-T'ube.
The earthly counterpart of Eridanus has been seen as Po, Nile, and Euphrates. Based on my
Magdalenian etymology AAR RAA TON Aeridanos Eridanus I propose the Syr Darya, filled with
rain in spring, rain provided by the sky god of air AAR and light RAA, water that comes thundering
down from the mountains, the sky god making himself heard TON via the rushing water he sends
from above, whereupon the river flows into the Aral Sea, from AAR RAA ) or AAR RAA L, the sky
god of air AAR and light RAA mirroring himself in that sea has the say ) or L ...
CA BEL IAS named the Magdalenian spring sun horse, sky CA warm BEL healing IAS – healing
ailments of a long and harsh winter – and became ABelios AFelios Helios, the Greek sun god with a
quadriga of horses. PhAI TON, beautiful and well organized settlement PhAI to make oneself heard
TON, would have named a historical ruler somewhere in the region of Samarkand in Central Asia,
on the Syr Darya, the king of a beautiful settlement PhAI who bragged or made himself heard TON
about his wealth in silver and gold. He would have lived some 6,500 years ago, when the first IndoEuropeans gathered on the banks of the Amu Darya, centered in the triangle of Termez and Kunduz
and Kurgan-T'ube, working in mines of the Alai Mountains were copper and tin was associated,
their alloy yielding bronze, way more useful than silver and gold.
The river returning to the source may have been the Amu Darya parched before reaching the Aral
Sea, and the drowning of Phaeton a flooding of the Syr Darya destroying the beautiful settlement of
the historical 'sun king'.
The Phaeton myth would then commemorate a historical rivalry in the early days of the IndoEuropeans.
(Medusa, Perseus, Pegasus)
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Medusa had been one of three Gorgon sisters who personified (in my opinion) the Neolithic culture
on the shores of the Black Sea, of the Caspian Sea, and – in the case of Medusa – of the Aral Sea.
PIR SAI Perseus, fire PIR life SAI, would have been an early king of Termez who owed his name to
an ingenious web of fire signals connecting Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan-T'ube, triangle of the
first Indo-European homeland on the Amu Darya. He was also engaged in agriculture and initiated a
system of irrigation channels that used up most water of the Amu Darya and was one of the reasons
why the river failed reaching the Aral Sea, which was translated into Perseus beheading Medusa.
Out of her blood emerged the winged horse Pegasus, horse of poetry, indicating that the events
around the foundation and consolidation of the first Indo-European homeland had been transformed
into a treasure of legends and myths. If only we can read them properly. Magdalenian is a help in
doing so.
PAC means horse, and AS means upward. AS PAC, upward horse, named small and sturdy ponylike horses that were used for transporting goods upward on hills and mountains, AS PAC Avestan
aspa Sanskrit asva 'horse' while emphatic PAC AS AS, horse up up, yielded Pegasos Pegasus.
On the geographical level, the winged horse personifies the hot summer wind Afghanetz blowing
from the Aral Sea along the Amu Darya upward to the Hindu Kush.
(By the way, the horse of the second IE homeland in the Uralic steppes east of the Rha Volga and of
the third IE homeland in the Pontic steppes west of the Rha Volga was called by a phonetically
similar but semantically different compound, AC PAS, expanse of land with water AC everywhere
in a plain PAS – riding this animal you get everywhere PAS in the steppes AC, wherefrom Greek
hippos Latin equus, and the name of the Gallo-Roman horse goddess Epona, alter ego of REO
Rheia Rhea Rha Rhenus Rhine Rhodanus Rhone, Rhea the mother of Zeus and Poseidon and
Hades, while Epona, riding a horse in lady fashion, was accompanied by a bird and a foal and a dog
that evoke the emblematic animals of Zeus and Poseidon and Hades, eagle and horse and dog
respectively. – Magdalenian leads further while the comparative method still can't locate the IE
homeland. According to Mallory and Adams 2006 it had been placed everywhere between the North
Pole and the South Pole. And PIE can't discern between AS PAC and AC PAS, turning them into the
same root *h1ekwos.)
(aeri danos 'early parched')
Before mentioning a further rival of the first Indo-Europeans I'd like to say another word on
Eridanus the heavenly river whose earthly counterpart would have been the Syr Darya. Map that
river from the vantage point of the Aral Sea and you have a pretty good match for the constellation.
Things get exciting when you know that Acamar, thaeta Eridani, had been the original end of
Eridanus, from Achemar 'end of river', and that the circular group of stars in the modern
constellation of Fornax ('Chemical Oven', from the middle of the 18th century) originally belonged
to Eridanus. We may then draw these parallels: Eridanus and Syr Darya, Acamar and river delta,
circular group of stars in Fornax and Aral Sea.
When we look backward in time (perspective of the comparative method) our vision can be blocked
by recent constellations, by younger versions of early myths, and by over-formed names. Here, once
again, my favorite over-forming. Cossiniacum was a Gallo-Roman settlement on Lake Lucerne in
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Central Switzerland, Cossini-acum, the acum of one Cossinius. I derive acum from AC for expanse
of land with water (consider the many place names ending on -ac and -acq in the Guyenne,
Rouffignac, Cognac). The later Alemannic tribes who settled in the region didn't understand the
place name, parsed it wrongly, Cossi-niacum, and turned the place into Küssnacht 'Kissing Night'
(laughter guaranteed in primary school when that village name comes up in a geography lesson, I
still remember my own amusement from more than half a century ago).
I propose AAR RAA TON as origin of Aeridanos Eridanus, the sky god of air AAR and light RAA
makes himself heard TON via the rain he sends in spring, rain filling the river bed, glacial waters
rushing and thundering down from the high mountains in Central Asia ...
When Phaeton fell into the Eridanus, Zeus cast a thunder bolt, loyal to his grandfather the sky god
AAR RAA NOS Ouranos, him of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS who would have
disapproved of Phaeton's journey across the sky, his own realm that became the realm of Zeus and
his eagle, German Aar, König der Lüfte, 'eagle, king of the airs (plural)'.
AAR RAA TON may have become Aeridanos Eridanus via the Greek over-forming aeri danos
'early parched'. If so, this was a good over-forming, because not only the Amu Darya but also the
Syr Darya can parch, dry up and disappear before reaching the Aral Sea.
(Centaurs, Lapiths, Chiron)
Myths were told and retold, lifted out of their geographical and historical context, modified and
adapted for other places and periods of time. When we find their origin, we can hope to backtranslate them from the younger versions. Phaeton's amber tears in Hesiod may then have been fiery
tears of liquid gold falling into the glacial waters of the Syr Darya and freezing to gold ingots, thus
explaining the rich pockets of gold in that river and region, gold still being mined at Muruntau
northwest of Samarkand and Tashkent.
Hesiod locates the Centaurs in Thessaly, but originally, I believe, those horse-men were Afghan
miners going for nephrite that was used for making stone axes, for other stones worked into tools
and jewelry, for lapis lazuli, and for copper. Imagine trails of them leading their small sturdy horses,
united with them in the symbol of the Centaur ... Venturing down from the Hindu Kush into the
valley of the Amu Darya they would have encountered the Lapiths, Indo-Europeans gathering in the
triangle of Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan-T'ube. Conflicts ensued, but were ended by Chiron the
good Centaur, in my opinion an early ruler of Shachr-i-Sochta in Sistan (eastern tip of Iran), a wise
man who cared for his people and his miners, providing safety for their hard work and often very
long and dangerous trails. Chiron was also remembered as a healer, and was highly esteemed by the
Greeks.
We have then the following picture: the first Indo-Europeans gathering on the Amu Darya, settling
in the triangle of Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan-T'ube, mining copper associated with the tin ore
cassitterite in mines of the Alai Mountains, overcoming their rivals, one of them bragging Phaeton
somewhere between Samarkand and Tashkent on the Syr Darya who made his wealth with gold and
silver, another of them the Neolithic culture in the river delta of the Amu Darya personified by
Medusa, and the third one Afghan miners personified by the Centaurs, a battle with them ended by
wise Chiron.
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May it be that Afghans taught the Lapiths or first Indo-Europeans how to tame horses?
(Termez and Lapiths)
Magdalenian TYR means overcomer, as verb to overcome in the double sense of rule and give,
emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld)
Homeric Zeus. Possible derivatives of TYR abound in Western Central Asia.
If Termez is an ancient name, the original form could have been TYR MmOS, offspring MmOS of
the heavenly overcomer TYR, town of the TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus people. (Consider also Tiras in
the Bible, a son of Japheth who was a son of Noah, Genesis 10:2, Noah from NOS AAR RAA, they
who follow the mind NOS of the one of air AAR and light RAA.) And if the Lapiths were the first
Indo-Europeans gathering on the Amu Darya, in the triangle of Termez and Kunduz and KurganT'ube, their original name could have been LOP ITA, enveloping hedge or fence or palisade or wall
LOP young bull ITA, they who are dwelling in enclosures of the Zeus bull, in towns or fortresses
protected by palisades, decorated with bucrania as emblems of the Zeus bull. (Also AAR RAA NOS
and the male triad of the Göbekli Tepe had been represented by bucrania. Consider also the Hurri
bull and the Serri bull of the Hurrites adopted by the Hittites, AAR RAA Hurri, and TYR Serri
analogous to TYR Sseyr.)
ITA CA, young bull ITA sky CA, would have named Ithaca, originally the Peloponnese and
especially the Argolis, under the sky of the young Zeus bull, a name surviving in a comparatively
small island off the Peloponnese. (ATI CA, mature bull ATI sky CA, would have named Attica as
land under the sky of the mature Zeus bull.)
POL LOP, fortified settlement POL enveloping palisade or wall LOP, would again have named the
Peloponnese and especially the Argolis, land of the fortified settlements enveloped in palisades
(Tiryns, Middle Helladic period of time) then stone walls (Tiryns, Late Helladic period of time).
PAS LOP, everywhere (in a plain) PAS enveloping palisade or wall LOP would account for
Penelope, faithful wife of Odysseus, personifying the Argolis, walls everywhere, enveloping the
Late Helladic towns, keeping at bay the shameless suitors of Penelope, those who try to take hold of
the fertile plain (heritage of Eponymous Tiryns on the Phaistos Disc alias Lord Laertes the gardener
in the Homeric lineage Zeus – Arkeisios – Laertes – Odysseus – Telemachos, the latter representing
the Peloponnese during the Messenian wars, times of Homer 1 of the Iliad and Homer 2 of the
Odyssey).
(Greeks and Hellenes
GRA KOS, decorated cave GRA heavenly vault KOS, would have named mines in the Alai
Mountains above the Amu Darya where copper ore and the glittering tin ore cassitterite were and
still are associated. Imagine a cave, a mine widening to a chamber, the walls and ceiling glittering in
the light of a torch, evoking the starry sky – GRA KOS Graikos Graikoi Greeks Greece ...
KAL LAS, cave KAL mountain LAS, would have named caves or mines in the Alai Mountains –
KAL LAS Hellas Hellenoi Hellenes ... The same compound might have named the Alai Mountains
as mountains of caves or mines
KAL LAS hAL LAS hAL LAiS AL Ai

Alai ??
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KAL EN, cave or mine KAL inside EN, would have named Helen as Homeric symbol of tin, while
KAL from KAL LAS and KOS from GRA KOS taken together yield KAL KOS chalkos for copper
and bronze.
GAR named a fissure in rock, a crevice that may be widened and deepened to a mine. The Alai
Mountains belong to Tajikistan and Kirghizia. At the eastern base of the Alai Mountains is a town
by the name of Qashqar
GAR KOS kiR giS
KOS GAR qaSh qAR

Kirghizia ??
Qashqar ??

In Homer's Odyssey we find the lineage Zeus – Arkeisios – Laertes – Odysseus – Telemachos. TYR
Sseyr Sseus Zeus may stay for the first Indo-Europeans on the Amu Darya and their sky god.
Arkeisios would have led the miner tribes of the Greeks and Hellenes to Thessaly and the Argolis.
Lord Laertes the gardener alias Eponymous Tiryns on the Phaistos Disc would have been a ruler of
the Middle Helladic period of time. Odysseus would personify the Peloponnese in the time of the
Trojan war, and Telemachos would personify the Peloponnese in the times of the Messenian wars,
when Homer 1 of the Iliad and Homer 2 of the Odyssey feared that Greece could break apart.
(a lost oral epic from Central Asia?)
AD LAS Atlantis, toward AD mountain LAS, may have been the vision of a primeval world island
around the former world mountain in an oral epic from Central Asia, wide plains with rolling hills
oriented toward AD the central mountain LAS – on top of the mountain TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus and
his eagle; rivers running down from the mountain and across the fertile plains, flowing into the
surrounding ocean, the rivers having been the realm of PAD AD DA Poteidas PAS TON Poseidon,
he who walks PAD along rivers that flow toward AD the ocean while coming from DA the world
mountain, and everywhere PAS he and his horse came to they made themselves heard TON; and a
beautiful cave KAL or hall clad with precious stones and ores inside the mountain, realm of KOD
DHAG Hades, hut KOD (among the many derivatives French château 'castle') able DhAG, and his
watchdog. The first people were made of chalkos, metal. They were followed by human beings who
led a happy life in the fertile plains. However, they began to envy the metal people, and wanted to
become equals of the gods. This raised the anger of Zeus who eventually smashed the world
mountain and drowned all humans – except for one single pair – in a terrible flood.
The former world mountain was torn apart and became the ranges and peaks we see today, while the
beautiful hall inside became the veins and loads of ores and precious stones in today's mountains,
and the beautiful cave KAL (another word of many derivatives, among them Greek kallos 'beautiful'
and English hall) became a hell for those who labor in mines, and finally Hades turned into the god
of the Underworld and of the dead, also this realm guarded by his dog.
A memory of the beautiful hall is kept in book four of Homer's Odyssey, inhabited by metal people,
Helen being the Homeric symbol of tin, Menelaos being the Homeric symbol of copper, and their
daughter lovely Hermione who resembled golden Aphrodite being the Homeric symbol of bronze,
alloy of copper and tin, of a golden shine when freshly cast ...
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AC EON NOS, expanse of land with water AC shore EON mind NOS, he who personifies the shore
line (both land and water), accounts for Okeanos and English ocean, the ancient god represented as
man with the body of a long undulating water serpent.
The deluge may have been inspired by the hypothetical flood that would have drowned the beautiful
and well organized settlement of the historical Phaeton somewhere on the Syr Darya, in between
Samarkand and Tashkent, and the hubris punished by Zeus could have been his bragging. There
would also have been a warning for the first Indo-Europeans. The lost epic would have been a
moral tale. And it is not entirely lost. We have fragments left in early Greek mythology.
(rising water)
Spring rain and melting snow make the Amu Darya and Syr Darya and their tributaries rise, causing
river tsunamis and mudslides. A flood could have destroyed the beautiful and well organized
settlement of the historical PhAI TON Phaeton on the river AAR RAA TON Aeridanos Eridanus
then Jaxartes now Syr Darya, magnified to a deluge in the oral epic of AD LAS Atlantis.
A river tsunami combined with an attacking lion named the fierce warrior AChI )EI or AChI LEI
Achilleus Achilles from Thessaly, rising water AChI attacking lion )EI or LEI.
AD DA KOS Hindu Kush, toward AD from DA heavenly vault KOS, named the mountain range as
origin of many rivers that flow toward AD seas while coming from DA rocky heights under the
heavenly vault KOS.
AD DA NAI Athaena Athena, toward AD from DA to find a good place for a camp NAI, was the
goddess of towns on a river or a trading route that lead toward AD one place while coming from DA
another place, where people found a new home NAI. Athena was a nymph, a Naiad, Greek naiax
naiades, from NAI AD DA, personifying sources that were also good places for a camp. Troy, once
protected by Athena, was built on a double source, a warm and a cold one. POL LAS, fortified
settlement POL mountain LAS, yielded the byname of Athena, Pallas Athena, protecting an
acropolis. (POL LAD Palatinus, fortified settlement POL hill LAD, named the hill on which Rome
was founded. LAD EN, hill LAD in EN, named the Latin speaking dwellers in the hills of Latium.)
AD DA SAI Odysseus, toward AD from DA life SAI, named the life SAI on a river or a trading
route that leads toward AD one place while coming from DA another place, personified by
Odysseus. AD DA NAI Athaena Athena once protected Troy but turned into its fierce enemy, urging
and helping Odysseus destroy the Much Famous town (Polyphem, Homeric symbol of Troy). How
come? Modern bronze contains five per cent of tin, Mycenaean bronze required up to twelve or
even fifteen per cent, but there is no tin in Greece. The Mycenaean tin came from Central Asia and
was bound to pass the Dardanelles where the Trojans laid hands on the precious cargo – abducting
Helen, as it were. The early Trojans had been excellent river pilots and helped foreign sailors
navigate their perilous waters. However, in later times they began asking for exorbitant fees and
tributes, angered the Achaeans (Homeric term for all Greeks), made their temper rise like a river
and caused a metaphorical tsunami via AChI )EI or AChI LEI Achilleus Achilles who attacked with
the combined force of a rising river and a lion, and made Odysseus a hater – AD DA *hed odio
odysasthai hate –, made all Greeks or Achaeans rise and fight Troy, all warriors of AChI AD DA
Ajjawa Achaia, all Achaeans ... The name of Odysseus (who got help from Athena, Homeric symbol
of history) is commonly explained as hater. Magdalenian sees deeper. The river rises only when its
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course is being blocked, in the given example the way of the Mycenaean tin from Central Asia,
original home of the Greeks and Hellenes, to their new home in the west.
(a pair of names for the first Indo-European homeland)
My Eridanus messages are a telling example of what I call ‘evo devo ‘publishing’. I went again for
my hypothesis concerning the first Indo-European homeland on the Amu Darya centered in the
triangle of Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan-T'ube, adding more aspects, and making it simpler at
the same time – filled in gaps provide a level ground on which to walk more easily. (Complications
often arise because of missing elements. Connections get shorter with more dimensions.)
Goethe said the world is much more complex than we will ever understand, and at the same time
much simpler than we will ever comprehend. I work in both directions, making my hypothesis more
complex and simpler at once.
Questions answered raise more questions. The full name of Atlantis might have been AD LAS
DhAG, toward AD mountain LAS able DhAG, world island oriented toward AD the central world
mountain LAS, home of the able ones DhAG – home of TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus and his eagle on the
top, of PAD AD DA Poteidas PAS TON Poseidon and his horse following the rivers, and of KOD
DhAG Hades and his dog, lord and guard of the beautiful hall inside the former world mountain.
DhAG also accounts for dag 'mountain' as seat of the able ones.
Inverse GADh meaning good plays a role in the Atlantis story by Plato. Atlas was the first king, in
my reading personifying the land oriented toward AD the world mountain LAS. He had a younger
twin-brother by the name of Gadeiros while his land was Gadeirikae Gadeira, and the Greek version
of Gadeiros was Eumaelos, Eu- meaning good, so the language of Central Asia would have been a
late form of Magdalenian, GADh Gad- paralleled by Greek Eu-.
Maybe the triangle of Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan-T'ube was called AD LAS or AD LAS
DhAG Atlantis, and the region south of the Aral Sea, mouthing area of the Amu Darya, taken over
by the first Indo-Europeans, was called GADh AAR RAA, the good one GADh of air AAR and
light RAA, land of AAR RAA ) or AAR RAA L, he of air AAR and light RAA who has the say ) or
L ... ?? (Later on we shall see that Gadeira was the region of Bukhara, or from Bukhara to the Aral
Sea.)
If so we'd have a pair of names for the first Indo-European homeland, AD LAS DhAG Atlantis for
the triangle of Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan-T'ube, and GADh AAR RAA Gadeira for the river
delta of the Amu Darya (from Bukhara to the Aral Sea).
Gadeiros and Eumaelos, Bukhara
How can Greek eumaelos 'rich in sheep' and Eumaelos personifiyng a region abundant in sheep go
along with GADh AAR RAA CA Gadeirikae, good GADh air AAR light RAA sky CA, land of the
good one of air and light in the sky, personified by Gadeiros?
Latin aries 'ram' could well derive from AAR RAA, short for the sky god of air and light, rams
having been sacrificed to the sky god of the Göbekli Tepe as suggested by the reliefs on pillar 1 of
temple A.
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Rain was implored by prayers and the rising smoke of sacrificial fires that were symbolized by
snakes heading upward, and falling rain rewarding the prayers and sacrificial fires was represented
by snakes heading downward. Pillar A1 shows one snake heading upward and four snakes heading
downward on a small face, a web of interlaced serpents heading upward and downward on a wide
side, under it a ram, and under the ram, lying horizontally at the base of pillar A1, is a slab the size
of a ram, suggesting that rams were sacrificed in rain-imploring rituals and ceremonies.
Sheep abound in the region of Bukhara near Samarkand. If Bukhara is an ancient name, its origin
may have been PEC AAR RAA, medium-sized animals PEC air AAR light RAA, Latin pecus for
animals like sheep and goats, plural pecora, -ora perhaps a reminder of AAR RAA, animals that
were sacrificed to the ancient sky god (residing on mountains, Greek oros). Gadeirikae personified
by Gadeiros and Greek Eumaelos could then have been the plain of the Amu Darya north of the
mountains, from Bukhara to the Aral Sea, expanding the first Indo-European homeland centered in
the triangle of Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan-T'ube, reign of AD LAS Atlas, first king of Atlantis,
older twin-brother of Gadeiros Greek Eumaelos.
(revived by rain)
Medea in the Colchis on the eastern shore of the Black Sea might originally have been a shamaness
on the Syr Darya imploring rain from AAR RAA NOS, him of air AAR and light RAA with a mind
NOS, by cooking a sacrificed ram in her cauldron, together with magic herbs, whereupon the
animal, revived and rejuvenated, leapt out of the vessel as a lamb – in my opinion a symbol of the
land revived by rain, rain sent by the god who accepted the sacrifice of the ram.
The Golden Fleece may indicate a region on the Syr Darya where gold had been washed out of the
river with fleeces. On a Greek vessel the Golden Fleece appears as hide of a ram hanging from the
trunk of a tree, guarded by an ascending snake wound around the tree trunk. (Maybe there was a
moral. The forbidden tree in the Bible had originally been a Sumerian date palm. Cultivated date
palms require plenty of water, symbolized by a serpent in form of a stairway, standing on the
ground, reaching the sky, drinking from a cloud. Irrigation started a civilizatory process that also
had negative consequences. Agriculture meant more labor than a life of hunting and gathering, and
irrigation deposited too much salt on the arable land in Sumer, making the ground less and less
fertile, forcing Abraham to leave. And the query for metals, beginning with gold washed out of
rivers, opened Pandora's box.)
When the monsoon does not arrive in India, Brahmans invoke Varuna by sitting in cauldrons filled
with water, mainly red petals floating on the surface. The Brahmans in cauldrons may elicit Medea's
ram that became a lamb again – a symbolic sacrifice accepted by the god who shall release the
monsoon, thus revive the land, rejuvenating people and animals. Greek has araen Genitive arnos for
lamb, Indo-Iranian varan (a schwa for the second vowel) and Sanskrit uran-. AAR RAA NOS
Ouranos araen arnos Varuna varan uran- ...
The ancient sky god named valleys like the Val d'Aran, Arundel, or Val d'Hérens in the Swiss Alps –
a valley being a hollow between hills or mountains filled with air and light –, and rivers like the
Arnus Arno in Tuscany where Etruscan haruspicini read fate from livers of sacrificed sheep.
Magdalenian etymology of haruspex: AAR RAA SPA OC, air AAR light RAA high SPA right eye
OC, seeing what the one of air and light high above has in mind ... Latin speculum for mirror would
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derive from SPA OC, the heavenly height and realm of the one of air and light mirrored in the
surface of a pond or lake.
(naming the horse)
CA LAB, sky CA cold LAB, named the winter sun horse (descending horses in the niche at the rear
end of the axial gallery in the Lascaux cave, Marie E.P. König), wherefrom gallop, and German
Klepper for an old and tired horse.
CA BEL, sky CA warm BEL, named the spring sun horse (lovely ‘Chinese’ horses in the axial
gallery of Lascaux, heading from the niche to the rotunda), in a longer form CA BEL IAS, sky CA
warm BEL healing IAS, the warm spring sun healing ailments of a long and harsh winter,
wherefrom ABelios AFelios Helios, the Greek sun god with a quadriga of horses.
CA BAL, sky CA hot BAL, named the summer sun horse (red mare of the midsummer sun rising
above the horizon of the ledge in the glorious rotunda of Lascaux), wherefrom Latin caballus Italian
cavallo French cheval Spanish caballo.
Hear them run across the sky
CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB …
CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL …
CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL …
Magdalenian had PAC for a common horse. AS PAC, upward AS horse PAC, named small sturdy
pony-like horses used for transporting good up on hills and mountains, Avestan aspa and Sanskrit
asva for horse. Emphatic PAC AS AS, horse up up, named the winged horse Pegasos Pegasus,
personification of the hot summer wind Afghanetz blowing from the Aral Sea along the Amu Darya
up to the Hindu Kush, and became the symbol of poetry, testifying to a treasure of legends and
myths around the foundation of the first Indo-European homeland (earliest level of Greek
mythology, lost oral epic of Atlantis).
A phonetically similar but semantically different compound named the horse of the second IE
homeland in the Uralic steppes east of the Rha Volga and the third IE homeland west of the Rha
Volga, AC PAS, expanse of land with water AC everywhere (in a plain) PAS – riding this animal
you get everywhere PAS in the steppes AC … AC PAS *h1ekwos hippos equus Epona – the GalloRoman horse goddess Epona was an alter ego of REO Rheia Rhea who named rivers like the Rha
Volga, Rhodanus Rhone, Rhenus Rhine. Her main sanctuary was Alesia near a source of the river
Seine at the base of Mont Réo. She rode a horse in lady fashion, accompanied by a bird and a foal
and a dog that evoke the emblematic animals of Zeus and Poseidon (Doric Poteidas) and Hades,
eagle and horse and dog respectively. Zeus and Poseidon and Hades were sons of Rhea who was a
daughter of Ouranos, Magdalenian AAR RAA NOS.
TYR means overcomer, as verb to overcome in the double sense of rule and give. Inverse RYT
meaning spear thrower, archer, accounts for German Ross und Reiter English horse and rider (RYT
emphatic Ross analogous to TYR emphatic Sseyr), also for German Ritter ‘knight’, originally a
riding archer, Greek rhytaer ‘archer, protector’. (Consider also the sun archer Tir of the Armenian
Bronze Age, while Armenian and Araman and Aramaean derive from AAR RAA MAN, they who
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carry out the will of the one of air AAR and light RAA with their right hand MAN, also accounting
for the Val d’Hérémence in the Swiss Alps, next to the Val d’Hérens. The old sky god became the
AAR RAA Hurri bull of the night sky and the TYR Serri bull of the day sky with the Hurrites. CA
LUN, sky CA full round form LUN, named the bull of the full moon – the proud white bull by the
side of the red mare of the midsummer sun in the rotunda of Lascaux – and became a goddess in
Greek and Latin, CA LUN Selaenae Selene –later identified with Artemis, an archer – and Luna,
while NUL, inverse of LUN, accounts for German Null ‘zero’ and Latin nihil ‘nothing’.) Also TYR
named rivers, Douro Durance Thur, and Darya ‘river’ in Amu Darya and Syr Darya. The Vaksh, a
tributary to the Amu Darya, might perhaps have been named for PAC SA, horse PAC downward
SA, the river swelling in spring and early summer compared to a herd of horses running down a
slope?
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Lascaux 9, Minos and Knossos
Minos and Knossos, from the conditio humana to the origin and message of
Europa
© 2015 Franz Gnaedinger
(conditio humana)
AD TOR OC CO Mycenaean atoroqo Greek anthropos 'human being' was a formula for the conditio
humana, toward AD bull in motion TOR right eye OC attentive mind CO, toward the bull in motion
with open eyes and focused mind, facing the bull, taking him by the horns, coping with fate.
MUC NOS SAI, bull MUC mind NOS life SAI, was a parallel formula naming the mental coping
with fate, visualized by the Minoan bull-leaper, accounting for both Minos and Knossos
MUC NOS SAI Mi NOS

Minos

MUC NOS SAI C NOS SAI

Knossos

Mycenaean is the language of Linear B that was deciphered by Michael Ventris. What about Linear
A ? Cyrus H. Gordon proposed Northwest Semitic as language of the principal Minoan script. Jan
Best and Robert Stieglitz followed him. Walther Hinz, in their wake, deciphered Linear A tablet
Hagia Triada 95, identifying Mi Nu The as wheat from mu-nu-ti-um (2200 BC) Ugaritic mnt
Hebrew Minnit (Ezekiel 27:17) better known as Tell Mardukh or Ebla in Syria, forty kilometers
south of Aleppo, once a fertile region where the best wheat came from.
Several combinations of animals and human beings were known in Ebla, among them a Minotaur,
half bull half man. A Minotaur lived in the labyrinth of Knossos. We may assume that also the
Minoans came from Ebla, say, between 3000 and 2800 BC, and founded Knossos, capital of
Minoan Crete, as New Ebla in the west.
Mi Nu The was given much the same way in hieroglyphic Minoan, Linear A and Linear B
MUC for bull
Mi as head of a bull
NOS for mind
Nu as visual pun of a bull-leaper on feet hands feet
SAI for life
The as tree of life
Minos formula: human life results from mentally coping with fate.
Mi Nu The on a Linear A tablet (not Hagia Triada 95), Mi given as head of a bull, Nu as visual
pun of a bull-leaper on feet hands feet, and The as abstract tree of life
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(calendar of Minotaur)
The Minoans used several calendars: Göbekli Tepe lunisolar calendar encoded in the oblique
geometrical 'butterfly' carved in the surface of a block at Knossos, evoking the Minoan double axe;
a variation of this calendar, encoded in rosettes of eight petals on beautiful Kamares ware; a
calendar of 19 years encoded in the legend of Minotaur; and a calendar of 30 years encoded in the
circle of cup marks on the large round stone in the court of Mallia. Here I focus on the Minotaur
calendar of Knossos.
King Minos ruled Knossos. Minotaur, half bull half man, lived in the labyrinth of Knossos. Every
ninth year Minos asked for seven virgins and seven young men as tribute for Minotaur. Several
brave young men fought Minotaur, but failed. Finally, Theseus coped with him, slew the monster,
freed the virgins and young men, and found out of the labyrinth by following the famous thread of
Ariadne.
The earliest version of this legend, I claim, encoded a lunisolar calendar. Minotaur, half bull half
man, personified two periods of time, 9 lunations and 235 lunations (or synodic months). King
Minos personified 9 years. Each of the seven virgins and seven young men personified a period of
19 days. And finally Theseus personified a period of 19 years.
9 lunations of the Minotaur counted in the 30 29 30 mode
are 266 days
19 days for each of the seven virgins and each of the seven youths
are again 266 days
9 years of king Minos are seven regular years of 365 days and two
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leap years of 366 days, in all 3,287 days, or 173 periods of 19 days
19 years of Theseus are 235 lunations, according to an additive
number sequence relating lunations and years (l/y)
37/3 99/8 136/11 235/19 371/30
And Ariadne's thread? May well symbolize additive number sequences (of several forms) that
played an important role in early mathematics and astronomy.
(Adu or Haddu)
On the back side of Linear A tablet Hagia Triada 95 are listed amounts of cereals in dry measures of
about ten liters for (the priests of) Adu or Haddu. Following Walther Hinz
(line 1) Adu or Haddu (gets)
(line 2) barley 10 (measures); wheat from Mi
(line 3) Nu The 10 (measures); emmer
(line 4) 10 (measures); oat 10 (measures); roasted
(line 5) grain 10 (measures, a delicacy)
Adu was a leading Minoan god of the Underworld, in Ugarit known as Haddu and in Aleppo as
Hadad. Hadad of Mesopotamia and Elam was a god of storms and thunderstorms, alter ego of Ba'al
from Canaan.
Magdalenian has GIS BAL CA MmOS of the male triad on the Göbekli Tepe that was symbolized
by a bucranium, wherefrom GISh.BIL.GA.MISh Gilgamesh, gesture GIS hot BAL sky CA
offspring MmOS, gesturing hot(headed) heavenly offspring, a long name abbreviated in BAL Ba'al.
His alter ego Adu or Haddu may imply that he was not only a storm god but also a god of rain, rain
that fills river beds, making the rivers flow toward AD the sea while coming from DA hills and
mountains, AD DA having been a generic river name, AD DA Haddu Adu, AD DA DHAG Hadad,
toward AD from DA able DhAG, the able one who makes rivers flow ...
In antiquity rivers were connected with the Underworld, so that Haddu Adu as a main deity of the
Underworld could still have been the lord of rivers.
Gilgamesh as king of Uruk was also connected with water, his town having been named for AAR
RAA NOS alias AAR RAA CA, him of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS in the sky CA,
head of the male triad on the Göbekli Tepe, where he was implored for rain. AAR RAA NOS
Varuna of the Indus Valley, once a sky god, had been relegated to the Underworld, but is still
invoked when the monsoon is delayed in India.
Enkidu alias the Sumerian water god Ea was the comrade of Gilgamesh, AC CA DhAG Enkidu, AC
CA Ea, earth AC sky CA able DhAG. Rain was implored on the Göbekli Tepe with prayers and the
smoke of sacrificial fires ascending from the earth AC to the sky CA, prayers and smoke rewarded
by rain that fell from the sky CA to the earth AC, filling water holes and making the rivers flow
toward AD the sea while coming from DA hills and mountains, and the rain imploring ceremonies
were performed by able ones on earth addressing the able one in the sky. AC CA would have been
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the name of the Göbekli Tepe, maybe preserved in the Syrian province called aqa by the Ancient
Egyptians. AC CA, where earth AC and sky CA are meeting, abode of the early Sumerian deities
DhAG dingir from the DhAG Du-ku mountain. AC CA DhAG also named Akkad, earth and sky
meeting on top of the ziqqurat where the deities had been worshipped. Among the many derivatives
of AC CA are Latin aqua 'water' and Spanish aua 'water', the latter close to Sumerian Ea, god of
water, comrade of Gilgamesh.
Ba'al was occasionally shown with a bull's head. The white wavy lines running down on the face of
the most beautiful Minoan serpentine rhyton from the Little Palace at Knossos in the form of a
bull's head may then represent Ba'al or his alias Haddu or Adu as lord of rivers, implored for rain
that fills the river beds and makes the rivers flow toward AD the sea while coming from DA hills or
mountains, AD DA Haddu Adu, the rhyton perhaps having been a libation vessel used in
ceremonies imploring rain?
(Dadumatha)
On the front side of Linear A tablet Hagia Triada 95 are listed amounts of cereals in dry measures of
about ten liters for (the priestesses of) Dadumatha. Following Walther Hinz again
(line 1) Dadumatha . ideogram of cereal
(line 2) millet 10; (wheat from) Mi Nu The 10;
(line 3) barley 20; emmer
(line 4) 10; oat 10; roasted
(line 5) grains 7
Dadumatha given as da-du-ma-ta Ugaritic d-d-m-sh was the consort of Adu or Haddu or Ba'al, she
loved by the master
Dadu da-du d-d 'loved by'
matha ma-ta m-sh 'the master'
The consort of the supreme Minoan god would have been the supreme Minoan goddess, Dictynna,
implored for rain at Mallia.
Derk Ohlenroth deciphered not only the Phaistos Disc and the inscription on a bronze double axe
from the Arkolokhori cave but also the one on an altar stone or perhaps libation stone at Mallia:
May Dictynna the goddess make it rain
Rain had been implored from AAR RAA NOS on the Göbekli Tepe, from him of air AAR and light
RAA with a mind NOS, prayers for rain and the smoke of sacrificial fires imploring rain
symbolized by snakes heading upward, and falling rain by snakes heading downward.
A sealing from Knossos represents a goddess on top of a mountain peak holding a rod she turns
downward. The rod may evoke Aaron's rod which turned into a snake, symbol of water, meaning
Aaron - believer in the ancient sky god AAR RAA NOS - was better at finding water than even
Pharaoh's hydro-engineers or magicians.
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Could the Minoan goddess on a mountain peak who holds a rod and turns it downward be shown in
the act of making rain fall? Is she Dadumatha, alter ego of Dictynna implored for rain? If so, the
famous Minoan snake goddess, one of the many emenations of the Great Goddess known as
Dictynna, could well have been Dadumatha, she loved by Adu or Haddu or Ba'al.
(Dictynna)
Animals in the rock art of Southern Africa and cave art of Europe are often shown as if emerging
from or disappearing into clefts or niches in the rock, anticipating Vladimir Vernadzky's famous
dictum of life being the meatamorphosis of stone.
CER -: I -: was the Divine Hind or Hind Woman of Magdalenian times (produce the lip lick -: by
touching both lips with the tip of the tongue). She called life into existence, out of clefts in rock. By
far the largest animal painted in the Altamira cave is a beautiful hind licking the horns of a small
bison under her. She called moon bulls into life, thus creating time, lunations, periods of 30 29 30
29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days. While some of the compact, rounded bulls of Altamira have
regular tails in form of 'paint brushes', others have tails that evoke fir twiglets, indicating that the
goddess also made plants grow.
Among the derivatives of CER -: I -: are Hera, cow-eyed goddess loved by Zeus, and Northwest
Proto-Indo-European *kerdheh 'herd, series'. Among the derivatives of -: I -: are the locally famous
lyoba call of herdsmen in the Swiss Canton of Fribourg, of Celtic origin, German Leib 'body'
(English body from PAD for the acitivity of feet, a living body walking around), German Leben
English life, German Liebe English love, Latin libido 'desire' and bibere 'to drink' (thirst can be a
powerful desire), English lip (licking the lips can still indicate appetite and lust), Ugaritic dd 'loved
by' and Phoenician Dido 'Loved One', Ukrainian lyalka 'doll', the female given name Lily and
flower lily, German Laub 'foliage' and Laube 'arbor', the latter suggesting arbors made in honor of
the goddess.
Dadu- of Dadumatha belongs to Ugaritic dd and Phoenician Dido, while -matha derives from MAS
for the Magdalenian master hunter that became a general word for master, Ugaritic m-sh.
We have now Magdalenian etymologies for the deities mentioned on Linear A tablet Hagia Triada
95, Dadumatha and Adu or Haddu, and their possible visualizations
Dadumatha, Minoan snake goddess,
emanation of Dictynna who was implored for rain,
descended from the Magdalenian goddess of life
rhyton of black steatite in the form of a bull's head,
round forms indicating clouds and wavy lines running down
the face indicating rain that fills river beds,
Adu or Haddu, emanation of Ba'al
The Divine Hind or Hind Woman called life out of clefts in rock. Certain snakes can hide in clefts.
And rivers can spring from clefts. This allowed the transition of the Magdalenian goddess of life to
the Minoan Great Goddess known as Dictynna, one of her emanations having been Dadumatha,
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Minoan snake goddess. A further emanation of Dictynna was the bear, involving the Bear Mother or
Bear Nurse form the Neolithic Balkans. One more emanation of Dictynna was a doe, while the stag
was her standing attribute in plastic art (Marija Gimbutas).
Dictynna lived in fertile valleys but also on hills and mountain peaks. Imagine a cave in a rocky hill
or mountain, resounding when the wind passes by. This could have named the goddess, DhAG TON
NOS Dictynna, able DhAG to make oneself heard TON mind NOS - the able one makes herself
heard and has a mind of her own ... Priestesses could have emulated her by blowing into a triton
shell.
A woman blowing into a triton shell can be seen on a seal from the Ida cave wherein the Minoan
Zeus was born, called into life by the goddess.

(Minoan double axe)
Dictynna with her emanations of Britomartis and Lousia would have been a triple goddess whose
emblem was the Minoan double axe that also encoded a lunisolar calendar, variation of the Göbekli
Tepe calendar
Dictynna
shaft of Minoan double axe
midwinter 2 and occasionally 3 days
midsummer 3 days
solstices
Britomartis
arc of eastern blade
sunrises from midwinter to midsummer
spring equinox in the middle

Lousia
arc of western blade
sunsets from midsummer to midwinter
fall equinox in the middle
Solstices and equinoxes imply a lunisolar calendar that was also encoded in rosettes of eight petals
in beautiful Kamares ware (and in the center of the Tiryns side or disc of the Phaistos Disc), each
petal a long month of 45 days (five Homeric weeks of nine days), plus 5 and occasionally 6 days
indicated by a small circle in the center, in all a regular year of 365 days and an occasional leap year
of 366 days, while 21 continuous periods of 45 days are 945 days which correpsond to 32 lunations
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or synodic months; mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half a day in a lifetime. Also these
numbers can be found with additive number sequences (Ariadne's thread)
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 sum 502 days
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 sum 443 days
502 days for 17 lunations, and 443 days for 15 lunations
17 15 17 15 17 or 17 32 49 64 81 lunations
502 443 502 443 502 or 502 945 1447 1890 2392 days
The Britomartis emanation of Dictynna might have been named for a Magdalenian double formula
BRI DhAG
AMA REO DhAG
the fertile one BRI is able DhAG
the mother AMA of rivers REO is able DhAG
Lousia 'the angry one' is mentioned by the inscription on a bronze double axe from the Arkolokhori
cave, Lousia eimi 'I belong to the goddess Lousia' (who had an equivalent in Black Demeter
Melaina mentioned on the Elaia side or disc of the Phaistos Disc as deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth),
personifying the other side of life, sunset and droughts and death, appeased by the very numerous
double axes in the Arkolokhori cave, mostly of bronze but some of gold.
(Ebla)
Magdalenian PAS means everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me,
in all five places, Greek pas pan 'all, every' and pente penta- 'five'.
SAP means everywhere (in space), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, under and
above me, in all seven places, wherefrom words for seven in many languages including Hebrew
sheba, also Greek sophia 'wisdom' and Latin sapientia 'worldly wisdom' acquired by knowing the
world in all seven places.
LAD means hill. SAP LAD would have named a hypothetical hill on whose top rain was implored,
water for all seven places, coulds in the sky above, rain reviving the land, here, in the south and
north, east and west, filling the river beds, and the water holes in the ground below ...
We know the Minoan snake goddess in three versions. The beautiful one in fayence whith raised
arms wears a skirt in form of a steep hill and is composed of seven rings that may indicate the
hypothetical hill whereon the goddess invoked rain, SAP LAD, and this compound might well have
named Ebla where the Minoans came from
SAP LAD heb LAD eb LA

Ebla

(Mari)
The line of descending horses giving way to a pair of antithetic ibices in the niche at the rear end of
the axial gallery in the Lascaux cave symbolizes the sun of late fall and early winter (descending
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horses) heading for midwinter (opposing ibices, in Asia Minor also mountain goats) according to
Marie E.P. König.
Orion was the constellation of the Divine Hind Woman, invisibly present between the arcs of horns
and heads of the opposing ibices in the Lascaux cave - midwinter emblem, Orion a winter
constellation.
Winter is the rain season in Syria.
Now for Mari, modern Tell Hariri in Syria, on the western bank of the Euphrates and northern bank
of a joining wadi. In the temple of Ninhursanga a fascinating stele was found. It shows the goddess
whose face is also her body and a landscape. Her eyes are her breasts are hills of seven concentric
circles each, the latter evoking the hypothetical SAP LAD hill on whose top rain was implored,
water for the seven places. Her navel and nose and eyebrows are a young date palm of two curved
branches, cultivated date palms requiring plenty of water. Her hairline is a zigzag line evoking
waves, a rather thin river, leading not much water, but hopefully filled by the winter rain. Her pubic
triangle flanked by ibices also is her mouth. Above the lower ibices appear two large pairs of
antithetic ibices flanking a bough each, symbol of vegetation revived by the goddess.
The Divine Hind Woman called life into existence, out of clefts and niches in the rock, also
vegetation out of the ground. Ninhursanga was the goddess of giving birth - also birth to a second
life in the beyond for a worthy soul? Her original name could have been NE EN GAR SAI CA, out
of NE in(to) EN cleft or niche in rock GAR life SAI sky CA - she calls life out of and later on back
into clefts and niches in the rock of cave walls that were often seen as sky ...
A stag was the consort of the Divine Hind, his proud antlers worshipped in our summer
constellations of Scorpio and Sagittarius. A stag was the attribute of DhAG TON NOS Dictynna, the
able one who made herself heard and had a mind of her own, and a pair of stags accompanied
Ninhursanga in Tell Ubaid near Ur in Sumer.
In the anteroom of the throne room of Mari stood a 140 cm tall statue of a woman holding a vessel
before her womb. Out of the vessel flew water (supplied via an invisible canal). Her hair is full,
contrary to the thin hairline of the goddess on the stele. Her name could have been AMA REO,
mother AMA of rivers REO, and she could have been the patroness of Mari that would have been
named for her
AMA REO MA REO MA Ri

Mari

She would have been an equivalent of the Minoan Britomartis, emanation of Dictynna
BRI DhAG
AMA REO DhAG
the fertile one is able
the mother of rivers is able
(calendar kernos, Mallia)
Here you are with a longer version of 'Ariadne's thread', relating days and lunations and years
(d/l/y)
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1095/37/3 2922/99/8 4017/136/11 6939/235/19 10956/371/30
2922 days are the rounded average of 99 lunations and 8 solar years and 5 Venus years (dingir
calendar of Sumer).
10956 days for 371 lunations or 30 years explain the lunisolar calendar encoded in the cup marks or
bowls along the circumference of the kernos (round cult stone) in the southwestern corner of the
central court of the Minoan palace at Mallia: 30 small cup marks plus a large one for a year.
Consider each regular cup mark a long week of 11 days, all 33 of them a basic year of 363 days;
add 2 and occasionally 3 days for the large bowl of New Year and you get a regular year of 365
days and an occasional leap year of 366 days.
10956 days are 996 weeks of 11 days, or 332 months of 33 days, or 30 years. 5 years are 166 weeks
of 11 days, or 1826 days.
Count the Mallia periods of 5 and 30 years as follows
365 365 366 365 365
365 365 366 365 365
365 365 366 365 365
365 365 366 365 365
365 365 366 365 365
365 365 366 365 365
Exact numbers
10955.84... days for 371 lunations
10957.26... days for 30 years
10956.55... days for the average
10956 days are in between 371 lunations and 30 years.
Imagine a symbolic hill of seven rings in form of seven concentric circles (comparable to the eyebreast-hills on the stele from Mari). Begin with a radius of 33 and add repeatedly 72
33 105 177 249 321 393 465
Sum of radii 1743, sum of diameters 3486. Multiply this number by 22/7 for pi and you get 10956.
The kernos calendar may have been a ritual calendar of Dictynna who was implored for rain by the
inscription on a stone found by a local farmer.
A priestess of Dictynna standing in the central circle of the symbolic hill would have invoked the
goddess: may she provide water for the seven places ...
(hill of seven rings)
Near the palace of Mallia, to the south, at the feet of the mountains, is a beautiful round hill,
symmetrical, not very steep, on the rather flat and wide top a chapel (Ekklesia Profitis Ilias)
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replacing a former Minoan mountain sanctuary - garden sanctuary of Dictynna, her hill of seven
rings, the seven concentric circles once marked by trees and shrubs and flowers?
Imagine a map of the hill top. Ideal radii and diameters of the seven concentric circles
33 105 177 249 321 393 465
66 210 354 498 642 786 930
How long are the circumferences?
Draw up the following pi sequences (another version of Ariadne's thread)
4/1 (plus 3/1) 7/2 10/3 13/4 16/5 19/6 22/7
3/1 (plus 22/7) 25/8 47/15 69/22 ... 487/155
Multiply 66 by 69/22 and you get 207 for the circumference of the innermost circle. 207 days are 7
lunations counted in the 30 29 30 mode
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 sum 207
Multiply 930 by 487/155 and you get 2922 for the circumference of the outermost circle. 2922 days
are the rounded average of 99 lunations and 8 solar years and 5 Venus years. (Divide the exact
average by the exact number of the circle and you get 930.0023... days, very close to 930 days.)
Innermost circle

radius 33 days or a Mallian month
circumference 7 lunations
Outermost circle
radius 465 days
circumference average of 99 lunations
and 8 solar years and 5 Venus years
Starting from 7 and 99 lunations we obtain the following sequence of
circumferences ('3 for 1/3 and "3 for 2/3)
7

22 '3

37 "3

53

68 '3

83 "3

99

sum 371

All circumferences together are 371 lunations or 30 years
37/3 99/8 136/11 235/19 371/30 (Ariadne's thread)
On top of the hill, in the center of the smallest circle, a priestess of Dictynna would have implored
rain from her goddess, water for the seven places
clouds in the sky above
rain falling here,
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in the south
and north,
east
and west,
filling the water holes below
Inscription on the altar stone found by a local farmer near the palace of Mallia, deciphered by Derk
Ohlenroth
D I K T Y NN A I S L A I Y EI N
May Dictynna the goddess make it rain
(river of life)
The origin of the Mallian rain formula
D I K T Y NN A I

S L A I Y EI N

Diktynnai slai hyein
May Dictynna the goddess make it rain
could have been a Magdalenian double formula
DhAG TON NOS
DhAG REO
The able one DhAG
makes herself heard TON
(in rain falling on the roof)
and has a mind NOS of her own
Come, able one DhAG,
and send rain that makes
the rivers REO flow
DhAG TON NOS would have become Dictynna.
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, is the Magdalenian word of by far the most varied
derivatives, among them Greek theos thea Latin deus dea (incompatible in Proto-Indo-European,
well compatible in Magdalenian), Sumerian dingir announcing a deity, and the Du-ku mountain of
Sumerian mythology, where the early deities came from (identified as the Göbekli Tepe by Klaus
Schmidt), and the name of the supreme Celtic god Dagda, the good god in the sense of the able god,
from emphatic DhAG DhAG able able. Another emphatic form of DhAG is Minoan slai
DhAG slAG slAi

slai
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(with a parallel in emphatic Slryns for Tiryns on the Phaistos Disc as deciphered by Derk
Ohlenroth).
REO meaning river named rivers like the Rha Volga, Rhaenos Rhenus Rhine, Rhodanus Rhone,
Reuss, also goddesses, Minoan Rheia Greek Rhea, accounts for Greek rheo 'flow' and, I believe,
also for hyein 'to rain'
REO sREO

*sreu- 'to flow' rheo

REO sRuO

*suh- 'to rain' hyein

The goddess made herself heard via rain falling on a roof (perhaps emulated by the rhythm of the
double formula). Her priestesses - maybe seven of them, on the hill of seven rings, in the circle of
seven lunations, imploring rain from their goddess, water for the seven places - would have made
themselves hear by blowing into triton shells ...
A further part of the ceremony could have been a procession of the seven priestesses along the
middle circle of 53 lunations. 7 times 53 lunations are 371 lunations or 30 years, long period in the
lunisolar calendar of Mallia.
The goddess provided rain that made the rivers flow, and time for the river of life ...
Rain ceremonies helped focus the mind on water problems and develop the sciences that allow to
supply ever more people with water, precious water, element of life in all cultures.
(Daidalos)
The mountain sanctuary of Mallia was about one kilometer due south of the Minoan palace, on top
of the beautiful hill where now a chapel stands (Ekklisia Profitis Ilias) in a roundish enclosure some
thirty meters across.
Let us reconstruct the Minoan sanctuary using a royal cubit (c) of 7 palms (p) or 28 fingerbreadths
(f). Radii and diameters of the seven concentric circles
radius 33 days, diameter 99 fingerbreadths or 3c 3p 3f
radius 105 days, diameter 315 fingerbreadths or 11c 1p 3f
radius 177 days, diameter 531 fingerbreadths or 18c 6p 3f
radius 249 days, diameter 747 fingerbreadths or 26c 4p 3f
radius 321 days, diameter 963 fingerbreadths or 34c 2p 3f
radius 393 days, diameter 1177 fingerbreadths or 42c 3f
radius 465 days, diameter 1395 fingerbreadths or 49c 5p 3f
The radius of the smallest circle corresponds to 33 days or a Mallian month while the diameter
measures 99 fingerbreadths, or 3 royal cubits 3 palms 3 fingerbreadths, and the circumference
corresponds to 7 lunations, marked by seven small shrubs.
Colored stone rings mark the subsequent circles.
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The circumference of the largest circle corresponds to the average of 99 lunations and 8 solar years
and 5 Venus years, and is marked by 33 slender trees that correspond to the 33 days of the Mallian
month and the 33 small cup marks or bowls along the circumference of the kernos
at Mallia, while the entrance to the sanctuary corresponds to the large cup mark or bowl, New Year
in the (ritual) calendar of Mallia.
Daidalos was the archetypical Minoan builder
DAI DAL LAS
he builds protected areas DAI
in valleys or dales DAL
and on mountains LAS
DAI for protected area has a comparative form in SAI for life
a shrine or enclosure DAI
for the goddess of life SAI
(legend of Ikaros)
Ikaros was the son of Daidalos
IKA KOS
everything needed for building a good camp IKA
heavenly vault KOS
IKA KOS Ikaros has everything that is needed
for building a good camp or a shrine
in harmony with the cycles of the heavenly vault
Daidalos made wings of wax for himself and Ikaros, however, the latter flew too high, approached
the sun, the wax melted and he fell into the sea.
Let me explain the legend of Ikaros Icarus by telling a hermeneutic story meandering between
mythology and history and archaeology.
Minos was the ruler of the Aegaean. The eruption of the Thera volcano somewhere in between 1650
and 1600 BC did not end the Minoan civilization but weakened the Middle Minoan thalassocracy
while it may have favored the Minoan expansion into the northeastern Nile delta. From c. 1639 BC
onward Minoans built and ruled Avaris (Tell el-Daba), center of a small but influential kingdom,
next to other even smaller kingdoms of leaders from western Asia Minor.
The Minoan builders of Avaris decorated the throne room with magnificent frescoes of labyrinths
and bulls and bull-leapers (fragments of those frescoes were found by Manfred Bientak). They
carried out combined astronomical and architectural calculations on wax tablets. And they bragged:
We got everything that is needed for building a good camp in harmony with the cycles of the
heavenly vault, we are IKA KOS, we take it up with the great builders of your sun kings ...
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Now the Egyptians turned IKA KOS into heka khaset meaning ruler of a hill country, or a barren
region as the desert or the sea (both the realm of Seth), or a foreign country, and later on heka
khaset became Hyksos
IKA KOS Ikaros Icarus
IKA KOS heka khaset Hyksos
Lines and clusters of calculations carried out on wax tablets became wings of wax - a poetic chiffre
committing a fleeting detail of a remote past to the long lasting memory of mythology. Calculations
make the mind fly, our current astrophysical calculations reach the end of the visible universe
billions of light years away. And using a computer tablet we can visit almost any place in the world.
The Minoan builders of Avaris competing with the builders of the Egyptian sun kings, and the
Hyksos rulers with the Egyptian rulers themselves, became Ikaros flying too high, approaching the
sun. Kamose attacking Avaris in around 1540 BC and his son and sucessor Ahmose leading several
campaigns against Avaris, gaining victory, ending the reign of the Hyksos, became the fall of Ikaros
– those who survived returned to the sea where they came from.
It has been mused that (some of) the Hyksos might have been Minoans. Now there is further
support for that hypothesis.
(Ikarios and Penelope)
DAI DAL LAS Daidalos Daedalus was the Old Minoan builder, his son IKA KOS Ikaros Icarus the
Middle Minoan builder who was defeated as Hyksos at Avaris, while another impersonation was
highly esteemed, mentioned eighteen times in Homer's Odyssey: Ikarios the noble courageous highspirited and widely famous father of clever smart intelligent Penelope
IKA KOS Ikaros Icarus
IKA KOS heka khaset Hyksos
IKA KOS Ikarios
PAS LOP Paenelopae Penelope
POL LOP Peloponnese
PAS means everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, in all five
places, pas pan 'all, every' pente penta- 'five'. LOP named enveloping hedges or fences or palisades
or walls around fortified settlements POL.
Penelope – everywhere enveloping palisades or walls ...
Peloponnese – ... in the land of the fortified settlements enveloped in palisades and walls enforced
by Penelope's mind.
Ikarios being her father testifies to the Minoan influence on Greece in the making.
Remember the Minos formula. It may have named Mykonos, a small and wild island important as
relais in Minoan seafaring
MUC NOS SAI MUC o NOS

Mykonos
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while a double formula could have named Mukanai (reconstructed form) Mykaenae Mycene
MUC NAI
MUC NOS SAI
bull MUC
to find a good place for building a new camp NAI
mind NOS
life SAI
MUC NAI MUC a NAI

Mukanai

MUC NOS SAI MUC a N AI

Mukanai

The Zeus bull MUC
found a new home NAI
for us in Mycene
The Zeus bull MUC
gave us a mind NOS
to cope with fate
and stay alive SAI
Another name for the Peloponnese was
ITA CA Ithaka Ithaca
young bull ITA sky CA
under the sky of the young Zeus bull
a name surviving in a relatively small island off the southwestern
Peloponnese, while a permutation named
ATI CA Attika Attica
mature bull ATI sky CA
under the sky of the mature Zeus bull
The bull emanation of Ba'al had been replaced by the one of Zeus.
(Sarpedon of Mallia)
Greek homalae 'flat, even; smooth' named Mallia for its flat shore and fertile plain.
Minoan Mallia was ruled by Sarpedon, one of three brothers
oldest brother Minos, ruler of Knossos
middle brother Rhadamanthis, ruler of Phaistos
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youngest brother Sarpedon, ruler of Mallia
That is all we know of Minoan Mallia from written sources. But we have archaeology, and now also
Magdalenian as a non-invasive tool of archaeology.
Let us use it in explaining the name of Sarpedon
TAR PAD TON saR PAeD ON

Sarpaedon Sarpedon

TYR means overcomer, as verb to overcome in the double sense of rule and give. Sar- might be an
emphatic form of TYR (with a parallel in TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus). PAD means activity of feet, and
TON means to make oneself heard.
TYR PAD TON Sarpedon could have been a byname of DhAG TON NOS Dictynna, the able one
who makes herself heard and has a mind of her own. Sarpedon would have been her powerful
emanation as a swelling mountain river, moving quickly, rushing along, thundering in falls, cutting
deep gorges into the high Dicte mountains above Mallia that were named for her,
mountains of Dictynna.
The swollen mountain rivers might have been represented by a leaping feline,
a panther or leopard, as the one of a sceptre-head from Mallia, a marvellous piece of worked gray
shist, covered in water symbols, while the hind part of the body goes over into the blade of a stone
axe, indicating the rushing water that cuts deep gorges into the rock. Small circles cover the head,
indicating bubbles. Bands with parallel lines are slung around the paws and the shoulders/breast,
indicating ripples on the surface of the water. Zigzag bands cover the forelegs (no hindlegs) and
follow the arc of the blade, indicating waves. Plenty connected spirals cover the body, symbols of
vortices in a rushing mountain river swollen from a heavy rain sent by Dictynna ...
Sarpedon would then have been a follower of Dictynna in her powerful emanation of a swollen
mountain river.
The sceptre-head is either from the Middle Minoan or Early Late Minoan period of time.
Sarpedon, hero in the war of Troy mentioned in the Ilias, would have been a later king, successor of
the Minoan Sarpedon, his name saying that he overcame the enemies in the way of a swollen
mountain river, comparable to AChI )EI or AChI LEI Achilleus Achilles, rising water AChI
attacking lion )EI or LEI, fighting with the combined force of rising water and an attacking lion, in
the way of a river tsunami.
(Rhadamanthys)
Rhadamanthys, younger than Minos of Knossos, older than Sarpedon of Mallia, founded Phaistos in
the fertile Messara plain in southern central Crete. His name may derive from
RYT MAN DhAG
spear thrower, archer RYT
right hand MAN
able DhAG
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archer of the able right hand
RYT is the inverse of TYR and has a derivative in Greek rhytaer 'archer, protector'.
Rhadamanthys would then have been an archer and protector of his people. However, there are two
more meanings overlaying the literal one.
Picture a volley of arrows shot in all directions from the top of a tower – flying radii, spokes of an
imaginary wheel, accounting for Latin radius and German Rad 'wheel'.
Now picture an astronomer observing celestial bodies revolve – the sighting lines are again radii,
spokes of celestial wheels.
MAN DhAG has a derivative in Latin mens English mind, since the hand is the organ of the mind,
carries out what we decide.
RYT MAN DhAG may then also name an astronomer aiming his glances and handling well his
instruments.
MAN DhAG in the meaning of mind is confirmed by a compound from the other side of the world.
A fairly recent genetic study revealed that America was populated by Siberian tribes from the Altai
who ventured across the Beringia 13,000 years ago. Their shamans and shamanesses would have
spoken Magdalenian, remembering a good four hundred words via standing formulae and double
formulae, among them a name for the Great Spirit, in Algonquian Gitche Manidoog or Gitche
Manitou
GADh CA Gitche

MAN DhAG Manidoog Manitou

good GADh sky CA right hand MAN able DhAG
The Great Spirit is the good one in the sky whose right hand is able.
Message conveyed by numerous works of Algonquian rock art and mobile art
Heed the Great Spirit
and make a fertile use of the time you are given
RYT MAN DhAG Rhadamanthys may then also mean
He aims well with his hand
he aims well with his mind
Rhadamanthys would have been an archer of the able right hand, protector of his people, favoring
astronomy and perhaps further sciences, making good decisions, and would have been a just king.
As such, he and his brother Minos became judges in the Underworld.
(Europa from Syria got a message for us – more on her Syrian origin later)
Minos, Rhadamanthys and Sarpedon were sons of Europa and Zeus.
Europa had been a Syrian princess who was carried across the eastern part of the Mediterranean Sea
by a gold-colored bull with a shimmering white lunar sickle on his forehead – Zeus in the guise of a
bull.
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Europa 'the wide-glancing one' (Marija Gimbutas) may have been the Syrian then Minoan and
Mycenaean goddess of astronomy, her name deriving from
OIR OC CO
place from where the moon rises OIR
right eye OC
attentive mind CO
Finding the sickle of the young moon and predicting where it will rise from the horizon was a great
challenge for the early astronomers. Apparently the Syrian astronomers excelled at it, and
personified their skills in a goddess, OIR OC CO Europae Europa
we know where the moon rises OIR
we find the lunar sickle with our eyes OC
we calculate its position in our mind CO
Remember the formula of the conditio humana, AD TOR OC CO Mycenaean atoroqo Greek
anthropos
AD TOR OC CO atoroqo anthropos
OIR OC CO ... Europae Europa
toward AD the bull in motion TOR with open eyes OC and focused mind CO, facing the bull,
taking him by the horns, coping with fate. Now this formula gains an astronomical dimension. And
so does the Minos formula.
The white lunar sickle on the forehead of the bull carrying Europa across the sea, starting from the
east, evokes the moon bull of Magdalenian times, and the gold-colored bull evokes the golden calf,
young Ba'al rising as morning sun from the tree of life
MUC Mi bull moon golden calf morning sun
NOS Nu mind of the astronomer as bull-leaper
SAI The life tree of life
MUC NOS SAI Mi Nu The Minos
The swimming bull was a symbol of Minoan seafaring which depended on astronomy.
When Zeus replaced Ba'al, the swimming bull became his guise or emanation.
Message of Europa who came from Syria: Cope with fate by engaging in astronomy, in the
sciences, in science combined with art as human measure in a technical world, Minoan art on a par
with the science it encodes.
(god of weather and time)
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A rhyton from the largest and richest tomb at Mycenae, A IV, between 1550 and 1500 BC, made of
(lunar) silver black from oxidation and (solar) gold, shows a bull's head wearing a large rosette of
16 petals on the forehead.
The bull may represent Zeus as sky god, and the rosette can be seen as windrose, indicating the
weather god, but also as emblem of a longtime lunisolar calendar competing with the one from
Mallia.
Remember 'Ariadne's thread' (lunations/years)
37/3 99/8 136/11 235/19 371/30
11 years are a little more than 4016 days (4017.66... d). 19 years are slightly less than 6940 days
(6939.60... d). Drawu up the following number sequence (years/lunations/days)
11/136/4016 (plus 19/235/6940) 30/371/10956 49/606/17896
68/841/24836 87/1076/31776
It contains the formula of the longtime lunisolar calendar of Mallia
30 years or 371 lunations or 10,956 days or 332 periods of 33 days
and the formula of the possible longtime lunisolar calendar of Mycenae
87 years or 1,076 lunations or 31,776 days or 1,986 periods of 16 days
The mistakes are tiny
87 years are 31,776.07... or practically 31,776 days
87 years are 1,986.00... or practically 1,986 periods of 16 days
87 years are 1,706.03... or practically 1,706 lunations
Additive number sequences were effective tools of early mathematics. The Mycenaean astronomers
might have learned how to handle them from their Minoan colleagues and friends.
The rosette as windrose may indicate Zeus as weather god, and the rosette as calendar period may
indicate Zeus as lord of time.
TYR PAS named him as the one who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR emphatic
Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric
Zeus, he who overcomes TYR everywhere (in a plain) PAS, he who overcomes everybody
everywhere in weather and time – weather and time ruling our lives but also given to us so that we
make the best of them.
TYR PAS accounts for Latin tempestas 'tempest' (the supreme god manifesting himself most
impressively in a storm) and tempus 'time', Italian tempo 'weather, time, speed' (picture a storm
cloud hurrying across the sky), French temps 'weather, time', English tempest and time, inverse PAS
TYR for English weather, and for the Roman pastor 'shepherd' guiding his animals that graze
everywhere on a pasture, out in the weather, under the open sky.
(Ariadne and Europa)
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Ariadne, Mycenaean ariata, may originally have been ARI AD DA
ARI AD DA ariata Ariadne
good excellent ARI toward AD from DA
AD DA was a generic river name, water flowing toward AD the sea while coming from DA hills or
mountains. AD DA also named a trading route leading toward AD one place while coming from DA
another place. And thirdly, AD DA would have named a metaphorical way: an excellent ARI
method of generating values for a difficult number, leading toward AD better values while coming
from DA lesser ones.
ARI AD DA might originally have personified additive number sequences, universal tool of early
mathematics (for the use of which I found ample indirect evidence in the Rhind Mathematical
Papyrus).
Additive number sequences provide good values from poor and mediocre ones, and brillant values
from mediocre and good ones, for example in the case of pi
4/1 (plus 3/1) 7/2 10/3 13/4 16/5 19/6 22/7 25/8 28/9
3/1 (plus 22/7) 25/8 47/15 69/22 117/36 135/43 157/50 179/57
201/64 223/71 245/78 267/85 289/92 311/99 333/106 355/113
377/120 ... 1521/484 or 39/22 x 39/22
6/2 (plus 22/7) 28/9 50/16 72/25 ... 600/191
9/3 (plus 19/6) 28/9 47/15 ... 256/81 or 2x2x2x2x2x2x2x2/3x3x3x3
Choose the value that comes handy in a given calculation.
You can also generate better values for all sorts of roots, and calculate astronomical cycles, for
example the Venus year of 583.92 days, more than 583 days, a little less than 584 days
583/1 (plus 584/1) 1167/2 1751/3 ... 6432/41 7007/12
7007/12 days are a fine value that fits in the Babylonian number system, and in the calendar system
of the Maya.
Additive number sequences would have been personified by a woman who gained a life of her own.
Her sad end – told in many variations – mirror the fact that those number sequences reach a good or
even brilliant value but then decline, they don't approach the exact value and have to be stopped.
Ariadne was the daughter of Minos - of MUC NOS SAI Mi-Nu-The munutium mnt Minut or Ebla
where the Minoans came from.
OIR OC CO Europa would have been an analogous allegorical personification of astronomy,
originating somewhere in the region of Tell Halaf or Ebla or Mari, perhaps near Dura-Europos on
the Euphrates, a little above Mari?
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The Syrian plains were ideal for observing the night sky. Astronomy helped navigate the desert, and
then the sea. That is why Europa walked to the shore and became a Phoenician princess in the
younger version of the myth.
(Europa Europa)
A marvellous fresco showing a bull-leaping scene was part of a frieze adorning a small court in the
eastern wing of the palace at Knossos

A 'flying' bull composed of dynamic and elegant arcs appears before a blue sky, in front of him a
girl taking him by the horns, on his back a young man, in the air, upside down, and behind him
another girl, turned toward him, stretching out her raised arms.
The three human figures explain phases in the daring sport of Minoan bull-leaping.
On another level of meaning the girl facing the bull and taking him by the horns visualizes the
formula of the conditio humana, AD TOR OC CO Mycenaean atoroqo Greek anthropos 'human
being' - toward AD the bull in motion TOR with open eyes OC and focused mind CO, facing the
bull, taking him by the horns, coping with fate.
Imagine a horizontal line going out from the eye of the girl and leading across the nape of the bull's
neck. The perfect arc of the neck above the line evokes the first sliver of the lunar disc rising above
the horizon
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We have then also a visualization of OIR OC CO Europa: observe the place where the moon bull
will rise from the horizon and start his heavenly journey OIR with open eyes OC and a focused
mind CO ...
The girl behind the bull, turned toward the animal, raises her arms, keeping her balance. You can
draw a horizontal line from her eye and will get a similar effect of the rising lunar disc. On this
level of meaning the raised arms could also be a gesture of greeting the rising moon, AIR meaning
to raise the arms in joy, with open eyes OC and a focused mind CO again, so that we have AIR OC
CO and a possible double formula naming Europa as personification of early astronomy
OIR OC CO

Europa

AIR OC CO

Europa

While the girls framing the scene personify astronomy – the skill of predicting where the moon will
rise from the horizon, and the joy of seeing it actually rise from that place –, the young man upside
down on the bull symbolizes the acrobatic mind of a Minoan astronomer.
The bull runs or flies from the left to the right side, as moon bull from east to west, hence he is
rendered from a vantage point in the southern sky, which makes astronomy a divine science. The
girl on the left side observes the rising moon, and the girl on the right side, in a further shift of
meaning, says goodbye to the setting moon.
Great art combines many perspectives and levels of meaning.
(Europa and Asterios)
Europa gave birth to Minos, Rhadamanthys, and Sarpedon. Later on she married king Asterios.
His original name could have been AS TOR, denoting an early astronomer looking upward AS to
the bull in motion TOR, up to the moon bull, then also a Minoan acrobat leaping up AS and over the
bull in motion TOR, symbol of a Minoan astronomer calculating the lunar cycle.
Stars observed by AS TOR became Greek astaer and English star watched by an astronomer.
Sanskrit has taras for star, from TOR AS, a star observed by those who watch out for the moon bull,
the bull in motion TOR up above AS in the sky, and extend their studies to further celestial bodies.
AS TOR also accounts for the Mesopotamian goddess Ishtar who was associated with the planet
Venus, for Astarte, Eastern, and East where the celestial bodies rise.
Let us return to the fresco of the bull-leaping scene from Knossos. We can now identify all three
human figures
girl on the left side OIR OC CO Europa
young man leaping over the bull AS TOR Asterios
young girl on the right side AIR OC CO Europa
The girl on the right side, stretching out her arms, keeps her balance, greets the rising moon bull,
says goodbye to the setting moon bull, and now, on yet a further level of meaning, welcomes her
husband AS TOR Asterios the astronomer king, raising her arms in joy AIR with open eyes OC and
a focused mind CO, together AIR OC CO Europa, counterpart of the girl on the left side who
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watches the place where the moon bull rises OIR with open eyes OC and a focused mind CO,
together OIR OC CO Europa; OIR OC CO straining her eye, AIR OC CO expecting her husband
with obvious joy, if tense, and mixed with a little worry – may he succeed.
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Lascaux 10, life and language
© 2015 appendix 2016 Franz Gnaedinger
semantic leaps, ten messages: Cyclops / Argos Eye / soul and vision / Zeus pataer / Athene /
English fur / verbal morphospace / "stasis is data" / dingua lingua / Welle and Woge, purse and bag,
word and voice
life and language, hunches and ideas from half a century: harvesting ideas / energy flow, rippling
space-time / religion paved the way for science / genes body mind / realm of words / verbal
equations held together by recursion / overlapping words / solving the cultural equation
Europa (November 16-20, 2015)

semantic leaps
(Cyclops)
Remember the formula of the conditio humana, AD TOR OC CO Mycenaean atoroqo Greek
anthropos 'human being' - toward AD bull in motion TOR right eye OC attentive mind CO, toward
the bull in motion with open eyes and focused mind, facing the bull, taking him by the horns,
coping with fate ...
While the glottal stop OC CO -oqo turned into a labial one, -opos, the formula of the human
condition became a word for the human being, anthropos.
A double formula named Europa, originally a Syrian personification of astronomy, OIR OC CO
Europa AIR OC CO Europa - watching the place on the horizon where the moon should rise OIR
with open eyes OC and focused mind CO, and raising the arms in joy AIR when it actually rises
from the predicted place ...
OIR naming the far away place in the east where the moon rises from accounts for Greek eurys
'wide' and Euros 'wind from the east' while OC CO turned into ops 'eye' so that OIR OC CO became
eurys-ops Europa 'the wide-glancing one', still fairly close to the original meaning.
CO OC LOP named the organization of a fortified settlement POL - in the middle the ruler of the
attentive mind CO surrounded by guards of the open eyes OC along the enveloping hedge or fence
or palisade or wall LOP ...
CO OC has a derivative in German guck 'look!' going along with OC CO ops 'eye'. CO OC LOP has
derivatives in kyklos 'circle' and *kwekwlos 'wheel' (consider for example the Nation of Towns in
the Transural, the circular towns evoking wheels) and in Cyclops, most famous Polyphem, Homeric
symbol of Troy, his one eye the acropolis overlooking the river plain, and his body downtown Troy
VIIa that provided protected shelter for 5,000 to 10,000 people.
A semantic leap turned CO OC LOP into kyklos-ops kyklops Cyclops, a giant with one single round
eye in the middle of the forehead
CO OC

OC CO

ops 'eye'

leaping over to and taking hold of
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LOP

OP

ops 'eye'

(Argos Eye)
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The Tiryns disc or side of the Phaistos Disc deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth can be seen as a both
verbal and visual rendering of Middle Helladic Tiryns.
A rosette marks the beginning of the spiral text in the middle, another one the beginning of the ring
text on the margin.
The spiral covers the acropolis, from the former Circular Building (a rosette of large blocks around
the base still extant in situ) on top of the limestone hill down to the former gate, while the spiral text
relates Zeus (in the form of Sseyr) and shining Tiryns (emphatic Slryns) and Eponymous Tiryns
(Lord Laertes the gardener in Homer's Odyssey, lineage Zeus Arkeisios Laertes Odysseus
Telemachos). The ring covers the former palisade, while the ring text enforces the protection the
palisade provided with a banning formula of archaic power.
Moreover, the Tiryns disc offers a perfect visualization of CO OC LOP - the ruler of the focused
mind CO in the middle, in the central field, between rosette and ear of grain (Ey in Ss Ey R)
surrounded by guards of the open eyes OC all over the acropolis, concentrated around the gate, and
placed along the enveloping palisade LOP ...
Correlation of disc and acropolis, North at the top; in this position the head of the ruler in the
middle appears upside down; shields yellow, soldiers red ocher
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CO for the ruler of the focused mind
OC for the guards of the open eyes
LOP for the enveloping palisade
The same pattern is encoded in the shield of the Argivian soldier,
a central dot surrounded by six dots along the circle of the rim
central dot for the ruler of the focused mind CO
surrounding dots for the guards of the open eyes OC
circle for the enveloping palisade LOP
A central dot surrounded by a circle of dots - appearing four times on the staring plaster head from
Mycenae - may have been the Argos Eye

The Argos Eye would have been the emblem of a watchful union of towns in the Argolis, around
Tiryns, oldest Argivian town
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We have then a fractal pattern on three scales
large scale - alliance of towns
middle scale - single town
small scale - shield
A semantic leap turned CO OC LOP into Cyclops, a one-eyed giant, a mythological figure.
Magdalenian restored the original meaning and historical reality preserved in a fine piece of visual
language.
(soul and vision)
SAI POL Gothic saiwala Old English sawol sawl New English soul compared the soul to life SAI in
a well organized settlement POL.
One aspect of this organization was named CO OC LOP - in the middle the ruler of the focused
mind CO surrounded by guards of the open eyes OC along the enveloping hedge or fence or
palisade or wall LOP ...
This organization has a parallel in vision: in the middle the central 'ray of vision' accompanied by
the mobile attention, surrounded by the field of vigilant attention noticing movements along the
margin of the vision field. (Latin video 'I see' derives from PAD for the activity of feet - rays of
vision going out from the eyes, exploring the world, and bringing home what they find. Vita 'life'
has the same origin: living beings walk around, on their feet.)
Semantic leaps block the view for the comparative method, while Magdalenian gets behind them
and explores the sense captured for example in the name of Cyclops which tells us that building
towns and organizing them well was a great achievement occupying the mind, generating
metaphors, and leaving deep impressions in the long lasting semantic memory.
(Zeus pataer)
A double formula named the supreme sky and weather god of the Chalcolithic, Bronze Age and Iron
Age
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ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
ShA for the ruler
PAD for the activity of feet
TYR for the one who overcomes
in the double sense of rule and give
AS for upward
CA for sky
DhAG for able
The ruler ShA goes ahead PAD and overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR up above
AS in the sky CA, the able one DhAG ... (repetition)
Among the derivatives are ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove, DhAG PAD TYR Dis pater,
byname of Jupiter; TYR emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric
Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus, DhAG Dios, genitive of Zeus; ShA CA DhAG CA Jahweh,
rider of clouds, a storm and fertility god from Mount Seir (!) in the Negev; ShA PAD Shiva, and
TYR CA Durga, an emanation of Shiva's wife ...
ShA PAD TYR AS CA named Giubiasco near Bellinzona in southern Switzerland where the lovely
Italian landscape of Lake Locarno goes over into the grim scenery of the Swiss Alps, and where
traders heading for the mountains implored good weather from the sky god, while those who came
from the north and successfully traversed the alpine barrier thanked for the good weather and the
luck they had in their daring enterprise.
DhAG PAD TYR became Latin Dis pater, byname of Jupiter, Illyrian Dei-patrous, Greek Zeus
pataer, and Sanskrit dyaus pita. In the case of the Greek form we have a semantic annexation
DhAG Dis Dei dyaus
leaping over to and taking hold of
TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus
(Athene)
DhAG in the form of *dyeus took over TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus, making the overcomer who both
rules and gives TYR an able one DhAG.
Athene sprang from the head of Zeus. Homer calls her thygater Dios 'daughter of Zeus' (Dios a
form of DhAG) already in the opening paragraph of the Odyssey, book 1 line 10. Proto-IndoEuropean has *dhyg(h)ter 'daughter' going back to Magdalenian DhAG TYR for an able overcomer.
Mythology was flexible. A mother could become a daughter. This might have been the case with
Athene who might originally have been an emanation of the goddess of life, and then, more
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specifically, the goddess of life spreading in ever more settlements along rivers and trading routes
flowing or leading toward AD one place while coming from DA another place,
AD DA NAI Athaenae Athene, toward AD from DA to find a good place for a new camp NAI - to
find a good place for a new camp or settlement or town on a river or a trading route that flows or
leads toward one place while coming from another place ...
AD DA NAI Athaenae Athene was a NAI AD DA naiad, Greek naiax genitive naiadaes, the naiads
having been water nymphs presiding over rivers and springs
flowing water
spreading towns
multiplying life
AD DA NAI Athaenae Athene protected AD DA SAI Odysseus, life SAI on a river that flows
toward AD the sea while coming from DA hills or mountains, rivers rising and getting 'angry' when
their course is being blocked, whence Greek odyzomai 'to be angry'. Athene protecting Odysseus in
Homer's Odyssey personifies history as the way life will take.
(English fur)
BIR meaning fur named the bear as the furry one, also the boar, and via the emphatic doubling BIR
BIR the Proto-Indo-European squirrel *werwer. Bern, the Swiss capital, is named for the bear. Cats
in the Canton of Bern are called Bora. And bigger furry dogs Barry.
BIR accounts for Latin pella German Fell Pelz English pelt, naming felines for their pella Fell, also
they furry ones, for example the cat felis. Pella shifted further to wool and weave. BIR MAN, she
working on fur BIR with her right hand MAN, became something like weave-man then woman.
(This etymology is confirmed by a Magdalenian site on the Seine where men worked on tools and
women on fur.)
BIR has derivatives in Greek byrsa 'hide, fur, leather' and English purse, maybe also in abstract
words like for, the content of a fur bag being destined for someone, and fair, the content of the fur
bags being shared in a fair manner.
BIR accounts for the six Proto-Indo-European homonyms *bher*bher- 'brown' most fur is brown
*bher- 'weave, twine' explained above
*bher- seeth, bubble; roast' cooking in a pit lined with fur,
the hairy side outward, the leathery side inward, filled with water,
hot stones from the fireplace rolled in, making the water boil;
in the case of 'roast' BIR *bher- took over PIR meaning fire
*bher- 'strike (through), split, crack' killing and cutting up
a (furry) animal so that it can be cooked or roasted
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*bher- 'carry' to carry or bear the prey, or a fur bag filled with
various goods, also herbs and berries
*bher- '+- cure with spells and/or herbs' healing with magic furs,
also rubbing a paste of herbs and fat on a patient with a fever
and wrapping him or her in warming furs, murmuring spells
(My fist Magdalenian test case dates from August 2008, bear as the furry one versus bear as the
brown one.)
Now for English fur, case of an oscillation within what I call the verbal morphospace, achieved via
a semantic leap and adoption.
When BIR spread out in ever more derivatives also of the second and third degree, and shifted to
pella Fell Pelz pelt wool and weave, the original word persisted on a deep (unconscious) level of the
semantic memory, waiting to take over a suitable word. This chance occurred when Proto-Germanic
*Fodra turned via Frankish into French fourrer 'line with fur'
BIR meaning fur
leaping over to and adopting
*Fodra ... fourrer 'line with fur'
(verbal morphospace)
Here again the four laws of Magdalenian, the first pair from the spring of 2005, and the second pair
from the spring of 2006
inverse forms have related meanings
permutations yield words around the same meme
D-words have comparative forms in S-words
important words can have lateral associations
Using my laws I mined a good four-hundred words, pairs, groups of six and a dozen words, in one
case a group of six dozen words around DAI for protected area (tectiform signs in cave art) and the
comparative form SAI for life, existence (dots in cave art, especially red ocher ones).
How does on get from a Magdalenian word or compound to a related word in a recent language?
Use the physiology of speaking, pronounce a word or compound silently, going through all the
motions (not just moving the lips as in mouthing) but without giving voice. If you do it normally,
giving voice, the word or compound remains stable. But if you do it silently, without giving voice,
not even murmuring, the word or compound begins to shift, and if you can reach the recent word
you have in mind easily, there is a good chance that the Magdalenian and recent forms are
correlated.
From this experiment, which guided my reconstructions for meanwhile a decade, I conclude that
phonology and semantic memory are somehow connected and work together in keeping word
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language stable, fixing words within what I call the verbal morphospace (a loan from evolutionary
biology), turning inevitable phonetic shifts into oscillations and thus maintaining a long lasting
stasis (another loan from evolutionary biology).
A word can even sink down to an unconscious level of the semantic memory, then leap over to
another word that came close in a shifted form, adopt it, and thus return to the surface - an ultimate
oscillations demonstrated in the case of BIR and English fur.
The comparative method proceeds backward in time, whereas Magdalenian, relying on cave art and
rock art and mobile art, makes an educated guess about a remote past and then proceeds forward in
time, switching the temporal perspective, revealing new aspects of language, and replacing the
linear determinism of alledged sound laws from the mechanical era by a complex dynamic on a par
with evolution and development (evo devo) in biology.
("stasis is data")
Individuals differ from each other, and vary from generation to generation, while species can remain
stable for very long periods of time. This phenomenon is called stasis and was the main concern of
Stephen Jay Gould- "stasis is data" (see his book on The Structure of Evolutionary Theory).
Also words vary. The constable of Bozeat, Northamptonshire, England, spelled the words jail and
hospital as follows in around 1700: Gel and Aspitol, Jeal and Quartridge, Jail and Hospittle, Gayll
and Ostetall, Gele and Asptol, Jayl and Aspetell. Considering such a range of spellings we can only
be astonished about how stable words commonly are. I explain it via oscillations, however these are
achieved.
Oscillations may also be a useful term in the case of biological stasis.
Remember the example of an ultimate oscillation
BIR meaning fur
sinking down to an unconscious level of the semantic memory
then leaping over to and adopting
*Fodra ... fourrer 'line with fur'
and resurfacing in the form of English fur
fairly close to the original BIR
Could such a thing also happen in biology? We have a horizontal gene transfer via bacteria (and
maybe also viruses). What if horizontal gene transfers are not passive but active events, the genome
using external sources in maintaining stasis?
(dingua lingua)
DhAG meaning able is the Magdalenian word of the most and most varied derivatives, among them
Old Latin dingua 'language' that has a cognate in English tongue, a word also meaning language, for
example in "Spanish is the loving tongue."
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Old Latin dingua became Latin lingua 'language' accounting for French langage 'language' and
langue 'tongue'.
Pronounce dingua and lingua repeatedly and notice what the tip of your tongue does: in the former
case it moves upward, in the latter case downward. Both words are physiologically close, which
allowed a semantic leap.
Where does the l- in lingua come from? The origin is ) or L, in the longer form )OG or LOG for
having the say, or the one who has the say. Pronounce the smacking L given as arc ) by curving your
tongue, let the tip of your tongue glide along the palate and smack into its wet bed. Among the
derivatives of ) and )OG are Greek logos, Hebrew El and Elohim, Arabic Allah, and now also Latin
lingua as adoption of DhAG in the form of Old Latin dingua.
DhAG took over TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus, while )OG took over DhAG dingua in lingua.
(Welle and Woge, purse and bag, word and voice)
Semantic leaps require derivatives of different words getting very close. If they don't get close
enough we just have semantic parallels. Here you are with two or even three parallels among
derivatives of BIR and PAC.
BIR meaning fur has derivatives in byrsa pella Fell Pelz pelt wool weave, also in wave and billow,
and in German Welle 'wave' - Leonardo da Vinci compared hair to flowing water. Further
derivatives of BIR are purse and burden, bags made of hide or fur or leather, Greek byrsa 'hide fur
leather', French bourse for purse.
PAC named the horse, AS PAC Avestan aspa Sanskrit asva 'horse', upward AS horse PAC, originally
small pony-like horses used for transporting loads up a hill or mountain (while AC PAS named the
horse of the steppes, riding this animal you get everywhere PAS in an expanse of land with water
AC, whence *h1ekwos hippos equus and Epona). PAC has derivatives in back and pack(animal)
and bag - horses carrying fur bags on their back, or hanging on both sides from their back. Now
picture a herd of horses running down a slope, their backs undulating like waves, German Woge for
wave, a synonym of Welle for wave.
Horses neigh, they got a Sanskrit wak Latin vox Italian voce French voix English voice, further
derivatives of PAC for horse and PEC for smaller animals and PIC for bird. Latin verbum 'word'
may derive from BIR in reference to a tambourine, from DAP BIR, activity of hand DAP fur BIR,
the rhythmic sound of a beaten tambourine accompanying the words of a shaman or a shamans.
Inverse BIR DAP may account for English word. PAC wak vox voice and BIR verbum or BIR DAP
word are then a third semantic parallel
BIR PAC
Welle Woge
purse bag
wor(d) voice

life and language
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(harvesting ideas)
My first scientific hunch dates from 1963, when I was fourteen years old. If I do a chore in a clever
way I save energy, so maybe intelligence and energy are correlated?
A schoolbook told us that animals have neither reason nor language. This upset me. What is
language? I decided to answer this question on my own.
1974/75 was my seminal year, and the beginning of my scientific work. Among the insights of that
year (from summer to summer) was a basic definition of language. Language is the means of
getting help, support and understanding from those we depend upon in one way or another -- and
every means of getting help, support and understanding may be called language, on whatever level
of life it occurs ... Word language mirrors the use of ever more human made things, and life in an
ever more artificial environment, words naming things, and treating all entities as if they were
things. Our life requires not only language but a higher form of reasoning as well, since what we are
doing now can fall back on us much later, via ever wider loops of things and people and things ...
Sentences can be understood as overlapping semantic sets, or as clusters of explicit and implicit
verbal equations.
In the 2010s followed the insertion of intelligence and energy. Language in the basic sense of the
above definition is a basic feature of life, and may be considered the intelligence of life: coordinated
by language we achieve more with the same energy, or the same with less energy.
Half a century of questions and studies led me to the triangle of word language whose corners are
life with needs and wishes
mathematics as logic of building and maintaining
based on the formula a = a
art as human measure in a technical world
based on Goethe's world formula
all is equal, all unequal ...
I could never formulate my hunch from 1963 in terms of physics, but it guides me insofar as I prefer
intelligent solutions. Another hunch dates from this year, 2015. What if the gargantuan energy
surplus of empty space (Cosmological Constant Problem, see for example Lawrence Krauss, A
Universe From Nothing, Free Press New York 2012) absorbs the structure of matter, baryonic and
dark matter combined, including the potential of evolving, developing, and generating life?
(energy flow, rippling space-time)
When I do a chore in a clever way I need less energy, so maybe intelligence and energy are
correlated?
A partial confirmation of my hunch from 1863 came from Eric Chaisson: "... for us, information is a
form of energy, whether flowing, stored, or unrealized" (Eric J. Chaisson, Cosmic Evolution, The
Rise of Complexity in Nature, Harvard University Press 2001). Energy flow drives evolution on a
cosmic scale, from galaxies (Milky Way) to stars (Sun) to planets (Earth) to plants (biosphere) to
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animals (human body) to brains (human cranium) to society (modern culture), from lower to higher
'free energy rate density' (quantified by Chaisson) in ever more complex structures – the latter,
containing information, then a form of energy.
Language fits in this picture. Coordinated by language we achieve more with the same amount of
energy, or the same with less energy. Language is a highly structured means of guiding energy flow
in society.
Now for the Cosmological Constant Problem (again). The energy of virtual particles in empty space
compared to the energy associated with all of matter (baryonic and dark) is too large by a factor of
about ten to the power of one-hundred-and-twenty (Lawrence M. Krauss, A Universe From
Nothing, Free Press New York 2012).
Matter has an equivalent in energy: mass times the speed of light squared (Einstein).
What about the structure of matter as encountered in particle physics? All structures we invent,
struggle for, build, implement, establish and maintain require energy, so why not also the structure
of matter? absorbing the energy surplus of empty space?
Nothing moves faster than light in space, while space itself expanded way faster during inflation.
Can there be an upper limit to that velocity? the speed of light times ten to the power of sixty?
velocity by which ripples in space-time are spreading? possible means of interstellar
communication? (The great velocity was obtained by lifting Einstein's energy-mass equation to a
higher level, fill in the mass of the universe and the energy of empty space.)
(religion paved the way for science)
Matter as we know it accounts for not even six per cent of the cosmos. Our picture of the universe
might change considerably once we understand dark matter, currently probed at the CERN, and
dark energy, still a deep mystery.
What is energy? Eric Chaisson: "The ability to do work or to produce change; an abstract concept
invented by nineteenth-century physicists to quantify many different phenomena in Nature." So
energy is an ability.
Greek energos 'active, working; energetic, forceful; effective, successful; fertile (of land)' has a
German translation in tüchtig, from taugen 'to be fit, able'.
Magdalenian DhAG means able, good in the sense of able. Among the very many derivatives are
Latin facere 'do, make' present in English effective, also German taugen tauglich tüchtig, and fähig
'able'.
Most important among the derivatives of DhAG are Greek theos thea Latin deus dea (incompatible
in Proto-Indo-European, well compatible in Magdalenian), Sumerian dingir announcing a deity, and
the name of the supreme Celtic god Dagda, the good god in the sense of the able god (Barry
Cunliffe), from the emphatic doubling DhAG DhAG able able.
Deities are able ones. Religion was an early way of speaking about abilities including what we now
call energy, and thus paved the way for science.
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Deities arose from worshipped ancestors who persist in our gene pool, our genome, our genes that
are enablers. Religion can be seen as an extended phenotype: our inner enablers give us an idea of
what we might achieve in a lifetime, in a century, in an aeon, with our body and beyond our body,
via deities who are personified abilities - more than we can realize, but envisioning the impossible
we reach out for what is possible.
Athene flew as owl or sea eagle, Hermes on winged sandals. Flying was an ages old dream of
mankind. We realized it by building airplanes ... We think (derivative of DhAG) and do (possible
derivative of DhAG) and talk (pdoD) and teach (doD) and produce (doD) plenty of things (doD)
that lend us abilities we know from divine (doD) beings, often in their animal guises, projections of
our inner enablers we call genes or genome.
Why doesn't Richard Dawkins recognize religion as extended phenotype? When reading his
descriptions of the 'selfish genes' I was reminded of Greek deities in Homer.
(genes body mind)
Language in the basic sense arises when living beings or entities depend on each other. Body cells
communicate by exchanging photons, electrons, and molecules (consider language the vehicle and
communication the traffic). Genes depend on body and mind for their replication, body and mind on
the genes as enablers, the body depends on the steering mind, and the mind on the sensory input of
the body. We may then expect various communications among them. How can mind and body talk
to the genes? perhaps via epigenetics? I remember having read that a signal reaches the epigenetic
switches (turning on and off a gene) within two minutes. Maybe placebos, meditation, a mother
gently stroking the hurting knee of her child, and some esoteric rituals can also work via
epigenetics? But how can the body talk to the genes?
Twenty years ago I got a bad medical diagnosis, and fainted. I was a boy again, on a Sunday
pleasure walk with my family in the near forest, the sun slanting between the high slender trunks of
the fir trees, all very peaceful. Then I woke up, lying on the floor, surrounded by nurses, the sun
slanting between the slender vertical elements of the store ... Why was I a boy in my dream? The
answer came when I read The Selfish Gene by Richard Dawkins, edition from 1989. Dawkins
mentions a gene that helps the young body but harms the old body, and suggests that we might fool
that gene into believing the body was still young ... Maybe my body did just this? Listen, genes, this
body is still young, a boy, practically, and has a lot left to do, plenty ideas to work out, so please let
it live ... All went well. A doctor gave me two more years, meanwhile I survived for twenty years,
without a recidive, and make the best of the time I am given.
Genes and body and mind belong together. Separating the mind - as in the Human Brain Project results in a severe loss of complexity. Living neurons contain the DNA, electronic neurons don't.
Artificial brains can expand but not replace the human mind.
(realm of words)
When we build a house we gather wood, stones, clay, sand, ore, turn them into poles and beams and
boards, blocks and slabs, bricks and tiles, glass panes, metal sheets and tubes, whereupon we
assemble our building materials along the rules of the various professions engaged in constructing a
domicile. And when we speak or write we form words that we combine to sentences along the rules
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of grammar, then, along the rules of syntax and rhetoric, to a speech, or to paragraphs and chapters
and finally a book.
When we speak we shape the world in such a way that our listener may be inclined to help and
support us, comparable to a farmer digging canals through which the water can't but flow and
irrigate his fields.
The more things we invent, fabricate, form with our hands, own and use, the more words we need.
Information technology alone created some twenty thousand English words and terms.
Our material culture is the proper realm of words, and life therein the realm of word language,
although both go beyond, naming elements of life and nature as if they were things, which
ultimately leads to a paradox. My car, my house, my computer, my clothes, my body, my mind, my
soul, my ego, my life - but who am I to whom belong my body, mind, soul, ego, life? Wer bin ich
dem mein Ich gehört? Neither all of the world - cosmos, universe, multiverse, ?? – nor our
innermost are things that can be caged in words (except, maybe, in the light of Magdalenian, where
German Ding and English thing derive from DhAG meaning able, turning the divine universe and
our living innermost into abilities).
Words go beyond their proper realm, and so does the creative power of word language. When I say
The sky is blue, I take the sky and paint it blue, and when I say The sun rises, I take the sun and
make it rise in the mind of my listener ...
Words and word language going beyond their proper realm indicate our increasing ability of
conquering ever more space and turning hostile places into habitable zones where life in its many
forms may thrive (invoking again Magdalenian DhAG meaning able).
(verbal equations held together by recursion)

Sentences are verbal equations, often conglomerates of implicit and explicit equations held together
by recursion.

I see a red ball rolling down the road

(I - am - a human being, awake, with open eyes)

I - am - seeing

I see

what I see - is - a ball
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the ball I see - is - red

the red ball I see - is - rolling down the road

I see a red ball rolling down the road

A conspicuous red blur gliding and bumping across my vision field attracts my mobile attention and
alerts my immobile but vigilant attention, my glance follows the mobile attention, takes in the spot
which is enlarged by the focusing mobile attention, whereupon, very quickly, knowledge identifies
the red spot as a ball, a red ball rolling down the road. If cars drive on the road, and one must expect
a boy chasing his lost ball, I prepare myself to hold up the child, or signal to a driver to slow down
or stop entirely. The road being a potentially dangerous zone heightens my attention from the
beginning and makes me notice the ball even more easily. First I see red and rolling, sensations
(from sense) which I then identify as a rolling ball. Sensation first, followed by the object. In my
sentence the object comes first and is followed by the sensation

the ball I see - is - red

If I place the sensation first I have a case of emphasis

red - is - the ball I see

In a tv documentary on the Piraha (pee-da-HAN) a native man working on a boat explains what he
does. I don't remember it exactly, but it was along this pattern

I whittle at a piece of wood.
Thus it will fit.

I - am - whittling at a piece of wood
the piece of wood I whittle at - is - one that will fit

While the Piraha man makes the recursion in his mind, English has it outspoken.
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From another tv documentary I learned that wild turkeys emitting a call, for example a warning call,
combine a deeper and a higher modulation, the latter (if I remember correctly) indicating a
situation, for example what predator is approaching, and the former how to react

this or that situation (- is - occurring)
this or that predator (- is - approaching)
(you - are - one that may or should) react in this or that way

I see no principle barrier between animal language, simple word language, and elaborate word
language coping with a highly specialized life in a more and more artificial word requiring not only
many words but also a high level of recursion holding together many verbal equations packed in a
longer sentence like this one.

(overlapping words)

Basically, sentences are verbal equations

the sky - is - blue

the sun - is - rising

(sky) (be) (blue)

(sun) (be) (rising)

the blue sky

the rising sun

Their mirror image are overlapping words, one of them a form of 'being' – is, are, was, were, had
been, will be, will have been, might be, hardly is, is not, are not, and so on. (In the objectivated
form of the blue sky or the rising sun, 'being' is reduced to an implicit presence). The sky is an
imaginary dome overarching the land, or a painted sky in a cupola, or the blue line at the top of a
child's drawing; the sky by day or by night, on a sunny day or a rainy day; the blue sky we know on
our planet and the orange sky on Mars. German Himmel means not only sky but also heaven,
heaven in the sense of paradise, the canopy of a Himmelbett English tester bed, also a mood, or a
value in the term blue chip for good science or trustworthy stock. Words have sets of meaning that
overlap in a sentence.
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Interestingly, Piraha (pee-da-HAN) terms for color are actually phrases, koobiai 'white' composed
of ko 'eye' and obi 'clear' and ai 'be' (Daniel Everett), being clear or transparent for the eye.

Here we have evidence for early words having been short, and for the building process of longer
words in the wake of Magdalenian (that can go further by reducing 'being' to an implicit presence).
Consider the formula of the human condition visualized by a Minoan bull leaper, AD TOR OC CO
Mycenaean atoroqo Greek anthropos 'human being' – toward AD bull in motion TOR right eye OC
attentive mind CO, toward the bull with open eyes and focused mind, facing the bull, taking him by
the horns, coping with fate, or (being) someone who copes with fate, a human being, AD TOR OC
CO atoroqo anthropos.

(solving the cultural equation)

The Pirahas have no numbers. Living on the sweeping banks of the Maici River in the Amazon rain
forest, a basic life in a quasi eternal present, from day to unchanging day, building modest huts and
boats, making arrows and bows, hunting and fishing for their daily needs, they have no reason for
counting. Their natural environment asks for other abilities, for example discerning a snake from
the foliage or branches or stones or waves, and they excel at this sort of task. Their language mirrors
their simple life, a language of a few words but rich in prosody conveyed along the five 'channels'
(Everett) of speaking singing humming whistling shouting. Their mind is well formed and adapted
for their apparently happy life in their given environment.

One day Daniel Everett had been warned of something on the beach. But there was nothing. He
stared and stared but only saw white sand. Why did they warn him? He was baffled for a long time.
I imagine that this strange warning could actually have been a friendly gesture of adopting him as a
grown up 'child' and giving him a proper education: watch out, even if there is nothing, thus you'll
gain our sharp and clear vision ...

Problem solving is a question of matching complexities. Human cultures try to match our life and
specific natural environment. What abilities are needed? to what extent? in what balance? and
which other abilities can be ignored and given up?

The quest for artificial intelligence might inspire a new mathematical discipline that ponders the
above questions: mind forming in humans applied to machines. In the framework of such a theory,
the mind forming of the Pirahas apparent in their language might be considered a pretty fine
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solution of the cultural equation on their technological level and in their specific natural
environment. A demanding equation solved without numbers.

Europe got the best from Ancient Syria

(written November 16-20, 2015)

* Mes condoléances pour la France, pays de la liberté, égalité et fraternité, aussi, dans l'âge de la
pierre, des grottes Chauvet et Lascaux, bornes milliaires dans l'évolution de l'esprit humain *
Magdalenian AD TOR OC CO Mycenaean atoroqo Greek anthropos 'human being' was a formula
for the conditio humana: toward AD bull in motion TOR right eye OC attentive mind CO, facing
the approaching bull with open eyes and a focused mind, taking him by the horns, coping with fate.
Marie E.P. König identified the magnificient bulls of Lascaux as moon bulls, while my studies
reveal that the Minoan bull leaper was a chiffre for the astronomer calculating lunar cycles. Another
formula named the astronomer king Minos and his palace Knossos, MUC NOS SAI, bull MUC
mind NOS life SAI, the journey of the moon bull calculated by the mind as emblem of human life
and existence
MUC NOS SAI Mi NO S or Mi NOS
MUC NOS SAI C NOS Sos

Minos

Knossos

Cyrus H. Gordon identified the language of Linear A as Northwest Semitic. Jan Best and Robert
Stieglitz followed him. Walther Hinz, in their wake, succeeded in deciphering Linear A tablet Hagia
Triada 95. One side lists up the amount of cereals for (the priestesses of) Dadumathe (She loved by
the master), and the other side the amount of cereals for (the priests of) Adu (Baal, later seen as
Cretan Zeus). On Hagia Triada 95 and on many more Minoan tablets appears the name Mi Nu The,
which Walther Hinz reads as wheat from mu-nu-ti-um (2200 BC), Ugaritic mnt, and Minnit in the
Bible (Ezekiel 27:17), better known as Ebla in Syria, forty kilometers south of Aleppo, by then a
fertile region where the best wheat came from, and where also a minotaur had been worshipped, a
beast half bull half man. Mi Nu The is an older variant of the above formula
MUC NOS SAI Mi Nu The
and given the same way in hieroglyphic Minoan, Linear A and Linear B – as head of a bull for
MUC Mi, as visual pun of a bull leaper on feet hands feet for NOS Nu, and as tree of life for SAI

(The legend of Minotaur covers an elaborate lunisolar calendar)
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The Minotaur – half bull half man – lived in the labyrinth of Knossos. Every ninth year king Minos
had to offer him seven virgins and seven young men. Theseus dared enter the maze, overcame
Minotaur, freed the young people, and with the help of Ariadne's thread they found out of the
complex that was built by Daidalos whose name contains DAI for a protected area.
The labyrinth was the palace of the astronomer king Minos at Knossos, and the legend of Minotaur
encodes a demanding lunisolar calendar held together by the returning numbers 9 and 19
Minotaur, half bull half man, indicates a double period
of 9 and 235 lunations
Minos impersonates 9 years
each of the seven virgins and seven young men stand for a period
of 19 days, in all 266 days, 14 times 19 days
Theseus personifies 19 years
The 9 lunations of Minotaur counted in the 30 29 30 mode yield 266 days
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 sum 266
that ask for the 266 days of the young people
19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 sum 266
The 9 years of Minos are seven regular years of 365 days plus two leap years of 366 days, in all
3,287 days, or 173 times 19 days.
And the 19 years of Theseus cope with the 235 lunations of Minotaur, according to an additive
number sequence relating years and lunations (y/l)
3/37 8/99 11/136 19/235 30/371
Ariadne's thread may symbolize this and further number sequences (generated by another
algorithm) that played a most important role in early astronomy, geometry, and mathematics in
general. I found ample evidence for their use in Ancient Egypt and Mesotpotamia.
By the way, the kernos in a corner of the court of the Minoan palace at Mallia near Knossos encodes
an alternative calendar based on the ratio 30/371 of the above number sequence: a year has 11
months of 33 days, or 33 long weeks of 11 days, plus 2 and occasionally 3 more days, while 30
years have 332 continuous periods of 33 days, in all 10,956 days, or 371 lunations.
(Syrian province of aqa and the Göbekli Tepe calendar)
An Egyptian papyrus (one of several versions of the Book of the Dead, facsimile London 1899)
mentions a Syrian province by the name of aqa. This might have been the wider region of the
Göbekli Tepe in southeast Anatolia and northern Syria. The large hill itself would originally have
been known as AC CA –– where the earth AC and sky CA are meeting, or where they had been
separated from each other in the act of creation ... AC CA was given by two Göbekli Tepe
hieroglyphs: (1) a ring for the primeval earth and the hollow for the primeval sky (inhabited by
AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS), and (2) by a lying H whose
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long horizontal bars represent earth and sky, while the short vertical bar indicates the exchanges
between them, especially prayers for rain and the rising smoke of sacrificial fires imploring rain
(symbolized by snakes heading upward), and falling rain rewarding the prayers and sacrificial fires
(symbolized by snakes heading downward). AC CA was personified by the Indo-European earth
goddess akka (German Acker 'field'), by the Egyptian earth god Aker, by the Biblical mother of all
life Hawwa English Eve, and, via the inversion CA AC, by the Greek earth goddess Gaia.
(10 000 BC) One version of the Göbekli Tepe lunisolar calendar had a month of 30 days, a year of
12 months (imagine a circle of a dozen poles) and a basic year of 360 days (wherefrom the circle of
as many degrees), add 5 and occasionally 6 days (given by the space between a pair of central
pillars) and you have a regular year of 365 days and an occasional leap year of 366 days, while 63
continuous periods of 30 days are 1,890 days and correspond to 64 lunations or synodic months
(mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half a day in a lifetime).
(7 000 BC) Judging by a beautiful bowl from Tell Halaf in Syria, the astronomers of that place
calculated with a period of 25 years that requires 6 leap days and has in all 9,131 days. Five such
periods are 125 years or 45,655 days or 1,546 lunations.
The Göbekli Tepe calendar spread widely and saw many variations, for example 30 days for the
solar eye and '2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64 of 30 days or a synodic month for the lunar eye of the Egyptian
Horus falcon.
(1 700 BC) Another variant are flowers of eight petals on beautiful Kamares ware from Middle
Minoan Crete: each petal a long month of 45 days, all eight petals a basic year of 360 days, add 5
and occasionally 6 days for the tiny circle in the center and you have a regular year of 365 days and
an occasional leap year of 366 days, while 21 continuous periods of 45 days are 945 days and
correspond to 32 lunations or synodic months.
(1 650 BC) Consider also the flower of eight petals in the center of one side of the Phaistos Disc.
(Europa, originally the Syrian goddess of astronomy)
Let us calculate the Neolithic Syrian lunisolar calendar from Tell Halaf with ancient methods,
beginning by counting lunations in the Paleolithic way
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ... lunations
15 and 17 lunations counted that way are 443 and 502 days respectively
17 15 17 15 17 or 17 32 49 64 81 lunations
502 443 502 443 502 or 502 945 1447 1890 2392 days
And again 'Ariadne's thread' relating years and lunations
3/37 8/99 11/136 19/235 30/371
Numbers of the Halaf calendar: 25 years are 19 regular years of 356 days plus 2 leap years of 366
days, in all 9,131 days. Five periods of 25 years are 125 years or 45,655 days or 1,546 lunations
19 x 365 plus 2 x 366 days are 9,131 days for 25 years
5 times 9,131 days are 45,655 days for 125 years
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30 30 30 30 8 minus 3 sum 125 years
371 371 371 371 99 minus 37 sum 1,546 lunations
19 x 81 plus 7 are 1,546 lunations
19 x 2392 plus 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 are 45,655 days
(The simple yet clever methods that sail under the radar of math-history yield amazing results.
Compare them with the actual numbers: 125 years are 45,655.248... rounded 45,655 days or
1,546.032... rounded 1,546 lunations.)
Astronomy requires not only calculations but first of all and then again and ever again observations.
Finding the sliver of the young moon was a great challenge for the early astronomers watching the
sky with bare eyes – in fact such a challenge that it may have accounted for English origin from
Magdalenian ORI GEN, horizon ORI young moon GEN ... The magnificent bulls in the midsummer
hall of Lascaux suggest these numbers for a lunation of alternately 30 and 29 days: young moon 3
days, waxing moon 6 days, full moon 9 days, waning moon 6 days, old moon 3 days, empty moon
alternately 3 and 2 days. Now the Syrian astronomers excelled at finding the young moon on the
predicted place on the horizon, and formulated a double compound for this challenge and
achievement
OIR OC CO AIR OC CO
moon rising from the horizon OIR (permutation of ORI for horizon)
right eye OC attentive mind CO
raising the arms in joy AIR
OIR OC CO means then to look out for the moon rising from the horizon with open eyes and a
focused mind, and AIR OC CO to raise the arms in joy when one sees the moon raise from the
predicted place on the horizon, watching it with open eyes and a focused mind ...
Remember the formula AD TOR OC CO atoroqo anthropos 'human being'. A similar sound shift
occurred in the case of the double compound
OIR OC CO Europa

AIR OC CO Europa

Europa would originally have been the Syrian goddess of astronomy, became a Phoenician princess,
arrived on the shore of Crete, and is seen in her double appearance on a famous Minoan fresco in a
small court of the palace at Knossos, flanking a bull and bull leaper, OIR OC CO on the left side,
the perfectly round neck rising as moon above the line of the horizon defined by the sighting line of
the woman watching out with an obviously focused mind, on the right side AIR OC CO rising her
arms in joy
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And here Mi Nu The on a Linear A tablet, Mi given as head of a bull, Nu as visual pun of a bull
leaper on feet hands feet, and The as an abstract tree of life; Mi from MUC for bull, here the moon
bull, Nu from NOS for mind, here the mind of the astronomer, and The from SAI for life, existence,
here the human existence depending on astronomy (providing calendars) and on the sciences in
general

(Europe got the best from Ancient Syria)
Europa Europe is more than a name, it is a formula of long lasting success: watch out with open
eyes and a focused mind for the moon rising above the horizon, ORI OC CO Europa, and raise your
arms in joy when you see with your open eyes and attentive mind the moon rise from the predicted
place on the horizon, ARI OC CO Europa ...
Observe the sky with open eyes and calculate the heavenly cycles with a focused mind. Study
nature and record your findings. But know that we can only approximate the truth, neither really
reach nor own it (number sequences and other early mathematical methods provide values around
the unknown exact number, you can then choose the value that comes handy in a given calculation
and work with integers, the mistakes even out more or less, often amazingly well, but there remains
always a small or tiny mistake).
All books have been written, compiled and edited by human beings, even the most inspiring ones.
Placing a book above nature – that you may consider God's creation - is hubris, a betrayal of
transcendence (which is the very essence of religion), even blasphemy in the name of craving power
We know exactly who God is
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and what He wants
He wants what we want
He is our mighty henchman
Europe got the best from Ancient Syria, the name Europa Europe that is a formula: study nature in
all appearances, outer and inner nature, engage in the sciences, and in art as human measure in a
technical world. Together they will overcome ideologies in the long run, even scientific ones.
And if ancient monuments in Syria are being destroyed, Europe's name will survive. And the spirit
of Europa will eventually overcome the pseudo-religious evil spreading in and from her ancient
homeland.
We have to do our part. A prospering global society requires fair trade (overall balance of give and
get, one word in Magdalenian, GID) and a fair history of civilization including the one of
mathematics, logic of building and maintaining. A fair history acknowledging all contributions to
our common civilization will encourage good people all over the world.
Appendix from late March and early April 2016: words and compounds naming the horse /
computer and hermeneutics in the case of Homer’s Odyssey / Human Brain Project again
(hermeneutic perspective) / computers won’t take over (coining a new term: phenospace)
(the horse, the horse, the horse)
CA LAB, sky CA cold LAB, named the winter sun horse of Lascaux, gallop and German Klepper.
CA BEL, sky CA warm BEL, named the spring sun horse, in a longer form CA BEL IAS, healing
IAS, the warm spring sun healing ailments of a long and harsh winter, ABelios AFelios Helios,
Greek sun god with a quadriga of horses. CA BAL, sky CA hot BAL, named the summer sun horse,
Latin caballus Italian cavallo French cheval, Spanish caballo.
Hear them run
CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB ...
CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL ...
CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL ...
Magdalenian PAC named the common horse, AS PAC, upward AS horse PAC, the horse of the first
Indo-European homeland on the banks of the Amu Darya, centered in the triangle of Termez and
Kunduz and Kurgan T'upe, small pony-like horses used for carrying loads up the slope of a hill or
mountain, AS PAC Avestan aspa Sanskrit asva for horse. Emphatic PAC AS AS, horse up up, named
the personified hot summer wind Afghanetz that blows from the Aral Sea along the Amu Darya up
to the Hindukush, the winged horse Pegasos Pegasus, horse of poetry, indicating an oral epic of the
first Indo-Europeans, fragments of which might survive in the oldest Greek mythology. The
phonetically similar but semantically different compound AC PAS, an expanse of land with water
AC everywhere in a plain PAS (here, south and north of me, east and west of me, in all five places,
Greek pas pan 'all every' pente penta- 'five') – riding this animal you get everywhere PAS on earth
AC = in the steppes of the second and third IE homeland, in the Uralic steppes east of the Rha
Volga, and in the Pontic steppes west of the Rha Volga ... AC PAS *hekwos Greek hippos Latin
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equus, also the Gallo-Roman horse goddess Epona and Finnish hevonen 'horse'. PIE offers *hekwos
hippos equus aspa asva. Magdalenian makes a difference, AS PAC aspa asva, AC PAS *hekwos
hippos equus Epona hevonen. I consider this one of my strongest Magdalenian test cases.
TYR names the one who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give, emphatic Middle Helladic
Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus. Close
derivatives of TYR abound in Central Asia. Inverse RYT means spear thrower, archer, accounting
for German Ritter 'knight', a riding archer, for Ross und Reiter 'horse and rider', German Ross for
horse an emphatic form (analogous to TYR emphatic Sseyr), English hoss horse.
REO means river, accounting for the Rha, modern Volga, river between the second IE homeland in
the Uralic steppes and third IE homeland in the Pontic steppes, personified in Minoan Rheia and
Greek Rhea, mother of Zeus and Poseidon and Hades, her alter ego the Gallo-Roman horse goddess
Epona who rode a horse in lady fashion, accompanied by a bird and a foal and a dog that evoke the
emblematic animals of Zeus, an eagle, and of Poseidon, a horse, and of Hades, a dog. The main
sanctuary of Epona had been Alesia near a spring of the river Seine, at the base of Mont Réa.
Walisian Rhiannon 'horse' is a further derivative of REO, the undulating necks of a herd of running
horses evoking the waves of a rushing river.
(computer and hermeneutics in the case of Homer's Odyssey, part 1)
Thinking about machine condensing of language I wondered how a computer would summarize
Homer's Odyssey - could a machine possibly come up with a hermeneutic version such as mine?
Odysseus returns home from Troy and sleeps on the shore of Ithaca, one of the ancient names of the
Peloponnese and especially of the Argolis, land under the sky of the young Zeus bull (ITA CA
Ithaca, young bull ITA sky CA, under the sky of the young Zeus bull vs ATI CA Attika, mature
bull ATI sky CA, under the sky of the mature Zeus bull), Ithaca surviving in the name of a relatively
small island off the Peloponnese. A long series of dreams brings him to strange places that are Troy, Troy again and again, blended with other places and periods of time. In his final dream he
reaches pleasant Scherie, identified as early Troy by Eberhard Zangger. When he realizes where he
is and what a lovely place he destroyed, or will destroy in the time perspective of the Phaeakians,
early Trojans, he can't help weeping. Now, still sleeping and dreaming, he falls in a deep dreamless
sleep, and arrives home for good, body and soul reunited. On the next morning Athene, Homeric
personification of history's course, urges him to cope with the shameless suitors of his faithful wife
Penelope who personifies the land (POL LOP Peloponnese, fortified settlement POL enveloping
hedge or fence or palisade or wall LOP, and PAS LOP Penelope, everywhere in a plain PAS
enveloping palisades or walls LOP, naming the Peloponnese as land of the fortified settlements) –
Athene urges Odysseus to cope with those who profit from the land without meeting their
obligations.
Could a computer understand symbols and find out whether the Trojan war was for real or just a
bardic invention? It has been caused by the abduction of beautiful Helen. How can this have incited
a war? Beautiful Helen of the white arms is a symbol, the Homeric symbol of – tin, her white arms
tin ingots, her long glittering robes she made herself the symbol of the glittering tin ore cassitterite,
and her thread the symbol of tin wire, by then cut out of hammered tin sheet. Her husband xanthos
Menelaos is the Homeric symbol of copper, the color xanthos covering all hues of copper ores,
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yellow brown red. Their daughter lovely Hermione who resembles golden Aphrodite symbolizes
bronze, alloy of copper and tin, of a golden shine when freshly cast. Menelaos had a slave woman
for a mistress, Homeric symbol of andrasit, a mineral found in the Troas, natural alloy of copper and
zinc – zinc in enslaved form, as it were. Their son was strong late come Megapenthes, Homeric
symbol of brass, alloy of copper and zinc, harder than bronze, arriving late in the 'family' of
metals ... While modern bronze requires five per cent of tin, Mycenaean bronze required a dozen or
even fifteen per cent, way more, but there is no tin in Greece, Mycenaean tin came from Central
Asia and was bound to pass the Dardanelles where the Trojans laid hands on the precious cargo,
abducting Helen, as it were ...
(computer and hermeneutics in the case of Homer's Odyssey, part 2)
Ricardo Mansilla at the Free University of Mexico run a DNA taxonomy program on the Odyssey
and found that it combines material of at least a dozen or even sixteen bards. Very fine. This allows
a better understanding of how the epic originated. On his first 'adventure' Odysseus encounters
Polyphem and on a later one a similar giant, so we can assume that the same stories were told in
several versions, varied from bard to bard, and finally the best versions were compiled in the epic,
two of them rendering Troy as a giant.
'Much famous' Polyphem resembled more a wooded mountain top standing alone than a man who
eats bread. His one eye was the acropolis overlooking the wide river plain and his body downtown
Troy VIIa that provided protected shelter for 5,000 to 10,000 people. His den or cave was the harbor
in the Besik bay where foreign ships waited for favorable winds, in the epic symbolized as goats
and sheep milked by Polyphem, whereas the Achaean ships are symbolized as horses, resting in a
river mouthing north of Troy.
The early Trojans – Phaeakians dwelling on the shore of pleasant Scherie (Eberhard Zangger) - had
been skilled river pilots navigating foreign sailors through the perilous waters of the Dardanelles,
protected by the most noble gods, among them Zeus and Athene, Poseidon and Apollo. However, in
later times, they abandoned their former profession and became a sort of pirates on land, asking
high fees and tolls, and laying their hands on the precious tin that came from Central Aisa and was
bound for Mycenae – abducting beautiful Helen of the white arms in the Homeric symbolism.
Homer 1 of the Iliad would have lived in the time of the first Messenian war; Homer 2 of the
Odyssey in the time of the second Messenian war, symbolized by Telemachos 'Far away war' – far
away from Troy and far away in time from the Trojan war. Both Homers compiled their epic from
ample bardic material, both fearing for the unity of Greece: Northern Greece, Thessaly, Achilles,
and Southern Greece, Peloponnese, Agamemnon in the Iliad; 'tripod' of mainland and islands and
colonies in the Odyssey. Both Homers cared for the survival of the hopefully eternal Greek
civilization, symbolized by the immoveable bed Odysseus and Penelope built around the trunk of
the olive tree that had been planted by Lord Laertes the gardener (Eponymus Tiryns on the Phaistos
Disc as deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth and interpreted by me). However, there is a difference:
Homer 1 believes that all is predestined by the gods, whereas Homer 2 says that we can't hold the
gods responsible for all we do.
Hermeneutics, in my opinion, is understanding from within. Computers can help us understand
from the outside, enhancing our emphatic and hermeneutic apprehension.
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Human Brain Project again (hermeneutic perspective)
The Human Brain Project – based in Lausanne, Western Switzerland, not far from the CERN
outside Geneva – has entered its operational phase. Top scientists from all over the world promise a
perfect simulation of the entire human brain in form of a giant electronic network.
Not even such a highly ambitious electronic brain could cope with a real brain, as I will show you
via my basic definition of language from 1975/75. Language is the means of getting help, support
and understanding from those we depend upon in one way or another --- and every means of getting
help, support and understanding may be called language, on whatever level of life it occurs.
All of language is motivated by needs and wishes, ultimately by our survival instinct in combination
with our individual abilities and limitations. Coordinated by language our small and large
communities achieve more with the same energy, or the same with less energy. Following my first
scientific hunch from 1963 – energy and intelligence being correlated – I consider language the
intelligence of life.
Things get really interesting when we turn the above definition around: where living beings or
living entities depend on each other, there is language. Body cells depend on each other, and they
communicate by exchanging photons, ions, and molecules. Also body and mind and genes depend
on each other: the genes on the body as its vehicle and on the mind steering the body, mind and
body on each other, and both on the genes as their enablers. We have then six ways of internal
language offered by this vantage point alone, most fascinating the one of the mind addressing the
genes via epigenetic switches turning on and off one or another gene.
Now the human brain contains one hundred billion neurons, each connected with one thousand
other neurons – a high complexity corresponding to a space of a dozen dimensions –, moreover
each neuron contains the full genome including epigenetics. Even if the amazing network could be
copied with electronic circuits, none of the simulacra of a neuron contains a genome and epigenetic
switches, nor does the artificial brain have a body, let alone a survival instinct – you can turn it on
and off as any machine. This means the human brain is right from the beginning way more complex
than the one promised by the Human Brain Project.
Illusions of the impossible make the sciences proceed and eventually achieve what is possible. On
the other hand I defend my hermeneutic work and perspective, hermeneutics being pushed to the
margin and over the edge by academe.
(computers won't take over – coining a term: phenospace)
Reading Richard Dawkins' famous book The Selfish Gene (second edition) I was reminded of the
Greek deities in Homer who behave in strikingly similar ways as the genes described by Dawkins
do
Darwin postulated globuli carrying the hereditary biological information. Watson and Crick
discovered the beautiful double helix DNA with genetic words of three chemical letters each, four
different letters yielding 64 permutations or words that encode life on Earth. In reconstructing the
Ice Age language I call Magdalenian – lingua franca of shamans and shamanesses in Eurasia – I
mined a good four hundred words, most of them having three letters or phonemes and forming
permutation groups, allowing very many compounds that were preserved in shamanic formulae,
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often double formulae. Can this peculiar language be what Richard Dawkins calls an extended
phenotype? (The body is the primary phenotype, 'outprint' of the genome, while our productions
that go beyond the body are extended phenotypes.)
Genes depend on the body, so there should occur a form of language between them. Could all of
language be either an internal or extended phenotype?
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, is the Magdalenian word of the most and most
varied derivatives, among them Greek theos Latin deus (well compatible in Magdalenian),
Sumerian dingir announcing a deity, and the name of the supreme Celtic god Dagda, the good god
in the sense of the able god (Barry Cunliffe), owing to the emphatic doubling DhAG DhAG able
able.
Can it be that all our productions, from language to computers, fill the space between our genes as
inner enablers and their outward projections? a space we may call phenospace?
Computers don't have their own but are part of our phenospace. Machines increase our abilities and
lend power to their owners but won't take over. Moore's law of the doubling of data storing capacity
still holds, however, the storing velocity stagnates since 2003, communicated by Intel in 2005. In
my opinion the so-called technological singularity is an extrapolation such as the clockwork
universe and Laplace's all-knowing demon of the bygone mechanistic era. Sooner or later we come
to a bend in the way of science.
Creativity loves winding roads. We will need plenty more of that human resource for integrating
ever more technology into life and nature, task of art as human measure in a technical world.
I know nobody who hangs computer graphics in their bedroom. The Alpha CEO with Google in the
portfolio is a human being. Could anybody imagine a political version of AlphaGo in the oval
office? The highly demanding Chinese board game Go, recently won 4:1 by the Google machine
AlphaGo against an Asian grandmaster, has a small set of simple rules whereas the rules of the
serious political game fill libraries but still defy our penetration.
Basque and cave art (see Book Basque)
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Lascaux 11, Basque and cave art
© 2016 Franz Gnaedinger
(Basque adar 'horn')
Theo Vennemann considers Basque adar 'horn' a genuine Vasconic word and not a loan from Celtic
adarcos (Old Irish adarc)
Pre-Proto-Basque *dar *da-dar
Proto-Basque *a-daR
Basque adar
PPB *dar evokes Magdalenian TYR for the one who overcomes in the double sense of rule and
give, present in the double formula naming the supreme sky and weather god from the Chalcolithic
to the Iron Age whose guise had (originally) been a bull
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
Among the derivatives are ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove, the ruler ShA goes ahead
PAD and overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR (up above AS in the sky CA), DhAG
PAD TYR Dis pater, byname of Jupiter, the able one DhAG goes ahead PAD and overcomes in the
double sense of rule and give TYR (up above AS in the sky CA); TYR emphatic Middle Helladic
Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus; TYR
emphatic Serri of the Hurrites (adopted for a lower rank by the Hittites); and ShA CA DhAG CA
Jahwe, the ruler ShA in the sky CA, the able one DhAG in the sky CA, storm god and fertility god
and rider of clouds from Mount Seir (remember Sseyr and Serri) in the Negev. Serri was a bull,
Jupiter and Zeus had once been bulls, and Jahwe is represented by a bronze figurine of a bull found
on a hill near Samaria.
Pre-Proto-Basqua *dar 'horn' could have been a pars pro toto for the overcomer TYR in the guise of
a bull or bullman (supreme leader, e.g. of the Lower Rhone Valley), TYR *dar emphatic doubling
(?) *da-dar, also TYR Old High German tior Middle English der modern English deer for an animal
wearing proud antlers, while CER meaning stag or hind accounts for the Celtic god of animals
Cernunnos wearing stag antlers, Latin cervus French cerf German Hirsch 'stag' (maybe also Finnish
hirvis 'moose' and sarvi 'horn'), also Greek keras English horn German Horn.
Furthermore, TYR accounts for Proto-Indo-European *(s)teuros 'domestic (large) animal'
wherefrom English steer German Stier 'bull', Greek thaer German Tier 'animal' and maybe also
German teuer 'expensive' – Latin pecunia 'money' from pecus 'cattle' (pecunia a heavy Roman
bronze ingot worth a cow and decorated with a cow). A large domestic animal would then have
been an overcomer TYR that was overcome itself.
(etorri zezen Basque esatari)
Magdalenian TOR means bull in motion, accounting for Spanish toro Latin taurus and many more
cognates in very many languages (compiled by Saul Levin).
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Bulls were a central topic in Eurasia, as we can glean from a Magdalenian formula naming the
human condition: AD TOR OC CO Mycenaean atoroqo Greek anthropos 'human being' - toward
AD bull in motion TOR right eye OC attentive mind CO, toward the running bull with open eyes
and focused mind, facing the bull, taking the bull by the horns, coping with fate.
Confronting a bull was a high risk. A drawing in the cave Le Gabillou shows a Magdalenian hunter
with a lance before an immense bull (danger and fear enlarging the animal in what I call attention
perspective). Whereas a Minoan bull leaper symbolized an astronomer coping with the moon bull =
calculating the lunar cycle. Basque etorri covering the meanings of think and teach might be placed
in this context.
What about Pre-Proto-Basque *zen *ze-zen Proto-Basque *zezen Basque zezen 'bull' (Theo
Vennemann) ? The origin of *zen might have been GEN for the three days of the young moon bull,
a word present in origin, from ORI GEN, the young moon bull GEN on the horizon ORI. (G could
become Z also in Slavic, while ideograms accompanying the white moon bulls in the rotunda of
Lascaux indicate these numbers: 3 days of the young moon, 6 days of the waxing moon, 9 days of
the full moon, 6 days of the waning moon, 3 days of the old moon; add alternatingly 3 and 2 days
for the empty moon German Leermond and you obtain lunations of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days in
a Stone Age way of counting synodic months.)
What about Basque as word or name? It may derive from PAS CA given on the long wall of the
Brunel chamber in the Chauvet cave as a large red ocher domino five reading PAS (everywhere in a
plain, here, south and north of me, east and west of me, in all five places, Greek pas pan 'all, every'
pente penta- 'five') plus one more dot (palm impression) in elevated position for CA (sky) - may the
bullman (supreme leader of the Lower Rhone Valley) be born again in the sky by the goddess of the
Summer Triangle Deneb Vega Atair (woman of the large pubic triangle on a stalactite in the rear
hall, by her side a bull, his head before her womb), and may he roam the sky in his next life as he
roamed the land in this life, may he get everywhere PAS in the sky CA ...
Chauvet could have been the stage for a play, perhaps a shadow dance by a fire: adventure of ARC
TYR in the sky, among the stars and constellations, overcomer TYR of the cave bear ARC. Fast
moving Arcturus was by then the head of Bootes, together ARC TYR, overcomer TYR of the cave
bear ARC (a fearsome beast bigger than a grizzly) seen in the Big Dipper as bear facing Bootes.
King Arthur of Britain fought the dragon of Lannion that appeared in the form of a full grown bull
for three days and three nights without a break, and finally overcame him. Bones and skulls of cave
bears had been seen as remains of dragons. The many dragons in tales, fairy tales, legends and
myths combine then two archetypical animals, the bull in motion TOR and the cave bear ARC, both
overcome by the hero, the overcomer TYR. Hunting plots and metaphors may have accounted for
Basque esatari 'myth, legend' Finnish tarina 'narrative, legend' (TYR *dar tar) and English story
Latin historia (TOR tor stor – you might also remember the Minoan lunisolar calendar of Knossos
encoded in the myth of Minotaur).
Who were the Vascons? Maybe descendants of the Chauvet people surviving in the Pyrénées?
joined by a tribe that came from Anatolia?
(Basque, a fable)
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The region of the Göbekli Tepe between southeastern Anatolia and northern Syria was the land of
the fire archers PYR RIT and their 'fingers of light and luck' DIG LIC shot into the night sky on
New Year's Eve along the rivers they named
PYR RIT Firat Euphrates
DIG LIC Dicle Tigris
Later fall and early winter were the rain season. New Year followed the winter solstice and honored
the fire giver PIR GID. Her husband was AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a
mind NOS, visualized by the big limestone ring on the Göbekli Tepe that shows the head of the god
ex negativo, framed by the minimally sculpted inside of the ring (arcs of the forehead, ears, cheeks
and chin), otherwise consisting of nothing else than air and light.
Some 9,000 years ago a mountain tribe left the land of the fire archers, wandered westward, and
finally reached the mountain range between southwestern France and northeastern Spain. They
called the mountains PIR NAI, the fire PIR (archers) found a good place for a camp, NAI, a new
home. The locals were descendants of the Chauvet people who called themselves PAS CA Basques
or Vascons, keeping alive the ancient myth of the bullman (supreme leader of the Lower Rhone
Valley) who was born again by the goddess of the Summer Triangle and roams the heavens in his
new life as he had roamed the land in his former life - getting everywhere PAS in the sky CA ...
AAR RAA NOS had been implored for rain on the Göbekli Tepe. Now his name accounted for
Basque aran 'valley' – a valley being a hollow between hills or mountains filled with air and light while he was still implored for rain that fills river beds and water holes, ponds and lakes.
The Anatolian tribe settled in the region of many swamps and lakes and rivers they called AD DA
AAR RAA Andorra, highland of rivers that flow toward AD plains and seas while coming from DA
here, this region, where they are filled with rain by the one of air AAR and light RAA. One river
was called DAL AAR RAA Valira, river of the valley DAL (proper Magdalenian word for a valley
or dale) filled with rain by him of air AAR and light RAA); another AAR RAA SAL, he of air AAR
and light RAA fills the watery ground SAL of the valley with rain; still another AAR RAA AC
Ariège, he of air AAR and light RAA is the lord over an expanse of land with water AC, the region
called Ariège (Liège/Lüttich another case of -ac -ach -iège -ich), irrigated by the river of the same
name, Ariège.
(Magdalenian cosmology, Divine Stag)
CER KOS named the Divine Stag of Magdalenian cosmology, CER meanings stag or hind, also
shaman or shamaness, present in Latin cervus French cerf German Hirsch 'stag', in the name of the
Celtic god of animals Cernunnos wearing stag antlers (on the silver cauldron from Gundestrup,
Denmark, probably made by Galataean Celts in Anatolia), in Greek keras English horn German
Horn, and KOS meaning heavenly vault, present in cosmos.
The Divine Stag and his helpers guarded the exits from and entrances to the Underworld KAL that
were passed periodically by the sun horse and moon bull. A small group of stags wearing large
antlers can be seen in the midsummer hall (rotunda) of Lascaux: before the bull of the full moon
(marked as such by the ideogram along his front) and the red mare of midsummer morning rising
above the horizon of the ledge
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The stags are astronomer shamans watching the full moon followed by the sun rise on a midsummer
morning, June 21, a rare occasion (ideal start of an eight-year period in the lunisolar calendar of
Lascaux). One antler of the stag on the left side touches the mouth of the bull in a significant
manner. Can this perhaps indicate a sound, a horn blown when the full moon rose, especially on a
midsummer morning?
CER KOS read as stag CER on the heavenly vault KOS refers to the summer constellations of
Sagittarius and Scorpio seen as antlers of the Divine Stag.
Derivatives of CER KOS are Latin quercus 'oak' and Gaulish érkos 'oak-forest'. How come? Antlers
of the stag Cervus elaphus and oaks branch at the same wide angle followed by a curve which gives
them a similar look. The sacred tree of the Divine Stag and his astronomer shamans would then
have been the oak.
CER and CER KOS may have a parallel in Basque adar 'horn' and Celtic adarcos 'horn' (Old Irish
rump form adarc). If so, adarcos in the wake of CER KOS testifies to the longevity of Magdalenian
cosmology, and so does the (Irish?) legend of a stag whose antlers are decorated with burning
candles – replacing the stars of the above summer constellations by flames, tiny lights blinking in
the night ...
(Magdalenian cosmology, Divine Hind or Hind Woman)
CER -: I -: or CER LIL was the Divine Hind or Hind Woman. She called life into existence, also
moon bulls, thus creating time, lunations of alternatingly 30 and 29 days. The main sanctuary of the
Divine Hind was the cave of Altamira, Santillana del Mar, Cantabria, northern Spain (adjacent to
Euskadi, land of the Basques of Vascons). Altamira is famous for the compact and energetic bulls
covering walls and ceilings. By far the largest animal, however, is a beautiful hind licking the horns
of a small bison under her, thus calling him into life and existence
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Pronounce the lip lick -: by touching both lips with the tip of the tongue. CER -: I -: accounts for
cow-eyed Hera of Greek mythology, and North-West Proto-Indo-European *kerdeh- 'herd, series', -:
I -: for a call of Celtic herdsmen surviving in the locally famous lyoba call of herdsmen in the Swiss
Canton of Fribourg, also for German Leben English life, German Liebe English love, Latin libido
'desire', English lip (licking the lips a signal of appetite, once maybe of love and desire that finds a
first fulfillment in a kiss, lips on lips), Ugaritic dd 'loved one' Phoenician Dido 'Beloved One',
female given names Libby and Lily, flower lily, German Laub 'foliage' and Laube 'arbor' suggesting
arbors in honor of the goddess who made also plants grow (some Altamira bulls have regular tails in
form of a paintbrush, others have tails in form of a fur twiglet). One more class of derivatives are
articles like English the French le la les that call the subsequent noun into existence, one might say.
Finally, the Divine Hind could grant a second life in a heavenly beyond when implored by red ocher
dots on cave walls that have the meaning of SAI for life, existence, while the cave wall represents
the sky CA, together SAI CA psychae, asking for a next life in a heavenly beyond for a worthy soul.
Bulls and hind of Altamira are a little younger than Lascaux while the earliest painted element in
the Altamira cave is a red ocher dot, over 41,000 years old.
The heavenly abode of the Hind Woman was ORE EON, she on the beautiful ORE bank or shore
EON of the celestial CA river or lake LAK together CA LAK overformed in Galaxy 'Milky Way' she on the beautiful bank of the Milky Way, appearing in the winter constellation of Orion, across
the sky from the summer constellations of Sagittarius and Scorpio that were seen as antlers of the
Divine Stag CER KOS.
Marie E.P. König identified the bull of Lascaux as moon bull, the horse as sun horse, the line of
descending horses in the niche at the rear end of the axial gallery as winter sun giving way to the
pair of antithetic ibices (or ibexes), midwinter emblem (also antithetic mountain goats for example
in the Middle East.) Now if the niche symbolizes midwinter, the glorious rotunda midsummer, the
axial gallery connecting them a year, the lovely pair of 'Chinese' horses heading (in clockwise
direction) from niche to rotunda spring, and the roaring megaceros 'giant stag' near them a chief
astronomer (geometrical figures being calendar ideograms). While the arcs of horns and heads of
the opposing ibices ) ( evoke the hourglass figure of Orion; the Hind Woman being present as a
mere hunch, Lascaux celebrating midsummer when winter is far away.
The sacred tree of the Divine Hind and Hind Woman was the fir. Arbors in her honor were made of
fir branches, while the custom of decorating a fir tree with candles, outdoor then also indoor, might
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originally have symbolized the union of Divine Stag and Hind – promise of new life, another spring
and summer ...
(Euskara, an old memory? part 1)
Ideograms marking the moon bulls of Lascaux indicate 3 6 9 6 3 days for the young - waxing - full waning - old moon; add alternatingly 3 and 2 days for the empty moon German Leermond and you
have lunations of alternatingly 30 and 29 days (Stone Age way and still Celtic way of counting
lunations or synodic months). GEN was the young moon bull: a pretty animal in the midsummer
hall of Lascaux, and the small bison under the beautiful hind of Altamira

The Hind Woman in Orion called moon bulls forth from the constellation of Taurus above her,
Taurus from TOR for bull in motion, while the Divine Hind of Altamira called them out of niches
and crevices in the rock of cave walls – animals emerging from and disappearing into niches and
crevices of rock are seen in both European cave art and in the rock art of Southern Africa.
On a second level of meaning, the small bison of Altamira might be the bull(man) given a second
life. Remember the bull(man) of Chauvet, supreme leader of the Lower Rhone Valley, given a
second life by the goddess of the Summer Triangle Deneb Vega Atair (possibly one of the
emanations of the triple goddess of the fire giver PIR GID and fur giver BIR GID and fertility giver
BRI GID who became the Celtic triple goddess Brigit).
A pharaoh was born again by Nut, sky goddess residing in a fig tree (Egyptian sycamore) but also
arching herself over the land, whereupon the reborn king led a double existence, dwelling in his
pyramid, 'house of a million years', and following Ra in a sun bark along the swaying kha-channel
(identified as band of the ecliptic by Rolf Krauss).
If the bull(man) born again by the goddess (one of her many emanations) led a similar double
existence, traveling across the sky but also dwelling in his cave, we may assume that caves were
forbidden zones protected by taboos, accessible only for shamans and shamanesses and whom they
invited, for example aspiring shamans and shamanesses in the case of Lascaux, and generally
wandering arch shamans and shamanesses who held together and stabilized a Magdalenian society.
Wide wandering shamans hold together Amazonia still in our time.
(Euskara, an old memory? part 2)
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Wandering arch shamans and shamanesses were given as megaceroi, giant stag and hind. The
roaring megaceros in the axial gallery of Lascaux was a chief astronomer. Others may have been
healers. Again others were judges, for example the stately pair of a male followed by a female in the
cave le Cougnac, Payrignac, Lot. In the same cave is a drawing of a falling man pierced by lances,
considered by experts on cave art the capital punishment for a crime - inflicted by wandering
judges?
Magdalenian AIS means fate, while GAR named a crevice in rock where animals emerged from or
disappeared into. Now imagine a couple of wandering judges wearing emblems of megaceroi,
visiting a cave, entering the crevice GAR, consulting the spirit of a former bull(man) inside the
cave, then leaving the dark halls and chambers, emerging from the crevice GAR, announcing their
decision or verdict, and thus deciding on the fate AIS of a single person or a goup or the entire tribe
AIS GAR Euskara ?
This etymology of the alternative term for the Basque language, Euskara, is motivated by a local
superstition. Remember that GEN for the young moon bull might have become Pre-Proto-Basque
*zen *ze-zen Proto-Basque *zezen Basque zezen 'bull' (Theo Vennemann; by the way, zezen might
have a cognate in Manchurian sisen 'herd'). Now there is a Basque belief that a zezen dwells in a
cave, a genie in form of a terrible bull haunting people who approach the cave by night. Can this
fear be rooted in a darkly remembered remote past? If so, *eusk- 'Basque' ara 'manner' Euskara '(to
speak in the) Basque manner' is an overforming.
Also Basque or Euskara itself is keeping old memories, for example of AAR RAA NOS, the sky
god of the Göbekli Tepe region, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS, a god of several
emanations, human (big limestone ring on the Göbekli Tepe showing the head of the god ex
negativo), bull (bucrania, one in the gathering house 1A at Hullan Cemi pronounced Chemi, another
on the neck of the male central pillar of temple D on the Göbekli Tepe), and bird (various
depictions), accounting for Basque arano 'eagle, vulture' and German Aar, König der Lüfte, poetic
for eagle, king of the airs (plural)
AAR RAA NOS arano Aar
while Basque ara 'manner' might be a shortened AAR RAA of the original meaning: in the manner
of those who follow the sky god of air AAR and light RAA whether he assumes the guise of a man
or bull or bird.
By the way, AAR RAA NOS might already have been worshipped 14,000 years ago on the hill west
of the river of Altay in the northwestern tip of China. He would have mirrored himself in lakes,
naming a lake NOS AAR RAA nuur (?). As young moon bull GEN he would have become the
father of herds, emphatic doubling GEN GEN Manchurian sisen 'herd'.
(lessons for aspiring shamans and tribal leaders – Lascaux)
The cave of Lascaux was never inhabited but served for teaching aspiring shamans and tribal
leaders (my hypothesis). From the midsummer hall (rotunda) one can go to the midwinter niche, or
to the cabinet of the felines, or to the pit
midsummer hall --- midwinter niche
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connected by the axial gallery
lessons in astronomy and calendars
midsummer hall --- cabinet of the felines
connected by passageway and nave
polarity of life and death?
lessons in healing?
midsummer hall --- pit
connected by passageway and apse
lessons in ethics and moral
The original entrance in shape of the left eye socket (photograph taken from tv, sorry for the poor
quality) revealed a composite animal that follows the morning horses rising above the horizon of
the ledge

The composite animal shows the head of a bearded man, a pairof horns growing as lances from his
forehead; the mottled hide of a feline; the hind body of a bull; and the swollen belly of a pregnant
mare
GER SAP )EI TAC

MUC CRA AMA CED

Make a wise use of your weapons; wait patiently and then act in a decided manner as a lion; be
strong as a bull; and care for your own like a mare for her foal …
The Magdalenian rebus conveys a message to aspiring tribal leaders. Upon following the
passageway and apse they reached the pit where they were given another message by three
enigmatic figures: a falling birdman, a wounded bull, and a bird on a pole sinking down, while a
woolly rhinoceros passes under them, running from the right to the left side, according to Marie E.P.
König the goddess of giving life and taking life
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The birdman might have been the supreme leader of the Guyenne, the bull the supreme leader of the
Lower Rhone Valley, and the bird on a pole the supreme leader of the Pyrénées. Now they are
dying. What will happen to their souls?
Michael Rappenglück identified the birdman with the constellation of Cygnus, the bull with the one
of Lyra, and the bird on a pole with the one of Aquila. I’d say the eye of the birdman is Deneb in
Cygnus, the eye of the bull Vega in Lyra, and the eye of the bird on a pole Atair in Aquila, all
together the Summer Triangle, meaning that worthy tribal leaders will be born again by the goddess
of the Summer Triangle and spend a second life in a heavenly beyond …
Have a closer look at the rhinoceros. There are three and three dots behind her, three behind her
vagina, indicating a second life for worthy souls, and three behind her anus, meaning that she will
drop unworthy souls. A drastic message, contrasting with the almost humoristic message seen from
the ancient entrance, a lesson in ethics and moral for aspiring tribal leaders.
However, the center of Lascaux is the midsummer hall, symbol of life and happiness. Maybe there
was a midsummer festival in the region of Lascaux?
By the way, the above geographical identification is facilitated by the birdman seen as river map of
the Guyenne

(midsummer festival at Yverdon-Clendy – menhir site)
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An impressive menhir site comprising more than forty large and middle-sized and small stones,
among them groups or families (very charming) can be found at Yverdon-Clendy in western
Switzerland, at the southwestern end of Lake Neuchâtel. The oldest menhirs are about 6,400 years
old. In my opinion seven menhirs belonged to the first site representing a large raven spreading his
wings upon landing on the shore of the lake

Five of the seven stones would have been or simply were a calendar of the solstices and equinoxes
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Four of the seven stones define the corridor of the midsummer festival, leading to the northeastern
end of the lake, where the midsummer sun rises from the lake, between two low hills (no longer
visible, the shore being filled up and overgrown)

A relief on the spring menhir shows a pair of courting ravens (they perform love-crazy acrobatic
dances in the air in spring)

And here the large menhir of the autumn solstice, a fascinating shape-shifter of a stone, among the
appearances are a big round bird eye, a tree, a hand, a bird’s beak, and the profile of the birdman as
supreme leader of the region of the three lakes, pointing in the direction in which the bird flew or
landed
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Later on the site was slightly modified, and the number of stones much increased. There is again the
calendar of the solstices and the midsummer corridor. New are cycles of plant and animal and
human life – too much to explain here, but you can find a thorough interpretation in three pages
beginning here (see Book Menhir) (text in German, plenty photographs)
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Lascaux 12, various topics
various topics, among them the bird goddess of Old Europe, eyeformula and wheel-metaphor, etymology of word, what are
numbers?, a deep dualism, mathematical logic based on the
formula a = a and the wider logic of equal unequal, Etruscan in the
light of Magdalenian, Proto-PIE belt
© 2016 Franz Gnaedinger
(bird goddess and Horus falcon – early calendars)
In the spring of 2004 the Vinca (vincha) script arose my curiosity. What if the bird goddess of Old
Europe (a term coined by Marija Gimbutas; Mesolithic and Neolithic Balkans) had been Ki Ri Ke
given as cross line angle? surviving in Homer's Kirkae English Circe? and could the schematic bird
woman depicted on a shallow bowl from Gradesnica in western Bulgaria and a Bohemian pottery
mark have encoded a calendar of the four seasons?
25 25 25 16 25 25 25 16 25 25 25 16 25 25 25 16 plus 1 or 2 days
are a regular year of 365 and occasional leap year of 366 days, the short periods of 16 16 16 and 17
or 18 days covering the equinoxes and solstices.
Now there is a lunar aspect. Seven lunations or synodic months counted in a Stone Age way are
matched by several sequences of nine calendar periods each
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 sum 207 days
25 25 25 16 25 25 25 16 25 sum 207 days
25 25 16 25 25 25 16 25 25 sum 207 days
25 16 25 25 25 16 25 25 25 sum 207 days
Near the end of 2004 followed the lunisolar calendar of the Göbekli Tepe and the Horus
modification of Ancient Egypt.
Göbekli Tepe calendar: a month had 30 days, a year 12 months plus 5 and occasionally 6 more
days, while 63 continuous periods of 30 days are 1,890 days and correspond to 64 lunations or
synodic months; mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half a day in a lifetime.
(15 and 17 lunations counted in the 30 29 30 mode yield 443 and 502 days respectively. 17 15 17 15
17 or 17 32 49 64 81 lunations are then 502 443 502 443 502 or 502 945 1447 1890 2392 days.)
Horus calendar: the solar eye of the Horus falcon represented a month of 30 days; the lunar eye one
lunation or synodic month of 30 days multiplied by the Horus eye series '2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64 yielding
29 '2 '32 days or 29 days 12 hours 45 minutes (modern average of a synodic month 29d 12h 44m
2.9s).
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This calendar was encoded in the myth of Seth who destroyed the lunar eye of the Horus falcon
whereupon wise Thoth healed it by assembling the parts '2 and '4 and '8 and 16 and '32 and '64 of
the metaphorical eye (a story being more easily memorized and remembered than mere numbers).
Early 2005 saw the reconstruction of the amazing lunisolar calendar of Lascaux and start of the
Magdalenian 'time travel'.
Now for the names of the Horus falcon and the bird goddess Ki Ri Ke of Old Europe in the light of
the Magdalenian approach to early language.
AAR RAA NOS was the sky god of the Göbekli Tepe region, he of air AAR and light RAA with a
mind NOS (of his own). His guises were a bull or a man (his head visualized ex negativo by the big
limestone ring) or a bird. His bird emanation accounts for Basque aruna 'eagle, vulture' and German
Aar, König der Lüfte, poetic for eagle, king of the airs (plural).
AAR RAA became Greek hora (with omega, long o) that covers a variety of short and middle and
long periods of time, time originally counted and measured via changes of light RAA in the air
AAR - day and night, moving sun and moon and stars. Latin hora Italian ora French heure English
hour have restricted meanings (one hour some 30 diameters of sun or full moon along the ecliptic).
AAR RAA CA named Horus as the one of air AAR and light RAA in the sky CA, the longer version
CA AAR RAA CA the bird goddess Ki Ri Ke via the onomatopoeic shortening
CA AAR RAA CA ki Ri ke

Ki-Ri-Ke Kirkae Circe

Athene appeared in the bird guises of the sea eagle and the little owl Athene noctua. A warning call
of the latter is rendered as Kij Kij Kij in German and kekeke in English
Kij Kij Kij kekeke Ki Ri Ke
Kirkae hovered as owl above the men she guided, 'owl-eyed Athene' rose into the sky 'like an owl'.
The bird woman on the bowl from Gradesnica resembles a song thrush known for beautiful
melodies. Kirkae sung in a beautiful voice while weaving her cloth in a cave. We may assume that
she wove the fabric of life.
(how the edible olive arrived in the Argolis – Phaistos Disc again)
Here is how the edible olive reached the Argolis – a hermeneutic hypothesis that may one day be
tested genetically, since the genome of the olive has been decoded.
Derk Ohlenroth deciphered the Phaistos Disc, a pair of clay discs baked together. One side is about
Tiryns, the other about Elaia’s grove at Phigalia. Here my translation in freestyle English.
Tiryns disc, spiral text, beginning with the rosette in the center, self-deification of Eponymous
Tiryns who compares himself to Zeus the shining one via shining Tiryns:
Zeus is the shining one also when Zeus is the Lycaion one
whose lovers give birth to his equals. And if Tiryns is a shining town,
I, (Eponymous) Tiryns, am the shining one’s equal
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Tiryns disc, text along the margin, beginning with the rosette, a banning formula of archaic power,
warning potential intruders, enhancing the protection provided by the palisade around the acropolis
of Tiryns with word magic:
Marked by the god and lonely forever and without any hope for salvation
shall return without a shadow who tries to intrude the sanctuary
(Zeus shrine in the former Round Building on top of the acropolis)
Elaia disc, invoking Despoina whose taboo name was Nyx ‘Night’, daughter of Demeter-Elaia in
the guise of a mare (Black Demeter-Melaina) and Poseidon in the guise of a stallion; instructing a
visitor of the grove how to call forth Nyx and get the oracle of her priestesses:
Enter Elaia’s grove and kindle peeled wood, beat the ground around
the smoke and neigh suddenly like a pair of horses (imitating the couple
of Demeter-Elaia and Poseidon in their equine guises): Aio aé! hyauax!
Come, Shadowy One, Noble Late Night, born anew by the goddess
Follows my archaeological and historical interpretation (differring from the one by Ohlenroth) in
form of a fable.
A hopeful young man from Lycosoura on the Peloponnese loved to visit Elaia’s grove where he
learned all about planting cereals and edible olives (Greek Elaia means olive) and keeping bees in
transportable hives. Also he got an oracle by the priestesses who were fond of him: Take a handful
of cereal grains and an armful of olive twigs to the Argolis and cultivate the plain, avert a famine,
and you might become king of a polis there … So he did. He went to the Argolis, planted cereals
and edible olives and installed bee hives everywhere. And really, he averted a famine and was
appointed king of Tiryns in the Middle Helladic period of time.
He had a Minoan friend in Phaistos on Crete, a talented goldsmith and scribe who made a pair of
gold discs for him to wear on his shoulders. The clay maquettes, baked together, survived in a
chamber of the old palace of Phaistos, and are known as – Phaistos Disc. A fresco in the Middle
Helladic palace of Tiryns showed the king and his successors as lion-wolf-dog-bee kings
worshipping Demeter, goddess of cereals, her gown decorated with grains, and the sky raining
them, while between the kings were seen vertical olive twigs. The first king in line, Eponymous
Tiryns, rose a libation jug in honor of the goddess, behind her the eagle of Zeus. The lion is a royal
animal, the wolf lives in a pack, the dog is watchful, and the bee a most industrious helper of
farmers. The palace and the frescoes within are lost, however, another gifted Minoan goldsmith
crafted a gold signet ring showing the scene in an oval only some 5 cm across, with very fine
details, even clearly visible spirals on the shoulders of the kings – the hypothetical gold discs
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The ring survived in a cache of Tiryns. Can we hope that also the pair of gold discs are hidden in a
not yet discovered cache of the lstill unexcavated lower part of the acropolis?
Homer in the Odyssey gives the lineage Zeus – Arkeisios – Laertes – Odysseus – Telemachos. Lord
Laertes the gardener who planted the olive tree around which Odysseus and Penelope build their
immoveable bed – symbol of the everlasting Greek civilization – may well be Eponymous Tiryns,
or rather his dynasty in the Middle Minoan / Helladic period of time.
There is much more to say, but I make it short by showing a ring from Mokhlos on Crete, Elaia in
her boat which turns into a horse, with her an olive tree, on the sky a large bee

Hypothesis: edible olives reached the Argolis earlier than hitherto assumed, coming from Asia
Minor via Minoan Crete to the western then eastern Peloponnese. Now that the genome of the long
living olive tree has been decoded one might be able to trace back variants for a couple of
millennia.
(eye-formula and wheel-metaphor)
OC right eye, open eyes
CO attentive mind
POL fortified settlement, Greek polis 'town'
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LOP enveloping hedge, fence, palisade, wall
OC CO was a formula for the open eyes gathering fleeting visual impressions that are woven into
stable pictures by the mind CO, Italian occhio German Auge English eye Greek omma (guttural
stop replaced by a labial one) Sanskrit aksi, while CO OC has the meaning of look, a noun in
Scottish keek and imperatives in German guck and Dutch kijk.
CO OC LOP named the organization of an early town: in the center the ruler of the focused mind
CO surrounded by watchful guards of the open eyes OC along the enveloping wall LOP, Cyclops,
cyclopic wall, Greek kyklos 'circle, ring, cycle, group, margin of a shield, disc, ring wall or town
wall', en kyklo 'round about', Proto-Indo-European *kwekwlos 'wheel' English wheel Sanskrit
chakra 'wheel'. OC CO LOP named the guards of the open eyes OC around the ruler of the focused
mind CO along the enveloping palisade or wall LOP, Latin oculus 'eye' Greek ops genitive opos
'eye, face'.
LOP OC OC might perhaps account for Old English locian Middle English loc(i)en New English
look, and for dialectal German lugen 'to look out'; POL OC CO maybe for peek and peep (again
replacing a guttural stop by a labial one).
Cyclopes had been one-eyed giants who personified early towns, most famous Polyphem, Homeric
symbol of Troy. Polyphem resembled more a wooded mountain top than a man who eats bread. His
one eye was the acropolis overlooking the wide river plain, his body downtown Troy VIIa that
provided protected shelter for 5,000 to 10,000 people. CO OC LOP is overformed by kyklos ops
'round eye' but the original form and meaning are still recognizeable.
PIE *kwekwlos 'wheel' was inspired by round early towns like Dimini and sometimes wheel-like
ground plans of fortified settlements in the Transural ('nation of towns'), moreover by a possible rite
of magically enforcing a palisade or wall by riding or driving – wheeling – three times around it,
reciting banning formulae against potential intruders. (Eberhard Zangger believes that Achilles
broke such a spell by dragging Hector's body three times around the wall of Troy.) The wheel
metaphor was easily established: ruler and hub; guards (their glances and arrows flying radially)
and spokes; ring wall and tire.
OC CO occhio Auge eye omma aksi
CO OC keek guck kijk
OC CO LOP oculus 'eye'
CO OC LOP Cyclops kyklos *kwekwlos wheel chakra; (maybe also goggle)
LOP OC CO locian loc(i)en look lugen (?)
POL OC CO peek peep (?`)
The concept of CO OC LOP and OC CO LOP is visualized by the Tiryns discmor side of the
Phaistos Disc: the ruler of the focused mind CO near thecenter (male profile, tattoo on the cheek,
uper circle invoking Middle Helladic Sseyr Homeric Zeus, lower circle Eponymus Tiryns who
governs in the name of the god), surrounded by soldiers who guard the entrance and look over the
palisade LOP that is enforced by the archaic banning formula written along the margin of the Tiryns
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disc. The same organization is encoded in the shields of the soldiers: a central dot surrounded by six
dots along the inside of the circle.
A blot surrounded by a circle of smaller blots can be seen four times on the staring plaster head
from Mycenae: on forehead, cheeks, and chin. This was the Argos eye, emblem of the watchful
union of Helladic towns in the Argolis: Tiryns in the center, surrounded (in clockwise direction) by
Mycene Berbati Midea Nauplion (Argivian bay) Lerna Magoula Argos, moreover Dalamarna
between Argos and Tiryns.
By the way, ITA CA Ithaca would originally have been the Argolis then the Peloponnese, young
bull ITA sky CA, under the sky of the young Zeus bull, surviving in the name of a relatively small
island off the south-western Peloponnese, while ATI CA Attica, mature bull ATI sky CA, under the
sky of the mature Zeus bull, named the center of the classical Greek civilization. POL LOP
Peloponnese was the land of the many fortified settlements POL enveloped in palisades or walls
LOP, personified by PAS LOP Penelope, everywhere PAS enveloping palisades and walls LOP ...
(wheel of time – Tao Te Ching 11 verse 1)
Remember the comparison of a round early town and a wheel
ruler of the focused mind in the center -- hub
guards of the open eyes watching out -- spokes
ring wall -- tire
A wheel of thirty spokes is mentioned in Lao Tsu, Tao Te Ching, 11 verse 1, from the translation by
James Legge
The thirty spokes unite in the one wheel,
but it is on the empty space for the axle
that the use of the wheel depends.
The hub or 'empty space for the axle' stands for the Tao and, considering the above comparison of
early town and wheel, also for the ruler who governs along the Tao. Moreover there might be a
connection to the Göbekli Tepe calendar: each spoke a month of 30 days while 63 periods of 30
days are 1,890 days that correspond to 64 lunations or synodic months, 64 being the number of
houses in the circle of the I Ching.
Tao might be one further derivation of DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able.
The Oceanians worship their ancestors in the form of stone sculptures they call Tikis (plural). A Tiki
(singular) is half god half human. Maybe also Tiki derives from DhAG ? As far as I know the
Oceanians came from Taiwan, and if this island should once have been a Late Magdalenian outpost,
and if its name is ancient, it might originally have been DhAG PAS, accounting for both Taiwan and
its capital Tai-Peh, able ones DhAG everywhere PAS, Tai containing Chinese da 'great'.
(word Wort verbum mot parola parole parler – word and tambourine)
Magdalenian proposes BIR DAP as origin of English word, fur BIR activity of hand DAP, naming a
speech held by a shaman or shamaness to the sound of a beaten DAP BIR tambourine. A variation
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would have accounted for German Wort 'word', BIR TON, fur BIR that makes a sound TON when
tapped upon, inverse TON BIR for tambour and tambourine (amalgamated with DAP BIR). A first
'tambour' was a gorilla silverback beating the fur of his chest. I remember having read of African
tribes communicating with each other over long distances by beating wooden drums and conveying
sentences that are understood verbatim, word for word, by the receivers of the message, probably
due to what I call micro-timing, in combination with a relatively small vocabulary and a repertoir of
standing expressions and phrases. (Hunting Piraha convey sentences by whistling.) Latin verbum
'word' might combine the fur BIR with onomatopoeic -bum German Bumm English boom, a
parallel being bong- in the name of the bonga drum. French mot 'word' may be akin to motoric,
from Magdalenian MOT for a repetitive forward and backward movement, as in cutting TOM and
cleaning a hide with a stone knive, or beating the fur of a tambourine. Italian parola 'word' and
French parole and parler 'speak' may combine the fur BIR with having the say )OG or LOG, the
beaten fur of a tambourine accompanying or even conveying the word of a shaman or shamaness.
Maybe the rhythmic beating of a tambourine was the origin of meters like the iamb and hexameter
in poetry? while Magdalenian double formulae with often similar sounding words may have an
echo in pairs of lines held together by alliteration and rhyme?
(a deep dualism 1/3 – verbal morphospace and elements of meaning)
Are 'semantic atoms' and 'prime words' more than metaphors? Can we find primes among the words
in a dictionary as we find primes among the natural numbers - unambiguous units of meaning?
Let me try 'big' and 'bigger' as fairly basic words.
Proto-Indo-European has no explanation for Middle English big(ge) 'strong, mighty' and New
English big, while Magdalenian offers PEC for animals like the ibex, also Latin pecus 'cattle,
mainly sheep and goats and swine (pecus pec- pig?)' and pecunia 'money' in reference to a valuable
and heavy Roman bronze ingot decorated with a cow and worth a cow, a precious animal and life
insurance for a farmer family in Roman times; then Old English buc(c) and bucca Middle English
bukke New English buck and German Bock. Analogously MUC for bull has derivatives in Greek
mega 'big' and English much, also might and mighty, in Italian mucca 'cow' and Swiss Mocke for
something (also comparatively) big and roundish or compact. Big and mega are then metaphors
referring to cow and bull as big and heavy and strong animals that were most important for our
ancestors; consider also that the first letter in the alphabet – Semitic aleph Greek alpha – originally
represented the head of an ox.
The word big is not really a unit of meaning but may be said to have been attracted by a concept of
the mind.
How about bigger? 5 is bigger than 3, however, 5 dimes are a smaller sum of money than 3 dollars.
The problem becomes even deeper when we consider the natural numbers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
... n and the prime numbers 2 3 5 7 11 ... among them. While the number of naturals grows
constantly (n) the number of primes among them grows more slowly (approaching n divided by the
natural logarithm of n). There are more naturals than primes, even infinitely many more (their ratio
slowly approximating the natural logarithm of n). On the other hand, naturals and primes can be
paired unambiguously
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1 2, 2 3, 3 5, 4 7, 5 11, 6 13, 7 17, 8 19, 9 23, 10 29, 11 31, 12 37 ...
hence the set of naturals and the set of primes have the same size, aleph-zero, neither set is bigger or
smaller. (Aleph-zero names the lowest of infinitely many ever higher infinities.)
When 'bigger' can be more and infinitely many more but also the same size, neither bigger nor
smaller, and this in the case of the same numbers (naturals and primes), the seemingly basic word
becomes relative and ambiguous. We can neither let it go nor rely on it entirely. Perhaps we need a
complementary way of looking at words?
A dictionary defines a word with other words in a circular web logic. I recommend the study of
minimal word spaces (a few words and their relations) used for a task that requires cooperation.
Minimal word spaces may shed light on the architecture of actual word spaces, and what I call the
verbal morphospace in between (a loan from evolutionary biology). Maybe verbal morphospace and
semantic element are a deep dualism like wave or field and particle in quantum theory?
(a deep dualism 2/3 – what are numbers?)
Ian Stewart, in: Taming the Infinite, Quercus London 2008
The meaning of 'number' is a surprisingly difficult conceptual and
philosophical problem. It is made all the more frustrating as we all
know perfectly well how to use numbers. We know how they behave,
but not what they are.
Let me try a dualistic definition. Mathematics, in my opinion, is the logic of building and
maintaining, based on the formula a = a that may generate sort of a logic 'field' the 'particles' of
which are numbers – naturals, integers, rationals, irrationals, reals, imaginary numbers, complex
numbers, quaternions, transfinites, infinitesimals, surrealistic numbers, and so on, whatever will
come next, all of them incorporating mathematical logic that makes them ideals of the technical
realm.
A machine (9) is assembled from parts (1, 3, 5)
1 plus 3 plus 5 equals 9
We wish to take it apart, in order to clean or repair it
9 equals 3 plus 1 plus 5
and then to reassemble it again from the parts, getting back the well functioning machine we had
before
5 plus 1 plus 3 equals 9
Numbers can be taken apart in many ways, and then be put together again, for example 1 or 1/1
given as '1
1 = '1
1 = '1x2 '2
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1 = '1x2 '2x3 '3
1 = '1x2 '2x3 '3x4 '4
1 = '1x2 '2x3 '3x4 '4x5 '5
1 = '1x2 '2x3 '3x4 '4x5 '5x6 '6
1 = '1x2 '2x3 '3x4 '4x5 '5x6 '6x7 '7
'1x2 '2x3 '3x4 '4x5 '5x6 '6x7 '7 = 1
'2 '6 '12 '20 '30 '42 '7 = 1
Turning the stairway into an infinite series
'1x2 '2x3 '3x4 '4x5 '5x6 '6x7 '7x8 '8x9 '9x10 '10x11 ... = 1
A subseries approximates pi/4
'1x2 '2x3 '5x6 '6x7 '9x10 '10x11 '13x15 '15x17 '21x23 '23x25 ... = pi/4
and can be transformed as follows
'1x3 '5x7 '9x11 '13x15 '17x19 '21x23 '25x27 ... = pi/8
and then turned into a stairway number for pi
8 times '1x3 '16
8 times '1x3 '5x7 '32
8 times '1x3 '5x7 '9x11 '48
8 times '1x3 '5x7 '9x11 '13x15 '64
8 times '1x3 '5x7 '9x11 '13x15 '17x19 '80
8 times '1x3 '5x7 '9x11 '13x15 '17x19 '21x23 '96
8 times '1x3 '5x7 '9x11 '13x15 '17x19 '21x23 '25x27 '112
Patterns emerging from numbers may be seen as 'field lines' of mathematical logic.
(a deep dualism 3/3 – reformulating Gödel)
Half a century of personal studies led me to the triangle of language whose corners are
life with needs and wishes
mathematics, logic of building and maintaining
based on the formula a = a
art, human measure in a technical world
based on Goethe's formula
all is equal, all unequal ...
known to artists of all times
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Gödel would have shown that the mathematical corner can't be separated from this triangle.
Mathematical logic is powerful but can only provisionally be secured from the other side of logic,
the border in between being marked by paradoxa and emanations of the infinite, equal unequal in
themselves.
Galileo famously wrote that the book of nature is written in the language of mathematics. Einstein
was dreaming of a physics that can get rid of the weird natural constants and relies entirely on
mathematical numbers like 2 and e and pi. And the cosmologist Max Tegmark believes that the
universe can not only be understood via mathematics but ultimately is mathematics.
God may understand all of the world in mathematical terms and have written the metaphorical book
of nature in the language of mathematics; we, however, can only decipher the first lines on the first
page in the first volume on the first shelf in the first room of an immense library. For our limited
mind, the world breaks apart into equal unequal. Mathematical logic makes us proceed
technologically, while art helps us integrate technology into life and society and nature.
If numbers incorporate mathematical logic based on the formula a = a, words incorporate the wider
logic of equal unequal. This means that language can only partly be formalized, never completely,
and that we can never get rid of the Liar Paradox in its various forms – it is just a reminder of the
other side of logic, of the wider logic of equal unequal.
PS Mathematical logic is often considered logic per se, which is a mistake, and one that makes
many school children suffer. Mathematics and mathematical logic are based on the formula a = a
that appears to be self-evident. But is it so? Are there two things in the world that are exactly the
same, absolutely equal, identical? And is there anything that remains unchanged forever? An apple
is an apple, but one apple may be red and sweet, the other green and sour, and what if the apple is
eaten? We human beings are all the same and all different, with our special traits and features and
abilities and fates. Not even monozygotic twins are completely identical. Some children are good at
mathematics (I was one of them) while others can’t easily abstract from the differences that make
up the richness of the world. Also their skills are needed and deserve being honored.
(Etruscan in the light of Magdalenian 1/5 – una, thi, tiur, thevru, ushil, zeri, caper, tupi, leu, mi,
netshvis, Tages, ais, Tinia, TYRSANOS, Arno)
Una 'to flow, (water-)course' may be a strongly polished version of the generic river formula AD
DA naming a river that flows toward AD the sea while coming from DA hills or mountains, also a
trading route or a person going to one place while coming from another; with a nasal infix in the
river name Indus, in Italian andare 'to go', in Latin unda 'wave' – losing the D in Etruscan una, while
the second DA of AD DA may have become Etruscan thi 'water, brook?'. Proto-Indo-European
derives Latin unda from *wodr- that accounts for English water Hittite watar Lithuanian vanduo ...
This means that also *wodr- goes back to AD DA (or perhaps AD DA REO, REO meaning river,
Greek hydor 'water').
Tiur 'moon' might refer to the moon bull, from TOR for bull in motion, also present in thevru 'bull'.
More demanding is ushil 'sun' and maybe 'noon'. The summer sun horse of Lascaux was called CA
BAL, sky CA hot BAL, Spanish caballo 'horse'. AS means upward. AS CA BAL, up with you,
(summer) sun horse, rise toward the noon position in the south! AS CA BAL ushil ? (I see a main
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problem of Etruscan in strongly polished forms.) Dan Alexe proposes a diminutive of -z- ‘to shine,
uzi:l naming the sun as the little shining one. This might have been a later overforming of a
polished compound that was no longer understood.
Zeri 'bright, clear (sky, weather)' is akin to Serri of the Hurrites, the Serri bull of the day sky, from
TYR for the one who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give, emphatic Middle Helladic
Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus, Greek sky
and weather god.
Caper 'coat' has cognates in English cape and cap that somehow capture body and head, from very
ancient *KAPA 'hand, palm, finger, to take, also bite', with derivatives in way more than one
hundred languages (Merritt Ruhlen et al.).
Tupi 'punishment' evokes DAP for the activity of hands, French taper 'to knock, beat', suggesting a
beating as early punishment. English beat derives from inverse PAD for the activity of feet, a word
of very many derivatives, among them paw, used by a bear to carry out a blow. DA PAD David, he
delivered out of the paws of the lion and the bear and Goliath.
Leu 'lion' is an easy case, Magdalenian )EI or LEI for an attacking lion, Swiss Leu for lion.
Another easy case is mi 'I' from the humming Mm that marks presence, English me French moi
(consider also my mine, mon ma mes, mio mia miei mie, ...).
A real challenge is netshvis 'reader of a sheep's liver, seer'. Conspicuous features of a liver were
seen as divine messages. Along the margin of the bronze model of a sheep's liver from Piacenza are
sixteen fields that correspond to the sixteen houses of gods and goddesses along the horizon. I
propose NOT PAS netshvis. NOT means knowledge acquired via the senses, as verb to note or
notice, while PAS means everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me –
further subdivisions being the 8 and 16 heavenly sectors of Etruscan religion, inhabited by deities
who spoke via the liver of a sacrificed sheep.
Divination was introduced by the mythical boy Tages. Magdalenian DhAG means able, good in the
sense of able. (Tag-words for earth refer to the ancient belief that our able ur-ancestors had been
born from the earth.)
Ais 'god' later eis may derive from AIS meaning fate, Greek aisa, indicating deities as the ones who
decide on the fate of people, a permutation of AIS being SAI for life.
Tinia was the supreme Etruscan god, equivalent of the Greek Zeus. His name might derive from
TON for to make oneself heard (inverse of NOT). Among the derivatives of TON are English tone
German Ton 'sound', English din, also tin as clanging metal (tin pan and sheet). Then there are
thunder German Donner. Tinia may may have made himself heard via thunder, on a par with Zeus
the thunderer.
SA TYR NOS Saturnus Saturn was the founder of the golden age in Latium. He was mentioned in
the form of TYRSANOS on an Etruscan shard found in the agora of Athens: he overcomes in the
double sense of rule and give TYR from up above (in downward direction) SA and has a mind NOS
of his own.
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AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS, had been the old sky god and was
implored for rain on the Göbekli Tepe. He became the Hurri bull of the Hurrites, relegated to the
night sky by the new god TYR Serri in his guise of a bull. AAR RAA NOS implored for rain that
fills river beds would have named the main river of Etruria, Arnus Arno.
The polished forms might indicate a mixed population, basically autochthonous, absorbing
numerous migrants from northern Europe (mitochondrial DNA), joined before 1 100 BC by an
influential tribe from Anatolia, mountain land of the many river valleys, AD DA being the generic
river formula, DAL meaning dale or valley
AD DA DAL An DA DAL An A DoL Anatolia
(Etruscan words from www.etruskisch.de )
(Etruscan in the light of Magdalenian 2/5 – pulum 'star', a fable from the beginning of the world)
The fire giver PIR GID and the fur giver BIR GID and the fertility giver BRI GID met on the
Göbekli Tepe. It was in the early days, cold and dark. BRI GID complained: I am freezing. BIR
GID gave her a warming fur. But BRI GID went on complaining: It is so dark. Hereupon PIR GID
made a fire that warmed the three mighty sisters and made their faces shine. Now the women blew
into the flames of the bonfire, making it flare up, and the wind they caused made a million sparks
fly into the sky. BRI GID was delighted: How pretty they are! And look, they hang in the sky,
decorating the heavenly vault, PIR LIC ....
PIR means fire and LIC means light and luck. BRI GID named the stars that are specks of light
from the fire of PIR GID. LIC became Latin lux genitive lumen, and PIR LIC pulum in the
Magdalenian pidgin called Etruscan
PIR LIC PIR Lux PI(R) Lum pulum 'star'
while a further derivative of LIC may be Etruscan lur naming the rays of a star.
(Etruscan in the light of Magdalenian 3/5 – numbers taken from an early calendar?)
September October November December had once been the months number 7 8 9 10. A regular
year of 365 days and ten months or rather periods may have had
36 37 36 37 36 37 36 37 36 37 days
while 36 double periods of 73 days correspond fairly well to 89 lunations or synodic months (there
are further correspondences of a practical value).
The Etruscans used a decimal number system. Here tentative explanations of the numbers 1 2 3 4 5
6 9 and 10 in the frame of the above calendar and a regular year of 365 days:
thu 'one' – period number one, beginning with the winter solstice, from December 21 till January 25
in our modern calendar, honoring the Divine Hind or Hind Woman who called life into existence.
Her name was CER -: I -: (pronounce the lip lick -: by touching both lips with the tip of the
tongue.) Among the many derivatives of -: I -: are articles like English the (which call the
subsequent noun into existence), and possibly also Etruscan thu 'one' and 'a/an' (a word, an article).
Period number one in the above calendar calls the year into existence
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zal 'two' – period number two, 37 days, January 26 till March 3, when the watery ground SAL is
frozen, Italian gelato
ci 'three' – period number three, 36 days, March 4 till April 8, period of the spring equinox (March
21), honoring the bird goddess of 'Old Europe' (Marija Gimbutas, Ki Ri Ke given as cross line
angle, surviving in Homer's Kirkae Circe, from the emphatic formula CA AAR RAA CA, she in the
sky CA of air AAR and light RAA, she in the sky CA
mach 'four' – period number four, 37 days, April 9 till May 15, honoring the bull MUC. The Divine
Hind of Altamira called life into existence, also moon bulls. A beautiful and large hind painted in
that cave licks the horns of a small bison under her

huth 'five' – period number five, 36 days, May 16 till June 20, when arbors and huts where built in
honor of the Divine Hind Woman, from KOD for hut
sha 'six – period number six, 37 days, beginning with the summer solstice, June 21 till July 27,
when the sun (horse) rules the sky, ruler ShA
ciem 'seven' – period number seven, 36 days, July 28 till September 1, ??
eslem 'eight' – period number eight, 37 days, September 2 till October 8, period of the fall equinox
(September 23), ??
thunem 'nine' – period number nine, 36 days, October 9 till November 13, harvest festival, honoring
the Divine Hind Woman and Etruscan fertility goddess Uni in personal-union
sar 'ten' – period number ten, 37 days, November 14 till December 20, honoring TYRSANOS
mentioned on an Etruscan shard found in the agora of Athens: he overcomes in the double way of
rule and give TYR from above (in downward direction) SA and has a mind NOS of his own; Roman
version SA TYR NOS Saturnus Saturn, founder of the golden age in Latium. The Saturnalia were
celebrated in later December. Sar may be an emphatic form of TYR, while TYRSANOS may have
been a title of Tinia whose wife was the fertility goddess Uni. (The pair of them is mentioned on the
newly discovered stele from Poggio Buco. I look forward to a transliteration and translation of the
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long inscription.) Uni became the Roman Juno, wife of ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove,
the ruler ShA goes (ahead) PAD and overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR, DhAG
PAD TYR Dis pater, byname of Jupiter, the able one DhAG goes (ahead) PAD and overcomes in
the double sense of rule and give TYR.
The calendar periods 1 3 5 9 are female, the periods 4 10 male, suggesting 1 3 5 7 9 female and 2 4
6 8 10 male. Period six would then be male, and really, the midsummer horses are stallions. The
lower picture shows the impasto chalice from Narce, Lazio, on the rim two pairs of horses, the
lower ones – only head and neck visible – representing midwinter, December 21, New Year, the
upper ones – fully visible – midsummer, June 21, beginning of the second half year. The rim is then
a year, the left semi-circle the half year from midwinter to midsummer, the horse rising to ever
higher trajectories, upward AS, and finally becoming the summer sun horse CA BAL, sky CA hot
BAL, together AS CA BAL ushil ‘sun’, in my opinion ‘sun (horse)’, while the right semi-circle
represents the second half year from midsummer to midwinter, the sun horse descending backward,
looking back to summer, when it had its full power …
Concluding hypothesis: Etruscan might be a Magdalenian pidgin of three main elements, a)
language of the autochthonous population of Etruria, heirs of the Villanova culture; b) languages of
migrants from northern Europe whose presence is testified to by mitochondrial DNA; and c) a
relatively small but influential tribe from Anatolia arriving in Etruria before 1 100 BC.
(Etruscan in the light of Magdalenian 4/5 – numbers 5 and 10, ritual union of Uni and Tinia
making the land fertile, prediction regarding the long inscription on the recently discovered stele
from Poggio Buco)

The rim of the impasto chalice from Narce, Lazio, can be seen as year; the pair of lower horses,
only heads and necks visible, as midwinter, December 21, New Year; and the group on the other
side, stallion god stallion, as midsummer, June 21, beginning of the second half of the year. The god
in the alternative drawing of the midsummer group raises his hands and spreads his fingers, one
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hand referring to the five calendar periods from midwinter to midsummer, 36 37 36 37 36 sum 182
days, the other hand to the five periods from midsummer to midwinter, 37 36 37 36 37 sum 183
days, together a regular year of 365 days - one horse ascending, upward AS, the other horse
descending, backward, still looking upward AS ...
5 times 5 equals 25, and so does the sum of the numbers of the female calendar periods 1 3 5 7 9.
How many days are in 25 years? Begin with 365 days for one year and add repeatedly 1461 days
for four years
365/1 (plus 1461/4) 1820/5 3287/9 4748/13 6209/17 7670/21 9131/25
25 years are practically 9,131 days – 5x5 regular years of 365 days or 5x5x5 double periods of 73
days or 309 lunations (calculation omitted here) plus 6 leap days.
The Etruscans believed that their reign will hold for one thousand years (and were almost right with
their prediction). 1,000 years are 40 times 25 years, or 365,240 days (not even two days five hours
short of the exact value).
Conclusion: the number huth 'five' could have played a special role in the hypothetical religious
calendar of the Etruscans, huth from KOD for tent or hut, here an arbor in honor of Uni as successor
of the Divine Hind or Hind Woman of Magdalenian times; doubled sar 'ten', number of her husband
Tinia, sar an emphatic form of TYR for the one who overcomes in the double sense of rule and
give.
Seems there are five eyelets (a couple of them with rings) under the bowl of the chalice, while the
lower part of the stand is composed of ten pillars evoking a round temple, perhaps the temple
wherein a ritual union of Uni and Tinia was performed in order to ensure the fertility of the land?
Enacted by a priestess of Uni and a priest of Tinia?
If so, the recently discovered stele from Poggia Buco (some fifty kilometers NWW of Narce)
dedicated to Uni and Tinia might reveal details of that ritual union. Predictions are not possible in
Paleo-linguistics, with the one exception when an ancient inscription is discovered. Here we have
such a case. I look forward to the transliteration and translation of the long inscription on the stele.
(Etruscan in the light of Magdalenian 5/5 – a triple promise for the beyond)
In the middle of the rear wall of the beautiful Tomb of Augurs, Tarquinia, 540-520 BC, appears a
big red door, painted on the wall, closed, partly in the ground, reaching the sky, gate to the beyond
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Augurs watched birds and interpreted the way they flew as omina. A pair of augurs flank the big
door, each one standing between three twigs that may indicate young olive trees, before the left
augur a red bird, and perhaps a falcon before the augur on the right side.
A 'flock' of golden metal fittings on the closed door are painted as tiny yellow circles or dots: in the
middle a vertical line of nine yellow dots (the white one above them an accidental damage), plus
three horizontal bands of six and six yellow dots, each field of six dots a double line of three dots
each (difficult in words, easy on the eye)
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Now the yellow dots convey a message via the numbers 3 and 6 and 9 in the frame of the
hypothetical religious Etruscan calendar of ten months.
The number three evokes period 3 of the bird goddess, March 4 till April 8, spring, the spring
equinox in the middle. The number six evokes period 6, June 21 till July 27, the summer solstice at
the beginning. And the number nine evokes period 9, October 9 till November 13, harvest and a
harvest festival (possibly on a flexible date).
Together those numbers convey a message, make a triple promise to a worthy soul: once you pass
the door and reach the beyond, you'll experience eternal spring and summer and a never ending
harvest festival rolled in one ...
A part of the door is belongs to the dark painted ground, possibly indicating a dark passage between
this and the next life, perhaps also eternal darkness for the soul of an unworthy augur who abused
the power he had.
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We may assume that a similar fresco decorated a temple, or a school for aspiring augurs, teaching
them a lesson: make a good use of the power you acquire with the art of divination.
Postscript for those interested in mathematics: imagine a decagon of the side length 73 (double
calendar period) inscribed in a circle. The radius of that circle corresponds to four lunations or
synodic months (one lunation lasting 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes 2.9 seconds, modern average
from 1989). A round temple based on such a ground plan could have invoked Uni in her lunar and
Tinia in his solar aspect, celebrating their cosmic union, while a round tomb with an imaginary
decagon inside would have provided time for the beyond.
(Proto-PIE belt 1/8 a fable based on archaeology, the Bible and Greek mythology)
Magdalenian was the lingua franca of shamans and shamanesses in the last Ice Age of Eurasia.
12,000 years ago the region of the Göbekli Tepe in Southeastern Anatolia and Northern Syria was
an outpost of Late Magdalenian. AAR RAA NOS had been the sky god, he of air AAR and light
RAA with a mind NOS, visualized ex negativo by the big limestone ring on the Göbekli Tepe,
implored for rain that fills river beds. NOS AAR RAA Noah had been the ones who acted in
accordance with the mind NOS of the one of air AAR and light RAA.
Some 9,500 years ago a severe drought was followed by a hard rain that fell for forty days and forty
nights and washed away the fertile soil. One Noah and his people followed the Euphrates downward
and settled in Sumer, where they founded AAR RAA CA Uruk of the cattle enclosure, Erech and the
ark in the Bible - protected by the one of air AAR and light RAA in the sky CA. The other Noah
and his tribe followed the Euphrates upward and settled in the land of AAR RAA MAN Araman, he
who carries out the will of the one of air AAR and light RAA with his right hand MAN, Armenia.
Among the sons of the Armenian NOS AAR RAA Noah had been ShA PAD Japheth, the ruler ShA
who goes ahead and leads the way (activity of feet) PAD, and among the sons of Japheth had been
TYR AS Tiras, he or they who worship the overcomer who both rules and gives TYR up above
(upward) AS. Close derivatives of TYR abound in Central Asia.
AAR RAA NOS became the sky god Ouranos of Greek mythology. Among the sons of Ouranos
were ShA PAD Japetos Japetus (equivalent of Japheth in the Bible, Genesis 10) and CRE NOS
Kronos Cronus, ruling CRE mind NOS (a more spiritual form of leading, CRE being a permutation
of CER for stag hind shaman shamaness). Among the sons of Cronus was Zeus. The oldest form of
the Zeus name we know so far occurs on the Phaistos Disc as deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth: Ss Ey
R Sseyr, which can be read as an emphatic form of TYR for the one who overcomes in the double
sense of rule and give - TYR emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr (Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus
(Wilhlhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus. The many derivatives of TYR in geographical names of Central
Asia made me locate the first Indo-European homeland on the banks of the Amu Darya (going
along with William Jones who placed it in greater Iran), at the southern base of the Alai Mountains,
where copper and the tin ore cassitterite are associated in the same mines, allowing to cast bronze.
The center of the first IE homeland was the triangle of Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan T'upe, ruled
by the early dynasty of TYR MmOS Termez who considered themselves the heavenly overcomer's
TYR offspring MmOS.
The stripe of land between the Göbekli Tepe region in the West and the Amu Darya in the East may
be called Proto-PIE belt (Proto-Proto-Indo-European belt), where the language of the last Ice Age
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evolved into the language of the early Bronze Age, where Late Magdalenian became early
(Proto-)Indo-European. Indo-European was fully developed in the second IE homeland in the Uralic
steppes east of the Rha Volga, and in the third IE homeland in the Pontic steppes west of the Rha
Volga. Rha was the ancient name of the Volga, from Magdalenian REO meaning river, accounting
for the Greek goddess Rhea, mother of Zeus.
(Proto-PIE belt 2/8 a glimpse of Hurrian)
Hurrian might be a now extinct language of the Proto-PIE belt, as it contains elements of Late
Magdalenian from the Göbekli Tepe region and of Early Indo-European from Central Asia, most
notably in the Hurri bull and Serri bull of Hurrian mythology.
AAR RAA NOS named the Greek sky god Ouranos, and the sky god Varuna of the Indus Valley
who was later relegated to the Underworld. The short version AAR RAA named the Hurri bull and
the Hurrians. The Hurri bull may once have ruled the day sky but was later on relegated to the night
sky by the Serri bull - serri 'day' hurri 'night'. Serri may be another emphatic form of TYR
comparable to Sseyr (Sseus Zeus). TYR in the form of Serri took over the day sky from AAR RAA
Hurri, while the latter in the form of AAR RAA KOS named Urkesh (modern Tell Mozan) in Syria
– this Hurrian metropole is protected by the one of air AAR and light RAA in the heavenly vault
KOS.
Franco Paturzo equates the Tyrsenoi (Greek for Etruscans) with the Tyrsha of the Caucasus
(Anatolian contribution to Etruscan). Tyrsha has a possible equivalent in Hurrian tarshuwa-ni
'person' (-wa a Caucasian ending according to Paturzo), drylanders, dwellers of dry land, PIE *ters'dry'.
This requires a longer explanation.
Etruscan sha 'six' would have named period six of the religious calendar of ten periods, alternatingly
36 days (female period, emanation of the goddess) and 37 days (male period, emanation of the god)
36 37 36 37 36 37 36 37 36 37 sum 365 days
A regular year began with the female period number one on the winter solstice (December 21), and
the second half year with the male period number six on the summer solstice (June 21). TYR ShA,
the overcomer TYR is the ruler ShA, worshipped by the Tyrsha, would then have been the god of
the summer solstice who warmed the land and made it dry, accounting for TYR ShA tarshu(wa-ni)
as dwellers of dry land, in a shorter form PIE *ters- 'dry', while TYR ShA reduced to ShA would
account for Etruscan sha 'six' in reference to the summer solstice at the beginning of period number
six in the religious calendar of ten periods.
The hypothetical Etruscan religious calendar would have used the numerical model of the also
hypothetical Late Magdalenian Calendar while changing the names of the ten periods of time.
Period six would originally have been called SAI SAI life life, expressing the joy of summer.
Emphatic SAI SAI would have become Hurrian sese (sheshe) or seeze (sheedshe) in reference to
the Late Magdalenian Calendar.
(Proto-PIE belt 3/8 summer solstice and number six)
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Period number six of the Late Magdalenian Calendar beginning on the summer solstice (June 21)
would have been called SAI SAI life life which might have accounted for 'six' in many languages
(more later).
The summer solstice and the number six are also related in a pair of calendars encoded in Terrazzo
Building 1 and 2 at Nevali Cori (Chori) in the region and from the era of the Göbekli Tepe.
Terrazzo Building 1
13 pillars along the periphery for 13 months of 28 days,
space between pair of larger central pillars for 1 or 2 more days,
yielding a regular year of 365 days and occasional leap year of 366 days
while 135 continuous periods of 28 days are 3,750 days
and correspond to 128 lunations or synodic months
Terrazzo Building 2 replacing Building 1
12 pillars along the periphery for 12 months of 30 days,
space between pair of larger central pillars for 1 or 2 more days,
yielding a regular year of 365 days and occasional leap year of 366 days
while 63 continuous periods of 30 days are 1,890 days
and correspond to 64 lunations or synodic months
Regular year of Building 1
Dec 22 – Jan 18 New Year following winter solstice
Jan 19 – Feb 15
Feb 16 – Mar 15
Mar 16 – Apr 12
Apr 13 – May 10
May 11 – Jun 7
Jun 8 – Jul 5 summer solstice in the middle
Jul 6 – Aug 2
Aug 3 – Aug 30
Aug 31 – Sep 27
Sep 28 – Oct 25
Oct 26 – Nov 22
Nov 23 – Dec 20
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December 21 winter solstice, New Year's Eve
The month of the summer solstice (June 8 – July 5, solstice in the middle) was preceeded by six
months and followed by another six months.
Regular Year of Building 2
Dec 22 – Jan 20 New Year following winter solstice
Jan 21 – Feb 19
Feb 20 – Mar 21 month ending on spring equinox (Mar 21)
Mar 22 – Apr 20
Apr 21 – May 20
May 21 – Jun 19
June 20 21 22 summer festival, solstice in the middle
Jun 23 – Jul 22
Jul 23 – Aug 21
Aug 22 – Sep 20
Sep 21 – Oct 20 fall equinox near beginning (Sep 23)
Oct 21 – Nov 19
Nov 20 – Dec 19
December 20 21 winter festival, solstice at the end, New Year's Eve
The three days of the summer festival – solstice in the middle – were preceded by six months and
followed by another six months.
(Proto-PIE belt 4/8 'sex' and 'six' related ?)
September October November December name the months number septem 'seven' octo 'eight'
novem 'nine' decem 'ten'. If properly named in a year of a dozen months they'd be November
December Undecimber Duodecimber, months number 9 10 11 12 respectively. So I assume an older
calendar which I call the Late Magdalenian Calendar, a hypothetical calendar that may have
originated between 14,000 and 13,000 years ago and which I reconstructed as follows, here in a
short version, a regular year of 36 37 36 37 36 37 36 37 sum 365 days
IAS 36 days beginning on winter solstice (December 21)
CED 37 days
PhON 36 days
DKO 37 days
PAS 36 days
SAI SAI 37 days beginning on summer solstice (June 21)
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SAP 36 days
OKD 37 days
NOPh 36 days
DEC 37 days
(36 double periods of 73 days are 2,628 days and correspond to 89 lunations or synodic months.)
The glorious rotunda of Lascaux symbolizes the early morning of the summer solstice (June 21),
red summer sun horse rising above the horizon of the ledge (the proud white bull by her side a full
moon occurring at the same time). For the highly complex menhir site Yverdon-Clendy in Western
Switzerland I reconstructed a midsummer love-in. Consider also A Midsummer Night's Dream by
Edward de Vere alias William Shakespeare. Calendar period SAI SAI life life would have covered
most of our July: June 21 till July 27. The name July honors Julius Caesar whose family claimed to
have descended from the love goddess Venus. All this made me assume that emphatic SAI SAI life
life accounts for English sex, and, as name of calendar period six, also for the name of this number
in many languages.
Mallory and Adams
The word for 'six' shows a multiplicity of reconstructions.
Phonologically most complex, and probably the oldest,
is *ksweks which lies behind Av(estan) xsvas (xshvash).
The emphatic doubling SAI SAI may have been further emphasized in xAI xAI
SAI SAI xAI xAI xwAI x *ksweks
SAI SAI xAI xAI xwAI x xshvash
Also Hurrian sese (sheshe) or seeze (sheedshe) was invoked as possible origin of the word for this
number
SAI SAI ShAI ShAI sheshe
SAI SAI ShAI ShAI shedshe
(Proto-PIE belt 5/8 earth and water)
Animals in European cave art and in the rock art of Southern Africa are often depicted as if
emerging from or disappearing into clefts and niches in the rock, anticipating Vladimir Vernadsky's
famous dictum of life being the metamorphosis of rock. The same or a similar idea might have been
conveyed by a shamanic double formula
DA AC SOMm
AD AC SOMm
away from DA toward AD expanse of land with water AC body SOMm
From DA earth AC bodies SOMm are made
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and to AD earth AC bodies SOMm return
('from dust to dust' in the modern version)
DA AC SOMm *dheghom 'earth' ? among the derivatives are words for earth and similar words for
human being. AC named an expanse of land with water, inverse CA the sky. AC CA would have
been the original name of the Göbekli Tepe: where earth AC and sky CA are meeting, or where they
had been separated from each other in the beginning, when the world was created. (An Ancient
Egyptian source mentions a Syrian province by the name of aqa, this might have been the wider
Göbekli Tepe region.) AC CA named the Indo-European earth goddess akka (a stammered name
according to Julius Pokorny, a meaningful name in the light of Magdalenian), Hebrew Hawwa
'mother of all life' English Eve, and via the inverse compound CA AC the Greek earth goddess Gaia.
AC CA Latin aqua 'water' refers to rain obtained via an exchange between earth and sky: implored
from below, provided from above.
SAL for the watery ground of a valley or dale DAL may account for Latin solum 'ground' and
solium 'seat', perhaps in the sense of a seat or place or mansion or village being surrounded by
humid hence fertile earth, Latin solium accounting for English soil.
Adam as the one made of earth or clay is an overforming of AD DA MAN of the Göbekli Tepe male
triad. He made rivers that flow toward AD the sea while coming from DA hills or mountains, and
made them with his right hand MAN, and was the divine patron of early farmers digging irrigation
channels (imagine them covered in mud, as if made of clay). AD DA REO might account for *wodr
'water' and *h2eP- 'river' as living water, water on the move (Mallory and Adams), water flowing
toward AD the sea while coming from DA hills or mountains and forming a river REO, the
permutation ORE meaning beautiful - REO Rha Volga, REO NOS Renus Rhine, the river has a
mind of its own, REO DON NOS Rodanus Rhone, the river makes itself heard and has a mind of its
own ...
CER -: I -: was the Divine Hind who called life into existence, animals out of clefts and niches in
rock, CER meaning stag hind shaman shamaness; pronounce the lip lick -: by touching both lips
with the tip of the tongue. Shamanic rituals were believed to make the ground fertile, so CER might
have accounted for *h1er 'earth', CER -: for English earth and German Erde, also for German Erz
English ore, considering that the first human race in an ancient myth I locate in Central Asia were
people made of ore, of metal, dwelling inside the beautiful hall of the world mountain in the center
of AD LAS Atlantis, island oriented toward AD the mountain LAS in a bardic vision of the first
world before the Flood, an oral epic from the banks of the Amu Darya south of the Alai Mountains
where the first Indo-Europeans lived as a miner people centered in the triangle of Termez and
Kunduz and Kurgan T'upe.
(Proto-PIE belt 6/8 Etruscan)
AAR RAA NOS had been the sky god of the Göbekli Tepe, he of air AAR and light RAA with a
mind NOS, while a double formula named the supreme sky and weather god of the Chalcolithic and
Bronze Age and Iron Age
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
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The ruler ShA goes ahead (activity of feet) PAD
and overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR
up above (upward) AS in the sky CA,
The able one DhAG ... (repetition)
Among the derivatives are ShA PAD Japheth (Bible) Japetos Japetus (Greek mythology); ShA PAD
TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove, DhAG PAD TYR Dis pater, byname of Jupiter; TYR sun archer
Tir of the Armenian Bronze Age (both man and woman); TYR emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr
(Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus; consider also the
Serri bull of the Hurrians; ShA CA DhAG CA Jahwe, rider of clouds from Mount Seir (!) in the
Negev; ShA PAD Shiva and the TYR CA Durga emanation of his wife; TYR CA Turk-; TYR AS
Tiras in the Bible (Genesis 10).
Franco Paturzo (Etruschi, Enigma delle origine, Letizia Editore 2005) equates the Tyrsenoi (Greek
for Etruscans) with the Tyrsha of the Caucasus, and believes that they and further tribes were driven
southward by the mighty empire of the Hittites, whereupon they wandered westward and settled in
Arzawa (Lydia, Southeast Anatolia), Rasenna having been a charismatic leader, and later on a king
of Arzawa and his people sailed across the Aegean and settled among the population of Etruria,
heirs of the local Villanova culture (my summary, hope I got it right). Further migrants would have
come from Northern Europe (mitochondrial DNA). Let us read the names Tyrsha Tyrsenoi Rasenna
Arzawa in the light of Magdalenian.
The Tyrsha would have worshipped the heavenly overcomer TYR as their ruler ShA, while the
Tyrsenoi (Etruscans) worshipped TYRSANOS mentioned on an Etruscan shard found in the agora
of Athens: he overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR from above (downward) SA and
has a mind NOS of his own. The god is better known in the form of SA TYR NOS Saturnus Saturn,
founder of the golden age of Latium: from above (downward) SA the god overcomes in the double
sense of rule and give TYR and has a mind NOS of his own.
Saturn was the equivalent of Kronos Cronus, a son of AAR RAA NOS Ouranos and the father of
TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus. He held a position between the sky god of the Göbekli Tepe and the sky
god of the Amu Darya. Analogously the Anatolian contribution to Etruscan were language elements
from the Proto-PIE belt. AAR RAA NOS implored for rain that fills river beds named the Arnus
Arno, while TYR named the Tyrsenoi.
RYT, inverse of TYR, means spear thrower, archer, Greek rhytaer 'archer, protector'. Etruscan rath
'what is being ejected' goes along with a thrown spear and shot arrow. Further derivatives of RYT
are German Ross und Reiter 'horse and rider' and German Ritter 'knight', originally a riding archer.
Franco Paturzo makes a connection between Ras- in Rasenna and -rz- in Arzawa, so we may
assume that Rasenna was a riding archer, and Arzawa a kingdom of riding archers, and Russia, land
of the Rus, originally a nation of riding archers, originating in the Crimea that once belonged to the
third Indo-European homeland west of the Rha Volga.
(Proto-PIE belt 7/8 Svaneti and Tec Sans)
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The Anatolian contribution to the language that became Etruscan would have come from the
Caucasus and may have combined elements of Svan, Kartvelian, Armenian, Urartaean, Hurrian.
Dan Alexe finds parallels in the grammars of Etruscan and Svan. This made me have a look at Svan
(language) of the Svani (people) in Svaneti (region).
The Greeks called the Svani Soanes, while the Etruscan town of Siena is believed to have been
called Saina in earlier times, whence attested Saena Siena. Possible compounds are
SAI NOS Soanes Svani
SAI NOS Saina Saena Siena
They who worship a god who has life SAI on his mind NOS, and their town
POL SAI NOS Volsinii Bolsena
fortified settlement POL of those who worship the god who has life SAI on his mind NOS
SAI NOS DhAG Svaneti
land of those who worship the above god, an able god
SAI NOS DhAG Latin sanctus ‘holy’
DhAG SAI NOS Tec Sans, Etruscan god, protecting boys and girls (Robert E. A. Palmer)
Hypothesis: The Svani of the Bronze Age and Iron Age worshipped a god who protected life,
especially the young ones. His name or epithet was derived from SAI NOS DhAG. Later on he was
replaced by St George who had saved a young woman from a dragon, named Georgia, and is
worshipped as protector of all humanity by the Svani whose land is named for the god, SAI NOS
DhAG Svaneti. When a Svani tribe reached Etruria, they settled in the arc of SAI NOS Saina Saena
Siena, Perugia, and Volsinii (Orvieto) / Volsinii Novi (Bolsena). SAI NOS DhAG in the form of
DhAG SAI NOS became the Etruscan god Tec Sans, protector of boys and girls, worshipped in Peli
near Perugia.
This a first hunch. I should know more about Svani archaeology and mythology.
(Proto-PIE belt 8/8 Armenia Urartu Etruria)
Further compounds (not yet certain about all of them)
AAR RAA KOS
Araxas – river filled with rain sent by the one of air AAR and light RAA in the heavenly vault KOS
AAR RAA MAN
Araman Armenian – he carries out the will of the one of air AAR and light RAA with his right hand
MAN (consider also AAR RAA in Yerewan)
AAR RAA RYT
Ararat – mountain of the one of air AAR and light RAA, sun archer RYT (inverse TYR accounting
for the sun archer Tir of the Armenian Bronze Age, TYR and inverse RYT combined)
AAR RAA RYT
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Urartu – land of those who worship the one of air AAR and light RAA as thrower RYT of lightning
and thunderbolts (the Etruscans made clay imitations of Urartaean silver ware)
TYR RYT CA
Etrusc(us) – worshipper of the one who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR and is
the sun archer and thrower of lightning and thunderbolts RYT in the sky CA
TYR RYT RIA
Etruria – land of the believers in the one who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR
and is the sun archer and thrower of lightning and thunderbolts RYT, Etruria, our joy and pride RIA
(exclamation)
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Lascaux 13, miscellanea, Bible
miscellanea, still more on the Bible
© 2016/17 Franz Gnaedinger
Stonehenge (former ring of 56 bluestones) // etymology of Hebrew goy (Hawwa and Gaia, heavenly
Jerusalem vs goy world) / Israel and Messiah (Magdalenian etymologies) / six days of creation
(Göbekli Tepe and Bible) / how can Gilgamesh have been 2/3 of a god? (mythology and evolution) /
Richard Dawkins, The Extended Selfish Gene (2016) / ‘humanity's diary’ (another way of reading
the Bible) / cooperative genes and viruses (language as intelligence of life) / early belief in a beyond
(Neanderthals and CroMagnons) / Horon, a god from Ugarit (caleidoscope of mythology) / ancient
worship of the snake (water symbol) / how the snake became evil (a guise of the devil) / water and
fertility (the snake as helper of the goddess) / etymology of Shabbath (Old Hebrew *shabbat) /
Israel, selah, Judaea (concise etymologies) / how long lived Methuselah? (variable time scale) /
Hebrew shanah 'year' (a triple Noah) / eternal memorials (playing with numbers) / Aron Habberit
(Ark of the Covenant) / Ark of the Covenant (lost, but not entirely) / YHVH (encoded in the 'mercy
seat' on top of the ark) / 39 years 10 months (in a night of the full moon) / gathering around the
'molten sea' (on the temple mound of Jerusalem) / Sh'lomo shalom (call for peace) / heavenly
Jerusalem (and a majestic river) / holy Jerusalem descending from heaven (Revelation of John) /
acorn and oak tree (poetic formula of the Bible) / “strange markings” near Gihon spring (honoring
AC CA Hawwa Eve ?)
--- Stonehenge (former ring of 56 bluestones) --Mike Parker Pearson believes that a straight part of the parallel lines of the Stonehenge causeway
were a natural phenomenon caused by melt waters of the last Ice Age. Those lines would have
baffled people: in one direction indicating the setting midwinter sun, in the other direction the rising
midsummer sun ...
The original monument would have dated to around 5 000 BP and would have comprised the
circular ditch, the wall inside of the ditch, and a ring of 56 bluestones along the wall. Each
bluestone marked a burial pit wherein the ashes of worthy members of an aristocratic elite had been
embedded.
Still according to Mike Parker Pearson, the iconic monument we see today was built later on, the
bluestones removed from the ring and placed within the new monument.
Now let us have a look at the lunisolar aspect of the number 56 that may have invoked the seeming
regenerative powers of moon and sun.
Count lunations or synodic months as follows
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ... lunations
15 and 17 lunations counted in the 30 29 30 mode yield 443 and 502 days respectively
15 17 sum 32 lunations or 443 502 sum 945 days
945 days for 32 lunations
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doubled 1,890 days for 64 lunations (Göbekli Tepe formula)
doubled 3,780 days for 128 lunations
doubled 7,560 days for 256 lunations
7,560 days are 56 times 135 days. Count 135 days for each bluestone in the original ring of
bluestones along the wall and you obtain the equivalent of 256 lunations or synodic months;
mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half a day in a lifetime (same mistake as in the
Göbekli Tepe formula of 63 continuous periods of 30 days being 1,890 days, equivalent of 64
lunations).
Moon and sun set on the western horizon and rise from the eastern horizon. The moon wanes and
waxes again. The sun follows lower and lower trajectories toward midwinter, then higher and higher
trajectories toward midsummer. Apparently they have regenerative powers. And those powers might
have been invoked by the lunisolar aspect of the number 56 of the original ring of bluestones – may
the worthy dead be reborn in the beyond ...
Interesting are the numbers 56 and 135 and 256 for they are composed of small factors
56 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 7

135 = 3 x 3 x 3 x 5

256 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2

Small numbers working together form big numbers of a cosmic dimension. In a similar way we
human beings, tiny under the huge heavenly vault, can achieve big things when we cooperate.
More on Stonehenge (Book stonehenge.pdf)
--- etymology of Hebrew goy (Hawwa and Gaia, heavenly Jerusalem vs goy world) --Hebrew goy means nation, also non-Jewish or gentile. What is the etymology of this word?
part 1 (Hawwa and Gaia)
AC meaning earth and CA meaning sky named the Göbekli Tepe, AC CA, where earth and sky are
meeting, or where they had been separated from each other in the beginning. The Egyptians
mentioned a Syrian province by the name of aqa. Among the derivatives of AC CA are the IndoEuropean earth goddess akka (a stammered name according to Julius Pokorny, a meaningful name
in the light of Magdalenian), perhaps also the Egyptian earth god Aker, and German Acker 'field'
with a cognate in the English field measure acre. Then there is Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life'
English Eve. Also Latin aqua 'water' in reference to rain implored by prayers and the smoke of
sacrificial fires, and falling rain rewarding the prayers and sacrificial fires – prayers and rising
smoke visualized by ascending snakes in the iconography of the Göbekli Tepe, falling rain by
descending snakes, and rivers by snakes undulating horizontally. AC CA in the form of CA AC
would have named Gaia, the powerful Greek earth goddess. This could also have named some
people: they that live under the sky CA on earth AC, CA AC Gaia goy, and could first have been
used for a people, then for the Greeks believing in Gaia, then for all
non-Jews.
part 2 (heavenly Jerusalem vs goy world – Bible and Shakespeare)
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The vision of Ezekiel in the Bible (once dubbed an epileptic hallucination of a migraine patient)
ends with numbers and measurements in the final chapter 48. My analysis revealed a heavenly
Jerusalem composed of three astronomical cycles turning within each other: lunation or synodic
month, solar year and Venus year – "their appearance and their work was as it were a wheel in the
middle of another wheel" (Ezekiel 1:16) Chapter Very Early Calendars (scroll down to the
penultimate chapter).
In Ezekiel 47 we read of heavenly waters that spring from a subterranean well and become the river
of life. The well is modeled on the Gihon spring at Jerusalem. "Strange markings" in a subterranean
chamber near the Gihon spring can be read as a version of AC CA in the double meaning of Hawwa
'mother of all life' and aqua 'water'. Here a comment I wrote on a Bible site a couple of years ago:
The four signs may read AG V’ and name the ancient fertility giver BRI GID
in her emanation of AC CA akka AG V’ Hawwa Eve, in the context of AC CA
aqua AG V’ agua, consecrating the spring to Hawwa ‘mother of all life’ and thus
explain how it became the source of the majestic river of life in Ezekiel 47.
Ezekiel would have been a Jewish astronomer on exile in Upper Mesopotamia, dreaming of a
heavenly Jerusalem that may one day descend on Earth.
Now for a sharp contrast. Edward de Vere alias William Shakespeare gives a parody of the Greek
earth goddess Gaia in form of the kitchen-wench in The Comedy of Errors, Act 3 Scene 2, Dromio
speaking
No longer from head to foot than from hip to hip, she is spherical, like a globe;
I could find out countries in her.
And so he does, locating Ireland in her buttocks; Scotland hard in the palm of her hand; France in
her forehead; England in her chin; Spain in her breath; America, the Indies, upon her nose; while he
can't locate Belgia, the Netherlands, for he did not look so low.
The rude political satire still conveys a vision of Gaia, nourishing her creatures, populated by
nations – CA AC Gaia goy in my reading.
Summary: Gaia populated by goyim while a heavenly Jerusalem is waiting to descend on Earth –
goy world and Jewish hope.
--- Israel and Messiah (Magdalenian etymologies) --Jacob leaving Beersheba, heading for Haran, sleeping in the wilderness of what is now Judaea, has
a dream. He sees the Lord on top of a heavenly ladder, we may assume in an aureole of light, and
the Lord addresses him, appointing him ruler of that very wilderness. Jacob is bewildered but obeys
the Lord. On the next morning he piles up the stones he used for a pillow and pours oil upon the top
of the small pillar (Genesis 28:10-18).
Israel, byname of Jacob, derives in the light of Magdalenian from AS RAA ) or AS RAA L, Jacob
saw the Lord up above (upward) AS in an aureole of light RAA, and the Lord spoke to Jacob, the
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Lord had the say ) or L, in a longer version AS AAR RAA ) or AS AAR RAA L, up above AS the
one of air AAR and light RAA has the say ) or L, shortened to Hebrew Israel 'God rules'.
Haran is forty kilometers south of the Göbekli Tepe where the sky god AAR RAA NOS had been
worshipped, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS (of his own), visualized by the big
limestone ring that frames a male head consisting of nothing than air and light (showing the sky god
ex negativo). The tops of many Göbekli Tepe pillars have cup marks that might have been filled
with one or another liquid in ceremonies. Temple B can be seen as calendar of the year

combined with the life and career of a supreme leader. Imagine the young man appointed supreme
ruler standing in between the pair of larger central pillars, oil sprinkled upon his head, and oil
poured into a cup mark of one of the central pillars, thus establishing a connection between the
supreme ruler and the heavenly powers, above all with the sky god AAR RAA NOS who also
named Haran.
Jacob heading for Haran might have hoped to be appointed supreme ruler, instead the Lord appoints
him ruler of a wilderness. Jacob is freightened, but he obeys the Lord, and pours oil on the humble
pillar he piled up from the stones he used for a pillow – the full dimension of this episode becomes
clear when we compare Jacob's pillar with the proud Göbekli Tepe pillars.
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MmOS AC CA, offspring MmOS of the Göbekli Tepe where the earth AC and sky CA are meeting,
or had been separated from each other in the act of creation, may have become Aramaic Meshiha
and Hebrew Mashiah 'Anointed One', English Messiah. Jacob of the byname Israel was a minor
ruler, but the nation of Israel will one day see the supreme ruler MmOS AC CA Meshiha Mashiah
Messiah arrive – a belief that originated in Judaea.
The Christians already found him in Christos 'Anointed One', offspring MmOS of an earthly AC
and a heavenly CA parent.
--- six days of creation (Göbekli Tepe and Bible) --Temple D on the Göbekli Tepe would have been the sanctuary of creation. The larger central pillars
in abstract human form represent the female triad (eastern pillar) and male triad (western pillar) and
convey the story of how the world was created in six days. The three hieroglyphs on the neck of the
female central pillar read )OG BIR AC CA or LOG BIR AC CA while the three elements on the
neck of the male central pillar compose a bucranium (head of a bull)
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Day 1) The fire giver PIR GID had the say )OG or LOG and is represented by an open mouth
between a pair of pillars. PIR GID called out to her sister the fur giver BIR GID. This one took her
cosmic fur BIR and scooped the primeval hill out of the primeval sea.
Day 2) PIR GID called out to her sister the fertility giver BRI GID. This one formed a ring out of
the primeval hill. The ring itself was the primeval earth AC and the hollow was primeval sky CA.
Then she planted the seeds of life.
Day 3) PIR GID lit up the moon and sun. The shining sun warmed the earth and made the seeds of
life germinate.
Day 4) A male face appeared in the hollow of the ring, the sky god AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR
and light RAA with a mind NOS of his own. Moon and sun were his eyes.
Day 5) GIS BAL CA MmOS broke open the ring, flattened the earth AC and freed the sky CA. The
second earth and sky were symbolized by a lying H whose horizontal bars indicate the earth AC
and sky CA while the slim vertical bar indicates the exchanges between them, especially prayers for
rain and the smoke of sacrificial fires imploring rain from the sky god (snakes heading upward) and
falling rain rewarding the prayers and sacrificial fires (snakes heading downward). GIS BAL CA
MmOS was the gesturing GIS hot(headed) BAL heavenly CA offspring MmOS and became later on
GISh.BIL.GA.MISh Gilgamesh, also BAL Baal.
Day 6) AD DA MAN created rivers that flow toward AD the sea while coming from DA hills and
mountains, and made them with his right hand MAN. He was the patron of early farmers digging
irrigation channels. Those farmers were named for him, Adam, the meaning of being made of clay a
joke, alluding to the diggers covered in clay. PIR GID and AAR RAA NOS were a couple, also BIR
GID and GIS BAL CA MmOS, also BRI GID and AD DA MAN. An alter ego of BIR GID was AC
CA Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' English Eve.
The Göbekli Tepe was the religious and cultural center of a wide region with a radius of some two
hundred kilometers (Klaus Schmidt). Between 9,500 and 9,000 years ago the stone pillar temples
were carefully filled up with rubble and abandoned. However, the Neolithic 1 persisted and spread.
We can imagine an AAR RAA NOS pillar in Haran where supreme rulers might have been
appointed still in Jacob's time, a good five thousand years ago. Further AAR RAA NOS pillars east
of the Göbekli Tepe region would have been overthrown, accounting for the Greek story of Ouranos
and Kronos Cronus (mythology as condensed early historiography).
)OG BIR AC CA or LOG BIR AC CA inspired Genesis 1:1 and John 1:1 in the Bible, although the
female triad became the Lord who created the world in six days – not at once but step by step,
which is the main hallmark of evolution, and a day for God can be an aeon in the human
understanding of time.
--- how can Gilgamesh have been 2/3 of a god? (mythology and evolution) --R. Campbell Thompson, The Epic of Gilgamish, Oxford 1930
For it is most remarkable that Gilgamish is described as 'two-thirds god, one-third human',
and to the mathematically minded this is an impossibility, no matter how far back one of
his progenitors was divine, provided that he or she mated with a full mortal.
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AAR RAA NOS and GIS BAL CA MmOS and AD DA MAN had been gods in the Göbekli Tepe
mythology. Later on, GIS BAL CA MmOS GISh.BIL.GA.MISh Gilgamesh and AD DA MAN
Adam would have become demigods, heroes, together two gods but three persons
god plus demigod plus demigod
1 plus 1/2 plus 1/2 equals 2
person plus person plus person
1 plus 1 plus 1 equals 3
average 2/3 of a god
We have to look at the impossible statement around the corner, as it were. It is a relic of a former
level, a reminder of Gilgamesh – singled out in the epic – having once been part of a triad.
Myths were formulated in a given context (here the Göbekli Tepe), then adapted to changing
situations (one of the NOS AAR RAA Noah people wandering down the Euphrates and settling in
Sumer). A strange statement, as the one of Gilgamesh being 2/3 of a god, can then indicate a former
level of mythology. We know the same from biological evolution. Tiny bones in the skeleton of
snakes tell us that the serpent had once been a saurion, and the coccyx in humans that our animal
ancestor had a tail. In the snake a recently identified gene made the coccyx multiply and lengthen
the body of the animal and make it loose its legs, but not completely.
98 per cent of the human genome regulate the 2 per cent of the protein encoding genes, and half of
the regulators are viroids and viruses. A part of what had been dismissed as 'junk DNA' might be
relics of early life that make sense when seen around the corner, as in the case of Gilgamesh (for the
time being a vague notion).
The Bible focuses on AD DA MAN Adam and BRI GID in her AC CA emanation, wherefrom
Hawwa 'mother of all life' English Eve. Adam and Eve in Sumer had been farmers planting date
palms. Cultivated date palms require huge amounts of water, the snake being the water symbol on
the Göbekli Tepe, irrigation requiring and providing knowledge, hence the fruit from the tree of
wisdom offered by the snake was a grape of dates, forbidden because the shift from hunting and
gathering to agriculture changed human life profoundly and happened too fast in the opinion of the
authors who wrote the Bible.
--- Richard Dawkins, The Extended Selfish Gene (2016) --When reading 'The Selfish Gene' by Richard Dawkins, 'new edition' from 1989, I was excited by
chapter 13, 'The long reach of the genes'. Now, in the 2016 edition of his famous book, Dawkins
calls this chapter the best he ever wrote. Very fine. This allows me to further ponder parallels
between the genetic code ('words' of three 'letters' and their permutations) and Magdalenian (words
of three phonemes and permutations), also of biological evolution and mythology (previous
message). And it makes me pose my old question once again: why does Dawkins not recognize
religion as extended phenotype?
The way he describes the selfish gene reminded me of the way the Greek gods behave in Homer.
Later on I found that the Magdalenian word of the most and most varied derivatives, DhAG
meaning able, good in the sense of able, accounts for Greek theos and Latin deus (well compatible
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in Magdalenian), for Sumerian dingir announcing a deity, and for the name of the supreme Celtic
god Dagda, the good god in the sense of the able god, from emphatic DhAG DhAG able able,
which goes along with the genes being our inner enablers projected outward in deities that motivate
our technical progress. Gods fly from one place to another place – meanwhile we fly in airplanes.
Gods communicate over long distances – meanwhile we do the same with telephone, cell phone,
and skype. As Freud said: the human being is a prosthetic god (Prothesengott). In the Bible, Genesis
1:26-28, our many artificial devices are not mentioned but silently implied
And God said, let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let them have dominion
over
the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth
upon the earth. So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him;
male and female created he them. And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful,
and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it; and have dominion over the fish of the sea,
and over the fowl of the air, and over everything that moveth over the earth.
In the light of genetics: our inner enablers – genes, replicators – projected outward in deities reach
beyond the body via technology. And in the light of Magdalenian: DhAG meaning able accounts for
theos deus dingir and for tech- in technology – DhAG NOS )OG or DhAG NOS LOG technology,
the able DhAG minded NOS have the say ) OG or LOG.
--- ‘humanity's diary’ (another way of reading the Bible) --Carel van Schaik, evolutionary anthropologist, and Kai Michel, historian, wrote a book on the Bible
as 'humanity's diary'. Agriculture changed human life dramatically, and the Bible tells in many
stories how people tried to cope with numerous challenges posed by their new life. I warmly
welcome the book, and can confirm that the beginning of the Bible goes back to the invention of
agriculture in the region of the Göbekli Tepe, between 12,000 and 10,000 years ago. The authors
take the Bible seriously, neither literally nor dismissing it in the way of Richard Dawkins.
However, civilization did not start with the Göbekli Tepe. Who can imagine that the marvelous
paintings in the Lascaux cave had been carried out by a bunch of local artists? No, the very best
painters came from a wide region, probably from various parts of the Franco-Cantabrian space that
was a refuge in the last Ice Age (as revealed by mitochondrial DNA) and would have been the home
of a proto-society ruled by wandering arch shamans and arch shamanesses represented by
megaceroi (giant stag and hind respectively). The lying red ocher birdman in the pit of Lascaux can
be seen as river map of the Guyenne
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The five swimming stags crossing a river in a frieze of the nave are visiting shamans, while the
roaring megaceros in the axial gallery is an astronomical arch shaman explaining one of the two
Lascaux calendars. The composite animal seen from the ancient entrance as if through the left eye
socket shows the face of a bearded man, a pair of lances growing as horns out of his front, the
mottled hide of a feline, the strong body of a bull, and the swollen belly of a pregnant mare

This can be read as message to aspiring tribal leaders who might have been initiated in that cave:
make a wise use of your weapons; be patient and then act in a decided manner as a lion; be strong
as a bull; and care for your own like a mare for her foal ...
The glorious rotunda symbolizes midsummer and life, the niche at the rear end of the axial gallery
midwinter, the axial gallery connecting them a year, and the longer way from the rotunda to the pit
the career of a supreme tribal leader who, if worthy, may be reborn in the region of the Summer
Triangle Deneb – Vega – Atair in the sky ...
The Göbekli Tepe culture of the Neolithic 1 did not emerge out of nothing, and religion played an
important role for the civilizatory process already in the Paleolithic.
--- cooperative genes and viruses (language as intelligence of life) --Richard Dawkins 2016
The Cooperative Gene would have been and equally appropriate title for this book (The Selfish
Gene)
and the book would not have changed at all.
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Karin Moelling who had studied physics and then moved on to virology wrote a mind-boggling
book: Viruses, More Friends Than Foes, World Science 2016. Viroids and viruses are everywhere,
an ocean of them, they make up half the human genome, they are inventors, drivers of evolution, we
would not exist without them, in all they are more beneficial than detrimental, some of them can
"see" blue and green, and there are "social" viruses
Typical viral behaviors can be described with molecular definitions such as complementation,
interaction, interference, transdominance, cooperation, with the capacity to become part of the
host.
(...) They cooperate and compete – both of which are basic mechanisms of life.
Karin Moelling traces life back to viroids. Are these alive or not? Let me ponder this question in the
light of my definition of language from 1974/75. Language is the means of getting help, support and
understanding from those we depend upon in one way or another --- and every means of getting
help, support and understanding may be called language, on whatever level of life it occurs ...
Language, in my opinion, is a basic feature of life. Working together, coordinated by language, we
achieve more with the same amount of energy than if we were all on our own, or the same with less
energy. We may then consider language the intelligence of life that provides the negentropy on
which we thrive.
Genes depend on each other, on the body as their vehicle, on the mind steering the body, while body
and mind depend on each other, and both on the genes as their enablers.
If viroids also depend on each other, and not only on their hosts but also the hosts on them, we can
assume a most basic form of language also on that level, and consider them alive. Karin Moelling
finds exchanges of information between the RNA of viroids, and mentions the nano world, meeting
a thought of mine: life might have started from a deeper level than molecules, and the possibility of
life might be woven into the fabric of matter. Karen Moelling again
Miracles may be explained by sciences. But each solution opens new questions and points
to new miracles. There will always be miracles, no matter how much knowledge we accumulate.
--- early belief in a beyond 1/2 (Neanderthals) --Quote from an online article: “Were Neanderthals Religious? // Imagine this scene: Inside a cave in
Spain, a group of people gather around the grave of a toddler. Hearths with lit fires, marked by 30
horns of animals including bison and red deer, surround the grave. A rhinoceros skull is nearby. // At
a conference this fall, archaeologist Enrique Baquedano and his colleagues described this scene as a
probable funeral ritual held 40,000 years ago by Neanderthals.”
What an amazing Neanderthal burial site, never heard of anything like that!
The rhino skull reminds me of the woolly rhinoceros in the pit of Lascaux
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interpreted by Marie E.P. König as goddess of life - the goddess of giving life and taking life. The
animal running away to the left side apparently injured the bull. I see the birdman as a supreme
tribal leader of the Guyenne and as river map of the Guyenne

the bull as a supreme tribal leader of the French Alps and the Lower Rhone Valley, and the bird on a
pole as a supreme tribal leader of the Pyrenées and the Cantabrian space (Northern Spain). The pit
tells what happens with a supreme tribal leader when he dies. If he was a bad leader he will be
dropped by the goddess: three dots behind her anus; but if he was a good leader he will be born
again in a heavenly beyond: three dots behind her vulva. Michael Rappenglück sees the birdman
and bull and bird on a pole as the Summer Triangle Deneb and Vega and Atair on the Milky Way. I'd
say their eyes represent Deneb in Cygnus, Vega in Lyra, and Atair in Aquila. This is the region
where they will be born again if they had been good leaders ... (Michel Janda, eminent Proto-IndoEuropean scholar and expert on the Rig Veda, found evidence for a Stone Age belief in a heavenly
beyond somewhere on the Milky Way.)
Now for the Neanderthal burial. If the rhino skull should represent the goddess of giving life and of
taking life, the child will certainly be born again in the beyond that may be indicated by the lit fires
of the hearths and the thirty pairs of horns which might indicate Neanderthal constellations. I hope
for an exact map of the horns. Would be exciting if we could find a correspondence with a star map!
--- early belief in a beyond 2/2 (CroMagnons) ---
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From the same era we have evidence for (at least hints at) elaborate religious beliefs concerning a
second life in the heavenly beyond, although I must invoke my Paleo-linguistic experiment of
meanwhile a dozen years.
The oldest element of cave art identified so far is a red ocher dot in the Altamira cave, about 41,000
years old. In my opinion it claims a second life in the beyond for a worthy soul, phonetical value
SAI for life, existence, while the cave wall and ceiling represents the sky CA, together SAI CA that
may have become pSAI CA Greek psychae 'soul'. Also hand impressions or negatives on cave walls
would have made such a claim.
The earliest paintings and drawings in the Chauvet cave are 36,000 years old. On a stalactite in the
rear hall appears a woman with a large pubic triangle, by her side a bull whose head covers her
womb while their legs align. The woman, in my opinion, is the goddess of the Summer Triangle
Deneb Vega Atair, giving birth to the bull(man), the supreme leader of the Lower Rhone Valley in
the region of the Summer Triangle on the Milky Way. This goes along with the large inscription in
the Brunel chamber, consisting of palm impressions in red ocher: a domino five reading PAS and an
additional dot in elevated position for the sky reading CA, together PAS CA.
PAD names the activity of feet, the comparative form PAS means everywhere (in a plain), here,
south and north of me, east and west of me, in all five places, Greek pas pan 'all, every' pente penta'five', and inverse SAP means everywhere (in space), here, south and north of me, east and west of
me, under and above me, in all seven places, accounting for seven in many languages including
Hebrew sheb, also for Greek sophia 'wisdom' and Latin sapientia 'worldly wisdom' acquired from
having explored the world in all dimensions, a word present in Homo sapiens who had some contact
with Neanderthals (from 3 to 6 percent of the European genome are of Neanderthals, and when
there had been sexual contacts there also were cultural ones).
Now PAS CA means: may the supreme leader of the Lower Rhone Valley, our bull man, be born
again in the sky by the goddess of the Summer Triangle, and may he roam the heavens in his next
life as he roamed the land in this life – may he get everywhere PAS in the sky CA ...
Our modern religion may be deeply rooted in Stone Age beliefs, PAS CA having derivatives in
Russian Paskha Italian Pasqua French Pâques 'Easter'.
--- Horon, a god from Ugarit (caleidoscope of mythology) --The Magdalenian adventure began with the reconstruction of the Göbekli Tepe lunisolar calendar
(first ascribed to the astronomers of Tell Halaf) in late 2004 and the amazing lunisolar calendar of
Lascaux in early 2005 that asked for a matching language. Year twelve is now completed, so I
change the title of my thread: Magdalenian revival (year thirteen) – 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11
12 134 14 15 16 17
An early breakthrough was the Magdalenian reading of the big limestone ring on the Göbekli Tepe
that shows a male head en face, ex negative
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the sky god AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS who named Harran or
Haran forty kilometers south of the Göbekli Tepe, had worshippers in NOS AAR RAA Noah (he or
they who followed the mind NOS of the one of air AAR and light RAA) and Aaron, became the
Greek sky god Ouranos and the sky god Varuna of the Indus Valley, and named the Val d'Aran,
Arundel, and the Val d'Hérens in the Swiss Alps - a valley being a hollow between hills or
mountains filled with air and light ... It has been said that Ouranos had no sanctuary. But the god
had been worshipped in nature, in natural sanctuaries of valleys he inhabited.
In the Göbekli Tepe region he was besought for rain, symbolized by snakes, by far the most
frequent symbol on Göbekli Tepe pillars: snakes heading upward symbolizing prayers for rain and
the smoke of sacrificial fires imploring rain, snakes heading downward falling rain, and snakes
undulating horizontally rivers – in one case, on a more than ten thousand years old stone tablet from
Jerf el-Ahmar in Northern Syria, close to the Anatolian border and the Euphrates, the undulating
snake symbolizes water in a grid of irrigation channels.
A seal impression for Sumer shows Adam and Eve among a variety of animals including a snake in
form of a stairway connecting earth (bottom line) and sky (top line), as if drinking water from a
cloud. The same snake appears on another Sumerian seal impression where it flanks Adam and Eve
seated under a stylized date palm. The 'apple' in Genesis was a grape of dates. Cultivated date palms
require huge amounts of water. Over-intensive irrigation deposited salt in the soil, made it barren,
and the snake eat dust (Genesis 3:14). Picture wide areas of whithering plantations. Abraham left
Ur, returned to Haran where he came from, his birth place being worshipped in Sanli Urfa (Shanli
Urfa) close to the Göbekli Tepe, then he wandered to Egypt and finally settled in Palestine, ABA
BRA MAN Abram Abraham, he carries out the will of the (heavenly) father with his right arm BRA
and right hand MAN, a meaning overformed in later versions of the name.
Now, in the book on the Bible as humanity's diary by Carel van Schaik and Kai Michel (English
version: The Good Book of Human Nature, An Evolutionary Reading of the Bible, Basic Books
New York 2016) I read of a god from Ugarit called Horon who assumed the guise of a snake and
turned the tree of life into the tree of death – apparently another version of the Adam and Eve saga
(Marjo Korpel and Johannes de Moor 2014), and one connected with AAR RAA NOS in the form
of Horon.
Mythology resembles a caleidoscope: turn it and the same colored elements form another pattern
and picture.
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--- ancient worship of the snake (water symbol) --Why did early farmers worship the snake? I see a minor practical and major mythological reason.
They were glad about snakes eating mice, keeping rodents away from the stored cereals. And they
saw in the serpent a water symbol, as testified to by the many snakes on Göbekli Tepe pillars, and
on further pillars in the region that belong to not yet excavated minor sanctuaries of the same kind.
A large serpent had been carved out of a rock bank in a half open cave in Namibia some 60,000
years ago, suggesting ceremonies of invoking rain from a divine snake that may fill the nearby river
bed which was and is dry for most of the year.
Many people think a snake must be slimy, but their skin is dry, smooth and silky, amazingly
pleasant to the touch. Why then the idea of a wet skin? Could the ancient water symbol have been
fixed genetically? We saw the emergence of epigenetics (elements of the environment inherited by
two subsequent generations) and witness now the discovery of paragenetics (features of the
surroundings transmitted for thirty and more generations, as in the case of epigenetics via switches
turning on and off specific genes). What will come next?
Bob Dylan, And Man Gave Names to All the Animals
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, in the beginning
Man gave names to all the animals
In the beginning, in the beginning
He saw an animal that liked to growl
Big furry paws and he liked to howl
Great big furry back and furry hair
"Ah, think I'll call it a bear"
Big furry paws and great big furry back and furry hair naming the bear make sense, for the
Magdalenian bear was the furry one, named for BIR meaning fur. Now for the end of the song
He saw an animal as smooth as glass
Slithering his way through the grass
Saw him disappear by a tree near a lake ...
We make the missing rhyme in our head: lake snake. An animal as smooth as glass – also water is
transparent, and a water surface can be smooth like a mirror. Slithering through the grass – evoking
a brook and a river. Disappearing near a lake - mouthing into a pond or lake ... We are back in
paradise, before the snake tempts Eve (note also the sexual undercurrent, male snake and penis, lake
and amniotic water), before the snake became a symbol of evil and personification of the devil (and
sexuality was discredited). The subtext of the final lines of the song evokes water.
Great poets draw from many sources, also from a deep cultural memory.
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--- how the snake became evil (a guise of the devil) --AC CA would have been the original name of the Göbekli Tepe, remembered as the Syrian province
of aqa in Egypt: where the earth AC and sky CA are meeting, or where they had been separated
from each other in the beginning, personified by AC CA Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' English
Eve. The goddess would have been an alter ego of the fertility giver BRI GID, while the human Eve
would have been a shamaness imploring rain with her helper, the snake heading upward, and
another version of the human Eve was the farmer woman planting and breeding cereals in Syria and
southeast Anatolia, later on cultivating date palms in Sumer. Among the derivatives of AC CA is
Latin aqua 'water'.
AD DA MAN of the male Göbekli triad, husband of BRI GID alias AC CA Hawwa Eve, would
have been the god who created rivers, rivers that flow toward AD the sea while coming from DA
hills or mountains, and made them with his right hand MAN. He was the patron of the farmer Adam
who dug irrigation channels for Eve.
Agriculture became indispensable and turned the relatively easy life of the former hunters and
gatherers into hard work. Cultivated date palms require huge amounts of water. Digging and
maintaining irrigation channels and water basins was labor, drudgery. Overintensive irrigation
deposited salt in the soil, made the ground barren, fields whither, Abraham leave Ur, and the snake
in the Bible eat dust.
Water is a universal symbol of life. No water no life. But also too much water can be fatal.
Paradoxically most people in the Sahara die by drowning: when they sleep unknowingly in a wadi
that suddenly fills with water. A severe drought followed by a heavy rain that swept away the fertile
soil must have been the background of the Noah story in the Bible.
It has been said that irrigation triggered science in China. Why not also in Asia Minor? The tree of
life in the center of the Garden of Eden may have grown a branch of human life, on it a smaller
branch of knowledge, and on it a still smaller branch of the knowledge of good and evil that would
later on have named the whole tree: the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Irrigation raises
questions around this topic: who owns the water? regulates the distribution of this precious
commodity? Punishes those who divert water on their own field, stealing it from a neighbor? even
poison the water in the cistern of a rival? and what if seeming evidence points at innocent people?
Why was the fruit from this tree (or branch) forbidden? because we can only acquire a limited
knowledge of the complex question of good and evil? human justice never perfect, even when
exercised in the name of God? is the Bible accusing the hubris of human judges acting as if they
were God? Anyway, the snake as former symbol of life giving water became evil, poisonous, a
guise of the devil - warded off with holy water in the church.
El who had the say ) or L relegated the former sky god AAR RAA NOS in the form of Horon to a
minor position, comparable to AAR NAA NOS Varuna, former sky god of the Indus Valley who
was relegated to the Underworld. Horon in the guise of a snake bit the tree of life and thus turned it
into the tree of death, moreover he filled the air with a posionous fog, fog as a condition of water
being a last reminder of the snake as former water symbol.
The genius of mythology and especially the Bible are the many combined layers of meaning.
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--- water and fertility (the snake as helper of the goddess) --The snake as water symbol is found in Africa. In Asia Minor the snake also was a symbol of desire
and sexuality and fertility.
BRI GID was the fertility giver, BIR GID the fur giver, PIR GID the fire giver. Together they
became the powerful Celtic triple goddess Brigit.
Another version of BRI GID named the Greek love goddess
BRI GID aBRI GIDe Aphrodite
An alter ego of BRI GID had been AC CA who personified the Göbekli Tepe as hill where the earth
AC and sky CA are meeting, or where they had been separated from each other in the beginning.
AC CA named not only Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' English Eve but also the Indo-European
earth goddess akka (a stammered name according to Julius Pokorny, a meaningful name in the light
of Magdalenian). The human Eve was a shamaness mediating between earth AC and sky CA,
imploring rain with the help of the snake heading upward, both in the service of the human Eve as
farmer woman.
(A steatite tablet from the Göbekli Tepe, between 10,800 and 10,000 years old, shows on the left
side a snake heading upward, in the middle a twig that can also be seen as vulva and line between
the upper thighs of a woman, and on the right side a bird's claw evoking a digging fork. Sanliurfa
Müsezi GT 02-01)
Water is a universal symbol of life, AC CA Latin aqua Spanigh agua. If the snake heading upward
had been the helper of AC CA personified, alter ego of the fertility giver, we might expect a
derivative naming the animal. According to Mallory and Adams 2006 there is only one certain
Proto-Indo-European root naming a reptile, *h1ogwis 'snake'
AC CA akka Hawwa Eve
AC CA aqua agua
AC CA *h1ogwis
AC for an expanse of land with water was the first Magdalenian word, reconstructed a dozen years
ago, followed by inverse CA for the sky. What a fountain of meaning is their combination AC CA.
--- etymology of Shabbath (Old Hebrew *shabbat) --Hebrew Shabbath Old Hebrew *shabbat may be a compound of SAP and PAD.
PAD means activity of feet. The comparative form PAS means everywhere in a plain, here, south
and north of me, east and west of me, in all five places, Greek pas pan 'all, every' pente penta- 'five'.
Inverse SAP means everywhere (in space), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, under
and above me, in all seven places, accounting for seven in many languages including Hebrew sheb,
also for Greek sophia 'wisdom' and Latin sapientia 'worldly wisdom' acquired by having explored
the world in all seven places. Now SAP is present in shab- of Old Hebrew *shabbat. Where does bat come from? PAS mentioned above is the comparative form of PAD for the activity of feet. How
can PAD account for a word meaning rest? Resting is the contrary of walking around. Consider
Hebrew beth 'house' and the sleeping place of an animal. You can observe cats and dogs turn around
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themselves before lying down. And when we slept in a meadow or a wood in one of our juvenile
'adventures' we used to trample the ground in order to make it flat, and comfortable to lie on in our
sleeping bags. Leveling the ground by trampling on it, by threating it with the feet, may have been
the first act in preparing a resting place, then elevating a tent or hut or house. This may explain how
PAD for the activity of feet would have become bat for rest and beth for house, also German Bett
English bed. Old Hebrew *shabbat would then have this meaning: I walked to the south (day one)
and north (day 2) and east (day 3) and west (day 4) and down into the valley (day 5) and up the hills
(day 6) and now I prepare the ground for my rest (day 7), considering what I did all week long,
gaining some wisdom from my experience, and strength for my next week.
The six working days have a parallel in the six days of creation in the Bible, and in the three days of
the female triad and three days of the male triad in the creation myth of the Göbekli Tepe, while the
week of seven days goes along with the lunisolar Göbekli Tepe calendar: a month has 30 days, a
year 12 months plus 5 and occasionally 6 more days (three days for the midsummer festival, two
and occasionally three days for the midwinter festival), in all 365 and sometimes 366 days, while 63
continuous periods of 30 days or 135 weeks of seven days are 1,890 days and correspond to 64
lunations or synodic months; mistake less than one minute perlunation.
--- Israel, selah, Judah (concise etymologies) --Jacob on his way to Harran or Haran slept in the wilderness of what became Judah. In the night he
saw the Lord on top of a heavenly ladder, we may assume in an aureole of light, and the Lord spoke
to him (appointing him ruler of this very wilderness).
AS AAR RAA ) or AS AAR RAA L Israel became the byname of Jacob, then the name of the
northern kingdom, and finally the name of the united kingdom: above AS the one of air AAR and
light RAA has the say ) or L, accounting for Israel ‘God rules’. AAR RAA NOS had been the sky
god of the Göbekli Tepe who gave his name to Harran / Haran forty kilometers south of the large
hill: he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS of his own. AAR RAA became aura, AAR
RAA ) or AAR RAA L became aureole, while ) or L named El, father god of Canaan residing on the
mountain of the gods. Here a possible prayer to El or one of his many divine children
SAL AS
MmOS CA
SA LAS
From the watery ground SAL of the valley
we send our prayer upward AS
to you, offspring MmOS of the heavens CA
Send your blessing downward SA
from your mountain LAS
The formula would have been shortened to salas and would then have become Hebrew selah, with a
similar function as amen in the Church, for example at the end of Psalm 3
Salvation belongeth unto the Lord:
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thy blessing is upon thy people. Selah.
What is the meaning of Judaea? Let us first consider a double formula naming the supreme sky and
weather god of the Bronze Age and Iron Age
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
ruler ShA activity of feet PAD to overcome in the double sense
of rule and give TYR upward AS sky CA, able DhAG
The ruler ShA goes ahead PAD and overcomes in the double
sense of rule and give TYR up above AS in the sky CA
The able one DhAG (repetition)
ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove, DhAG PAD TYR Dis pater, byname of Jupiter. TYR
emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld)
Homeric Zeus. ShA CA DhAG CA Jahweh, rider of clouds from Mount Seir (!) in the Negev: ruler
ShA in the sky CA, able one DhAG in the sky CA. Shorten the formula again by leaving out CA for
sky and you get ShA DhAG Judaea, also German Jude English Jew.
The united kingdom of Israel might be a compromise: named by the fertile northern kingdom and
ruled by the god of the southern kingdom of Judah.
--- how long lived Methuselah? (variable time scale) --Genesis 5 surprises with high ages. Adam begot Seth when he was 130 years old, and lived 930
years ... Enoch begot Methuselah when he was 65 years old, and lived 365 years. Methuselah begot
Lamech when he was 187 years old, and lived 969 years ...
Maybe the Biblical year varied?
AAR RAA in the name AAR RAA NOS of the sky god from the Göbekli Tepe accounts for Greek
ho:ra Latin hora Italian hora French heure English hour. While English hour has a precise meaning
(one hour 60 minutes, 24 hours one day) Greek ho:ra (omega, long o) is open for a bunch of
meanings: period of time, season, spring, harvest, climate, year, daytime, day, hour, moment, age,
youth.
In the Göbekli Tepe calendar a month had 30 days, a season 90 days, and a basic year 360 days.
Time is long when we are young, short when old. So let us consider a season of 90 days a young
man's 'year', and a month of 30 days an old man's 'year'
Adam begot Seth when he was 130 seasons or 11,700 days or 32 years old,
and reached an age of 930 months or 27,900 days or 76 years
Enoch begot Methuselah when he was 65 seasons or 5,860 days or 16 years old,
and lived 365 months or 10,950 days or practically 30 years
Methuselah begot Lamech when he was 187 seasons or 16,830 days or 79 years old,
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and lived 969 months or 29,070 days or 79 years
If -selah in the name of Methuselah refers to the hypothetical salas prayer in the polished form of
selah, the son of Enoch and father of Lamech was blessed from above with a long life.
The modified numbers are in the range of plausibility, while the actual numbers are all composed of
factors, which may symbolize fertility, like the big number of the Exodus mentioned in the Book of
Numbers
2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 5 x 5 x 5 x 5 x 5 = 600,000
A group of Israelites followed Moses and Aaron into the Sinai, multiplied, and became a people.
The twelve factors evoke the twelve tribes of Israel.
--- Hebrew shanah 'year' (a triple Noah) --Without going to a library I dare propose a blind etymology of Hebrew shanah 'year' beginning with
a recapitulation.
The sky god AAR RAA NOS of the Göbekli Tepe accounts via AAR RAA for Greek ho:ra 'period
of time, season, spring, harvest, climate, year, time of day, day, hour, moment, age (period of life),
youth'.
The supreme sky and weather god of the Bronze Age and Iron Age was called by a double formula
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove, DhAG PAD TYR Dis pater. TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus.
ShA PAD Shiva, TYR CA Durga.
ShA ... CA
DhAG ... CA
named Jahwe, rider of clouds from Mount Seir, ruler ShA in the sky CA, able one DhAG in the sky
CA, while a still shorter formula named his land
ShA ...
DhAG ...
Judah Judaea.
TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus, grandson of AAR RAA NOS Ouranos, provided time via TYR PAS, to
overcome in the double sense of rule and give TYR everywhere PAS – he overcomes everybody
everywhere in weather and time that rule our lives but are also given to us so that we make the best
of them. A strongly polished derivative of TYR PAS is French temps 'weather, time'.
Jahwe may have provided time via ShA NOS, a combination of ShA (CA DhAG CA) and (AAR
RAA) NOS, we may assume various periods of time like AAR RAA (NOS) Greek ho:ra. ShA NOS
may have become Hebrew shanah 'year' that would once have included a month of 30 days and a
season of 90 days. 63 months or 21 seasons correspond to 64 lunations or synodic months –
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lunisolar formula of the Göbekli Tepe. Harran or Haran forty kilometers south of the large hill was
consecrated to the moon god Sin, from GEN for the three days of the young moon.
Adam begot Seth when he was 130 years old. 130 seasons are 11,700 days or 32 years. Adam lived
930 years. 930 seasons are 27,900 days or 76 years. The difference of 800 years may have been
added for the purpose of redundancy, also as a number of many factors implying fertility.
Noah mentioned at the end of Genesis 5 begot Shem, Ham, and Japheth when he was 500 years old.
500 seasons are 45,000 days or 123 years – which is only possible if there were three Noahs taken
together.
NOS AAR RAA Noah obeyed the mind NOS of the one of air AAR and light RAA. The first Noah
left the Göbekli Tepe region for the Jordan Valley and begot Shem who became the father of the
Semites. The second Noah left the Göbekli Tepe region for Sumer (AAR RAA CA Uruk of the
cattle enclosure protected by the god in the sky CA, Erech and the arch in the Bible) and begot Ham
who became the father of the Hamites. And the third Noah left the Göbekli Tepe region for Armenia
(AAR RAA MAN Araman who carries out the will of the god with his right hand MAN, AAR RAA
RYT Ararat as abode of the archer RYT who became the sun archer Tir of the Armenian Bronze
Age) and further to Central Asia and begot ShA PAD Japheth Greek Japetos, father of the ProtoIndo-Europeans, Japhetic having been a term for their language, a worshipper of TYR AS, the
overcomer (Zeus) up above, Tiras mentioned in Genesis 10:2.
"Those were the sons of Noah: and from them was the whole earth overspread" (Genesis 9:19)
The triple Noah's 500 years or seasons are 45,000 days which is a further number of many factors
that indicate fertility
2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 5 x 5 x 5 x 5 = 45,000
At the end of Genesis 9 we read that Noah lived 950 years. 950 seasons are 28,500 days or 78 years.
This would have been the father of Shem, no longer the triple Noah.
--- everlasting memorials (playing with numbers) --Each of the nine patriarchs preceding Noah in Genesis 5 would have lived A seasons of 90 days plus
B variable periods, in all A plus B months of 30 days. One period lasts 30 days minus 60 days times
A/B. Mathematically minded readers may check on the following relations:
Adam lived 130 seasons plus 800 periods, in all 930 months. Four Adam periods are 81 days. If the
diagonal of a cube corresponds to five weeks or 35 days, the edge measures practically one Adam
period. 35 Adam periods are 24 lunations in the Göbekli Tepe definition.
Seth lived 105 seasons plus 807 periods, in all 912 months. If the diagonal of a 2x3 rectangle
corresponds to 80 days, the rectangle measures practically 2 by 3 Seth periods.
Cainan lived 70 seasons plus 840 periods, in all 910 months. One Cainan period lasts 25 days. 13
Cainan periods are 325 days or 11 lunations counted in the 30 29 30 mode.
Enos lived 90 seasons plus 815 periods, in all 905 months. If the diagonal of a square corresponds
to 33 days, the side measures practically one Enos period.
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Mahalaleel lived 65 seasons plus 830 periods, in all 895 months. If the diagonal of a 1x3 rectangle
corresponds to 80 days (diagonal of the Seth 2x3 rectangle), the rectangle measures practically 1 by
3 Mahalaleel periods.
Jared lived 162 seasons plus 800 periods, in all 962 months. If the circumference of a circle
corresponds to eight weeks or 56 days, the diameter measures practically one Jared period.
Enoch lived 65 seasons plus 300 periods, in all 365 months (number of days in a regular year). One
Enoch period equals 17 days. 33 Enoch periods (Enos number 33) are 561 days or 19 lunations
counted in the 30 29 30 mode.
Methuselah lived 187 seasons plus 782 periods, in all 969 months. If the diagonal of a double
square corresponds to five weeks or 35 days (diagonal of the Adam cube), the rectangle measures
practically 2 by 4 Methuselah periods (360/161 for the square root of 5 - 1 1 5, 2 6 10, 1 3 5, 4 8 20,
2 4 10, 1 2 5, 3 7 15, 10 22 50, 5 11 25, 16 36 80, 8 18 40, 4 9 20 ... 72 161 360).
Lamech lived 182 seasons plus 595 periods, in all 777 months. If the diagonal of another 2x3
rectangle corresponds to six weeks or 42 days, the rectangle measures practically 2 by 3 Lamech
periods.
The authors of Genesis 5 might have said: 'Let us make the memory of the patriarchs live on
forever, in form of unbreakable hence eternal if only approximated geometrical relations, and/or in
lunar cycles, and let us carefully render the pair of neccessary numbers (A, B) and their sum for
control ...' The modified times (when a patriarch begot a son, how long he lived) are in the range of
plausibility but of course not historical, instead immaterial and indestructible memorials for the
patriarchs who combined the human sphere and divine sphere (what we now call rational and
irrational numbers).
Compare the different meanings of year with the pair of different cubits in Solomon (diameter of
the 'molten sea' measuring 10 cubits of 21 units, in all 210 units, while the circumference measures
30 cubits of 22 units, in all 660 units, yielding 660/210 or 22/7 for pi), and consider the vision of a
heavenly Jerusalem composed of astronomical cycles (wheels turning within wheels) in Ezekiel
Chapter Very Early Calendars (scroll toward the end).
--- Aron Habberit (Ark of the Covenant) --Aron Habberit, here given in a simplified notation, had been one of several ancient names of what
we know as Ark of the Covenant, basically a gold-covered acacia chest measuring 2.5 by 1.5 by 1.5
cubits or about 131 by 79 by 79 cm, containing among other objects Aaron's rod which had turned
into a snake, a bigger snake than the ones of the Egyptian magicians, in the Magdalenian reading
AAR RAA NOS SAP BIR RYT .
Aaron would have been a follower of the Göbekli Tepe sky god of air AAR and light RAA with a
mind NOS who had been implored for rain, while the snake of the Göbekli Tepe was a water
symbol – Aaron excelled at finding water and even surpassed the Egyptian water engineers.
Magdalenian SAP means everywhere (in space), here, south and north of me, east and west of me,
under and above me, in all seven places, wherefrom words for seven in many languages including
Hebrew sheb. BIR means fur, in the form of Hebrew beer naming a well as place where fur bags are
filled with water. RYT meaning spear thrower, archer, Greek rhytaer 'archer, protector', had further
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derivatives in Latin radius referring to arrows flying in all directions, and in German Rad 'wheel'
where the flying arrows are replaced by spokes, moreover in German Rute English rod. Together we
have Aaron's rod which allowed to find water, wells, fur bag places everywhere, here, all around us,
in the valley below and on the hills above.
BIR SAP named Beersheba as place of the seven wells, or rather as place of those who found water
everywhere, home of the SAP BIR RYT apiru Hebrews – they who found everywhere SAP water,
wells where the fur bags BIR can be filled, and found them with their rods RYT.
Aaron would have been a water engineer at Pi-Ramesse around 1200 BC, and his people workers in
the field, mainly digging channels, the people of Beersheba having dug subterranean houses into
their soft bedrock.
--- Ark of the Covenant (lost, but not entirely) --We may assume that the Ark of the Covenant as described in Exodus 25 was a later version made
for a temple, in a time when the relatively small group of Israelites who had left Pi-Ramesse for the
Sinai had become a people of 600,000. The ark is lost, but not entirely; we still have the numbers,
and we can get a lot of information from them.
The basic chest measured 2.5 by 1.5 by 1.5 cubits. What is the surface of such a right
parallelepiped? Practically the same as the one of a sphere whose diameter measures 2.5 cubits. An
imaginary sphere evoking the medieval "Deus est sphaera" – God is present in the perfect shape of
the sphere.
Double the numbers 2.5 and 1.5 and you have 5 and 3, in between 4, together the numbers of the
Sacred Triangle 3-4-5 which is the key to the Egyptian systematic method of calculating the circle
via a series of circles of the radii and diameters 5 25 125 625 3125 ... and 10 50 250 1250 6250 ...
ever smaller units respectively – all ten numbers are factors of 600,000 – and their slowly rounding
inscribed polygons based on the Sacred Triangle and a series of triples derived from it by means of
a linear plus minus algorithm aim.pdf
The second polygon of the diameter 50 units relies on the triples 3-4-5 or 15-20-25 and 7-24-25. It
has twenty sides, a dozen sides measuring practically 7 units (exactly the square root of fifty) and
eight sides measuring practically 9 units (exactly the square root of eighty), in all a periphery of
practically 156 units. Divide the this measurement by the diameter 50 units and you get 156/50 or
78/25, implicit value of pi in the above transformation of the surface of the right parallelepiped into
the one of the imaginary sphere.
The royal cubit of the New Kingdom of Egypt measured 52.5 centimeters, 28 fingerbreadths of
1.875 cm or 7 palms of 7.5 cm. The acacia chest was gilded on the outside and inside. Make the
boards three fingerbreadths thick and the inside measures 16 by 9 by 9 palms. A square of side 16
and a circle of radius 9 have practically the same area – parallel to a famous problem in the Rhind
Mathematical Papyrus. Make the boards a little thinner (2.8759... f) and you have the exact
equation.
The Rhind Mathematical Papyrus encodes theorems in telling numbers (for example RMP 32 in
aim.pdf). The same spirit is found in the Bible.
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When I study the figurines from Beersheba (Jean Perrot) I can't but compare them with the legacy
of Predynastic Egypt and ask whether some gifted people from the region of Beersheba contributed
to the civilization of their mighty neighbor? and took their scrolls with them when they left Pi
Ramesse for the Sinai? writings on a par with the Rhind Papyri?
--- YHVH (encoded in the 'mercy seat' on top of the ark) --Remember the double formula
ShA CA TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
and the abbreviation
ShA ... CA
DhAG ... CA
ruler ShA in the sky CA, able one DhAG in the sky CA, Jahwe, rider of clouds from Mount Sinai in
the Negev. The four Magdalenian words go along with Jahwe in form of YHVH
ShA -- Y
CA -- H
DhAG -- V
CA -- H
Jewish scholars used the letters of the Hebrew alphabet as numerals, possibly long before the
Maccabaeans in the second century BC
Y 10 H 5 V 6 H 5
The Ark of the Covenant is mentioned in Exodus 25. The gold-covered acacia chest measured 2.5
by 1.5 by 1.5 cubits. On it was placed a 'mercy seat' of pure gold: a gold sheet measuring 2.5 by 1.5
cubits, on it a pair of golden cherubim facing each other and stretching their wings forward so they
touch each other in the middle while covering the whole length of the mercy seat, 2.5 cubits,
yielding 1.25 cubits for one pair of wings or one wing
length of mercy seat 2.5 cubits
wings of one cherub 1.25 cubits
breadth of mercy seat 1.5 cubits
wings of other cherub 1.25 cubits
length : wing : breadth : wing = 2.5 : 1.25 : 1.5 : 1.25
2.5 : 1.25 : 1.5 : 1.25 = 10 : 5 : 6 : 5 = Y : H : V : H
The mercy seat would have encoded or rather invited Jahwe in form of YHVH, especially pleasing
the correspondence of CA for sky and wings for H, wings allowing the cherubim to fly up into the
sky and mediate between us and the rider of clouds, the ruler in the sky, the able one in the sky: may
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he have mercy with us, may he come down on earth and take place on the mercy seat on the annual
day of atonement.
--- 39 years 10 months (in a night of the full moon) --A group of Israelites left Pi-Ramesse in the eastern Nile Delta for the Sinai and Negev. 39 years 10
months later – on the first day of the eleventh month in year forty (Deuteronomy 1:3) – Moses
announces the way to the promised land.
Numbers in the Bible deserve being examined. Let us convert the 39 years 10 months into days and
lunations using the methods reconstructed for the calculation of the lunisolar Goebekli Tepe
calendar.
Count years and months as follows: 1,461 days for four years, 365 days for single years, and 30
days for a month. 39 years are nine times 1,461 days plus three times 365 days; add 300 days for 10
months and you have in all 14,544 days – a number of many factors indicating fertility, with an
emphasis on 12
2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 101 = 14,544 = 12 x 1212
How many lunations or synodic months are in 14,544 days?
Count small numbers of lunations in the 30 29 30 mode. 15 and 17 lunations yield 443 and 502
days respectively
17 15 17 15 17 or 17 32 49 64 81 lunations
502 443 502 443 502 or 502 945 1447 1890 2392 days
Ten times 1,447 days for 49 lunations are 14,470 days for 490 lunations. Remain 74 or 30 29 15 or
30 29 30/2 days – two and a half lunations. In all we get 492.5 lunations or 14,544 days for 39 years
10 months.
(Exact numbers: 39y 10m are 14,544.44... rounded 14,544 days, 492.5 lunations are 14,543.81...
rounded 14,544 days.)
The half lunation indicates a shift of the lunar phase and inspires a story.
A group of Israelites leaves Pi-Ramesse in a dark night of an early summer empty moon (German
Leermond), guided by the metaphorical light of knowledge the water workers had acquired of the
region.
39 years 10 months or 14,544 days or 492.5 lunations later they camp in the Negev. Come evening,
under a brightly shining spring full moon, Moses announces the way to the promised land.
Hereupon the covenants he and before him Aaron had made with the Lord are being renewed.
A white fur BIR is laid on the ground, symbolizing a beer 'well' as place where fur bags are filled
with water. The leaders of the 12 tribes gather around the fur. Each one in turn pokes the ground
with a rod, symbolically searching for water, the rod named for RYT (as explained earlier).
BIR RYT brt 'covenant' named Aaron's covenant. God will supply the Israelites with water if they
obey him and carry out his heavenly will. Water is the universal symbol of life. This leads to the
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covenant of Moses. God will guarantee the survival of the Israelites if they abide by the laws he
gave Moses on Mount Sinai.
So far the story. Now a more realistic version. Several groups of Israelites left Lower Egypt for the
Sinai then the Negev then Jordania and finally Palestine over the course of some forty years, around
1 200 BC, when Egypt was troubled by the Sea Peoples, in a drastic symbolism encoded as plagues
that befell the land (Exodus, end of 7-10).
--- gathering around the 'molten sea' (on the temple mound of Jerusalem) --Centuries later. We are now in the era of wise king SAL MAN Solomon, overseer of those who
work in the watery ground SAL with their right hand MAN.
The annual day of atonement was made to coincide with a spring full moon. YHVH descends from
heaven, guided by cherubim, and takes place on the mercy seat of pure gold on the gold-covered
Ark of the Covenant in the veiled Holy of Holies in the temple of Jerusalem.
People arrive from all over the land, atone in the temple, are blessed by priests, walk in a procession
down to the Gihon spring, fill a variety of smaller and larger vessels with water, carry them up in
another procession to the 'molten sea' on the temple mound, south of the temple, and empty their
vessels into the basin, commemorating the wells of Aaron and Moses in the Sinai and Negev.
A couple of numbers before the story goes on (hidden gems in the treasure of Solomonic wisdom).
The molten sea was a stone basin partly clad in hammered brass sheet, diameter 10 cubits and
circumference 30 cubits, 5 cubits deep, capacity 2,000 baths.
Replace the single cubit by a pair of cubits of nearly the same lengths, a 'black' and 'red' cubit in
reference to the black and red inks used by Ahmose in the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus
'black' cubit of 28 fingerbreadths or 21 units or 52.5 cm (bc)
'red' cubit of 22 units or 55 centimeters (rc)
diameter basin 10 bc or 210 units or 5.25 meters
circumference 30 rc or 660 units or 16.5 meters
660/210 or 22/7 for pi
rim possibly 1 bc or 52.5 centimeters
diameter rim-water-rim 12 bc or 6.3 meters
outer circumference 36 rc or 19.8 meters
The combined measures allow simple formulae
diameter of a circle 1 bc
circumference 3 rc
radius of a circle 1 bc
area 1 bc x 3 rc
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diameter of a sphere 1 bc
surface 1 bc x 3 rc
diameter of a sphere 2 bc
volume 2 bc x 2 bc x 1 rc
side of a square 20 bc
diagonal 27 rc
If the round wall of the basin was vertical and 5 bc deep or high, the capacity was 5 bc x 5 bc x 15
rc, 250 old barrels or 2,000 old buckets (English bath leaning on Hebrew bat 'bucket'),
measurements given in fingerbreadths, 28 f being 21 u or 1 bc or 52.5 cm
28 by 28 by 44 f 8 baths or ca. 227.4 liters old barrel
28 by 28 by 22 f 4 baths or ca. 112.7 liters
28 by 14 by 22 f 2 baths or ca. 56.8 liters
14 by 14 by 22 f 1 bath or ca. 28.4 liters old bucket
14 by 14 by 11 f 1/2 bath or ca. 14.2 liters
14 by 7 by 11 f 1/4 bath or ca. 7.1 liters
7 by 7 by 11 f 1/8 bath or ca. 3.6 liters old jug
Back to the story.
By and by the molten sea is filled with water from the Gihon spring under the temple mound. In the
evening the leaders of the 12 tribes of Israel gather around the brimful basin, commemorate Aaron
and Moses in the Sinai and Negev, renew the double covenant with the Lord, praise the Lord, and
quote from the speech Moses held in another night of the spring full moon: "The Lord your God
hath multiplied you, and, behold, ye are this day as the stars of heaven for multitude" (Deuteronomy
1:10).
--- Sh'lomo shalom (call for peace) --There is an undercurrent of water symbols in the Bible that becomes apparent in the light of the
Göbekli Tepe and the surrounding region, once a paradise of lush meadows and groves and game
galore, however, on the southern margin of the Fertile Crescent where rain became more and more
scarce, and then a severe drought was followed by a heavy rain that fell for forty days and forty
nights ...
It has been said that water management triggered civilization in China. The same holds for Asia
Minor in the Neolithic 1.
A double formula might have named the overseer of those who work in the watery ground SAL
with their right hand MAN, the ruler ShA who has the say )OG or LOG
SAL MAN
ShA )OG
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Pronounce the smacking L given as arc ) by curving the tongue, then let its tip glide along the palate
and smack into its wet bed.

The high age of SAL MAN is testified to by a variety of derivatives. A polished version of the
double formula (mutual assimilation of the two compounds, including a shift of the aveolar to the
labial stop, as in LIC lux lumen) may have accounted for Hebrew
Sh'lomo
shalom
naming Solomon (Sh'lomo) as overseer of the water workers who achieved peace between Judah
and Israel, uniting them via his excellence in guiding water works, a position requiring knowledge
in many fields and a fine balance of reasoning called wisdom. Hebrew shalom 'peace' would
originally have meant: if a wise ruler has the say, peace can be achieved and maintained. Peace in
the land, among the workers, between them and the ruler, between the people and the government.
Suleyman salem would have been the Arabic version of the double formula (also here a mutual
assimilation).
Israel invented a clever irrigation system of dripping that is most successfully applied also in the
desert of Chile, and developed a smart method of greening the Negev by fixing dunes and planting
seeds in hollows where dew gathers. All available water is used effectively, and then recycled.
While 70 (seventy) per cent of the water in vast Jordania evaporates unused. Why do the Arabs fight
Israel instead of learning from them?
--- heavenly Jerusalem (and a majestic river) --Ezekiel, at the end of his book (48:30-35) describes a city called The Lord is there, a heavenly
Jerusalem composed of astronomical cycles, an imaginary city within a round wall – 4,500
measures in the North, 4,500 measures in the East, 4,500 measures in the South, 4,500 measures in
the West, in all a circumference of 18,000 measures.
Use the equations
30 measures for one lunation
64 measures for 63 days
and the 18,000 measures become 600 lunations or synodic months, while the diameter of the
imaginary city within the big circle of the wall is practically 5,730 measures or 5,640 days or 191
lunations, based on 600/191 = 3.1413… for pi = 3.14159…, from a pi sequence
6/2 (plus 22/7) 28/9 50/16 72/23 … 600/191 …
The side of a square inscribed in the big circle is practically 135 lunations or 3,988 days or 4,050
measures. Transform the square into a circle of the same area. The diameter measures practically
4,500 days - key number of the heavenly Jerusalem, a number composed of seven small prime
factors indicating divine fertility
2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 5 x 5 x 5 = 4500
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Start with 18,000 measures. Use 20 for 63/pi and 4/5 for the square root of 2/pi and you get exactly
4,500 days. Use a pocket calculator and you obtain 4500.1114 days, rounded 4,500 days.
Ezekiel was born around 622 BC in Israel. He began working there, and continued working in his
Babylonian exile in Tell Abib on the Chaber River near an ancient dam. He might have been an
astronomer and mathematician and maybe also a water engineer at a renowned Chaldean school. It
has even been assumed that he was “one of Pythagoras’ masters” (on what basis I don’t know). In
any case he was a master in handling early calculating methods, and he achieved a marvel of
combined approximations in his vision of a heavenly Jerusalem, encoded in a single number, 4,500.
The corners of a dodecagon (regular polygon of twelve sides) inscribed in the big circle of the city
wall mark the centers of the dozen gates. One side is practically 1,460 days, four regular years of
365 days, and the periphery 17,520 days, 30 Venus years of 584 days, rounded value of the actual
583,92 days. Number sequence relating side and radius of a dodecagon
3/6 (plus 14/27) 1733 31/60 45/87 59/114 73/141
18,000 measures are the inner circumference of the wall. Count 2 days for the wall and the radius of
the outer circle was 2,822 days, the side of the inscribed dodecagon practically 1,461 days, three
regular years of 365 days plus one leap year of 366 days, and the periphery 48 years.
Back to the inner circumference of the wall. Give a gate 30 measures or one lunation. The arc of the
wall from one to the next gate would then have been 1,470 measures or practically 1,447 days, and
may have been divided into 510-450-510 measures or practically 502-443-502 days or 17-15-17
lunations counted in the 30 29 30 mode each.
30 measures for one lunation correspond to the Goebekli Tepe lunation; mistake less than one
minute, or half a day in a lifetime. 1,447 days for 49 lunations are even better; mistake two seconds,
or half an hour in a lifetime.
We can now say that Ezekiel’s mysterious wheels turning within each other – “their work was as it
were a wheel in the middle of a wheel” (1:16) – were the cycles of sun and moon and Venus
revolving within each other in the vision of a heavenly Jerusalem.
And the Gihon spring became the source of a majestic river in Ezekiel 47.
--- holy Jerusalem descending from heaven (Revelation of John) --The heavenly Jerusalem in the vision of Ezekiel returns in The Revelation of St. John the Divine,
John of Patmos – "the holy Jerusalem descending out of heaven from God" (21:10), a city made of
jewels and pearls and precious metals, hovering in a sphere of the circumference 12,000 furlongs
(assuming the foursquare city was protected by a round wall, four towers marking the cardinal
directions N E S W). Replace 20 furlongs by 30 measures and you have the city called 'The Lord is
there' in the vision of Ezekiel.
Chapter 13 of the Revelation is about the beast, a dragon of the number Six hundred threescore and
six. If this was the circumference of the dragon's den in the depth of the sea from where the beast
emerged, we have a counterpart to the heavenly Jerusalem: circumference 666 units, diameter
practically 212 and radius 106 units, according to a pi sequence
3/1 (plus 22/7) 25/8 47/15 69/22 ... 333/106 ...
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An inscribed irregular hexagon has the sides of practically 118 118 118 118 118 40 units. 118 is the
number of four lunations counted in the old way, 30 29 30 29 sum 118 days. Connect the corners of
the irregular hexagon with five lines of practically 196 units each and you have an open pentagram,
all five lines together 980 units (divisible by the numbers of the seven heads and ten horns of the
dragon), while the opening measures 40 units (again a set of close approximations). If you draw the
open pentagram in a circle you can see five ‘dragon heads’ along the circumference – imagine them
as heads of horned vipers, each with a pair of horns, in all ten horns; then there are two larger
overlapping triangles or ‘dragon heads’ in the middle, in all seven heads.
The pentagram was the emblem of the Pythagoreans, and became a sign of magicians. Goethe's
Faust trapped Mephistopheles with an open pentagram, while Satan tempted Jesus for 40 days in the
desert.
Could the dragon's den go back to a now lost script by Ezekiel?
The heavenly Jerusalem in the Revelation needs neither candles nor the sun – divine light being
woven into the geometry of the Lord's own city, in the form of closed astronomical polygons,
whereas the pentagram of the devil's den is open, unstable, the dragon weaker than God, bound to
lose the final war.
Could this have been the message of the hypothetical script by Ezekiel that would not be lost
entirely but survive as echo in John's Revelation?
While the Gihon spring became the source of a majestic river in Ezekiel, the morning star Venus
personified by an angel (144 cubits tall) showed John "a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal"
(22:1). John's Revelation is the hope for a better world governed by God and Jesus (and,
unfortunately, also by misogyny, although the whore and the seven women on the mountains of the
dragon refer to Babylon and political powers). Water plays again an important role, on the level of
symbols – fresh water vs. the salt water of the sea from where the dragon rose – and as a necessity
of life.
We found the water issue on the Goebekli Tepe and in the Bible, from the Genesis to the Revelation,
hiding in symbols or outspoken, deserving further studies in more detail.
--- acorn and oak tree (poetic formula of the Bible) --Big claims in the Bible can be seen as product of a realistic basis and an inherent potential. For
example the Lord dividing the Red Sea for the escaping Israelites who might have found a way
across a swamp owing to their knowledge of the terrain they had acquired as water engineers and
water workers and saw this knowledge as a gift from above. They were a small group yet had the
potential of becoming a people of 600,000. Or take the molten sea. Nobody could have made a
brass basin that large and heavy – more than five meters across, more than two and a half meters
deep, resting on a dozen oxen also made of brass, and filled with more than fifty thousand liters of
water – as described in 1 Kings 7 and 2 Chronicles 4. The realistic basis here is a stone basin carved
out of the bedrock on the temple mound of Jerusalem, partly clad with hammered brass sheet, and
the inherent potential the combination of two measures of length, the common cubit of 28
fingerbreadths or 7 palms or 21 units or 52.5 centimeters (royal cubit of Egypt in the New
Kingdom) and the second cubit of 22 units or 55 cm. Their combination allowed simple formulae
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for the calculation of the circle and sphere, and of large squares in the field. This method might
have been forgotten in the time the Bible was written, yet the importance of the basin was well
remembered, and turned a modest stone basin into a marvel of brass no metallurgist of the early
Iron Age could possibly have achieved. My interpretation of the molten sea focuses on 1 Kings 7:23
and 2 Chronicles 4:2 and the method of combining two measures of length as inherent potential.
You can hold a tree in the palm of your hand – an acorn with the potential of becoming an oak tree.
--- “strange markings” near Gihon spring (honoring AC CA Hawwa Eve ?) --Near the Gihon spring in David’s town, Jerusalem, “strange markings” have been found

Archaeologists are baffled and ask for the help of the public. Well then. If we consider that Ezekiel
turned the Gihon spring into the source of a majestic river, and John of Patmos into the source of
the river of the water of life, both in their vision of a heavenly Jerusalem, those markings might well
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bear meaning. My proposition: they are signs close to an Aramaic script but arranged and rendered
as a drawing: below a pair of hills, reading from right to left something like AC for an expanse of
land with water, and the signs above a cloud and rain, reading something like CA possibly Cw if
you go around the inscription and read the signs from left to right, CA meaning sky, together AC
CA Hebrew Hawwa ‘mother of all life’ English Eve, alter ego of the fertility giver BRI GID. A
further derivative of AC CA is Latin water Spanish agua. The priestess of AC CA on the Goebekli
Tepe would have implored rain that fills river beds, water holes, wells and springs. Hawwa Eve
would have been her descendant, and might well have been honored with an inscription near the
Gihon spring, mythical source of the river of the water of life …
The recently discovered anchor-like symbols carved on the inside of the large dolmen on the Golan
heights, about four thousand years old, might be a simpler version of the same inscription, the semicircle (instead of a double hill) standing for the earth AC and the straight line for the sky CA in the
form of rain that makes the earth fertile, also invoking the fertility of the goddess for a next life in
the beyond.
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Lascaux 14, more miscellanea, Bible
more miscellanea, still more on the Bible
© 2017 Franz Gnaedinger
a language of symbols (L.H.O.O.Q / Large Glass and Green Box / ready made) // from sunrise to sunrise
(Ionic alphabet mirroring a special day) / Zabur and Mizmor (young David) / Mari (a word on Magdalenian
etymology) / poles of logic / “What does it mean?” (Bob Dylan on Homer’s Odyssey) / fable of Skopje (3
parts) / is 'round' a basic word? (no) / human condition (two perspectives) / origin of psalms (a double
formula) / deep etymology of Rudolf Gerolf Adolf (hypothetical) / word tree and web logic (beyond the
comparative method) / light and luck (an emphatic bridge) / BIR meaning fur (once again) / fable of Uruk
(update involving Arabic) / tohuwabohu (maybe once the heavenly house of Jahwe)

a language of symbols (part 1 – L.H.O.O.Q)
Marcel Duchamp famously infamously added a moustache and goatee to a postcard of the Mona
Lisa, and, at the bottom, the letters L.H.O.O.Q. Pronounce them in French and you get an obscene
phrase: Elle a chaud au cul.
Pronounce them in English and you get LOOK. The very fine ends of the moustache point exactly
to the centers of her pupils. If you look into her eyes (into the left eye, seen from us the right eye in
the center of the circle of her head) you can't see the corners of her mouth clearly anymore, they go
over into the shadows of the corners and cheeks, shifting a little to the sides and upward, the straight
line of her mouth becomes an arc – Mona Lisa smiles, and if you smile yourself you can see her
most beautiful smile, her loving smile ...
Marcel Duchamp used a language of symbols. Air is a symbol of spirit, and warmth a symbol of
liveliness. Let us read the five letters in a spirited way, by adding air, and we obtain this sentence:
Elle a chaud oculaire – she appears lively via her eyes.
The real joke about the seemingly iconoclastic joke of Marcel Duchamp is that he provided the first
real interpretation of the Mona Lisa as an allegory of seeing.
(part 2 – Large Glass and Green Box)
Hypothesis from 1974/75. Marcel Duchamp discovered the meaning of the Mona Lisa painting as
an allegory of seeing, wondered why nobody else did, and made the general incomprehension the
topic of his Large Glass and Green Box.
LA MARIEE MISE A NU / PAR SES CELIBATAIRES / MEME / MARCEL DUCHAMP
Mona Lisa vue par ses spectateurs m’aime, sourit à moi, Léonard de Vinci
The bride stripped bare by her bachelors, even, Marcel Duchamp
Mona Lisa seen by her viewers loves me, smiles at me, Leonardo da Vinci
The painting, destined for the general public, is only understood by the artist.
La mariée, the bride in the upper panel --- Mona Lisa, the painting, also the Large Glass itself
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as a hanged one --- the Mona Lisa painting hangs in the Louvre
shadow of a shadow --- the painting is the colorful ‘shadow’ of a woman, and the bride of the Large
Glass an anatomical-mechanical ‘shadow’ of Leonardo’s painting (anatomy and mechanics having
been among Leonardo's fields of interest)
Milky Way --- emanations of the Mona Lisa in the mind of the public
three sieves --- her facial expression depending on and responding to our changing mood (when we
patiently look into her eyes on subsequent days and weeks)
ses célibataires, her bachelors in the lower panel --- her viewers
nine uniforms --- their various professions
lightning gas filling them — their professional formations
plane of uniforms --- language
sled --- human mind
right parallelepiped --- conscious mind
runners — unconscious mind
lead weights --- our needs an wishes, rising, then falling ‘heels
over head’ when satisfied and fulfilled, making the sled move
chocolate grinder --- body, organism
rollers --- organs
one dimension --- seeing, thinking
two dimensions --- language, also a picture (visual language)
three dimensions --- body, reality
four dimensions — eros, art
rotations --- organic (inner) life
movements --- activities
3 and 9 --- all and every
straight and round --- are like thinking and feeling
stoppages étalon, standard stoppages, threads one meter long each, held outstretched in a height of
one meter, then let fallen, forming different lines on the floor --- we all, equal unequal
water --- life
chocolate --- organic matter
solid matter --- existence
metals and ceramics --- human existence
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glass --- work of art (pictures filling a mirror or a window pane)
air and illuminating gas --- spirit (ruach pneuma spiritus)
tobacco --- stimulating (but please don’t begin smoking)
perfume --- seductive
warmth --- liveliness
right side --- what happens when we look at a painting, the Mona Lisa panting, or the Large Glass
boxing match --- initial problem of getting into the picture via empathy
water drops --- our life we project into the picture, getting quiet, waking up the woman to a
meditative half-life
sculpture of drops --- the various interpretations
their aim --- the meaning of the picture
eye witnesses --- Leonardo da Vinci, Marcel Duchamp, we in their wake
(part 3 – ready made)
Marcel Duchamp is best known for his ready mades. He took anything, placed it into a gallery or a
museum, and it became art ... However, this is a popular misunderstanding. The ready mades
convey meaning in the context of Marcel Duchamp's language of symbols and not as objects per se.
Consider for example the Bottle Rack or Bottle Dryer, a metal rack on which empty washed bottles
were stuck for drying. Metal symbolizes the human existence, glass a work of art, water life - the
Bottle Dryer is Marcel Duchamp's inverse representation of a museum where pictures hang, drying,
losing their life, withering away ...
Interpreting the ready mades in Duchamp's language of symbols can reveal irony but also bitter
comments on a society depriving large parts of the population from a satisfying life.
He himself found satisfaction in art – in art as a form of life. Why did he move to Buenos Aires?
The name of that metropole means Good Airs, promising inspiration.
Keep the symbols in mind and make your own discovery.
from sunrise to sunrise (Ionic alphabet mirroring a special day)
Milet on the Ionian coast of Anatolia was the home of important mathematicians, astronomers, and
natural philosophers. Imagine that one of them developed the Ionic alphabet some 2,700 years ago,
24 letters that also had numerical values, from Alpha = 1 via via Thaeta = 8 and Pi = 16 to Omega =
24, and that he tried to synchronize the 24 letters with the 24 hours of a special day, summer
solstice, June 21 in our calendar, 24 hours from June 21 at 4 o'clock to June 22 at 4 o'clock
June 21, early morning, 4 o'clock, beginning of hour 1, hour Alpha (a)
June 21, midday, 12 o'clock, end of hour 8, hour Thaeta (th)
June 21, evening, 20 o'clock, end of hour 16, hour Pi (p)
June 22, early morning, 4 o'clock, end of hour 24, hour Omega (long o)
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June 21, early morning, 4 o'clock, beginning of hour 1 or hour Alpha: just before dawn, bright
Aldebaran hovers above the eastern horizon, main star in Taurus 'Bull', from TOR for bull in
motion. Aleph then Alpha represented the head of an ox (that can still be seen when you turn our A
upside down). This might originally have been a reference to Aldebaran, and to Baal as golden sun
calf rising from the tree of life in the morning. The Minoan Baal was later identified with Zeus.
Aldebaran and the Pleiads were the Golden Gate of Babylonian astronomy, passed by sun and moon
and planets.
June 21, midday, 12 o'clock, end of hour 8 or hour Thaeta: now the sun reaches the highest point in
the sky, not only the one of the day but also of the year. In some cases the Thaeta was given as a
tiny circle with a central dot, which also was the hieroglyph of the supreme Egyptian god Ra who
manifested himself in the solar disc. In most other cases, the early Thaeta was a tiny circle with an
inscribed cross, together known as ringcross, according to my studies the emblem of the supreme
sky and weather god. TYR means to overcome in the double sense of rule and give, emphatic
Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhlem Larfeld) Homeric
Zeus. PAS means everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, in all
five places, wherefrom Greek pas pan 'all, every' and pente penta- 'five'. TYR PAS named the
supreme sky and weather god who overcame everybody everywhere in weather and time that rule
our lives but are also given to us so that we make the best of them. TYR PAS would have been
visualized by the ringcross of the Bronze Age. A strongly polished version became French temps
'weather, time', TYR PAS English time and PAS TYR English weather. Greek theos 'god' begins
with a Thaeta and derived from DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able. Zeus was a most
able one, supreme god in the Greek pantheon.
June 21, evening, 20 o'clock, end of hour 16 or hour Pi: the sun disappeared below the western
horizon. One version of the early Pi that survived in the classical Greek alphabet can be seen as a
high narrow gate, so the setting sun passed an imaginary gate in disappearing. Pi from periphaeres
'circular, round' wherefrom English periphery named the circumference and then also the number of
the circle, here the circle of the 24 hours that were mirrored in the Ionic alphabet of 24 letters.
June 22, early morning, end of hour 24 or hour Omega: in the archaic alphabet from Thera, 7th
century BC, the long o was given as a circle with a central dot, hieroglyph of Ra in Egypt,
whereupon the Omega, apparently invented in Milet, evokes the solar disc rising from the horizon,
and the lower case the solar disc on the horns of Hathor, Egyptian goddess in her emanation of the
heavenly cow (especially on an Egyptian standard). The wife of Zeus had been cow-eyed Hera,
descendant of the Divine Hind from Altamira who called life into existence, also moon bulls, thus
creating time, lunations or synodic months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days. As
Divine Hind Woman she appeared in Orion below Aldebaran where the moon bulls waited to go on
their heavenly mission, while the sun passes the Golden Gate framed by Aldebaran and the Pleiads.
From Alpha to Omega, from dawn to dawn, from sunrise to sunrise, while the letters of the Ionic
alphabet allowed to tell what happens in a day, and from day to day ... Is it a coincidence that the
Iliad and Odyssey have each 24 books?
Now let us consider the numbers 1 8 16 24. As beginning of hour 1 (early morning on the summer
solstice) and end of hour 8 (midday) and end of hour 16 (later evening) and end of hour 24 (early
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morning again) they divide a cycle of 24 hours into 8 plus 8 plus 8 hours. Another arrangement of
the same numbers makes them grow beyond a day in a pattern that can be prolonged
1=1x1
1+8=3x3
1 + 8 + 16 = 5 x 5
1 + 8 + 16 + 24 = 7 x 7
We have then a circular movement in the hours of a day mirrored in the Ionic alphabet, and a linear
one in a sequence of days and in a written text …
As for the early morning of the summer solstice, also the glorious rotunda of Lascaux represents
that moment of the year, the red mare rising above the ledge symbolizing the midsummer sun rising
above the horizon, and the proud white bull by her side a full moon occurring at the same time,
ideal start of an eight-year period in the lunisolar calendar of Lascaux.
Zabur and Mizmor (young David)
Zabur for a book, especially a book of psalms, might go back to SAI BIR, life SAI fur BIR, Greek
zao 'I live' and byrsa 'hide, fur, leather'. BIR also named a well as fur place where fur and leather
bags were filled with water, consider Hebrew beer 'well'. A book may be regarded as a well of
information, wisdom, and a book of psalms as a well of spiritual life. Greek psallein 'to pluck, pluck
a harp, sing a psalm' accounts for English psalm. Young David, by then a shepard, plucked his harp
for king Saul and thus "refreshed" him, gave him back the spiritual life Saul had lost.
How we love music, and what power it has.
Mizmor could perhaps go back to MmOS AMA REO, offspring MmOS mother AMA river REO
MmOS Miz

AMA REO MA Ri Mo R

and name a Son of the Mother (goddess) of Rivers, a Son of Mari, or Sons and Daughters of Mari,
short for a collection of psalms by one or several scribes from Mari that may have inspired David
and other authors of the Bible (dvd David, from DA PAD, away from DA activity of feet PAD,
delivered from the paw of the Egyptian lion, delivered from the paw of the Hittite bear, delivered
from the ‘paw’ of the Philistine giant Goliath).
Mari, modern Tell Hariri on the western bank of the Euphrates River in Syria, close to the border
with Iraq, was a wealthy city state (until devastated by Hammurabi). An important trading route led
from Mari via Tadmor (Palmyra), Damascus and Palestine to the Red Sea. Mari was famous, also
for her singers and musicians and scribes, among them women. Singers and musicians from Mari
traveled far, even some 350 kilometers to Ebla. One might look for traces of the hypothetical
anthology of psalms in the written legacy of Mari – 20,000 inscribed clay tablets, only one fourth of
them published (in 1990).
Cyrus H. Gordon makes a connection between Mari and the Bible. Mural paintings from the days of
Hammurabi (c.1704-1662 BC) show a goddess (also known from seals) in her flauncing dress that
is covered with scallops of many colors - "This may be the type of formal robe that Jacob gave his
son Joseph: the 'coat of many colours'" (Cyrus H. Gordon, Adventures in the Nearest East, Phoenix
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London 1957). I haven't seen the murals (nor a seal in a sufficiently large reproduction) so I can't
say whether the woman represents a river goddess. But a sculpture does!
A 140 cm high statue of a standing woman holding before her womb a vase out of which flew
water, actual water from a hidden source in the base, her robe falling in waves from her waist along
her legs where the cloth is decorated with vertical wavy lines (old photographs indicate fine colored
grooves) – that statue was found in the royal palace and may be the river goddess AMA REO who
named Mari ... As for Jacob, he is known for his well, and Joseph interpreted Pharaoh's river
dreams and thus helped Egypt survive a famine of seven years.
If a lost anthology of psalms by a Son of Mari, or by Sons and Daughters of Mari inspired David
and other authors of the Bible, then the middle part of David's first psalm, 1:3, could have been
quoted from the lost source: "And he (the godly one) shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of
water, that bringeth forth his fruit in his season; his leaf shall also not wither (Hebrew fade); and
whatsoever he doeth will prosper."
Did joung David find himself in those lines he may have heard from a traveler? and hope that his
own songs may not fade? Imagine him playing a lyra, maybe accompanying the glittering wavelets
of a small river somewhere in the hills of Gibea ...
PS 'David' may have been a collective name for the hill dwellers who were spared from the
metaphorical paw of the Egyptian lion, Hittite bear, and Philistine giant. A statue from Mari shows
the singer Ur-Nanshe with feminine features (maybe an eunuch) playing a (missing) lyra; an inlay a
smiling woman wearing a cylinder seal, emblem of a scribe. The peculiar headgear of the river
goddess from Mari (excavation André Parrot) evokes a turtle, the beads on her neck turtle eggs; the
turtle according to Marija Gimbutas an emanation of the life-giving goddess.
REO named rivers like the Rha Volga, Rhenus Rhine, Rhodanus Rhone. The ancient peoples were
closer than one might believe, still embedded in a slowly melting common stratum of the Ice Age.
Mari (a word on Magdalenian etymology)
Magdalenian etymologies are multi-dimensional and rely for a good part on visual language. (A
simple hunch is not enough.) They go along with the physiology of speaking
SAI BIR zabur MmOS AMA REO mizmor
Proncounce a compound silently, over and over (going through all the motions but without giving
voice), and check whether you can approach the word in question. If you pronounce the compound
normally, giving voice, it is kept stable, but when you do it silently, the compound is de-coupled
from the phonetical system, and now can shift, either slowly (gradually), or it remains stable for a
while and then shifts abruptly (called punctuation in biological evolution). (From my experiments
of meanwhile a dozen years I conclude that words are fixed to their place within what I call the
verbal morphospace by the phonetical system, an outward impetus absorbed by mild oscillations; a
hypothesis which might one day be testable neurologically.)
Furthermore, Magdalenian etymologies can only satisfy if they are coherent and make sense.
Dubbing a book of psalms a well of spiritual life, and naming it as work by sons and daughters of
Mari, town of the mother goddess of rivers, not only pleases my sense for metaphors but also
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widens the avenue of research: more possible connections between Mari and the Bible in the
making.
poles of logic
For my 21st birthday I got a book on the philosophy of quantum physics. A footnote said that the
basic formula of mathematics p = p (or was it q = q ?) has not yet been examined. So I went for it.
A couple of years later I found this answer. The formula a = a is the ideal of technology: things are
the same (one brick like the other) and remain unchanged (neither cracking in the summer heat nor
soaking in the rain). Whereas in life and the real world no things are absolutely identical, and
nothing remains unchanged forever. An apple is an apple, but one apple may be small and red,
another big and yellow, and what if the apple is eaten? Then I found Goethe's formula 'All is equal,
all unequal ...' (Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre, Aus Makariens Archiv, originally planned for the
center of the novel; also in Maximen und Reflexionen). Goethe applied his 'ever turning key' to the
metamorphoses of plants and animals, and when interpreting a work of art (essay Heidelberg). The
same formula was known as contraposto in statues, and is all-deciding in Shakespeare (alter ego of
Edward de Vere).
What about Galileo who famously wrote that the book of nature is written in the language of
mathematics? Well, we deciphered only the first lines on the first page of the first volume on the
first shelf in the first hall of the divine library.
Goedel is hard to follow, yet in the light of the two 'poles' of logic we can render his basic insights
in a simple manner: mathematical logic can't really be separated from the other side of logic.
Mathematicians wring ever more theorems from the equal side of the infinite, which, equal unequal
in itself, marks the logical 'equator'. Goedel shocked the mathematical community of his time, yet in
hindsight he freed mathematics from the rigor mortis axiomaticus: we can't derive all theorems and
proofs from a given set of axioms, instead we need ever more ideas, new ideas that make
mathematics bloom like never before.
“What does it mean?” (Bob Dylan on Homer’s Odyssey)
Fifty years ago we read long passages of Homer’s Odyssey in the original Greek. I loved the
language, and the dramatic arrival of the hero on the shore of the Phaeacians, followed by an idyllic
morning (end of book 5 and beginning of book 6). But what does it all mean? And now Bob Dylan
asks the same question in his Nobel speech.
A first clue came from Eberhard Zangger in the early 1990s. He interprets Odysseus’ arrival in the
land of the Phaeacians as a time travel to an early Troy. When Odysseus hears the blind singer
Daemodokos ‘Teacher of People’ tell (or prophesy) the fall of Troy, he realizes where he is and
what a lovely place he destroyed (or will destroy in the time perspective of the Phaeacians), and
can’t help weeping. Then he falls in a deep sleep and his carried home in a swift ship that starts like
a stallion.
From here I took over. Odysseus returns home and sleeps on the Argivian shore. (Ithaca would have
been an old name of the Peloponnese and especially the Argolis, ITA CA, young bull ITA sky CA,
land under the sky of the young Zeus bull, a name surviving in a relatively small island off the
Peloponnese; ATI CA Attica, under the sky of the mature Zeus bull.) A long series of dreams brings
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him back to Troy – Troy in disguise, blended with other places and periods of time. First he meets
the one-eyed giant Polyphem ‘Much Famous’ who resembles more a wooded mountain top than a
man who eats bread – Homeric symbol of Troy, his one eye the acropolis overlooking the wide river
plain, his body downtown Troy VIIa that provided protected shelter for 5,000 to 10,000 people, his
den the harbor on the Besik bay, and his goats and sheep foreign ships paying high fees, taxes and
tributes. While the Achaean ships are symbolized by horses, their improvised harbor east of where
the Simoeis mouthed into the Dardanelles between mosquito infested swamps. And the reason of
the Trojan war? tin from Central Asia bound to pass the Dardanelles where the Trojans laid hands
on the precious cargo – tin personified by beautiful Helen of the white arms and glittering long
robes, abducted by a Trojan prince …
In his final dream Odysseus reaches the Phaeacians, and then he sleeps deeply, arriving home for
good. On the next morning Athene, Homeric symbol of the course history takes, obliges him to
cope with those who profit from the land without meeting their obligations (suitors of Penelope /
Peloponnese).
Most appealing in Dylan is what I call to myself a wild longing. Now I am surprised that he was
inspired by three ‘dark’ books: Moby Dick, All Quiet On The Western Front, and the Odyssey. But
maybe this goes together? the hope and fears of the 1960s in the wake of the second World War?
My own time found a voice in Bob Dylan.
fable of Skopje (1/3)
Kyklops (Küklops) English Cyclops was a one-eyed giant of Greek mythology, most famous
Polyphem in Homer's Odyssey who resembled more a wooded mountain top than a man who eats
bread. Polyphem is the Homeric symbol of Troy – Troy in disguise, revisited by Odysseus in a
dream: his eye the acropolis of Troy overlooking the wide river plain, his body downtown Troy
VIIa that provided protected shelter for 5,000 to 10,000 people, his den the harbor on the Besik bay,
his goats and sheep foreign ships obliged to pay high fees and taxes (while the Achaean ships are
symbolized by horses, resting in a provisional harbor east of where the Simoeis mouthed into the
Dardanelles between mosquito infested swamps (consider the malaria episode in the Iliad).
The name Kyklops overforms CO OC LOP that indicated the organization of an early town:
attentive mind CO, right eye OC, enveloping hedge, fence, palisade or wall LOP – in the center the
ruler of the focused mind CO surrounded by guards of the open eyes OC along the palisade or
cyclopic wall LOP ...
CO OC LOP also accounts for Proto-Indo-European *kwekwlos 'wheel’, for Greek kyklos 'circle,
ring, eye, wheel, ringwall' Sanskrit chakra 'wheel' English wheel, in reference to a priest wheeling
around an early town on a horse drawn cart, enforcing the palisade or wall with magic spells and
incantations.
A longer form of CO OC LOP would have been AS CO OC LOP, the additional AS meaning
upward
upward AS to the ruler of the focused mind CO
surrounded by guards of the open eyes OC
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along the palisade or cyclopic wall LOP
that envelops a fortified Bronze Age fortress
on top of a hill
A derivative of this compound might have named a hypothetical Bronze Age fortress of the hill of
Skopie
AS CO OC LOP

S CO P Skopje

Further derivatives are Greek skopia 'elevation, vantage point, (little) hill' and skopeo 'I look out,
look around, observe, examine, think about'.
(2/3)
Modern bronze contains five per cent of tin. Mycenaean bronze required up to twelve or even
fifteen per cent. However, there is no tin in Greece. Tin came from Central Asia and was bound to
pass the Dardanelles where the Trojans laid hands on the precious cargo.
The Greek bards (whose material was later compiled by Homer 1 into the Iliad and by Homer 2 into
the Odyssey) personified tin, by then most valuable, as beautiful Helen, her white arms tin ingots,
her glittering long robes she made herself the glittering tin ore cassitterite, while her abduction by a
Trojan prince symbolizes the confiscation of tin that was destined for the Achaeans – reason of a
series of conflicts that finally escalated into what we know as Trojan war.
Those conflicts began in the second millennium BC. The Helladic rulers of the Argolis looked out
for an alternative tin trail, and found this one: from the rich tin mines of southwestern Britain via
Falera and Olivone in the Swiss Alps to the Adria, and then on the seaway to the Peloponnese and
the Argolis.
The mountain of Olivone, overlooking the pasture of Olivone and Valle di Blenio evokes a oneeyed giant when the first sun rays illuminate its top. The big menhir on the pasture of Olivone and
the biggest menhir at Falera resemble each other. The hill of Falera is covered in tumbled cyclopic
blocks of a small Bronze Age forteress. Among them was found a bronze needle or scepter, the oval
plaquette at the top of a long bronze rod decorated with a double ring of bosses, from between 1800
and 1500 BC. The bosses encode a lunisolar calendar, a calendar, the same calendar as the one
encoded in the gold lozenge from Bush Barrow near Stonehenge, while the double ring of bosses
has a parallel in the double ring of the Stonehenge calendar. Note also that the Archer of Stonehenge
came from the Alps. (The calendar topic is too complex to be explained here, but you may consult
the pages on Falera, Stonehenge, and Blenio via my homepage)
Also the Bronze Age rulers of the Thessaloniki (Therme) region established an alternative tin trail:
from the Ore Mountains in Bohemia via Skopje to the mouthing of the Axios, Macedonian Vardar,
and built a cyclopic stronghold on the hill of Skopje that served as caravanserai for the soldiers and
mules wandering along the trail.
(3/3)
MUC NOS Mykonos Mycene
bull MUC mind NOS
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island and stronghold of those
who follow the mind NOS of the Zeus bull MUC
– the Zeus bull's mind MUC NOS
MUC TON Macedonia
bull MUC to make oneself heard TON
land of those who worship the Zeus bull MUC
who makes himself heard TON
Zeus was the supreme sky and weather god. He made himself heard via rolling thunder, German
Donner – close derivatives of TON.
The wealthy and mighty Bronze Age rulers of the Thessaloniki region believed in the Zeus bull who
made himself heard. They were called Makedanoi. Being tall and slender they accounted for Greek
makednos 'tall, slender' while the meanings 'long, high' refer to rolling thunder heard for a long time
high up in the sky ...
Hattusas, capital of the Hittite Empire, was another mighty cyclops: his eye the acropolis Büyükkale
'Great Citadel', his body the fortified village Bogazköy (Bo:azköy) or Bogazkale (Bo:azkale) 'Big
Fortress'
CO OC LOP

CO LO

CO OC LOP

CO O

Ca Le
CO y

Kale
Köy

Hattus, original form of Hattusa(s), derives from KOD DhAG, KOD meaning tent or hut, present in
many derivatives, among them citadel and city, while DhAG means able, good in the sense of able,
naming the mighty rulers but also their pantheon of innumerable deities.
Troy became a vassal of Hattusas between 1290 and 1280 BC. The Hittite Empire was weakened
from within around 1200 BC. Polyphem was alone when Odysseus alias Outis 'Nobody' and his
men arrived. No neighboring Cyclops helped him. The acropolis of Troy VIIa burned in the summer
of 1184 BC. Polyphem was blinded (drastic Homeric symbolism). Thracian tribes destroyed
Hattusas in 1180 BC, ending the Hittite Empire.
The alternative tin trails were no longer needed and given up. Later on the Romans built a fortress
of their own on the hill of Scupi (Skopje), using the material of the Bronze Age buildings. A couple
of centuries later an earthquake destroyed it completely. Hereupon the Turcs built their impressive
Kale on the hill of Üsküp (Skopje) that reminds of Hattusas and served as caravanserai in the time
of the Ottoman Empire.
is 'round' a basic word? (no)
Magdalenian offers TYR for the one who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give, whence
emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld)
Homeric Zeus, then a title for a lord and finally a generic title for every man, French Sieur monsieur
English Sire Sir German Herr. Inverse RYT means spear thrower, archer, Greek rhytaer 'archer,
protector'. Picture a group of archers on top of a hill, a ringwall, a tower, shooting arrows in all
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directions – the arrows flying in radial directions named the radii of a circle and spokes of a Latin
rota German Rad 'wheel', Greek rhedae 'wagon of four wheels'. Consider also the arm bone radius
turning in the elbow. A rudder prolongs the forearm including radius and the hand. A candle flame
radiates light, metaphorical arrows flying in all directions, brightening a room all around. From here
we get Latin rotundus French rotonde German Rondell, English round German rund French ronde
Italian rondo ronda. Latin radix English root names a metaphorical arrow shooting downward into
the soil (consider the botanical shoot, and the upshot in wickerwork). An arrow is basically a rod
German Rute, cut for example from a hazel bush. A wound inflicted by a rhytaer 'archer' releases
blood that is erythros 'red'. RYT also accounted for German Ritter 'knight' and for the item Ross und
Reiter 'horse and rider', originally archers, emphatic Ross a parallel to TYR emphatic Sseyr Sseus
Zeus (supreme Greek god, and the horse the emblematic Indo-European animal). The overcomer
TYR as riding archer RYT has the say, is the rhaetor 'speaker, politician', German reden 'speak'
Rede 'speech' Redner 'speaker' – consider also the Homeric formula of words flying out from the
enclosure (fence, wall) of the teeth. Greek rhaethos 'army line, face' names for example the first and
second and third ... line of archers, and may also refer to the eyes that send out arrow-like rays of
vision (old understanding of the visual process). Finally we have roads on which riders moved
along, and wagons rolled on wheels, Latin rotae German Räder for wheels, Greek rhedae for a
wagon of four wheels.
The origin of RYT might have been of an onomatopoeic nature: imitating the sound of a rushing
arrow and its impact.
Language grew from a small vocabulary via associations and metaphors, and marvellously succeeds
in describing ever more of the world.
human condition (two perspectives)
Musicians failed combining pure chords and free modulation. Either we have beautiful soultouching pure chords but are limited to a few neighboring keys, or we can freely modulate from one
to any other key for the disadvantage of slightly impure chords.
Homer 1 of the Iliad said that all is determined by the gods, whereupon Homer 2 of the Odyssey
contradicted: we can't hold the gods responsible for everything.
Leonardo da Vinci answered the question of the free or bound will in his wall painting of the Last
Supper at Milan. Is Judas guilty? Yes, he betrayed Jesus for thirty coins of silver, and no, for he was
a pawn in the divine plan of saving humankind – Jesus died not because of Judas alone but for the
sins of us all. The disciples indicate the betrayer, expose and even menace him, as if subconsciously,
but they can't push him out of the picture space, for the long table holds him back like a barrier. And
there is a double perspective: standing below the painting we look on the table from above.
Are we free in our decisions or is our life determined? We always have to consider both
perspectives.
Another double perspective is found in the background of the Mona Lisa painting, allegory of
seeing: we look at one lake from the front, and on the other lake from above – which had been
pointed out as a symptom of a schizophrenia but is in fact part of the human condition: God alone
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understands the world as one; for us human beings it breaks apart into at least two contradictory but
mutually indispensable perspectives.
Galilei famously wrote that the book of nature is written in the language of mathematics. Well, but
we deciphered only the first lines on the first page of the first volume on the first shelf in the first
hall of the divine library.
God may understand all of nature in mathematical terms, while for us logic falls apart into
mathematics, logic of building and maintaining, techno-logic based on the formula a = a and the
wider logic of equal unequal inherent in life and language. Goethe: All is equal, all unequal ...
Trying to merge mathematics and language deprives the former of its power and the latter of its life.
Instead of deploring the two perspectives we may consider them poles of creativity, poles that put
up the world.
origin of psalms (a double formula)
The origin of psalms might have been Magdalenian double formulae, for example this one
SAI IAS
KAI DOM
SAI for life, existence
IAS for healing, also health and salvation
KAI for building a good camp
DOM for camp, here an emphatic doubling
About life SAI and health IAS
cares the builder of a good camp KAI,
a camp serving as home DOM
Life can flourish in a good camp, the inhabitants are save, a well chosen sunny place in the vicinity
of running water or a spring or a well keeps them healthy.
The first line SAI IAS may account for Hebrew hayah and variants 'exist, I am', Urdu and Persian
haya 'life' and Arabic hayaat 'life'. A form of Hebrew hayah is part of the answer God gave Moses in
Exodus 3:14
I am that I am
In the light of SAI IAS we get a more informative answer. God is the one providing life and health
and salvation. Life and health, all in all, prevail over death and illness.
David, quotes from the psalms 16:11 and 6:2 and 20:5
Thou wilt shew me the path of life
O Lord, heal me
We will rejoice in thy salvation
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Turning SAI IAS around we get another line
IAS SAI
which, in a shortened form, may have named Isa, better known as Jesus, life and love, healer of
people on his mission of saving humankind.
KAI DOM, the second line of the double formula, may have accounted for Chayyim Chaim Haim
'life, alive (and healthy)' via an overforming that would have survived in oral traditions until it was
fixed in writing in the Middle Ages
KAI DOM

KAI ..M

KAI yyM

KAyyIM (metathesis)

...

DOM accounts for Greek domos and Latin domus that both mean house, also for German Dom
'cathedral, a big church wherein one can pray for a long life in good health, for salvation and a place
in heaven. Full quote of psalm 16:11
Thou wilt shew me the path of life:
in thy presence is fullness of joy;
at thy right hand there are pleasures
for evermore.
While the words got softer, maybe along the line
SAI.IAS KAI.DOM

hayah kheyem

the worldly double formula, burgeoning in early psalms, implored help from above, turning the
former builder of a good camp into God, a divine presence felt or experienced in life and health and
salvation.
deep etymology of Rudolf Gerolf Adolf (hypothetical)
RYT meaning spear thrower, archer, has many derivatives, among them Greek rhytaer 'archer,
protector, guard', and a figure of Celtic mythology, Ruadan of the infallible spears. OLP naming the
wealth and power concentrated in a fortified settlement (POL polis Bollwerk bulwark) has a
derivative in Greek olbos 'luck, blessing, salvation, riches, power'. Together we obtain RYT OLP for
someone guarding and defending the wealth and riches concentrated in a fortified settlement,
overformed by the later name Rudolf meaning Famous Wolf.
RYT OLP Rudolf has a parallel in GER OLP Gerolf, Ger an old word for spear, also present in GER
MAN Germane English German, he holding a spear in his right hand MAN. The former title GER
OLP was overformed by the name Gerolf meaning Spear Wolf. What is a spear wolf? maybe the
one leading an attack in the sense of spearhead, whereupon the pack follows? By the way, German
Rudel 'pack' is a further derivative of RYT.
AD meaning toward is present in Latin ad, and in compounds like ad-cedere accedere, ad-cessus
accessus access, ad-count account. AD OLP would have been a title for those who have access to
the wealth and power concentrated in a fortified settlement, accounting for German Adel 'nobility'
AD OLP AD OL AD aL Adel, edel
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and would later have been overformed by the given name Adolf meaning Noble Wolf.
No consensus has been reached about the origin of Adel. Some propose odel for the possession of a
noble family, which others contest. Maybe the above rump form AD OL accounts for both Old High
German adal 'nobility' and their possession AD OL odal.
word tree and web logic (beyond the comparative method)
Magdalenian visualizes a word tree with big and medium and small branches, twigs and twiglets,
whereas the comparative method looks at thousands of twiglets, each supposed to have a root of its
own, which makes it hard to relate words. Latin habere 'have' habent 'they have' and German haben
'have' sie haben 'they have' are incompatible with the sound laws of the comparative method, and so
are Greek theos Latin deus, and the six homonyms of *bher-. These and many more unnatural
separations are an artifact of the comparative method, of an approach that has a limited range of
validity as any other scientific theory outside of mathematics and mathematical logic.
Sound laws are just rules that retrodict main outcomes of sound shifts, and are not the real thing but
outward approximations to the neurology and physiology of speaking.
A further problem is that Proto-forms make the silent assumption that recent words had always been
single words. Magdalenian reveals that many words and names are polished compounds and even
formulae. Proto-forms render them – and Magdalenian words in general – as blurred shadows
behind frosted glass.
Fixing them with ever more diacritics doesn't help. Words need breathing space and freedom, so
they can come dance along, twist and shake, shift and oscillate. The Magdalenian notation gives
them that freedom.
Compounds and formulae, most often double formulae, require more than the model of a word tree:
web logic. The human brain contains one hundred billion neurons (one followed by eleven zeroes),
each connected with one thousand other neurons. This high degree of complexity corresponds
mathematically to a space of twelve dimensions. How many dimensions are needed for the neural
web of words? In any case, the tree logic and pioneering web logic of Magdalenian are a step
beyond the rather linear logic of the comparative method.
PS Recently I heard that every neuron in the human brain is connected with 100,000 to 200,000
other words,
Which would account for a vrtual space of way more than a dozen dimensions.
(Sound laws that artificially separate related words are not binding for me. The other way round.
Magdalenian may eventually widen out understanding of sound shifts and modify the alleged sound
laws, make them compatible with the evolutionary model of a word tree and web logic.)
(continuation)
While the comparative method artificially separates related words, it sometimes makes dubious
connections when the origin of a word is unknown. German Rudel 'pack' and Rotte 'horde, gang,
mob; in earlier centuries relatively small units of a regular army' are not explained. It has been
suggested that Rotte might be a derivative of *reup- 'break' and have a cognate in Italian rompere
'break' rotto rotta 'broken' and refer to an army broken up in small fighting groups. However,
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German zusammenrotten 'gang up,form a mob' indicates the contrary: coming together instead of
breaking up.
What is the origin of *reup- 'break' (Mallory and Adams 2006) ? I propose ROP for club, Greek
ropalon 'club'. Among the derivatives of ROP *reup- are not only Italian rompere rotta but also
German (ver)rotten English rot and rotten (completely broken, no inner structure left). Whereas
RYT for spear thrower, archer, accounts for German Rotte, and, via the hunting strategy gleaned
from wolves, for German Rudel 'pack'. A memory of that hunting strategy survives in Gerolf 'Spear
Wolf' in the sense of spearhead, leader of an attack, German Speerspitze the analogous (collective)
military term. In a hunting pack the 'spear' wolf carries out the first bite, whereupon the other
wolves close in. A Magdalenian chief hunter applied the all deciding first blow or stab, whereupon
the minor hunters closed in for the kill (infered from cave drawings).
The wolf-hunter-soldier connection facilitated the overformings GER OLP Gerolf 'Spear Wolf' and
RYT OLP Rudolf 'Famous Wolf' (as explained previously), while the confusion between rotta and
Rotte was made easy by a factual affinity: spear throwers could also have armed themselves with
clubs. Yet when we trace the words back to Magdalenian there is a clear difference: rotta from ROP
*reup-, and Rotte from RYT, a mighty branch of the Indo-European word tree.
(conclusion)
The comparative method served linguistics well by recognizing similarities between words of
different languages and developing a set of rules that explain them. Now the time has come for the
next step: recognizing branches of the Indo-European word tree, instead of being stuck with
twiglets, each given a root of its own. I guess the founders of the comparative method would agree,
and would love to see their feu sacré being rekindled, and their pioneering spirit revived in a young
generation.
I consider Magdalenian a natural expansion of the comparative method: from twiglets to branches
of the word tree, and from the linear logic of single words to a web logic involving compounds and
formulae. We don't own the truth but we can approach it: by leaving certainties and making a step
into the unknown. This may be frightening for some people. For me it is an adventure of the mind,
experienced in the safety of my home.
light and luck (an emphatic bridge)
Magdalenian proposes LIC for light and luck. Both meanings are still paired in a Greek word, then
they slowly drift apart, but not very far from each other.
Greek has leukos 'shining, bright, blank; clear; white; pale; bringing luck'. Latin has lux 'light,
brightness; shine; sunlight, daylight; day; light of celestial bodies; light of life German Lebenslicht,
life; eyesight German Augenlicht; light of the mind, clarity; (light of the) public; salvation' / Italian
luce and felice / Spanish luz and feliz / French lumière (lux lumen) and felicité 'happiness' // English
light and luck / German Licht und Glück, Middle German luc (aphetic form of gelucke) / Dutch
licht und geluk / Old Norse ljo:s for light while Richard Fester gave a norse word lykka in the
context of luck.
Finnish has loisto 'shine, luster' (LIC lois- lus-), also liekki 'flame' and likka 'girl' – a girl may have
been a promise of luck and happiness for a young Finn, while a young Swiss can dub his girlfriend
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he is madly in love with miini Flamme 'my flame'. Czech has lesk 'shine, luster' and laska 'love'.
Turkish has isik (ishik) 'light' and ask (ashk) 'love', maybe softened rump forms of lisik and lask, the
latter via Arabic?
As a boy in bed at night I loved the small stripe of light under my door connecting me with the
parents who were still up. I loved the candles on the Christmas tree. I love the summer light of the
strong reflexes, the sun shining through the gold green canopy of leaves in a beech forest, watching
the glittering wavelets in a river with a funny woman by my side. Those were and are forms of luck
for me, also moments when I get aware of the luck of being alive.
What relief it must have been for a Magdalenian who got surprised by the night and finally saw the
glimmer of the fire marking and protecting the entrance of his cave shelter. What feeling of luck
when the sun rose in the morning, when it climbed ever higher in spring, and when midsummer
arrived, as represented in the glorious rotunda of Lascaux: the red mare rising above the ledge
symbolizing the midsummer sun rising above the horizon, the proud white bull by her side a full
moon occurring at the same time, ideal start of an eight-year period in the lunisolar calendar of
Lascaux (the flying lances pointing at the horse's head calendar ideograms).
Nowadays that we have electric light midsummer lost its former meaning. By then it was a happy
time of warmth and abundance, a period of light and luck. The menhirs at Yeverdon-Clendy in
Western Switzerland comprise in my reading a midsummer corridor that once led into the middle of
the lake from where the midsummer sun rose, and indicates a midsummer love-in. Midsummer
festivals that celebrated light and luck, life and love and fertility might have been common in the
ancient world.
BIR meaning fur (once again)
Marija Gimbutas, in her book Civilization of the Goddess, refers to the Greek philosopher
Porphyrios (AD c233-c304) who wrote that a newborn was placed on a bear fur, and says that this
ancient custom survived in East Slavic regions until the twentieth century, also that in Lithuania a
woman giving birth is still called a she-bear. From the Vinca (Vincha) culture we have bear
figurines, fifth millennium BC, among them a mother holding her baby between her arms, both
wearing bear masks, and a bear woman carrying a pouch for a baby on her back –divine bear
mother and nurse implored for fertility, an easy birth, and protection. In England the bear fur was
replaced by the bearing cloth in which a child was carried to the church for being baptized (a
bearing cloth is mentioned in The Winter's Tale by Edward de Vere alias William Shakespeare).
From this we can glean that placing a newborn child on a bear fur had been a ritual act of
welcoming a 'bearn' into life. A Christian baptismal basin symbolizes a well, Arabic bir Hebrew
beer for a well as place where fur bags BIR were filled with water, in the religious context water of
life.
BIR accounts for Greek phero 'to carry' and English to bear, also bear a child and give birth German
gebären. Being placed on a bear fur had been the first ritual act in life, BIR English first, ProtoIndo-European *per(h(x))- 'first', or the ritual act number one, Turkish bir 'one'. A bear stamp from
Catal (Chatal) Höyük, 6400 BC, shows the animal in the pose of the birth giving goddess.
Among the many derivatives of BIR we find Greek byrsa 'hide, fur, leather' and Arabic farwa 'pelt,
fur'. BIR named furry animals, the *werwer 'squirrel', beaver German Biber, boar German Eber, and
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bear German Bär Dutch beer. British barrow 'hill' and borough and German Burg 'castle on a hill'
and Berg 'mountain' compare a mountain ridge to the shape of a lying bear, deriving from BIR
RAG, fur BIR spine RAG, Greek rhakos 'back, mountain ridge', Old English rhycg 'spine, crest,
ridge' Middle English rigge Dutch rug German Rücken 'back' Bergrücken 'mountain ridge' ragen to
look, tower'.
British barrow also named a tumulus, a tomb wherein people were buried, lying on a bier German
Bahre, possibly on a bear fur again that should allow an easy passage into a next life. An unfinished
statue from the Göbekli Tepe shows a bear guarding a human head between her arm-like forelegs.
Ten thousand years ago the mighty triple goddess – fire giver PIR GID and fur giver BIR GID and
fertility giver BRI GID – in her bear emanation might have been implored for protection of a
barrow and for a next life in the heavenly beyond for a worthy dead buried therein: may he or she
be born again among the stars in the sky ...
BIR is the Magdalenian word of the second most derivatives, also shifted ones like Latin pella Old
English fell, German Fell and Wolle, English wool then also weave, present in BIR MAN that
became something like weave-man then woman, she working on fur BIR with her right hand MAN.
A recently discovered Magdalenian camp on the River Seine proves that men worked on stone,
women on fur. The dry sound of stone hitting stone might have accounted for DhAG meaning able,
the Magdalenian word of the most and most varied derivatives.
My Magdalenian approach to early language relies on half a century of studies of the ancient world.
I would never dare bypass the legacy of early times. In fact I began developing Magdalenian as a
tool for making that legacy speak again.
How can we hope to one day not only receive but also decipher signals from an extra-terrestrial
civilization when we don't even understand the messages left by our ancient forebears?
fable of Uruk (update involving Arabic, part 1)
AAR RAA NOS had been the sky god of the Göbekli Tepe, he of air AAR and light RAA with a
mind NOS of his own, visualized ex negative by the big limestone ring

Some 9,500 years ago two NOS AAR RAA tribes left the region of the Göbekli Tepe – they who
follow the mind NOS of the one composed of air AAR and light RAA. One of the two Noah tribes
wandered the Euphrates upward and settled in the Armenian plain north of the Ararat, mountain of
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the sky god as (sun) archer RYT, in the Armenian Bronze Age Tir, from TYR as the one who
overcomes in the double sense of rule and give, Araman and the Armenians from AAR RAA MAN,
they who carry out the will of the god with their right hand MAN, the god of the Ararat known as
Ilu, from ) or L for the one who has the say.
The other NOS AAR RAA Noah tribe wandered the Euphrates downward and settled in a region
they called AAR RAA CA Uruk, watched over by the one of air AAR and light RAA in the sky CA.
They lived in tents: a ring of smaller tents KOD surrounding a group of larger tents KOS for the
patriarch ABA and his family and the ministers, among them priests, healers, astronomers.
KOD meaning tent or hut has a comparative form in KOS while ABA means father.
Then it came to pass that a charismatic leader decided to build a more permanent village of reed
huts and reed houses according to the same KOD KOS ABA formula. KOD and KOS have many
derivatives, also in Arabic. Here I focus on derivatives of KOS ABA (using a simplified notation,
velarizations and darkening of vowels omitted). KOS ABA qasaba 'old town, watch tower, keep,
citadel', Maghrebinian qasba 'citadel', qasab 'reed, also gold and silver threads', qassa 'cut', qasaba
'carve meat', qassaba 'interlace with gold and silver threads, also carve stone', a variant of qasab
'tube, reed, reed pipes, metropolis, and a measure of length (3.55 meters)', furthermore hasaba
'calculate' – and if the abacus was an Arabic invention (as reported and suggested by Iamblichus and
Radulph of Laon) it was named for ABA KOS that became Greek abax and Latin abacus.
From the above words and meanings we can get an idea of how the building of the reed village was
announced. The patriarch, wearing a beautiful coat adorned with hammered gold and silver,
accompanied by musicians blowing reed pipes, cut a first bushel of reed stalks with a ceremonial
flint knife, then placed the foundation stone in the center of the future village, marking the position
of the largest reed house, and finally, when people got hungry, gave order to carve the roasting meat
...
Such may have been the foundation ceremony of early Uruk as a reed village. Later on it was
replaced by a stone citadel, Uruk of the cattle enclosure in the Gilgamesh epic, Erech and the
(southern Noah's) ark in the Bible. NOS AAR RAA was shortened to Anu or just An. The ziggurat
of the sky god An(u) at Uruk belongs to the district of Kullaba, an assimilation to KOS ABA, from
CA ) ABA or CA L ABA – in the sky CA has the say ) or L the (heavenly) father ABA.
(part 2, an early 'Silicon Valley')
The An Ziggurat in the Kullaba district of Uruk was the first building of that kind. A neighbor of
Uruk, sometimes equated with Uruk, was the kingdom of Kulaba (one la:m only). A Sumerian
cuneiform inscription on an Old Babylonian clay tablet ascribes the invention of writing to the king
of Uruk-Kulaba who wrote a letter to the mythological king of Aratta, where precious materials
were imported from (Art of the First Cities, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Yale University Press
2003). The king addresses the goddess Inanna as a sister, implores her to make the king of Aratta
prepare gold, silver, lapis lazuli and electrum for him, but his words are too much for the messenger,
so the king of Kulaba writes them on a clay tablet
O sister mine, make Aratta, for Uruk's sake,
Skillfully work gold and silver for me!
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(Make them cut for me) translucent lapis lazuli in blocks,
(Make them prepare for me) electrum and translucent lapis lazuli.
This speech was long and difficult to understand;
The messenger's mouth was too heavy and he could not repeat it.
Because the messenger's mouth was too heavy and he could not repeat it,
The king of Kulaba formed some clay.
Before that time the inscribing of words on clay (tablets) did not exist;
But now, in the sun of that day, it was indeed so (established)-The king of Kulaba had inscribed words as if on a tablet,
it was indeed so (established)!
And thus writing was invented "in the sun of that day" (lovely expression).
Remember the KOD KOS ABA formula of early Uruk. KOD and KOS have many derivatives, also
Arabic ones. KOS ABA has Arabic derivatives from qasabah 'citadel' to hasaba 'calculate'
(simplified notations), maybe also ABA KOS abax abacus. And KOD ABA might have an Arabic
derivative in kataba 'write' ...
Uruk probably named Iraq. It was a pioneer and might be dubbed an early equivalent of the Silicon
Valley in our time, in the sun of our day.
tohuwabohu (maybe once the heavenly house of Jahwe)
A double formula named the supreme sky and weather god
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
and a short version thereof Jahwe
ShA CA
DhAG CA
the ruler ShA in the sky CA,
the able one DhAG in the sky CA
ShA.CA DhAG.CA Jahwe YHWH 10 5 6 5
The tetragram YHWH of the numbers 10 5 6 5 was encoded in the mercy seat on the ark of the
covenant in the veiled holy of holies in the temple of Solomon on the mount of Jerusalem (unit 7
fingerbreadths or ¼ of a royal cubit or 13.125 centimeters)
length of mercy seat 10 units
wings of one cherub 5 units
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width of mercy seat 6 units
wings of other cherub 5 units
Now there might have been a parallel to the Jahwe formula and tetragram
DAP CA
PAD CA
activity of hands DAB in the sky CA
activity of feet PAD in the sky CA
This formula would have named the heavenly house wherein Jahwe had been active and moved
around. DAP CA might have become Hebrew ‘tohu ‘wasteland, desert, emptiness’ while PAD CA
would have become ‘bohu ‘chaos, emptiness, wasteland’, also Classical Arabic bahw for a wide
vacant space (in Modern Arabic a hall), together Hebrew tohu vavohu ‘tohuwabohu’ … The
supreme sky god also was the weather god, in the case of Jahwe a storm god, but also the god who
made fields fertile with rain and sunshine. If this etymology holds, the sky of the chaotic weather,
especially during a storm, would have been the original tohuwabohu.
ShA.CA DhAG.CA YHWH 10 5 6 5
DAP.CA PAD.CA DHBH 4 5 2 5 ??
The analogous tetragram could have been DHBH 4 5 2 5 (D from DAP and B a softened P from
PAD). Add 5 and 5, thus you obtain 10; add 4 and 2, thus you obtain 6; and insert 5 and 5, thus you
obtain 10 5 6 5 or YHWH.
Also the DHBH 4 5 2 5 tetragram could have had a geometrical version, the veiled holy of holies in
the temple of Solomon in the shape of a vault, oriented from South to North
base 28/7 or 4 measures (S-N)
depth 14/7 or 2 measures (E-W)
lateral heights 13/7 measures (S and N)
middle height 27/7 measures (in between)
semicircle 44/7 measures (from one end to the other)
lateral height plus half the arc 13/7 + 22/7 = 35/7 or 5 measures
This could have been a model of Jahwe’s heavenly house, while the measure of the actual ‘house’
above Palestine might have been a divine mile (invented name). Qaneh ‘reed (stalk)’ was a measure
of length, 2.7 meters. A divine mile could have been 36,000 qaneh or 97.2 kilometers. The heavenly
house of Jahwe would then have covered the Sinai in the South, Judah in the Middle, and Israel in
the North.
The above etymology of tohuwabohu goes along with the 2006 Magdalenian reading of the name of
the Greek god Chaos, from CA NOS, the sky CA personified, with a mind NOS of his own. Genesis
1:2
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And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep.
And the spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.
Here, tohuwabohu was translated into “without form, and void” – upon the face of the deep, upon
the face of the waters, and the spirit of God moved in that wide empty space, a formless void that
would have been given shape in the DHBH 4 5 2 5 model of Jahwe’s vault.
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Lascaux 15, still more miscellanea, brief history of
language
still more miscellanea, including a brief history of language
© 2017 by Franz Gnaedinger
words for dog (fairly certain and rather speculative etymologies) / Luwi (fortified settlements on either side
of the Aegean) / Phaistos Disc (a window on the Argolis in the Bronze Age) / multiple metaphor (on the wing
of genius) / a brief history of language (embedding Magdalenian) / Creator Mundi (a lesson in visual
language)

words for dog (fairly certain and rather speculative etymologies)
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, may account for English dog, able companion of
humans already in the Upper Paleolithic, guardian, helper in hunting expeditions, even a pack
animal used for pulling loads on a travis. Marija Gimbutas considers the dog the principal animal of
the Neolithic goddess, especially of the moon goddess. Dogs guard the tree of life on ceramics of
Old Europe. An Italian trainer of rescue dogs that saved hundreds of people from drowning said (in
English) that a dog should rather be called a god for its amazing abilities.
GYN for woman accounts for Greek kyon genitive kynos Latin canis Old English hund Middle and
New English hound German Hund Sanskrit svan genitive suns Old Irish cu genitive con Welsh cwn
Tocharian A ku Lithuanian suo (shuo) French chien – indicating that women adopted wolf pups,
more than 30,000 years ago in Denmark, even more than 60,000 years ago in (if memory serves) the
Altai. Also women hunted during the Stone Age, small animals such as hares, and could have used
dogs for stirring up the pray and driving it toward a net or another trap. Old English hund 'dog' and
hunta 'hunter' are certainly akin.
(The Australian languages have many words for woman, among them gin 'aboriginal woman' gunee
'mother', and for dog, among them kunda. If GYN gin gunee is more than a coincidence, there
should be similar words for women in the language of the San in Southern Africa, and in the
language of the Ainu on Hokkaido.)
Spanish perro 'dog' reminds me of Barri, a popular Swiss name for a dog, variants being Baeri and
Baerli 'small bear', from BIR meaning fur. Barri is then a furry one, a hairy chum. Spanish perro
'dog' and pellajo 'fur, pelt' are compatible via rhotacism.
Czech pes ‘dog’ evokes PAD for the activity of feet in the comparative form of PAS meaning
everywhere (in a plain), Czech pesky (peshky) 'by feet'. A pes would then originally have been a
stray, and this nickname was turned into the official word.
Russian sobaka ‘dog’ with an alternative form in Turkish köpak might combine the very ancient
*KAPA that has derivatives in English capture and in Turkish kapan 'trap (noun)' with PAC for
horse, a word surviving in packhorse, referring to the dog once used as pack animal. (The horse of
the first Indo-European homeland on the banks of the Amu Darya would have been called AS PAC,
upward AS horse PAC, surviving in Avestan aspa and Sanskrit asva for horse, originally small
pony-like horses used for transporting loads up a hill or mountain slope.)
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Hebrew 'kelev 'dog' reminds of German Kläffer for a dog that barks all the time, of onomatopoeic
origin. However, the female form 'kalba with a cognate in Arabic kalb 'dog' might involve KAL
meaning cave, Underworld. Consider the dog as guard of the Underworld in mythology. Years ago I
derived words for wolf in nine languages from the emphatic doubling KAL KAL.
Persian sag 'dog' may be a further derivative of DhAG meaning able (D-words have comparative
forms in S-words). Believers in Zarathustra use dogs for deciding whether the soul of a dying
person has left the body or lingers on – one more ability of dogs, and a further connection to the
Underworld.
Dogs were named many times, and the strongest bond is to women, women having tamed wolf pups
and turned them into man's proverbial best friend.
Luwi (fortified settlements on either side of the Aegean)
Heinrich Schliemann began his archaeological adventures by visiting Korfu and Ithaca, where he
looked out for the palace of Odysseus; in vain. Ithaca, home of Odysseus and his father, Lord
Laertes the gardener, still poses a problem. In my opinion, ITA CA Ithaca named originally the
Peloponnese, especially the Argolis (Laertes being Eponymous Tiryns on the Phaistos Disc as
deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth), and survived in the name of the relatively small island off the
Peloponnese; young bull ITA sky CA, under the sky of the young Zeus bull (ATI CA Attica, under
the sky of the mature Zeus bull).
Magdalenian POL means fortified settlement, Greek polis, while inverse LOP names the enveloping
hedge or fence or palisade or wall. PAS means everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me,
east and west of me, in all five places, Greek pas pan 'all, every' pente penta- 'five'. LAD means hill
and the comparative form LAS mountain, but LAS often means hill, especially the hill of an awe
inspiring stronghold. POL LOP Peloponnese, land of the fortified settlements POL enveloped in
palisades and/or walls LOP. PAS LOP Penelope, everywhere PAS enveloping palisades and walls
LOP, Argolis personified.
POL LAD Palatium, the hill on which Rome was founded as capital of the LAD EN, those living in
EN the hills LAD of Latium. POL LAS Pallas, byname of Athene, patroness of towns POL on hills
called mountains LAS. Athena was a patroness also of early Troy. POL LAD/LAS has further
derivatives in Italian villa 'mansion' and French ville 'town', also in English palace, and probably in
Palestine. POL LAS may also account for Wilusa, the Luwian name of Troy, which is believed to
have become (W)Ilios Ilion, Homeric name of Troy. We have then POL LAS Wilusa Ilios Ilion, a
fortified settlement POL on a hill dubbed mountain LAS. The one-eyed giant Polyphem 'Much
Famous' – in my opinion the Homeric symbol of Troy – resembled more a wooded mountain top
than a man who eats bread.
LAS POL Luwi ??
land of hills dubbed mountains LAS with fortified settlements POL on top?
POL LAS Wilusa
LAS POL Luwi
LAS -lusa Lu- POL Wil- -wi
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If so, Luwi is a strongly polished compound naming west Anatolia in the Bronze Age as land of
strongholds on hills, counterpart of the Peloponnese and the Argolis, personified in Penelope. The
Indo-European language called Luwidian branched into Luwian and Palaic, Pal- in Palaic a further
possible derivative of POL. Fortified settlements dominated the Bronze Age on either side of the
Aegean.
Phaistos Disc (a window on the Argolis in the Bronze Age)
The past is getting more and more fragmented the farther back we go in time. A genuine
decipherment of an early document embedded in the proper archaeological and historical and
literary context weaves links among isolated fragments, connecting them, and working as a window
on the past. Let us have a look on the Argolis around 1650 BC, Middle Helladic period of time.
Derk Ohlenroth deciphered the Phaistos Disc in 1980 published 1996. He made connections to
Pausanias and the Heraclids, whereupon I added Old Europe, various archaeological findings, and
Homer's Odyssey. Here a sketch of the story in my version, based on Ohlenroth's alphabetic
decipherment of the Phaistos Disc as a document in dialectal early Greek. (By the way, he told me
in one of his long letters that we still know little about the Helladic period of time, and attested me
an eros of understanding.)
A young man from Lycosoura learned from the priestesses of Demeter-Elaia at Phigalia (heirs of
Old Europe in the sense of Marija Gimbutas) how to plant cereals (Demeter was the Greek goddess
of agriculture, with an equivalent in the Roman Ceres, goddess of cereals) and edible olives (elaia
'olive') and how to care for bees (their importance already known to Chalcolithic farmers in the
Ukraine). Later on he averted a famine in the Argolis and was appointed king of Tiryns.
He had good friends in the fertile Mesara plain in Southern Crete, among them a scribe and
goldsmith at Phaistos whom he asked for a pair of gold discs he might wear on his shoulders.
Well, the scribe invented a peculiar alphabet of 46 tiny images for letters, among them six alphas,
allowing him to render a text also as picture. Then he made a pair of discs, one of them showing
Elaia's grove at Phigalia, the other Tiryns in the Argolis, each disc with a spiral and a ring.
The rosette in the center of the Tiryns disc marked the beginning of the spiral text, a formula
glorifying Eponymous Tiryns, while the second rosette on the same disc marked the beginning of
the ring text along the margin, a banning formula of archaic power, enforcing the palisade of Tiryns,
warning potential intruders.
The Tiryns disc was a perfect illustration of the CO OC LOP Cyclops principle: attentive mind CO
right eye OC enveloping palisade or wall LOP – the ruler as male profile in the center field, he of
the focused mind CO, surrounded by guards of the open eyes OC who watch the gate and gaze over
the enveloping palisade LOP ... (for comparison consider Polyphem, another Cyclops or one-eyed
giant, Homeric symbol of Troy, his 'eye' the acropolis overlooking the wide river plain, his 'body'
downtown Troy VIIa).
Eponymous Tiryns became Lord Laertes the gardener in Homer's Odyssey, lineage Zeus – Arkeisios
– Laertes – Odysseus – Telemachos. Ithaca was originally the Argolis and Peloponnese, ITA CA
Ithaca, young bull ITA sky CA, under the sky of the young Zeus bull (ATI CA Attica, under the sky
of the mature Zeus bull).
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A gold signet ring found in a cache at Tiryns shows Eponymous Tiryns alias Lord Laertes the
gardener and his Middle Helladic successors worshipping Demeter-Elaia under a rain of grains,
between them stylized olive twigs (the same sign appears on the PhD). The kings parade as lionwolf-dog-bee men, the lion indicating royalty, the wolf commemorating Lycosoura, lykos 'wolf', the
dog a watchful guard, and the bee a most industrious insect, indispensable for agriculture (a sign on
the PhD shows a portable beehive). The kings wear spirals on the shoulders that may indicate the
gold discs (the extremely well crafted magnified spiral has an actual diameter of two millimeters on
the ring)

The pair of hypothetical gold discs might be hidden in another cache in a not yet excavated part of
the acropolis of Tiryns. While the pair of clay discs used as models for the gold discs were baked
together so they form one single disc. It was stored in a cult depot of the Old Palace at Phaistos,
where Luigi Pernier discovered it in 1908.
multiple metaphor (on the wing of genius)
Recently I witnessed how a little girl came running, was cornered, her way blocked, she stumbled
but didn't fall, instead she managed to turn her momentum into kind of a beautiful spontaneous
dance ...
Reading Shakespeare I sometimes have the impression that he stumbles into a sentence but then
turns it into a dance with the English language. When I begin like he often does I would fall out of
my sentence. Looking for an example in my complete Shakespeare, opening the book, my first
glance fell on these lines
Thus with imagined wing our swift scene flies,
In motion of no less celerity
Than that of thought.
King Henry the Fifth, Act 3, beginning of Prologue
The chorus speaks of a swift scene that flies on imaginary wings. What can this mean? Apparently a
stage that changes from one to another scene, proceeding from one place to another, swift as a bird
on wings, even with the speed of thought. We have here a multiple metaphor combining a stage and
a bird on wings and the mind of the author and the collective mind of the audience.
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The chorus reminds of an old Greek drama, while Athena, muse of Homer in the Odyssey, swiftly
moves from one place to another in her guises of owl and sea eagle. Young Edward de Vere (who
later used the pseudonym of William Shakespeare) read Homer in the library of his uncle. We may
assume that he observed sea eagles take off from cliffs and imagined how that feels. Later on this
experience returned in the rhythms of a prologue
(taking off on the 'a' in imagined)
Thus with imagined wing
(airborne, wings flapping)
our swift scene flies,
In motion of no less celerity
Than that of thought.
Here the poet not just stumbles into a sentence but jumps of a cliff into the void, carried by the air,
on the wing of genius.
a brief history of language (embedding Magdalenian)
Language is the means of getting help, support and understanding from those we depend upon in
one way or another – and every means of getting help, support and understanding may be called
language, on whatever level of life it occurs (my definition from 1974/75). Language in the most
general sense may be considered a basic feature of life, even the intelligence of life: working
together coordinated by language we achieve more than if we were all on our own, or the same with
less energy. Human language emerged from animal language, sounds and vocalizations, body
language, mimics, glances and gestures, and is still embedded in gestures, among Norwegians as
well as among Italians. Word language evolved and developed with all the many things we
fabricate, use and possess – information technology alone created twenty thousand words and terms
–, and with life in artificial environments where our actions and decisions can fall back on us in
wide circles after long periods of time, which requires high abilities of imagination, intellectual
powers and descriptive skills. Glancing or pointing toward a bush and hissing can warn of a snake
hiding there; warning of an Internet scam requires actual words, long strings of them, and an
elaborate grammar replacing body language and gestures. We may assume that shamans and
shamanesses gathered and invented early words. I propose KA for what is beyond, in the sky, inside
rock, in a well, or deep inside ourselves, accessible to shamans and shamanesses in a trance induced
by a special breathing technique. Hypothetical KA would have been a word in the shamanic
language of South Africa, 125,000 years ago (Pinnacle Point) and 75,000 years ago (Blombos cave).
Later on KA would have become a Magdalenian word, CA for sky, present in Old Latin caelum, and
inverse AC for an expanse of land with water, ending village names like Rouffignac and Cognac in
the Guyenne. Inverses were given related meanings; permutations yielded words around the same
meme; D-words got comparative forms in S-words; and important words could have lateral
associations. Those would have been the four principles or laws of Magdalenian yielding a good
four hundred words that allowed very many compounds, which are the beauty, pride and power of
Magdalenian, lingua franca of shamans and shamanesses in Eurasia of the Upper Paleolithic. How
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those words and compounds are still present in recent and modern languages is the main concern of
my Magdalenian chapters.
Creator Mundi (a lesson in visual language)
Magdalenian relies on cave art and rock art and mobile art – on reading visual language. This I
trained by interpreting modern art and Renaissance art. Let me give you an actual example, Creator
Mundi by Leonardo da Vinci.
Creator Mundi – Let there be light … / © 2017 Franz Gnaedinger

Many old master paintings are lost, but luckily some of them survive in copies by pupils, and then it
can happen that an alleged copy, carefully restored and freed from overpaintings, turns out to be the
original. This miracle happened with a Leonardo copy ascribed to Giovanni Beltraffio. Dianne
Dwyer Modestini restored it, removed the old overpainting, and recognized a masterpiece from
Leonardo’s hand, well preserved in several parts, less well in others.

The panel shows God in the appearance of Christ, looking at us frontally, surrounded by blackness,
eyes veiled, forehead shining, his beautiful mouth giving the impression as if he had just spoken,
holding a crystal ball in his left hand (on the right side), raising his right hand (on the left side), and
pointing with his shining middle finger to the base of his parting (Scheitelansatz).

Most experts follow Modestini while some deplore the “dull composition.” It is much improved
when you add the missing parts of the panel on the sides and below. The radius of the orb measures
1 unit, the diameter 2 units. Add one unit on the right side of the orb, and 5 units on the left side; 1
unit below the orb and 7 units above. Thus you obtain the original format 10 by 8 units, or 5:4. Now
Leonardo’s “diuine proporzione” unfold, play their visual music, and serve the meaning of the
picture
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The center of a painting is important in Leonardo. Here the center of the original format is the throat
(Halsgrübchen) indicating the Word by which God created the world according to the gospel of
John 1:1

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.

Genesis 1:3

And God said, Let there be light: and there was light.
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We see light on his forehead, chest, raised hand, and a first weak gleam in the transparent world
sphere, making the holding palm, shining through, appear as the Earth with a range of hills or
mountains, the dark blue cloth as night sky, and a brighter fold as Milky Way

Two lines from a Dylan song

Once I had mountains in the palm of my hand
And rivers that ran through ev’ry day

We see the transition from darkness to light in the contrast of the dark cloth and bright chest, while
the seam mirrors the original format by the numbers: its height measures 4 units (very slightly more
in order to counterbalance the optical effect that makes an arc appear slightly flatter than it is),
height of throat (Halsgrübchen) in the center 5 units, height of head above the seam 5 units, height
of figure 4 + 5 = 9 units, half the sum of original width and height. We perceive these relations at
once, like a harmonious chord rich in overtones (creator)

Lines and diagonals of the grid 10 x 8 explain several features of the composition, especially the
fingers of the raised hand, but while the base of the parting (Scheitelansatz) is well defined in
several Leonardo paintings, here it can’t be fixed (at least not rationally), and this, I believe, holds
meaning. We admire and study the world, feel the presence of a divine hand in the marvels of
nature, but we can’t really explore God’s mind.

(Comparisons. The Mona Lisa painting is an allegory of seeing. The lateral pillars, which flanked
the window of the balcony, symbol of the eye lens – the room a symbol of the eye chamber – were
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trimmed from the panel. The original format was 4:3. In the center of the original rectangle appears
the bright reflex on the woman’s bosom – like a sun above the dark green-brown ‘horizon’ of the
seam. Also the original format of John the Baptist, last painting by Leonardo, would have been 4:3,
only that the panel was deliberately made smaller. John, alter ego of the painter, soon to be
swallowed by the dark shadow in the background, announces a greater one than himself, God,
whose Creation surpasses every human work in completeness and brilliance. Compare the hands,
and consider that Leonardo was a left-hander.)
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Lascaux 16, words and compounds naming the horse
© 2018 by Franz Gnaedinger
mythology becomes history (Indo-European homeland) / Zeus (all but a simple name) / Lapiths and Centaurs
(a story from the beginning of the Bronze Age) / Titans (2 parts) / cosmology of Lascaux (3 parts) / Basque
zaldi 'horse' (a shifting compound) / PIE horse (making the test case more specific) / IE horse sacrifice
(inauguration of a king) / wild or domesticated? (historical depth of field) / Bactra-Zariaspa and Pakistan
(more toponyms) / Hindukush Kashmir Pamir (how to get behind overformings) / an early Finnish calendar
(2 parts) / sun horse and moon bull running (Lascaux) / Hungarian moon and sun (and the Finnish
counterparts) / magic spell (enforcing a wall) / Chauvet cave (origin of a wandering tale) / tentative
etymologies of rasna 'Etruscan' and tamna 'horse' (polished compounds) / Sardegna Sardinia (another
Tyrrhenian colony ?) / Trossulum (a further horse formula ?)

mythology becomes history (Indo-European homeland)
The name of Zeus has been called the only one in the Greek pantheon that poses no problem, for it
derives from something like *dyaeus. Now Derk Ohlenroth's decipherment of the Phaistos Disc
revealed the Middle Helladic name of Zeus (around 1650 BC): Ss Ey R Sseyr. This version is not
closer to *dyaeus but farther away. My reconstruction gives TYR as origin of Sseyr, he who
overcomes in the double sense of rule and give, present in Greek tyrant (originally a positive term,
but when the maxim 'rule and give' was turned into 'rule and take' the word became negative). TYR
emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld)
Homeric Zeus, then also French Sieur monsieur English Sire sir, and German Herr – a title for every
man. Derivatives of TYR abound in Central Asia, which made me locate the first Indo-European
homeland on the banks of the Amu Darya, centered in the triangle of Termez – Kunduz – Kurgan
T'upe. The second IE homeland would have been the Uralic steppes east of the ancient Rha modern
Volga, and the third IE homeland the Pontic steppes west of the Rha Volga – Rha akin to Rhea,
mother of Zeus and Poseidon and Hades, her Gallo-Roman alter ego Epona riding a horse in lady
fashion, accompanied by a bird, a foal, and a dog, which animals remind of eagle, horse and dog,
emblematic animals of Zeus, Poseidon and Hades respectively, her main sanctuary Alesia at the
base of Mont Réa, near a spring of the river Seine. The horse of the first IE homeland (that became
later Bactria, rich in horses) was called AS PAC, upward AS horse PAC, naming little but strong
pony-like horses used for carrying loads up a slope of a hill or mountain, accounting for Avestan
aspa 'horse' and Sanskrit asva 'horse', while the emphatic form PAC AS AS, horse up up, named the
winged horse Pegasos Pegasus, originally the embodiment of the hot summer wind Afghanetz that
blows from the Aral Sea upward to the Hindukush, and, as horse of poetry, indicates an original
saga or even epic from that region, an oral epic fragments of which survive in the oldest layer of
Greek mythology. Now the horse of the second and third homeland was called by a phonetically
similar but semantically different compound, AC PAS, an expanse of land with water AC
everywhere (in a plain) PAS – riding this animal you can get everywhere in the Eurasian steppes ...
(PR slogan of an IE horse breeder ;-)
AS PAC aspa asva PAC AS AS Pegasos Pegasus
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AC PAS hippos equus Epona hevonen
PIE subsumes all those horse names under *H1ekwos. Magdalenian makes a difference: two
compounds and groups of derivatives.
My Latin dictionary says that the etymology of Latin caballus 'horse' is unknown. For this word we
have to go back to Lascaux. Marie E.P. König identified the bull as moon bull, and the horse as sun
horse. My reconstruction yielded CA LAB for the winter sun horse, sky CA cold LAB, accounting
for gallop and German Klepper ‘(old) nag’; CA BEL or longer CA BEL IAS for the spring sun
horse, sky CA warm BEL healing IAS, the warm sun healing ailments of a long and harsh winter,
accounting for ABelios AFelios Helios, the Greek sun god with a quadriga of horses; and the
summer sun horse CA BAL, sky CA hot BAL, accounting for Latin caballus and Spanish caballo.
Hear them run across the heavenly pastures
CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB ...
CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL ...
CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL ...
What about German Ross wherefrom English horse? The inverse of TYR for an overcomer is RYT
for a spear thrower, archer, Greek rhytaer 'archer, protector'. RYT accounts for German Reiter
English rider, also for German Ritter 'knight' originally a riding archer, and for German Ross 'horse'
an emphatic form of RYT, parallel to TYR Sseyr, and for the item Ross und Reiter 'horse and rider'.
The horse is the Indo-European animal par excellence. It was domesticated with bites cast from
bronze. Bronze is the alloy of copper and tin. Copper ore and the tin ore cassitterite are associated in
mines of the Alai Mountains above the first IE homeland on the banks of the Amu Darya, triangle of
Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan T'upe. All comes together in that region.
Sir William Jones located the Indo-European homeland in greater Iran. Subsequently it was placed
"anywhere from the North to the South Poles, from the Atlantic to the Pacific" (Mallory and Adams
2006). Now we can return to the first location, greater Iran, but with more precision. It would have
been the land of Tiras mentioned in the Bible (Genesis 10:2), land of the worshippers of TYR AS,
the overcomer TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus, up above AS (in the sky), his emblematic animal the eagle;
his brother Poseidon, originally a river god, his emblematic animal the horse, a herd of running
horses undulating like waves; and their brother Hades, originally the god of mines, then of the
Underworld, his animal the dog, once guarding the precious ores extracted from mines, then the
guard of the Underworld. – Seen from the right angle, mythology becomes history.
Another memory of the first IE homeland would have been the oral epic of AD LAS Atlantis, a
story of the First World before the Flood, toward AD mountain LAS, Eurasia oriented toward the
world mountain in the center of the world island, populated by the First Race residing on the
mountain, a reflex of which is found in the palace of Menelaos near the beginning of book 4 in the
Odyssey.
Zeus (all but a simple name)
Test cases in historical sciences require discussions of conflicting opinions: who has the better
arguments and can explain more with less effort? (Bacon's razor)
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theos / deus Zeus Proto-Indo-European
theos deus / Zeus Magdalenian
DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, accounts for Greek theos and Latin deus
(incompatiblöe in PIE, well compatible in Magdalenian), while the emphatic doubling DhAG
DhAG able able named the supreme Celtic god Dagda, the good god in the sense of the able god
(Barry Cunliffe). Consider also Sumerian dingir (with a nasal infix) announcing a deity.
Magdalenian TYR for the one who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give accounts for
Zeus – TYR emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus
(Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus.
Zeus was an emanation of the supreme sky and weather god of the Chalcolithic and Bronze Age and
Iron Age who was named by a double formula
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
ruler ShA activity of feet PAD overcomer TYR upward AS sky CA
The ruler ShA goes ahead PAD and overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR
up above AS in the sky CA / The able one DhAG ... (repetition)
ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove, DhAG PAD TYR Dis pater, byname of Jupiter / TYR
Sseyr Sseus Zeus, DhAG Dios, genitive of Zeus / DhAG theos deus / ShA...CA DhAG...CA Jahwe,
rider of clouds from Mount Seir (!) in the Negev / ShA PAD Shiva and the TYR CA Durga
emanation of his wife ...
Then we have ShA PAD Japhet and TYR AS Tiras in the Bible (Genesis 10), the latter a worshipper
of the overcomer TYR up above AS, TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus up above in the sky, founder and ruler
of the first Indo-European homeland on the middle course of the Amu Darya, perhaps from AMA
TYR, mother AMA of TYR (Sseyr Sseus Zeus), Rhea from REO meaning river, once naming the
Volga, formerly the Rha between the second IE homeland in the Uralic steppes and the third IE
homeland in the Pontic steppes, Rhea Minoan Rheia the mother of TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus, her
Gallo-Roman alter ego the horse goddess Epona.
Lapiths and Centaurs (a story from the beginning of the Bronze Age)
A Greek myth informs us about the conflict between the Lapiths, a rough mountain tribe, and the
Centaurs, men with the body of a horse. When the Lapith man Pirithous married the most beautiful
Lapith woman Hippodamia, he was so happy that he also invited the Centaurs to the wedding
banquet. However, the Centaur Eurytion drank too much, fell in love with Hippodamia, tried to
abduct her, and was killed by old Theseus. A battle ensued and was won by the Lapiths.
In my opinion, this had originally been a story from the banks of the Amu Darya, where the Greeks
or Hellenes once had come from, GRA KOS Graekos Greek, decorated cave GRA heavenly vault
KOS, a mine decorated with colored copper ore and glittering tin ore seen as a heavenly vault or
cosmos within the Alai Mountains where copper and tin were found in association; KAL EN
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Hellenoi Hellenes, cave or Underworld or mine KAL inside EN, inside the beautiful kallos mine
with colored copper ore and the glittering tin ore cassitterite making one think of the starry sky ...
The Lapiths would have been the first Indo-Europeans on the banks of the Amu Darya, centered in
the triangle of Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan T'upe, living in fortified settlements POL enveloped
in palisades LOP wherefrom Lap- Lapiths.
Old Theseus was an able one DhAG, while PIR DhAG Pirithous was the able handler of the fire
PIR that melted copper and tin and yielded bronze, bronze allowing to cast bites that were used to
domesticate horses, Greek hippon damazein naming Hippodamia.
The Centaur Eurytion was a well-aiming archer RYT. He fought with a branch, while his fellow
Centaurs also used rocks, meaning their arms were wooden lances and slingshots, whereas the
Lapiths used gear made of metal. The metopes on the south side of the Parthenon show the Centaurs
as old and the Lapiths as young men.
Who were the Centaurs? originally Afghans mining lapis lazuli and above all the very hard green
stone used for making axes in the Neolithic. They had ponies for pack animals. When they walked
next to them, they gave the funny impression of being men with the body of a horse. The word
Centaur derives from Greek kento:r 'driver', in the given case pony drivers. They represented an old
civilization, the ending Neolithic, while the Lapiths formed a young civilization, the beginning
Bronze Age.
The Afghan stone miners trying to abduct Hippodamia means they tried to steal bronze that can
tame horses, not just ponies, and has a parallel in a high tale from the end of the Bronze Age, when
the Trojans laid hands on the precious tin destined for the Achaeans - abducting Helen of the white
arms, Homeric symbol of tin.
Titans (part 1/2)
Uranus called his sons Titans meaning 'Strainers', Greek titaino 'I stretch, strain'. In the light of
Magdalenian, Titan titaino derive from the old compound DhAG TON, the able ones DhAG make
themselves heard TON – they make themselves heard while they strain. (Achilles storming toward
the approaching Trojans resembled both a Titan and a thunderbolt from the hand of Zeus, TON tone
Ton thunder Donner Donar). Seen philosophically, the Titans personified elements of nature and life
that make themselves heard or felt or noticed one way or another, for example Themis incarnated
divine Ordinance. DhAG means able, good in the sense of able. Among the very many derivatives
are Greek theos and Latin deus (incompatible in PIE, well compatible in Magdalenian), Sumerian
dingir (with a nasal infix) announcing a deity, and the supreme Celtic god Dagda, the good god in
the sense of the able god (Barry Cunliffe), from the emphatic doubling DhAG DhAG able able.
The Titans were children of Ouranos Uranus and Rhea. AAR RAA NOS was the sky god of the
Göbekli Tepe, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS, visualized ex negtivo by a big
limestone ring
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He became the Greek sky god Ouranos, and the old sky god Varuna of the Indus Valley. AC CA
personified the Göbekli Tepe as hill where the earth AC and sky CA are meeting, or where they had
been separated from each other in the act of creation. AC CA named the Indo-European earth
goddess akka, the Hebrew mother of all life Hawwa English Eve, and, in the inverse form of CA
AC, the Greek earth goddess Gaia.
Among their many children were a dozen Titans whom I locate in the PIE belt between the Göbekli
Tepe in the West and Central Asia in the East. Among them were Kronos Cronus and Rhea; among
their children Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades, gods of the first Indo-European homeland on the banks of
the Amu Darya, centered in the triangle of Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan T'upe. Only that Zeus
was known by then as TYR who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give, TYR emphatic
Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric
Zeus. Derivatives of TYR abound in geographical names of Central Asia.
The Titans were overcome in that region – overcome in the sense that life and mining in the ‘Wild
Wild East’ were regulated by Zeus who was not only a fighter and judge but also a mediator. And
then history became mythology. The Gra KOS Graekoi Greeks and the KAL EN Hellenes wandered
westward, whereupon the events around the first Indo-European homeland were transposed into the
confines of the new Greek territory, making the old stories more gripping for a local audience. By
and by their historical core was forgotten, but luckily the symbols including the telling names are so
suggestive that their historical ‘DNA’ survived for millennia.
English history contains the word story. French histoire and Italian storia mean both history and
story, and so does German Geschichte, a noun to the verb geschehen 'happen'.
People strain and become larger than life by applying their abilities and make themselves heard,
also in stories told about them, stories condensed from generation to generation, often assuming
cosmic dimensions. The Titans were such people, on the long way from the Göbekli Tepe to Central
Asia, from the Neolithic 1 to the Bronze Age.
Titans (part 2/2)
Among the many children of Ouranos and Gaia were a dozen Titans: Kronos, Koios, Krios, Japetos,
Hyperion, Okeanos (six men) and Theia, Rhea, Themis, Mnemosynae, Phoibe, Thetis (six women)
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Remember the Göbekli Tepe calendar: a month had 30 days, a year 12 months plus 5 and
occasionally 6 more days, while 63 continuous periods of 30 days are 1,890 days and correspond to
64 lunations or synodic months; mistake less than a minute per lunation, or half a day in a lifetime.
Now imagine a portable calendar sanctuary of a dozen smaller and a pair of larger poles, the latter
representing Ouranos and Gaia, placed in the center of a circle of the smaller poles representing the
Titans in the positions of the hours on the dial of a mechanical watch, 12 North, 3 East, 6 South, 9
West. Each pole of the circle would represent a month of 30 days, and the larger poles in the center
5 and occasionally 6 more days: 3 days of the midsummer festival (Ouranos) and 2 and occasionally
3 days of the midwinter festival, raining season in the Göbekli Tepe region (Gaia).
Owing to the geographical latitude of the Göbekli and the entire PIE belt, leading from the region of
the Göbekli Tepe to Central Asia and the first IE homeland on the banks of the Amu Darya, centered
in the triangle of Termez and Kunduz and Kurgan T'upe, such a calendar sanctuary could also have
been used as an astronomical observatory, offering the following sighting lines, a flat horizon
provided
8--10, 7--11, 6--12, 5--1, 2--4 North
10--8, 11--7, 12--6, 1--5, 4--2 South
11--1, 10--2, 9--3, 8--4, 7--5 East, sunrise on the equinoxes
11--1, 2--10, 3--9, 4--8, 5--7 West, sunset on the equinoxes
10--12, 9--1, 8--2, 7--3, 6--4 midsummer sunrise
12--10, 1--9, 2--8, 3--7, 4--6 midwinter sunset
2--12, 3--11, 4--10, 5--9, 6--8 midsummer sunset
12--2, 11--3, 10--4, 9--5, 8--6 mindwinter sunrise
In a second version, the central poles could have represented Kronos and Rhea, metaphorically
emasculating Kronos (remember the Greek myth) and replacing Gaia, while two Titans of the
second generation could have taken the empty places in the circle, for example Atlas carrying the
sky on his shoulders, and Leto who became the mother of the twins Artemis and Apollo.
And in a third version, TYR (Sseyr Sseus Zeus) and Hera could have replaced Kronos and Rhea ...
This final version could have been the calendar sanctuary of Termez on the Amu Darya, and if the
name of that place should go back to the Bronze Age, it might originally have been TYR MmOS,
the ruler of the first IE homeland having been an offspring MmOS of the heavenly overcomer TYR.
cosmology of Lascaux 1/3 (English horse an assimilation?)
RYT meaning spear thrower, archer, Greek rhytaer 'archer, protector', would have accounted for
German Ritter 'knight', originally a riding archer, and for the item Ross und Reiter 'horse and rider',
Ross an emphatic form analogous to TYR emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk
Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus.
The Celtic-Germanic isogloss *reidh- 'ride' led from RYT to Reiter and Ritter, while ProtoGermanic offers both *hrussa and *hursa for the horse. Are they the same word separated by a
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semantically irrelevant metathesis, ore are they derivatives of two entirely different words
assimilated in naming the same animal?
Mallory and Adams 2006 mention that *kers- 'run' was perhaps nominalized in the word familiy of
New English horse.
The origin of *kers- 'run' might have been CER meaning stag or hind, Latin cervus French cerf
German Hirsch, also shaman or shamaness, consider Cernunnos wearing stag antlers
RYT rhytaer (hrytaer) *hrussa Ross
RYT *reidh- Reiter, Ross und Reiter, Ritter
CER *kers- (care) *hursa horse ??
The stag is an elegant runner. His running capacity must have been most impressive in the giant stag
megaceros, emblem of the arch shaman and arch shamaness.
Lascaux and Altamira suggest a Divine or Cosmic Stag, and a Divine Hind or Hind Woman. CER
KOS would have been the cosmic stag, his antlers appearing in the summer constellations we know
as Sagittarius and Scorpio. His name would account for Latin quercus 'oak' and Gaulish érkos 'oak
forest', owing to the similar ways that oak and stag antler branch. His consort would have been the
Divine Hind CER -: I -: or CER LIL who called life into existence, also moon bulls, thus creating
time, lunations or synodic months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days. Her image
as Hind Woman was the dominating winter constellation across the sky from Sagittarius and
Scorpio: ORE EON Orion, she on the beautiful ORE bank or shore EON of the heavenly CA river
or lake LAK together CA LAK overformed by Galaxy 'Milky Way'.
CER KOS would have been implored for running power: May he give the sun horse and moon bull
the force to run all day and night long! May he and his helpers guard the entrances to and exits from
the Underworld, passed by the sun horse and moon bull on their daily journey, securing their way so
they can run freely, without being held up.
A group of red stags with oversized antlers are seen in the rotunda of Lascaux, facing a white bull
and a red mare, both running side by side in clockwise direction. The glorious rotunda symbolizes
midsummer, the red mare rising above the ledge the midsummer sun rising above the horizon, and
the proud bull by her side a full moon occurring at the same time, ideal start of an eight-year period
in the lunisolar calendar of Lascaux. Apparently the stags guard an exit from the Underworld,
granting a safe passage from the realm below to the sky above. (They are also astronomers
observing sun and moon; the arrows and lances aimed at the animals being astronomical
ideograms.)
Cernunnos wearing stag antlers would have been a descendant of the Divine Stag. He was one of
the oldest Celtic gods, close to the supreme Dagda, the good god in the sense of the able god (Barry
Cunliffe), from the emphatic doubling DhAG DhAG able able. The Romans equated Cernunnos
with none less than Jupiter. The Celtic lord of all the animals is depicted on the silver cauldron from
Gundestrup, Denmark, seated between a stag and further animals, wearing a torque around his neck,
and holding another torque in his raised right hand, between himself and the stag. The torque
symbolized the daily orbit of the sun horse and moon bull, as indicated by tiny winged horses on a
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golden torque, and by bulls on several silver torques – gold for the sun, silver for the moon.
Cernunnos must have cared for the cosmic order, making the world go on, giving the sun horse and
moon bull the stamina to climb the sky and traverse the Underworld and return again on their daily
journeys, running running running, always running, day in day out.
4,800 years ago riders from the steppes between the Caspian Sea and the Black Sea arrived in
Northern Europe (result of a genetic screening). A shaman in the service of the Divine Stag was
given a new task: not only imploring his heavenly patron for the daily return of the sun horse, but
also caring for actual horses, protecting their legs with magic formulae, and then, slowly, that
shaman would have become what we now call a horse whisperer ...
CER might well have accounted for *kers- run', also for care, then for *hursa and the word family
of English horse, in assimiltion to RYT rhytaer (hrytaer) *hrussa Ross, part of the item Ross und
Reiter 'horse and rider', Reiter and the more emphatic Ritter via *reidh- 'ride'.
cosmology of Lascaux 2/3 (Divine or Cosmic Stag)
National Geographics, October 1988, published a beautifully illustrated article on the Lascaux cave.
The caption to the big stag painted in the gallery says: "Fantastic nine-point antlers rise from the
profile of a red deer in the Axial Gallery, its legs apparently left purposely incomplete, 13 dots and a
rectangle could be identifiers or hunting tallies—yet another mystery in the glory of Lascaux."
Marie E.P. König identified the niche at the rear end of the gallery as midwinter, the line of
descending horses as the tired winter sun horse, and the pair of antithetic ibices as emblem of the
winter solstice. From there the sun horse moves along the gallery to the midsummer hall, in
clockwise direction (like the sun does). The pair of lovely 'Chinese' horses convey the joy of a
warm spring after a long and harsh winter. Then comes a dancing horse, just before the big stag.
This one, two meters tall, roaring, is calling out to the horses, asking them to approach. He is the
'primum mobile' or prime mover who makes the sun horse and moon bull run, the horse just before
him dance and prance, exult in the pleasure of the near summer – the midsummer hall begins right
behind the stag.
The ideogram under him (read from left to right, in the running direction of the sun horse) consists
of a big dot, a standing rectangle, and a horizontal line of 13 dots which replaces the forelegs of the
stag. The big dot represents New Year on the summer solstice, June 21 in our modern calendar. The
standing rectangle may suggest a calendar pattern of 28 by 13 pebbles for 364 days, and the line of
13 dots the 13 months of 28 days in a year – together a regular year of 365 days, which replaces the
incomplete forelegs of the stag: he symbolizes running time that unfolds in the running of the sun
horse and moon bull.
Now for the "fantastic nine-point antlers" that encode a further calendar, the lunisolar calendar of
Lascaux, together with ideograms of a subdivided square that indicate a subdivision of a square into
3 by 3 small squares, one of those ideograms below the antithetic ibices in the midwinter niche.
h i b
g a c
f e d
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The nine points of the antlers correspond to the nine periods of time a b c d e f g h i, the five longer
points of the right antler to the five periods a b d f h that form an oblique cross and have 41 days
each, and the four shorter points of the left antler to the four periods c e g i that have 40 days each,
in all a regular year of 365 days.
Also this year can be laid out with pebbles. Begin with a square of 14 by 14 pebbles and insert a
square of 13 by 13 pebbles in the spaces between. Thus you obtain what I call a syncopic square.
(The smallest syncopic square is the five on a dice, two by two dots, and one in the middle.) Now
also the period of 41 days forms a syncopic square: 5 by 5 pebbles, inserted 4 by 4 pebbles.
Now for the ingenious lunar aspect of this calendar. Eight subsequent periods correspond to eleven
lunations or synodic months counted in the 30 29 30 mode or the less accurate 29 30 29 mode, for
example
a b c d e f g h 41 41 40 41 40 41 40 41 sum 325
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 sum 325
If a full moon occurs on the summer solstice, June 21, beginning of period a, another full moon
occurs eight periods later, at the beginning of period i, May 12 in our calendar. Eight years
correspond to 99 lunations; then you have to add two leap days, and take the slow shift of the lunar
cycle into consideration.
The big stag is involved with time. He makes time go on by conveying his energy as 'primum
mobile' or prime mover to the sun horse and moon bull.
Actually, 'primum mobile' was a concept of Ptolemaic astronomy, the power that makes the moon
and planets and sun and fixed stars revolve around the Earth. In the light of Lascaux, this idea
reaches far back in time.
Stags were always depicted in cave art, however, from Lascaux onward, they gained much
importance. In the Lascaux cave have been counted eighty-five red deer, Cervus elaphus, always
placed at strategic points of a hall or gangway.
Why had the stag been chosen as prime mover?
Cervus elaphus, dubbed king of the woods, originally preferred open meadows and oak forests
(remember CER KOS quercus érkos). The male can reach a height of 170 centimeters, and a weight
of 250 kilograms in France, 425 kg in the Carpathean Mountains. He was observed and reported to
leap up to ten or even fourteen meters wide, two or even three meters high, and run a stretch of sixty
kilometers when hunted in a drive. The stag has a truly amazing running capacity, which
predestined him as prime mover in the animistic world view of Lascaux. And he lent his power and
stamina specifically to the horse
CER KOS CER S *kers- 'run' *hursa horse
Consider also the phonetical proximity of Hirsch *hursa, Hirsch the German stag, and of *hursa, the
Proto-Germanic form of English horse.
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Eyeteeth of stags, often incised, had been widespread pendants in the Magdalenian era, perhaps
worn as amulets imploring walking and running power and stamina for a human being from the
Divine Stag? also many years, a long life from the Lord of Time?
cosmology of Lascaux 3/3 (Divine Hind or Hind Woman)
The Divine Hind called life into existence, in the Altamira cave also moon bulls, thus creating time,
lunations or synodic months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days. The largest
animal painted in the Altamira cave is a three meters long beautiful hind, licking the horns of a
small bison under her

Two stags witth oversized antlers (and perhaps a few more almost faded ones) face the white bull of
the full moon and the red mare of the midsummer sun rising above the horizon of the ledge in the
rotunda of Lascaux, above (or among) them a hind, stretching her head and neck forward in an
expressive manner: while the stags guard the midsummer exit from the Underworld, the hind calls
the full moon and midsummer sun to come forth and climb the sky ...
Marie E.P. König identified the niche at the rear end of the Axial Gallery as midwinter, the line of
descending horses as the tired winter sun horse, and the pair of antithetic ibices (in other parts of the
world also opposing mountain goats) as emblem of the winter solstice. The arcs of their horns and
heads form an 'hourglass' like this )( evoking the constellation of the Divine Hind Woman, Orion,
the dominant winter constellation, across the sky from the summer constellations we know as
Sagittarius and Scorpio, seen by then as antlers of the Divine or Cosmic Stag CER KOS, stag (hind
shaman shamaness) CER heavenly vault KOS.
Under the 'hourglass' appears a square with an incomplete subdivision into 3 by 3 smaller squares:
the fields of the bottom line that mark winter in the lunisolar calendar of Lascaux, periods d e f in
the following pattern
h i b
g a c
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f e d
Syncopic square a-i 365 days, cross of syncopic squares a b d f h 41 days each, remaining fields c
e g i 40 days each / midsummer June 21 beginning of period a / midwinter December 21
practically in the middle of period e
a 41 days from New Year, midsummer, June 21, till July 31
b 41 days August 1 till September 10
c 40 days September 11 till October 20
d 41 days October 21 till November 30
e 40 days December 1 till January 9 midwinter practically in the middle
f 41 days January 10 till February 19
g 40 days February 20 till March 31
h 41 days April 1 till May 11
i 40 days May 12 till June 20
Eight subsequent periods correspond to eleven lunations counted in the 30 29 30 mode or in the less
accurate 20 30 29 mode (as explained in the previous message).
The Divine Hind was CER -: I -: or CER LIL (pronounce the lip lick -: by touching both lips with
the tip of the tongue). Among the derivatives are Hera, also Northwest PIE *kerdeh- 'herd-series',
while -: I -: alone accounts for a call of Celtic herdsmen to their cattle that survives in the locally
famous lyoba call of herdsmen in the Swiss Canton of Fribourg, then for German Leben English
live, German Liebe English love, Ugaritic dd 'loved by' and Phoenician Dido 'Beloved One', Latin
libido 'desire', Ukrainian lyalka 'doll', French Lily and the flower lily, also German Laube 'foliage'
and English lobby, German Laube 'arbor', the latter suggesting an arbor in honor of the Hind
Woman appearing in Orion, a midwinter bowary in honor of the Lady of Life. Her arbor would
have been made with fir twigs, as indicated by Altamira bulls: while some (or even most ?) of them
have regular tails in the form of 'paint brushes', others have tails in the form of 'fir twiglets'.
Apparently the Divine Hind called not only animals out of niches and clefts in the rock but also
made plants germinate and grow.
Basque zaldi 'horse' (a shifting compound)
Basque zaldi 'horse' might have turned a sounding river into a load-bearing river then a load-bearing
horse. Proto-Basque *sal-dun (long u) 'packhorse, literally load-bearing' inspires the Magdalenian
reading SAL TON for a river that runs through the watery ground SAL of a valley or plain and
makes itself heard TON as murmuring brook rushing river thundering waterfall, then referred to a
load-bearing river, and then made a leap to load-bearing horses.
400,000 years ago, Homo erectus traversed the Wallace Strait, Indonesia, a deep sea drift valley
never less than seventeen kilometers wide, on bamboo rafts. In Celtic times the River Seine was a
busy trade route for rafts and boats transporting commodities – a load-bearing waterway.
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SAL for the watery ground of a valley or plain named rivers like the Sihl and Zihl/Thielle in
Switzerland, and Saale in Germany. Pliny, in his Natural History, mentions that in a region of Spain
horses were called Thielodones. Ancient Hispanic has t(h)ieldo 'horse', Ibero-Latin cieldo, and
finally Basque zaldi
SAL Saale Sihl Zihl/Thielle Thielo- t(h)iel- ciel- zalMagdalenian REO meaning river named the Greek fertility goddess Rhea, Minoan Rheia, in the
light of Magdalenian a river goddess who made a valley fertile. She named rivers like the ancient
Rha modern Volga, then three rivers that spring in the Swiss Alps, not far from each other: Rhenus
Rhine, Rhodanus Rhône, and Reuss. Rhea was the mother of Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades. Her
Gallo-Roman alter ego had been the horse goddess Epona who rode a horse in lady fashion,
accompanied by a bird evoking the eagle of Zeus, by a foal evoking the horse of Poseidon, and by a
dog evoking the dog of Hades. Her main sanctuary was Alesia near one of the springs of the River
Seine.
Poseidon was originally a river god, PAD AD DA Doric Poteidas, PAS TON Greek Poseidon: he
and his horses move PAD (activity of feet) along rivers that flow toward AD the sea while coming
from DA hills or mountains, and everywhere PAS they come to, they make themselves heard TON –
rushing water braying horses, thundering waterfalls thundering hooves of a running herd of horses,
their bobbing heads undulating like waves ... Poseidon himself could turn into a stallion. A gold ring
from Mokhlos, Minoan Crete, shows a boat on a river with the bow in the shape of a horse's head
and neck.
TON became -don in Poseidon, named rivers like the Don and Donau/Danube, and accounts for
Proto-Indo-European *dhen- 'run, flow' – horses run, water flows. A further derivative of TON
would have been Proto-Basque *dun (long u) 'load', first a load carried by a river, then a load
carried by a horse.
Living near a river, trading all kinds of goods on rafts and in boats, then working with packhorses,
allowed an easy transition form the sounding river to the load-bearing river to load-bearing horses.
We have then
SAL for the watery ground of a valley
rivers like Saale Sihl Zihl/Thielle
Proto-Basque *sal 'load'
first carried by a river, then by horses
TON for to make oneself heard
rivers like Don Donau/Danube
murmuring rushing thundering
PIE *dhen- 'run, flow'
Proto-Basque *dun (long u) 'bearing'
first a river then a horse bearing a load
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By the way, Basque espa-ra 'horsefly' is akin to Avestan aspa 'horse', from AS PAC, upward AS
horse PAC, originally small and sturdy pony-like horses used for transporting loads up the slope of
a hill or a mountain.
PIE horse (making the test case more specific)
Allan R. Bomhard reconstructed a Proto-Nostratic verbal root I can't render properly: *?ekh- 'to
move quickly, to rage; to be furious, raging, violent, spirited, fiery, wild' (the sign I give as question
mark is a glottal stop, maybe H1, and the final h should be tiny, in elevated position). This word has
plenty derivatives in Altaic languages, Tungus, Mongolian, Turkic, even Japanese, and some of
them imply the horse, especially the behaving of stallions (google for: bomhard nostratic horse ).
In the light of Magdalenian, the above Proto-Nostratic root might be a lateral association to PAC
meaning horse. PAC is present in AS PAC Avestan aspa Sanskrit asva (and many more derivatives),
upward AS horse PAC, small pony-like horses used for transporting loads up the slope of a hill or
mountain – PAC packhorses. Emphatic PAC AS AS horse up up named the winged horse Pegasos
Pegasus, originally personifying the hot summer wind that blows from the Aral Sea along the Amu
Darya then up to the Hindukush, as emblem of poetry testifying to an oral epic from the first IndoEuropean homeland on the banks of the Amu Darya, centered in the triangle of Termez and Kunduz
and Kurgan T'upe. Later on this region became Bactria, a fertile province in the empire of Dareios
then Alexander, rich in horses, Bak- reminding of PAC for horse.
The oldest layers of Greek mythology would originally have told stories from Central Asia that
were later on dislocated to the Greek mainland. (Originally the GRA KOS Graikos Graikoi Greeks
and KAL EN Hellenes were miner tribes from Central Asia, laboring in 'decorated' caves GRA
where colorful and glittering ores evoked the impression of a heavenly vault KOS inside the
mountain, inside EN the Underworld KAL.)
Now the test case regarding the Indo-European horse can be made more specific. Proto-Nostratic *?
ekh- (simplified notation) accounts for both Proto-Altaic *ek'a (simp.not.) and Proto-Indo-European
*ek-u-s *ekuo-s (simp.not.) 'horse'.
Magdalenian PAC meaning horse had a lateral association in *?ekh- (simp.not.) and named the
horse of the first Indo-European homeland in AS PAC aspa asva (and so on), while AC PAS dubbed
the horse of the second and third IE homelands in the Uralic and Pontic steppes east and west of the
ancient Rha modern Volga respectively: expanse of land with water AC everywhere (in a plain) PAS
– riding a horse you can get everywhere PAS in the Eurasian steppes (on earth) AC ... Hypothetical
AC PAS would have accounted for *h1ekwos (version given by Mallory and Adams 2006), Greek
hippos, Latin equus, also for the name of the Gallo-Roman horse goddess Epona, for Finnish
hevonen 'horse' (and many more).
Laws of Magdalenian, from the spring of 2005 (1, 2) and spring of 2006 (3, 4) partly anticipated by
Richard Fester
1) inverse forms have related meanings
2) permutations yield words around the same meme
3) D-words have comparative forms in S-words
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4) important words can have lateral associations
The inverse of PAC for horse is CAP for to capture horses. CAP might perhaps have named Kabura
Kabul. The stone miners on the Hindukush needed horses for transporting lapis lazuli and mainly
the very hard gray-green stone from which blades of axes were made still in the Early Bronze Age
that began in the first Indo-European homeland at the southern base of the Alai Mountains wherein
copper and tin were associated in the same mines, their alloy yielding bronze, and bronze bites
made it possible to tame and finally domesticate horses, by then a wild creature, especially the
stallion, well described by the meanings of the Proto-Nostratic verbal root proposed by Allan R.
Bomhard.
IE horse sacrifice (inauguration of a king)
The horse was the Indo-European animal par excellence. Taming not only docile mares but also
wild stallions was a big achievement. It may explain to some degree the strange inauguration
ceremony of a king. First he mated a mare in a symbolic way (as we shall see a high priestess of a
mare goddess). Hereupon a stallion was sacrificed, dismembered, and the meat offered to various
deities. A scholar (whose name I don’t remember) found that each leg of a horse had a different
name. From this we can conclude that the legs were consecrated to four deities. Apparently the new
king hoped to gain the prowess of a stud (by symbolically mating a mare) and the approval of the
gods (by distributing the meat among them).
PAC meaning horse would have accounted for Proto-Indo-European *hbhag- 'apportion' via the
sharing of the horse-meat. Bagaios was a byname of the Phrygian Zeus. He may have watched over
the distribution of the various parts of the sacrificed stallion. A Vedic god who deified Sanskrit
bagha- 'apportion' would have done the same. An Iranian cognate of Avestan baga 'good fortune'
was borrowed into Slavic and became a word for god, bogu, Russian bog. Tocharian B pake retains
a meaning of share and is close to Magdalenian PAC for a horse. (Main IE source Mallory and
Adams 2006).
A fair distribution of the various parts of the sacrificed stallion to the gods in a symbolical form, and
actually among the assembled priests and ministers would have meant good fortune (Avestan baga)
and been a sign that the freshly appointed king was a worthy governor in the name of the heavenly
distributor (Zeus Bagaios). In that sense the strange inauguration ceremony would have been of a
social relevance.
The Sanskrit word for the Indic inauguration ceremony, asvamedha, contains asva 'horse' which is
close to Avestan aspa 'horse', from AS PAC, upward AS horse PAC, small pony-like horses used for
transporting loads up a hill or mountain slope. This would have been the horse of the first IndoEuropean homeland on the banks of the Amu Darya, centered in the triangle Termez – Kunduz –
Kurgan T'upe.
Now let us have a look at the names of Termez and Kunduz.
TYR means to overcome in the double sense of rule and give. The king was an overcomer who not
only ruled but also gave, and was expected to fairly distribute what he gave. He was considered and
considered himself the offspring MmOS of the heavenly overcomer TYR (Sseyr Sseus Zeus).
Derivatives of TYR abound in Central Asia. The king as TYR MmOS might have named Termez on
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the middle course of the Amu Darya, between the steep mountains of the Pamir and the arid plain of
the Aral Sea.
If the names Termez and Kunduz go back to the Bronze Age, the latter may originally have been
called GYN DhAG, woman GYN able DhAG. Who was the able woman? If we can rely on Czech
kun 'horse' a high priestess of a horse goddess (maybe an emanation of Rhea who had an alter ego
in the Gallo-Roman horse goddess Epona). When a king was inaugurated, he would have performed
a symbolic union with that high priestess, and then she would have helped him distribute the meat
of the sacrificed stallion. Is it a coincidence that a town above Kunduz – farther up the slope of the
Hindukush – is called Baghlan? Remember Sanskrit bagha-. Place names can be amazingly
conservative. Landscapes have a long memory.
wild or domesticated? (historical depth of field)
Was the Proto-Indo-European horse *h1ekwos a wild or domesticated animal? Wild horses were an
important source of food in the Eurasian steppes. A mass horse tomb in the Ukraine contained some
three thousand skeletons, but only a very few of domesticated horses, all others of wild horses that
had been hunted for meat.
Magdalenian PAC named a wild horse, PEC a smaller animal, for example an ibex. PAC and PEC
account for *pekw- (tiny w in elevated position) 'cook, bake', Sanskrit pacati 'cooks' – the meat was
roasted on a fire, cooked in water, or baked in a pie.
PAC would have named the wild horse hunted for meat. Some 6,500 years ago, horses would have
been tamed in the first Indo-European homeland, maybe in the region of Kunduz, on the northern
slope of the Hindukush. The tamed horse would have been called AS PAC, upward AS horse PAC,
small and sturdy pony-like horses used for transporting loads up a hill or mountain, close
derivatives being Avestan aspa Sanskrit asva.
The horse of the second IE homeland in the Uralic steppes east of the ancient Rha modern Volga,
and the horse of the third IE homeland in the Pontic steppes west of the Rha Volga, would have
been dubbed by a phonetically similar but semantically different compound: AC PAS, an expanse of
land with water AC everywhere (in a plain) PAS - riding a horse you can get everywhere PAS on
earth AC, in the Eurasian steppes (PR slogan of an early horse breeder ;-) Among the derivatives
are *h1ekwos, Greek hippos, Latin equus, the Gallo-Roman horse goddess Epona, and the Finnish
horse hevonen.
PAC wild horse, hunted for meat
AS PAC tamed horse, used as pack animal
AC PAS domesticated horse, used for riding or pulling a wagon
The distinction between AS PAC and AC PAS would have held in the beginning; later on all horses
were used for carrying loads, pulling a cart or wagon, tow a boat along a river, plough a field, and
for riding. In that sense the convergence of AS PAC and AC PAS in *h1ekwos can be justified.
Only that the historical depth of field is lost.
What about Uzbekistan, Buchara, Bekabad -- AS PAC Uzbek-, PAC AAR RAABuchara, PAC
Bek- ???
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Bactra-Zariaspa and Pakistan (more toponyms)
Bactria was a far eastern province in the empire of Dareios and then of Alexander, fertile, rich in
horses. Bac- reminds of PAC meaning horse. The capital of Bactria in the time of Alexander was
Baktra-Zariaspa (329/327 BC), across the Amu Darya (Oxus) from Termez. A leader TYR who
overcame in the double sense of rule and give and saw himself as offspring MmOS of the heavenly
overcomer TYR (Sseyr Sseus Zeus) may have named TYR MmOS Termez. TYR may also have
accounted for Zar- in Zariaspa, while -aspa derives from AS PAC for a horse PAC that carries a load
upward AS a hill or mountain slope, Avestan aspa Sanskrit asva. So we have TYR AS PAC
Zariaspa, region of those who overcame TYR a wild horse PAC and turned it into a packhorse AS
PAC aspa asva.
The etymology of the name Uzbekistan is uncertain. The favorite Sogdian reading of Uzbek is
'genuine master'. This might perhaps preserve the meaning of TYR AS PAC Zariaspa in the rump
form of (TYR) AS PAC Uzbek via a pair of lateral associations: one to AS for genuine, and one to
PAC for master. Genesis 10 in the Bible mentions Tiras, possibly the Indo-Europeans on the banks
of the Amu Darya ruled by an overcomer TYR in the name of the heavenly overcomer TYR (Sseyr
Sseus Zeus) up above AS in the sky – the genuine overcomer, while he who succeeded in taming
and handling the wild horse PAC was called a master.
Bukhara became another Bactra in the time of Alexander (329/27 BC). Near it, on the Amu Darya
(Oxus) was a place called Bagai.
Bactrians also lived in the Northern Indus Valley. On the way to the Indus can be found a place
called Peukaleotis, the region Bukephala named in honor of Boukephalos, favorite horse of
Alexander, and on the two eastern rivers of the Indus water system the kingdom of one Phegeus.
Pakistan was named by an acronym: Punjab Afghanistan Kashmir Iran Sind baluchisTAN –
PAKISTAN ‘Land of the Pure’ (Persian and Urdu pak ‘pure’). How are Afghanistan and Iran parts
of Pakistan? More logical is Pak- as reference to ancient Bactria, expanded into the Indus Valley
under Dareios and Alexander. Bactrians took over at least the northern half of the wide river valley.
Pak ‘pure’ might ultimately go back to horse sacrifices, not only in the Eurasian steppes but also on
the Indian subcontinent, if we imagine the gods having asked for thoroughbreds, for pure blood.
Pakistan ‘Land of the Pure’ would then overform a piece of pagan history, justified by a not very
convincing acronym. (What if also English pagan derives from PAC meaning horse? Latin paganus
‘rural’ may be read as: where they plough the land with horses and oxen, PAC horse, PEC pecus
‘cattle’. Horse sacrifices were practiced for a long time as part of the Indic inauguration ceremony
asvamedha, of the Roman Equus October, and of the medieval inauguration of an Irish king in
County Donegal.)
Derivatives of TYR abound in Central Asia, and so do derivatives of PAC. Phegeus may be akin to
Ancient Greek pheggo 'shining, brilliant' and could provide a confirmation of hypothetical PAC
AAR RAA as origin of Bukhara. Imagine a herd of horses PAC trotting along the top of a hill, early
in the morning, in a fresh breeze, AAR meaning air, and in the golden light RAA of the rising sun ...
Such a picture might once have inspired the idea of a sun horse, and of Helios drawn by a quadriga
of horses. PAC may then also account for pheggos, while Phegeus may have seen himself as a sun
king.
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PIE and Nostratic identified a lot of word twigs on the language tree, but often they can't see the
branches on which those twigs grow. Such a missing word branch is PAC meaning horse. The
amazing concentration of derivatives of PAC in Central Asia tells me that the horse was tamed in
that region, by the first Indo-Europeans led by an overcomer TYR who ruled in the name of the
heavenly overcomer TYR (Sseyr Sseus Zeus) up above AS in the sky, TYR AS accounting for Tiras
in the Bible (Genesis 10). TYR means to overcome in the double sense of rule and give, and a king
was expected to fairly distribute what he gave, in the way of Zeus Bagaios.
Word branches allow scenic reconstructions, and reconstructions in the form of a story. PIE and
Nostratic revealed such a treasure that we now can proceed to the next level in studying the
language tree and evolution of the mind.
Hindukush Kashmir Pamir (how to get behind overformings)
Horses were bred in a wide arc around the Hindukush (etymology uncertain), in my opinion from
AD DA KOS, origin of many rivers that flow toward AD lakes and seas while coming from DA this
high mountain range under the heavenly vault KOS. One of those rivers contributes to the AD DA
Indus, AD DA a generic river name.
We have seen before that rivers and horses were connected. REO meaning river named the ancient
Rha modern Volga, and three rivers that spring near each other in the Swiss Alps: Rhenus Rhine,
Reuss, Rhodanus Rhône. REO also named the Minoan goddess Rheia and the Greek goddess Rhea,
mother of Zeus and Poseidon and Hades. Rhea had an alter ego in the Gallo-Roman horse goddess
Epona who rode a horse in lady fashion, accompanied by a bird and foal and dog that evoke the
eagle of Zeus and horse of Poseidon and dog of Hades. The main sanctuary of Epona was Alesia at
the base of Mont Réa, near one of the sacred springs of the River Seine. REO also named the horse
goddess Rhiannon of Wales.
AMA REO KOS, mother AMA river REO heavenly vault KOS, may account for Proto-IndoEuropean *markos 'horse' attested in Celtic and Germanic, Old Irish marc 'horse' and English mare,
connected by some with Mongolian morin. The compound might have named the metaphorical
mother AMA of rivers REO and provider of horses under the heavenly vault KOS, while a
permutation thereof could have named Kashmir (etymology uncertain, may have to do with water)
KOS AMA REO

KOSh MA RE

KASh Mi R ?

The highest peak of the Hindukush, Tirach Mir, may then be read as TYR.AC AMA.REO, the
overcomer TYR overlooks a wide expanse of land with water AC, the land of the metaphorical
mother AMA of rivers REO, as Rhea the mother of TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus. And Pamir? might once
have been called PAC AMA REO, horses PAC provided by the metaphorical mother AMA of rivers
REO, horses tamed on the middle course of the Amu Darya that comes rushing down from the
Pamir, AMA Amu TYR Darya, REO Rhea the mother goddess of the first Indo-European homeland
ruled by the worshipper of TYR up above AS (in the sky or on a mountain top), Tiras in the Bible,
Genesis 10 (also the etymology of Pamir is uncertain, one assumption is a geological term that may,
however, have been derived from the formation of the Pamir).
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Overformings block the comparative method, while the scenic reconstructions of Magdalenian – if
valid – make them transparent or even dissolve them, allowing a direct access to the original
meaning of a name or place name
an early Finnish calendar (part 1/2)
AAR RAA NOS was the sky god of the Göbekli Tepe, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind
NOS of his own, visualized ex negativo by the big limestone ring

AAR RAA NOS became the Greek sky god Ouranos, the old sky god Varuna of the Indus Valley,
and named the Val d'Aran, Arundel, or the Val d'Hérens in the Swiss Alps, a valley being a hollow
between hills or mountain filled with air and light ...
AAR RAA NOS in the variant of AAR RAA CA, he of air and light in the sky CA, named the
heavenly patron of Uruk in Sumer, and the Horus falcon of Ancient Egypt, in the version of AAR
RAA AC, he of air and light on earth AC Horakhty, Horus on the horizon, his hieroglyph the solar
disc in the valley between a pair of hills.
The eyes of the Horus falcon were sun and moon. AAR RAA CA may also have accounted for the
Finnish sun aurinka, and via the rump form (AAR RAA) CA for the Finnish moon kuu, while
kuutone 'six' and kuudes 'sixth' inspire a lunisolar calendar based on the division of a lunation or
synodic month into six periods, and the combination of the 'lunar' number five and the 'solar'
number six that are symbolically 'married' in the number 30
young moon a lunar week of five days
waxing moon a lunar week of five days
full moon a lunar week of five days
waning moon a lunar week of five days
old moon a lunar week of five days
empty moon alternately five and four days
yielding lunations of 30 29 30 ... days
A long lunation of 30 days are six lunar weeks and equal a month of five solar weeks, maybe
symbolizing a mythological marriage between a moon goddess and a sun god.
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Now for the lunisolar aspect of this calendar. A year has 12 months plus a lunar week and
occasionally a solar week. 5 5 5 sum 15 lunations counted in the 30 29 30 mode yield 443 days, 6 5
6 or 17 lunations counted in the same mode 502 days, together 985 days for 32 lunations, doubled
1,890 days for 64 lunations. 1,890 days are 315 solar weeks and correspond to 64 lunations or
synodic months (lunisolar formula of the Göbekli Tepe that was also applied in the Horus calendar
of Ancient Egypt, where a month of 30 days multiplied by the Horus eye series 1 '2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64
yields 29 '2 '32 days, or 29 days 12 hours 45 minutes, for a synodic month of 29 days 12 hours 44
minutes 2.9 seconds, modern average from 1989 AD; mistake less than one minute per lunation, or
half a day in a lifetime).
Finnish viisi 'five' derives from PAS meaning everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me,
east and west of me, in all five places, Greek pas pan 'all, every' pente penta- 'five'. Tsaivas 'sky'
named the heavenly abode of divine beings, notably the sun and moon, from DhAG meaning able,
Greek theos Latin deus (incompatible in PIE, well compatible in Magdalenian) English divine. And
finally SOMm for human being, Greek soma 'body', could have named the Suomi.
an early Finnish calendar (part 2/2)
Let us play with the 'lunar' week of 5 days and 'solar' week of 6 days in the hypothetical early
Finnish calendar.
6 x 5 or 30 days for a long lunation
6 6 5 6 6 or 29 days for a short lunation
5 x 6 days for a month
Finnish kuukausi 'month' containing kuu 'moon' testifies to the priority of the lunar calendar.
5 10 15 20 25 30 ... 360 365 days for a regular year (r)
6 12 18 24 30 ... 360 366 days for an occasional leap year (l)
25 years require 6 leap years among them, here in a symmetric arrangement
rrlrrrlrrrlrrrlrrrlrrrlrr
This excellent formula can be found by means of an additive number sequence. Begin with 365
days for one year and add repeatedly 1461 days for four years (in the way that was forbidden in
school ;-)
365/1 (plus 1461/4) 1826/5 3287/9 4748/13 6209/17 7670/21 9131/25 (19 x 365 plus 6 x
366)
The same value might have been known to the astronomers of Tell Halaf in Syria nine millennia ago
(possibly encoded in a beautiful bowl).
Consider again the symmetric line of 25 years. This time one leap year (l) is marked by an upper
case L
rrlrrrlrrrlrrrlrrrLrrrlrr
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19 years denoted by L are 6,940 days (fourteen regular years plus 5 leap years) or 1,388 lunar
weeks or 235 lunations. The so-called Metonic cycle (235/19) is provided by another lunisolar
sequence. Begin with 12 12 13 sum 37 lunations for 3 years (known from a Celtic calendar) and 99
lunations for 8 years (Lascaux, dingir calendar of Sumer) and add the numbers pairwise (again in
the 'forbidden' way)
37/3 99/8 136/11 235/19 371/30
This lunisolar sequence was used by the Minoans a thousand years before Meton (Knossos 235/19,
Mallia 371/30), and probably still earlier in Mesopotamia, and, why not, in Finland.
sun horse and moon bull running (Lascaux)
Marie E.P. König identified the bull of Lascaux as moon bull, the horse as sun horse, the niche at
the rear end of the Axial Gallery as midwinter, the pair of antithetic ibices as emblem of the winter
solstice, and the line of descending small black horses as the tired winter sun horse.
The winter sun horse would have been called CA LAB, sky CA cold LAB, accounting for gallop
and German Klepper '(old) nag'. The lovely pair of 'Chinese' horses running from the niche to the
rotunda is the spring sun horse CA BEL, in a longer form CA BEL IAS, sky CA warm BEL healing
IAS, the warm sun healing ailments of a long and harsh winter, ABelios AFelios Helios the Greek
sun god with a quadriga of horses. The rotunda symbolizes midsummer, the red mare rising above
the ledge the midsummer sun rising above the horizon, CA BAL, sky CA hot BAL, Latin caballus
(etymology not interpreted, says my dictionary) Spanish caballo French cheval.
The proud white bull running by her side represents a full moon occurring at the same time, ideal
start of an eight-year period in the lunisolar calendar of Lascaux. Ideograms marking the bulls of
the rotunda suggest six lunar phases: 3 days of the young moon, 6 days of the waxing moon, 9 days
of the full moon, 6 days of the waning moon, 3 days of the old moon, alternately 3 and 2 days of the
empty moon German Leermond, yielding lunations of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days.
The six lunar phases would have been named by the permutations of GEN, the three days of the
young moon by GEN itself, genesis, the three days of the old moon by the inverse NEG, negation.
A compound parallel to CA BAL named the full moon CA LUN, sky CA of the full round form
LUN (the inverse NUL accounting for Latin nihil 'nothing' French nul 'no, none' English nul and
German Null 'zero'). CA LUN became the Greek moon goddess Selaenae and the Roman moon
goddess Luna and accounts for glina 'moon' in the language of the eastern Swiss Alps, Rumantg,
CA preserved in the initial g- of glina.
Now hear the sun horse and the bull of the full moon run
CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB ...
CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL ...
CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL ...
CA LUN CA LUN CA LUN CA LUN ...
cosmic horse and wheel of spacetime (a fable based on Hungarian)
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The sky god AAR RAA NOS of the Göbekli Tepe, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS
(of his own) had the say ) or L. AAR RAA ) or AAR RAA L named the Aral Sea, the Uralic steppes
of the second Indo-European homeland, the Ural, and accounts for Hungarian ural 'rule'. AAR RAA
is present in Greek hora and Latin hora, time words of many meanings, also in German Uhr
Hungarian ora 'clock, watch'. AAR RAA again accounts for Latin aura also aurum 'gold' and for
Hungarian arany 'gold'.
Hungarian is an Uralic language. Consulting a small Hungarian dictionary inspired a fable around a
possible myth from the Nation of Towns in the Transural, a concentration of circular miner
settlements from the Bronze Age.
In the beginning the Divine Stag and Hind CER made the cosmic wheel of space and time,
Hungarian kör 'circle' kereh 'round' kerék 'wheel' kering 'circulate' kerit 'fence in, encircling', and
made it according to the PAS cross, kereszt 'cross', PAS meaning everywhere (in a plain), here,
south and north of me, east and west of me, here associated with the positions of the hours on the
dial of a mechanical watch that goes back to the ideal calendar sanctuary of the Göbekli Tepe
center, here, now
North, midwinter, December, position 12/0 on a dial
East, spring or vernal equinox, March, position 3 on a dial
South, midsummer, June, position 6 on a dial
West, autumn equinox, September, position 9 on a dial
By turning the PAS wheel or cross you obtain the positions 1 4 7 10 for January April July October,
then 2 5 8 11 for February May August November. The cosmic wheel of spacetime was represented
by a circle of a dozen poles (ideal Göbekli Tepe calendar model) and integrated into the enveloping
palisade or wall LOP of a circular settlement POL, the small circle of a settlement standing for the
big circle of the world.
Now the Divine Hind called a horse PAC into life, and the Divine Stag made it run run run around
the world, along the cosmic loop LOP, toward AD one 'monthplace' while coming from DA the
previous one. AD DA was a generic
river name but here it may have accounted for Hungarian idö (long ö) 'time', and LOP PAC for
Hungarian lo 'horse' lovak 'horses'.
AC PAS named the horse of the second Indo-European homeland in the Uralic steppes that carries a
rider everywhere PAS on earth AC, but would also have named the cosmic horse running around the
earth AC along the PAS wheel of the turning PAS cross, Hungarian kerek 'wheel' kereszt 'cross'. AC
PAS accounts for *h1ekwos hippos equus Epona hevonen, and possibly also for Hungarian havi
havonkent havonti 'monthly' ...
The Indo-Europeans in the Uralic steppes were an elite whose language left only a few traces in the
Uralic languages, moreover, Magdalenian words were lost, for example PAS, or they shifted, are
hidden and require a scenic reading, for example CER meaning stag or hind, shaman or shamaness.
This word has a direct derivative in Hungarian szarvas 'stag' but also shifted to the above host of
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ker-words and may suggest that the wheel kerkék was invented by shamans in the Uralic steppes,
then enlarged to the cosmic wheel of spacetime.
Hungarian moon and sun (and the Finnish counterparts)
A longer version of AAR RAA NOS for the sky god of the Göbekli Tepe, visualized ex negativo by
the big limestone ring, also AAR RAA ) or AAR RAA L for the one who has the say, might have
been
AAR RAA CA NOS LOP

(AAR raa CA nos LOP)

he of air AAR and light RAA in the sky CA with a mind NOS follows his orbit LOP (originally a
palisade or wall around a settlement, accounting for envelop, loop, and German Loipe 'circuit').
Consider the Egyptian AAR RAA CA Horus falcon whose eyes were moon and sun. Both moon and
sun traveled along the swaying kha channel, identified with the band of the ecliptic by Rolf Krauss.
RAA alone named Ra, the supreme god appearing in the solar disc. The Egyptian deities were
believed to have been made from metals, Ra from gold, "a mountain of gold." Remember AAR
RAA NOS Hungarian arany 'gold'.
CA NOS in the long name above would have accounted for Greek Chaos, father of AAR RAA NOS
Ouranos Uranus, also for Proto-Uralic *kanu (kangu) 'moon' wherefrom Finnish kuu 'moon' and
Hungarian hold 'moon' (quite a phonetical shift). AAR RAA CA again would have named the
Finnish aurinko 'sun' while NOS LOP may be the origin of of Hungarian nap 'sun', a word which
defied etymology until now
NOS LOP

NO OP

Na aP

nap

German Aar, König der Lüfte, is an old word for 'eagle, king of the airs (plural)'. Remember the Val
d'Aran, Arundel, or the Val d'Hérens in the Swiss Alps, a valley being a hollow between hill or
mountains filled with air and light, a mountain valley the kingdom of an Aar ...
The eyes of AAR RAA NOS are depicted on a stone tablet from Jerf el-Ahmar, Northwestern Syria,
close to the Euphrates and Anatolian border, 10 th millennium BC (between 12,000 and 11,000 years
old). In my opinion it shows how the Göbekli Tepe was built. One side features plenty fur or leather
bags filled with clay; in the center of the top row a wide pair of horns that invoke the bull emanation
of the sky god, between the horns the big hill: a limestone outcrop some four hundred meters
across, covered by humans with earth layers up to five meters deep, which required maybe two
million fillings of leather bags – a pharaonic enterprise undertaken some 12,000 years ago. The
people carrying bags upward to the top of the hill must have looked like a procession of ants …
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On the other side we see a temple under construction, four standing pillars, a worker ant erecting a
further pillar, above a pair of rings in the sky, moon and sun, eyes of the sky god, the ring on the
right side emitting a ray, next to the ring on the left side a snake heading downward, symbol of rain.
Snakes are by far the most frequent element in the Göbekli Tepe iconography. Snakes heading
upward symbolize prayers for rain, and the rising smoke of sacrificial fires imploring rain from the
sky god, snakes heading downward falling rain, and snakes undulating horizontally rivers, also
water used for the irrigation of fields, running through channels. AAR RAA NOS in that sense,
provider of rain, accounts for Latin urina 'actually water' and in the form of Varuna for Sanskrit
var(i) 'water'. The first stone pillar temples were built 11,600 years ago. The region was fertile, a
paradise of lush meadows, groves, and game galore. However, being on the southern margin of the
Fertile Crescent, water became an issue with agriculture invented in that region.
The culture of the Neolithic I spread in all directions, making the name of the old sky god reach
Egypt in the South and Finland in the North, the Indus Valley and Ural in the East and Europe in the
West.
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magic spell (enforcing a wall)
POL named a fortified settlement, Greek polis, German Bollwerk English bulwark, also Italian villa
'mansion', French and English village (pronounced differently), French ville 'town', Hungarian falu
'village'. Inverse LOP named the enveloping hedge, fence, palisade or wall. POL LOP Peloponnese
was a region of fortified settlements POL enclosed in palisades or walls LOP, and PAS LOP
Penelope the Homeric personification of the Peloponnese and especially the Argolis, everywhere
PAS enveloping palisades or walls LOP. A so-called cyclopic wall surrounded a fortified settlement
of the Bronze Age whose organization was denoted by the compound CO OC LOP, in the center the
ruler of the focused mind CO surrounded by guards of the open eyes OC along the palisade or wall
LOP. Derivatives of LOP reveal a metaphorical use of the word: Greek lopos 'shell skin husk, bark
rind', French enveloper English envelop, English loop and looping, lap in the sense of a 'circuit
round', German Loipe 'circuit' Lauf 'run, race' laufen 'to run, race' Laufbahn 'career' Umlaufbahn
'orbit' Schlaufe 'loop'. POL took over LOP in palisade and wall, while POL and LOP are exchanged
in Hungarian telep 'settlement' and fal 'wall'.
The wall around a fortified settlement of the Bronze Age brings back the horse.
When Achilles gained victory over towering Hector, he dragged him three times around the walls of
Troy with his horse-pulled cart – a ghastly act for which Eberhard Zangger found a plausible
explanation: Achilles broke a magic spell that enforced the mighty walls of Troy.
We have archaeological evidence for such a wall-enforcing magic spell in the Tiryns side or disc of
the Phaistos Disc (deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth) which is a perfect illustration of the CO OC LOP
idea, representing Tiryns in the Middle Helladic period of time, around 1 650 BC, the margin the
former palisade around the limestone hill, and the inscription all along the margin a quadruple
banning formula of archaic power. CO OC LOP named the English wheel and Sanskrit chakra via
*kwekwlos, while the Hungarian wheel kerék informs us that it was invented by a shaman CER.
Now remember the wheel-shaped miner settlements in the Nation of Towns in the Transural.
Imagine a shaman riding or wheeling around such a town once a year, enforcing the palisade or wall
with a magic spell. A myth could then have widened this ritual to an idea of the cosmos, the wheel
of spacetime kept in motion by a cosmic horse, LOP PAC lo 'horse' lovak 'horses' lovas 'rider' lovag
'knight' in Hungarian. In the wake of Newton the cosmos became a clockwork, in our time it is
understood as a computer, the world as hologram generated by the information stored in the 'lopos'
of a huge sphere – the technology of an epoch shapes the idea of the cosmos, not only today, it also
did so in the past.
Chauvet cave (origin of a wandering tale)
In the time of Chauvet fast moving Arcturus was the head of the constellation we know as Bootes
'Herdsman'. By then, more than 30,000 years ago, it may have been ARC TYR, overcomer TYR of
the cave bear ARC, the cave bear (bigger than a grizzly) seen in the American Big Dipper, part of
Ursa major 'big(ger) Bear'. The Brunel chamber of the Chauvet cave shows a large domino five in
red ocher applied with a palm which I read as PAS meaning everywhere (in a plain), and a further
palm impression in elevated position which I read as CA for sky, together PAS CA - may the
supreme leader of the Lower Rhone Valley, the bullman, be born again in the heavens, and may he
roam the sky in his next life as he roams the land in this life, may he get everywhere PAS in the sky
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CA ... The bull(man) is shown on a stalactite in the rear hall of the Chauvet cave, his head before
the womb of a Venus woman symbolizing a birth in the sky, her large black pubic triangle
indicating the Summer Triangle Deneb – Vega – Atair on the Milky Way. The eminent PIE scholar
and expert on the Rig Veda Michael Janda deduced a Stone Age belief in a rebirth somewhere on
the Milky Way from the Rig Veda. The Chauvet cave might have been the stage for an opera
showing the adventures of the bullman in the sky, beginning with the Summer Triangle, then
proceeding to further constellations. Picture an actor / dancer / singer performing in the cave,
torches casting his shadow on the walls, accompanied by drum beats and the piercing sounds of
flutes made from delicate swan bones ...
This tall tale would have survived in the legend of Arthur of Britain who fought for three days and
three nights with the dragon from Lannion in Brittany – skulls and bones of the long extinct cave
bear were misunderstood as remains of dragons. The sky god AAR RAA NOS Ouranos Varuna in
the alternative form of AAR RAA CA, he of air AAR and light RAA in the sky CA lived on for
example in the 'golden boy' Muruku (Latin aurum 'gold' Finnish aurinka 'gold') identified by Asko
Parpola on a tablet from the Indus Valley. In a lost oral epic (long before the Tamil epic) he would
have been the bringer of civilization who also featured some elements of nature, for example the
mythical rhinoceros drank up all the water of a river (Behemoth in the Bible) and thus caused a
draught, nobody could cope with it, but then Muruku came, pulled the Spica lance (in the tale of
Arthur the magic sword only he could get out of the rock) and pierced the hard skin of the swollen
beast (Bootes again, with Arcturus for the head in bottom position) and thus released the first
monsoon ... (a humoristic element in mythological cosmology).
The old tales were told and retold, filled with ever more elements, and finally almost entirely
overgrown.
tentative etymologies of rasna 'Etruscan' and tamna 'horse' (polished compounds)
RYT meaning spear thrower, archer, has a derivative in Greek rhytaer 'archer, protector', a double
derivative in German Ross und Reiter 'horse and rider', originally a riding archer, several derivatives
in Etruscan, maby also in rasna by which the Etruscans called themselves. TYR means overcomer,
inverse of RYT. And NOS means mind, Greek nous
RYT NOS

Ras Na rasna 'Etruscan'

The Etruscans as riding archers with a mind of their own?
TYR NOS Tam Na tamna 'horse'
The horse as overcomer, leaping over obstacles, with a mind of its own = full of temperament? (The
sun horse needed this vitality in climbing the sky, in traversing the Underworld, and in guiding a
soul through the gate of the beyond.)
Latin tamnius 'wild vine' is a word of Etruscan origin
TYR NOS Tam NiuS tamnius 'wild vine'
The wild form of vitus vinifera, originating in the Mediterranean, reaching a climbing height of
fifteen meters, as another overcomer with a metaphorical mind of its own?
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(The shift from TYR to an m-form has a parallel in TYR PAS French temps 'weather and time' TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus overcoming everybody everywhere PAS in weather and time. TYR PAS also
named Taruwisa Troy as overcomer everywhere, controlling the entire region and the crossing trade
ways.)
Where did the mythical or historical Tyrrhenus come from? Lydia, says Herodot, and he is right:
both human and bovine Etruscan DNA indicate Lydia, especially the region of Smyrna modern
Izmir. Tyrrhenus would have worshipped TYR (Sseyr Sseus Zeus), a son of REO (Rhea), while the
Tyrsenoi worshipped TYRSANOS (mentioned on an Etruscan shard found in the agora of Athens)
or SATYRNOS (Saturnus Saturn, founder of the golden age of Latium), consider Etruscan Saturnia
- the heavenly one overcomes TYR from above, in downward direction SA, and has a mind NOS of
his own. Judging by a host of derivatives meaning tower, Tyrrhenius let build many towers (perhaps
with a shrine of TYR inside). His people could have lived along the Hermos, between Sardes and
Smyrna, Smyrna perhaps a strongly polished form of Saturnia (consider Edinburgh called Embra by
the locals), and Sardes of TYR DhAG, the (heavenly) overcomer TYR is able DhAG. The protoEtruscans would have been migrants from various minor peoples around the once mighty Hittite
empire.
Hermos reminds of Hermes, alter ego of Homer in the Odyssey, Homer 2 from Smyrna. Hermes can
be read as CER MmOS, offspring MmOS of the shaman CER, or of Cernunnos, lord of the animals,
depicted on the silver cauldron from Gundestrup, Denmark, that was crafted by Galataean Celts in
Anatolia. Cernunnos was closely connected with the supreme Celtic god Dagda, from DhAG DhAG
able able. If we equate him with TYR, Hermos becomes TYR MmOS and then Turms, Etruscan for
Hermes.
The proto-Etruscans in Lydia, dwelling along the Hermos, lived in huts, villages and fortified
settlements POL made of wickerwork PLO, together POL PLO wherefrom Etruscan poplo Latin
populus Italian popolo French people English people. Latin populus also names the poplar tree,
indicating that the quickly growing vertical twigs of Populus niger were used as upshoots in
wickerwork, while flexible willow twigs were used for the vertical elements, poplar trees and
willows growing in meadows along rivers (German Auenwälder) also in Anatolia, at least by then.
Sardegna Sardinia (another Tyrrhenian colony ?)
Ancient Sardis modern Sardes on the ancient Hermos modern Gediz Nehr might have been the
home of early kings known under the collective name of Tyrrhenus, worshipper(s) of the overcomer
TYR (Sseyr Sseus Zeus), a son of REO (Rheia Rhea and maybe the alpine Rheitia in Switzerland).
Those kings would have built a tower on the acropolis of Sardis, and this tower would later have
named the place, capital of Lydia under Gyges
TYR DHAG the overcomer TYR is able DhAG
NOS RAG his mind NOS outstanding, towering RAG
with a pun, TYR meaning both the heavenly overcomer and the earthly king (cf. the Tiryns side of
the Phaistos Disc as deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth, and consider the former Round Building on the
acropolis of Tiryns, a tower with a shrine of Sseyr, Middle Helladic form of Zeus).
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As Leroy-Gourhan so convincingly demonstrated, the line of head and back of an animal in cave
art, evoking the entire animal, was the first line drawn by a Stone Age painter. The name of that line
would have been RAG (a permutation of GRA for a decorated cave, accounting for graphics),
among the many derivatives Greek rakhos Old English ryc German Rücken 'back', German ragen
'to tower' überragen 'to tower above, be outstanding, brillant', Latin rex 'king' regina 'queen',
Sanskrit raj 'king'. TYR DhAG would have become Sardis Sardes, TYR DhAG NOS Sardegna
Sardinia, and NOS RAG noraghe (plural) for the towers on Sardegna Sardinia (Noraghen Culture).
This may indicate that several early kings from Sardis in Lydia sailed westward, formed colonies in
Etruria and Sardinia, while a further Tyrrhenus may have reached the Swiss Alps where his people
named three rivers that spring not far from each other, the Rhenus Rhine, Reuss, and Rhodanus
Rhône. TYR Sseyr ... accounts for French Sieur Monsieur, English Sire Sir, German Herr, and
Sursilvan Sara (one of the five Rumantg idioms). And what is the origin of Toscana Tuscany?
Probably DhAG CA NOS, the able one DhAG in the sky CA has a mind NOS of his own. Replace
the able one in the sky by the overcomer and you have TYR CA as origin of Turkey, while the TYR
CA MAN Turkmenians carried out the will of the overcomer TYR in the sky CA with their right
hand MAN, and the REO MAN Romani Romans the will of the river goddess REO (the early
Roman kings were Etruscans), and the speakers of Rumantg the will of REO Rheia Rhea in her
alpine emanation, REO DHAG Rheitia the able one who guides the riding archers RYT and make
them overcome TYR in her name. A riding archer is shown among the rock carvings of
Corschennas, above the confluence of the two Upper Rhines at Sils in the Domleschg; above the
riding archer a majestic ring-cross, emblem of REO.
DhAG CA NOS Tuscania, and TYR CA NOS Tarquinia, are Etruscan towns in Southern Etruria.
DhAG meaning able would also have named the boy Tages who appeared out of nowhere and
founded the so-clled Etruscan disciplina of reading signs and messages and prophesies in the flight
of birds, in the occurrence of flashes, and in pecularities of the liver of a sacrificed sheep. Can the
'disciplina' go back to TYR DhAG Sardis Sardes? did a swarm of birds flying westward advice
Tyrrhenus to wander, ride and sail in the same direction, taking some of his people with him?
One of the most interesting Sardinian bronzes found in Etruscan graves is a richly decorated little
ship with the bow of a stag (CER MmOS Hermes alias TYR MmOS Turms, the Etruscan Hermes),
with a standing man and several animals, evoking an 'arch of Noah' (Vetulonia, Tomba del Duce).
Trossulum (a further horse formula ?)
A unit of 300 riding archers of the Roman cavalry was named trossuli, after the Etruscan town of
Trossulum conquered by the Romans. The meaning of that name is unknown. If Trossulum was a
center of horses and riders, the original name of that place – or an older center of horses and riders
in Lydia, or even farther east – could have been
TYR RYT SAL LAS
the horse as overcomer TYR
ridden by an archer RYT
gets across the watery ground SAL of a valley
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and over hills and mountains LAS
Remember RYT meaning spear thrower, archer, accounting for German Ross und Reiter 'horse and
rider', and RYT TYR for Ritter 'knight', originally a riding archer.
Remember also TYR NOS tamna for the Etruscan horse, an overcomer TYR with a mind NOS of
its own, full of vitality, needed by the sun horse for climbing the sky in the morning, and for
traversing the Underworld by night. Horses were of high prestige for the Etruscan aristocrats, and
may also have carried their souls (in a symbolic manner) to the beyond (Tomba del Barone,
Tarquinia).
A peculiar element of Etruscan iconography are birds like a duck or a crane on the croup of a horse,
interpreted as emblems of the Underworld. Water birds don't only fly and swim, they can also dive,
and lakes must have been seen as entrances to the Underworld, as in Celtic mythology. The stamped
metopes on a large pithos (vessel for storing big amounts of food) found in a tomb show a horse
with a rider and a crane behind him on the croup of the horse, apparently on a journey through the
Underworld to the beyond – a heavenly beyond reached on the wings of the crane that become
wings of the horse.
Back to the hypothetical horse formula TYR RYT SAL LAS. The first half, TYR RYT, might have
survived in Turkish tiris 'trot, gait of a horse between a walk and a run' (each i without a dot,
pronounced like e in German laufen and in English father).
--A postscript ending the long series of messages on words and compounds for the horse. The consent
was that horses were first domesticated by the Yamnaya north of the Black Sea (the Pontic steppes,
in my opinion, having been the third IE homeland). A new discovery indicates the Botai in
Kazakhstan as the first horse tamers (the Uralic steppes having been the second IE homeland). Now
I wait for another discovery that will make the Early Bronze Age dwellers on the middle course of
the Amu Darya (first IE homeland) the tamers of small and sturdy pony-like horses used for
carrying loads up a hill or mountain slope, and this before the Botai and Yamnaya tamed and
domesticated their mutually different horses for the purpose of riding and pulling a wagon or a
plough.
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Lascaux 17, Hebrews, water finders
Hebrews, water finders; also: wise Solomon, and ‘signature
elements’ in the early alphabets of Asia Minor
© 2018 by Franz Gnaedinger
Hebrews, water finders (part 1/12)
The SAP BIR apiru Hebrews wandered mainly between BIR SAP Beersheba 'Seven Wells' and Har
Karkom in the Sinai and the eastern part of the Nile Delta. SAP means everywhere (in space), here,
south and north of me, east and west of me, under and above me, in all seven places, wherefrom
words for seven in many languages including Hebrew and Arabic. BIR means fur, Greek byrsa
'hide, fur, leather', and named a well as fur place: where fur bags or leather bags or goat hides were
filled with water. SAP BIR apiru Hebrews named people who found everywhere SAP water and dug
wells that became fur BIR places – Beer Bir.
Their leaders were Moses and Aaron figures, pulled together to one single Moses and one single
Aaron in the dramatic report of the Bible. MmOS SAI Moses was the offspring MmOS of life SAI,
namely, of the life giving God, while Aaron worshipped God using the ancient name of AAR RAA
NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS of his own, sky god of the Göbekli Tepe. This
god was implored for rain. Prayers for rain and the rising smoke of sacrificial fires imploring rain
were symbolized by snakes heading upward, and falling rain by snakes heading downward, snakes
being by far the most frequent symbol on Göbekli Tepe pillars. The rods of Moses and Aaron turned
into serpents, meaning they found water. When they appeared before Pharaoh, Aaron's rod turned
into a serpent, and so did the rods of the Egyptian magicians, however, the serpent of Aaron
swallowed theirs, meaning Aaron and his apiru surpassed even the Egyptian water engineers.
Beersheba was the center of a mysterious Chalcolithic people, their legacy on a par with
Predynastic Egyptian art. Har Karkom in the Sinai, a modest mountain ridge, was a religious center
between 4300 and 2000 BC, with more than 120 cult places, and 40,000 (forty thousand) rock
engravings, among them a staff and a winding snake, a radiating eye, and a grid of ten fields
evoking the pair of tables with the ten commandments of Moses. Living in the Sinai required the
ability of finding water everywhere, at which the SAP BIR apiru Hebrews excelled.
MmOS SAI Moses, offspring MmOS of God who gives life SAI, goes along with Egyptian mesi 'be
born', Ahmose = given life and placed on Earth by the moon god Ah, Thutmosis = given life and
placed on Earth by the moon god Thoth.
Hebrews, water finders (part 2/12)
Emmanuel Anati "claims to have documented 1,300 archaeological sites at Har Karkom, including
40,000 (?) rock engravings and more than 120 rock cult sites, such as small temples, standing stones
(masseboth), tumuli, open-air altars, stone circles, and other types of shrines. Most of the rock
engravings, called petroglyphs, and rock cult sites are clustered at the base of Har Karkom"
(Hershel Shanks, Biblical Archaeology Review, March / April 2014). Anati equates the Har Karkom
with Mt. Sinai in the Bible. The crescent-shaped horns of the many ibices among the rock
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engravings may indicate the moon god Sin (Magdalenian GEN for the three days of the young
moon). Three of the Bronze Age petroglyphs evoke the Exodus, and make Anati date back this
Biblical event by centuries if not millennia, to a time long before the established date of 1200 BC.
Are there more connections between the Bronze Age at Har Karkom and the Bible? If so, Moses
and Aaron would have been collective names for a series of leaders born at different times. Moses
as a baby was found in an ark of bulrushes among the flags by a river's brink – a water child, so to
say, water being the element and symbol of life: offspring MmOS life SAI, together MmOS SAI
Moses. This may be an older layer of the Moses tale, while the Moses of 1200 BC led his people in
a critical period, when a climate change (proven for Southern Turkey) with droughts and occasional
torrents and a temperature drop ruined agriculture and caused mass migrations along the
Mediterranean, reaching Egypt as 'Invasion the Sea Peoples', in the Bible symbolized by the plagues
that befell Egypt.
Also David was a collective name, DA PAD dvd David, away from DA activity of feet PAD - the
hill tribes of Judah delivered from the paw of the Egyptian lion, delivered from the paw of the
Hittite bear, and delivered from the 'paw' of the Philistine giant Goliath. And SAL MAN Solomon,
the son of David, was another collective name, overseer of those who work in the watery ground of
a valley SAL with their right hand MAN – water workers again, using their skills also in mining.
To say it bluntly: the Bible turned a long and winding history into a Hollywood story. Only much
better than a Hollywood production, a tale full of information wrapped up in symbols the unfolding
of which is a hermeneutic task.
Hebrews, water finders (part 3/12)
A phantastic book: Emmanuel Anati, Hara Karkom, La montagna di Dio 'God's Mountain', Jaca
Milano 1981/86. A rock on a path up to the ridge has the shape of a steep mountain, below a pair of
adorants with raised arms, maybe the generic Moses and Aaron figures, and far above them, at the
narrow top of the rock, an 'abstract sign' which appears to me as a tangle of snakes that look
downward, snakes heading downward symbolizing rain in the Göbekli Tepe iconography, here
maybe even a thunderstorm with flashes. The snakes form a golden aureole between them (natural
color of the pricked stone; all the local petroglyphs are yellow-orange, in a beautiful contrast to the
dark surface of the rock). The 'aureole' may be the lining of a cloud that hides AAR RAA NOS of
the Göbekli Tepe, the ancient sky god of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS of his own,
implored for rain that fills river beds and water holes. Under the left man is a sign in the shape of a
bowl, maybe a well or a fur bag. The same sign indicates the fur giver BIR GID on a Göbekli Tepe
pillar. BIR meaning fur named wells as fur places Bir Bor Beer, wells where fur bags were filled
with water, numerous in the Negev and Sinai. AAR RAA NOS cared for his people who commuted
between Harran or Haran forty kilometers south of the Göbekli Tepe
AAR RAA NOS AR RA N Harran Haran
and BIR SAP Beersheba and the Har Karkom in the Negev/Sinai and Goshen in the Nile Delta. He
appeared to Jacob who was on his was from Beersheba to Haran, addressing him from the top of a
heavenly ladder, AS RAA ) or AS RAA L Israel, up above AS the Lord in an aureole of light RAA
has the say ) or L ..., and later on, declaring himself to be the one and only God of the Israelites, he
spoke to Moses on the Har Karkom, identified with the Biblical Mt. Sinai by Emmanuel Anati.
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Hebrews, water finders (part 4/12)
When the children of Israel entered the desert of Zin and found no water, (Book of Numbers 20)
they gathered against Moses and Aaron. The Lord in his glory (an aureole) appeared before Moses
and Aaron and told Moses how he can get water out of a rock. Moses did as he was commanded,
smote the rock twice with his rod, and "water came out abundantly" for all the people and all the
animals ... KOD DhAG BIR NIA Kodesh-Barnea – let us erect the tent KOD of the able one DhAG
here, by the well, where we can fill our fur bags with water, fur BIR, it is a good place, NIA
(exclamation of joy when a good place for a camp had been found, from the permutation group of
NAI for finding a new camp). KOD DhAG accounts for Hebrew qodesh kodash 'holy' Arabic
mu'kaddas 'holy' Turkish mukaddes 'holy' Persian mogaddas 'holy', with a Christian cognate in
Italian casa di Dio 'house of God' for a church.
The Lord spoke to Moses on the Har Karkom, better known as Mount Sinai. Then the Israelites
wandered some thirty kilometers westward to the base of Mount Seir, abode of Jahwe – rider of
clouds, the Lord, the able one who had the say – and then between twenty and thirty kilometers
northward into the desert of Zin, where Moses with the help from above did a miracle,
commemorated by the name of Kadesh Barnea in the above etymology.
DhAG meaning able is part of the double formula naming the supreme sky and weather god of the
Chalcolithic and Bronze Age and Iron Age
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
The ruler ShA goes ahead (activity of feet) PAD
and overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR
up above AS in the sky CA / The able one DhAG ... (repetition)
ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Jovis Giove, DhAG PAD TYR Dis pater, byname of Jupiter. DhAG
deus 'god'. TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus, DhAG Dios, genitive of Zeus, DhAG theos 'god'. ShA PAD
Shiva and the TYR CA Durga emanation of his wife. DhAG Dagan(u), father of Baal, close in rank
to Ilu El who had the say ) or L. A short version of the above formula named Jahwe, rider of clouds
from Mount Seir (close to the emphatic Middle Helladic form of TYR for Zeus, Sseyr)
ShA ... CA the ruler in the sky
DhAG ... CA the able one in the sky
Did Moses perform a miracle in the desert of Zin? Yes, by making the best use of his God-given
ability of a SAP BIR apiru, finding water everywhere.
Hebrews, water finders (5/12)
KOD DhAG accounts for Hebrew qodash modern kadosh 'holy' Arabic mu'qaddas 'sanctified, holy,
consecrated' Turkish mukaddas 'holy (of places)' Persian mogaddes 'holy, sanctified, sanctuaries'
and has a parallel in Italian casa di Dio 'house of God' for a church. Further derivatives of KOD are
for example Hebrew xasa (chasa) 'find protection' and 'setér 'hidden place, secret'. Hidden and well
protected in the tent of the Lord at Kadesh-Barnea were the ark of the covenant and the mercy seat
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on it (Exodus 37). The ark of the covenant was a wooden chest 2.5 cubits long and 1.5 cubits broad
and high. The mercy seat placed on the chest was again 2.5 cubits long and 1.5 cubits broad. It was
decorated by a pair of cherubim, their wings covering the entire length of the mercy seat while
touching each other in the middle, so each pair of wings covered 1.25 cubits. The royal cubit of the
New Kingdom of Egypt measured 52.5 centimeters or 28 fingerbreadths of 1.875 centimeters each,
7 of them measure 13.125 centimeters and are the unit in the following table
length of mercy seat 2.5 cubits or 10 units
wings of one cherub 1.25 cubits or 5 units
breadth of mercy seat 1.5 cubits or 6 units
wings of other cherub 1.25 cubits or 5 units
The Old Phoenician letters had also numerical values, or the other way round, numerals can mean
letters. 10 5 6 5 yield jhwh for Jahwe, the famous tetragram.
We may then assume that the mercy seat invited Jahwe to come down from the heavens and take
place in the holy of holies and have mercy on his people, for example by providing rain. He
appeared hidden in a cloud, source of rain, the lining an aureole, the Biblical Lord in his glory.
Concordance between the letters of the tetragram jhwh in early consonantic alphabets and the
numbers 10 5 6 5 and the ShA.CA DhAG.CA formula of Jahwe (there may be more versions than
given here, as the early Semantic scripts vary):
Jod -- Egyptian 'i' an arm or hand or two fingers, Old Phoenician 'j' a raised arm and hand of two
fingers in the act of blessing or commanding, numerical value 10 (corresponding to the ten
commandments on the pair of tables kept in the ark of the covenant), in the Sinai script a raised arm
and/or a hand of three fingers, again the double aspect of blessing and commanding, ruler ShA
(heavenly commander)
He -- Old Phoenician 'h' a wing, numerical value 5, Old North Semitic a ladder (Jacob's ladder), in
the Sinai script the underside of a cloud, rain falling out of it, symbolized by a snake heading
downward, and flowing off as a river, sky CA (where the rain comes from, realm of the cherubim,
abode of the Lord)
Waw -- Egyptian 'f' a horizontal snake, Old Phoenician 'w' the combination of a staff and a snake,
numerical value 6, in the Sinai script a roundish form evoking the lining of a cloud, aureole of the
Lord in his glory, able DhAG (desert snakes can smell water from afar, the heavenly Lord as the
able one enabled Aaron and Moses, turned their rods into snakes = made them find water, a most
precious ability in an arid zone)
Some scholars argue that the Sinai script is older than the Phoenician one. So it is either a prototype
or then an adaption to life in the Negev and Sinai. In both cases the letters of the tetragram seem to
have been the core of the consonantic alphabet and may help establish the taxonomy of the early
Semitic scripts. For example Arabic has 10 jod 5 ha 6 waw while the form of the letters differ
greatly from Phoenician and the Sinai script.
Hebrews, water finders (6/12)
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10 5 6 5 Hebrew jod he waw he Arabic jod ha waw ha jhwh Jahwe has the say ) or L, Ilu El, in a
longer form )OG or LOG, logos (in the beginning was logos, and logos was with God, and logos
was God) Elohim Allah, while TON for making oneself heard might be present in Adonai.
Greek logos 'word' has a wide range of meanings: speech, presentation, explanation, tale, talk;
description, book, fable, prose; rumor, pretext; manner of speaking; permission to speak; ability of
speaking; eloquence; (have a) talk, conversation, negotiation, discussion, deliberation, proposition;
word, expression; utterance, claim, saying, theorem, definition; oracle; calculation; expectation;
relation, proposition; intellectual capacity, reason; Logos (= Jesus Christ).
Religion can go along with democracy living in free discussions, with reason and science.
Hydrology was an early science at which the SAP BIR apiru Hebrews excelled. The Bible is full of
not yet recognized water symbols, beginning with the snake in paradise that symbolizes the huge
amount of water needed for irrigating cultivated date palms, and the consequences thereof. Israel
makes the best use of the available water, while 70 (seventy) percent of the water in vast Jordania
evaporates unused.
Hebrews, water finders (7/12)
Mallory and Adams 2006 give *kwen(to)- 'holy' as root of Lithuanian sventas (shventas) 'holy' Old
Church Slavonic svetu 'holy' Avestan spenta ('e' a schwa) 'holy' and say that *kwen(to)- probably
has a verbal origin in *keu(h1)- 'swell' hence 'swollen (with some sort of sacred force)'. Apparently
the shift k – kw – sv poses no problem, so there is another possibility, KOD DhAG svetu Czech
svatý 'holy'
KOD DhAG KweD D A Kwen to sventu svatý
The Divine Hind of Magdalenian times called moon bulls into life. Her main sanctuary was
Altamira. Moreover she was honored with arbors. Her human emanation was the Divine Hind
Woman, her constellation Orion, and her emblematic animals were a pair of antithetic ibices or
mountain goats (the latter an insight of Marie E.P. König) when Orion reaches the highest position
in the sky.
A bronze disc (diameter some ten centimeters) from Luristan in western Iran shows the Orion
goddess, evoked by a big framing hourglass of six stars, giving birth to the moon god emerging with
a round head from her vulva. A similar depiction is among the petroglyphs around the Har Karkom,
the round head of the moon child a 'smiley'. The woman on the plaque from Luristan wears a hat of
fir twigs indicating a hut or an arbor made from fir branches. The name of the arbor could have
been MUC KOD DhAG
moon bull man MUC
born in the hut KOD
of the able one DhAG
by the Orion goddess
MUC for bull named here the moon bull as bull man and moon god. KOD for hut has a parallel in
Egyptian hat naming a heavenly house. And DhAG is here the mighty Orion goddess. MUC for the
moon bull man would have survived in Persian mah 'moon'. The entire compound may have been
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adopted in Mesopotamia where it became Arabic mu'qaddas 'holy' and from where it returned to the
Iran in Persian mogaddas 'holy'.
GEN for the three days of the young moon bull and inverse NEG for the three days of the old moon
bull enclose the death of the latter and birth of the former between them. NEG is possibly present in
Negev, and GEN in Sin Zin Sinai, naming the moon god Sin, worshipped from Haran to the Sinai,
represented by a crescent, hence the young moon. GEN for the three days or nights of the young
moon suggests the golden calf as moon god Sin, celebrated with "lusting" and feasting and full
"pots of flesh" (Numbers 11) refused as idolatry by the worshippers of Jahwe who saw their God in
a cloud, source of rain, his glory the lining of a cloud, so they dropped MUC mu from their
compound, keeping just KOD DhAG qodash 'holy'.
Hebrews, water finders (8/12)
In 1960 Yigael Yadin or his team discovered a bowl in the citadel of Hazor bearing twice the
inscription qadosh 'holy', once on the side, and once on top of the rim, in a peculiar way: the
consonants 'q' and 'd' and 'sh' mark the corners of an imaginary triangle (not quite equilateral but
close) inscribed in the circle of the rim. If you follow the circle in clockwise direction you get q d sh
q d sh q d sh ... qodesh qodesh qodesh ... holy holy holy ...
Also these letters have numerical values, q = 100, d = 4, sh = 300. If you read them
counterclockwise you get q sh d or 100 300 4, and by inserting mathematical operators instead of
vowels you can turn the numbers into an endless calculation: 100 plus 300 equals 400 divided by 4
equals 100 plus 300 equals 400 divided by 4 equals 100 plus 300 equals 400 divided by 4 equals
100 ... This endless calculation might symbolize the eternal circulation of water, sine qua non of
life, swelling and subsiding and swelling again, and could have been a prayer: may the heavenly
Lord read the inscription from above and make water flow eternally ...
Hazor in 950 BC belonged to the Solomonic era. The 'molten sea' on the Temple Mount of
Jerusalem could have commemorated the miracle of Kadesh-Barnea, so the same letters/numbers
could have been incised on the rim of that holy fountain, and the bowl of Hazor, placed in the
innermost sanctuary of the citadel, filled with water, might have reminded of the same miracle in
the desert of Zin.
Early symbols are easily overlooked because of their simplicity. While utmost simplicity in a
scientific result is a hallmark of genius, for example in a mathematical or physical formula.
Hebrews, water finders (9/12)
The endless calculation derived from the qodesh formula of the Hazor bowl may appear trivial but
is actually the solution to a mathematical problem involving the limit of an infinite series. Begin
with any number, add 300, divide the sum by 4, add 300, divide the sum by 4, and so on. The
division will approach 100, whether you begin with one or a million.
How come? The initial number divided by 4x4x4x4... disappears, while 300 multiplied by '4 '4x4
'4x4x4 '4x4x4x4 ... or 1/4 + 1/16 + 1/64 + 1/256 ... approximates 100, as you can glean from the
'stairway' development of that series
'3 = '3
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'3 = '4 '12
'3 = '4 '16 '48
'3 = '4 '16 '64 '192
'3 = '4 '16 '64 '256 '768
'3 = '4 '4x4 '4x4x4 '4x4x4x4 '4x4x4x4x4 ...
300 times '4 '4x4 '4x4x4 ... or '3 equals 100
Solomonic wisdom included mathematical knowledge on an advanced level.
The water basin called 'molten sea' on the Temple Mount of Jerusalem had a diameter of 10 cubits
and a circumference of 30 cubits, yielding 30/10 or 3 for pi. Imagine a 'black' cubit of 21 units for
the diameter and a 'red' cubit of 22 units for the circumference (rc). Now you get 660/210 = 22/7 for
pi. Much better.
Combine the 'black' cubit and 'red' cubit (colors chosen for the inks in the Rhind Mathematical
Papyrus) and you can establish a series of geometrical formulae based on fine approximate values
(22/7 for pi, 99/70 and 140/99 for the square root of 2, 49/40 and 60/49 for sqrt3/sqrt2)
diameter of a circle 1 bc
circumference 3 rc
diameter of a circle 2 bc
area 3 bc rc
diameter of a sphere 1 bc
surface 3 bc rc
diameter of a sphere 2 bc
volume 4 bc bc rc
radius of a circle 1 bc
side of inscribed hexagon 1 bc
periphery hexagon 6 bc
circumference circle 6 rc
side of a square 20 bc
diagonal 27 rc
edge of a cube 27 rc
diagonal face 40 bc
diagonal volume 49 bc
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The qodesh formula encoded on the rim of the Hazor bowl can be visualized by a circle of the
diameter 54 rc and the inscribed equilateral triangle of the side 49 bc, while the circle inscribed in
the triangle has a diameter of 27 rc, radius of the qodesh circle.
Now the qodesh circle leads to the 'molten sea' via a sequence of inscribed squares and circles,
diameters and sides 54 rc, 40 bc, 27 rc, 20 bc, 13.5 rc and finally 10 bc, diameter of the 'molten sea'.
Picture the circles around the 'molten sea', spreading like a wave gaining space, diameters 10 bc,
13.5 rc, 20 bc, 27 rc, 40 bc, 54 rc - from the water basin to the qodesh circle, both commemorating
the miracle of the well at Kadesh-Barnea in the desert of Zin.
The circles might have been round, flat and somewhat irregular steps leading up to the fountain on
the apex of the Temple Mount, symbolizing Mount Hor, and water spilling over from the well ...
Hebrews, water finders (10/12)
The endless calculation derived from the rim of the Hazor bowl – 100 plus 300 divided by 4 equals
100 plus 300 divided by 4 equals 100 ... has a visual equivalent in the qodesh circle, in the inscribed
equilateral triangle, and in the smaller circle inscribed in the triangle.
Diameter of the qodesh circle 54 rc, side of the inscribed equilateral triangle 49 bc, diameter of the
smaller circle inscribed in this triangle 27 rc, area qodesh circle to area small circle to area ring 4 : 1
: 3. Let one unit of area 'a' be 6 bc rc (also the area of the circle around the square 2 by 2 bc) and use
a pi-value very slightly better than 22/7. Now the area of the small circle is 100 a, the area of the
ring 300 a, and the area of the big circle divided by 4 equals 100 a. Begin with the area of the small
circle, add the area of the ring, and then divide their sum, the area of the qodesh circle by 4, and you
are back with the area of the small circle 100.
The shift from the small circle to the big circle and back to the small circle encoded in the qodesh
formula may symbolize the swelling and subsiding of water. Joseph in Egypt understood Pharaoh's
dream: the seven fat cows followed by seven meagre ones are a period of abundance followed by a
famine, so he took precautions and saved the people from starving.
We can pray, or we can use our God-given intelligence, and sometimes praying can help us find a
well in a parched corner of the mind.
Early mathematics, underestimated, reveals the formula 'simple yet clever', while early symbolism
followed the more general formula 'simple yet complex'. The three aspects of simple and clever and
complex come together in the qodesh rim of the Hazor bowl and in the 'molten sea' on the Temple
Mount of Jerusalem.
Hebrews, water finders (11/12)
A realistic version of the 'molten sea' made by Solomon would have been a cylindrical stone basin
decorated with brass reliefs, inner diameter 10 (black) cubits, depth 5 (red) cubits, capacity 2,000
baths. A Hebrew bat was 22 liters. If a Solomonic bath had been short of 20 liters, we get simple
numbers for the pair of complementary cubits in relation to the royal cubit of the New Kingdom of
Egypt measuring 52.5 centimeters
black cubit = 7/8 of the royal cubit or 45.9375 cm (bc)
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red cubit = 11/12 of the royal cubit or 48.125 cm (rc)
unit = 1/24 of the royal cubit or 2.1875 cm
bc = 21 units, alternative subdivision 6 parts
rc = 22 units, alternative subdivision 8 parts
'Molten sea'
inner diameter 10 bc, depth 5 rc, capacity 375 bc rc rc
or 200 chomer = 400 letek = 2,000 baths or bat
= 6,000 sea = 12,000 hin = 36,000 qab = 144,000 log
(mistake sixteen liters on nearly forty-thousand liters)
The log was a goblet and served as unit in the series of measures of volume and capacity: 1/6 bc by
1/8 rc by 1/8 rc
chomer 'barrel' 720 log
letek 360 log
epha/bat 72 log
sea '(big) jug' 24 log
hin '(smaller) jug' 12 log
qab 4 log
log 'goblet' (0.2770624 liters)
While the Egyptians used an elaborate number system, the Solomonic method worked with the
numbers provided by the Old Phoenician alphabet (which might have grown out of the Sinai script),
for example
product mss = 40 by 60 by 60 = 144,000
bc/w by rc/ch by rc/ch = bc/6 by rc/8 by rc/8 = 1 log
A round bat(h) can be given as a cylinder of the inner diameter 1/2 bc and inner height 1 rc. A
cylinder of the inner diameter 1 bc and inner height 1 rc has a capacity of a quadruple bat(h).
--An exercise for illustration. Transform the 'molten sea' – diameter 10 bc, depth 5 rc, capacity 2,000
baths – into a rectangular cistern and basin.
If the diameter of a circle measures 2 bc, the area 3 bc rc. If the diameter measures 10 bc, the area is
bigger by a factor of 5 times 5, hence 75 bc rc. Multiply this by the depth 5 rc and you get a
capacity of 375 bc rc rc which can be factorized as follows
15 bc by 5 rc by 5 rc
So the opening of the cistern measures 5 rc by 5 rc, the depth 15 bc, and the capacity 2,000 baths.
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2,000 baths are 144,000 log, 40 by 60 by 60 log, one log being 1/6 bc by 1/8 rc by 1/8 rc, yielding
40/6 bc by 60/8 rc by 60/8 rc
and then, by switching two divisors
40/8 bc by 60/6 rc by 60/8 rc
5 bc by 10 rc by 7 1/2 rc
The basin measures 7 1/2 rc by 10 rc, diagonal 12 1/2 rc, depth 5 bc, capacity 2,000 baths.
Once you are acquainted with the method you can easily transform volumes and capacities, shifting
between round and rectangular shapes without caring about the difficult number of the circle. A
good approximate value of this number, and of the square roots of 2 and 3, are encoded in the basic
formulae.
--The Solomonic method might have been developed for the religious building program on the
Temple Mount of Jerusalem.
Later on the red cubit was abandoned, and the black cubit of 45.9375 cm replaced by the little
Egyptian cubit of 45 cm, 6 palms of 7.5 cm. The palm allowed new definitions of the above
measures: log 2/3 cubit palm or 2/3 ppp, qab 8/3 ppp, hin 8 ppp, sea 16 ppp, bat 48 ppp or 20.25
liters, letek 240 ppp, chomer 480 ppp. (These can't have been the original definitions, because the
'molten sea' of diameter 10 and depth 5 cubits had now a capacity of 1,767 bat, way less than the
required 2,000 bat. And again later the above measures were increased by a linear factor of about
36/35.)
In the story telling of the Bible: Solomon turned to the ways of Egypt. However, not completely.
The ingenuous method of the complementary cubits left traces from which it can be regained. First
of all the seemingly poor pi-value suggested by the 'molten sea' as described in the Bible, and then a
'signature element' in the consonantic alphabet of Asia Minor.
Hebrews, water finders (12/12)
Hold a precious paper against the light and you may see a watermark. Another mark that might be
called 'signature element' is present in several early scripts and alphabets.
* Hebrew, Phoenician, Arabic
tetragram jhwh 10 5 6 5 encoded in the 'mercy seat', and the qodesh formula connected with the
'molten sea', expanding the Solomonic method of combined cubits, 21 and 22 units long
respectively, providing a date for the remarkably stable and widespread correspondence of
consonants and numbers in Asia Minor: well established already in 950 BC (qodesh bowl from
Hazor)
* Ionic alphabet
from alpha to omega, 24 letters representing the summer solstice from sunrise to sunrise on Samos
and at Milet, a flat horizon provided: Alpha the hour from 4 to 5 o'clock in our time concept, given
as head of a bull or rather as head of the golden calf, Baal as the morning sun (later identified with
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the supreme sky and weather god Zeus); Thaeta, hour from 11 to 12 o'clock, the sun reaching its
highest position in the year, given as a ring cross for Th, initial letter of theos 'god'; Pi for the hour
between 19 and 20 o'clock, the shape reminding of a gate, here the western gate passed by the sun
god in the evening, disappearing below the horizon, peirar 'end, margin, border, exit' pera 'beyond',
entering the Underworld; Ypsilon the hour from 23 to 24 o'clock, hypo 'below' hypnos 'sleep'; and
Omega the hour from 3 to 4 o'clock, sunrise on the next morning, the sign borrowed from an
Egyptian standard showing the sun on the horizon
* Hieroglyphic Minoan, Linear A, Linear B
signature element Mi Nu The, from MUC NOS SAI, bull MUC mind NOS life SAI, the bull MUC
or Mi given as head of a bull for the moon bull, and for Baal in the guise of the golden calf, rising
as morning sun from the tree of life; mind NOS or nu (Greek nous) given as visual pun of a bull
leaper on his feet hands feet, emblem of a Minoan astronomer calculating the movements of the
moon and sun and planets (yes, a piece of Minoan humor), and life SAI or The given as an abstract
version of the tree of life
MUC NOS SAI Mi Nu The Minos
MUC NOS SAI C NOS SAI Knossos
the legend of the Minotaur encoding a lunisolar calendar, while Ariadne's thread had been number
sequences, for example this one relating lunations and years (l/y)
37/3 99/8 136/11 235/19 371/30
* Phaistos Disc, deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth
a peculiar alphabet of 46 tiny pictures, among them six alphas and other multiples, from around
1650 BC, designed for representing Elaia's grove at Phigalia and Middle Helladic Tiryns in word
and image, signature element a rosette of eight petals, windrose and lunisolar calendar (a long
month 45 days, five Homeric weeks of nine days, a year eight months plus 5 and occasionally 6
more days indicated by the tiny circle in the center, while 21 continuous periods of 45 days are 945
days and correspond to 32 lunations or synodic months, mistake less than one minute per lunation,
or half a day in a lifetime), phonetic value emphatic Ss, emblem of the supreme sky and weather
god Sseyr Sseus Zeus (and of Poseidon in the guise of a stallion with Demeter-Elaia in the guise of
a mare, parents of Nyx, the mighty goddess of the Night, alter ego of the Earth goddess Gaia)
What we may call 'signature element' are then supreme deities honored by an early script and the
epochal invention of the alphabet.
Hebrews, water finders (first postscript – Hazor bowl inscriptions, read by a goy with a dictionary)
Qoph = 100 and Daleth = 4 and Shin = 300 on the rim of the Hazor bowl from around 850 BC mark
the corners of an equilateral triangle. When read in clockwise direction they yield Q-D-Sh qodesh
'holy', and when read in counter-clockwise direction they become numbers in a never ending cycle –
100 300 4 100 300 4 100 300 4 100 ...
100 plus 300 (equals 400)
(400) divided by 4 equals 100
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100 plus 300 (equals 400)
(400) divided by 4 equals 100
100 plus 300 (equals 400)
(400) divided by 4 equals 100
This looks trivial, but isn't. Begin with any number, say 50 or 1 or a million, and the algorithm will
approximate 100. (Picture a circle of the area 400, inscribe an equilateral triangle, inscribe a circle
in the triangle, and its area is 100, one fourth of the big circle, and the one of the ring 300 units of
area. The equilateral triangle and the inscribed and circumscribed circles belong to the Solomonic
method of combined cubits, one cubit measuring 21 and the other 22 units of length, a method
providing simple formulae for several geometric problems, and a system of volumes and capacities
that can easily be handled.)
Now for the lateral inscription on a shard from the broken bowl
Ssade(?) Mem

Shin Daleth Qoph (dot) Chet He Jod Waw(?)
The upper letters are small, the lower ones bigger. The Waw at the beginning of the lower line
appears on the margin of the shard, only the lower part of the oblique stroke visible. If it is a Waw it
may be the letter which turns the past into the future, and allows this possible reading
(small) Ssade Mem – masa' '(Biblical) vision'
Waw – in the future as in the past
Jod – Ja, Jahwe
He Chet – haché superlative
Qoph Daleth Shin – qodesh 'holy'
invoking the miracle of the well at Kadesh
The lateral inscription may indicate the use of the Hazor bowl in a ceremony of celebrating the
miracle of the well at Kadesh in the desert of Zin. A priest may fill the bowl with water, then raise it
for all to see, and then evoke a vision (masa') of the Israelites in the desert, and the miracle of the
well at Kadesh --- as long as the believers in the most holy Lord remain faithful and abide by his
laws, the Lord most holy (Ja haché qodesh) will repeat the miracle of the well and make water
return forever (initial Waw), it will subside and return and subside and return, never subside
completely, always return ...
The bowl of Hazor would then have had the same function as the 'molten sea' on the Temple Mount
of Jerusalem (diameter of the basin 10 shorter cubits or 210 units, circumference 30 longer cubits or
660 units, yielding 660/210 or 22/7 for pi).
Hebrews, water finders (second postscript – combined geometry of the ‘molten sea’ and Hazor
qodesh bowl and Gezer calendar)
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The Gezer calendar from the tenth or ninth century BC was carved on a limestone tablet,
enumerating eight periods of time, 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 months, in all the dozen months of an agricultural
year. Each of the eight periods begins on a Jod, first letter of the Hebrew word for month, also
invoking Ja, short for Jahwe, in one of his functions the fertility god, and the numerical value of Jod
is 10.
8 times 10 equals 80. Imagine a circle of the cirumference 80. Inscribe a square standing on a
corner. The side measures practically 18 and the periphery 72 units, yielding 6 units for one month.
The implicit value for the square root of 2 is 140/99
1 1 2
2 3 4
5 7 10
12 17 24
29 41 58
70 99 140
and the value for pi is 22/7, both values belonging to the Solomonic method of combined measures
18 times 140/99 times 22/7 equals 80
The year begins at the top corner of the square. Proceed in clockwise direction. Upper and lower
left sides
2 months gathering, Tishrei (Sep) Cheshvan (Oct)
2 months planting, Kislev (Nov) Tevet (Dec)
2 months late sowing, Shvat (Jan) Adar (Feb)
Now you have reached the bottom corner of the calendar square. Go on in clockwise direction.
Lower left side
1 month cutting flax, Nisan (Mar)
1 month reaping barley, Iyar (Apr)
1 month reaping and measuring grain, Sivan (May)
and upper left side
2 months of pruning, Tammus (Jun) Av (Jul)
1 month summer fruit, Elul (Aug)
Each corner of the square would mark a festival and ceremony of the agricultural year, the top
corner New Year between summer fruit and gathering, while the circle around the calendar square
may symbolize the smooth flow of time, year in year out, granted by the 'Lord most holy who was
and will be' (lateral praise on the qodesh bowl from Hazor).
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We may imagine the calendar figure engraved on a brass disc in a temple, bearing short inscriptions
that were copied on the limestone tablet from Gezer by one Abij(a) whose name and signature on
the tablet means 'Ja is my father'.
A large mirror version of this calendar figure can be integrated into the Solomonic system of
combined cubits, a 'black' cubit (bc) of 21 small units, and a 'red' cubit (rc) of 22 small units.
Diameter of the circle 80 bc, cicumference 240 rc, side of the inscribed square 54 rc, periphery 216
rc, 18 rc for one month. (Consider how pleasantly the numbers 80 and 18 return.)
The large calendar figure might have designed a botanical garden, with a place for the four main
agricultural festivals and ceremonies.
The Gezer tablet emphasizes the letter Jod which refers to Ja or Jahwe, the heavenly Lord, and has
the numerical value 10. We find this number also in the ten commandments, in the proportions of
the 'ark of the covenant' and the 'mercy seat' on the ark, in the diameter of the 'molten sea', and in
the power form 10 x 10 = 100 in the letter Qoph at the beginning of q d sh qodesh 'holy' on the
Hazor bowl that praises the 'Lord most holy who was and will be' in the lateral inscription.
Combined Solomonic geometry of the Gezer calender and Hazor qodesh bowl and 'molten sea'
Gezer circle, diameter 80 bc
inscribed calendar square, side 54 rc
inscribed qodesh circle, diameter 54 rc
inscribed equilateral triangle, side 49 bc
inscribed circle, diameter 27 rc
inscribed square, side 20 bc
inscribed circle, diameter 20 bc
inscribed square, side 13.5 rc
inscribed circle, diameter 13.5 rc
inscribed square, side 10 bc
inscribed circle, diameter 10 bc,
circumference 30 rc – 'molten sea'
The long sequence of easy numbers based on fine approximations (22/7 for pi, 140/99 for the
square root of 2, mirror value 70/99, and 343/198 for the square root of 3, mirror value 594/343)
leads from the Gezer agricultural calendar via the Hazor qodesh circle and triangle to the 'molten
sea' that commemorated the miracle of the well at Kadesh Barnea in the desert of Zin.
Whether king Solomon was a historical figure or the personification of an era, he deserves being
called a wise man.
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Lascaux 18, Afroasiatic, Proto-Finnish homeland
Afroasiatic, Proto-Finnish homeland, and more
© 2018 Franz Gnaedinger
Goebekli Tepe and Afroasiatic / English high (“truly daunting”) / Pech Merle (an ingenious visual formula) /
Where did the Finns come from? / etymology of caboche cabbage / male given name Arnaud

-- Goebekli Tepe and Afroasiatic (1/4)
David Reich, Who We Are and How We Got Here, Oxford UP 2018: "... there is no question that the
genetic data increase the plausibility of a Near Eastern agriculturalistic source for at least some
Afroasiatic languages, and the genetic findings raise the question of what languages were spoken by
these north-to-south migrants." Many East African groups "harbor substantial ancestry from people
related to farmers who lived in the Near East around ten thousand years ago." Reich's team "also
found strong evidence for a second wave of West Eurasian-related admixture--this time with a
contribution from Iranian-related farmers as might be expected from a spread from the Near East in
the Bronze Age--and showed that this ancestry is widespread in present-day people from Somalia
and Ethiopia who speak Afroasiatic languages in the Cushitic subfamily. So the genetic data provide
evidence for at least two major waves of north-to-south population movement in the period when
Afroasiatic languages were spreading and diversifying, and no evidence of south-to-north migration
(there is little if any sub-Saharian African related ancestry in ancient Near Easterners or Egyptians
prior to medieval times)."
Just recently crumbles of a bread baked from wild cereals 14,000 years ago have been discovered in
Syria. A stone tablet from Jerf el-Ahmar, northern Syria, in the region of the Göbekli Tepe, near the
Euphrates and the Anatolian border, between 12,000 and 11,000 years old, show a grid of lines that
are identified as irrigation channels by the ideogram of a snake. 10,000 years old grains of bred
einkorn were found at the base of the Karacadag some eighty kilometers northeast of the Göbekli
Tepe. So this was the region were agriculture was invented, and which played an important role for
Afroasiatic, when northern farmers wandered southward ten thousand years ago.
Goebekli Tepe and Afroasiatic (2/4)
Richard Fester proposed ACQ meaning water, which I modified to AC for an expanse of land with
water in early 2005, my first Magdalenian word, later on followed by inverse CA for sky, Old Latin
caelum 'sky'. In 2006 the compound AC CA helped me interpret an 11,6000 years old hieroglyph on
the Goebekli Tepe, the lying H whose lower horizontal bar indicates the earth AC while the upper
horizontal bar indicates the sky CA, and the short vertical bar exchanges between them, especially
prayers for rain and the rising smoke of sacrificial fires imploring rain, symbolized by snakes
heading upward, and falling rain filling river beds, symbolized by snakes heading downward, while
snakes undulating horizontally symbolize rivers, also a grid of irrigation channels on a
contemporary stone tablet from Jerf el-Ahmar. AC CA in that sense has a derivative in Latin aqua
'water'. Further derivatives name the Indo-European earth goddess akka (a stammered name
according to Pokorny, a meaningful name in the light of Magdalenian), Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of
all life' English Eve, and the Egyptian earth god Aker. Then there is German Acker 'field' and the
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English field measure acre. AC CA in the shape of a goddess may have personified the Göbekli
Tepe as hill where the earth AC and sky CA are meeting, or where they had been separated from
each other in the beginning. AC CA may also have named the region of the Göbekli Tepe in
southeastern Anatolia and northwestern Syria, perhaps the Syrian district of Aqa mentioned in an
Egyptian text (Maspero). If you turn the compound AC CA around you get CA AC which may have
named the powerful Greek earth goddess Gaia whose consort was Ouranos, AAR RAA NOS on the
Göbekli Tepe, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS of his own. More on him next time.
Goebekli Tepe and Afroasiatic (3/4)
The big limestone ring on the Goebekli Tepe shows on the inside a male head, arcs of the face and
skull and a pair of small arcs for the ears, empty arcs filled with air and light, a male head ex
negativo. In 2006 a lucky intuition made me read the name of the Greek sky god Ouranos as AAR
RAA NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS of his own, Greek nous 'mind'

AAR RAA NOS in the region of the Göbekli would have been the supreme sky and weather god
implored for rain. He was the patron of Harran or Haran forty kilometers south of the Göbekli Tepe.
A heavy rain fell for forty
days and forty nights and swept away the fertile soil, whereupon the southern NOS AAR RAA
Noah, he who followed the mind NOS of the one of air AAR and light RAA, wander along the
Euphrates downward to Sumer where he founded AAR RAA CA Uruk of the cattle enclosure, Erech
and the ark in the Bible, protected from above by the one of air AAR and light RAA in the sky CA,
while the northern NOS AAR RAA Noah followed the Euphrates upward and settled in Armenia,
north of Mount AAR RAA RYT Ararat, abode of the one of air AAR and light RAA in his
emanation of the sun archer RYT (who later on became the sun archer Tir of the Armenian Bronze
Age). AAR RAA MAN Araman Armenian Aramaean, they who carry out the will of the god with
their right hand MAN. Aram was the ancient name of Syria. Turkish haram 'forbidden' and Arabic
ha'ra:m (kehliges h, throaty h) 'forbidden, unlawful; sin; inviolable; sanctified' might go back to the
same compound, naming a forbidden precinct reserved for the high priests of the supreme god,
while someone else entering what the Greeks called an abaton was forbidden, unlawful, a sin
(consider the grim banning formula along the rim of the Tiryns side or disc of the Phaistos Disc as
deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth). ABA BRA MAN Abram carried out the will of the (heavenly)
father ABA with his right arm BRA and his right hand MAN; later on his name was overformed by
Abraham 'father of all peoples' as documented in the Bible. AAR RAA BRA may have named the
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Arabs who carry out the will of the one of air AAR and light RAA with their right arm BRA. Jacob
on his way from Beersheba to Haran slept in the wilderness of Judah, saw the Lord at the top of a
heavenly ladder, presumably in an aureole of light, and the Lord spoke to Jacob, addressed him,
appointed him ruler of this very wilderness, AS RAA ) or AS RAA L Israel, up above AS the Lord
in an aureole of light RAA had the say ) or L ... Israel became the byname of Jacob, ) or L the name
of the supreme god El, in a longer form )OG or LOG wherefrom Greek logos, also Allah who has
the say. Aaron believed in AAR RAA NOS who turned his rod into a snake, made him find water.
Theo Vennemann considers valley names like Val d'Aran and Arundel evidence
for Vasconic, a language predating PIE, spoken along the western shores of Europe. AAR RAA
NOS named also the Val d'Hérens in the western Swiss Alps, a valley being a hollow between
mountains filled with air and light, in this case the valley leads up to a heavenly throne in form of a
pair of dazzling white snow covered mountains connected with a softly curved seat-like ridge
between them. And AAR RAA aura means weather in the language of the eastern Swiss Alps,
Rumantg. (More next time).
Goebekli Tepe and Afroasiatic (4/4)
AAR RAA NOS of the Göbekli Tepe named the Greek sky god Ouranos and the old sky god
Varuna of the Indus Valley, in the variation AAR RAA CA, he of air AAR and light RAA in the sky
CA, the golden boy muruku of the Indus Valley and Horus of Egypt, while RAA alone named the
supreme Egyptian god Ra who appeared in the solar disc.
Lunisolar calendar of the Göbekli Tepe region
A stone tablet from Jerf el-Ahmar, between 12,000 and 11,000 years old, shows a giant ant erecting
pillars, possibly representing the industrious workers on the Göbekli Tepe, and above them a pair of
hovering rings that evoke the moon and sun as eyes of the sky god. Their cycles were combined in
a lunisolar calendar. A month had 30 days, 12 months were a basic year of 360 days, add 5 and
occasionally 6 days and you have a regular year of
365 days and an occasional leap year of 366 days. While 63 continuous periods of 30 days are
1,890 days and correspond to 64 lunations or synodic months; mistake less than one minute per
lunation, or half a day in a lifetime.
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ... lunations
443 days for 15 lunations, 502 days for 17 lunations
502 443 502 443 502 days for 17 15 17 15 17 lunations
502 945 1447 1890 2392 days for 17 32 49 64 81 lunations
Horus eye calendar (as reconstructed in late 2004)
Moon and sun were the eyes of the Horus falcon. Seth destroyed the lunar eyeWise Thoth restored it
by putting together its parts, 1/2 and 1/4 and 1/8 and 1/16 and 1/32 and 1/64, or simply '2 '4 '8 '16
'32 '64, and called the healed eye The Whole One. However, the numbers don't really add up to one.
Why, then The Whole One? This term refers to one whole lunation or synodic month. Multiply a
solar month of 30 days by the Horus eye series '2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64 and you get 29 '2 '32 days, or 29
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days 12 hours 45 minutes for a lunation of 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes 2.9 seconds (modern
average from 1989 AD).
By the way, the Egyptians calculated infinite series via pyramid patterns or stairway numbers
1 = '1
1 = '2 '2
1 = '2 '4 '4
1 = '2 '4 '8 '8
1 = '2 '4 '8 '16 '16
1 = '2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '32
1 = '2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64 '64
' 2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64 '128 '256 ... = 1
1 = '1
1 = '1x2 '2
1 = '1x2 '2x3 '3
1 = '1x2 '2x3 '3x4 '4
1 = '1x2 '2x3 '3x4 '4x5 '5
1 = '1x2 '2x3 '3x4 '4x5 '5x6 '6

'2 '6 '12 '20 '30 '42 '56 '72 ... = 1
Consider the subseries
'1x2 '2x3 '5x6 '6x7 '9x10 10x11 '13x14 '14x15 ...
The terms containing the number 4 and multiples thereof are left out. What number does this
infinite series approach? Pi/4, one fourth of the number of the circle.
--Late Magdalenian would have been the religious language of the GoebeklTepe region 12,000 years
ago, leaving traces in the Bible and Hebrew, also in Sumerian and Akkadian and Arabic, and partly
in Egyptian, always in the religious aera. Now the genetic studies by David Reich et al. confirm this
pattern, surprisingly and thus the more pleasingly.
-- Deep etymology of English high (1/3) "truly daunting"
Mallory and Adams 2006 give PIE *keu-k- 'curve' as root of English high and call "the wide
semantic range of the meanings associated with the cognate forms derived from" this word "truly
daunting" – Sanskrit kucati 'bends, curves' kuca 'breast' / Old Irish cuar 'curved' / Lithuanian
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kaukaras 'hill' / New English high / Tocharian B kauc 'high' / Old Prussian cawx 'devil' / Lithuanian
kauks 'goblin'.
How can all these words be cognates?
In the light of Magdalenian their common origin might have been CO OC for a wandering tribe
standing on top of a hill, in the center the ruler of the attentive mind CO surrounded by guards of
the open eyes OC looking out in all directions. CO OC has a close derivative in German guck!
dialectal form kuck! 'look!' and Ausguck 'lookout'.
A longer form of this compound is CO OC LOP for an early town protected by a 'cyclopic' wall: in
the center the ruler of the focused mind CO surrounded by guards of the open eyes OC along the
enveloping hedge or fence or palisade or wall LOP, symbolized by a cyclops German Zyklop (stress
on the long o), a one-eyed giant, most famous Polyphem, Homeric symbol of lofty Troy, his one eye
the acropolis overlooking the wide river plain, his body downtown Troy VIIa that provided
protected shelter for 5,000 till 10,000 people.
Many early towns were built on hills, or became a hill because of the layers of previous phases. A
hill is round, bended, curved, sometimes resembling a breast, and has a certain height.
What about Baltic words for 'devil' and Lithuanian kauks 'goblin'? Mallory and Adams mention two
possibilities: a) faces covered with warts and boils, curved backs and noses, b) their dwelling in or
under a hill. Elves and fairies are ancestors who survive in the collective memory of folklore in a
parallel world inside hills, most of the time separated from our life. The Baltic devils and
Lithuanian goblins among them might keep a memory of marauding tribes wandering from hill to
hill, standing on top of a hill, the ruler of the attentive mind CO in the middle, surrounded by guards
of the open eyes OC, looking out in all directions, planning a raid on yet another farm or village.
When you wander among hills the way curves and bends, the view changes, all of a sudden a
danger might arise, which demands a focused mind CO and open eyes OC, so CO OC might well
account for *keu-k- and the other
words mentioned above. We have here what I call matching patterns of complexity, essential in
Magdalenian.
deep etymology of English high (2/3) curve and circle
In the online version of Grimm's Wörterbuch, entry hoch 'high', you can find a Goethe quote
addressing the high sun looking down on Rome. The sky god of the Goebekli Tepe region looked
down on earth with his eyes that were moon and sun (suggested by a stone tablet from Jerf elAhmar). The rulers of Early Helladic Tiryns looked down from the Round Building, a former tower
(burnt down at the end of the Early Helladic period) with a shrine of Sseyr Sseus Zeus, the rosette
of big blocks around the base still extant in situ. A schematic version of Middle Helladic Tiryns can
be seen on the Tiryns side or disc of the Phaistos Disc (a pair of clay discs baked together, models
for a pair of gold discs worn on the shoulders by Eponymous Tiryns and his successors, as depicted
on the gold signet ring from a cache at Tiryns): next to the rosette in the center a male profile, the
ruler Eponymous Tiryns, on his cheek a tattoo resembling the numeral 8, a pair of circles, one above
the other, the upper circle indicating Sseyr Sseus Zeus, the lower one Eponymous Tiryns governing
in the name of the god (and equating himself with the supreme god in the spiral text as deciphered
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by Derk Ohlenroth), surrounded by guards who look across the palisade represented by the grim
banning formula of the ring text (also deciphered by DO) warning potential intruders
ruler of the attentive mind CO
guards of the open eyes OC
enveloping palisade LOP
The Tiryns side or disc is a perfect visualization of the CO OC LOP organization. CO OC LOP was
overformed by kyklos ops 'circle eye' and contracted to kyklops Cyclops, the one-eyed giant
personifying a fortified early town POL polis, hence the term of the cyclopic wall. Most famous
among those giants was Polyphem, Homeric symbol of lofty Ilion, Troy, his one eye the acropolis
overlooking the wide river plain, his body downtown Troy VIIa, his cave the harbor on the Besik
Bay, his goats and sheep foreign ships he harbored and piloted, asking for high fees and tolls ... CO
OC had been visualized by the famous Argos eye, a big dot surrounded by a circle of smaller dots,
for example on the forehead, cheeks and chin of the staring plaster head from Mykene, emblem of
the watchful union of Helladic towns in the Argolis. And CO OC would have been the origin of PIE
*keuk-k- 'curve' that goes along with the kyklos 'circle' derivative of the CO OC LOP formula.
deep etymology of English high (3/3) Czech and Finnish
Magdalenian has OC for the (right) eye and CO for the attentive mind, together OC CO Latin
oculus 'eye' Italian occhio 'eye' and Czech oko 'eye' – already the ancient ones knew that eye and
mind belong together, while missing the actual process of vision, believing in rays that go out from
the eyes, an idea still found in Leonardo da Vinci. PAD meaning activity of feet has many
derivatives, among them Latin video 'I see' in the sense of 'I send out rays of vision that walk
around for me and gather visual information'. Czech has videt 'see' and oko 'eye' that might be
combined in visoky 'high'
videt vis- oko -oky visoky ??
and if so, the Czech word for high refers to an elevated position as outlook, analogous to CO OC
*keu-k- English high. Finnish korkea 'high' might go back to the same CO OC *keu-k- that has
other words with an infixed 'r' in the wide and semantically "truly daunting" range of derivatives
(M&A 2006).
-- Pech Merle (an ingenious visual formula)
The paintings in the cave Pech merle, southern France, Dept. Lot, are nearly 30,000 years old
(black made of coal and mangan oxide allowing a fairly precise datation). A famous panel, four
meters long, shows two horses covered in dots reading SAI for life, existence, and if they are sun
horses also indicating years. A big salmon might refer to the Milky Way, the heavenly river. Michael
Janda concluded from the Rig Veda on a Stone Age belief in a second life somewhere along the
Milky Way. A smaller panel shows a field of red ocher dots, below, in black, the drawing of a
mammoth, by then the biggest and mightiest animal, and five drawings of up to twenty centimeters
long figures that are seen as bison women by Michel Lorblanchet and as "extremely stylized"
pregnant women by Jean-Marie Le Tensorer. Their shape reminds of a badger with a heavy body
and a long abstract head (somewhat weasel-like) that must be seen as bison horn by Lorblanchet.
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For me the round body evokes the full moon and the slim arc of the head the sickle of the
disappearing moon shortly before the empty moon (German Leermond) or new moon. As a bison
cow she may be pregnant with a male calf, a future moon bull. As a divine badger she may give
birth to badgers that will guide the moon bull safely through the labyrinth of the Underworld and
back to the surface of the earth from where it can climb the sky. And as a goddess in human shape
she may give birth to a worthy soul in the beyond, especially the one of a supreme leader whose
emblem of power was the mammoth. A true shape-shifter of a goddess, or rather the goddess of life
in several emanations that are combined in an ingenious visual formula – if apparently an
ideosyncratic formula which did not take on.
A key drawing in red ocher shows a hand negative, probably of a supreme leader, and next to it a
cross of five dots, below three more and above four more dots. The hand claims a life in the
heavenly beyond, the cave wall representing heaven. The cross reads PAS for everywhere (in a
plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, in all five places, Greek pas pan 'all, every'
pente penta- 'five', the added dots below the cross AC for earth, and the dots above the cross CA for
sky. May the supreme leader be born again in the heaven by the goddess of life, somewhere along
the Milky Way, and may he roam the sky as he roams or roamed the land in
this life - may he get everywhere PAS in the sky CA ... May the sun horse give him many years and
the moon bull many months. May the badger guide the moon bull safely through the labyrinth of the
Underworld and back to the surface of the earth from where it can climb the sky and shine a light
for the supreme leader in his heavenly abode by night …
-- Where did the Finns come from? (1/7) sky god of the Goebekli Tepe
In the beginning the goddess of air lowered herself on the primeval sea and thus got pregnant. A
bird landed on her and laid several eggs. The yolk of the first egg became the sun. 700 years later
the goddess gave birth to a wise old man ... So far the Finnish myth of creation.
Maybe a couple of Finnish words can lead to an older myth from the Ural in the Bronze Age?
The sky god of the Goebekli Tepe was called by several compounds, a long one being AAR RAA
NOS CA, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind of his own NOS in the sky CA. His eyes were
moon and sun (suggested by a stone tablet from Jerf el-Ahmar). The long name of the god became
the Finnish sun aurinko, and the ending the moon kuu
AAR RAA NOS CA aurinko 'sun'

CA kuu 'moon'

The solar eye became a horse, a stud but also a mare. The lunar eye became a cow but also a bull,
and a badger that guided the moon through the labyrinth of the Underworld, and a mythical bird
from whose eggs hatched the first birds. MUC for bull and the moon bull has a derivative in the
Italian cow mucca, in Greek mega, in English much and mighty, in Finnish mahti 'might, power',
and named the Karelian badger mägri and the Finnish badger mäyrä and maybe even the Japanese
badger mujini. The badger in folklore is a shape-shifter. IRO was the Magdalenian moon bird rising
from the horizon ORI like a swallow from her nest, French hirondelle 'swallow', this bird suggested
by the slim sickle of the rising moon separating itself from the horizon, Finnish irrottaa 'separate',
while Finnish ori 'stud' may once have named the male sun horse on the horizon.
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Magdalenian CA LAB meaning 'sky cold' named the winter sun horse; gallop, and German Klepper
for an old and tired horse. CA BEL (IAS) meaning 'sky warm (healing)' named the spring sun horse
(healing ailments of a long and harsh winter); ABelios AFelios Helios and his quadriga of horses.
CA BAL meaning 'sky hot' named the summer sun horse; caballus caballo. And CA LUN or CA
LUN DhAG meaning 'sky (of the) full round form (that is) able (of flying)' named the full moon, a
bull or a goddess. LUN became Latin luna 'moon' and the Roman moon goddess Luna. CA LUN
became Greek selaenae 'moon, moonshine' and Selaenae, the Greek moon goddess. CA became the
Finnish moon kuu. And LUN DhAG became Finnish lintu 'bird' lentää 'fly' lento 'flight'.
Magdalenian PIC meaning bird may account for Italian piccolo 'small' and Finnish pikku 'small',
inverse CIP maybe for Finnish siipi 'wing'. Or siipi derives from SAP meaning everywhere (in
space), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, under and above me, in all seven places,
wherefrom words for seven in many languages, for example Latin septem and Finnish seitsemän,
also Greek Sophia 'wisdom' and Latin sapientia 'worldly wisdom' acquired by exploring the world
in all seven places. Consider the _seven_ hundred years of the Finnish goddess' pregnancy that
resulted in the birth of a wise old man. Finnish siipi 'wing' would then have referred to the mythical
bird that soared into the sky and dived into the primeval sea and reached every place on earth.
Is there a connection to the Ural? Yes, the alternative title of the sky god AAR RAA ) or AAR RAA
L, he of air AAR and light RAA has the say ) or L, named the Aral Sea and Ural.
The horse of the second Indo-European homeland in the Uralic steppes was called AC PAS,
expanse of land with water AC everywhere (in a plain) PAS, here, south and north of me, east and
west of me, in all five places, Greek pas pan 'all, every' pente penta- 'five' and Finnish viisi 'five' -riding this animal you can get everywhere in the Eurasian steppes ... AC PAS accounts for
*h1ekwos Greek hippos Latin equus, also for the name of the Gallo-Roman horse goddess Epona
and the Finnish horse hevonen.
The Finnish myth of creation begins with the goddess of air AAR, while the yolk of the first egg
laid by the mythical bird became the sun, powerful source of light RAA. The words AAR and RAA
mark the beginning of every compound naming the old sky god of the Goebekli Tepe
AAR – German Aar, König der Lüfte 'king of the airs (plural, poetic)'
AAR RAA – aura; Rumantg aura 'weather'; Latin aurum 'gold'
AAR RAA NOS – Greek sky god Ouranos; old sky god Varuna of the Indus Valley;
valleys like the Val d'Aran, or the Val d'Hérens in the Swiss Alps, a valley being the hollow
between hills or mountains filled with air and light, natural temples and thrones of the old sky
god;
Hungarian arany 'gold'
AAR RAA CA – the sky god protecting Uruk from above; Horus falcon of the Nile Valley,
his eyes moon and sun; 'golden boy' of the Indus Valley (Asko Parpola), AAR RAA AD DA
Harappa, town protected from above by the one of air AAR and light RAA on a river that flows
toward AD the Arabic Sea while coming from DA the Himalayas, AD DA a generic river name
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present in Indus
AAR RAA ) or AAR RAA L – Aral Sea, Ural
AAR RAA NOS CA – Finnish aurinko 'sun' and CA kuu 'moon', consider also the golden eggs
among the eggs laid by the mythical bird.
where did the Finns come from? (2/7) numbers 5 and 6
The sky god AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS of his own had been
worshipped by the Late Magdalenians in the region of the Goebekli Tepe 12,000 years ago. A new
sky god took over in Central Asia, on the middle course of the Amu Darya, first Indo-European
homeland, 6,000 years ago – TYR who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give, emphatic
Middle Helladic Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric
Zeus. Derivatives of TYR abound in Central Asia. However, some of the Late Late Magdalenians
remained faithful to the old sky god in the form of AAR RAA ) or AAR RAA L, he of air AAR and
light RAA has the say ) or L. They settled on the shore of the Aral Sea named for their sky god, and
later wandered northward along a mountain range they also named for their supreme god, Ural, and
mixed with a northern population. Later on a small tribe wandered westward and entered what is
now called Finland. (The Finns went through a strong population 'bottleneck' some 2,000 years ago
according to David Reich, Who We Are and How We Got Here, Oxford 2018.) The native
Saamelainen or Lappi go back to the Neolithic, Saamelainen perhaps from SAM naming a hunting
group, Sanskrit sam 'together' German zusammen, or from SOMm that means much as human
being, then analogous to Roma and Inuit of the same meaning; Lappi maybe from LAB meaning
cold, dwellers of a cold region.
PAS names the viisi 'five' markers of a plain, here, South and North, East and West. Among the
derivatives are Finnish viisas English wise German weise and Wissen 'knowledge' gained by
exploring the world in all five places (analogous to SAP septem sapientia, worldly wisdom gained
by exploring the world in all seven places, also the below and above), and weisen 'to show someone
the way'. Consider also German Weisheit Finnish viisaus English wisdom. The endings -heit -aus dom go back to KOD for tent, hut, Finnish koti, and the comparative form KOS for the heavenly
vault, cosmos, also a bigger hut, a house German Haus, and DOM for a camp, Latin domus 'house,
home' and English dome for the house of God respectively, suggesting that experienced elderlies,
among them traveling wise old men and women, were consulted in a tent or hut, maybe a bigger
one in the center of a camp, under a wide sky, DAI PAS taivas 'heaven', protected area DAI
everywhere PAS, home of the air goddess who followed her wandering people everywhere ...
She may have been honored with artful shrines made of twigs, while four poles with white flags
could have marked the corners of a camp and the cardinal directions and have been a model of the
earth (camp) and the sky
of air and light above. AAR RAA haaru 'twig' might reveal a philosophical idea, a divine power we
can only understand in the form of a duality – goddess of air and bird of the sun egg – and a
manifold. KOD hat 'six' may indicate another shrine in honor of the mythical bird, next to the shrine
of PAS viisi 'five', open sanctuary of the air goddess. The number pair 5 and 6 might have
constituted an early calendar: a week of 5 days, a month of 6 weeks, a year of a dozen weeks plus
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an additional week of 5 days and occasionally a leap week of 6 days, 5 by 5 or 25 years requiring 6
leap weeks of 6 days (in all 9,131 days for 25 years).
Lunations or synodic months were correlated with years by means of an additive number sequence
(l/y)
37/3 99/8 136/11 235/19 371/30
And the wise old man born by the goddess of air? in this context he might have honored early
astronomers who compiled ingenious calendars.
I don't claim that all my above ideas hold, but they show how I formulate a provisional hypothesis
that can make a further investigation exciting.
where did the Finns come from? (3/7) perhaps from the Middle Ural
KOD meaning tent, hut, accounts for Lithuanian keturi Sanskrit catváras and many more such
words meaning four, while German vier English four derive from BIR meaning fur in reference to
the four legs of a hide. KOD naming Finnish hat 'six' may then suggest a hexagonal koti 'hut'.
Imagine a shrine honoring the mythical bird of the sun egg based on a hexagon, each side
measuring 5 and the periphery 30 units, corresponding to the days in a week and month
respectively. Such a hexagon can easily be drawn with a spread of intersecting circles known as
'flower of life', popular in Finland and Japan and other countries. Let a pair of parallel sides indicate
the West-East direction. They could have served as sighting lines of the rising and setting sun on the
equinoxes (March 21, September 23), a flat horizon provided. One of the other sides might have
indicated the northern lunar extreme in the Bronze Age of the Middle Ural, between Perm and
Jekaterinburg – homeland of the Proto-Finns in the Middle Ural between Perm and Jekaterinburg,
home of the Finns before they wandered westward?
Draw a circle of radius 5, inscribe a hexagon, a regular polygon of six equal sides, and the periphery
will correspond to the 30 days in a month.
Draw the same circle again, inscribe a regular polygon of nine equal sides, and inscribe a circle in
this polygon – the circumference will correspond to one lunation or synodic month (radius nearly
47/10, use 22/7 for pi; if you calculate with 4.7 and the exact pi you are in for a surprise).
From all this I infer a time depth of maybe 4,000 to 3,000 years for a pair or a couple of shrines on
top of a hill with a wide view round about and a flat horizon in the Middle Ural between Perm and
Jekaterinburg for the center of the hypothetical Finnish homeland in the Later Bronze Age.
(These were first hunches that led to a marvel of Bronze Age mathematics, parts 6 and 7 below.)
where did the Finns come from? (4/7) wise old man
Ideograms marking the splendid moon bulls in the rotunda of Lascaux indicate the following
numbers of the lunar phases: 3 days for the young moon, 6 days for the waxing moon, 9 days for the
full moon, 6 days for the waning moon, and alternately 3 and 2 days of the empty moon (German
Leermond), in all 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ... lunations
or synodic months. Now the polygon of nine equal sides and the inscribed lunar circle evoke the
same numbers, if only for the visible moon
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3 days for the young moon
3 3 sum 6 days for the waxing moon
3 3 3 sum 9 days for the full moon
3 3 sum 6 days for the waning moon
3 days for the old moon
while the alternately 3 and 2 days of the invisible moon are excluded from the model.
The Proto-Finns would have known the Goebekli Tepe definition of the lunation: 63 continuous
periods of 30 days are 1,890 days and correspond to 64 lunations (one lunation in the Egyptian
version being a solar month of 30 days multiplied by the Horus eye series '2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64).
Wise old Väinamöinen in the Kalvala honored several people, among them early astronomers and
mathematicians, outstanding in their time (parallel to wise Thoth in Egypt).
where did the Finns come from? (5/7) Kalevala
Ricardo Mansilla at the Free University Mexico run a DNA taxonomy program on the Odyssey and
found that Homer had compiled material from a dozen or even sixteen bards. In like manner Elias
Lönnrot compiled songs from all over Finland and in many versions to the Old Kalevala that
became the Finnish national epic, 1835, enlarged version 1849 - only that he worked in a far greater
temporal distance from the Bronze Age. We can then evaluate his lines in the light of Magdalenian
and hopefully bridge the time gap.
The goddess of air created the earth, and 'created her creation' by shaping the land. Her guises were
in this order wolf, bear, otter, badger, hedgehog and hare. These animals were connected with the
Great Goddess in her emanations of the fertility and mother goddess, goddess of regeneration, moon
goddess, and goddess of the Underworld. Wolves howl at the moon, and so do dogs that were the
principal animal of the moon goddess in the 'Old Europe' of Marija Gimbutas. Bears are spending
winter hibernating in caves, and bear mothers fiercely protect their cubs. The otter can dive, water
being the element of fertility (the goddess of air became pregnant when she lowered herself on the
sea). Badgers dig extended subterranean gangways and cavities, in folklore the badger is a shapeshifter closely linked with the bear, honey badger and bear love honey and may thus evoke a honeycolored moon. The hedgehog was an alter ego of the Great Goddess in Old Europe according to
Marija Gimbutas, probably chosen for the similarity to a cow's uterus after parturition – votive gifts
in the shape of a hedgehog, in one case with a woman's face, may then have implored many calves
from the goddess, also many moon bulls, many moons, plenty of time, a long life. And finally the
hare is a well-known fertility symbol.
'Badger-like she traversed the land' – what is now a single line might have been an elaborate myth
of another dimension in the Middle Ural of the Bronze Age, telling how the goddess in her guise of
a badger dug subterranean gangways for the moon bull to traverse the Underworld on his daily
journey from the western to the eastern horizon. Combined with her maternal side she may have
been a late alter ego of the Magdalenian Hind or Hind Woman who called life into existence, also
moon bulls, thus creating time, lunations or synodic months, periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30
29 30 ... days, her main sanctuary Altamira. Stag antlers had been used for digging, so maybethe
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Divine Stag and Hind dug caves and gangways in Magdalenian mythology? This task was easily
taken over by a mythological badger. Was there a cave sanctuary honoring the Divine Badger
Woman somewhere in the Middle Ural? MUC for bull, also for the moon bull, may then have
named the badger by association in the Ural Mountains, while German Dachs, Dutch das and Italian
tasso named the animal for being able DhAG, able digger of gangways for the moon bull, able
guide of the moon bull through the labyrinth of the Underworld.
We can either smile about the naive ideas of the past, or we can observe how the scientific mind
was forming.
where did the Finns come from? (6/7) a magic triangle
How the numbers of a magic triangle define a pair of solar and lunar shrines on top of a hill in the
Middle Ural between Perm and Jekaterinburg in the Bronze Age
Shrine of the solar calendar -- draw a circle of radius 149a, inscribe a regular hexagon, a polygon of
six equal sides, one side measuring 149a, representing a week of 5 days, the periphery 894a
representing a month of 30 days
Shrine of the lunar calendar -- draw the same circle of radius 149a; inscribe a regular polygon of
nine equal sides, one side 102a, periphery 918a; inscribe a smaller circle into the polygon of nine
sides, radius 140a, diameter 280a; use 22/7 for pi and the circumference of the circle inscribed in
the polygon measures 880a, representing 29.530201... days for a lunation of 29.530589... days
The secret of this marvel is a triangle based on the triple 51-14-149 generated by the auxiliary
numbers 10 and 7
10x10 - 7x7 = 51

2x10x7 = 140

10x10 + 7x7 = 149

The tangent 51/140 belongs to the angle of 20 degrees (exactly 20.0159... degrees) and allows the
construction of a regular polygon of nine sides, one side 2 x 51a = 102 a, radius of the
circumscribing circle 149a, radius of the inscribed circle 140a.
The lesser values 3/8 and 4/11 for the tangent of 20 degrees lead to the fine value 51/140
3/8 (plus 4/11) 7/19 11/30 15/41 19/52 ... 51/140 ...
The hexagon of the solar shrine is composed of six equilateral triangles, each angle measuring 60
degrees, one sixth of the full circle. The northern lunar extreme – the angle between the
northernmost rise of the moon in a cycle of about 18.5 years and due East – was about 60 degrees in
the Middle Ural in the Bronze Age, so we can say the number six was not only linked with the sun
but also with the moon, and this found an echo in Finnish kuu 'moon' and kuusi 'six' (while the
angle of the sunrises and sunsets on the solstices had a tangent of about 5/4).
Now you can play with the numbers of the 'magic' triangle. Inscribe a circle into the triangle. Its
diameter measures 51a + 140a - 149a = 42a. How many days are 42 years? One regular year has
365 days, two regular years have 730 days, and four years including one leap day have 1461 days
730/2 (plus 1461/4) 2191/6 3652/10 ... 15340/42
42 years are 15,340 days (plus a little more than four hours). 51a + 149a = 200a. How many days
are 200 years? 200 years are eight times 25 years
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365/1 (plus 1461/4) 1826/5 5287/9 ... 9131/25
25 years are 9,131 days. 200 years are 73,048 days (and not even eleven hours more).
How many days are 149 lunations? 15 and 17 lunations counted in the 30 29 30 mode are 443 and
502 days respectively. 17 15 17 15 sum 64 lunations yield 502 443 502 443 sum 1,890 days, or one
synodic month of 29.53125 days, value of the Göbekli Tepe (and of the Horus eye calendar in
Ancient Egypt, a month of 30 days multiplied by the Horus eye series '2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64). Now 17
15 17 15 17 plus 17 17 17 17 sum 149 lunations yield 4,400 days, or again 29.530201... days for
one lunation of 29.530589... days – a better value than the one of the Goebekli Tepe (and of the
Horus calendar).
You can also derive geometrical tasks from the 'magic' triangle (in the way of the problems in the
Rhind Mathematical Papyrus that can be solved not only on the apparent level but also on higher
levels for advanced learners).
Here just one example. 51a + 140a = 191a. Picture a circle of the diameter 191a. How long is the
circumference?
6/2 (plus 22/7) 28/9 50/16 72/13 ... 600/191
The circumference measures practically 600a, three times the sum 51a + 149a = 200a.
Considering all this the 'wise old man' of the Ural (comparable to wise Thoth who healed the lunar
eye of the Horus falcon = calculated a synodic month in comparison to the month of 30 days) was
on the height of Plimpton 322 in Babylon between 1900 and 1600 BC (and of the Rhind
Mathemaical Papyrus from around 1650 BC, copy of a lost scroll from ca. 1850 BC).
Maybe the foundations of a pair of calendar shrines will one day be discovered on a hill in the
Middle Ural, center of the hypothetical Proto-Finnish homeland?
Where did the Finns come from? (7/7) Bronze Age mathematics
Here two more calculations derived from the triple 51-140-149.
The diagonal of a square measures 140a. Calculate the square, then the circumference of the
inscribed circle.
1 1 2
2 3 4
5 7 10
12 17 24
29 41 58
70 99 140
The square measures practically 99 by 99 a.
3/1 (plus 22/7) 25/8 47/15 69/22 ... 311/99 ... 377/120
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The circumference of the inscribed circle measurers practically 311a (exactly 311.00181... a, the
small mistakes of the two operations cancel each other out almost completely).
Picture an equilateral triangle. The radius of the inscribed circle measures 51a. How long is the
periphery of the triangle? Compose an equilateral triangle from nine small ones and you can see that
the radius of the inscribed circle is one third of the triangle's height, hence the height measures 3 x
51a = 153a.
1 1 3
2 4 6
1 2 3
3 5 9
8 14 24
4 7 12
11 19 33
30 52 90
15 26 45
41 71 123
112 194 336
56 97 168
153 265
If the first number in a line gives the height of an equilateral triangle, the second or middle number,
doubled, is the periphery, 2 x 265a = 530a (exactly 530.0075...a).
The above number columns can also be used for calculating the cube. An example. If the edge of a
cube measures 41a, the diagonal of a face measures practically 58a (first number column) and the
diagonal of the volume practically 71a (second number column). The sum 41a plus 58a plus 71a
equals 170a, half the sum of 51a plus 140a plus 149a that equals 340a.
The Bronze Age way of teaching mathematics was by means of telling examples – demanding but
elegant and sometimes witty self-referential calculations unfolding from a seemingly simple
geometrical figure.
-- caboche cabbage (also worth of an etymology)
My Webster's Unabridged says English cabbage derives from dialectal Old French (Picardy,
Normandy) caboche caboge cabage, an expressive ca (of uncertain origin) + boche 'noggin, head'.
Among the good four hundred words I mined with my laws of Magdalenian is a permutation group
of six words around the meme of hunting horses, with PAC meaning horse and inverse CAP
meaning to capture horses.
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PAC for horse has derivatives in pack(animal), to pack (a suitcase), compact (in the sense of
densely packed), a pack (of dogs, used as pack animals in the Upper Paleolithic), back (transporting
goods on the back of a horse, horseback riding), Bactria (a region in Central Asia, once rich in
horses), and more.
Derivatives of CAP for hunting horses are found in capture (horses, other animals), capo captain
chief chieftain (of a hunting party), Latin caput 'head' (leader of a pack, also a herd of horses
counted by their heads, German Kopf 'head' eine vielköpfige Menge 'a many-headed assembly'),
cap (a small hat 'capturing' the head), Latin habere and German haben English have (incompatible
in PIE, well compatible in Magdalenian), capacity (how much of something a container can
'capture' and hold), and more.
The meanings of PAC and CAP were swapped to some extent. PAC has a derivative in German
packen 'to pack (a suitcase)' but also packen 'to seize, grab, grip', taking over the place of CAP
capture. PAC is also present in German kaufen 'buy' and Finnish rautatieasemakirjakauppa 'railway
station bookshop' and English shop, while English buy takes over the place of PAC. PAC is present
in dialectal Old French boche 'noggin, head' and Finnish pää 'head' and Hungarian fey 'head' which
take over the place of Latin caput 'head'.
Now there are two possibilites for the etymology of Old French caboche in the form of CAP PAC
let us harvest or metaphorically CAPture
that comPACt vegetable
the green CAPut is ready for being harvested,
German PACken in the sense of seize, grab, grip
CAP would go back to the very ancient *KAPA meaning hand, palm, finger, seize, bite, and so on, a
word of which Merritt Ruhlen listed up more than 130 or even 150 derivatives in languages from all
over the world, in his paper in the Festschrift for Staroshtin, Nostratic and Beyond.
-- male given name Arnaud
The name Arnaud is explained by AAR meaning air and RAA meaning light and NOS meaning
mind and DhAG meaning able. AAR RAA NOS was the sky god of the Goebekli Tepe, he of air
AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS of his own, visualized ex negativo by the big limestone ring
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Ouranos had been one of many versions of this god. It has been said that he was the only Greek god
who had no temple. The sky god in the west had natural sanctuaries, valleys filled with air and
light, for example the Val d'Hérens in the Swiss Alps, leading up to an almost blinding white snow
covered throne formed by a double mountain peak and an arc between them.Valleys like the Val
d'Aran and Arundel are the chief witnesses of Theo Vennemann's Vasconic theory of the early
language along the western shores of Europe.
AAR RAA NOS had been implored for rain that fills river beds, and so he might have named the
main river in Tuscany, Arno. DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, was an epithet of the
god, and also named the boy Tages who appeared out of nowhere and taught the Etruscans the art of
divination. The medieval bard Arnaut from the Provence inspired Dante Alighier's Divina
Commedia. The final -t in Arnaut and -d in Arnaud are rump forms of DhAG, making someone
called by that name a believer in God, a believer in the able one who enables his people.
AAR RAA NOS the able enabler DhAG is a generic formula, visualized in medieval and
Renaissance art (e.g. Raphael) by Christ high up in the air of the sky, in a golden aureole of light,
blessing his believers, thus enabling them. Jacob on his way to Harran or Haran, town of AAR RAA
NOS, forty kilometers south of the Goebekli Tepe, saw the Lord on top of a heavenly ladder, in an
aureole of light, we may assume, and the Lord spoke to Jacob whose byname became Israel while
he himself became the founding father of the Israelites, AS AAR RAA ) or AS AAR RAA L, up
above AS in the air AAR and an aureole of light RAA the Lord had the say ) or L, in a shortened
form AS RAA ) or AS RAA L Israel. AAR RAA L is present in aureole, in Christian art painted in
gold, AAR RAA Latin aura, and Latin aurum 'gold', AAR RAA NOS Hungarian arany 'gold'. And
the sky god who had the say AAR RAA L mirrored himself in the Aral Sea and ruled over the Ural
Mountains – also the Middle Ural, hypothetical homeland of the Proto-Finns in the Bronze Age.
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Lascaux 19, Nebra and Stonehenge 1
(German and English), © 2019 by Franz Gnaedinger
Zürich, den 14. Februar 2019
Sehr geehrter Herr Professor Meller,
im Schweizer Radio SRF2 lief eine spannende Sendung über Ihr Nebra-Buch
worauf ich es erwarb und als Experte in Sachen früher Mathematik
mathe.pdf gerne einen Vorschlag für Ihren Kalender einbringen möchte.
Antike Zählweise von Lunationen oder synodischen Monaten
30 29 30 29 30 ... Tage für 1 2 3 4 5 ... Lunationen
354 Tage für 12 Lunationen
354 Tage für 12 weitere Lunationen
384 weitere Tage für 13 Lunationen
insgesamt 37 Lunationen oder 1'092 Tage (exakt 1'092.64... Tage)
In anderer Form
12 Lunationen plus 12 Lunationen plus 12 Perioden von 32 Tagen
gemäss den 32 Sternen von Phase eins
Ein Horizontbogen der Phase zwei verdeckt zwei Sterne, so bleiben
30 Sterne sichtbar, gemäss der Anfangszahl des Algorithmus 30 29 30 ...
Hat eine Woche 7 Tage, und ein Monat vier Wochen oder 28 Tage,
so sind 1'092 Tage 156 Wochen oder 39 Monate, gemäss den 39 Löchern
längs dem Scheibenrand in Phase vier. Diese Löcher könnten ein
astronomisches Observatorium auf dem Hügel von Nebra suggerieren,
ein Kreis von 39 Pfosten, jeder Pfosten-Abstand ein Monat von 28 Tagen,
ein voller Umgang 37 Lunationen oder 1' 0'92 Tage, 9 Abstände ein
Winkel von 83 Grad (theoretisch 83.07...Grad), Winkel der HorizontBögen ab Phase zwei.
1'092 Tage sind praktisch 3 Jahre. Den kleinen Fehler kann man beheben
indem man alle 6 Jahre eine Schaltwoche einfügt. So bekommt man
6 Jahre oder 313 Wochen oder 2'191 Tage.
30 Jahre (Zahl der Sterne ab Phase zwei) wären dann 1'565 Wochen
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oder 10'955 Tage (anstelle der genauen 10'957.26... Tage).
Wieviele Lunationen gehen in 30 Jahre? Die Antwort gibt ein 'AriadneFaden', eine additive Reihe von Verhältnissen welche Lunationen
und Jahre verbindet, und damit sozusagen durch das astronomische
Labyrinth führt
L/J

37/3 99/8 136/11 235/19 371/30

12 plus 12 plus 13 Summe 37 Lunationen für 3 Jahre finden sich im
keltischen Kalender; 99 Lunationen für 8 Jahre im Kalender von Lascaux
(mathe.pdf); 235 Lunationen für 19 Jahre im minoischen Kalender von
Knossos, codiert in der Sage vom Minotaurus (mathe.pdf); und 371
Lunationen für 30 Jahre im minoischen Kalender von Mallia. Während
37 Lunationen für fast drei Jahre (ein Umgang des Pfosten-Kreises)
und 371 Lunationen für 30 Jahre (zehn Umgänge plus eine Lunation)
den Kalender von Nebra bestimmen dürften. 371 Lunationen sind
10'955.84... Tage, was sehr gut mit dem obigen Wert von 10'995
Tagen einhergeht.
Die wichtige Zahl 7 erscheint in der Form 6 plus 1 in den Plejaden
(6 Jahre plus 1 Schaltwoche), ebenso im Sternbogen um den Vollmond
(7 Sterne für die Tage einer Woche). Wiederkehrende Zahlen sind
ein typisches Merkmal früher Mathematik, erlauben Quasi-Formeln,
einfache Visualisierungen komplexer Verhältnisse. Meine Formel für
das Verstehen früher Kulturen: einfach aber komplex (inspiriert von
Goethe).
Vielleicht finden sich noch Reste der hypothetischen 39 Pfosten
auf der Anhöhe von Nebra? Diese wäre dann eine Kalender-Sternwarte
gewesen, die Scheibe ihr Emblem ein Kalender von 3 bis 30 Jahren.
Plejaden und Sichel des jungen Mondes hätten den Beginn eines
Jahres angezeigt, auch den Beginn der Feldarbeit, wie in Ihrem
Buch erklärt.
Mit freundlichen Grüssen
Franz Gnaedinger, Zürich
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Schneewittchen, eine Erinnerung an den Beginn der Bronzezeit in
Mitteleuropa
Zürich, den 18. Februar 2019
Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren,
haben Sie mein e-mail für Herrn Professor Meller vom 14. Februar
bekommen?
Die Hypothese oder mittlerweile Theorie eines Reiches von Nebra
scheint mir sehr plausibel.
Besonders interessiert mich auch der Zinnhandel mit Cornwall,
da ich einen temporären Zinnweg von Cornwall über die
Schweizer Alpen – Falera Greina Olivone – in die Ägäis vermute.
Eine der Goldrauten des Fürsten vom Bush Barrow und die ovale
Bronzescheibe der grossen 'Nadel' von Falera codieren denselben
Kalender vom Stonehenge-Typus Book stonehenge.pdf
Dann gibt es eine sprachliche Erinnerung an den Beginn der Bronzezeit
in Mitteleuropa: die historisch/mythologische Ebene des Märchens
von Schneewittchen oder Schneeweisschen, verschlüsselt in Symbolen
schöne Königin – Verkörperung von Kupfer, für Jahrtausende
das wertvollste Material, ihr Spiegel eine polierte Kupferscheibe
Schneewittchen hinter den sieben Bergen – Zinn von weither
vergifteter Apfel – Arsen im Kupfer
die sieben Zwerge – Bergleute, nördlich des Erzgebirges?
Knaben von vierzehn Jahren an, klein geblieben wegen
ungenügender Ernährung und mangelnder Sonne,
grantig aber warmherzig, eine anrührende Hommage
an die Bergleute denen wir einen grossen Teil
unseres Wohlstandes verdanken
Dagegen berichten die Homerischen Epen vom Ende der Bronzezeit
in der Ägäis, auch wieder mit Symbolen: die schöne Helena eine
Verkörperung von Zinn, ihre weissen Arme runde weisse Zinnbarren,
ihre langen glitzernden Roben die sie selber anfertigte Halden des
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glitzernden Zinnerzes Kassitterit, ihr Faden Zinndraht, einst aus
gehämmertem Zinnblech geschnitten; ihr Gatte xanthos Menelaos
Kupfer, gelbes braunes rötliches Erz; ihre gemeinsame Tochter,
die liebliche Hermione welche der goldenen Aphrodite glich
die frisch gegossen goldglänzende Bronze ... In Griechenland
gibt es kein Zinn, das mykenische Zinn kam aus Zentralasien
und passierte den Hellespont wo die Trojaner ihre Hand auf die
kostbare Fracht legten, sozusagen die schöne Helena entführten ...
Wieder zum Beginn der Bronzezeit in Mitteleuropa, vielleicht sogar
des Reiches von Nebra. War der Apfel ein Zeichen der Herrschaft,
eine goldgelbe Zepter-Kugel aus Bronze von der Grösse eines Apfels
die im späteren goldenen Reichsapfel überdauerte? die Hütte der
Zwerge der Beginn des Reiches von Nebra? die Zwerge Untertanen?
was auf ihren Tellerchen fehlte Abgaben, Steuern? Schneewittchen
die Prinzessin? wachgeküsst von einem wagemutigen Prinzen
wie demjenigen des Märchens von Dornröschen?
Um der Logik des Märchens willen müsste der Prinz der Kupferfamilie der Königin angehört haben. Vielleicht war die Königin
einst eine Göttin des Kupfers, der Prinz (ihr Sohn?) ein Kupfergott,
und Schneewittchen die Zinngöttin? auf deren Abstammung
sich die Könige von Nebra beriefen?
Mit freundlichen Grüssen
Franz Gnaedinger, Zürich
Ps Wäre schön wenn ich eine Bestätigung für den Empfang
meiner e-mails bekäme
Nebra, calendar and mythology (English summary)
Imagine an observatory on top of a hill with a wide horizon,
a circle of 39 poles, one of them marking due South. 10 and 10
lateral poles (radial angle 83 degrees) cover the horizons of the
rising and setting sun. The distance from pole to pole represents
a month of 28 days, four weeks of 7 days, the whole circle 39
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months or 156 weeks or 1,092 days, nearly 3 years, or 12 12 13
sum 37 lunations or synodic months, or 12 lunations plus 12
lunations plus 12 periods of 32 days
30 29 30 29 30 ... days for 1 2 3 4 5 ... lunations
354 354 384 sum 1,092 days for nearly 3 years
2lun 32d 2lun 32d 2lun 32d 2lun 32d sum 364 days
Add one leap week for 6 years and you get 313 weeks or 2,191
days (exactly 2,191.45... rounded 2,191 days). Multiply these
numbers by a factor of 5 and you obtain 30 years or 1,565 weeks
or 10,955 days (exactly 10'957.26... days). How many lunations
are in 30 years? The answer is given by an 'Ariadne thread',
an additive sequence of ratios that combine lunations (l) and
years (y) and guided a Minoan astronomer through the 'labyrinth'
of his demanding calculations
l/y

37/3

99/8

136/11 235/19

371/30

12 12 13 sum 37 lunations for 3 years are found in the Celtic calendar;
99 lunations for a cycle of 8 years in the calendar of Lascaux; 235
lunations for 19 years in the Minoan calendar of Knossos, encoded
in the legend of the Minotaur, and 371 lunations for 30 years in an
alternative Minoan calendar from Mallia.
The ratios 37/3 and 371/30 were used for the Nebra calendar,
combined with a rule for the beginning and end of the farming year
adopted from Babylon according to Rahlf Hansen.
Harald Meller postulates a kingdom (Reich) of Nebra. He misses
a written source like Homer. But maybe there is a written memory
of that lost kingdom – the historical and mythical level of a famous
fairy tale, Snow White behind the seven mountains, here told as
a story of supernatural beings, maybe of a half divine rank.
The copper queen was most beautiful and loved to look at herself
in a polished copper disc. One day her mirror told her that there
is an even more beautiful woman, Snow White behind the seven
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mountains, tin princess. Hereupon the queen got mighty jealous
and tried to eliminate her rival with a poisoned apple (arsenic
used for hardening copper). But she had a son, the copper prince.
This one saved Snow White, married her, and together they had
a son who founded a royal dynasty which brought forth the later
founder of the kingdom of Nebra, while the seven dwarfs were
miners who came from the Ore Mountains, and their hut was
the humble origin of the kingdom of Nebra ...
The Homeric epics tell a comparable story from the end of the
Bronze Age in the Aegean. Beautiful Helen symbolizes tin,
her white arms round white ingots, her long glittering robes
she made herself heaps of the glittering tin ore cassitterite,
her thread tin wire, by then cut out from hammered tin sheet;
her husband xanthos Menelaos symbolizes copper, the color
xanthos covering all hues of copper ores, yellow brown reddish;
and their daughter, lovely Hermione who resembles golden
Aphrodite symbolizes bronze, alloy of copper and tin, of a golden
shine when freshly cast ... Now there is no tin in Greece, the
Mycenaean tin came from Central Asia and passed the Hellespont
where the Troians laid hands on the precious cargo, abducting
Helen, as it were ...
Schiff der Zeit / ship of time (English summary below)
Erst eine Korrektur. 10'955 Tage wären 10 Umläufe im Kreis der
39 Pfosten, plus 1 Monat von 28 Tagen, ein weiterer Pfosten,
plus eine Woche von 7 Tagen.
Ein alternativer 'Ariadne-Faden' liefert eine genauere Umrechnung
von 30 Jahren in Tage
365/1 (plus 1461/4) 1826/5 3287/9 ... 9131/25 ....
5 Jahre sind 1'826 Tage, 5 reguläre Jahre von 365 Tagen plus
1 Schalttag. 25 Jahre sind 9'131 Tage, 25 reguläre Jahre plus
6 Schalttage. Zusammengezählt bekommen wir für 30 Jahre
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10,957 Tage (exakt 10'957.26... Tage), 30 reguläre Jahre
plus 7 Schalttage. Schon wieder die Zahl 7.
Dagegen sind 371 Lunationen für 30 Jahre etwas kürzer,
10'955.84... Tage. Kalendarische Formeln sind immer nur
Näherungen. Am besten fährt man wenn man mehrere von
ihnen kombiniert.
Möglicherweise kannten die Astronomen von Nebra die Formel
vom Göbekli Tepe (63 kontinuierliche Perioden von 30 Tagen
sind 1'890 Tage und entsprechen 64 Lunationen, Fehler weniger
als eine Minute per Lunation, oder ein halber Tag auf ein Leben),
und zwar in der Minoisch/Helladischen Version (ein Jahr symbolisiert
als Rosette von acht Blütenblättern, je ein langer Monat von 45
Tagen oder 5 Homerischen Wochen, der kleine Kreis in der Mitte
zusätzliche 5 und manchmal 6 Tage). 15 und 17 Lunationen
gezählt im 30 29 30 Modus ergeben 443 und 502 Tage, zusammen
945 Tage für 32 Lunationen. Mal vier bekommen wir für Nebra
taugliche Formeln
a) 128 Lunationen oder 135 Monate von 28 Tagen
b) 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 Lunationen oder 135 Pfosten
c) 8 x 16 Lunationen oder 9 x 15 Pfosten (Monate)
Man achte auf die sieben Faktoren 2 in Formel b. Formel c kann
sehr einfach notiert werden, ohne Schrift: als Felder von 8 x 16
und 9 x 15 Punkten auf einer Holz- oder Knochenplatte oder
einer Keramikfläche.
135 Pfosten im Kreis der 39 Pfosten wären 3 Umläufe plus 18
Pfosten für das Boot auf seiner Himmelsbahn, welches daher
als ein 'Schiff der Zeit' angesehen werden kann. Der südliche
Pfosten – auf der Scheibe das unterste Loch – markiert sowohl
die Sommersonnwende als auch (ziemlich genau) die Mitte
des Rumpfes. Wieviele Sterne sind auf dem Schiff zu sehen?
7. Immer wieder die Zahl Sieben.
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ship of time (brief English summary)
The astronomers of Nebra might have known the calendar formula
of the Goebekli Tepe in the Minoan/Helladic version. 15 and 17
lunations counted in the 30 29 30 mode yield 443 and 502 days
respectively, together 945 days for 32 lunations. Multiply these
numbers by a factor of 4 and you get a formula that can be used
for Nebra: 135 months of 28 days, represented by 135 poles,
correspond to 128 or 2x2x2x2x2x2x2 (seven times the same factor)
lunations – when the 'ship of time' starting from the midsummer
pole in the South completed 3 full circles plus 18 posts, 128 lunations
have passed. How many stars are on the ship? 7. Always the number
seven.
checking a set of higher astronomical numbers with Mesopotamian /
Minoan / Helladic methods
334 years are practically 121,992 (exactly 121,990.89...) days and
4,131 (exactly 4,131.0010...) lunations.
15 and 17 lunations are 443 and 502 days respectively, together
945 days for 32 lunations. 17 15 17 15 17 sum 81 lunations correspond
to 502 443 502 443 502 sum 2,392 days. Multiply these numbers by
3 x 17 = 51 and you obtain 121,922 days for 4,131 lunations,
What about years?
l/y 37/3 99/8 136/11 235/19 371/30
17 times 19 years are 323 years, plus 11 years are 334 years.
17 times 235 plus 136 are 4,131 lunations.
Working with 'Ariadne' series becomes rather easy when you gathered
some experience and use a calculating board subdivided in fields that
give a pebble the shifting value of 1 or 10 or 100 or 1,000 ..
An interesting case occurs when you consider a pole 1 day and the circle
of 39 poles a round of 39 days. 184 rounds are then 243 lunations,
3,128 rounds 121,922 days or 334 years or 4,131 lunations.
Methods that work well for centuries also work fine for decades and
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a lifetime.
The astronomers of Nebra might have had contact with colleagues
From Mycenae and Knossos, the Minoans probably having come from Ebla
in Syria, where they were acquainted with Babylonian astronomy.
from the Nebra calendar to Bronze Age geometry
Picture a calendar rope measuring 39 'months' or 156 'weeks' or 1092
'days'. Make a loop of it by connecting the ends. Now you can lay out five
elementary forms and solve related problems with Bronze Age methods.
Lay out a rectangular triangle. Find a solution of integer numbers.
How long are the sides? 52 and 39 and 65 'w'.
Lay out an equilateral triangle. The sides are 52 'w'. What is the height?
45 'w' according to the following number column
1 1 3
2 4 6
1 2 3
3 5 9
8 14 24
4 7 12
11 19 33
30 52 90

* 52

15 26 45

* 45

Lay out a square. The side measures 39 'w' or 273 'd''. How long is
the diagonal?
1 1 2
2 3 4
5 7 10
12 17 24
29 41 58
70 99 140
side 99 99 70 5 sum 273 'd'
diagonal 140 140 99 7 sum 386 'd'
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Lay out a double square. It measures 26 by 52 'w' or 182 by 364 'd'.
How long is the diagonal?
1 1 5
2 6 10
1 3 5
4 8 20
2 4 10
1 2 5
3 7 15
10 22 50
5 11 25
16 36 80
8 18 40
4 9 20
13 29 65
42 94 210
21 47 105
68 152 340
34 76 170
17 38 85
55 123 275
178 398 890
89 199 445
288 644 1440
144 322 720
72 161 360
short side 72 55 55 sum 182 'd'
diagonal 161 123 123 sum 407 'd'
Lay out a circle, circumference 39 'm'. Transform the area into
a square
3/1 (plus 22/7) 25/8 47/15...311/99...377/120...1521/484
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1521/484 equals 39x39/22x22. The square of the same area
measures 22/2 by 22/2 or 11 by 11 'm'.
Bronze Age mathematics was taught by telling examples. A calendar
rope measuring 39 'm' or 156 'w' or 1'092 'd' could have been such
an example.
Who would have thought that the odd number 39 enfolds not only
an elaborate calendar but also a 'book' of Bronze Age geometry?
Stonehenge 1, circle of Aubrey holes
Harald Meller believes in a connection between Stonehenge and Nebra.
The concentric ditch and ring wall and 56 Aubrey holes are considerably
older than Nebra and may encode a similar calendar as the one of the
hypothetical 39 poles indicated by the 39 holes along the rim of the
Nebra disc.
Each Aubrey hole – or space between two holes – may have represented
a month of 30 days, one round of 56 holes 1,680 days, 5 rounds 8,400
days or 23 years, 9 rounds 15,120 days or 512 lunations.
How is the number of 8'400 days in 23 years found? by means of
a number sequence (which I ascribe to the astronomers of Tell Halaf
in Syria, 9,000 years ago)
365/1 (plus 1461/4) 1826/5 3287/9 4748/13 6205/17
7670/21 9131/25
21 years are 7,670 days (exactly 7,670.08... days). Add 365 days
and again 365 days for two more years and you get 8,400 days for
23 years (8400.57... days).
Now for the lunations. 15 and 17 lunations counted in the 30 29 30
mode yield 443 and 502 days respectively, 17 15 17 15 sum 81 lunations
1,890 days or 63 continuous periods of 30 days (Goebekli Tepe definition,
12,000 years ago, mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half
a day in a lifetime). Multiply the numbers by a factor of 8 and you get
512 lunations or 15,120 days (15,119.66... days).
A week may have been 7 days, a round of 56 months 240 weeks, 5 rounds
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or 23 years 1,200 weeks, 9 rounds or 512 lunations 2,160 weeks, 8 times
64 lunations 270 weeks.
A basic year had 12 months or 360 days, a regular year 365 days, an
occasional leap year 366 days. For example 21 years are 7,670 days
(number sequence above), 16 regular years and 5 leap years.
Mike Parker Pearson discovered that Stonehenge 1 of around 3000 BC
was a cemetery. The ashes of the defunct were buried in the plain,
and the ashes of high ranking nobles (we may assume) in the Aubrey
holes, whereupon the circle of 56 bluestones from the remote Presely
Mountains (hills) had been erected in the Aubrey holes.
The circle of bluestones may then have been seen as a 'generator'
of time for the living and for the worthy souls in a heavenly beyond ...
Maybe there had been much earlier connections to the Aegean,
or a knowledge of basic number sequences already existed in Neolithic
Europe, wherever it came from.
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Lascaux 20, YHWH, Pashupati, Finnish words
YHWH and the ten commandments / Pashupati as Lord of Time /
Finnish words for time
© 2019 by Franz Gnaedinger
YHWH and the ten commandments, a demanding postscript to the series of messages
on the Hebrew water finders (part 1/8)
Recapitulation: the archaeology of the Negev centered around the Har Karkom and Mount Seir and
Kadesh-Barnea, as explored by Emmanuel Anati, may suggest a refuge for Egyptians and Hebrews
and Canaanites over a couple of millennia, and a series of Moses figures and Aaron figures
contracted to one single Moses and one single Aaron in the story telling of the Bible. By
recognizing the symbols in early literature we can regain at least a blurred outline of the historical
events.
Moses received the ten commandments on a mountain (Exodus 20). Let us render this mountain as
a triangle of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 dots, from the base 10 to the top 1.
The top, Aleph or 1, may indicate the first commandment: YHWH or Jahwe or ja is your God, the
only God.
The two dots below, Beth or 2, may stand for the second commandment: don't make and worship
idols.
The three dots below, Gimel or 3, may stand for the third commandment: don't use the name of God
in vain.
The four dots below, Daleth or 4, may indicate the fourth commandment: remember the Sabbath,
rest on day seven of the week as the Lord did when he had created the world (seven being three and
four).
The Pythagoreans regarded the number ten in the form of the tetractys (equilateral triangle 1 2 3 4)
as the holiest of numbers.
While the first four commandments (top of the symbolical pyramid) concern God, the subsequent
six lines of the big triangle concern the human sphere.
How many dots are in the triangle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ? Begin with Y or J for YHWH or Jahwe,
numerical value 10. Half that number is H or 5. Add 1 and you obtain W or 6. Add H and W and
multiply the sum by H or 5, thus you obtain 55 dots, number of all dots in the big triangle. And the
key numbers of this rather kabalistic number game, 10 5 6 5, yield the tetragrammon YHWH for
Jahwe.
The numerical version of YHWH, 10 5 6 5, is encoded in the mercy seat on the Ark of the Covenant
(Exodus 25), length 2.5 cubits, breadth 1.5 cubits, length of the wings of the cherubs 1.25 cubits
each, yielding the following chain of proportions
length : wing : breadth : wing = 2.5 : 1.25 : 1.5 : 1.25
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= 10 : 5 : 6 : 5 = Y : H : W : H
The tetragrammon implies the ten commandments and is encoded in the mercy seat on the Ark of
the Covenant in the sanctuary KOD DhAG qodesh kadosh 'holy' at Kadesh-Barnea in the desert of
Zin, KOD meaning tent or hut, and DhAG meaning able (among the derivatives of DhAG are Greek
theos, Latin deus, and Sumerian dingir announcing a deity), together the sanctuary of YHWH or
Jahwe.
The heavenly Lord will descend in a cloud, carried on the wings of cherubs, take place on the mercy
seat, hidden behind a curtain, and if you abide by his ten commandments, he will mercifully
consider what you may ask him for ...
The first representation of the ten commandments may then have been a triangle of pebbles laid out
on a slope of the Har Karkom, identified as Mount Sinai by Anati.
YHWH and the ten commandments (part 2/8)
Laying out an equilateral triangle of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 pebbles on a slope that symbolizes Mount
Sinai and the ten commandments received up there is rather tiresome. The large triangle could have
been reduced to a small one, the so-called tetractys or decadon, Aleph 1 Beth 2 Gimel 3 Daleth 4, in
all ten pebbles. Hereupon the small triangle may have been replaced by a single letter, Daleth, given
as a -- triangle, most clearly in the upper case Greek Delta. These letters were preceded by an
Egyptian hieroglyph showing an outstretched hand, maybe the hand of a god blessing his believers?
then seen as the hand of Jahwe "shewing mercy on thousands of them that love me and keep my
commandments" (Exodus 20:6) but now transformed into a triangle symbolizing the ten
commandments decreed by the Lord on Mount Sinai?
Dibér, Hebrew for 'word, speaking ability' begins on a Daleth. Wonderful surprise: Dibér belongs to
a compound naming the ten commandments!
Magdalenian BIR means fur, and TON means to make oneself heard. BIR TON may account for
English word. Imagine a shaman or shamaness beating the fur of a TON BIR tambourine 'sounding
fur' while speaking to the gathered tribe, accentuating the spoken words with a rhythmic boom
boom. Latin verbum 'word' may combine BIR and onomatopoeic bum (bum bum bum). TON BIR
could then have a further derivative in dibér
BIR TON word TON BIR dibér TON BIR tambourine
Another way of representing the ten commandments, less abstract, more graphic, is a petroglyph in
the region of the Har Karkom. It shows a double tablet subdivided into ten fields. Anati documented
this petroglyph that strongly evokes the two tablets from the Lord on Mount Sinai, and also
identified the Har Karkom as candidate for Mount Sinai, which I find plausible.
YHWH and the ten commandments (part 3/8)
Early scripts vary. Also Egypt had a triangle for the letter that became Old Hebrew Daleth, while
the Daleth in the Sinai script was different: a small circle in the middle under an oblique line, or a
small square in the middle on a horizontal line.
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These figures can be seen as a leather tube for keeping scrolls of papyrus, and as a wooden chest for
keeping tablets and ostraca, combined with a pair of rods for carrying them, one rod behind the
other, thus appearing as a single line, either leaning on the tube or lying on the ground.
We focus on the chest. A square is hidden in the large equilateral triangle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 sum
55. The odd numbers 1 3 5 7 9 sum 25 can be layed out as a square of 5 by 5 dots or pebbles, while
the remaining even numbers 2 4 6 8 10 sum 30 yield a pair of rods, each rod 15 units long.
The Ark of the Covenant was 2.5 cubits long, 1.5 cubits broad, and again 1.5 cubits high. The small
side measuring 1.5 by 1.5 cubits was a square.
Another Hebrew word beginning on a Daleth was din 'law', in a compound naming the Jewish law
of the Torah, the law of Jahwe. Din may derive from TON for making oneself heard, also present in
di- of dibér 'word, speaking ability'. And the Lord d i d make himself heard when descending in a
thick cloud on Mount Sinai: the earth quaked greatly, trumpets waxed louder and louder, and the
Lord spoke with a voice (Exodus 19).
Later versions of the Sinai Daleth may be seen as a vertical pole with a small circle for a scroll
attached in the middle, perhaps the emblem of the law, widely spread in the southern Semitic area,
while the Daleth of the Hebrew square script evokes a door, maybe the entrance to the tent or hut or
house of the law din?
YHWH and the ten commandments (part 4/8)
A further version of the Daleth evokes a pole with a triangular flag or pennon pointing to the left
side. Lay out a pattern with pebbles. Make the pole 30 pebbles tall. Divide this height into 18 and
12 pebbles. The 12 pebbles above serve as the vertical side of the triangular flag or pennon. Use 12
and 12 pebbles for the oblique sides of the flag, and one more pebble for the corner of the triangle at
the left end.
Pole 30, additional pebbles of the flag 25, in all 55 pebbles, numbers of the large triangle
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 sum 55
2 4 6 8 10 sum 30
1 3 5 7 9 sum 25
The partial numbers 30 and 25 indicate a calendar with a month and a long lunation of 30 days, and
a long period of 25 years.
15 and 17 lunations or synodic months counted in the 30 29 30 mode yield 443 and 502 days
respectively, together 945 days for 32 lunations, doubled 1,890 days for 64 lunations (mistake less
than one minute per lunation, or half a day in a lifetime). 1,890 days are 63 continuous periods of 30
days, or 270 weeks of seven days.
A year has 12 months plus 5 and occasionally 6 more days. A number sequence provides good
values for the number of days in a series of years
365/1 (plus 1461/4) 1826/5 3287/9 4746/13 6209/17 7670/21 9131/25
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25 years are 9,131 days (and less than eighty minutes more), nineteen regular years of 365 days and
six leap years of 366 days.
Jahwe rules not only the human sphere but also commands moon and sun in the heavens above.
ShA CA DhAG CA YHWH Jahwe, the ruler ShA in the sky CA, the able one DhAG in the sky CA:
YHWH and the ten commandments (part 5/8)
The Negev centered in the region around the Har Karkom (Mount Sinai) and Mount Seir (west of
the Har Karkom, abode of Jahwe, rider of clouds) and Kadesh-Barnea in the desert of Zin (north of
Mount Seir) was the cradle of the Jewish culture – a refuge for Egyptians and Hebrews (water
finders) and Canaanites, melting pot of civilizations, where alphabetic writing was invented and
letters were combined with numbers. KOD DhAG - KOD meaning tent or hut and DhAG meaning
able – accounted for Old Hebrew qodesh 'holy' and modern Hebrew kadosh 'holy' and named
Kadesh-Barnea, indicating a large tent of ShA CA DhAG CA YHWH Jahwe, ruler ShA in the sky
CA, able one DhAG in the sky CA – and hidden behind a curtain was the Ark of the Covenant,
serving as pedestal for the 'mercy seat' which encoded the name of the heavenly Lord via the
proportions 10 : 5 : 6 : 5 = Y : H : W : H.
The Bible is right, only that we have to recognize the symbols. For example the big number of
people who left Lower Egypt for the Sinai were relatively small groups who had the potential of
becoming a numerous people. Moses was a series of Moses figures, and Aaron a series of Aaron
figures. We can't read the Bible in the way we read a modern historical report. It conveys history in
the form of long living stories and symbols and many telling numbers, for example 10 being the
number Y of YHWH or J of Jahwe. Numbers in the light of Bronze Age mathematics are a precious
help in finding the core of Biblical story telling.
Simple yet complex' is the formula approaching early civilization. It worked well in the case of ShA
CA DhAG CA YHWH 10 5 6 5 Jahwe, rider of clouds from Mount Seir who gave Moses ten
commandments on Mount Sinai.
The name of Mount Seir, abode of Jahwe, is an emphatic form of TYR for the one who overcomes
in the double sense of rule and give, with a parallel in TYR emphatic Middle Helladic Sseyr
(Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus. Compare Seir and
Sseyr ...
YHWH and the ten commandments (part 6/8)
A further calendar springs from the sum 26 of the YHWH numbers 10 5 6 5. A year has 14 short
months of 26 days, 384 days, plus 1 and occasionally 2 more days, while 92 continuous periods of
26 days are 26 lunations, and 295 continuous periods of 26 days are 21 years.
These numbers are found with the same methods as the ones of the previous calendar (month and
long lunation 30 days, and a long period of 25 years).
17 15 17 15 17 or 17 32 49 64 81 lunations are 502 945 1,447 2,392 days, the latter being 92 times
26 days. As for days in years you may remember the additive sequence
365/1 (plus 1461/4) 1826/5 3287/9 ... 7670/21 9131/25
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21 years are 7,670 days or 295 times 26 days.
A pair of parallel calendars allow a better control of the time passing by.
Marie E.P. König identified the pair of antithetic ibices (Latin plural of ibex) in the niche at the rear
end of the axial gallery in the Lascaux cave as emblem of the winter solstice. The same emblem is
found in Asia Minor, sometimes the ibices replaced by mountain goats.
Ibices are the most frequent symbol among the petroglyphs in the region of the Har Karkom (maybe
together with snakes, water symbols as on the Goebekli Tepe). They are always shown from the
side, their long round horns forming a concentric double arc that may insinuate the trajectories of
moon and sun, maybe also the pair of calendars?
In one case an ibex appears above a pair of giant footsteps in upward direction, maybe the feet of
Jahwe? The full name of the supreme sky and weather god involved walking
ShA PAD TYR AS CA
DhAG PAD TYR AS CA
ruler ShA activity of feet PAD to overcome in the double sense of rule
and give TYR upward AS sky CA, able DhAG ...
The ruler ShA goes ahead PAD and overcomes in the double sense of rule
and give TYR up above AS in the sky CA, the able one DhAG ... (repetition)
ShA ... CA, DhAG ... CA Jahwe. For comparison: ShA PAD TYR Jupitter Jupiter Iovis Giove and
his byname DhAG PAD TYR Dis pater.
YHWH and the ten gifts (part 7/8)
Still another Daleth is given as a fish. What can this mean?
The triangular Daleth represents the triangle 1 2 3 4 dots or pebbles, called tetractys or decadon, a
holy figure for the Pythagoreans. The numerical value 4 of the Daleth refers to the base 4 of that
figure, and the sum 10 to the Y of YHWH or J of Jahwe, and corresponds to the ten commandments.
TYR Sseyr Sseus Zeus overcame in the double sense of rule and give, and so did Jahwe on Mount
Seir. He not only ruled the Israelites but also provided them with what they needed, primarily water
and food, and both might be combined in the fish that lives in water.
Maybe the ten commandments were balanced by ten gifts of the Lord? And someone will compile
their list from petroglyphs around the Har Karkom in the Negev dubbed Mountain of God by
Emmanuel Anati?
One petroglyph shows a woman giving birth to a smiling child, she spreads her arms and legs, two
arms and two legs making Daleth 4 elements – life is the first gift. Although the ibices are drawn
from the side their Daleth 4 legs are marked, while the concentric arcs of their long horns represent
a pair of complementary calendars, hence time, given to us in order that we make the best of it.
YHWH (8/8)
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A famous petroglyph in the region of the Har Karkom or Mount Sinai or 'Mountain of God' (Anati)
shows an eye, the 'eye of God' (Anati), with seven eyelashes of the upper lid, and seven eyelashes of
the lower lid, in all fourteen eyelashes that evoke the fourteen short months of 26 days, the number
26 being the sum of the YHWH numbers 10 5 6 5.
The petroglyph is ambiguous. The small circle of the pupil can also be the sun, the 'sloppy' oval of
the eye a cloud, and the eyelashes beams of the sun beyond the margin of the cloud, and this again
might be a symbol of the Lord hiding his glory behind a cloud – maybe even the Lord letting there
be light, light for us to behold the marvel of creation ...
The Hebrew word for seven derives from SAP for everywhere (in space), here, south and north of
me, east and west of me, under and above me, in all seven places. Whereas letter number seven,
sign of the number 7, is called Zajin, present in 'zohar 'shine, beaming, rays' and zarax 'radiate,
shine, rise (sun)' and zrixa 'sunrise'. The old letter is a vertical line confined by a pair of shorter
horizontal strokes that may indicate the height of the rising sun above the horizon.
The eye reduced to the small circle of the pupil became the letter 'Ajin of the numerical value 70,
the 7 of Zajin multiplied by the 10 of Y in YHWH or J in Jahwe.
We can almost see how the Semitic alphabet was formed. And maybe there is a treasure of inscribed
tablets ritually deposited in a cache somewhere in the central Negev?
------------------Pashupati of the Indus Valley as Lord of Time (1/3)
Asko Parpola identified Pashupati whose name means literally ‘Lord of the Animals’ as god seated
on the imaginary mountain of the heavenly pole (by then near Thuban, alpha Draconis), fixed the
stars to the air roots of a sacred pipal (fig) tree, held the air roots with his crab claws and whirled
them around, thus making the stars revolve in the sky.
He can be seen on several Indus Valley tablets. Here two pictures of him, the lower one a modern
impression of a steatite seal from Mohenjo-daro, between 2600 and 1900 BC (Metropolitan
Museum of Art, NY), another date being 1800 – 1400 BC, strongly enlarged, the actual seal
measures just 3.56 by 3.53 centimeters but provides a plethora of information, as you shall see in
the following summary
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Pashupati on the seal impression is surrounded by four big animals, in clockwise direction a tiger,
an elephant, a rhinoceros, and a water buffalo. Their eyes can be identified with four stars: eye of
the tiger Algol in Perseus, eye of the elephant Vega in Lyra, eye of the rhinoceros Arcturus in
Bootes, eye of the water buffalo Procyon in Canis Minor. The four big animals indicate four
seasons: the Algol tiger 90 days, the Vega elephant 90 days, the Arcturus rhinoceros 90 days, the
Procyon buffalo 90 days, in all a basic year of 360 days (mirrored in the 360 degrees of the
heavenly circle). Add 3 days for the midsummer festival honoring Pashupati, and 2 occasionally 3
days for the midwinter festival honoring the Orion goddess invisibly present between the pair of
antithetic ibices under the seat of Pashupati (Marie E.P. König identified such pairs of ibices or
mountain goats as midwinter emblem, see the niche at the rear end of the axial gallery in the
Lascaux cave) and you get a regular year of 365 and an occasional leap year of 366 days, while 21
continuous periods of 90 days are 1,890 days and correspond to 64 lunations or synodic months;
mistake less than one minute per lunation, or half a day in a lifetime. This would be a variation of
the Goebekli Tepe lunisolar calendar. Pashupati would then have been the Lord of Time who kept
the merry-go-round of the four seasons in motion …
Pashupati was succeeded by Shiva who had a byname in Kala ‘Time’.
Pashupati (2/3)
Mark Algol in Perseus and Vega in Lyra and Arcturus in Bootes and Procyon in Canis Minor on a
good star map. Connect Algol---Arcturus and Vega---Procyon with a pair of straight lines. Thus you
obtain an oblique cross whose center lies near the then heavenly pole. The angles of the cross are
practically 110 70 110 70 sum 360 degrees and correspond to 440 280 440 280 sum 1,440 minutes
or 24 hours or one day.
A very close approximation to the oblique cross are the diagonals of the rectangle 7 by 10 or 10 by
7. The number 10 is given by the ten intervals of Pashupati’s arms: 5 + 5 = 10.
The shape of the seal is a square. This geometrical figure can be calculated with a number column
derived from the numbers 5 7 10
1 1 2
2 3 4
5 7 10 *
12 17 24
29 41 58
70 99 140
If a square measures 5 by 5 units, the diagonal measures practically 7 units, and if a square
measures 7 by 7 units the diagonal measures practically 10 units. And if the side of a square
measures 5 + 7 = 12 units, the diagonal measures in a better approximation 7 + 10 = 17 units …
Inscribe a circle in the rectangle 7 by 10 or 10 by 7. The diameter measures 7 and the circumference
practically 22 units according to the best value of the pi sequence
4/1 (plus 3/1) 7/2 10/3 13/4 16/5 19/6 22/7
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Pashupati (3/3)
Asko Parpola identified Golden Boy on an Indus Valley tablet.
Golden Boy might have been the hero of an early epic. In his young age he would have astounded
people by stealing the fire of life PIR SAI from the tiger of the Algol eye. Then he wandered in a
wide arc along the heavenly river of the Milky Way until he encountered the elephant of the Vega
eye. This one helped him across the mighty river and showed him the entrance to the Draco Valley.
Golden Boy followed this valley up to the mountain of the heavenly pole, where he rested and
looked over the wide land. He heard people lament. A big rhinoceros (comparable to Behemoth in
the Bible) drank empty the rivers and made the land parch. Nobody can cope with the beast! So he
left his heavenly mountain, went down into the plain, pulled the Spica sword out of the rock (a
parallel to the legend of Arthur) and pierced the bony skin of the grotesquely swollen pachyderm
and thus released the first monsoon … Later on he tamed the savage buffalo that ruined the fields.
Across the heavenly river he saw the Orion goddess and fell in love with her. In order to please her
he climbed the heavenly mountain a second time, fixed the stars to the air roots of the sacred pipal
tree, held them with his crab claws, whirled them around, made the stars revolve in the night sky
and set the merry-go-round of the four seasons in motion …
Asko Parpola also identified the fish hieroglyph as star via a Sanskrit pun. This hieroglyph appears
in the inscriptions of the Pashupati tablets where you can also find hieroglyphs based on the oblique
cross.
What if the Indus Valley tablets represent episodes of the hypothetical epic, and were bestowed on
people who contributed something worthwhile to their society?
------------------Finnish time (1/2)
Where did Finnish aika ‘time come from? This word might go back to the sky god AAR RAA NOS
of the Göbekli Tepe in the alternative form of AAR RAA CA, he of air AAR and light RAA in the
sky CA whose eyes were moon and sun
AAR RAA CA

A I CA

aika ‘time’ ???

Another Finnish word for time is kerta ‘time, turn’, among the proposed cognates Old Prussian
kerdan ‘time’. Kerdan kerta inspire the Magdalenian reading CER TON, stag hind shaman
shamaness CER to make oneself heard TON. This compound has a perfect match in cave art,
namely, the roaring stag in the axial gallery of the Lascaux cave, facing the lovely pair of ‘Chinese’
horses, calling them from the midwinter niche to the glorious midsummer hall, making the seasons
turn
winter sun horse CA LAB, sky CA cold LAB – gallop, German Klepper for an old and tired horse
(nag)
spring sun horse CA BEL or CA BEL IAS, sky CA warm BEL healing IAS, the warm sun of spring
healing ailments of a long and harsh winter – ABelios AFelios Helios, Greek sun god with a
quadriga of horses
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summer sun horse CA BAL, sky CA hot BAL – Latin caballus (etymology unexplained, says my
dictionary) Spanish caballo
Hear them run
CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB …
CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL …
CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL …
CER TON was the Divine Stag who made the seasons turn, also the shaman who announced the
seasons and the turn of year.
The same compound would account for Finnish kertoa ‘tell, narate’. Imagine a shaman or
shamaness reciting or singing a ballad, making themselves heard. A Celtic bard memorized up to
10,000 lines, nearly the size of a Homeric epic (some 12,000 lines).
CER is also present in Greek kyrios ‘master’ wherefrom Dutch kerk German Kirche Finnish kirkko
English church, the bells of a church announcing the hours.
Pashupati was followed by Shiva who had a byname in Kala ‘Time’ from CA ) or CA L for the
heavenly one CA who has the say ) or L.
By the way, also India knew a horse-pulled sun wagon, represented in monumental form and size by
the Surya temple at Konarka, 13th century AD.
And the opening line of Goethe’s Faust invokes the sun that sounds in the old way, Sonne tönst in
alter Weise (quoted from the memory).
Finnish time (2/2)
AAR RAA NOS on the Göbekli Tepe was implored for rain. Snakes are the most frequent animal in
the iconography of the region. Snakes heading upward symbolize prayers for rain and sacrificial
fires imploring rain. Snakes heading downward symbolize falling rain provided by the god. And
snakes undulating horizontally symbolize rivers (also irrigation channels on a contemporary stone
tablet from Jerf el-Ahmar). AAR RAA NOS with the alternative name AAR RAA CA, he of air
AAR and light RAA in the sky CA provided air and light and water, elements of life, so he might
have accounted for Proto-Indo-European *aiw ‘life, vital force’
AAR RAA CA

A i Cw

aiw ???

Mallory and Adams 2006 mention something like *hoyus ‘vital force, life, age of vigour’ and the
Latin cognate aevus ‘long period of time, eternity’. *Hoyus might have a parallel in Hor Horu
Latinized Horus, the old Egyptian sky god whose eyes were moon and sun (cf. AAR RAA AC
Horakhty, Horus on the horizon, AC meaning an expanse of land and water). Osiris ruled the
Underworld; his son Horus was the living king, so we have a connection AAR RAA CA Horus life.
Among the emanations of the god were Horus the rejuvenator, and Horus of hundreds of thousands
of years.
The eyes of the Horus falcon were moon and sun. Seth destroyed the lunar eye. Wise Thoth healed
it by adding the fractions ‘2 ‘4 ‘8 ’16 ’32 ’64 and called the restored lunar eye The Whole One.
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However, the numbers don’t really add up to one. Why then The Whole One? This expression refers
to a whole lunation or synodic month. Multiply a (solar) month of 30 days by the Horus eye series
‘2 ‘4 ‘8 ’16 ’32 ’64 and you obtain 29 days 12 hours 45 minutes for a lunation of 29d 12h 44m 2.9s
(modern average from 1989 AD).
This might confirm the derivation of Finnish aika ‘time’ from the alternative name of the sky god
AAR RAA CA

A i CA

aika ‘time’
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Lascaux 21, coming around full circle
© 2019 Franz Gnaedinger
writing for brave young readers / young Ferdinand de Saussure and Richard Fester / a word on apperception
and 'fulguration' / Arnaud again / answering a question about Damascus and Saytan / Czech visoky 'high'
again / Nostratic / Stone Age cosmology / Magdalenian song / hypothesis and theory / briefest possible
summary of Homer’s Odyssey / dream logic / Kadesh Barnea / ark of the covenant, mercy seat, lunar and
solar aspect / 'molten sea' / qodesh formula / fair history of civilization / mother of all life

--- writing for brave young readers
Believers in the ruling paradigm can't be convinced of a new approach (Thomas S. Kuhn). I write
for brave young readers who might find my messages in an archive.
You can train the Magdalenian look on language by compiling a list of derivatives of a Magdalenian
word, for example DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, with a wide range of derivatives
(1) from Greek theos and Latin deus (well compatible in Magdalenian), Sumerian dingir
announcing a deity (with a nasal infix), and the supreme Celtic god Dagda, the good god in the
sense of the able god (Barry Cunliffe), DhAG DhAG able able ...
(2) via Old Latin dingua 'tongue, language', English tongue and think, Latin dux 'leader' and facere
'make, produce', German taugen 'be fit, able' ...
(3) to German zeugen 'beget' Middle German focken 'copulate' and English ...
Over the years I found many dozens, maybe even one hundred derivatives of DhAG. Abilities must
have been of paramount importance for the survival of the human species in the Ice Age. I long
gave up compiling the list (but mention Nostratic *tek ‘earth’ – also the earth might have been seen
as an able deity). Now you can take over. By assembling such a list you get a feeling for
Magdalenian and might even be rewarded by one or another anthropological insight.
When reading The Selfish Gene by Richard Dawkins, edition from 1986, the way he describes the
genes reminded me of the Greek pantheon. Later on Magdalenian revealed a deep connection:
deities are able ones, and genes our inner enablers ... We can then regard religion as an 'extended
phenotype'. (Ironically, RD, by fighting religion is fighting his own theory.)
Zeus * was a big lover, genes care about replication, and the third group of derivatives above
belongs in the same context.
Or maybe you are more interested in the powerful triple goddess of the fire giver PIR GID and fur
giver BIR GID and fertility giver BRI GID ?
* Careful, young readers. The name of Zeus does not derive from DhAG but from TYR for the one
who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give, Magdalenian TYR emphatic Middle Helladic
Sseyr (Phaistos Disc, Derk Ohlenroth) Doric Sseus (Wilhelm Larfeld) Homeric Zeus. While the
genitive Dios does derive from DhAG, also Dis in Dis pater, byname of Jupiter, Zeus of Rome,
Romani from REO for the river goddess and MAN for the right hand, Greek Rhea the mother of
Zeus, and Latin manus 'hand': they who carry out the will of the goddess with their right hand. ERO
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as a variant of REO named Eros, once the power that held the world together. DhAG is also present
in English daughter Greek thygataer, DhAG TYR, able overcomer. If you happen to be a young
man falling under the charm of someone's daughter you may understand. Romantic feelings had
once been the tender arms of a cosmic power.
--- young Ferdinand de Saussure and Richard Fester
Young Ferdinand de Saussure, aged sixteen years and eight months, wrote a linguistic paper of
forty-two pages (published by David H. Boyd in 1978) wherein he proposed several 'ur-words' in
the sense of Richard Fester. Having seen but a small excerpt I can confirm three of them in the light
of Magdalenian
KAL tout ce qui est creux et resonne bien
Richard Fester proposed KALL with a wide range of meanings including German Höhle 'cave' hohl
'hollow' Hall Schall 'sound'. Magdalenian has KAL for cave, Underworld, accounting for many
derivatives.
KAR la tête, la force, etc.
Magdalenian offers ARC for the cave bear, wherefrom Greek arktos 'bear; the permutation CRA for
power, strength (as of a bear) German Kraft; and the permutation CAR for the head of a cave bear
deposited in a cult cave, as emblem of the cave (Marie E.P. König), for example in a chamber of the
Chauvet cave, with a derivative in Greek kar 'head'.
TAK l'art, l'industrie, etc.
Magdalenian has DhAG meaning able, good in the sense of able, the word of the most and most
varied derivatives, possibly of an onomatopoeic origin, as it inspires the dry sound of stone hitting
stone in the first industry there was, the fabrication of stone tools.
Among the five ur-words Richard Fester proposed is TAG with another wide range of meanings (in
brackets my explanations), among them mountain Turkish Daghi Dag, stone in Amerindian, think,
teach, say (talk, Old Latin dingua 'tongue, language'), sex (German zeugen 'beget'), Zeug in the
sense of woven cloth (Circe weaving her cloth in a cave is weaving the fabric of time and life),
Zeug in the sense of Werkzeug 'tool, device', to give orders (and lead) duc (Latin ducere 'lead',
Italian Duce French Duc English Duke), God (Greek theos, Latin deus, Sumerian dingir, and the
name of the supreme Celtic god Dagda, according to Barry Cunliffe the good god in the sense of the
able god, German taugen for being able, emphatic DhAG DhAG able able), and German Tag 'day'
(in the sense of the day given to us by the able one, God).
Young Ferdinand had been talked out of his experiment.
If I could find his paper (the book of Boyd) I shall check it for further anticipations of Magdalenian.
(I am very pleased that young Ferdinand de Saussure with TAK, and independently from him
Richard Fester with TAG of a wide semantic range, both anticipated Magdalenian DhAG meaning
able, good in the sense of able, the word of the most and most varied derivatives, which I consider
of anthropological significance. My advantage is that I can look on the work of thousands of
brilliant PIE and Nostratic scholars and archaeological marvels like Lascaux (unknown to de
Saussure) and Chauvet Cave and the Göbekli Tepe. If they were in my position they'd achieve way
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more. Brian Greene: "Therein lies the singular beauty of science. As we struggle toward deeper
understanding, we must give our creative imagination ample room to explore. We must step outside
conventional ideas and and established frameworks."
--- a word on apperception and 'fulguration'
I learned several languages, among them Latin and Ancient Greek, for years, intensively, and
studied (on my own) cave art and rock art and mobile art, modern art and Renaissance art and
Greek art and Egyptian art and Celtic art, for decades, also early literature, Homer's Odyssey and
the Bible.
If you learn a lot, not only from textbooks but also along ideas and experiments of your own, you
can acquire what is called apperception, a higher form being 'fulguration' – a deep insight seemingly
coming out of nowhere.
Such a moment linked a stunning piece of rock art and word language. Late Klaus Schmidt,
excavator of the Göbekli Tepe, showed the big limestone ring from there in his book, saying its
meaning is not known. Well, I saw a male head ex negativo, the sky shining through, the face
consisting of nothing else than air and light – and this made the spark fly. I thought of Ouranos read
as AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR (poetic German has Aar for eagle, König der Lüfte, king of the
airs (plural) and light RAA (the supreme Egyptian god Ra made his appearance in the solar disc)
and a mind NOS of his own (Greek nous 'mind), so the Greek sky god Ouranos would originally
have been AAR RAA NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA and a mind NOS of his own, personifying
the sky.
Ouranos was the only Greek god who had no temple and no shrine. Instead he had the most glorious
natural sanctuary, valleys, hollows between hills and mountains filled with air and light, for
example the Val d'Hérens in the western Swiss Alps, leading up to a heavenly throne flanked by
shining white snow covered mountains
AAR RAA NOS

ARANS

Hérens

Other apperceptions and 'fulgurations' linked cave art and language, again visual language and word
language.
--- Arnaud again
AAR RAA NOS DhAG means: the ancient sky god of the Göbekli Tepe, he of air AAR and light
RAA with a mind NOS of his own is able DhAG. He had a descendant in the Egyptian Horus falcon
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whose eyes were moon and sun. A stone tablet from Jerf el-Ahmar, area and era of the Göbekli
Tepe, already indicates that the eyes of the old sky god were moon and sun.
In the forests of Middle Europe he would have been worshipped in the guises of a bull and an eagle.
German has Aar, König der Lüfte, eagle, king of the airs (plural). In Switzerland we have the
Canton of Aargau, capital Aarau, and the river Aare, filled with water sent as rain by the god. Then
we have the Val d'Hérens in the western Alps
AAR RAA NOS

ARANS

Hérens

and the Canton of Uri, Italian Urano, in the Central Alps, emblem a bull. DhAG was widened to
POL DhAG, fortified settlement POL of the able one DhAG, the able ruler governing his Bollwerk
'bulwark' in the name of the god, DhAG Italian duce French duc English duke and -zog in German
Herzog, then DhAG theos deus dingir divine ... POL DhAG would account for German wald
Gewalt 'power, force, might' Verwalter 'administrator'. In the context of an eagle, his stronghold was
on a hill, an acropolis overlooking a wide area, compared to an eyrie, an eagle's nest. We have now
AAR RAA NOS POL DhAG

AR N (w)OL D

Arnold Arnaud

Once again a nodal point in a web of cultural relations, archaeology (Göbekli Tepe) and mythology
(sky god) and geography (toponyms) and anthropology (social strata) supporting each other –
somehow like a table standing firmly on four legs.
--- answering a question about Damascus and Saytan
(part 1)
Speculative etymology of Damascus: DOM ASh KOS, camp DOM tree ASh heavenly vault KOS,
home of fruit trees whose foliage form a canopy, pleasant to walk under. If so, Damascus had been
named for a famous orchard. So famous that a delicious plum from there kept a shifted form of the
place name in remote Europe, German Zwetsch(k)e Austrian Zwetschge Swiss Zwätschge. The very
ancient metropolis may have been a counterpart of the garden Eden, located by the Bible in
northern Syria, with Gozan, Haran, and Reseph (2 Kings 19:12). Consider also the Rosa damascena,
a fragrant pink rose, and the surname of Damascus as the City of Jasmine. Damascus may have
prided itself as New Paradise. The center could have been a royal garden, since ASh for tree is the
inverse of ShA meaning ruler. Germanic mythology knows a central tree, the World Ash, WeltEsche, its roots the Underworld, its crown the sky. Damascus might have had a Tree of Life, a tree
from where young Ba'al rose as golden calf in the morning, symbol of the morning sun. Canaanite
mythology had Asherah, often represented as a stylized Tree of Life, while the Egyptian sky
goddess Nut dwelt in a sycamore, a fig tree. The modern name of the city, ash-Sh:am, refers to Ba'al
as Lord of the heavens. And a stele from a nearby Tell, now a suburb of Damascus, from around
1000 BC, shows an Aramaean king holding a tulip. A tulip? Normally a king holds a scepter or a
weapon. The tulip must have a meaning, might indicate a garden region.
Turkish Saytan is a loan from Arabic Shaytan, and the Arabic word is considered a loan from
Hebrew.
Luke 10:18 in the Bible, Jesus speaking: "I saw Satan falling like lightning from heaven." A flash is
followed by thunder, so the deep etymology of Satan may be SA TON, downward SA to make
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oneself heard TON – he who fell from the sky and caused a thundering noise. If you pronounce SA
TON in a theatrical manner you can evoke a flash (sa) and thunder (ton). SA TON might perhaps
account for Hebrew 'sa'an 'noise' and Arabic zajjata (velarized t) 'to make noise', also for Arabic
shadan (dark first a) 'echo, reverberation'. A further derivative may be Hebrew sadan 'anvil' – the
sledgehammer comes down SA and hits the anvil with a loud noise TON.
TON is present in French tonnère German Donner English thunder, in the names of Wotan / Odin,
in German Ton 'sound' and English din, also in Turkish dan for bang!
Satan turned the Tree of Life into the Tree of Death. Lightning can wreck a tree and make it look as
a symbol of death (mythology relies on observations of nature). The myth became sad reality in
Syria, once a region of blooming and fertile river oases like Mari and Ebla (where the Minoans
came from) and DOM ASh KOS t-m-sh-q Dimoshq Damascus.
(part 2)
If there was an older word accounting for Satan Shaytan Saytan, then the ligated compound SA
TON, downward SA to make oneself heard TON, naming a flash that comes down SA and makes
itself heard TON as thunder. We don't fear lightning very much anymore, but in earlier times it was
considered a message from the divine sphere. Derivatives of SA TON may be Hebrew sa'an 'to
make noise', Arabic zajjata (velarized t) 'to make noise' and shatan (dark first a) 'echo,
reverberation'. A further derivative may be Hebrew sadan 'anvil' – the sledgehammer comes down
SA and hits the anvil with a loud noise TON.
The compound would also have named Satan falling down SA from heaven and hitting the Earth
with a thundering noise TON – Lucifer had such an impact that he reached the center of the Earth in
Dante. 'Satan' is closest to hypothetical SA TON, which is why I agree on the opinion of Korpel &
De Moor 2015 who rely on numerous linguists and say that Shaytan is with "no doubt" a loan from
Hebrew. Although also the Arabic word could have been derived directly from SA TON – consider
the parallel SA zajj(a)- and SA Shay-.
(part 3)
Korpel & De Moor 2015 focus on the devil in the form of Horanu, prominent in Ugarit, where his
emblem was the highly poisonous horned viper that lives in water and marshes along sea shores.
Horanu might once have been the antagonist of the Göbekli Tepe sky god AAR RAA NOS, he of air
AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS of his own. The sky god was implored for rain with prayers
and the rising smoke of sacrificial fires, represented by snakes heading upward. Falling rain
rewarding the sacrificial fires was represented by snakes heading downward, and a river by snakes
undulating horizontally.
We can imagine a myth from the beginnings of agriculture. Horanu elevated himself above the sky
god, even stole his name, was punished, fell from the sky down SA on the Earth with a thundering
noise TON, turned into a poisonous snake, and made the sweet water of the primeval sea salty
AAR RAA NOS -- Horanu (stolen name)
friendly snakes -- poisonous serpent
water of life -- venom
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sweet water -- salt water
fertile -- deadly
Horanu might have been a ginn. The ginn had been created from smokeless fire – as if the
sacrificial fires developed no smoke that would have carried the prayers for rain up to the sky god.
Such a myth would explain why not only Horanu but also SA TON Shaytan was a horned viper.
The friendly snakes of the old sky god allowed irrigation channels (a grid incised on a stone tablet
from Jerf el-Ahmar, from the region and era of the Göbekli Tepe culture, is marked as irrigation
channels by a snake undulating horizontally). Plantations of cultivated date palms require huge
amounts of water (a Sumerian cylinder seal shows Adam and Eve seated under a stylized date palm,
so the ominous fruit was originally a date grape).
Over-irrigation deposited minerals, made the soil salty, infertile, barren (current explanation of why
Abraham left Ur). Anticipating this, the snake of Eden became the devil and was finally eating dust.
By and by we can piece together a generic myth of the early farming society.
(part 4)
Seth and Horanu were equated in Ugarit. Horus of Egypt would have been a descendant of AAR
RAA NOS, he of air AAR and light RAA with a mind NOS of his own whose eyes were moon and
sun (as indicated by another stone tablet from Jerf el-Ahmar). The left eye of the Horus falcon was
the moon, the right eye was the sun. Seth had once been a falcon too. Apparently he lost his ability
of flying, which can be seen as a metaphorical fall from heaven. His crime was that he destroyed the
lunar eye of Horus. Wise Thoth healed it by assembling the parts 1/2 and 1/4 and 1/8 and 1/16 and
1/32 and 1/64, or simply '2 '4 '8 '16 '32 '64, and called the restored eye The Whole One. However,
the numbers don't really add up to one. Why, then, the whole one? This term refers to one whole
lunation or synodic month. Multiply a solar month of 30 days by the Horus eye series '2 '4 '8 '16 '32
'64 and you obtain 29 '2 '32 days, or 29 days 12 hours 45 minutes –not even one minute more than
the actual value 29d 12h 44m 2.9s (average from 1989 AD).
The myth of Horus and Seth indicates a belief in a once perfect world, when a year had a dozen
solar and lunar months of 30 days each, in all 360 days. But Seth, by attacking Horus, disturbed the
primeval cosmic order.
The early farmers tried to understand why the cycles of moon and sun are incommensurable, why
nature is capricious (from capra 'goat', the devil had hooves of a goat), why a good year and harvest
can be followed by bad ones, in short, how evil came into the world that was imagined to once have
been perfect. In the Bible the primeval harmony is present in the garden of Eden.
Goethe: Die Welt ist eine Glocke die einen Sprung hat, sie klappert aber klingt nicht (quoted from
the memory), the world is a bell that has a crack, it clatters but does not ring.
--- Czech visoky 'high' again
Sooner or later some people will find the meaningful Magdalenian compounds appealing.
Magdalenian is pronounceable, open, allows words and compounds to vary, breathe, and branch.
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Even a short word like English eye goes back to a Magdalenian compound, OC CO, with a close
derivative in Czech oko 'eye', (right) eye OC attentive mind CO – the ancient ones knew that we
don't see with our eyes alone, real seeing involves the mind.
The anthropological dimension is what interests me in Magdalenian, and will draw in others, I hope.
The naive understanding is that we open our eyes and just see what lies before us. Actually we
produce what we see with our experience and knowledge (and color it with our feelings – the world
can appear fresh, bright and shining when we are in love, gray when we are lovesick).
Optical illusions tell us that we construct what we see, and phonological illusions – for example a
new one, the same sound file heard either as 'yanny' or as 'laurel' – tell us that we don't just perceive
strings of phonemes – yanny and laurel (pronounced lorel) don't even share a single one of them.
Hearing is a wonderfully complex process, no less complex than seeing.
My formula 'simple yet complex' made me choose the simplest notation, capitals (adopted from
Richard Fester) and only two extra signs, the lip lick -: and the smacking L given as ) .
Furthermore, Magdalenian allows to go behind what I call semantic overformings.
All these advantages make Magdalenian an ideal complement of PIE and Nostratic.
--- Nostratic
Allan R. Bomhard concludes his paper on the Proto-Indo-European 'Horse' From a Nostratic
Perspective (can be found online) by saying that the Proto-Altaic and Proto-Indo-European word for
the horse derives from a Proto-Nostratic verbal root *?ekh- (simplified notation) 'to move quickly,
to rage, to be furious, raging, violent, spirited, fiery, wild' ...
In my opinion the (hypothetical) small pony-like horse of the first Indo-European homeland on the
middle course of the Amu Dary in Central Asia, tamed in the northern foothills of the Hindukush,
was called AS PAC, upward AS horse PAC, and used for transporting loads up a hill or mountain
slope, AS PAC Avestan aspa Sanskrit asva 'horse' (emphatic PAC AS AS horse up up for the winged
horse Pegasos Pegasus).
While the horse of the Eurasian steppes was named by a phonetically similar but semantically
different compound, AC PAS, expanse of land with water AC everywhere (in a plain) PAS – riding
this animal you can get everywhere in the Eurasian steppes ... AC PAS Greek hippos Latin equus,
the Gallo-Roman horse goddess Epona and the Finnish horse hevonen ...
Now the Altaic and especially Mongolian words for the horse may suggest parallel compounds: AC
PAD, land AC activity of feet PAD, land AC walker or padder or pawer PAD, accounting for ProtoAltaic (especially the Mongolian branch) *ek'a (simplified notation) 'to paw, to hit with hooves'. AC
DAP, land AC activity of hands DAP, here of the forelegs and -hooves, land AC tapper DAP,
accounting for Proto-Tungus *ekte- 'to paw, to hit with hooves (horse) ... AC TYR, land AC to
overcome TYR, land AC overcomer TYR, accounting for Mongolian agsur- (Greek gamma) 'to
storm, to fly into a rage, to be violent or furious, to be fiery'.
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My claim: the origin of the horse named in the Eurasian and Mongolian steppes had been parallel
Magdalenian compounds like AC PAS and AC PAD and AC DAP and AC TYR. Hence also
Nostratic 'roots' can be polished compounds of an older language.
Recent DNA studies revealed that early farmers from the Near East migrated southward into
northeast Africa 10,000 years ago, followed by Iranian farmers 7,000 years ago (David Reich, Who
We Are and How We Got Here, Oxford University Press 2018). The region of the Göbekli Tepe
would have been an outpost of Late Magdalenian, and it was the region where agriculture was
invented – southwest Anatolia and northern Syria. The early farmers who migrated southward
would have picked up African words, and the mélange would have swept back into Mesopotamia.
The same would have happened with influences from Asia.
A Nostratic word is something like *bet- ‘divide’. It can be derived from PAD for the activity of
feet. Imagine a shaman mediating between two litigating farmers. He walks across their field,
stretching out his arms, giving the land on the left hand side to one farmer, the land on the other side
to the other farmer, marking the border between the divided land by his steps. Also the word beth
for house goes back to PAD – consider how a cat turns around herself before lying down. In like
manner we flatten the ground by stomping on it before building a tent or hut or house. Derivations
from Magdalenian require phantasy but can also be fun.
--- Stone Age cosmology as possible origin of articles and declensions (highly concise)
The Divine Hind CER -: I -: (pronounce the lip lick -: by touching both lips with the tip of the
tongue) called life into existence, also moon bulls, thus creating time, lunations or synodic months,
periods of 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 ... days. Her main sanctuary was Altamira, where a
large and beautiful hind licks the horns of a small bison under her

CER -: I -: accounts for *kerdeh- 'herd, series'; the second part -: I -: for a call of Celtic herdsmen
to their cattle, surviving in the locally famous lyoba call of herdsmen in the Swiss Canton of
Fribourg; for German Leben Liebe English life love and Latin libido 'desire'; for Ugaritic dd
'beloved' and Phoenician Dido 'Loved One'; for the female given names Lily and Libby; for the
flower lily; for German Laub 'foliage' and Laube 'arbor' indicating arbors made from fir trees in
honor of the goddess, while some of the compact rounded bisons painted on the ceiling of Altamira
have tails in the form of fir twiglets.
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In her emanation of the Hind Woman the goddess was present in the winter constellation of Orion,
while the moon bulls waiting to go on their heavenly mission gathered in Aldebaran, alpha Tauri,
Taurus from TOR for bull in motion.
A further name of the Divine Hind or Hind Woman was CER CA, hind CER in the sky CA. This
name survived in Hera, cow-eyed wife of Zeus. Latin circus 'circle' Late Latin circulare 'go around
in circles' Italian cercare French chercher English search might once have referred to the difficult
task of finding the slim sickle of the young moon in the vastness of the night sky, along the circle of
the ecliptic.
Her husband had been the Divine Stag CER KOS who guarded the exits from the Underworld
passed by the moon bull and sun horse. His proud antlers were seen in the constellations we know
as Sagittarius and Scorpio. The antlers of a stag branch in a similar way as a Latin quercus 'oak
tree', Gaulish erkós 'oak forest'. A group of stags can be seen before the white bull of the full moon
and the red mare of midsummer morning beside him, rising above the horizon of the ledge in the
glorious rotunda of Lascaux. CER also means shaman or shamaness, and so the first stag might be
the Divine Stag while the others can be astronomers, watching with open eyes OC and focused
mind CO, together OC CO for eye, Czech oqo 'eye'.
Further derivations of the above -: I -: became our articles, while the final -OS of CER KOS and A of CER CA and -O of OC CO might have become the declensions of Nostratic and Proto-IndoEuropean.
Can there have been a ritual Magdalenian, generator of words and compounds, memorized and
conveyed in shamanic formulae, most often double formulae? and a variety of everyday languages
with articles and declensions? I care for the former but also encourage others to ponder the
possibility of the latter before a background of Stone Age cosmology.
--- Magdalenian song
A few grammatical elements turn Magdalenian from a ritual shamanic language into a practical and
functional everyday language. In the spring of 2005 I wrote a fisherman's complaint; a speech of a
time traveling teacher asking the parents of a Magdalenian belle for her hand; and on Pentecost
2005 a cheeky assistant of the Holy Ghost helped me retrieve the summer hit from Montignac in 14
385 BC
LET US JOIN THE SUMMER FESTIVAL OF MONTIGNAC, number 1 Magdalenian hit in the
summer of 14,385 BC; you hear first a man sing, then a woman reply, then their voices join in the
refrain; accompanied by flutes and drums:
CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB ...
TA'T LAB, MA OC
CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL ...
TA'T BEL, MA OC
CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL ...
TA'T BAL, MEL OC
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MAJA VOD MAC-DA'-LUN-AC
CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB CA LAB ...
MA'M LAB, MA OC
CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL CA BEL ...
MA'M BEL, MA OC
CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL CA BAL ...
MA'M BAL, MA OC
ELM MAC VOD BEL-CA-UR-AC
PESH VAD UR
SHDEB MON DIG LUN AC
PESH VAD UR
SHDEB MON DIG LUN AC
Free translation:
Do you hear the winter sun-horse?
You have cold, apple of my eye.
Do you hear the spring sun-horse?
You have warm, my darling.
Do you hear the summer sun-horse?
You have hot, honey,
Daughter of a chief of the Moonshine Valley
I hear the winter sun-horse,
I have cold, apple of my eye.
I hear the spring sun-horse,
I have warm, my darling.
I hear the summer sun-horse,
I have hot, my love,
Noble son of a chief from the land of the warm blue sky
Let us swim in the deep blue river Vézère,
And then join the summer festival of Montignac
Let us swim in the beautiful deep blue river Vézère,
And then happily join the summer festival of Montignac
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PS A tutoree of mine with a serious dyscalculy but a wonderful singing voice interpreted the song
directly from the sheet. Her beautiful clear voice and the ad hoc melodies inspired by the special
language rang through the whole building. Marvelous. – Esperanto produced no Beatles and no
ABBAs. PIE has but Schleicher's tale, neither a novel nor a songbook. Magdalenian passed the
singing test with flying colors.
--- hypothesis and theory
If a hypothesis can be compared to a board, a theory to a piece of furniture, cleverly and carefully
assembled from several boards.
Magdalenian has reached the status of a theory that proves its worth and usefulness in an array of
hermeneutic interpretations.
More than half a century ago we read large parts of Homer's Odyssey in the original Greek in
school. I liked the language, and the dramatic arrival at pleasant Scherie, followed by an idyllic
morning. But what is all about?
A first idea came from Eberhard Zangger at the beginning of the 1990s. He recognized the journey
to Scherie as a time travel 'avant la lettre' to an early Troy, while regarding the report of the other
stories as mere sailor's yarn.
I made the next step, interpreting all those travels as dreams, a long series of dreams that bring
Odysseus back to Troy, Troy in disguise and blended with other places and periods of time,
beginning with Polyphem, a most famous Cyclops, one-eyed giant, Homeric symbol of Troy, his
eye the acropolis overlooking the wide river plain, his body downtown Troy VIIa that provided
protected shelter for 5,000 – 10,000 people ...
Magdalenian helped me sort out several problems, for example the Ithaca riddle – there is
absolutely no archaeological trace linking the island of that name to Homer. Well, Magdalenian
offers ITA CA, young bull ITA sky CA, under the sky of the young Zeus bull, and ATI CA, mature
bull ATI sky CA, under the sky of the mature Zeus bull. So Ithaca would originally have been the
Peloponnese and especially the Argolis, a name surviving in a relatively small island off the
northwestern peninsula, followed by Attica on the Greek mainland.
Once again, I don't make up words as I go along but mined them all in the spring of 2005 and
mainly in the spring of 2006 with my four laws of Magdalenian.
A good part of my endeavor is to make things simple, easily understandable for a sympathetic
reader. Please don't confound simple with naive and simplistic.
--- briefest possible summary of Homer’s Odyssey
Odysseus returned home from Troy, sleeps on the shore, and has a long series of dreams that bring
him back to – Troy, Troy again, always Troy, Troy in disguise and blended with other places and
periods of time. First he encounters the most famous Cyclops Polyphem, his one eye the acropolis
of Troy overlooking the wide river plain, his body downtown Troy VIIa that provided protected
shelter for 5,000 till 10,000 people … The first encounter tells the war from the Achaean
perspective. The last journey brings Odysseus to pleasant Scherie, according to Eberhard Zangger
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an early Troy, and when the hero realizes where he is and what a lovely place he destroyed – or will
destroy in the time perspective from the time perspective of the Phaeacians – he can’t help weeping.
On the next morning he is ready to take it up with the shameless suitors of his faithful wife
Penelope, with those who profit from the land without meeting their obligations. Homer 1 of the
Iliad would have worked in the time of the first Messenian war, Homer 2 of the Odyssey in the time
of the second Messenian war. Both feared for and were concerned about the coherence of the Greek
civilization.
--- dream logic
Dream logic affects a historical report, from generation to generation, slowly transforming realistic
reports into colorful stories and finally a myth. This process can be observed in Homer's Odyssey
and in the Exodus.
The journeys of Odysseus are dreams that bring him back to Troy, always Troy, Troy in disguise
and blended with other places and periods of time, while the Exodus condenses a long series of
similar events into one single event, millennia into decades.
Ricardo Mansilla at the Free University of Mexico run a DNA taxonomy program on the Odyssey
and discovered that it compiles material of a dozen or even sixteen bards. Over centuries those
bards turned the historical events into a legend full of symbols. Two of the journeys resemble each
other: the hero encounters a giant, in the first case Polyphem, a Cyclops, his one eye the acropolis
overlooking the wide river plain, his body downtown Troy VIIa that provided protected shelter for
5,000 – 10,000 people. The first journey tells the war from the Achaean perspective, whereas the
final journey, arrival in pleasant Scherie, is a time travel to an early Troy (Eberhard Zangger), and
when the hero recognizes where he is, and what a lovely place he destroyed – or will destroy in the
time perspective of the Phaeacians – he can't help weeping.
What I learned from the epic also holds for the Exodus, memories of SAP BIR apiru Hebrews,
wandering water finders and water workers employed in Egypt, contracted to one single glorious
event.
Also the Trojan war had been a long series of incidents, culminating in the shooting of fire arrows
over the 'cyclopic' wall into the acropolis, drastically symbolized by the blinding of Polyphem. And
the cause of the Trojan war? Beautiful Helen personifies tin that came from Central Asia and was
bound to pass the Dardanelles, where the Trojans laid hands on the precious cargo – abducting
Helen, as it were.
The Torah is full of symbols. The great number of Israelites leaving Egypt were many relatively
small groups who had the potential of becoming a whole people. Moses was a series of Moses
figures, and Aaron a series of Aaron figures. The Egyptian army were soldiers guarding the border
over a long time, centuries, millennia, all taken together. And the parting of the Red Sea means the
water finders and water workers, the SAP BIR apiru Hebrews, knew passable ways across the
swamps, whereas the soldiers on their horse pulled carts sank into the mud. Emmanuel Anati
identified the Har Karkom as Mount Sinai, and found numerous sanctuaries around it, from an
earlier time, testifying to the Negev as a refuge for different tribes over centuries and millennia.
--- Kadesh Barnea
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BIR means fur and named a well as place where fur bags had been filled with water, accounting for
Bar- in Kadesh Barnea, and for surrounding wells, Bir Seida, Bir el-Beida, Bir Main, Beer Karkom,
Beerot Oded, Borot Loz, Bir Nizana, Beer Horeshe, Beer Hafir, Beer Resisim, Beerotaim (from a
map compiled by Emmanuel Anati).
Kadesh derives from KOD DhAG, tent or hut KOD of the able one DhAG
ShA.CA DhAG.CA

JHWH (rider of clouds)

ruler ShA in the sky CA, able one DhAG in the sky CA
in the given case the tent of JHWH in the desert of Zin which named the place, Kadesh Barnea, and
has a cognate in qodesh 'holy'.
The final -nea in Kadesh Barnea derives from NAI for to find a good place for a camp, and from the
permutation NIA, an exclamation of joy: Really, we found a good place for a camp! since we hit on
a well (miracle of the well at Kadesh Barnea, commemorated by the 'molten sea' on the Temple
Mount of Jerusalem, and by the precious qodesh bowl from Hazor, in my opinion the most
enthralling find made by the team of Yigael Yadin, see his book Excavating Hazor
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SAP means everywhere (in space), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, in all seven
places, wherefrom words for seven in many languages.
BIR SAP named Beersheba in the northern Negev, literally Seven Wells, and inverse SAP BIR
named the apiru Hebrews, they who found wells in all seven places, not only in the plain (here,
south and north of me, east and west of me), also in the valley below and on the hills above. The
mysterious dwellers in the region of Beersheba in the Late Chalcolithic chiseled subterranean
galleries into the ground at Safada near Beersheba.
The SAP BIR would have been wandering water workers, finding wells, digging channels and
cisterns, employed also in Lower Egypt.
Aaron was their leader, his name indicating a worshipper of the old sky god AAR RAA NOS from
the Göbekli Tepe, implored for rain by prayers and the smoke of sacrificial fires represented by
snakes heading upward, falling rain by snakes heading downward, and rivers by snakes undulating
horizontally.
Aaron's rod turned into a snake, which devoured the snakes of the Egyptian magicians, meaning
Aaron surpassed even the water engineers of mighty Egypt.
--- ark of the covenant, mercy seat, lunar and solar aspect
The ark of the covenant was 2.5 cubits long, 1.5 cubits high, and 1.5 cubits broad. If a cubit had 6
palms or 24 fingerbreadths or simply fingers, we obtain 15 by 9 by 9 palms or 60 by 36 by 36
fingers. And if we assume that the boards were 2 fingers thick, the inner space measured 56 by 32
by 32 fingers, or 14 by 8 by 8 palms, while the diagonal of the volume measured exactly 72 fingers
or 18 palms or 3 cubits, and the inner surface exactly 4 by 4 cubits. Pleasing numbers. A chest of
such strong boards, nearly four centimeters thick, was destined for keeping more than scrolls,
namely stone tablets.
The ancient ones loved complex relations enfolded in simple numbers from where they can be
unfolded again.
And the mercy seat placed on the ark of the covenant encoded the tetragram JHWH of the numbers
10 5 6 5 via its proportions
length 2.5 cubits or 10 units
wings of one cherub 1.25 cubits or 5 units
breadth 1.5 cubits or 6 units
wings of other cherub 1.25 cubits or 5 units
inviting the Lord to come down from the heavens and take place in the holy of holies of his tent at
Kadesh Barnea, later of the Solomonic temple on the Mount of Jerusalem.
The sum of the JHWH numbers 10 5 6 5 is 26. A period of 26 days has both a lunar and solar
aspect.
Count lunations or synodic months in the 30 29 30 mode. 15 and 17 lunations yield 443 and 502
days respectively. 17 15 17 15 17 or 17 32 49 64 81 lunations yield 502 945 1447 1890 2392 days.
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2,392 days for 81 lunations are 92 periods of 26 days.
Count days in years as follows
365/1 (plus 1461/4) 1826/5 ... 7670/21 9131/25
7,670 days for 21 years are 295 periods of 26 days.
The mistakes are in both cases very small.
--- 'molten sea'
The 'molten sea' on the Temple Mount of Jerusalem – in my opinion a stone basin decorated with
brass – vanished long ago, but we have the numbers, and the precious fragments of the qodesh bowl
from Hazor whose value has not yet been recognized (more later). Also the ark of the covenant is
lost, but again, we have the numbers: 2.5 cubits long, 1.5 cubits high, 1.5 cubits broad.
Solomon developed a most ingenious geometric system by combining a pair of cubits, a 'black'
cubit measuring 45.9375 cm, and a 'red' cubit measuring 48.125 cm, bc/rc = 21/22. They allow
simple formulae for the calculations of the circumference and area of the circle, surface and volume
of the sphere, diagonal of the square and height of the equilateral triangle, and a set of cylindrical
capacities including the molten sea. Diameter of the molten sea 10 black cubits or ca. 4.59 m,
circumference 30 red cubits or ca. 14.44 m, implicit value of pi 22/7. The royal cubit of the New
Kingdom of Egypt measured 52.5 cm, the black cubit 7/8 thereof, and the red cubit 11/12 thereof.
The cubit of 45.9375 cm might already have been used for the ark of the covenant and the mercy
seat placed on it in the tent of JHWH at Kadesh Barnea in the desert of Zin. If we divide this cubit
into 6 palms or 24 fingerbreadths or simply fingers, we get for the ark of the covenant 15 by 9 by 9
palms or 60 by 36 by 36 fingers. And if we choose boards 2 fingers thick, a little short of four
centimeters, the hollow inside the chest measured 56 by 32 by 32 fingers or 14 by 8 by 8 palms,
while the diagonal of the hollow volume measured exactly 72 fingers or 18 palms or 3 cubits. A
very pleasing mathematical solution! And it can tell us something about the content of the ark of the
covenant: such a strong chest was not only keeping scrolls but also stone tablets.
Ark of the covenant, outer measurements ca. 115 by 69 by 69 cm, inner measurements ca. 107 by
61 by 61 cm.
A finger(breadth) of the New Kingdom of Egypt measured 18.7 mm, the Hebrew one ca. 19.14 mm,
a little more, speaking for hard workers engaged in digging water channels and cisterns, in the
ambitious Pharaonic building program at Pi Ramesse in Lower Egypt, and in the ore mines of the
Sinai.
Sinai inscription from the second half of the 19th century BC (my translation from Haarmann / H.
Jensen)
I am Hatsepshumosh
administrator of the ore mines and of the sacred
district (of Sinai?)
scribe of the statute laborers in the Sinai.
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They (one) had assumed: look,
his soul is desperate,
you seized me out of the
Nile (?) and
I relied on
someone who was my enemy.
Among the statute workers in the Sinai could also have been SAP BIR apiru Hebrews, wandering
water finders and water workers.
--- qodesh formula
The JHWH formula* and the q-d-sh algorithm** work also in Phoenician and Arabic, so the
correspondence of letters and numbers have been part of the original Semitic alphabet, in my
opinion developed in the Negev around the Har Karkom, identified by Emmanuel Anati as Mount
Sinai, the Negev a refuge for various people during millennia, maybe forty 'long years' or centuries,
Moses a series of Moses figures, Aaron a series of Aaron figures, and the huge number of Israelites
who left Egypt relatively small groups of people with a potential of multiplying and becoming a
whole people.
Also the Ionian alphabet is based on an idea. The Ionian Greeks dropped their Digamma, Qoppa
and Sadhe, close to their Phi, Kappa and Sigma respectively, and thus achieved an alphabet of 24
letters, corresponding to the 24 hours in a midsummer day from sunrise to sunrise.
* JHWH formula, 10 5 6 5, encoded in the proportions of the mercy seat on the ark of the covenant,
unit 1/4 cubit: length 10 units, wings of one cherub 5 units, breath 6 units, wings of other cherub 5
units.
The sum of the JHWH numbers, 26, allows an excellent lunar calendar: 92 periods of 26 days are
2,392 days and correspond to 81 lunations or synodic months, mistake not even half a minute per
lunation.
Count 15 and 17 lunations in the Stone Age mode 30 29 30 days. 15 lunations yield 443 days. 17
lunations yield 502 days. 17 15 17 15 17 or 17 32 49 64 81 lunations yield 502 945 1447 1890 2392
days.
Sin in Sinai named the moon god from Haran, perhaps from GEN for the three days of the young
moon.
Jod 10 is the intial letter of JHWH and the number of commandments Moses received on Mount
Sinai (Har Karkom). 10 can be arranged as triangle 1 2 3 4, sacred figure of the Pythagoreans. (A
funny detail aside, heard on the radio: having encountered God made Moses beam for the rest of his
life, even in his tomb, a legend goes. But then a Bible translator misread qaran 'to radiate' as 'qeren
'horn', and so it came that Moses grows horns, most impressively the Moses of Michelangelo.)
** q-d-sh algorithm, the letters q d sh arranged as equilateral triangle on the rim of the Hazor bowl
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ca. 840 BC (excavation Yadin, supported by the Hebrew University), read as letters in clockwise
direction yield q-d-sh qodesh 'holy', and read as numbers in counter-clockwise direction yield q 100
sh 300 d 4 and the formula (q + sh) / 4 = q --- begin with q 100 and you will always get q 100,
begin with any other number, for example k 20, and the iterated algorithm will approach q 100
20 + 300 = 320

320 : 4 = 80

80 + 300 = 380

380 : 4 = 95

95 + 300 = 395

and so on

The algorithm symbolizes the fluctuation of water: we have little (100), then plenty (300), then little
again, and plenty again, so let us make a wise use of what we have, prepare ourselves for times of
need, and trust in God ... If the minimum should once drop to a low level (20), it will return to the
normal level (100) owing to the magic of the sacred formula.
Moreover, the q-d-sh triangle widens the Solomonic geometry centered in the molten sea on the
Temple Mount of Jerusalem (in my opinion a stone basin with applied decorations of brass), which
commemorated the miracle of the well at Kadesh Barnea in the desert of Zin. And so did the qodesh
bowl from Hazor.
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The molten sea is long gone. But we have two fragments of the Hazor bowl. Take good care of
them!
--- fair history of civilization
Imagination is a precious tool of the mind. With imagination we combine the fleeting impressions
we get from the senses to a stable and coherent picture of the world. Where are you just now?
Maybe in your office? Then you probably can't see your loved ones, but knowing them so well, and
the places they frequent, you can almost see them before the inner eye.
Gaël de Guichen: Archaeology is not an exact science but a speculative one, a science of
imagination.
Archaeological imagination combines isolated fragments of a remote past. My studies in art and
early literature are complemented by the study of early mathematics that reveal a phenomenon: the
ancient ones encoded complex relations in simple numbers and telling problems from which they
can be unfolded again by playing with the numbers.
The Rhind Mathematical Papyrus from Ancient Egypt, ca. 1650 BC, is the copy of a lost scroll from
around 1850 BC. Ahmose (the copist) announces all secrets, but then follow dry arithmetical
calculations, disappointing scholars.
Where are the promised secrets? On hidden levels! Take for example RMP 32.
Ahmose divides 2 by 1 + 1/3 + 1/4 or simply 1 '3 '4 and obtains 1 '6 '12 '114 '228.
1, apparent level) Beginners learn how to operate with unit fraction series.
2, hidden level) Advanced learners are given a more demanding task. Imagine a right
parallelepiped measuring 2 by 1 '3 '4 by 1 '6 '12 '114 '228 units. How long is the diagonal of the
volume? Impossible to calculate!, exclaim the pupils. Easily done, smiles Ahmose
1 '3 '4 plus 1 '6 '12 '114 '228
1 1 plus '3 '6 plus '114 '228
2 '2 '3 '76 units
3, hidden level) Divide 2 by any number A and you obtain B. Let a right parallelepiped measure 2
by A by B units, and the diagonal will measure exactly A+B units. Use this theorem for calculating
rectangular granaries of the inner height 10 royal cubits or 2 units, and the capacity 500 cubic cubits
...
Play with the numbers of the RMP and free yourself from the dogma of the Greek invention of real
mathematics. Imagination will overcome the cultural bias, obstacle on the way to a fair history of
civilization, which is the sine qua non of a prospering global society.
--- mother of all life
Richard Fester proposed five ur-words, among them AC or ACQ in reference to the many village
names ending on -ac and -acq in the Guyenne, indicating places with water.
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AC for an expanse of land with water became my first Magdalenian word. Inverse CA may then
mean heaven, Old Latin caelum 'sky', combining CA and LIC for light and luck, Italian lux lumen
'light', English light and luck, telling us how much they loved light in those times of pitch black
moonless nights.
AC and CA deciphered a Göbekli Tepe hieroglyph, the lying H, two longer horizontal bars
representing the earth (lower bar) and sky (upper bar), and the short vertical bar exchanges between
them – prayers for rain and the rising smoke of sacrificial fires imploring rain (symbolized by
snakes heading upward) and falling rain rewarding them (snakes heading downward) filling river
beds and irrigation channels (snakes undulating horizontally).
AC CA as a deity personified the Göbekli Tepe as mythological place where earth and sky are
meeting, or where they had been separated from each other in the beginning, accounting for the
Indo-European earth goddess akka (a stammered name according to Julius Pokorny, a meaningful
name in the light of Magdalenian), for Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' English Eve, for the
Egyptian earth god Aker, for German Acker 'field', for the English field measure acre, and inverse
CA AC for the Greek earth goddess Gaia. AC CA is also present in Latin aqua 'water' – once
'obtained' via ceremonial exchanges between earth and sky.
Not very difficult if you got a sense for visual language.
Brian Greene: "Therein lies the singular beauty of science. As we struggle toward deeper
understanding, we must give our creative imagination ample room to explore. We must step outside
conventional ideas and established frameworks."
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Lascaux 22, summaries, delving deeper
© 2019 Franz Gnaedinger
surviving / compounds / surprises / Prejocaj / rules for a scientific discussion / inspiration / word
branching / from Jacob to Aaron / historical core of the Exodus / life symbol ankh / a word formula
and a double calendar / Chauvet cave / Pech Merle / stage of a spectacle ? / Golden Boy / Goebekli
Tepe / Phaistos Disc, delving deeper
***
Among the parts of my work the reconstructions of pre-Greek mathematical methods including a
systematic calculation of the circle and numerous interpretations might have the best chance of
surviving. My contribution to a fair history of civilization.
I wish to add the triangle of language whose corners are
--- life with needs and wishes
--- mathematics as as logic of building and maintaining,
based on the formula a = a
--- art as human measure in a technical world,
based on Goethe's formula All is equal, all unequal ...,
a formula known to artists of all times
(The principle of equal unequal can't be eliminated. Mathematical logic must be ensured with
illogical rules, for example the division by zero is forbidden because it yields infinite which is equal
unequal in itself. Astrophysics engineered by the powerful instrument of mathematics carries us
back in time by some 13.72 billion years to a tiny fraction of the very first second of our universe
but then collapses and gives way to quantum fluctuations that rule on the smallest scale of
everything.)
Hunch from 1963: If I do a chore in a clever way I save energy, so maybe intelligence and energy
are somehow related?
Definition from 1974/75: Language is the means of getting help, support and understanding from
those we depend upon in one way or another --- and every means of getting help, support and
understanding may be called language, on whatever level of life it occurs ...
Later addition: Language may be considered the intelligence of life – coordinated by language in
every form we achieve more with the same amount of energy, or the same with less energy than if
we worked all on our own. Language in the most basic sense provides the 'negentropy' that makes
life possible.
I see my work as a quarry of ideas. Glad if some pieces of that 'marble' can be used one day.
***
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Daniel Everett needed three years until he recognized that the color words of the Piraha (pee-daHAN) on the Brazilian Amazon are sentences, for example kopaiai 'black means: ko 'eye' opai
'unclear, opaque' ai 'to be' - as if looked at with opaque eyes. Also other words like sunrise,
morning, noon, low water etc. are sentences.
I find the same poetic spirit in the transition from Magdalenian to PIE and IE.
Greek pataer Latin pater English father goes back to PAD TYR, activity of feet PAD to overcome in
the double sense of rule and give TYR - he goes ahead and rules and overcomes obstacles in the
way, and, as a hunter, animals that serve as food for his family and tribe.
An interesting case is Mycenaean atoroqo Greek anthropos 'human being', from AD TOR OC CO,
toward AD bull in motion TOR (right) eye OC attentive mind CO – toward the bull in motion with
open eyes and focused mind, facing him, taking him by the horns (a Minoan bull leaper), coping
with fate, AD TOR OC CO atoroqo anthropos. Now add )OG or LOG for having the say and you
obtain the origin of anthropology as the science that cares about how people coped and cope with
fate. A drawing in the cave Le Gabillou shows a tiny Stone Age hunter before a giant bull. The
Minoan bull leaper was the emblem of astronomers calculating the cycles of celestial bodies, a
metaphorical bull-hunting, but also a way of coping with fate for a seafaring nation.
TYRSANOS written on an Etruscan shard found in the agora of Athens makes sense when parsed
TYR SA NOS – he who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give TYR from above (in
downward direction) SA and has a mind NOS of his own, better known in the form of SA TYR
NOS Saturnus Saturn, founder of the golden age in Latium. The Etruscan leader Tyrsanos would
then have been a worshiper of that god.
How long will scholars of Nostratic and PIE and IE need to consider that also many of their 'roots'
and words could go back to compounds and sentences or even formula of an older language, as the
above formula naming the human condition?
***
Brian Greene on string theory: "The surprise would have been to find no surprises." Later on: "Like
ancient seafarers, we have a rough sense of what's out there, but it will require extensive
mathematical explorations to map the lay of the land."
Looking at language in a different way – from a remote past forward in time – can't but reveal
surprises. Also in this field we need extensive explorations, beginning with lists of derivatives of the
most important Magdalenian words, as explained in the case of DhAG meaning able, good in the
sense of able.
If one believes (explicitly or silently) that language was ever the same, and animals got no
language, then one must conclude that there was a day in the past when there was no language, and
on the next day there was language, fully developed, indiscernible from a recent language.
I prefer surprises to such an anti-evolutionary stump. As explained in a previous message, language
in the most basic sense is a primary feature of life, the intelligence of life, providing the negentropy
that makes life possible.
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There are plenty forms of language. Recently discovered: trees use a chemical language, all over the
world a total of some three-thousand chemical words in communicating with each other, warning
neighbors of a bug, etcetera.
And human word language is still embedded in body language, accompanied by gestures, among
Norwegians no less than Italians, a study form a couple of years ago revealed.
***
The Albanian surname Preljocaj inspired
PIR LIC OC CO

PRe LI OC O Preljocaj

fire PIR light luck LIC (right) eye OC attentive mind CO – possible title of an ancient keeper of a
lighthouse, maintaining the fire PIR that provides a guiding light LIC for the open eyes OC and
focused mind CO of a lookout on a ship, not really necessary when the sky is clear and the sea
calm, but most important in a gale, and then seeing the fire of a lighthouse meant luck, light and
luck being the double meaning of Magdalenian LIC.
The above compound would first have named a nautical profession, then become a metaphor for,
say, a moral authority, a shining guide of people, and finally a mere name.
Greek pharos 'lighthouse', Albanian far, Italian faro, French phare, Spanish faro
PIR OC CO

Phar Ops

pharos

OC CO has a close derivative in Czech oko 'eye' and would have been replaced by Greek ops 'eye',
parallel to Mycenaean ator-oqo that became anthropos, whereupon ops would have been reduced to
the male ending -os. Light for the eyes of a lookout on a ship.
PIR OC CO

Pha Ops

phaos

Greek phaos 'light, daylight, sunlight, eyelight; torch, lantern, fire; life, luck, salvation, hope'.
Imagine a group of Stone Age people returning by night, feeling lost, and finally getting a glimpse
of a fire by their tribe in an abri ... Or the joy when dawn and sunrise ended a long, cold, moonless
night.
PIR OC CO

PIR aiO

Peiraieus / Piraeus ?

The main harbor of Athens might have been named for a pair of lighthouses from the 5th century
BC, or even earlier fires guiding ships home. OC CO became Czech oko German Auge English eye,
so why not also Greek aio (omega) 'I perceive, notice; hear, see, feel' ? a sailor perceiving the
lighthouses and already feeling safe at home.
PIR OC CO would also have accounted for English bright, considering *bherhg- (simplified
notation) 'shine, gleam', and PIR LIC for brilliant and French briller 'shine'. Among the many
derivatives of LIC alone are English look German blicken, German leuchten 'shine', Greek leukos
'white'.
***
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Rules for a scientific discussion I proposed in sci.archaeology twenty years ago: If you are
considered a kook, formulate one single claim that holds, and if you consider someone a kook,
focus on one single blunder – 1, one, one single claim or blunder.
If I had to propose one single claim, I would mention that so-called roots are not always semantic
'primes' but can sometimes be compounds or even phrases of an older language. As long as there is
no evidence to the contrary I go on with my work.
Sir Karl Popper asked not only for testable hypotheses and theories but also for daring ones, the
more audacious the better. I offer testcases, from bear as the furry one vs bear as the brown one to
the triple test case regarding the name of Zeus, the Indo-European homeland, and words for the
horse (involving compounds that became words). Provide arguments for the classical opinions, then
I will provide mine, and we shall see which ones are better, simpler and with more explaining
power (a principle known as Bacon's razor).
As for audacious, my alternative approach to early language (permutation groups based on four
laws) is far from trivial.
The scientific ethos obliges me to go on exploring its possibilities. If I succeed, fine, and if I fail
others may learn. Mistakes are instructive. 3,000 people who fail make someone succeed. But what
is most important is my pleasure and joy in doing my work, getting a glimpse of the language of the
Lascaux people.
Do you think that the greatest painters of their time were all born in the region of Montignac? No,
they came from far, symbolized by the five swimming stags crossing a river, from all over the
Guyenne, a proto-society held together by wandering arch-shamans and arch-shamanesses,
represented by megaceroi, giant stags and hinds. Cave art allows not only conclusions on language
but also on the social organization.
***
Wondering about a Magdalenian etymology of 'inspiration' I found *peis 'to whistle' Old Church
Slavonic piscati, Sanskrit piccora 'flute', Latin s p i r o 'blow', Tocharian A pis 'blow an instrument'.
Magdalenian PIS means water in motion, and fish that swim in water, Latin piscis pisces.
Can it be that PIS meant also air in motion? French bise names both the medieval water channels in
the Swiss Valais (upper Rhone, hewn out of rock or made from wood, often at dizzying heights, in
all 20,000 kilometers long, half around the world) and a cold wind from the North or Northeast.
Parallel derivatives of PIS in the double sense are German fliessen blasen English flow blow (liquid
infix), Latin pisces 'fish' in water and Magdalenian PIC for birds in the air, the latter preserved in
Sanskrit piccora 'flute' (consider a song bird, it's melodic sound called Flöten in German), in pick
peck beak, and in peak that compares the lofty top of a mountain to a bird's beak.
Water was a symbol of life, and air, inhaled, a symbol of inspiration, revived in the language of
symbols by Marcel Duchamp, warmth a symbol of liveliness ...
Michel Lorblanchet convincingly demonstrated how cave paintings were produced: colored earths
or coal were mixed with fat, chewed, and then spit on the cave wall. Spittle must have had a high
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value by then. Being antisepctic it was used by healers who may have chewed herbs with fat in
making ointments.
Warm spittle mixed with fat and colors made animals come alive on cave walls.
Actors wishing each other good luck on the stage imitate the sound of spitting, toi toi toi. In like
manner a Stone Age painter spitting red ocher on a wall – producing a hand negative that claimed a
second life in the beyond for a worthy soul – could have provided onomatopoeic SAI for life,
existence, comparative form of DAI for a protected area, in cave art given as tectiform signs. Hand
negatives are known from Indonesia, 60,000 years old. A red ocher dot, also claiming a next life in a
heavenly beyond, was dated in the Altamira cave: some 43,000 years old. Also, licking the lips had
been a way of declaring love, which I conclude from the name of the Divine Hind who called life
into existence, her main sanctuary Altamira.
***
Magdalenian has a most effective mechanism of word branching via compounds. 400 words allow
in principle 160,000 compounds of two words like AS PAC aspa asva and AC PAS hippos equus
Epona hevonen, 64,000,000 compounds of three words like AAR RAA NOS Ouranos Varuna
Hérens and NOS AAR RAA Noah, and 25,600,000,000 compounds of four words like AD TOR OC
CO atoroqo anthropos, formula of the conditio humana.
Compounds are the power and magic of Magdalenian.
Another mechanism of word branching can be observed in the six homonyms *bher- which derive
from BIR meaning fur, Greek byrsa 'hide, fur, leather'
*bher- 1 'boil' – a cooking pit was laid out with a hide, water was filled in, meat and vegetabilia
were added, hot stones from the nearby fireplace were rolled in and made the water boil
*bher- 2 'brown' – most fur is brown and made the bear as the furry one a brown one
*bher- 3 'carry' – to carry something in a fur bag, then also used for a woman bearing a child, giving
birth, whereupon the newborn was placed on a bear fur, a custom known from Hellenistic Greece,
survived in parts of the Slavic world until the twentieth century, was replaced by the bearing cloth
in which a bairn was carried to the church for being baptized in medieval England, consider also the
Divine Bear Mother and Bear Nurse of the Vinca (Vincha) culture, emblem of motherly love and
care and protection
*bher- 4 'cure' – to make ointments by chewing medical herbs and fat and smearing the paste on the
inside of a warming fur, then wrapping it around the patient; the inverse have been hallucinogenic
herbs mixed with fat, smeared on the inside of the fur coat of a berserk, absorbed by his skin,
making him wild before a batttle (note ber- in berserk)
*bher- 5 'strike' – a hunter striking a furry animal
*bher- 6 'weave' – a Magdalenian site on the Seine before Paris proves that men worked on stone
tools and women on fur, BIR has derivatives in Latin pella, in English pelt and German Fell and
Pelz, then also in English wool and German Wolle that accompanied the invention of weaving and
turned a BIR MAN, fur handler, MAN meaning hand, into something like weave-man then woman.
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BIR was the origin of the six homonyms that can't have sounded exactly the same, whereas the
pronunciation of BIR poses no problem.
***
PIE offers *worsmno- as origin of Greek ouranos 'heaven' personified by the sky god Ouranos. An
explanation of this name is provided by the big limestone ring on the Goebekli Tepe that shows a
male head ex negativo, composed of air AAR and light RAA and imagined to have a mind NOS of
his own.
While *worsmno- remains opaque, AAR RAA NOS opens an archaeological window. The sky god
of the Goebekli Tepe region was implored for rain with prayers and the rising smoke of sacrificial
fires, symbolized by snakes heading upward; falling rain by snakes heading downward; and rivers
by snakes undulating horizontally. Snakes are by far the most frequent symbol in the Goebekli Tepe
iconography. AAR RAA NOS became the Greek sky god Ouranos and the old sky god Varuna of
the Indus Valley, initial Var- meaning 'rain'.
NOS AAR RAA named Noah who followed the mind NOS of the one of air AAR and light RAA.
This name inspires a story. A long drought was followed by a heavy rain that fell for forty days and
forty nights. Noah and his tribe left the region of the Goebekli Tepe. There were two Noahs. One
Noah wandered along the Euphrates downward and founded Uruk of the cattle enclosure in
southern Meopotamia, in the Bible Erech and the ark, Uruk from AAR RAA CA, protected from
above by the one of air AAR and light RAA in the sky CA. The other Noah wandered along the
Euphrates upward and settled in the plain north of Mount Ararat, from AAR RAA RYT, abode of
the sky god, he of air AAR and light RAA as sun archer RYT, anticipating the sun archer TIR of the
Armenian Bronze Age, from TYR meaning to overcome in the double sense of rule and give.
Magdalenian helps find historical reality in the Bible.
***
Harran or Haran, forty kilometers south of the Goebekli Tepe, was named for the ancient sky god
AAR RAA NOS.
Jacob on his way from Beersheba to Haran slept in the wilderness of Juda. In a vision he saw the
Lord on top of a heavenly ladder, and the Lord appointed him governor of this very region. Later on
he was given the name
AS AAR RAA ) or AS AAR RAA L Israel
for he saw the Lord up above AS in an aureole of air AAR and light RAA, and the Lord spoke ) or
L to Jacob ...
His descendants became the Israelites, with a center in BIR SAP Beersheba 'Seven Wells'. They
were SAP BIR apiru Hebrews, wandering water workers also in the service of Egyptian kings.
PAS means everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, in all five
places, Greek pas pan 'all, every' pente penta- 'five'. Inverse SAP means everywhere (in space),
here, south and north of me, east and west of me, under and above me, in all seven places,
wherefrom words for seven in many languages. BIR meaning fur named wells as places where fur
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bags were filled with water. The SAP BIR apiru Hebrews found water everywhere, in the five
places of a plain, in the valley below, on the hills above.
Their leader was Aaron, in the tradition of those imploring rain from the ancient sky god AAR RAA
NOS. His rod turned into a snake that swallowed the snakes of the Egyptian magi, meaning he
surpassed even the water engineers of mighty Egypt.
***
Several Moses figures and Aaron figures led several groups of Israelites and/or apiru Hebrews out
of Lower Egypt into the Sinai and the region of the Har Karkom, identified as Mount Sinai by
Emmanueal Anati. The high number of people who left Egypt at once according to the Bible were
several groups of people who left in the course of millennia and had the potential of becoming a
people, while the parting of the Red Sea means the water workers knew where to traverse the
swamps at the former northern end of the Red Sea (now Suez Canal) without being followed by
Egyptian soldiers on carts pulled by horses that would have been swallowed by the mud.
In the Negev they found wells, contracted to the miracle of the well in the desert of Zin. They
settled in a place they called Kadesh Barnea and erected a tent for ShA.CA DhAG.CA, ruler ShA in
the sky CA, able one DhAG in the sky CA.
The numbers 10 5 6 5 of JHWH were encoded in the mercy seat placed on the ark of the covenant,
also this one of interesting numbers, while the sum 26 of the JHWH numbers allowed a fine
calendar with a lunar aspect and a solar aspect. Later on Solomon developed an ingenious geometric
system based on a pair of complementary cubits of nearly the same lengths which provided simple
formulae that solved an array of demanding problems, and the Hazor bowl from around 840 BC
offers a triangular algorithm that can be translated into words as follows (analogous to the way
Joseph managed the Egyptian famine) – There will be plenty water, then little water, so let us plan
ahead for the time of need, and trust in God, there will be water again ... The equilateral q-d-sh
triangle on the rim of the Hazor bowl fits into the Solomonic system, and both the 'molten sea' on
the Temple Mount of Jerusalem and the qodesh bowl from Hazor commemorated the miracle of the
well in the Negev.
Magdalenian combined with experimental reconstructions of early mathematics reveal a historical
core in the Exodus, related by the Bible in a verbal CinemaScope that renders history from a
psychological perspective.
***
AAR RAA NOS had been the supreme god of the Goebekli Tepe, the sky god of air AAR and light
RAA with a mind NOS of his own. A short version of his name accounted for the supreme god of
Sumer, the sky god Anu
AAR RAA NOS A(AR RAA) Nu Anu
In the form of AAR RAA CA he named and protected Uruk of the cattle enclosure, Erech and the
ark in the Bible, he of air AAR and light RAA in the sky CA, while the original name accounted for
Akkadian Harranu, oldest known version of Harran
AAR RAA NOS h AAR RAA Nu Harranu Harran Haran
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Klaus Schmidt identified the sacred Du-ku mountain of Sumerian mythology – where the first gods
and goddesses came from - as the large hill of the Goebekli Tepe. Du-ku from DhAG meaning able
named the large hill as 'mountain' of the able ones. Its ancient name had been AC CA, where the
earth AC and sky CA are meeting, personified in the Indo-European earth goddess akka mentioned
by Pokorny, and Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' English Eve.
AC CA DhAG may have named Agade Akkad meaning 'the mother of life is able'. The most famous
ziqqurat is the one of Babylon called Etemenanki 'house of the foundation of heaven and earth'.
Herodot reported a ceremonial marriage on this artificial hill, securing the wealth of Babylon. It
would have been a symbolic union of a priestess representing earth and a priest (or the king)
representing heaven.
Marduk was the creator of the cosmos, main god and protector of Babylon, and Lord of the
Etemenanki ziqqurat
AAR RAA NOS DhAG mAR (RAA NOS) DhAG Marduk ?
He was the son of the wise creator-god Enki of Sumer who made the big rivers Euphrates and Tigris
spring from his shoulders, the water god Enki/Ea, perhaps from AC CA like Latin aqua 'water'
obtained as exchange between earth AC and sky CA (rain implored with prayers and the smoke of
sacrificial fires, rewarding rain sent from above).
Is AC CA also present in Egyptian ankh 'life' ? An Egyptian papyrus mentions a Syrian province by
the name of aqa – maybe the region of the Goebekli Tepe in southeastern Anatolia and northwestern
Syria?
The life symbol ankh is composed of a loop for the sky, a horizontal bar for the surface of the earth,
and a vertical bar for the depth of the earth – evoking a goddess born from the union of heaven and
earth, incorporating this life spending union herself.
An elegant 'violin idol' from the Cyclades on display at an art and antiquity fair showed the same
idea. A disc (diameter maybe four centimeters) represented her body and the earth, two lateral
protrudings both her arms and breasts, indicating the surface of the earth where we are active (arms)
and find our nourishment (her nourishing breasts), while a smaller disc (diam. perhaps three cm)
represented her head and the sky, of translucent alabaster (or marble?), the smaller disc of the head
shining like a full moon when held against light.
Complementary interpretations of the ankh sign are a vessel with a rim, turned upside down, water
flowing out, and a sacral knot.
AAR RAA NOS granted rain – a sequence of ankh symbols represents a jet of water. AAR means
air – the sky goddess Nut holding the ankh before the nose of a king supplies him with fresh air. A
polished form of his name appears in Horus, the divine falcon whose eyes were moon and sun, the
solar disc also an emanation of the supreme god Ra, short form of RAA for light. AAR RAA is
present in aura and aureole, Greek hora (with omega) 'period of time; season; spring; harvest;
climate; year; daytime, day; hour; moment; age, phase; youth', Latin hora English hour, Rumantg
aura 'weather', Finnish aurinko 'sun' and Hungarian arany 'gold'.
***
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Marduk was the creator of the cosmos, main god and patron of Babylon. The sleeves of his shirt had
been adorned with circles and inscribed stars of eight points: emblem of the sun god of Sumer, a
world formula, a calendar of one year (sun and moon), and a calendar of eight years (sun, moon,
Venus).
PAS means everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me. Inverse SAP
means everywhere (in space), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, under and above
me.
Analogously, the star of eight points of Sumer and Akkad (and on beautiful Kamares ware from
Minoan Crete and in the center of the Tiryns disc of the Phaistos Disc) are a world formula, seen
from our perspective: here and now (center of the star), south and north of me (two points), east and
west of me (two more points), under and above me (two more points), in the past and in the future
(final points). And seen from the creator god: he was everywhere.
Now the same star can be read as a lunisolar calendar of one year: each point a period of 45 days, in
all 360 days, add 5 and occasionally 6 days for the center of the star and you obtain 365 days of a
regular year and 366 days for an occasional leap year, while 21 continuous periods of 45 days are
945 days and correspond to 32 lunations or synodic month (equivalent of the Goebekli Tepe
formula).
Again the same star can be read as a calendar of 8 years or 99 lunations or 5 Venus years, rounded
average 2,922 days, eight regular years of 365 days plus 2 leap days. From here you can get a rule:
four regular years require one leap day.
A modern calculation yields a phantastic result. Let one point be 16 years, and the whole star 128
years. Represent them by 32 groups of four regular years (r) and in between them 31 leap days (l)
r r r r l r r r r l r r r r l r r ... r r l r r r r l r r r r l r r r r
The mistake is two minutes in 128 years, one second per year!
Ezekiel, exiled in Babylon, Tell Abib on the Chaber, composed a heavenly Jerusalem from the
cycles of sun and moon and Venus rendered as wheels turning within wheels (far out but
numerically solid, as explained in 2017), a vision culminating in the mighty river of life that comes
from a heavenly Gihon Spring Chapter Lascaux 13 (scroll down to the end)
***
One Holly, in the spring of 2006, asked me about a domino five in the Brunel chamber of the
Chauvet cave – can I associate a Magdalenian word to that sign on the wall? She gave me the link
to the fine official website of that cave. I looked it up and easily found the Brunel chamber with a
large domino five made of red ocher palm impressions, plus one more 'dot' in upper position, next
to the right upper 'dot' of the domino five, and thought immediately of PAS CA ...
PAS means everywhere (in a plain), here, south and north of me, east and west of me, in all five
places, Greek pas pan 'all, every' pente penta- 'five'. CA means heaven. Cave walls often represent
the sky, Lascaux, Altamira, Chauvet itself. PAS CA would then mean: everywhere in the sky.
Who gets everywhere in the sky?
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The answer is given in the hindmost hall of the wide cave. On a stalactite appears a Venus, her
lower body with a big black pubic triangle, by her side a bison, his forelegs going along with her
legs, his head before her womb – the bullman, supreme leader of the Lower Rhône Valley, born
again by the goddess in the region of the Summer Triangle Deneb – Vega – Atair --- may he roam
the heavens in his next life as he roamed the earth in this life, may he get everywhere PAS in the
sky CA ...
Holly was mighty excited: the oldest identifiable writing in the world!
PAS CA has derivatives in Russian Paskha, Italian Pasqua, French Pâques.
***
Once a 'simple' and clear case like the Chauvet PAS CA is resolved, you can look out for
confirmation and a more demanding case.
The Chauvet paintings are 32,000 or even 36,000 years old, the oldest Lascaux paintings 17,000
years. Pech Merle is in between with 25,000 years.
Pech Merle presents a red ocher hand negative, apparently above eye level, claiming a second life in
a heavenly beyond. Next to the hand, on the right side, a little below, is a vertical-horizontal cross of
five dots, with four more dots above the cross and three more dots below the cross.
The cross of five dots and the four more dots above it can again be read as PAS CA, and the cross
with the three dots below it as PAS AC - may the supreme leader roam the heavens in his next life
as he roamed the land in this life, may he get everywhere PAS in the sky CA as he got everywhere
PAS on earth AC.
PAS AC may have a derivative in Pesach Passover, hypothetical original meaning of the Jewish
festival: Pharaoh can't hold us up, we get everywhere PAS on earth AC, we will cross the border
between Lower Egypt and the Sinai ...
The same idea is preserved in Hebrew pasak 'to open wide' and English pass passport, allowing us
to get everywhere.
***
The Chauvet cave might have been the stage of a spectacle representing the PAS CA idea: the
bullman, supreme leader of the Lower Rhône Valley, born again by the goddess in the region of the
Summer Triangle Deneb – Vega – Atair, going on a heavenly journey (imagine shadow plays
accompanied by flutes and drums).
Michael Janda, eminent PIE scholar, concluded from the Rig Veda on a Stone Age belief in a
second life somewhere on the Milky Way, while Michael Rappenglück identified the birdman, the
bull, and the bird on a pole in the pit of Lascaux as Cygnus with Deneb, Lyra with Vega, and Aquila
with Atair respectively – in my opinion worthy rulers of the Guyenne (birdman, encoding a river
system of the Guyenne), of the Lower Rhòne Valley (bull[man]), and of the Pyrenées (bird on a
pole) in the region of the Summer Triangle.
In the time of Chauvet, fast moving Arcturus, today below Bootes, had been his head, facing the
Big Dipper seen as a bear – ARC TYR, overcomer TYR of the cave bear ARC. The skull of a cave
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bear had been placed on a plinth in a chamber of the Chauvet cave, while the entrance to that cave
was blocked by a rock 23,000 years ago. Skulls of cave bears were placed in many more caves,
carefully deposited as emblem of the cave according to Marie E.P. König.
ARC TYR lived on as Arthur / Artus. Arthur of Brittany fought for three days and nights with the
dragon of Landevennec – skulls and bones of the long extinct cave bear, larger than a grizzly, had
been misinterpreted as remains of dragons in medieval times.
My assumption is that Golden Boy of the Indus Valley had been the hero of a similar story (an oral
epic), the young god bringing civilization to the humans, his adventures projected into the
constellations of the night sky, Golden Boy a star among the stars in a celestial movie on the
heavenly screen.
***
For my entertainment I compiled an oral epic from different sources, ARC TYR of the Chauvet
cave, Arthur Artus, Excalibur, Greek mythology, Behemoth in the Bible, Goebekli Tepe calendar,
Pashupati tablets from the Indus Valley, Lascaux midwinter emblem.
Golden Boy stole from the fire of life PIR SAI guarded by the Perseus tiger of the Algol eye. Then
he followed the heavenly CA lake or stream LAC, together CA LAC overformed by Galaxy, Milky
Way, until he saw the Lyra elephant of the Vega eye on the other side of the wide river. The kind
elephant helped him cross the water, and showed him the way through the Draco Valley up to the
Thuban mountain of the heavenly North Pole. Golden Boy wandered along the steep valley and
reached the top of the Thuban mountain.
As he looked over the land he heard people complain about the thirsty Bootes rhinoceros that
emptied the rivers, and nobody could cope with it. So he went down from the Thuban mountain,
took hold of the Spica lance, pierced the bony skin of the grotesquely swollen pachiderm, and
released the first monsoon ...
Then he tamed the savage Canis Minor buffalo of the Procyon eye, and taught people many arts,
how to plough the fields, form and dry bricks, build houses, the double Gemini towers, catch fish,
bake bread, and many more. Across the wide celestial river he got a glimpse of the Orion woman,
ORE EON, she on the beautiful ORE bank or shore EON of the heavenly stream. Finally he
returned to the top of the Thuban mountain, climbed the pipal tree growing there, fixed the stars to
air roots, and swirled them around, making the merry-go-round of the seasons turn: 90 days of the
Perseus tiger of the Algol eye; 90 days of the Lyra elephant of the Vega eye; 3 days of Golden Boy,
midsummer; 90 days of the Bootes rhinoceros of the Arcturus eye; and finally 2 and occasionally 3
days of the Orion goddess, midwinter, her emblem a pair of antithetic ibices.
The connecting lines Algol-Arcturus and Vega-Procyon formed an oblique cross of practically the
angles 70-110-70-110 degrees that are very well approximated by the diagonals of the rectangle 7
by 10 whose center was near Thuban in Draco some 4,500 years ago.
The society of the Indus Valley imposed taxes in the form of work, for example in the fabrication of
bricks (restauring Mohenjo-daro after the monsoon required some two million bricks every year),
and extraordinary endeavors had been rewarded with an Indus tablet of high prestige, referring to
the work in question, in the given case fabricating and transporting of bricks in the 90 days of the
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buffalo, between the fall equinox and midwinter festival. Maybe we can restore the oral epic of
Golden Boy from those tablets, one day?
***
The school of Imhotep in Ancient Egypt, more precisely Hemon, presumable designer of the Great
Pyramid, achieved the first systematic calculation of the circle on the basis of the triangle 3-4-5.
Using a linear plus-minus algorithm they found a sequence of triple that generate a sequence of ever
rounder polygons in a sequence of circles of the radius 5, 25, 125, 625 ... ever finer units, 3-4-5, 724-25, 44-117-125, 336-527-625 ... But they probably also knew another triple-generating
algorithm
4x4 - 3x3 = 7

2x4x3 = 24

4x4 + 3x3 = 25

Applied to the numbers 10 and 7 of the heavenly cross we obtain the triple or triangle 51-140-149
which provides an angle of practically 70 degrees (twice the arctan 7/10), an angle of exactly 90
degrees, and an angle of practically 20 degrees (arctan 51/140 or arcsin 51/149 or arccos 140/149,
angle 20.0159... degrees, 18 times that angle being 360.287... degrees, rounded a full circle).
I found this 'magic' triangle when reconstructing a hypothetical solar sanctuary and complementary
lunar sanctuary of the Proto-Finns in the Middle Ural.
Some scholars make a connection between the Indus Valley culture and the Finns.
According to a hypothesis of mine, the Finns came originally from the Goebekli Tepe region,
wandered eastward, reached the Aral Sea, and settled in the Middle Ural, region of Perm and
Jekaterinburg.
The names Aral and Ural derive from AAR RAA ) or AAR RAA L, he of air AAR and light RAA
has the say ) or L, while another form of his name, AAR RAA CA, he of air and light in the sky CA,
would explain the name of Golden Boy muruku that was identified by Asko Parpola
AAR RAA CA

muR Ru Cu

muruku

The same compound may account for Finnish AAR RAA CA aurinko 'sun' and CA kuu 'moon' - the
eyes of the old sky god were sun and moon. And the form AAR RAA NOS is found in Hungarian
arany 'gold' (perhaps also on Finnish aarre 'treasure', classically buried gold).
Theo Vennemann considers toponyms like Val d'Aran and Arundel a chief witness of the Vasconic
theory of early language. Remember also the Val d'Hérens in the western Swiss Alps, a valley being
a hollow between hills or mountains filled with air and light.
Magdalenian is a natural expansion of the comparative method: finding deeper connections between
languages and religious beliefs of an early time.
***
Remember the imaginary rectangle 7 by 10 in the night sky, center near Thuban in Draco, with
Algol and Arcturus on one diagonal, Vega and Procyon on the other diagonal. The slowly turning
diagonals could have served as a clock, with a short hour of 40 minutes and a day of 36 short hours
from Algol to Vega 11 short hours or 440 minutes
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from Vega to Arcturus 7 short hours or 280 minutes
from Arcturus to Procyon 11 short hours or 440 minutes
from Procyon to Algol 7 short hours or 280 minutes
The guiding stars of the four seasons played a role in the calendar
-- New Year following the midwinter festival of the goddess, Algol reaching
the apex of its trajectory in the evening at the beginning of a seson of 90 days
-- spring equinox, Vega reaching the apex of its trajectory in the morning
at the beginning of a season of 90 days
-- midsummer festival of the god, 3 days
-- followed by the monsoon of the rhinoceros, Arcturus reaching the apex
of its trajectory in the evening at the beginning of a season of 90 days
-- fall equinox Procyon reaching the apex of its trajectory in the morning
at the beginning of a season of 90 days
-- midwinter festival of the goddess, 2 and occasionally 3 days, end of year.
Rising Bootes reaching the apex of its trajectory in the evening announced the midsummer festival,
and the rising Pleiads reaching the apex of their trajectory in the evening announced the midwinter
festival. Aldebaran in Taurus and the Pleiads were the Golden Gate of Babylonian astronomy,
traversed by sun and moon and planets.
The above calendar was derived from the most elaborate Pashupati tablet which might have
honored an outstanding astronomer of Mohenjo-daro. Actually it was derived from a seal
impression of this tablet, showing the tiger in the lower left corner; above him a standing or walking
man, Golden Boy marking the position of the spring equinox; the elephant above him; big in the
middle Pashupati, Lord of the animals, turning his head, indicating the merry-go-round of the four
seasons, wearing buffalo horns, one big (nearly complete) circle for the day, the other one for the
night; next to him, on the right side of the seal impression, the rhinoceros; under him the buffalo;
and under the tabouret of Pashupati a pair of antithetic ibices, emblem of midwinter according to
Marie E.P. König. Pashupati appearing big and the ibices small indicate a celebration of
midsummer.
Pashupati means Lord of the Animals and may overform PAS PAD, everywhere (in a plain) PAS
activity of feet PAD - he got everywhere in the sky on his heavenly journey and became Pashupati,
Lord of the animals of the four seasons, tiger of the Algol eye, elephant of the Vega eye, rhinoceros
of the Arcturus eye, buffalo of the Procyon eye.
***
Goebekli Tepe hieroglyphs (1)
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Compared to the PAS CA formula of red ocher palm impressions, the hieroglyphs on Goebekli Tepe
pillars are relatively young, 'only' 11,600 years old.
Temple D, in my opinion the sanctuary of creation, has a pair of large central pillars, the female one
in the east, and the male one in the west, on their necks triple hieroglyphs that make them speak

The upper hieroglyph on the neck of the female pillar shows an oval deepening between a pair of
vertical bars, indicating a talking mouth, the fire giver PIR GID having the say ) or L, and her
priestess in the role of the goddess between the pair of the central pillars of temple D.
PIR GID calls out to her sister the fur giver BIR GID. This one takes her cosmic fur and scoops the
primeval hill out of the primeval sea. Her hieroglyph is the one at the bottom, looking like a bowl,
representing a fur bag.
Now PIR GID called out to her sister the fertility giver BRI GID. This one took the primeval hill
and formed a ring, the primeval earth AC, and the hollow in the ring the primeval sky CA. She also
planted the seeds of life into the primeval earth. Her hieroglyph is the ring in the middle.
A male head appeared in the hollow of the ring, the sky god AAR RAA NOS. His eyes were moon
and sun. PIR GID lit them up with her fire of life PIR SAI. And the shining sun made the seeds of
life germinate ...
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***
Goebekli Tepe hieroglyphs (2)
The hieroglyphs on the neck of the female central pillar of temple D anticipate Genesis 1:1 in the
Bible
)OG BIR AC CA or LOG BIR AC CA
Now for the second part of creation, as encoded in the bucranium on the neck of the male central
pillar

The somewhat ring-like head of the bull symbolizes AAR RAA NOS, the sky god of air AAR and
light RAA with a mind NOS of his own. He appeared in the guises of a bull and a man. His head as
a man appears in the big limestone ring
GIS BAL CA MmOS, gesturing GIS hot(headed) BAL heavenly CA offspring MmOS broke up the
ring, freed the sky god, flattened the earth AC and spread the sky CA over it. His element of the
bucranium is the horizontal bar on top of the head and pair of horns.
AD DA MAN dug river beds and made the water flow toward AD the sea while coming from the
hills and mountains, and dug them with his right hand MAN. He was the patron of the early farmers
who dug irrigation channels. His tool had been horns, their tools stag antlers. His element in the
bucranium is the pair of horns pointing downward.
Now for the various names and what became of them:
AAR RAA NOS became Ouranos in Greece and Varuna in the Indus Valley. His guises were a bull
and a man. House 1A of Hallan Cemi (Chemi), a round building half in the ground, inner diameter
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maybe six meters, a gathering house, showed opposite of the entrance the skull and horns of an
aurochs, possible emblem of the old sky god in his guise of a bull
GIS BAL CA MmOS became GISh.BIL.GA.MISh Gilgamesh, and in the short form of BAL the
god Ba'al
AD DA MAN became Adam, patron of early farmers
AC CA personified became the Indo-European earth goddess akka mentioned by Pokorny, also
Hebrew Hawwa 'mother of all life' English Eve, and inverse
CA AC the Greek earth goddess Gaia. AC CA also named the Goebekli Tepe as the large 'hill with a
navel' as the place where earth AC and sky CA are meeting, or where they had been separated from
each other in the beginning – by BRI GID whose alter ego had been AC CA. A Syrian province by
the name of aqa mentioned in an Egyptian papyrus might have been the region of the Goebekli Tepe
in southeastern Anatolia and southwestern Syria (the latter just now the place of yet another
humanitarian catastrophe)
PIR GID and BIR GID and BRI GID were preceeded by the triple goddess carved in the Abri
Bourdois near Angles-sur-l'Anglin, Dep. Vienne, France, and became the mighty Celtic triple
goddess Brigit
BRI GID was AC CA personified and became the Greek love goddess Aphrodite
BRI GID aBRI GIDe Aphrodite
And the three divine couples were PIR GID and AAR RAA NOS, then BIR GID and GIS BAL CA
MmOS, then BRI GID alias AC CA Hawwa Eve and AD DA MAN Adam.
***
Goebekli Tepe hieroglyphs (3)
The ring hieroglyph denotes the ring of the primeval world, the ring itself the earth AC and the
hollow the sky CA. Whereas the broken up and flattened ring and the sky spread on it was
represented by another hieroglyph: the lying H whose lower horizontal bar indicates the flat earth
AC and the upper horizontal bar the sky CA, while the vertical bar signifies exchanges between
them, notably prayers for rain and the rising smoke of sacrificial fires imploring rain, and falling
rain rewarding them (for example on pillar 30 in temple D).
Snakes are by far the most frequent symbol in the Goebekli Tepe iconography. Snakes heading
upward symbolize prayers for rain and the smoke of sacrificial fires imploring rain: snakes heading
downward symbolize falling rain; and snakes undulating horizontally symbolize rivers (Euphrates
and Tigris on pillar 33 of temple D).
Also the snake in the garden of Eden symbolizes water: the huge amounts of water needed for
irrigating plantations of cultivated date palms. A cylinder seal from Sumer shows a couple evoking
Adam and Eve seated under a stylized date palm, while a large snake forms a stairway from the
ground to the sky, as if the snake is drinking water from a cloud ...
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Over-irrigation deposited salt in the soil and made it barren. Which is the reason why Abraham left
Ur for Harran, science found out. And when Adam and Eve had been driven out of paradise, the
snake was condemned to eat dust (Genesis 1:1).
A stone tablet from Jerf el-Ahmar – area and era of the Goebekli Tepe culture – shows a grid of
lines and a snake undulating horizontally, hence the lines are irrigation channels.
The first paradise was northern Mesopotamia, and the second one southern Mesopotamia, water a
big issue for both of them.
Phaistos Disc again, delving deeper, final evidence
(1/10)
Phaistos Disc, as deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth, combined with an alternative archaeological story:
A promising young man from Lycosoura spent much time in Elaia's grove at Phigalia, learned all he
could about agriculture from the priestesses of Demeter-Elaia, and consulted the oracle of Nyx.
Powerful Nyx, feared even by Zeus, was the daughter of Poseidon in the guise of a stallion and of
Demeter in the guise of a mare. (Demeter as goddess of cereals is represented by the baking oven in
the center field of the Elaia disc, and Poseidon, originally the god of rivers, in form of the waves
next to the baking oven)
Enter Elaia's grove, kindle wood that is polished round about,
walk around the sacrificial fire, beat the earth, and neigh
suddenly like a pair of horses: Aio ae! hyauax! Come, shadowy one,
noble late Night, born by the goddess again and again
Later on the young man wandered to the Argolis, bringing olive twigs and portable beehives with
him. He introduced edible olives (elaia 'olive') in the Argivian plain, grew cereals, vegetables, vine,
and cared for the bees. Thus he luckily averted a famine and was appointed king of Tiryns.
He had a good friend at Phaistos in the fertile plain of Mesara in southern Crete. He asked him for a
pair of gold discs he could wear on his shoulders on festive occasions. Well, the gifted scribe and
goldsmith invented a peculiar Greek alphabet which allowed him to render Elaia's grove and Tiryns
both in words and as pictures – Tiryns from the former Round Building on top of the acropolis
(rosette of eight massive blocks at the base still extant in situ, represented by the rosette of eight
petals in the center of the Tiryns disc) to the well guarded palisade (enforced by a banning formula
of archaic power). Spiral text
Zeus is the shining one also when Zeus is the Lycaion one
whose lovers give birth to offspring his equal,
and if shining Tiryns is a divine town, also I (Eponymous Tiryns)
may be a shining one of the same kind (i.e. divine)
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text covering the entire margin, banning formula enforcing the palisade, deterring possible intruders
who try to enter the acropolis and the Zeus shrine replacing the former Round Building that burned
down at the end of the Early Helladic period of time
Marked (by the god) and lonely forever, without hope for salvation
and without a shadow, shall return who tries to intrude into the sanctuary
A fresco in the palace of Tiryns showed the king and his successors worshiping Demeter-Elaia, and
Zeus in the guise of an eagle behind her, under a sky of raining cereals (grains), between the men
olive twigs, on their shoulders gold discs, and they appearing as lion-wolf-dog-bee men. The lion
symbolizes royalty; the wolf reminds of Lycosoura, Greek lykos 'wolf'; dogs are watchful guards;
and bees industrious helpers of a farming society.
The palace is long gone, but the freso survives in the gold signet ring found in a cache of Tiryns

The olive twigs between the lion-wolf-dog-bee men are the same sign as on the Phaistos Disc,
which disc is the pair of clay models baked together, found by Luigi Pernier in 1908. Maybe the
pair of gold discs will one day be found in another cache of Tiryns? The lower parts of the palace
ruins are not yet excavated.
(2/10)
The emphatic sigma Ss (explained by Wilhelm Larfeld on the pages 54/5 of Derk Ohlenroth's book)
is represented by the rosette of eight petals which appears

* at the beginning of the spiral text in the center of the Tiryns disc, SsEYR for Zeus
* repeated for the Lycaion SsEYR
*

and again at the beginning of the ring text, banning formula covering the entire margin,
SsLYGOS 'marked (by the god, SsEYR)'

* and once on the margin of the Elaia side, KSsYNORIS for a pair of horses – Poseidon fell in love
with Demeter, she fled, he turned into a stallion, she into a mare, he raped her, she in her anger
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made the cereals wither and caused a famine; only Pan with his flute could mollify her, placated she
gave birth to Nyx 'Night' and made the fields fertile again
Whatever the meaning of this myth (perhaps a reflex on the invasion of the Indo-Europeans and
their horses in the Balkans?) the rosette indicates deities and has a multiple significance in the
center of the Tiryns disc

* the former Round Building from the Early Helladic period on top of the limestone hill of Tiryns
contained a shrine of Zeus; the Round Building burned down in the Early Helladic period, or at it's
end; the sanctuary of Zeus was probably rebuilt in the Middle Helladic period; anyway, a rosette of
massive blocks at the base of the former Round Building still extant in situ

* as a flower it evokes the sun that makes vegetation grow
* as a wind rose it allows an exact orientation of the disc: entrance to the acropolis in the NEE;
pictogram of Demeter-Elaia on the margin turning into a mare (growing a mane) indicating West,
Phigalia west of Tiryns; two waves in the South indicating the former course of the Manesse river
(which caused heavy floods and was therefore diverted around the mountain east of Tiryns with a
kilometers long and up to thirteen meters high dam in the Late Helladic period according to geoarchaeologist Eberhard Zannger – a Herculean labor)

* a lunisolar calendar, each petal 45 days, in all a basic year of 360 days, add 5 and occasionally 6
days for the tiny circle in the center and you get a regular year of 365 and occasional leap year of
366 days, while 21 continuous periods of 45 days are 945 days and correspond to 32 lunations or
synodic months

* a world formula: here and now (center), in the South and North, East and West, below and above,
in the past and future - SsEYR is everywhere, Zeus onmipresent.
(3/10)
Eponymous Tiryns on the Phaistos Disc is (in my opinion) Lord Laertes the gardener in Homer's
Odyssey, of the lineage Zeus – Arkeisios – Laertes – Odysseus – Telemachos.
TYR for the one who overcomes in the double sense of rule and give was the god of the first IndoEuropean homeland on the middle course of the Amu Darya. Central Asia abounds with derivatives
of TYR. Magdalenian TYR became Middle Helladic SsEYR Doric Sseus Homeric Zeus, while
DhAG meaning able accounts for Dios, genitive of Zeus.
Arkeisios led the former miner tribes of the Greeks and Hellenes from Central Asia to the southern
Balkans and might have been the mythological founder of the Early Helladic period in the Argolis
on the Peloponnese.
Lord Laertes the gardener personifies the Middle Helladic period, achieving a certain equilibrium
between the invading Indo-Europeans and the local tradition of the Vinca (Vincha) culture surviving
in Elaia's grove at Phigalia. Problem: Eponymous Tiryns lived in the Argolis, Lord Laertes on
Ithaca. The question was solved by Magdalenian. ITA CA Ithaca means under the sky CA of the
young (Zeus) bull ITA, and ATI CA Attica under the sky of the mature (Zeus) bull ATI. Ithaca
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named originally the Argolis, then larger parts of the Peloponnese, or all of it, and survives in the
name of a relatively small island off the northwestern Peloponnese. The lion-wolf-dog-bee men
spread over the Peloponnese and are often depicted as pair blessing a young tree between them.
Eponymous Tiryns introduced edible olives in the Argolis, and Lord Laertes planted the olive tree
around whose trunk Odyssey and Penelope constructed their immoveable bed, symbol of the
hopefully eternal Greek civilization.
Odysseus – 'if there ever was such a man' (Homer) – personifies Greece in the time of the Late
Helladic period ending with the Trojan war.
Telemachos 'Far Away War' symbolizes Greece in the time of the Messenian wars, far from Troy
and far away in time from the Trojan war. Homer 1 of the Iliad flourished in the time of the first
Messenian war, Homer 2 of the Odyssey flourished in the time of the second Messenian war, and
both of them were concerned about the coherence of the Greek civilization.
(4/10)
Eponymous Tiryns would have achieved a certain equilibrium between the invading IndoEuropeans and Old Europe in the sense of Marija Gimbutas which partly survived in Elaia's grove
at Phigalia in Arkadia. Comparing a loaf shaped clay plaque from Banjica near Belgrade, Early
Vinca (Vincha), with a rectangular spiral and inscriptions rendering a grove with gardens and
sanctuaries and beehives (honeycombs); the baking oven in the shrine of the bird goddess at
Sabatinovka, Southern Bug Valley, Early Cucuteni; and the Elaia disc representing Demeter-Elaia's
grove, a baking oven in the center of the disc – in all fifteen baking ovens on this disc,
counterbalancing the fifteeen shields of the Argos eye on the other disc
The entrance field of Elaia's grove contains from the outside to the inside (against the reading
direction) the head of a pig, a pair of beehives (my interpretation), a bag (dito), and a vine twig.
Among the offerings to Demeter had been pigs, also figurines with the head of a pig, and bags of
unwashed wool. The first lion-wolf-dog-bee man in line before Demeter on the gold signet ring
from a cache at Tiryns raises a libation jug of wine mixed with honey in honor of the goddess. Both
ring and offerings indicate respect for the legacy of Old Europe, and only the balance of the old
culture and new culture of the Indo-Europeans made the rise of Greece possible.
The center field of the Elaia disc shows a baking oven, emblem of Demeter, goddess of cereals, and
a wave, emblem of Poseidon, originally a river god, peacefully side by side. While the center field
of the Tiryns disc associates the rosette (Ss) of SsEYR Zeus and profile (EY) of the king and ear of
grain (R) as further emblem of Demeter. Eponymous Tiryns in divine company! On his cheek is a
tattoo resembling an 8 consisting of an upper circle for the divine sphere and a lower circle for the
human sphere. Eponymous Tiryns rules in the name of the god and goddess, honors both of them in
like manner, and thus makes the Argolis flourish and prosper.
We find a marvelous complexity and multitude of enfolded messages, achieved with a peculiar
alphabet of 45 pictograms, among them for example six alphas, allowing to render Elaia's grove and
Tiryns both in words and as pictures.
A Greek alphabet from around 1650 BC, invented in the laboratory of writing that was Minoan
Crete.
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(5/10)
Fifteen baking ovens on the Elaia disc as emblem of Demeter have a counterpart in fifteen shields
on the Tiryns disc, Argos eye, emblem of a watchful union of towns in the Argolis, also of the
organization of a single town – in the center the ruler of the focused mind CO surrounded by guards
of the open eyes OC along the enveloping palisade or wall LOP, together CO OC LOP overformed
by Cyclops, the most famous one having been Polyphem, Homeric symbol of Troy, his one eye
overlooking the wide river plain, his body downtown Troy VIIa that provided protected shelter for
5,000 till 10,000 people. Consider also the term 'cyclopic wall'.
PAS LOP Penelope was the personification of the Argolis, everywhere PAS towns enveloped by
palisades or walls LOP, and POL LOP PAS named the Peloponnese, fortified settlements POL
enveloped by palisades or walls LOP everywhere PAS.
A further numerical symmetry are the five portable beehives on the Elaia disc and five eagles on the
Tiryns disc. The bee is an emblematic animal of Demeter, also of Elaia, goddess of olives (Greek
elaia 'olive'), see the gold ring from Mokhlos in Crete

and the eagle was a guise of Zeus. The flying eagle on the disc holds a snake in his talons. Perhaps
the farmers of Tiryns trained eagles to catch snakes? Then there is a political and military aspect.
Zeus in his guise of an eagle, protecting the palisade of Tiryns (banning formula along the rim,
covering the entire margin) punishing intruders symbolized by snakes?
Maybe there is more information regarding the social organization of the Argolis in the Middle
Helladic period of time, made accessible by Derk Ohlenroth with his fine decipherment.
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(6/10)
Three signs on the Elaia disc and three signs on the Tiryns disc represent a vertical olive twig. They
return in the three vertical olive twigs between the lion-wolf-dog-bee men on the gold signet ring
from a cache of Tiryns in the same form and nearly the same size (10 vs 12 mm high). May we
assume an open air sanctuary of three sacred olive trees in Middle Helladic Tiryns?
Plenty double axes of bronze and some of gold were deposited in the cult cave of Arkalokhori on
Crete. One of the bronze double axes bears a hieroglyphic inscription. Three of the signs (no
correspondence with the number three above) closely resemble pictograms on the Phaistos Disc.
Also this inscription was deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth
DAeIOYS LO(Y)S(I)AS EIMI

I belong to the goddess Lousia

Lousia means 'Angry One'. She was the Cretan equivalent of Demeter-Elaia from Phigalia in
Arkadia who turned into Black Demeter-Melaina and caused a famine. So we have not only a
connection of the scripts but also of the underlying myths. Apparently the votiv gifts were deposited
in order to mollify the goddess and prevent a famine.
The first six pictograms in the center of the Tiryns disc tell the basic story of Eponymous Tiryns in
form of the shortest possible summary
rosette for SsEYR Zeus
profile of Eponymous Tiryns
ear of grain for Demeter
walking man
vertical olive twig
ground plan of a palace
Eponymous Tiryns, worshiper of Zeus and Demeter, had come from Elaia's grove at Phigalia in
Arkadia, bringing twigs of edible olives with him, grafted them on wild olive trees, averted a
famine, and was appointed king of Tiryns the shining town ...
(7/10)
Remember the promising and ambitious young man from Lycosoura visiting Elaia's grove at
Phigalia, consulting the oracle of Nyx. What did she tell him via her priestess? Maybe she gave him
the advice to learn about agriculture? and prophesized that one day he may be appointed king?
The reading direction leads from the end of the Elaia disc evoking Nyx to the six first pictograms in
the center of the Tiryns disc, which, when read as emblems and pictures, convey the summary story
of Eponymous Tiryns. Can they also visualize the prophesy made by Nyx that came true?
From a 'shadowy late night' in Arkadia to the brightness of the Middle Helladic day ...
If you magnify the six first pictograms in the center of the Tiryns disc, the beginning of the spiral
evokes a nautilus shell (and the man fixes the ear of grain before him as if saying that he studied
agriculture). A Minoan seal from the Idaean cave, where Zeus was born according to a Cretan
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legend, shows a priestess holding a triton shell before her mouth. Beautifully colored spiraled
conch-shells were found in many Minoan shrines, nearly always the narrow end cut off, so they
were used as megaphones by a priestess conveying the message of her goddess.
The spirals on the pair of discs have then a further meaning, and thus confirm the context of an
oracle as found by Derk Ohlenroth in his fine decipherment.
(8/10)
Even astronomy is encoded in the Phaistos Disc – beyond the rosette of eight petals that also adorns
beautiful Kamares Ware from Middle Minoan Crete.
On the Elaia disc we count 119 and on the Tiryns disc 123 in all 242 = 11 x 22 pictograms which
provide better definitions of the lunation and year than the lunisolar calendar of the rosette.
But first of all they provide titles for the pair of discs. The one of the Elaia disc is given by the 11
pictograms of the first 3 fields
EN / YLAeI / ELAiAS / in(to) Elaia's grove
and the one of the Tiryns disc by the 22 pictograms in the first 6 fields
SsEyR / KI / PhAAiNNOS / SsEyR / Ai YL / KIOS /
Zeus is the shining one also when Zeus is the Lycaion one
The Elaia disc evokes the 'noble late Night' Nyx, daughter of Demeter-Elaia, personification of
night, and the Tiryns disc a sunny day provided by Zeus.
Analogously the number 11 of the Elaia disc refers to the moon. 400 periods of 11 days correspond
to 149 lunations or synodic months, mistake half a minute per lunation.
Count lunations in the 30 29 30 mode. 15 and 17 lunations yield 443 and 502 days respectively
17 15 17 15 17 or 17 32 49 64 81 lunations
502 443 502 443 502 or 502 945 1447 1890 2392 days
81 64 4 sum 149 lunations
2932 1890 30 29 30 29 sum 4400 days
Result: 400 periods of 11 days are 4,400 days and correspond to 149 lunations; mistake half a
minute per lunation.
Moon by night, sun by day. 119 123 123 sum 365 days in a regular year. Four regular years plus one
leap day are 1,461 days. 83 periods of 11 days are 1,826 days for 5 years; mistake one hour per year
365/1 (plus 1461/4) 1826/5 3287/9 4748/13 6209/17 ... 9131/25
These and further additive number sequences were known to the Minoans, helped them find a way
through the 'labyrinth' of demanding astronomical calculations, and were later on dubbed 'Ariadne's
thread'.
The myth of Minotaur in the labyrinth of Knossos and the round kernos in the royal court of Mallia
encode lunisolar calendars based on a number sequence relating lunations (l) and years (y)
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l/y 37/3 99/8 136/11 235/19 (Knossos) 371/30 (Mallia)
The Mallia calendar uses a period of 11 days (returning in Elaia's number).
Derk Ohlenroth found a phonological parallel between the Phaistos Disc and the altar stone
inscription of Mallia which he translates as follows: May the goddess (Britomartis) let it rain. So the
concern was again agriculture.
The Phaistos Disc in the light of Derk Ohlenroth's decipherment is of a marvelous complexity
which allows to combine various fragments of the Minoan and Helladic past.
(9/10)
Not enough with astronomy, the numbers also reveal a system of early geometry.
The Elaia disc has 119 or 7 x 17 and the Tiryns disc 123 or 3 x 41 pictograms.
17 and 41 appear in the basic number column for calculating the square and octagon
1 1 2
2 3 4
5 7 10
12 17 24
29 41 58

and so on

41 and 123 belong to the basic number column for calculating the cube, equilateral triangle and
hexagon (the construction of a hexagon is indicated by the geometrical sun on the gold signet ring
from a cache of Tiryns)
1 1 3
2 4 6
1 2 3
3 5 9
8 14 24
4 7 12
11 19 33
30 52 90
15 26 45
41 71 123

and so on

17 and 123 are present in the basic number column for calculating the double square and decagon
1 1 5
2 6 10
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1 3 5
4 8 20
2 4 10
1 2 5
3 7 15
10 22 50
5 11 25
16 36 80
8 18 40
4 9 20
13 29 65
42 94 210
21 47 105
68 152 340
34 76 170
17 38 85
55 123 275

and so on

Elaia disc 119, Tiryns disc 123, sum 242 pictograms. Let the circumference of a circle measure 242
units. How long is the diameter? practically 77 units, value for pi 22/7
77 x 22/7 = 11 x 22 = 242
Here we have again the number 11 of the Elaia title and number 22 of the Zeus title involving night
and day, lunar month and solar year, final evidence for the validity of the decipherment achieved by
Derk Ohlenroth.
A pseudo-decipherment is a window painted on the wall. A genuine decipherment opens a window
on a far away scenery and events in a long bygone era.
(10/10)
There might be even more geometry encoded in the Phaistos Disc, again based on Egyptian –
Mesopotamian – Minoan methods.
The Elaia title of the first three fields has 11 signs and the Tiryns title of the six first fields has 22
signs, 11 x 22 = 242, number of all signs
on the Phaistos Disc. The Elaia disc has 30 fields and the Tiryns disc 31 fields, 30 x 31 = 930, an
interesting number.
Basic pi sequence, followed by the most important one
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4/1 (plus 3/1) 7/2 10/3 13/4 16/5 19/6 22/7
3/1 (plus 22//) 25/8 47/15 69/22 ... 465/148
Double the numbers of the last value and you get 930/296 for pi (3.14189... instead of 3.14159...).
A rectangle measuring 12 by 35 units has a diagonal measuring exactly 37 units. Multiply the
numbers by a factor of 8 and you obtain a rectangle measuring 96 by 280 units, diagonal exactly
296 units, while the circle circumscribing this rectangle has a circumference of practically 930
units, 930 the product of the number 30 of Elaia fields and 31 of Tiryns fields.
The over-determination of laudatio and mythology and topography and astronomy and geometry
might explain some of the linguistic peculiarites of the early Greek as deciphered by Derk
Ohlenroth – anyway a secret message, because the name of Nyx was taboo, her public name
Despoina 'Mistress', but is given as her proper name Nyx on the Elaia disc, daughter of DemeterElaia.
Spirals in the Neolithic art of the Balkans have the meaning of regeneration, growing, waxing, and
giving birth. Double spirals curving in and out – for example on the womb of a Vinca (Vincha)
goddess – are a symbol of the sequence of generations, one following the other.
The goddess on the Elaia disc gives birth to Nyx over and over again, while SsEYR on the Tiryns
disc 'sired' offspring his equal, Zeus in Homer's Odyssey founding the lineage Arkeisios – Laertesm
– Odysseus – Telemachos, Lord Laertes the gardener being the alter ego of Eponymous Tiryns and
his dynasty, hero of the Phaistos Disc.
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Lascaux 23, Europa, Mediterranean Bronze Age
origin of Europa / end of Mediterranean Bronze Age
© 2019 Franz Gnaedinger
origin of Europa
***
Linear A tablet Hagia Triada 95 as deciphered by Walther Hinz in the wake of Cyrus H. Gordon
(who was punished with an icy silence when he proposed that the language of Linear A is
Northwest Semitic at a symposium in London 1973) and Robert Stieglitz and Jan Best, is highly
informative, although being 'just' an enumeration of cereals: on one side a list of cereals for the
priests of Adu (Haddu Baal, later on identified as Zeus), and the other side of cereals for the
priestesses of Dadumatha, she loved by the master (Adu Haddu Baal). Most interesting for me is the
place name Mi-Nu-The given as head of a bull for Mi, a visual pun of a bull leaper on feet hands
feet for Nu, and an abstract tree of life for The ...
The name Dadumatha was first read as da-du-ma-ta. Cyrus H. Gordon recognized Ugaritic dd
'loved' in da-du. 'Loved by matha' ? Made no sense. Ugaritic has d-d-m-sh for the goddess, and
Yigael Yadin found her name in the form of d-d-y-m-sh on a Hebrew seal from Tell Djemmeh
(1960). Hence the final syllable was pronounced tha, as in English (ta and tha are given by the same
sign, and Hinz remarks that Linear A and B were botched scripts). We have then ma-tha, she 'loved
by matha'. Matha is known from Sinai inscriptions (published by Hinz in a journal). Semitic matha
means 'chief, lord, master'. Dadumatha was 'loved by the master' a-du Haddu Baal (later on young
god, Minoan Zeus). The language of Linear A tablet Hagia Triada 95 is Northwest Semitic, as
'predicted' by Gordon.
The word mi-nu-te means 'wheat from mu-nu-ti-um Ugaritic mnt' better known as Ebla in Syria
(some sixty kilometers south of Aleppo), by then a fertile river oasis.
Follows my development.
I read mi-nu-te as 'wheat from Ebla' and Mi-Nu-The as New Ebla in the West, kingdom of Minos,
the kings called Minos residing at Knossos. Minnith in Ezekiel 27:17 - "wheat of Minnith" mentioned by Hinz can't have been Ebla but was a further New Ebla, this time in the South, on the
fertile altiplano of Jordania.
The Minoans came from Ebla. Mi-Nu-The is given much the same way in Hieroglyphic Minoan,
Linear A and Linear B
Mi head of a bull
Nu visual pun a bull leaper, a young man or a girl on feet hands feet
The a stylized tree of life
Mi-Nu-The on another Linear A tablet from Hagia Triada
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Enter Magdalenian
MUC for bull, became Mi
NOS for mind, became Nu (Greek nous)
SAI for life, became The
MUC NOS SAI Mi No S Minos
MUC NOS SAI C NOS S Knossos
Baal rose as golden calf = morning sun from the tree of life, while the Stone Age bull was the moon
(Marie E.P. König). The bull leaper standing on his or her feet (before the bull) hands (on the bull)
and feet again (behind the bull) symbolizes astronomy, the art of calculating cycles of celestial
bodies. And the tree of life says that astronomy was vital for the seafaring Minoans (as it had been
for navigating the Syrian desert).
A lunisolar calendar is encoded in the myth of Minotaur in the labyrinth (Linear B da-pu-ri-to) of
Knossos. A minotaur, half bull half man, was already known in Ebla.
New idea: Ebla might perhaps go back to AC BLA, expanse of land with water AC black BLA
(inverse of white ALB), naming the fertile river oasis for its 'black earth', parallel to misr 'black' that
names Egypt as land of the fertile river oasis. Ebla must have been equally fertile as the Nile
Valley.
How sad what happens in Syria now!
***
Ebla was inhabited from 4000 BC till 700 AD, and Crete already in Neolithic times. The Early
Bronze Age of Ebla began in 2700 BC, the Early Minoan period somewhat before 2600 BC. Ebla
was engaged in long-distance trading. I guess they had an outpost in Crete, which grew and grew,
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and was much enlarged when Sargon of Akkad (or Naram-Sin) destroyed the palace of Ebla in the
23rd century BC, followed by marauding Amurrites.
Ebla was immensely rich. The kingdom might have extended as far as Damascus. Ebla in the form
of mu-nu-ti-um appears on a cuneiform document from 2200 BC. Ugaritic has mnt. And New Ebla
in the West would have been called Mi-Nu-The, kingdom of Minos, name and title of every Minoan
king, rendered much in the same way in Hieroglyphic Minoan, Linear A and B - as head of a bull
for Mi, visual pun of a bull leaper on feet hands feet for Nu, and a strongly stylized tree of life for
The. The persistence of this ensemble of signs over a long period of time speaks for its importance.
Apparently the Minoans abandoned cuneiforms and invented a hieroglyphic script which was later
on developed into Linear A. Minoan Crete, laboratory of early writing.
The supreme weather god of the Hurrians was Teshup or Teshpak, the one of the Semites Baal in
the form of Haddu, mentioned as a-du on the Linear A tablet Hagia Triada 95. Baal as Haddu was
implored for rain. Who was Dadumatha, she loved by the master a-du Haddu Baal?
She might have been the supreme Minoan goddess Britomartis, implored for rain by the inscription
on the altar stone of Mallia, deciphered by Derk Ohlenroth: May the goddess let it rain.
So the cereals for Haddu and Dadumatha listed up on HT95 should mollify him and her. Otherwise
they might cause a drought, and Britomartis turn into Lousia the Angry One, while Demeter-Elaia
from Phigalia turned into Black Demeter-Melaina who caused a famine, commemorated as Demeter
Eryns by Pausanias, Demeter as one of the Furies.
Derk Ohlenroth deciphered not only the Phaistos Disc and altar stone inscription of Mallia but also
the short inscription on a bronze double axe from the cult cave Arkalochori in Central Crete: I
belong to the goddess Lousia. Three signs correspond to Phaistos Disc hieroglyphs, while one side
of the disc is devoted to Demeter-Elaia and her daughter Nyx who gave oracles.
All hangs together, centered in agriculture, from a time when people could not just go a few blocks
down to a supermarket and get everything they needed.
***
Pondering the etymology of labyrinth given as da-pu-ri-to in Linear B led me to a Sumerian myth of
creation in a Babylonian version. The first people were immortal and procreated. Ever more and
more of them populated the earth and made such a racket that Enlil could no longer sleep. The gods
decided to eliminate the human race. Enlil created a horrible monster called Labbu, a giant snake.
Labbu devoured most humans, and was such an awful beast that it was feared by all gods. One of
them succeeded in killing it, whereupon its blood flew for several years. The mother-goddess was
outraged because of the almost complete extinction of humanity. Finally a compromise was
reached. The surviving humans were allowed to live on, but became mortal, so they would no
longer over-populate the world.
Labbu might account for laby- dapu-. Now for -rinth -rito. The closest match is Greek rhytaer
'archer; guard, protector'. Dragons lived in caves. Many big caves are labyrinths of gangways. A
labyrinth might originally have been such a cave guarded by an imaginary dragon - a mini-Labbu,
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as it were – whose evil breath might have been a sulfuric gas emerging from a cleft in the rock.
Consider also Hebrew laba for lava.
Another man-eating monster inhabited the labyrinth of Knossos, Minotaur.
Actually, the myth of Minotaur encodes a lunisolar calendar, and the labyrinth symbolizes the
complicated astronomical calculations carried out in offices of the labyrinthic palace of Knossos.
Maybe also the Babylonian myth of Labbu was concerned about time. As long as people were
immortal, time was of no importance. But then Labbu ended their lives. And the final compromise:
we are given a limited lifetime.
Let us make the best of it.
***
Daidalos (DAI for protected area) built a labyrinth for the bull-man Minotaur (TOR for bull in
motion). Every ninth year the monster demanded seven virgins and seven young men. Theseus
killed him and freed the victims. Together they found a way out of the labyrinth following Ariadne's
thread.
This myth encodes a complex and ingenious lunisolar calendar.
Minotaur of the double nature embodies two periods of time, 9 and 235 lunations or synodic
months; king Minos 9 years; each of the seven virgins and seven young men 19 days; and Theseus
19 years; while Ariadne's thread were additive number sequences.
9 lunations of Minotaur counted in the 30 29 30 mode yield 266 days
19 days for each of the seven vigins and seven young men are again 266 days
– metaphorically speaking they give their lives for the monster
9 years of king Minos are seven regular years of 365 days plus two leap
years of 366 days, in all 3,287 days, or 173 periods of 19 days – the king
offered the young ones to Minotaur every 9th year
19 years of Theseus are 235 lunations – thus he overcame the 235 lunations
of Minotaur
One of Ariadne's threads was a special number sequence correlating lunations (l) and years (y)
l/y 37/3 99/8 136/11 235/19 371/30
37/3 was used by the Celts (two years of 12 lunations plus one leap year of 13 lunations). 99/8
underlies the Lascaux calendar, and the dingir calendar of Sumer which also includes Venus. 235/19
is present in the calendar of Knossos, and 371/30 in the calendar of Mallia.
The Minoans believed in a giant subterranean bull causing earthquakes. Lord Evans experienced a
Cretan earthquake, heard the 'bull' bellow, and found the metaphor adequate. Natural catastrophes
were ascribed to monsters of many guises, Labbu of Babylon a sea monster, serpent, dragon, lion,
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all in one. What are now curious myths had once been philosophy. Even science in the case of the
calendar of Minotaur.
***
The lunisolar calendar of Mallia is encoded in the round stone kernos in a corner of the royal court.
Along the rim are 33 smaller cup marks plus a bigger one. Count 11 days for each smaller bowl, and
2 or 3 more days for the larger bowl, thus you get a regular year of 365 and an occasional leap year
of 366 days.
A Mallia week had 11 days and a month 33 days.
Count 19 lunations or synodic months in the 30 29 30 mode and you get 561 days, or 51 Mallia
weeks of 11 days, or 17 Mallia months of 33 days.
Remember Ariadne's thread correlating lunations and years
37/7 99/8 136/11 235/19 371/30
235/19 was used for the Knossos calendar. Now let us look at 371/30 meaning that 371 lunations
correspond to 30 years. Let us check this out.
Count 15 and 17 lunations in the 30 29 30 mode and you'll obtain 443 and 502 days respectively.
Then carry out the following additions
17 15 17 15 17 or 17 32 49 64 81 lunations
502 443 502 443 502 443 502 or 502 945 1477 1890 2392 days
81 64 64 64 49 49 sum 371 lunations
2392 1890 1890 1890 1447 1447 sum 10956 days
371 lunations are 10,956 days (not even four hours less, mistake per lunation about half a minute).
Now for days in 30 years. Draw up another additive number sequence
365/1 (plus 1461/4) 1826/5 3287/9 ... 9131/25
3,287 days for 19 years were used for the calendar of Minotaur. Let us add 1,826 and 9,131 days for
5 and 25 days. Together we have 10,957 days (not even seven hours more, mistake less than thirteen
minutes per year). A close match to the 10,956 days for 371 lunations.
371 lunations correspond to 10,956 days or 996 Mallia weeks or 332 Mallia months. Add one leap
day and you have 10,957 days for 30 years.
The Mallia calendar worked for a nice round number of 30 years.
Maybe the kernos represents a calendar sanctuary in form of a ceremonial garden? connected with a
mythical story about vegetation?
***
A famous and very beautiful fresco from the palace of Knossos
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shows a proud bull before a night blue background (rests of the original color) and three human
figures demonstrating the stages of bull leaping. A girl takes him by the horns, a young man turns a
somersault over him, and a second girl who landed safely behind him raises her arms for keeping
balance, in the joy that she succeeded, and ready to catch the young man when he comes down. All
three figures and the bull are shown in full action while hovering in the sky.
The Minoan sport of bull leaping symbolized Minoan astronomy, the art of calculating celestial
cycles. Look at the girl before the bull and draw a horizontal line at her eye level --- the line will
appear as horizon, and the perfect arc of the upper curve of the bull' neck as full moon rising above
the horizon

Magdalenian OC means right eye, inverse CO means attentive mind, ORI means horizon, the
permutation OIR means to watch the moon rise above the horizon, AIR means to raise the arms in
joy. These words and meanings (mined in 2005/06) are a perfect match for the girls in the fresco
OIR OC CO she watches the moon rise over the horizon OIR
with open eyes OC and focused mind CO
AIR OC CO she raises her arms in joy AIR
with open eyes OC and focused mind CO
Minoan bull leaping was also a symbol of the human condition. AD TOR OC CO, toward AD the
bull in motion TOR with open eyes OC and focused mind CO – facing the bull, taking him by the
horns, coping with fate ... AD TOR OC CO Mycenaean atoroqo Greek anthropos 'human being'.
OC CO oqo opos opsis – a phonetic shift allowing the asummption
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OIR OC OC Europa
AIR OC CO Europa
Greek Europa means 'Far Looking One' or 'Wide Looking One'. Astronomers watching the moon
and observing the sky look far and wide.
The origin of Europa would then have been Minoan astronomy that came from Ebla in Syria.
******
end of Mediterranean Bronze Age
Where did the Luvians come from? Let me propose a hypothesis based on place names.

POL LAS Wilusa (W)Ilios Ilion (Homeric Troy)
POL means a fortified settlement (Greek polis Latin villa French ville), and LAS a hill, or a
mountain in what I call 'attention perspective': a hill heightened by an awe and fear inspiring
cyclopic wall. Homer's Polyphem – a famous cyclops who resembled more a wooded mountain top
than a man who eats bread – symbolizes Troy, his one eye the acropolis overlooking the wide river
plain, his body downtown Troy VIIa that provided protected shelter for 5,000 – 10,000 people.
TYR PAS Taruwisa Troy
TYR means to overcome in the double sense of rule and give, and PAS everywhere (in a plain),
here, south and north of me, east and west of me. Troy dominated a crossing point of important
trade ways (S-N and E-W), and was protected from above by TYR SsEYR Sseus Zeus who ruled
everywhere PAS. According to Homer, Zeus and Athene had once been on the Trojan side.
KOD DhAG AS Hattusas (Hattushas)
KOD means tent, hut; several Sanskrit derivatives name strongholds. DhAG means able, here a
massive stronghold able to hold up all enemies (except an inner usurpator who caused the fall of the
mighty Hittite empire). And AS means upward, up above. Together a really strong fortress on top of
a hill or mountain.
POL LAS named Athene as Pallas Athene.
Inverse LAS POL might have named the Luvian language, luwili
POL LAS Wilusa
POL Wil- LAS -lusa

LAS POL luwili ?
LAS lu- POL -wili

a language spoken by people residing in a palace on top of a hill or mountain around 1600 BC ?
how about Erzurum at the base of the Palandöken daglari
POL LAS DhAG Palandök- ??
Also the Hatti people or Hittites came a long way, from somewhere in the East and/or North. Their
last station before Hattusas (Hattushas) had been Nesa Kültepe Kanish Kayseri.
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***
Manfred Korfmann, late excavator of Troy, was convinced that the Trojans had been Luvians.
The antagonist of Troy was Ahhiyawa (Akhiyawa or Achijawa) Achaia, identified as the
Peloponnese with Mycene. Its name could go back to AChI AD DA, swelling river AChI plus the
generic river formula AD DA for water flowing toward AD the sea while coming from DA hills or
mountains. This would go along with AChI )EI or AChI LEi Achilles, comparing the fiercest Greek
warrior to a river tsunami, swelling water attacking with the vehemence of a lion.
Arzawa has been located in Lydia, western Anatolia, and was previously called Luwija, land of the
Luvians. The origin of the name Arzawa might have been ARC AD DA, again the polished river
formula AD DA -awa, this time combined with a bear ARC (originally a cave bear, then Greek
arktos for bear). German has bärenstark 'strong like a bear', and reissen 'rip, tear' for both a
predatory animal killing a prey, eine Beute reissen, and a torrential river, ein reissender Fluss. If this
etymology holds, also the Luvians had been fierce warriors.
Now the question is: where did the Luvians come from? did they cross the Dardanelles? or did they
come a long way from the East? maybe passing Erzurum and the Dalandöken daglari? moving and
spreading in a wide arc around Hittite territory? finally reaching and overtaking Troy? or just
blending in?
***
Achilles had been attacked by the waves of the river Scamander, a river called Xanthos by the gods.
Greek xanthos named all hues of copper ore, yellow brown reddish, hence the river attacking
Achilles was the Trojan army, soldiers clad in copper and bronze armaments. And this confirms
AChI )EI or AChI LEI Achilles, comparing the fierce warrior to a river tsunami striking with the
vehemence of a lion – Achilles met his equal.
Eponymous Tiryns, hero of the Phaistos Disc, Lord Laertes in Homer’s Odyssey, was the
mythological father of Odysseus whose name might go back to AD DA SAI, again the generic river
formula AD DA but now followed by SAI for life, together life along rivers, or life as river I the
sense of the title of a French film: La vie est une longue fleuve tranquille, life is a long and tranquil
river. But not always! A river can swell and flood a plain. Odysseus – 'if there ever was such a man’
(Homer) – got angry, Greek odyssomai ‘be angry’.
What was the reason of his anger? The Mycenaean tin came from Central Asia and was bound to
pass the Dardanelles where the Trojans laid hands on the precious cargo - abducting Helen of the
white arms, Homeric personification of tin, her husband xanthos Menelaos the symbol of copper,
and their daughter lovely Hermione who resembled golden Aphrodite the symbol of bronze, alloy of
copper and tin, of a golden shine when freshly cast. Abducting beautiful Helen means confiscating
tin destined for Mycenae which led to a series of incidents that culminated in the Trojan War.
Polyphem is the Homeric symbol of Troy VIIa, his one eye the acropolis overlooking the river
plain, his body downtown Troy, his cave the harbor in the Besik bay, his goats and sheep foreign
ships, and their milk high fees foreign sailors had to pay for waiting in the harbor until a favorable
wind came up.
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The Greek ships were horses, resting in the mouthing area of the Simois and Scamander, mosquito
infested swamps explaining the malaria episode in the Iliad.
The war dragged on. Then wily Odysseus had an idea. He let a seemingly abandoned ship drift
along the Aegean shore and pass the Besik bay. The guards of the harbor hauled it in - whereupon
hidden Achaean soldier leapt out and took the guards by surprise. The castel, some three kilometers
away, was alarmed. The Trojan army sped to the harbor. Meanwhile Achaean archers hiding near
the stronghold shot fire arrows over the cyclopic wall and burned down the acropolis – blinding
Polyphem, as it were.
Poseidon and Apollo got so angry that they made the Simois and Scarmander swell and sweep away
all vestiges of the Greek camps, as related in the middle of the Iliad, end of book 12.

***
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Very Early Calendars
© 2005/2008 by Franz Gnaedinger Zurich

Very Early Calendars
Blombos Cave, Middle Stone Age, 75,000 BP
Christopher Henshilwood and his team of the Blombos Cave Project found two engraved ocher
plaques in a 75,000 years old level of the Blombos Cave in South Africa. One of the two plaques
shows an oblong rectangle with a criss-cross pattern that can be generated as follows:
a k c m e o g q i
j b l d n f p h r

Draw the rectangle a-i-r-j-a and the zigzag lines a-b-c-d-e-f-g-h-i and j-k-l-m-n-o-p-q-r, thus you
obtain 7 standing rhombs, which can be understood as a week of 7 days. The 4 corners of the
rectangle may stay for the 4 weeks of a month. There are 18 corners a b c d e f g h I j k l m n o p q r,
plus 8 intersecting points of the intersecting zigzag lines, yielding 26 corners. 26 times 14 days or 2
weeks yield 364 days. The ocher plaque may have been meant as a grave good, supplying a worthy
dead with new blood and flesh, symbolized by the red ocher, and with a new lifetime, or simply
time, symbolized by the hypothetical calendar figure …
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Thirty nine perforated Nassarius kraussiani snail beads again from a 75,000 years old level in the
Blombos Cave might also have served as a calendar. Imagine 7 beads on a string, 26 beads on
another string (or on another section of the same string), and 6 beads on a third string (or again on
another section of the same string):
ooooooo-----

7 beads for 7 days

Counting periods of 14 days:
oooooo-----o
ooooo-----oo
oooo-----ooo
ooo-----oooo
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oo-----ooooo
o-----oooooo
-----ooooooo

7 days or one week

o-----oooooo
oo-----ooooo
ooo-----oooo
oooo-----ooo
ooooo-----oo
oooooo-----o
ooooooo-----

14 days or two weeks

Now use the 26 beads for counting periods of 14 days:
ooooooooooooooooooooooooo-----o

1 period of 14 days

oooooooooooooooooooooooo-----oo

2 periods of 14 days

ooooooooooooooooooooooo-----ooo

3 periods of 14 days

...
-----oooooooooooooooooooooooooo

26 periods of 14 days

oooooooooooooooooooooooooo-----

one more day, day 365

Counting years:
ooooo-----o

1 year

oooo-----oo

2 years

ooo-----ooo

3 years
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Lebombo Bone
In the Lebombo Cave in Central Equatorial Africa had been found a baboon femur with 29 distinct
notches from around 35,000 BP. The 29 notches may indicate a lunisolar calendar:
-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-oo o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
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o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

The pattern consists of 14 by 14 dots, linked by two more dots. The 29 dots of the top line can be
read as a lunar calendar. There are 30 spaces between and next to the 29 dots. Read the spaces and
dots as follows: 30 spaces plus 29 dots plus 30 spaces plus 29 dots plus 30 spaces …, yielding 30 29
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 … nights or 30 59 89 118 148 177 207 236 266 295 325
354 384 413 443 472 502 … nights for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 … lunations.
There are 2 x 13 x 14 dots below the top line, yielding 364 days; add the dot in the middle of the
bottom line and you obtain 365 days for a year

N’Dhala Gorge, Australia
A pecked rock engraving of two figures wearing rayed headdresses from N’Dhala Gorge, central
Australia, may be read as a variation of the Blombos Cave calendar: 14 rays of the woman on the
right side = 14 days of a long or double week; add the 12 rays of the man on the left side to the 14
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rays of the woman and you obtain 26 rays; 26 long or double weeks yield 364 days; add the circle
of the woman’s head for New Year and you obtain a solar year of 365 days

Lascaux
The lunar calendar of Lascaux makes use of the number pattern 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 /
29 (30 29 30 29 30 …) nights:
I

I

I

I

30 29

30 29

30 29

I I I

I

I

29I30

29 30

29 30

The 11 first lunations yield 325 days, an important number, as you shall see later on.
The solar calendar can be rendered as a square of nine sub-squares:
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h i b

41 40 41

g a c

40 41 40

f e d

41 40 41

h 41

i 40

b 41

g 40

a 41

c 40

f 41

e 40

d 41

h41 Apr01-May11

i40 May12-Jun20

b41 Aug01-Sep10

g40 Feb20-Mar31

a41 Jun21-Jul31

c40 Sep11-Oct20

f41 Jan10-Feb19

e40 Dec01-Jan09

d41 Oct21-Nov30
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The first eight periods add up to 325 days, the number of nights of the eleven first numbers of the
lunar calendar. New Year begins at midsummer (June 21). If a full moon occurs in the night before
the midsummer morning, a full moon will again occur between period 8 and period 9 of the solar
calendar

Now for a practical form of the same calendar, a standing rectangle of 28 times 13 small pebbles,
plus one more pebbles for day 365 of the solar year. M marks a full moon occurring at New Year
and then again according to the lunar sequence 30 29 30 29 30 …, S marks the end of the nine solar
periods, X marks the coincidence of an ending solar period and a full moon, W marks midwinter:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S - -

82

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S - - - - -

163

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S - - - - - - - -

244

- - - - - - - - - - - - M - - - - - - - - - - - -

354
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- X - - - - - - - - - - -

325 days

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - M - - - - - - - - - -

295

- - - M - - - - - - - - -

266

- - - - - - - - - - - S -

41

- - - - M - - - - - - - -

236

- - - - - M - - - - - - -

207

- - - - - - - - S - - - -

122

- - - - - - M - - - - - -

177

- - - - - - - M - - - - -

148

- - - - - S - - - - - - -

231

- - - - - - - - M - - - -

118

- - - - - - - - - M - - -

89

- - S - - - - - - - - - -

284

- - - - - - - - - - M - -

59

- - - - - - - - - - - M -

30

S - - - - - - - - - - - - -

365 days

M

Below is the ideal pattern starting with a full moon at New Years Day, on the right side is the
example of another year on day four of the new year, m for full moon, s for the end of a solar
period, x for the coincidence of m and s, w for midwinter, n for the three days or nights of a new
moon:
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. m . . . . . . . . . n n

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . m . . . . . . . . n n

. . . . . . . . . . s . .

. . . . . . . . . . s . n

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . m . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Late Magdalenian Calendar
My reconstruction of the lunisolar calendar from Lascaux led me to an experimental reconstruction
of Magdalenian, and my linguistic experiment led me to a late Magdalenian calendar:
IAS 1-36 (January 9 till February 13), coldest time of the year, when many get ill, hence IAS for
healing
CED 1-37 (February till March 22), a time when the provisions get scarce and people have to care
for each other, hence CED for to care. The spring equinox occurs by the end of this period (March
21)
PhON 1-36 (March 23 till April 27), spring comes, a lot of noise in the camp, hence PhON for noise
DKO --- 1-37 (April 28 till June 3), time when one can leave the camp, hence DKO for the walls
and roof of the tent or hut (which one can leave now, that is)
PAS 1-36 (June 4 till July 9), time when one roams the land, hence PAS for everywhere (in a plain).
Midsummer occurs in the middle of this period (June 21)
SAI 1-37 (July 10 till August 15), warmest time of the year, lovely summer, hence SAI for life,
existence (inverse of IAS)
SAP 1-36 (August 16 till September 20), the world in more dimensions, hence SAP for all the
places in the world, here, south and north of me, east and west of me, under and above me (inverse
of PAS), origin of September
OKD 1-37 (September 21 – October 27), time for to build a new camp, or to renovate the old one,
hence OKD for the ground plan of a tent or hut (inverse of DKO), origin of Oktober. The fall
equinox occurs at the begin of this period (September 23)
NOPh 1-36 (October 28 till December 2), time of the first snow, hence NOPh for to snow (inverse
of PhON), origin of November
DEC 1-37 (December 3 till January 8), time one spends in the camp and has to behave, hence DEC
for decent (inverse of CED), origin of December. The midwinter solstice occurs in the middle of
this period (December 21)
A year has 365 regular days and requires one leap day every fourth year.
Explanation of the words: see Lascaux 2

The lunisolar calendar of Göbekli Tepe, versions from Nevali Cori, Halaf, Safadi,
Ghassoul, Egypt, Knossos, Tiryns, and China
Lunisolar calendar of Göbekli Tepe: a year has 12 months of 30 days, plus 5 and occasionally 6
days, while 63 continuous periods of 30 days yield 1,890 days and correspond to 64 lunations
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The begin of the calendar walk was marked by a stone phallus. The calendar walk forms two loops,
while the additional days at the end of the year are represented as space between the pair of central
pillars. The calendar walk is at the same time a representation of the life of a supreme leader: the
first pillars mark youth, the central pillars his apointment as ruler and supreme ruler, the following
pillars his adult life, the final space between the pillars his death, the leaping foxes on the central
pillars the guides of his soul through the Underworld back to daylight … A charming Celtic coin
shows the sun horse on the early morning of the summer solstice, under it the snout of a fox peeping
out of a hole in the ground – the fox that guided the sun horse through the Underworld and back to
daylight

Cult building II of Nevali Cori shows 12 pillars along the walls, each representing 30 days, plus a
pair of central pillars for the 5 and occasionally 6 additional days. Cult building III shows thirteen
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pillars along the wall, each representing 28 days, while the space between the central pillars
represents one and occasionally two additional days, and this time 135 continuous periods of 28
days yielding 3’780 days corresponding to 128 lunations …
The lunisolar calendar in the version of Halaf required 6 leap days in 25 years.
Sooner or later the calendar of Göbekli Tepe was combined with an astronomical observatory in a
river plain with a flat horizon, somewhere in Upper Mesopotamia. Imagine a pole or a tree of life in
the center of a circle, on the circumference a dozen poles in the positions of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 o’clock, the poles of 3 6 9 12 o’clock marking the cardinal directions east south west north.
Sighting lines provided by the poles allow indicate where the sun will raise and set on the mornings
and evenings of the equinoxes and solstices
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This calendar observatory became the Asherah sanctuary, from AS AAR RAA meaning upward (as)
toward the one composed of air (aar) and light (raa).
On the lid of a curved ivory box from Beersheba I recognize a schematic representation of the
Asherah sanctuary, twelve poles around a tree of life in the center, flanked by two geometric
representations of AC CA, while a pendant from Ghassoul, left upper part chipped off, shows a
more realistic Asherah sanctuary, with a schematic tree, branches pointing upward, and an altar in
the form of a cross. A small ivory disk from Safadi shows a variant of the lunisolar calendar from
Göbekli Tepe: nine perforations around a pair of central ones, each of the nine perforations
representing a period of fourty days. Nine periods are 360 days, add 5 and occasionally 6 days for a
year. The ratios of lunations (l) to periods of fourty days (p) yield very good additive values l/p: 4/3,
19/14, 23/17, 42/31, 65/48, 107/79 * 65/48, 42/31, 107/79, 149/110, 256/189. (All three objects
mentioned in this paragraph are from the fourth millennium BC
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An Egyptian month counted 30 days, a year 12 months plus 5 days. Horus was the Celestial Falcon.
His right eye was the sun, his left eye was the moon. Seth destroyed the moon eye, whereupon wise
Thoth healed it. The healed eye, the famous Horus Eye or wedjat (referring to the color green, the
color of new life) was called The Whole One. The six elements of the Horus Eye were associated
with numbers, namely the fractions 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64, or, in my simple notation, ‘2 ‘4 ‘8
’16 ’32 ’64. These numbers add up to 63/64, not really to 1. Why then, The Whole One? The Horus
Eye or wedjat, I believe, represented a lunation, from one to the next new moon, or from one to the
next full moon. Multiply a month of 30 days by the Horus Eye series ‘2 ‘4 ‘8 ’16 ’32 ’64 and you
obtain 29 ‘2 ’32 days, or 29 days 12 hours 45 minutes - not even a minute longer than the actual
value from 1989 AD, namely 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes 2.9 seconds. With a little fantasy you can
even see the wedjat eye in the moon
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The Minoan double axe may be a graphic rendering of the solstices derived from the Asherah
sanctuary, as shown in this drawing, inspired by the carvings on a block at Knossos

(see also the chapters on Mallia and Knossos below)
The rosette in the center of the Tiryns disk, Middle Helladic, around 1650 BC, represents another
variation of the Göbekli Tepe lunisolar calendar: each petal stays for 45 days, and the small circle in
the center for 5 and occasionally 6 days, while 21 continuous periods of 45 days yield 945 days and
correspond to 32 lunations (see Chapter disc)
The Azilian calendar may also have been used in the Neolithic Yangshao culture, and in Banshan.
Later on, the legendary first Chinese emperor Fu-hi divided the zodiac into 28 animals and
mansions. This suggests a modification of the Azilian calendar: a profane week of 7 days, a profane
month of 28 days, a profane year of 12 months plus 1 and occasionally 2 leap days, while 135
continual weeks of 7 days, yielding 945 days, equal 32 lunations; a sacred week of 13 days, perhaps
1-5-1-5-1 days, a sacred year of 28 weeks plus 1 and occasionally 2 leap days, while 184 continual
weeks, yielding 2392 days, equal 81 lunations.

Mallia
Mallia in northern Crete, east of Knossos, combined the Azilian calendar with an ingenious
longtime calendar: a week has 11 days, a month has 3 weeks or 33 days, a year has 11 months plus
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2 days, every fifth year 3 additional days. Five years have 165 regular weeks plus one additional
week, together 166 weeks. 30 years have 330 regular months plus two additional months. 30 years
equal 332 continuous months or 996 continuous weeks or 10,956 days, and correspond to 371
lunations. Evidence: kernos in the southwestern corner of the central court of Mallia.

Knossos
Linear A mi-nu-the, represented by the head of a bull, the visual pun of an abstract bull leaper on the
feet hands feet, and a Tree of Life, refers to a region of Syria (Cyrus H. Gordon, Walther Hinz) and
may be the origin of Minos and the Minoans. Thesis: the ceremonial bull leaping symbolizes the
moon passing the sun, hence the empty moon, Leermond in German. Knossos combined the Azilian
calendar with another longtime calendar: 9 lunar years are about 266 days, or 7 plus 7 periods of 19
days; 9 solar years are 173 periods of 19 days; 19 solar years equal 235 lunations.
This calendar may be encoded in the fable of Theseus. The Minotaur, as bull and man of a double
nature, may symbolize 9 lunations and 235 lunations, the seven young women and seven young
men from Megara symbolize periods of 19 days. Minos symbolizes 9 solar years. Theseus
symbolizes 19 solar years. Ariadne’s sword and thread symbolize the mathematical skills and
intuition required for such calculations:
9 lunations “devour” 7 plus 7 periods of 19 days
9 years “absorb” 173 periods of 19 days
19 years “overcome” 235 lunations
The fable of Theseus would then convey a triumph of early astronomy and mathematics,
anticipating the lunisolar calendar of Meton by more than a millennium. The numbers can be found
as follows:
30 29 30 29 30 29 30 29 30 days yield 266 days for 9 lunations
19 periods of 19 days yield 361 days. Add 4 and occasionally 5 days for a solar year. 9 years have 9
x 19 x 19 days, and require, say, 38 or 2 x 19 additional days. 9 years have then 173 periods of 19
days.
3 years are roughly 37 lunations. 8 years are about 99 lunations. 3 plus 8 years are 11 years and
about 136 lunations. 11 plus 8 years are 19 years and practically 235 lunations (longtime calendar of
Knossos). 11 plus 19 years are 30 years and practically 371 lunations (longtime calendar of Mallia).

Solomon’s Vision
Combine two measures of length as follows:
1 small unit su measures 2.5 centimeters
1handbreadth measures 3 su or 7.5 centimeters
1 black cubit measures 21 su or 52.5 centimeters
1 red cubit measures 22 su or 55 centimeters
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Let the diameter of a pond in the shape of a circle measure 10 black cubits or 27.3 meters. The
circumference measures 156 red cubits or 85.8 meters. Let a central islet in the shape of a circle
have a diameter of 26 black cubits or 13.65 meters. The circumference will measure 78 red cubits or
42.9 meters. Place a dozen poles on the circumference of a smaller circle on the islet, diameter 10
black units or 5.25 meters, circumference 30 red cubits or 660 su or 16.5 meters, arc from one to the
next pole 55 su or 137.5 centimeters. Carve a dozen lions from wood, and let each one carry a
vessel of metal.
Solomon may have planned such a pond as variation of the Asherah sanctuary. The biblical
description of the molten sea would then be a distortion of the original idea, no longer understood
by the author of the Books of the Kings.
The implicit value of pi according to the Bible was 3, according to the above method 22/7. Solomon
makes use of squares that measure 20 by 20 cubits. Let them measure 20 by 20 black cubits, the
diagonals will then measure 27 red cubits, yielding 99/70 as implicit value for the square root of 2,
another very fine value.

Ezekiel’s Vision
Solomon, leader of a nomadic tribe in the Near East in the Early Iron Age, was a clever man. For
measuring purposes he combined a black cubit of 21 parts with a red cubit of 22 parts. If the
diameter of a circle measures 1 black cubit, the circumference measures 3 red cubits. If the radius of
a circle measures 1 black cubit, the area measures 1 black cubit times 3 red cubits. If the diameter of
a sphere measures 2 black cubits, the volume measures 2 black cubits times 2 black cubits times 1
red cubit. If the side of a square measures 20 black cubits, the diagonal measures 27 red cubits.
Relying on these numbers, Solomon invented an ideal Jerusalem and described it in a poem, a
distorted memory of which survives in the Bible (first book of Kings).
Another ideal Jerusalem, this time of a most peculiar nature, is found in the vision of Ezekiel.
Consider these numbers:
30 “measures” correspond to one lunation
64 “measures” correspond to 63 days
The surrounding wall in the form of a circle has a length of 4 times 4,500 measures = 18,000
measures, corresponding to 600 lunations, while the length of the diameter corresponds to 191
lunations or 5,640 days or 5,730 measures.
Four gates in the wall mark the cardinal directions N E S W. Connect them with a square. How long
is the side? It corresponds to 135 lunations or 3,988 days or 4,050 measures. Transform the square
into a circle of the same area. How long is the diameter? It corresponds to 4,500 days (key number
of Ezekiels vision).
Inscribe a dodecagon in the large circle of the wall. How long is the periphery? It corresponds to 30
Venus years (roughly 48 solar years).
A vision involving a large circle, the moon and Venus, long periods of time, days and the four
cardinal directions, the number 12 of the zodiac, and the complicated motion of wheels within
wheels, must refer to the sky. Ezekiel would then have described a heavenly Jerusalem …
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Ezekiel was in all probability an astronomer on exile in Upper Mesopotamia, where he relied on the
numbers of the very ancient lunisolar calendar from Göbekli Tepe: a year has 12 months of 30 days,
plus 5 and occasionally 6 days, while 63 continuous periods of 30 days yield 1,890 days and
correspond to 64 lunations. One lunation would then be 63/64 of a month, or, using the Egyptian
Horus eye series, ‘2 ‘4 ‘8 ’16 ’32 ’64 of 30 days.

What is Time?
Laotse was born by the end of the seventh century BC, probably in the province of Henan,
homeland of the Neolithic Yangshao culture. His name as a scholar was Be Yang, Earl Sun. He may
have known the old calendar of the Yangshao culture.
In Saying 11 of his Daode jing he says: 30 spokes meet in a hub, yet the usefulness of the wheel is
given by the empty space in the center of the hub. A potter forms clay into a vessel, yet the hollow
of the vessel makes it useful. A house is useful for the empty rooms; windows and doors are useful
for the empty spaces in the walls. Being provides possession, not being provides usefulness. (My
free translation)
The 30 spokes of the wheel make me think of the 30 days of the Yangshao calendar that goes back
to the Azilian calendar. If so, what could the empty space in the hub of that “wheel” of time
possibly mean? Becoming, devenir in French? May conventional time be a shell, a vessel, a house
of real time which is given by what comes into being, prospers and blooms?
St. Augustin famously wrote: What is time? I know it, as long as nobody asks me, but I don’t know it
anymore when I am getting asked. Laotse, who lived long before Augustin, may have found an
answer, and given it, though indirectly, in Saying 11 of his Daode jing. Engage yourself, for your
children, for a good case, for a project with a future (mine is a fair history of civilization,
prerequisite for a prospering global society), and you may overcome time, become one with time …
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Meaning and Philosophy of KA
1) My thesis: KA was the Middle Stone Age word of the Blombos Cave people who dwelled in
South Africa in the Middle Stone Age, some 75,000 years ago. Ka was the world above, behind and
inside the world, life behind life, the beyond, the sky, the invisible, what is above us, or inside the
rock, beneath the ground, or deeply inside ourselves, not diretly accessible to our eyes, realm of the
Great Spirit who made the sun wake up all beings and inspires people to make all kinds inventions.
So there are two worlds: the one of our daily life and our senses, and a spiritual world, accessible by
ways of reasoning, asking, combining our experiences, pondering life, studying nature, performing
rituals, praying, invoking the help of a shaman.
The hypothetical calendar of the Blombos Cave, South Africa, Middle Stone Age, 75,000 BP, would
be an example of Ka: one may just live from day to day and take what comes, or one may observe
nature, count days by laying out patterns of shell beads, or by lining them up on threads, notice
regularities, plan the year ahead, and thus participate in Ka, realm of the Great Spirit ...
The Middle Stone Age culture of the Blombos Cave people came to a premature halt, presumably
due to a precipitous temperature drop. May it be that the Blombos people on the soutern shore of
Africa wandered along the eastern shore to warmer regions?
According to a new study, a small group of some 200 people, or perhaps only some 70 people, left
Africa some 65,000 years ago for the shores of Arabia and India. May these have been descendants
of the Blombos people? Australia was populated from around 60,000 BP on. The hypothetical Kaword may have survived in languages of the Aboriginals.
Let me recommend the following books: Pintupi/Luritja Dictionary, 3rd edition, by KC & LE
Hansen, Institute for Aboriginal Development, Alice Springs 1974/77/92; Archaeology and
Linguistics, Aboriginal Australia in Global Perspective, edited by Patrick McConvell and Nicholas
Evans, Oxford University Press 1997.
Now let me look out for Ka-words in Pintupi/Luritja:
KA - but, on the other hand; basic element of reasoning: it may appear like thatthis, but consier also
that aspect ...
KATJA, KAMURU, KATJANGALI, KALYATU, KALYATURRA, KAAKA, KALYAKALYA,
KALYAKALYARARRA, KAMI, KANTAMARRI, KANTIYA; KANGKURU, KAPALI,
KARIPATU - relationship terms; Ka-words are the largest group among the terms of kinship. They
are also frequent in other aboriginal languages (see the essay Kinship Terms by PAtrick McConvell,
op.cit.)
KARU (Murrinpatha language from northern Australia) - aboriginal people and human
classification, including human spirits (see Nominal Classification in Aboriginal Australia, Edited
by Mark Harvey and Nicholas Reid, John Benjamins B.V. 1997)
Ka, in the hypothetical philosophy of South Africa in the Middle Stone Age, would also have been a
spark of the Great Spirit living in the humans. Those acquainted with Ancient Egypt will recognize
that idea: the ka-soul in human shape represented vitality.
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2) The following selection of Pintupi/Luritja ka-words from Central Australia may reveal further
properties of the hypothetical KA in South Africa in the Middle Stone Age.
KALYU, KAPI - water, rain, springs, rockholes or rainpools
KARRKU - ocher, red in color / KANTAWARRA - yellow ocher, yellow, used to describe any
object that is yellow in color
KATA - head, leader, round, spherical, head hair, person with highest authority
KATA WITTU - confident, strong, without fear; literally: made head hard/tight
KATUTIYA - God; literally: pertaining to the above
KATU - above / KANKARRA - above, up
KATAKUTU - upright / KATANU - uplifted
KAYILI - north / KAKARRU - east
KARRIMUNU - very large
KANA, KANARU - alive, awake, conscious
KAMINA - female / KAPALINYTJAMIRRI - female ancestors
KAWALI - secret
KAWALYA, KALYPA - reconciled
KAWAKU - together / KAWAKURRINGU - come together, congregated
KALA - task completed
KATAPITI, KAMITIJI - juice of berry fruits, fruit: sweet and juicy
KAMPURARRPA, KANYTJILYI, KATARAPALPA - edible berry, fruits during November and
December, used metaphorically to describe a good person i.e. one obedient to God
KANTANTI - shrub type, white secretion, use of the white secretion of the shrub, found in sandhill
country
KALUTU, KANTURANGU - desert poplar
KANYALA - rock kangaroo type, only inhabits the hills
KANANU - clearing, specially prepared place which is cleared of grass etc. for camping or
ceremonies
KANANTJIPUNGU - style of body rolling dancing at ceremonies
KANGURRPUNGU - ceremonial action done usually by a group of men when conducting women
to the initial part of the initiation ceremony
KANGKINYTJI - affectionate, to have affection for others, especially children
3) In my previous list of Pintupi/Luritja words from Central Australia I mentioned neutral or
positive examples of Ka-words that may testify to properties of KA in the hypothetical philosophy
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of the Blombos people in South Africa in the Middle Stone Age. There are also negative Ka-words,
either indicating problematic aspects of the spiritual world, or problems occurring when the spiritual
powers are abused. It may also be that the world wherein we live and the spiritual world should be
separated and only joined by experienced people, while other people might get in danger. An
indication for this may be seen in the following Pintupi/Laritja word that contains a double ka in
doubled form, hence four Ka's:
KAKALKAKALPA - vague, delirious; used of a staggering, sick person
KAKALKAKALARRINGU - become delirious, vague, disoriented
In the case of a sick person near death the strong presence of ka in doubled and quadrupled form
may indicate that this person will soon become part of the spiritual world, and the passage from this
to the other world is troubling. Also those who mess with the spiritual powers during their life may
get into troubles.
Another group of ka-words I left out concern tools and weapons, mostly sticks and spears. Many
words designating tools and sticks and boomerangs are KA--- words, all over Australia, as far as I
can tell from the books I mentioned. This may indicate that we humans who are living in the AK
world are getting inspired by the Great Spirit of the KA world ...
4) Let me recommend a further book: Australia's Living Heritage, Arts of the Dreaming, by
Jennifer Isaacs, Landsdowne 1984/92, with beautiful photographs by Reg Morrison and others. A
quote from page 143, concerning rock engravings that belong to the oldest art in Australia: "Very
little information about the meaning of these engravings has been gleaned from Aboriginals.
However, in the 1840s, an elderly woman named Gooseberry, a wife of Bungaree of Broken Bay,
spoke of the engravings. She said they were done 'a long time ago' by the karajis, the clever men
with knowledge of magic, and that only these and initiated men could go to the sites." (Ka-word
karajis)
On the double page 138/9 is shown a pecked rock engraving of two figures wearing rayed head
dresses from N'Dhala Gorge, Central Australia, Northern Territory. The right figure, probably
female, has 14 long rays going out from her round head, while the left figure, obviously male, has
no head but 14 long rays going out from his neck. This pair may well represent ancestral heroes,
while their rays may be read as a calendar: a long week or double week of 14 days; add 12 and 14
and you obtain 26; a solar year has 26 long or double weeks of 14 days; add the circle of the female
head for New Year, thus you obtain a year of 365 days N’Dhala
In the book People of the Stone Age, Weldon Owen 2000, I found a Kalkadoon figure from south of
the Selwyn Ranges, Central Australia, showing a male, painted with red ocher and surrounded with
a rim of yellow ocher, on his head a tall feather or tree, showing 14 red branches, in between 13
yellow ones. 14 would be the number of days of a long or double week, while 13 long weeks yield
half a year.
Headdresses might have been references to the spiritual world Ka, some of them indicating
calendars.
In the same book I find a hand painted on a wall, western Arnhem Land, Kakadu National Park. The
fingers are given as feathers, while 2 3 3 plus 3 3 dots mark the wrist and back of the hand. All in all
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14 dots, corresponding to the days of a long or double week. Add the dots in groups of 3 dots each
and you obtain 26, the number of long weeks of a year.
More on the above rock engraving and paintings in later chapters, when explain the Crowned Crane
as Ka-bird of the Blombos people, emanation of the Great Spirit, whose flapping brought the world
into being and may be symbolized in the engravings on the ocher pieces from a Middle Stone Age
level of the Blombos Cave, and when I explain the cockatoos as Ka-birds of the early Australians.
5) The book Archaeology and Linguistics, Aboriginal Australia in Global Perspective, edited by
Patrick McConvell and Nicholas Evans, Oxford University Press 1997, contains a contribution by
Ruth Gruhn: The Peopling of the Americas. A quote from page 102: "A viable alternative to the
Clovis first model is the coastal entry model, first proposed by Knut Fladmark (...) Fladmark
proposed that the optimum route of entry into North America, in terms of abundance and ready
availability of food resources, was the North Pacific coast. He argued that people with simple
watercraft could have traversed the coast even at the height of the last glaciation, by following a
chain of biotic refugia on the outer coast." Ruth Gruhn, contrary to Fladmark, places the event about
50,000 to 60,000 years ago, when the climate and vegetation were similar to the present, and when
a simple technology would have sufficed for successful adaptation to the rich marine and litoral
resources of the north Pacific coast.
If so, the descendants of the Blombos people who left Africa 65,000 years ago for Arabia, India,
Asia, Australia and Europe, would also have reached the Americas, and would have brought their
language with them, and if the word KA was of such a paramount importance as I believe, we
should find it not only in Australian but also in American languages.
Consulting Richard Fester's book on the Ice Age I find many examples among red Indian languages,
for example these (NA North America, MA Middle America, SA South America):
Caanuk (MA) think / kaanda (MA) dream / kallu (SA) sly, cunning, crafty / chaal (MA) mouth /
kallu (SA) laugh (?) / kain (MA) hymn (?) / kal (MA) neck, throat / callpa (SA) vital energy /
kallachi, kali hailli, kankana (SA) healthy (?) / kallana (SA) stand up / cala (MA) unhurt (?) / ka
(MA) woman (?) / kan can (MA) like (?) / chala (SA) luck / kailla (SA) be close / kallu (SA) man,
human / calal (MA) leader / kal (MA) house / calolan (MA) khalti (SA) light / kan kaan, kahan
(MA) kallal alai, chancha akah (SA) shine / khanaki (SA) clear / caul (SA) gods / karok (MA) cult
of the dead / calocan (MA) beyond / canca (SA) ritual food / cantu (SA) sacred tree / chantiko (MA)
fire goddess / kayna (MA) God / chalchiutlicue (MA) water goddess / katchina (SA) – cult figurines
Many or most ka/ca/cha-words mentioned by Richard Fester fit in the hypothetical Blombos
philosophy as explained in the previous messages. The list may even be better when corrected. As
far as I know, the kachina are from North America, and not just cult figurines but deified Hopi
ancestors.
6) Amazingly, there are still many ka-words holding a religious meaning: ka ka'ba kabala kachina
qadar Kaddish Kalam Kali calix Kama Kamadhenu cantata cantor capitulor Kapelle (chapel)
Karaite cardinal karma cathedra cathedral katholikos catholic catechesis (for comparison: Lakshi
lama Lamaism - only three la-words).
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The ka-soul of ancient Egypt was of human shape and returned the the Other World when someone
died; ka was the principle of vitality, also present in food, and of creativity. Ka'ba: pre-Islamic and
Islamic House of God. Kabala or cabala comes from Hebrew qaballah for tradition, lit. something
received, i.e. handed down; if qa means down, it has the same meaning as ancient Greek kata,
which is present in catholic from kata holou, according to the whole, in katechesis, literally din
down, in cathedra and cathedral from sit down, always implying that God in one form or another
comes down from heaven in order to teach us. Qadar: fate in Islam. Kachina: ancestral spirits
deified by the Hopi Indians.
Ca is present in Latin caelum, later coelum for sky, heaven. Calendar comes from Latin calendae,
first day of a tributary month, which I derive from Magdalenian CA for sky. Catalog may also have
a religious root, from Magdaleniann CA-DAG-LOG, sky-four-saying, four heavenly sayings as
derived from the curious composite animal near the entrance of Lascaux Cave: an aspiring leader of
a Magdalenian tribe must be strong as a bull, decided as a feline, caring as a pregnant mare (or a
mare caring for her fowl), and make wise use of his weapons (which is why the lances grow as
horns out of the head of the composite animal with the bearded face of a man). Ca would also be
present in the hypothetical Magdalenian form of Lascaux as LAD-CA-UR, hill-sky-color/colour,
hill of the painted sky within - the horse representing the sun, the bull representing the moon (Marie
E.P. Koenig).
7) The hypothetical Middle Stone Age word and philosophical concept of KA was of such an
importance as I believe, ka-words should also have survived in other languages, for example in the
Ainu language. I found this book: Trends in Linguistics, Documentation 15, The Collected Works of
Bronislaw Pilsudski, 3 volumes on the Ainu Language, edited by Alfred F. Majewicz, Mouton de
Gruyter 1998. Volume 2 contains a dictionary, and much to my pleasure I found similar Ka-words
as in Pintupi/Laritja and other aboriginal Australian languages:
KAMUI, KAMUJ - 1. god, goddess, spirit, deity; 2. devil, evil; 3. divine; 4. being, creature; 5.
beast, animal, esp. seal; 6. very big, great, good, nice, beautiful; 7. body, dead body; 8. talisman /
IBENE KAMUI - food (remember Egyptian ka in food) / KAMUI-UN - divine / KAMUI-UN
KOTAN - Underworld / KANTO, KANDO - heaven, sky / KACO (shaman's) drum
KASKE, KASKEHE, KASKENE, KASKETE, KASKEVA, KATA, KASI - upon, on top of /
KASURE - surpass, be superior, stronger
KARA - 1. do, make; 2. act, accomplish; 3. build; 4. verbalizer
KAS - help / KAMESU - help, save / KAMPA - carry
KATU - figure, shape, appearannce, likeness / KATUN RUHE, KATUNTUHU - appearace,
manner, way of (doing)
KA - thread, string, cord / KAXTA - strike light from a flint / KAPU, KATU - skin, bark / SIRI
KAPU - form, appearance / KAURI - twig, stick / KAJE, KAJTE - break / KAMANATA - long
knive / UM KANZI - rudder / KAMU - cover / KAJA - fish-skin dress
KAJKI - (emphatic particle) as far, as far as ... is concerned, indeed, even, thus, however, although,
nevertheless
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8) It happened what often happens when I go for a new piece of work: I fell in love with Australia
and the Aboriginals, Easy with the fine book Australia's Living Heritage, Arts of the Dreaming by
Jennifer Isaacs, Lansdowne 1984/92, with marvelous photographs by Reg Morrison and others.
Illustrations and explanations in this book led me to the assumption that the cockatoo might have
been Australia's Ka-bird. Which bird, then, could have been the Ka-bird of the Blombos people?
There is only one possibility: the beautiful Gray Crowned Crane, Balearica regulorum. Let me
invent or re-invent a creation myth around this bird.
In the beginning there was nothing but empty space. Then the Ka-bird came a flapping, thus
creating sky, sun moon and stars, earth, rain lakes and sea, plants, animals, and human beings. How
did the Ka-bird create the sky? by means of the blue * feathers of the neck. How did the Ka-bird
create sun, moon and stars? by means of the yellow crown. How did the Ka-bird create day and
night? by means of the white and black feathers of the face and wings. How did the Ka-bird create
Earth? by means of the brown feathers of the body. How did the Ka-bird create plants? by means of
the feathers that resemble plants with a stem and branches. How did the Ka-bird create water? by its
love for water places. How did the Ka-bird create blood? by means of the red wattles and gular sac.
How did the Ka-bird create animals? by being an animal itself. How did the Ka-bird create human
beings? by means of its elaborate and attractive courtship dance - don't human beings love to
dance? How did the Ka-bird create time? by flapping the wings, which is why the Blombos
calendar symbolized wings in motion, and if such a pattern was engraved on a piece of red ocher, it
meant a new life, a new body, fresh blood, and another lifetime for a worthy deceased in the Other
World named KA.
* actually, the neck of the bird is gray, but appearing blueish on my photographs, and on a picture I
found on the web, the feathers at the low end of the neck are of a deep blue
9) I got my information on the Crowned Crane, Balearica pavonina regulorum, from the book:
Birdlife in Southern Africa, edited by Kenneth Newman, Rufus and Joubert Johannesburg 1971/79.
On the website www.ecotravel.co.za I found information on the Gray Crowned Crane, Balearica
regulorum, by Janis O. Grady: "The Grey-Crowned Crane is globally restricted to Africa (...) Within
South Africa, this ancient crane has been sighted in the moist, higher rainfall regions of the Eastern
Cape, KwaZulu-Natal and the North-eastern Free State, as well as the Eastern regions of
Mpumalanga. They require a mixture of wetlands and grasslands for summer breeding and foraging
(...) Unlike other crane species, this crane roosts in trees - its voice has considerable harmonic
development and can be heard for miles - cranes use many different calls to communicate and can
be very boisterous upon returning to the roost (Cooley 1993). Non-migratory, they do move around
locally and in the winter months, large flocks of non-breeding Grey-Crowned Cranes can be found
dancing and calling before the summer breeding period. (...) Grey-Crowned Cranes (...) usually lay
2 - 3 large smooth eggs in a wetland nest surrounded by tall reeds (...) These spring and summer
breeders incubate their eggs for about 30 days (...) Chicks (...) leave their parents when almost a
year old (...) The Grey-Crowned Crane now has a price on its head South and Southern Africa due
to its extreme beauty and sacred status in the Eastern Cape of South Africa and Uganda in Southern
Africa (where it is the national bird). [grammar seems a little messed up to me, FG] (...) With only
some 4 000 Grey-Crowned Cranes left in South Africa today, conservationists are increasing their
efforts to under- stand the bird better, both biologically and geographically."
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Will it help when I say that the Gray Crowned Crane was the hypothetical Ka-bird and emanation of
the Creator Spirit of the Blombos people in the Middle Stone Age?
[I prefer Gray Crowned Crane to Grey-Crowned Crane, which, to me, suggests a gray crown, while
it is yellow / golden.]
Especially interesting are the about 30 days of incubating the eggs, which correspond to a lunar year
or lunation, and the year the young ones spend with their parents - a solar year. As the Gray
Crowned Crane breeds in spring and summer, New Year might well have been in summer.
10) In the book Birdlife in Southern Africa (op.cit.) the Crowned Crane is given as Balearica
pavonica regulorum, while on an ornithological website I read that the pavonina is from Westafrica,
but sometimes lumped together with the South African Gray Crowned Crane Balearica regulorum.
The Gray Crowned Crane is a non-migratory bird. Its dance is more than just a mating dance but
has wider social functions much as human dance. Watussi girls, I read, imitate the crane's dance,
and lovely so. The main call of the Gray Crowned Crane is grao-auu, possible origin of 'my'
hypothetical KA.
The Blombos culture came to a premature end, presumably due to a precipitous temperature drop.
May it be that the Ka-bird, the Gray Crowned Crane, left South Africa for a northern part of the
continent, and was followed by the Blombos people? When their hypothetical descendants left
Africa 65,000 years ago, and reached Australia some 60,000 years ago, they would have had to look
out for another Ka-bird, which, I believe, was to became Australia's cockatoos.
In the zoological museum of Zurich are kept a big black and a small white cockatoo. The black bird,
Calyptorhynchus magnificus, has silver arcs on the breast, and stripes the hue of red ocher on its tail
feathers. In Jennifer Iasaacs's book (op.cit.) I find a photograph of a "Tiwi black and red feather
headdress made from black cockatoo tail feathers. These are fastened to the hair as part of the
pukumani ceremonies." The pukumani ceremonies are mortuary rituals. The black feathers may
represent death, while the red ocher hue may represent a new life in the Other World ... Now for the
white cockatoo in the zoologial museum of Zurich, cacatu leadbeateri, white rose feathers on the
breast and crest, which remind me of the ancient Greek goddess Eos, or Latin Aurora, blush of the
morning. So this bird may represent day and life. Kakadu is the Portuguese spelling of the bird's
name, hence Kakadu National Park (Arnhem Land). Alexander Wyclif Reed mentions among other
names kaar and cockalella for the white cockatoo, and, as only name of the yellow-crested
cockatoo, kaneky. A white bird with a yellow crest: symbol of day and sun.
11) North of the Blombos Cave lived the now extinct /Xam Bushmen; /Xam-ka !ei, People of the
Dust; indigenous people of South Africa's Northern Cape province. / is a dental click (put your
tongue against your top teeth and withdraw it with a loud suck). ! is the guttural (alveolar-palatal)
click.
I rely here on two books: The Broken String, The Last Words of an Extinct People, by Neil Bennun,
Viking / Penguin 2004; and The Bushmen of Southern Africa, Slaughter of the Innocent, by Sandy
Gall, Chatto & Windus London 2001. Looking out for Ka-words, and for legends involving cranes
and similar birds, I compile information from these books, using the authors' words and my own
words (mistakes are mine).
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The /Xam-ka !ei believed in a First World populated by the Early Race. However, the Ant-eaters
turned the First World into the world we know. Some persons remained people, others became
animals and rocks. Two supernatural entities survived the passage from the first to our world: !
Khwa, rain, water, and /Kaggen, creator, trickster, pathetic fool, tragic hero, coward, clown, above
moral and responsibility - yet he did all for his sister the Blue Crane, and was a protective uncle to
her daughter Kattau, a small springbok. On the first night, he created the moon by throwing up a red
shoe filled with dust. /Kaggen also created the People of the Dust /Xam-ka !ei. He gave names to all
places. He created the Eland and rode sitting between its horns. His name means Mantis, yet he was
an old man, and he could grow feathers and wings and flow away. One of his sons was !Gaunuts'axau, !Gaunu's Eye, named for the great star who sang the names of the stars. /Kaggen was
present in the yellow of the rainbow. He brought fire, clothes and tools to human beings through the
power of his dreams alone.
The Gwi Bushmen from the Central Kalahari Game Reserve tell a story of the sun's origin:
Pisamboro, a lesser god, spotted a red-hot coal under a wing of the Ostrich, a legendary being, stole
it, from it gave fire to the people, then threw it high in the air. Twice it fell back to earth, but the
third time it stayed in the sky and became the sun.
12) Two further books on the Bushmen - Bushman Folktales, Oral Traditions of the Nharo of
Botswana and the /Xam of the Cape, by Mathias Guenther, Franz Steiner Wiesbaden Stuttgart
1989 / Specimens of Bushmen Folklore, collected by Wilhelm H.I. Bleek and Lucy C. Lloyd, Daimon
Verlag Einsiedeln 2001, facsimile of a reprint of a book published by George Allen London 1911 provide more words that fit in my concept.
Clicks: / dental, ! guttural, // lateral, -/ palatal
Nharo of Botswana (my interpretations in brackets):
/kam - two (the Ka-world and our world are two worlds)
!ka.ka - separated (our world separated from the Ka-world)
/Xam of the Cape (my interpretations in brackets):
//kabbu - dream (the Early Race of the First World was able to dream things into existence, and to
sing them into being, much as the Australian Aboriginals of the Dreamtime)
!kaken .kaka /aui - a small bird; /ka-kau - a small bird, Saxicola castor; .kaui - egg
//kaiten - to ascend; //kao or //kau - be mounted, upon
!kaoken - stone; .karru - bushes, perhaps also blossoms
//ka - to be wet (.khwa - water, rain)
!kauken - children; .(k)auuken - body; .kaxu - breast, chest
-/kakka - speak, tell; ka - to think that
/karra - to bask in the sun
!ka!kauru - moon, shoe of the trickster /Kaggen thrown up in the sky. The shoe of /Kaggen was
speaking, and so the moon was speaking. The moon told the hare to console the ill people: they will
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live on, as the moon waxes again when it had vanished. Yet the hare made a mess of the moon's
words and told people they will die and vanish. Thus death came into the world. The moon
protected game and by doing so led bushmen into arid zones, being sort of a "Kalahari- Lorelei."
(The speaking shoe turning into the speaking moon refers to the telling marks feet and hoofs leave
in the ground and "speak" to a hunter. Emu tracks are most frequent among Australian Aboriginal
rock art.) A prayer to the Young Moon goes: "!kabbi-a yonder, Take my face. Thou shalt give me
thy face yonder." The praying person begs the moon for its face that comes to live again (hence
asking for a new life). The word !kabbi-a was not understood in 1911, and I don't know whether it is
understood by now (if not, I propose a connection to a life in the Ka-world).
The main informant of Bleek and Lloyd was a /Xam shaman by the name of /Kabbu, Dream, and he
was mainly interested in /Kaggen, The Bleek and Lloyd Collection comprises more than 12,000
pages and has become part of UNESCO's "Memory of the World" Register for Documentary
Heritage. Microfilms available from the University of Cape Town. The Evans Library of Texas
A&M University has a microfilm.
13) KA is my hypothetical Middle Stone Age name and philosophical concept of the Other World,
which may survive in the mythical First World and Early Race of the San or Bushmen in Southern
Africa. The First World is still present, accessible through waterholes and cracks in rocks - however,
only for shamans, who wear antelope antlers and undergo the painful death of an eland hit by a
poisoned arrow, but only a half death, inflicted either by a drug or by a monotonous dance
combined with hyperventilation.
Ka, as a world behind the world, a life behind life, would have been a powerful concept, still valid
in our time, and perhaps better understandable if I spoke of the Other Aspect.
Sigmund Freud was the founder of psychoanalysis, which he called a metapsychology, lit. a
psychology above psychology, but one may also call it a psychology behind psychology, as it
explores mental structures behind the obvious behaving. Richard Dawkins found his Ka in the
Selfish Genes that explain our behaving in a surprising new way, shedding light on animal and
human life from a new perspective. Or consider mathematics, which, Albert Einstein said, is exact
as long as we don't apply it to our world, but inexact when applied to real problems; mathematics,
then, may be called the spirit of an ideal world, intertwined with our world, and yet apart from it.
Where are the scientific laws that will be discovered one hundred, one thousand, a million years
hence? They are part of the Ka-world …
Considering the world as two worlds, and looking out for other aspects to the known ones, not just
accepting the obvious but asking for the hidden phenomena, was a powerful concept, and is still
working. So, for the time being, we may date back the origin of philosophy and the sciences to the
Middle Stone Age in Southern and South Africa.
14) Neanderthals were perfectly well adapted to the harsh and very cold climate of Europe 100,000
years ago, of a compact build, with protruding chests, no waist, full of muscles. Their brain was by
twenty per cent bigger than our brain, and casts from the inside of Neanderthal skulls reveal that
their brain was organized in the same way as ours. Their voices were high and melodic. The tribes
had contacts among each other over far distances. Having such a muscular body, they needed plenty
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of meat. They were hunting along the edges of woods, holding their spears with both hands, guiding
it with the left hand, pushing it forward with the right arm.
When the climate began to change some 40,000 years ago, warm and cold periods following each
other within decades, the woods receding into ever smaller insulae, the once so very successful
Neanderthals lost the basis of their life to the modern humans, who were adapted to run in the open
field, and who made use of the throwing spear. So the true reason for the extinction of Neanderthals,
it is believed now, have been the dramatic climatic changes occurring 40,000 years ago.
Neanderthals were far from primitive, they had a language, they adorned some of their deceased
with flowers and ocher, which testifies to a belief in the Other World, hence a form of early religion.
Experimental acoustic studies of Neanderthal skulls may one day inform us about the sounds they
produced with their vocal cords. Until then we can only muse about their language. It may well be,
however, that they were imitating animal calls, and if they should have considered birds to be
messengers between this and another world, KA for the Other World may already have been a word
of Neanderthals, of Homo heidelbergensis, of Homo erectus ...
15) Let me say a word on the origin of religion and begin with personal experiences of mine
concerning the passing of my parents.
My father died in February 1996. On the morning of the funeral I went to the cemetery. Upon
passing the door I saw father walk some twenty paces before me. I knew it can't be him, yet I saw
him with my own eyes. Also my brother Steve, coming another way, passing another door, saw
father walk before him. Our visions were easily explained: we saw two men of the same age and
stature as our father, wearing the same hairdo and the same type of mantle and probably having
worked at the same place our father did. Later on, it happened a couple of times that I saw father in
crowds at places he frequented - someone who resembled him, and whom I "recognized" as father.
My mother died in June 1993. In the subsequent months I had the feeling that she helped me from
above, a couple of times, a nice illusion. And again: my brother Steve had the same impression of
getting helped by her from above. Also this feeling can easily be explained: we remembered our
mother in the way when we were boys, when we looked up to her, and when she really helped us
from above.
Relying on these personal experiences, which also occurred to my brother Steve, I dare say that the
origin of religion is the inevitable death of the individual being, relieved by mild illusions and
hallucinations. Imagine an early human who lost, say, his wife. Seeing her walking away into the
reed one morning, or hearing her whisper in the rustle of leaves one night, may have told him that
she was still alive in some way, perhaps in another world, and not really dead and gone. And such a
relief and consolation may even come to animals, for example to elephants that mourn their dead, or
ape mothers that mourn a dead young for days. An illusion or a hallucination or a dream bringing
back the dead and telling they are not really dead would be some comfort for the soul of the animal
as well as for the human soul.
16) Among the /Xam folklore collected by Wilhelm H.I. Bleek and Lucy C. Lloyd (op.cit) is a
report of an apparition of a deceased woman:
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'We buried my wife in the afternoon. When we had finished burying her, we () returned to the home
of my sister Whai-ttu, and the other people, whence they had come forth. They had come to bury
my wife with me; and we went away, crossing over () the salt pan. / And we perceived a thing
which looked like a little child, as it sat upon the salt pan, seeming as if it sat with its legs crossed
over each other. / And my sister, Whai-ttu, spoke, she () questioned us: "Look ye. What thing sits
yonder upon the salt pan? It is like a little child." And .kweiten-ta-//ken (another sister) spoke, she
asked us: "Look ye. Why is it that this thing is () truly like a person? It seems as if it had on the cap
which Dja.kwain's wife used to wear." And my sister Whai-ttu spoke: "Yes, O my younger sister. ()
The thing truly resembles that which brother's wife was like." It did thus as we went along, it
seemed as if it sat looking (towards) the place from which we came out.'
A man buries his wife. Upon returning home, his sisters and he himself see the woman they just
buried sit as a child on a salt pan. They reach home. Then the man returns to the salt pan, to look
whether the apparition was a bush. But no, it was no bush. "And I agreed that () it must have been a
different kind of thing."
Such apparitions - or mild hallucinations, as I call them - might well have been the origin of the
belief in a survival of the deceased in the Other World, or in the Ka-world, which was separate from
our world and yet present in many ways: in the sky above, inside water holes, inside the rock,
accessible via cracks in the rock to shamans in a trance. The Bushmen consider the graves of their
ancestors places of healing, so the deceased must live on in the beyond (in my "Ka-world") and help
the living via the mediation of the healer shamans, who must have some of the Ka within
themselves, as every living being must have some of the Ka inside their body and soul.
17) A long time ago, preparing myself for the official art school of Zurich, I made a series of
drawings at the lake. When I looked for a long time on the surface of the water, wavelets at a
distance turned into a swarm of leaping silvery fish ... A beautiful illusion. The early hunters and
gatherers, living in nature, must have made plenty of similar experiences, which may have told
them that life emanated from nature. In Alexander Wyclif Reed's book Aboriginal Stories I find the
charming legend Why Frogs Groak and Lyre Byrds Sing. A little stream on the western slope of the
Blue Mountains which feeds the Murray River, cooled by overhanging trees, warmed by sparkling
sunlight, tickled by the friendly breeze, sang an unending song of joy. Wherever it raced over
pebbles in its bed or tumbled from one step of the mountain to another, thousands of little bubbles
came popping to the surface. One bubble with a water spirit longed so much to play with the
floating twigs and the dancing sunbeams that it wished and wished until at last it turned into a living
creature: a tiny little green frog. And the Great Spirit asked the Lyre Bird to sing that little creature
into life, so that it came forth from the bubble ...
Mythology clearly says that life comes from nature, which is absolutely correct in the view of
modern biology. As the first lines of the Genesis at the begin of the Bible are nothing else than an
anticipation of evolutionary theory.
If life came from nature, it may return to nature, and this belief, supported by the consolation of
mild hallucinations (visions of the deceased, alive and well again, or hearing them whisper in the
rustling leaves at night, as explained in the previous chapters), would have been the origin of
religion.
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Is that belief so wrong? Many if not all religions are telling us about the same: Live a decent life,
contribute to the common good, and your life shall not be in vain. We are leaves on the Tree of Life,
spending a brief time on a branch, then falling down, withering, turning into dust, yet every leave
contributes to the growth of the tree, and although each leave goes lost sooner or later, the common
life, or Tree of Life, to which we contribute what we can, lives on ...
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Disc, A concise interpretation of the Elaia disc and
Tiryns disc
A concise interpretation of the Elaia disc and Tiryns disc, relying on
the translations by Derk Ohlenroth, proposing a different historical
background, with many illustrations // © 2008 Franz Gnaedinger
Provisional English translation of the inscription on the Elaia disc as deciphered
by Derk Ohlenroth: Enter Elaia’s grove, kindle peeled wood (stripped from the
bark), beat the earth round about the smoke rising from the sacrificial fire, and
neigh suddenly like a pair of horses: Aio aé! come, Noble Late ‘Night’, always
born anew by the goddess … The disc shows Elaia’s grove in Phigalia, in the
center field a baking oven (Evans 7) symbolizing Demeter Elaia, resembling the
oven of the Bird Goddess in the shrine at Sabatinovka in the Southern Bug
Valley, Moldavia, Early Cucuteni

Next to the oven is a wave (Evans 45) representing Poseidon who was originally
the river god. Poseidon followed Demeter Elaia, she fled him and turned into a
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mare, whereupon he turned into a stallion and raped her. Demeter Elaia
became Black Demeter Melaina the angry one and caused a famine. She bore a
child and gave birth to a daughter by the name of Despoina, Her secret name
was Nyx ‘Night’, and she was an alter ego of Gaia. The above formula evoked
her and made her speak through her priestesses and thus give oracles.
The author of this paper believes that the Vinca culture of Old Europe, a term
coined by Marija Gimbutas, partly survived in Arcadia. A Vinca spiral meant life.
A rectangular spiral is found in the center of the loaf-shaped clay plaque from
Banjica near Belgrade, Early Vinca
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Round spirals appear on another loaf-shaped clay plaque from Vrshac, Vinca
culture, c. 5000 BC or early fifth millennium BC
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A double spiral is seen on the womb of the pregnant goddess from Medvednjak,
Vinca culture, between 5000 and 4500 BC.
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The spiral on the disc has the same meaning of life: performing the horse ritual
brings Nyx to life …
Now for a fable.
The priestesses of Demeter Elaia the friendly one and Black Demeter Melaina
the angry one knew a lot about gardening. They imported edible olives from
Crete and planted them in their grove. Around 1700 BC a hopeful young man
was raised in Lycaion. He worshipped the supreme god at an altar on top of
Mount Lycaion, wherefrom he had a splendid view over the Peloponnese, and
spent considerable time in Elaia’s grove learning about agriculture. As a young
man he traveled to the Argolis, where he was considered such a prodigy that
the king of Tiryns who resided in the beautiful Circular Building on top of the
limestone hill and had no son adopted him for his prince. The Mycenaeans
worshipped Sseyr, Middle Helladic name of Zeus. The young man said: ‘We
worship a supreme god residing on top of Mount Lycaion, he resembles your
Sseyr, he must be the same god …’ It came to happen that a famine menaced
the Argolis, whereupon the young man traveled to Elaia’s grove, evoked Nyx,
and got her oracle via her priestesses. The wise women told him to plant edible
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olives in the Argolis, and to be as industrious as a bee. Well, the young man
took olive twigs and portable beehives from Phigalia to Tiryns, and, with the
help of willing and laborious people, turned the Argolis into a flowering garden
that nourished everybody. He declared Sseyr from Tiryns and the god from top
of Mount Lycaion to be one and the same god. He worshiped Sseyr in a shrine
in the Circular Building, and Demeter Elaia in a complementary shrine. He
placed portable beehives on the walls in honor of Demeter Elaia, and kept
falcons and eagles in honor of Sseyr, even tamed some of the birds and made
them hunt for snakes. He was very inventive and found a solution to almost
every practical problem. Thus he luckily averted the famine, and when the old
king died he was appointed new king of Tiryns. People liked him, some feared
him, and a few said he was no genuine Argivian, just a stranger from Lycaion.
He tried to convince the latter by caring about the safety of Tiryns and of the
Argolis in general. He installed guards on top of the Circular Building and along
the walls of Tiryns. Moreover he founded a union for the protection of the
Argolis

The emblem of this union was the watchful Eye of Argos: a circle of dots around
a central dot
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The king presented himself as the lion-wolf-dog-bee king – the lion being the
Mycenaean emblem of power, the wolf being the Lycaian emblem of power, the
dog a useful guard, and the bee an emblem of industry, sacred to Demeter
Elaia.
Eponymous Tiryns also introduced an ingenious lunisolar calendar from Asia
Minor: a year has 12 months of 30 days, plus 5 and occasionally 6 days, while
63 continuous periods of 30 days – or 270 weeks of seven days – yield 1,890
days and correspond to 64 lunations. Actually he used a variant of this
calendar: a week has nine days, five weeks are 45 days, 8 periods of 45 days
are 360 days, add 5 and occasionally 6 days and you get a year of 365 and
sometimes 366 days. 21 continuous periods of 45 days – or 105 weeks of nine
days – are 945 days and correspond to 32 lunations. This calendar was
visualized in a simple yet appealing way: as a flower of eight petals, each petal
representing 45 days or five weeks, while the 5 and occasionally 6 additional
days of the solar year were represented by a small circle in the center. The
flower was at the same time a symbol of the sun that rules the year and makes
the cereals grow and the flowers bloom …
Now the king had good friends in southern Central Crete, where he liked to
spend winter. Crete in the Middle Helladic / Middle Minoan period of time was a
laboratory of writing. So the king consulted a good friend among the scribes,
elaborating an idea of his own, telling him he would like to convey Elaia’s grove
at Phigalia and his beloved Tiryns on a pair of gold discs that he could wear on
his shoulders. The Tiryns disc should also tell about his success as king. The
pair of gold discs should bear inscriptions conveying stories in a double form,
both as texts and as pictures. How can this be achieved? with a new script that
renders single sounds like A or E or S or L in the form of tiny pictures that can
be assembled to visual messages. The same sound can be represented by
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several different pictures, allowing for more graphic possibilities. For example S
may be given by several signs, among them a soldier [Evans 2], O can again be
written by more than one sign, one of them being the shield of a soldier, and
this shield may be decorated with the emblem of the Argos Eye [Evans 12]. On
the linguistic level, shield O followed by soldier S would yield the frequent
Greek ending –OS, while on the visual level a shield and soldier represent a
guard. Guards must bee seen all over Tiryns, protecting the polis, especially the
gate, and watching over the sea and plains (Tiryns, by then, was close to the
shore). Spirals would be nice. The Tiryns spiral should begin with Sseyr in the
center --- emphatic Ss given as the calendar flower of eight petals [Evans 38],
Ey as profile of the king, bearing a tattoo on the cheek, a pair of tiny circles for
sky and earth [Evans 3], and R as ear of grain, speaking for the king’s concern
about the Argivian fields [Evans 10]. The spiral text must unify Sseyr with the
supreme god residing on top of Mount Lycaion, a shining god reflected in the
shining town, while he, the king, personifying the town, may be equated via the
godlike polis with the shining god himself. The text along the margin should be
a magic enforcement of the protection granted by the walls around Tiryns. And
here is what the king and his friend the scribe managed to write on the Tiryns
disc. Spiral text: Sseyr is the shining one also when Sseyr is the Lycaian one
whose women give birth to his equal, and if shining Tiryns resembles the
shining god, also I, personifying Tiryns, resemble the god … Text along the
margin: Marked by the god and lonesome evermore and without hope for
salvation and deprived of a shadow shall return who tries to enter without
permission … The banning formula warding off potential intruders begins again
with the emphatic Ss of Sseyr. The visual message conveys how well Tiryns was
protected, by so many guards:

There are more visual messages, for example two waves on the margin
indicating the former course of the river Manesse (Evans 45), the woman with
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the mane and protruding face showing Demeter Elaia as she turns into Black
Demeter Melaina (Evans 6), portable beehives on the wall (Evans 24), a falcon
catching a snake (Evans 31), and so on

The king and later his successors wore the pair of gold discs on their shoulders,
recognizable as minute spirals on the gold signet ring from Tiryns, where we
see Eponymous Tiryns before Demeter Elaia, raising a libation jug, appearing
as lion-wolf-dog-bee king, behind him three successors, in between the kings
three olive twigs growing out of olives, practically the same sign as Evans 13.
Ears of grain are seen on Demeter Elaia’s gown, and as rain in the sky. Behind
the happy goddess hides the eagle of Sseyr

The gold discs are lost – perhaps waiting for discovery in an as yet unexcavated
part of Tiryns? Luckily the scribe and friend of Eponymous Tiryns made a clay
copy of the pair of gold discs and baked them together into a single disc. The
copy was kept in the palace of Phaistos in the fertile Mesara plain in southern
central Crete, where Luigi Pernier found it in the evening of July 3, 1908. The
scribe of the discs, or one of his colleagues, inscribed a bronze double axe that
was placed in the cave near Arkalochori and devoted to Lousia the angry one,
Cretan equaivalent of Black Demeter Melaina. Translation by Derk Ohlenroth: I
belong to the goddess Lousia. This short inscription shares three signs and the
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so-called thorn with the signs on the discs. Elaia in her boat with the bow in the
shape of a horse can be seen on the gold ring from Mokhlos in Crete, and the
bee as her industrious companion does not miss on this charming work of a
Cretan goldsmith

Homer, finally, paid homage to Eponymous Tiryns in the Odyssey, where he
appears as Lord Laertes the gardener who planted the olive tree around whose
trunk Odysseus and Penelope build their immovable bed, symbol of the ever
lasting Greek civilization.
Franz Gnaedinger, September 2008 (written for a conference)
Postscript (October 2008)
In my fable I say that the kings of Tiryns resided in the beautiful Circular
Building on top of the limestone hill, close to the former shore of the bay and
the former mouthing of the river Manesse. Actually, the Circular Building
burned down by the end of the Early Helladic period of time, but I assume that
a wooden structure replaced the former version in the Middle Helladic period of
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time – sort of a palace combined with storage rooms, a Zeus sanctuary, a
lighthouse, and a watchtower. A big rosette of supporting blocks at the base of
the former Circular Building is still extant in situ, one more reason for the
rosette in the center of the Tiryns disc. My formula for understanding early
civilization – simple yet complex – also helps in the case of the two discs, and in
shedding light on the Middle Helladic period of time in the Argolis, on which we
still know so very little.
Owing to the wonderful decipherments by Derk Ohlenroth – Elaia disc, Tiryns
disc, inscription on the bronze double axe from Arkolochori, inscription on the
altar stone from Mallia – we can now have a glimpse behind the veils of time.
The first Greeks, coming from Dimini in Thessaly, arrived in the Peloponnese in
around 2 800 BC and settled in the Argolis. The clash between the old
civilization of the goddess (revealed by Marija Gimbutas) and the IndoEuropeans, fond of their bridled horses, are evoked on the Elaia disc, by the
baking oven as emblem of the goddess and the river as emblem of the god in
the center field, by the Elaia text, and the underlying myth. Poseidon, originally
the god of rivers who created the horse, fell in love with Demeter Elaia from
Phigalia, chased her, she fled him, turned into a mare, he turned into a stallion
and raped her, whereupon she caused a famine, becoming Black Demeter
Melaina in Phigalia and Lousia the angry one in Crete. Eponymous Tiryns, hero
of the Tiryns disc, reconciled the two civilizations and thus enabled the Greek
wonder. He and his successors are commemorated on the Tiryns disc, on the
gold signet ring from Tiryns, on numerous seals from various regions in the
Peloponnese, and as Lord Laertes the gardener in Homer’s Odyssey, along the
lineage Zeus – Arkeisios – Laertes – Odysseus – Telemachos. Let me propose
the following timetable:
Zeus 2700 BC – the Middle Helladic name of the god was Sseyr (Doric Sseus),
which I see as emphatic form of Magdalenian* TYR meaning: he who
overcomes in the double sense of rule and give. Tyr- may have been the name
or title of the first Greek king arriving in the Argolis
Arkeisios 2200 BC – Magdalenian* ARK means bear, Ark- may have been the
name of a big and strong Argivian king ruling with a powerful ‘paw’
Laertes 1700 BC – gardener, would have introduced the edible olive in the
Argolis, Argos Eye, watchful union of Argivian towns, Argonauts, gold, gold
discs worn on the shoulders by Laertes and his successors
Odysseus 1200 BC – the root of the name means hate (Ialian odio), Trojan war
caused by beautiful Helen, symbol of tin that came from the Ore Mountains in
Middle Europe or from Central Asia and was in either case bound to pass Troy,
which was symbolized in Polyphem. Odysseus and Penelope (a pun on the
Peloponnese) build their immovable bed, symbol of the eternal Greek
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civilization, around the trunk of the olive tree that had been planted by Lord
Laertes
Telemachos 700 BC – Homer’s time, Messenian wars, Homer fearing for the
unity and stability of the Greek civilization, Gyges on the horizon, danger of a
new Polyphem as motivation for uniting the material of dozens of bards into the
Iliad and Odyssey that mark the begin of the European literature
* As for Magdalenian: (having reconstructed an amazing lunisolar calendar
from ideograms in the Lascaux cave in early 2005 I need a matching language
and try to reconstruct one, relying on the approach to early language by
Richard Fester. For example his KALL became my KAL meaning Underworld,
once a beautiful place – Greek kalos means beautiful –, a word of many
derivatives, among them Helen Hellenes keltoi Celts Helvetii, referring to
ancient miners who got precious metals from the ground)
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